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ABSTRACT 
The thesis consists of an introduction to and commentary on books 3 and 4 of the 
Ethiopian Story of Heliodorus. The introduction explores the meagre evidence for the life 
of the author, and concludes that he was probably a Phoenician living in the Syrian city of 
Emesa. The nature of the personal relationship between Heliodorus and the cult of the sun, 
mentioned explicitly in the final sentence of the romance, is discussed but must remain 
inconclusive. References to Helios in the romance are shown to be largely literary rather 
than programmatically religious. The narrative context surrounding the encounter between 
the hero and heroine of the story and the latter' s strange birth, which constitutes the true 
opening of the romance, are investigated particularly closely. The possibility that the 
author represented his heroine, paradoxically born white to the black king and queen of 
Ethiopia, as what would today be termed an albino, is analysed, and the literary and cult-
ural implications of this evaluated. Comparative anthropological studies of this hereditary 
condition in a variety of cultures show a strong connection with religious cults of the sun, 
while the internal evidence in the romance (particularly the heroine ' s miraculous birth, the 
constrained sexuality of the hero and heroine, and the high degree of cultural alienation in 
the work) further corroborate this argument. 
The introduction also reviews the evidence for the date of the romance, such as the 
extent of the author' s knowledge of the contemporary kingdoms of Axum and Meroe, his 
use of words and linguistic forms that were prevalent in the fourth century, the traces of 
Christian doctrines in the romance, the comparison between the sieges of Syene and Nisi-
bis, and the similarity between the account of the triumphal procession of Aurelian in 
Vopiscus ' biography of the emperor and the presentation of ambassadors to Hydaspes. 
This survey shows that there are strong arguments for the fourth century date for the 
romance. The introduction concludes with a brief survey of the language and style of 
Heliodorus. 
The commentary provides detailed discussion of key passages for the interpretation 
of the author's narratological strategy, with particular regard to the role of Kalasiris in the 
plot. Other substantial notes look at the author's treatment of the conventions of romance , 
his ironical use of the superstition of the 'evil eye ', his subtle characterisation, and his use 
of literary topoi. The thesis concludes with appendices on the intertextual relationship 
between the Homeric epics and the Ethiopian Story, the significance of the word uvn6Eoc;, 
and the 'amphibolies' , or double explanations for events in the narrative. 
PREFACE 
The TLG corpus of electronic Greek texts has been indispensable to me in writing this 
commentary. One of the greatest pleasures of reading Heliodorus comes when an echo is 
heard of the vast cast of Greek literature that preceded him, many of whom he was clearly 
familiar with. The TLG makes the task of recognising and confirming such intertexts far 
easier than it was in the past. The ready availability of so much of Greek literature is of 
special value to scholars working in libraries which do not carry a full range of even the 
standard editions. 1 
With regard to modem scholarship, I have erred on the side of inclusiveness in 
view of the severe difficulties all but the best-stocked libraries have in providing adequate 
resources for the study of the Ethiopian Story. A commentary should, I believe, at least 
attempt to acknowledge scholarly work that has been and is being done on the text and its 
interpretation, though with the increasing rate of publication on the romances this is 
increasingly difficult to do.2 
With regard to the spelling of Greek names, I have retained the traditional spellings 
found in library catalogues, such as Homer, Plato, and Herodotus (I reckon Heliodorus in 
this group). Where a name is less established in the English language I have adopted the 
closest possible transliteration, e.g., Kallirhoe, Arsake, and Demainete. In many cases of 
doubt, such as Helios, Philostephanus, and Onesicritus, I have followed the lead of the 
second edition of the OCD.3 Ideally, the names should be transliterated (and indeed 
pronounced) correctly, but this is rarely entirely successful and there is virtue in their 
being recognisable to non-Classicists, particularly in the case of authors and titles. 
A number of colleagues have read and commented on this thesis. Where I have 
been able to follow their advice the result is doubtless much improved. The well-informed 
and critical remarks of John Morgan and Bryan Reardon in particular have contributed 
I Every care has been taken to obtain the most reliable texts, but this has not been possible in all 
cases. 
2 The bulk of this thesis was written before the pUblication of J.R. Morgan's chapter on Heliodorus 
in G. Schmeling, The Noye} in the Ancient World (Leiden 1996) 417-456, which now provides the 
best short account of the author and his work. 
3 The third edition of the OeD appeared after this thesis was written. 
much to the final result. John Birchall and Tim Whitmarsh also greatly assisted me by 
reading the thesis and by providing me with photocopies of bibliographical material that I 
would otherwise have been unable to obtain. I am particularly indebted to Aileen Bevis for 
her careful reading of a draft of this thesis, to John Birchall for allowing me to read his 
PhD commentary on book I of the Ethiopian Story, to my supervisors, Professors Bernhard 
Kytzler and Anne Mackay, and to my colleagues in Durban, who allowed me leave of 
absence. The whole thesis is my own original work, except where I have referred to the 
writings and ideas of other scholars. I acknowledge the financial support of the South 
African Human Sciences Research Council and the University of Natal, Durban, which 
made it possible for me to spend six months in London. The staff of the Institute of 
Classical Studies, the Warburg Institute and the British Library made my researches so 
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Recent studies of the Ethiopian Story emphasise the literary quality of the work rather than 
seeking to understand it primarily in terms of the cultural context in which it is set. This 
applies particularly to the religious structure of the work.4 There is much to this point of 
view that compels assent; the complex unfolding of the opening of the narrative, for 
example, has won critical approbation since Michael Psellus ' famous comparison between 
the skilfully woven strands of the narrative and the intertwining coils of serpents (see 
further below). 5 At the same time, however, Heliodorus clearly grounded his narrative in 
plausible detail and strove to give his work a sense of graphic actuality that would draw 
his readers into his story.6 While the argument in this introduction is by no means a 
defence of the view that the romance was written to illustrate the efficacy of an 
established religious cult, it nevertheless seeks to show that the details of Heliodorus' 
narrative afford the reader sufficient insight into his strange and enigmatic fictional world 
that an entirely unexpected and original perspective on it becomes possible. The argument 
must begin (paradoxically, as it should) with the concluding sentence of the work. 
THE AUTHOR'S SPHRAGIS 
The final sentence of the Ethiopian Story is usually thought to have been written by 
Heliodorus himself and has therefore been used as evidence for the identity of the author 
and as a key to the overall interpretation of the work.7 The text reads as follows: 
TOl6vb£ 1ttpaC; €crXE 'to cr6v'taY}la 'trov 1t£pt 8£ay£V'l'lY Kat XaplKAetaV 
Ai9to1ttKrov' 0 (J'\)v£'ta;Ev avTjp Cl>otVt; 'E}lt01WOC;. 'trov acp' <HAlOU y£vOC;. 
e£ObOcrtOU 1t<Xtc; 'HA t6bropoC; (10.41. 4). 
4 Cf., e.g., Morgan (1989, 319): 'the religious ending is there precisely to convey the sense of an 
ending.' Morgan expresses this more forcefully in his 1979 thesis (p. xxxviii) : 'scholarly obsession 
with the spiritual background is merely the other face of a general failure to come fully to terms 
with the Greek romances as works of literature. ' Cf. also n. 101 below. 
S Given as testimonium XII in Colonna (1938) 363-65. 
6 Cf. Morgan (1994, 109 and n. 16; 1982,222); Buehler (1976, 177-185). 
1 Cf., e.g., Rohde (19143,465-467 [437-438]). 
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These words appear to have been written by the author8 because, in the first place, they 
constitute a mppayl; or 'seal' (in the metaphorical sense) to the work.9 In the absence of 
copyright law, the mppayl; established the author's rights over his creation and, in the case 
of famous authors, it satisfied the desire of readers for information about their identity; it 
is therefore likely to have been autobiographical in nature. tO Secondly, Heliodorus' final 
sentence is artfully constructed and shows signs of literary polish, although this does not 
necessarily mean that he was personally responsible for it. Thirdly, while the 'autobio-
graphical' statements of the other Greek romance writers are generally made in the first 
rather than the third person, and are placed at the beginning rather than the end of their 
compositions,11 Heliodorus may have used the third person as a deliberate imitation of the 
prefaces of the Greek historians (in keeping with the historiographical pose he adopts else-
where in the work) and a final position was traditional in the case of a cr<ppaylc;.12 The 
8 More recently, Hefti (1950, 129-131) regards the fmal sentence as suspect, but Morgan (1979, ad 
loc.) accepts it as genuine. 
9 The term O'cppayic; is more accurate than KOA.OCProV since the latter is generally used of a concluding 
argument in a philosophical treatise in antiquity: cf., e.g., Plato Euthd 301e; Laws 673d; Tht 153c. 
to For O'cppayiC; in the sense of a warrant, cf. Theognis 19; as a guarantee of secrecy, cf. Pseudo-
Lucian Epigr. 11, and particularly in magical texts (cf. LSJ ad loco II). For the O'cppayic; appended to 
poetic texts, see Fraenkel (1963,362-363,407); Kranz (1961); Aly RE A.2 1757. The most familiar 
example of a O'cppayic; is Vergil Georgics 4.559-566. 
11 Winkler (1982, 96 and n. 6) states that the 'novels of Longus, Achilles Tatius, Chariton, and 
Antonius Diogenes begin . . . by identifying the author and the circumstances of discovery 
(Diogenes, Ach. Tat.) or composition (Longus, Chariton) of the story.' Cf. Chariton, Xapl-trov 
'AcpPo~tcnei>c;, 'A9Ttvayopo'\) 'tou "T]'topOC; i:l1tOypacpei:lc;, lta90c; epomKov EV };'\)paKo-uO'atC; yevoJ.l£vov 
~tT\Yi]O'ol1m (1.1.1); ToO'~e ltEpi. KaA.A.tpoTtC; O'tlvSypava (8.8.16); Achilles Tatius, 'Eym M Kat 'ta 
&Ua ~v e1tTIvo'\)v 'tile; ypacp"c;, Ct1:C ~£ roy epomKoc; neptepyo1:CPOV el3A£ltOV 'tOY ayovta 'tOy l30uv 
"EpOYta (1.2.1); Achilles Tatius then hands over the narrative to his fictional ego-narrator, 
Kleitophon, '0 ~£ apxe1XXt 'tou Akyetv cooe' 'E~Ot cl>otviJCTt YEVOC;, T-upoC; it 1ta'tpic;, ovo~a KA£t'tOcproV 
(1.3.1); Longus, 'Ev AEO'j3q> 9T\Prov ev w..O'et Nu~cprov 9Eal1a ewov leaA.A.tO''tov rov ei~ov (Prologue 1). 
Even the sophisticated Apuleius presents the prologue (for the most part) in the first person. Ac-
cording to Photius, Antonius Diogenes made use of the epistolary form (and so, presumably, the 
first person also) in dedicating his work to his sister, Isidora. Cf. Photius, 'EmO''tOA."v ~v ouv lea't' 
apXaC; 'tou 13t13A.iot) ypacpet ltpOC; 'titv alleA.<i>Ttv 'Icru5ropav, lit' ~ ei leal. 't'itv 1tPOO'cpOOVT]O'tV aUTft 'tillv 
O'\}yypal1l1a trov &ilCYU'tat ltE1tOtTJ~vo<; (Bib. 166.111a.41 [Bekker]). 
12 For example, Herodotus: 'HpoMwt) E>oupiot) iO''tOpiTtC; altolle~tC; ~e (Prol. 1.1); Thucydides 6o'\)1C'\)-
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possibility that it may reflect a scribe's or librarian' s (as opposed to the author' s) termin-
ology is therefore extremely remote .13 If this passage is indeed autobiographical, it 
provides the best evidence we have about the author. I shall therefore discuss the passage 
phrase by phrase below. 
Trov ?tept 9£aytvTJv Kat XaptKA£taV AiSto1ttKrov 
This phrase supplies a full title for the work. Some later writers and manuscripts refer to 
the romance simply as 't<X Ai9to1ttK<X (hereafter The Ethiopian Story) but most Byzantine 
authorities use the title XaptKA£ta. 14 The focus on Charikleia at the expense of Theagenes 
in the later tradition is an acknowledgment of her central importance in the narrative and 
in the ideology of the work (see the note at 3.4.1 below). Similarly, the use of'tu Ai9to1ttK<X 
as a title for the work by the author, despite the fact that only book 10 is set in Ethiopia 
(most of the work takes place in Greece [books 3-4, 5:17-27] and Egypt [books 1-2; 5:1-16, 
27-34; 6-9]), is an indication of the ideological importance of that land in the romance. 15 
The title 't<X Ai9to1ttK<X also indirectly reinforces the importance of Charikleia in the story, 
since she is the only Ethiopian character to participate directly in the action of books 1-8. 
Heliodorus describes Ethiopia largely in literary terms, making use of, amongst others, 
Homer, Herodotus and, in particular, Philostratus ' Lite of Apollonius (see below n. 18). 
Consequently, the Ethiopia of the romance features a king and Brahmanic gymnosophist of 
India while locating the kingdom in Africa, to the south of Egypt (see the note on 4.8.3 
OtOT\~ 'A9T\vato~ ~,\)vEypa",e 'tOY 1t6A.e~OV 't&v IleA.o1tovVTtcic.ov Kat 'A9T\vatc.ov (1.1.1); Lucian Hist. 
Conser. 54. Xenophon's Ephesiaka.; the Historia Apollonii Regis Tyrii, the Alexander Romance are 
presented anonymously. The placing of the sentence at the end of the romance resembles the con-
cluding autobiographical statement of Ammianus Marcellinus (31.16.7). For the historiographical 
pose of Heliodorus, cf. Morgan (1981, 221-265). Kranz (1961, 44-45) refers to similar statements 
by the authors of rhetorical and philosophical works and by vase painters such as Exekias (e.g., 
ESl:EKIAl:ErPA~l:EKAIlOEl:EME, Berlin 1720; ABV 143.1), although there the vase speaks. 
13 For scribal subscriptions, cf. Reynolds and Wilson (19742, 35-37, 219) and the references there. 
The Historia ApollonH Regis Tyrii ends with a final sentence in the third person, but without any 
reference to the author. 
14 Details of the titles used in the MSS. are given in the apparatus criticus of RL. For the usage of 
later authorities see Colonna (1938) Test. IV, IX (m AiBto1ttKa)' II X XI XII XIII XVI XVII , , , , , , , , 
XIX, XX (XaptWl.a) . 
15 For the idealisation of Hydaspes, the Ethiopian king, see Snowden (1970, 148), Morgan (1979 at 
9.6.2). 
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below). Nevertheless, Heliodorus may yet have heard reports of the historical kingdoms of 
Axum and Meroe (see below on the fourth-century date of the work). 
'AviJp <I>oLvtl; ('a Phoenician') 
This is best taken as an ethnic tenn qualifying the following geographic descriptor, 
'E~tcr"v6<;, and had long been used as such. 16 It is therefore unwarranted to deduce that the 
necessity for this phrase arose after Septimius Severus divided the province of Syria into 
Syria Coe1e and Syria Phoenike in 194 AD and that the use of the phrase would therefore 
provide a tenninus post quem for the date of the author .17 
'Elltgnv6, ('from Emesa') 
Emesa (modern Horns in Syria) was an important centre on the river Orontes that 
controlled the flow of eastern trade from the oasis at Palmyra through mountain defiles to 
the coastal ports of Lebanon.18 The town was also of strategic importance militarily in that 
it was often used to launch attacks against the Parthians. As a result, Emesa was granted 
the status of a Roman colony by Caracalla (212-217) and, as the home town of the emperor 
Elagabalus, who was priest of the cult of Helios there, and his family (Julia Domna, Julia 
Maesa, and Severus Alexander), Emesa achieved great prosperity at this time. Indeed, 
because of the strong parallels between the Ethiopian Story and Philostratus' Life of 
Apollonius of Tyana, which was published some time after the death of his patroness, Julia 
Domna, in 217, the reigns of Elagabalus (M. Aurelius Antoninus, emperor 218-222) or 
Alexander Severus (Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander, emperor 222-235) have been 
16 The use of the word is similar to Herodian's description of Julia Maesa as a cl>ol.wma. Herodian 
5.3.2, Matcra tjv 't1.~ ovo~a, 'to yevo~ <l>oivtcrcra, aM 'E~cro'\) KaA.O,\)~V11~ ou'tO> 1t6A.e~ h <l>otvilcn. For 
the expression cf. a fragment of Archestratus, a contemporary of Aristotle (quoted by Athen. 
3.77.25 : ecr'tOl ~hl crOt aviJp cl>Otvt~ il At>OO~ EV OtlCq» . Millar (1993, 121-124, 306) points out the 
existence of three groups of people in Emesa; Arabs, Phoenicians and Greeks. Heliodorus' and Julia 
Maesa's identification of themselves by city and by race therefore serve to distinguish their identity 
more clearly than mere mention of the city would have done. Phoenicians feature quite prominently 
in the romance, though to some extent this is a literary convention (see 4.16.6.2 below and note). 
17 Cf. Sandy (1982, 1-2 and nn. 1 & 2), who supports the third century date on this basis. 
18 Millar (1993, 300-309) accepts the importance of trade with the east for the development of 
Emesa, which may be reflected in Heliodorus' description of the gifts of the ambassadors from the 
east (10.25.2-10.27.3), for example. 
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suggested as the most likely date for the Ethiopian Story.19 Syria produced a number of 
influential intellectuals in the second and third centuries AD and Julia Domna was known 
for her patronage of writers, one of whom may have been our Heliodorus.
20 
There is certainly a very close relationship between the various works of 
Philostratus (especially the Heroicus, the Gymnasticus, the letters and the Vita ApolloniI) 
and books 3-4 of the romance of Heliodorus in respect of the following points (see further 
the notes ad loc.): the hero-cult of Neoptolemus (3.1.1); the hymn to Thetis (3.2.4); the 
description of Theagenes as Achilles (3.3 .3-3.3 .7); the connection between sight and erotic 
love (3.5.4-3 .5.5); the concept of q>uv'tumu (3 .13.1); the birth of Homer (3.14.2); the foot-
race at the Pythian Games (4.1.1-4.3.1); the myth of Perseus and Andromeda (4.8.3); the 
birth of a white female offspring to a black mother (4.8.5); the pantarb stone (4.8.5); the 
remoteness of Ethiopia (4.12.1); the sacrifice of incense rather than a blood sacrifice to 
Helios (4.16.4); Phoenician merchants (4.16.6); and many verbal echoes cited in the 
commentary. The close resemblance between Kalasiris and Apollonius is particularly 
striking. Nevertheless, the opinions on the third century date for Heliodorus remain 
entirely circumstantial. Besides, Emesa was also an important centre in the fourth century 
19 See RL p. xiv: 'Si ron tient compte de ces rapports, Heliodore a dil ecrire quelque temps apres 
220 environ, et on peut essayer de Ie situer dans Ie second quart du siec1e, peut-etre pendant ou peu 
apres Ie regne d'Alexandre Severe, qui fut assassine en 235.' Cf. also Rattenbury (1926b, 176), 
Miinscher (1912, 23-24: 'Damit riickt die Abfassung des H.-Romans etwa vor 250 . .. sie fallt in 
den recht eng en Rahmen der drei Jahrzehnte etwa von 220-250') . Rohde (19143, 496 [4661) wanted 
to date Heliodorus rather later, in the second half of the third century, on the grounds that the 
emperor Aurelian (a) won an important victory at Emesa over the forces of the Palmyrene queen 
Zenobia at this time, as a result of which he transferred the Emesan cult of Helios to Rome (SHA 
Aurelian 25; cf. also 35, 39) and (b) experienced a vision of Apollonius of Tyana in a dream (SHA 
Aurelian 24.2-9). By being moved to Rome, the Emesan cult of Helios was promoted to the status 
of the official religion of the Empire-certainly more creditably than it had been under Elagabalus. 
Lane Fox (1986, 137, 704 n. 52) rather ambivalently sides with the third century date: 'The case [of 
the date of Heliodorus] is far from settled, but of the two [sc. dates], the earlier is preferable, 
suggesting that the book may be connected with the literary sophist Heliodorus the Arab, who 
pleaded in the presence of the Emperor Caracalla and lived to an old age in Rome. ' 
20 For Syrian writers of this period, see Stoneman (1992, 132), Rohde (19143, 497 [466 n. 3]). The 
fourth-century also produced important Syrian writers, however: for example, the neoPlatonic 
philosopher, Sallustius haled from Emesa, at least on his mother's side (Suda s.v. UxAo-ocrno<;; 
Damascius Vita Isidorifr. 138.7). 
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when it was promoted to the status of a metropolis by Theodosius 1/1 and there is more 
decisive evidence that suggests a fourth century date (see below). 
Trov aq>' 'HAto'\) lEvoe; 'one of the descendants of Helios' 
These words are crucial for any attempt to gain insight into the world of the author, but 
have proved exceptionally difficult to interpret. F or example, in the dedicatory letter to his 
commentary (p. Kj3'), Koraes ambivalently suggests that the ancestors of Heliodorus either 
imagined (Eq>aV'ta~ov'to) they were descended from the sun, or that the phrase meant that 
they were priests of Helios. Rohde (19143, 471 [443 n. 3])22 is similarly in doubt, but 
suggests that both interpretations were possible. However, it seems clear that the phrase 
refers to the author's birth (y£vo<;) rather than his religious beliefs or identity (these are 
discussed below). Altheim (1942, 20) correctly notes the inclusion of Heliodorus' father, 
Theodosius, in the genealogy in 10.41.4-in fact, the phrase may conceal a typically 
Heliodoran play on the etymologies of the names Heliodorus and Theodosius23-but he too 
takes the phrase to mean that Heliodorus worked as a priest in the temple of Helios. 
However, the evidence shows overwhelmingly that such expressions refer to genealogies 
(cf. ot arc6 Lls'\)'lCaAtIDvo<; 'to YEvo<;, Hecataeus la,1,F14.2 [Jacoby]), claims of divine descent 
(cf. a1tO At6<; £XOV'tE<; 'to y£vo<;, Acusilaus la,2,F43.3 [Jacoby]; and in the Alexander 
Romance Alexander is described as y£vo<; At6<;i4 or descriptions of biological categories 
21 Rohde (19143 , 497 [466 n. 3]). For the prominence of the city in the fourth century, cf. Amm. 
Marc. 14.8.9. 
22 Numbers given in between square brackets [] indicate the page numbers of the first edition, 
printed in the margins of the third edition. 
23 Merkelbach (1962, 292). The name Theodosius is attested by Strabo (12.4.9, referring to 
Theodosius of Bithynia, a mathematician and astronomer) as early as the 2nd century BC and 
cannot be used to demonstrate a late date for Heliodorus. 
24 1.32 [A recension]: e1tiypex'l'e YP<XIlJ1ex'tex e, A B r !l E. 'to J.L£v ouv A 'A).i~<xv~po~, 'to M B 13<x<nA.cU~, 
'to ~E r yevo~, 'to ~E !l !ltO~, 'to ~E E h:'ttoc 1tOA.tV <XctJ1VT\cr'tOv). Cf. similar expressions in the work 
itself: e. g., OtKClOt)'t<Xt yap <Xct 'to cro<p&v yevo~, 4.12.1; 1tCpt. 'to l3<ro\.A.ctov yevo~, 7.2.5. The omission 
of the article with yevo~ is quite comtnon: cf., e.g., altO M<xy~t~ epext1CO~ yevo~, Duris 2a,76,F28.2 
(Jacoby) and occurs in Heliodorus also: cf., e.g., W,,'A' hew'tt Kext. llJ1CPOV yevo~, 1.19.2; YEV~ JtEV 
ecrJ1Cv "Irovc~, 1.22.2; 'AtVt<Xvrov YEVO~, 2.34.5; EO"'tt yap J1exXtJ100tex'tOv 1] KOOJ111 YEVO~, 6.13.2; 
a1tCKpivex'to Eex'O'tOV ~E Kext. 't1lV XexpiKA.ctexV ~E'A'A11V<X~ YEV~, 8.17.3; ee't"tClAO~ rov YEV~, 10.36.3 (other 
instances occur at 1.8.6; 1.9.1; 1.19.7; 2.17.4; 2.34.4; 3.19.3; 4.5.5; 4.9.2; 4.11.4; 4.12.1; 4.20.2; 
6.7.6; 6.8.1; 6.11.2; 7.2.5; 7.11.5; 7.12.6; 7.14.2; 7.19.6; 7.20.4; 8.3.7; 8.17.4; 9.25.5; 10.4.5 [with 
6 
(cf., e.g., Top. 153a33) and heredity (Hippoc. Morh. Sacr. 2.7 [Littre]). If Heliodorus had 
wanted to inform his readers that he was a priest of Helios he could surely have done so 
without using genealogical expressions of this kind.25 
Furthermore, any interpretation of this phrase ('trov acp' 'HAlo'\) YEVOe;) must take the 
parallel expressions of Persinna (4.8.2: 6 y£v£apXTle; TUJ.roV "HA.tOe;; 4 .8.3: TUllV 1tpOyovOt 6£rov 
... "HA.t6e;) into account. The words appear to suggest more than the conventional claim of 
the Persian kings to be descended from the sun and there is certainly no precedent for a 
queen to make such a claim.26 Furthermore, Heliodorus could not have imagined Persinna 
the article]; 3.1.5; 3.16.3; 3.16.4; 4.3.2; 4.18.5; 5.19.2; 7.8.3; 7.27.5; 8.9.4; 9.3.8; 9.27.3 [without 
articleD. The meaning varies from 'kind' to ' nature' and ' nationality' . The prepositional phrase 
K<x"Ca Y8VO<; also occurs as a variation (2.9.2; 6.2.3). The usage wa"s modelled on Herodotus (Kpotoo<; 
iiv Aooo<; ~v yevo<;, 1.6) and is also used by Philostratus (yevo<; 'Iv~\'K6v, VA 3.20). Heliodorus' 
fondness for this expression and its presence in the o<pp<xyt<; is further evidence to show that the 
final sentence is authentic. See Birchall's note on 1.22.2, and his introduction (p. 63), where he 
argues the yevo<; here means 'religious order' . Morgan (ad Joc.) takes 't&v acp' 'HAto'\) yevo<; to be a 
kind of family name here. 
2S It was along these lines that Glava (1937, 1) speculated that the expression suggests that 
Heliodorus may have been born an Ethiopian, but her view has been rejected by Rattenbury (1938, 
145) on the grounds that Heliodorus ' knowledge of Ethiopia is evidently second-hand (as remarked 
above, Heliodorus' Ethiopia bears a closer resemblance to India than to the African kingdom; see 
the note on 4.8.1.8, for example) . Snowden (1970, 188 and n. 120) and Dilke (1980, 271) revive 
Glava's idea, the latter emphasising the ending of the romance in which ' blacks and whites live 
happily together.' However, there is no evidence in the text that suggests that Heliodorus imagined 
his Ethiopians to have had negroid, rather than black Indian, features. The blush on Meroebos' 
black skin (10.24.2) and Sisimithres' comment on colour prejudice (10.10.4) could suggest either 
group. Similarly, Goethals (1959) later emphasised the relative absence of prejudice in the w<?rk as 
evidence of the author's sympathy with Ethiopians. The debate goes back as far as Thorlacius 
(1825) 6-8, who suggested a connection between the cult of Helios and Egyptian beliefs and had 
observed that the myth of Perseus originated in Africa. His views were sharply criti~ised by Naber 
(1872), who pointed out, sometimes with exaggerated vehemence, that Heliodorus makes a number 
of errors in describing Egyptian geography and clearly did not know Egypt at first hand. 
26 The word YEvapxTJC; conventionally means 'ancestor' or ' founder' , cf. LSJ9 ad Joc. For claims by 
Persian kings to be descended from the sun, cf. Plutarch Artaxerxes 1.2 (the Persians call the sun 
Cyrus and the kings were named after him) from which doubtless derives Chariton's statement at. 
6.1.10 ("W.tO<; 1tpo1ta'tOlp 0'0<;); cf. HId. 4.8.2 and note. Another instance of YEvaPXll<; in a religious 
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to have been a priestess of Helios as he explicitly informs his readers that Ethiopian 
women were prohibited from even attending the sacrifice to Helios and Selene (10.4.4). 
Consequently, because Heliodorus refers to his descent from Helios in a similar way to 
Persinna, it is unnecessary to assume that the phrase 'trov <xcp' 'HUo\) ytvo~ meant that 
Heliodorus was a priest of Helios either. Careful consideration of the context of Persinna's 
remarks may help to clarify the meaning of Heliodorus' obscure autobiographical 
comment in the crcpp<xyi~. Her words are taken from a letter (4.8) stitched into a swaddling 
band in which Charikleia had been exposed and which explained how it carne about that 
she was born white to black parents. The final verdict on the author's description of 
himself as a descendant of the race of the sun must therefore follow full consideration of 
this letter (see below). 
THE CENTRAL PARADOX OF THE ROMANCE: ALBINISM 
Persinna's description of the miraculous and fantastic conception of her daughter by 
'maternal impression' (4.8.4-5) has already been comprehensively discussed, and many 
scholars have pointed out the crucial importance of this passage for the interpretation of 
the romance.27 The intricate opening of the novel in medias res finds its ultimate origin 
here and it is this passage which appears to reveal to the reader the essential information 
by which the action of the plot is finally resolved. In effect, all ancient accounts of this 
phenomenon, such as the ugly man who fathered a handsome son by this method (Galen 
De Theriaca 11.14.253 [Kuhn]), women who gave birth to monkeys (Soranus Gyn. 1.39), 
and piebald sheep born to white ewes (Genesis 30.3 7 -41; Aug. De Trin. 11.2), at least to 
the modern mind, show that it was an attempt to explain the mysteries of heredity in the 
absence of any theory of genetics. From this point of view, the birth of a white daughter to 
the black king and queen of Ethiopia as a result of maternal impression is most naturally 
taken to be a case of albinism.28 To an ancient reader, on the other hand, such occurrences 
context is cited by Altheim (1942, 20 [Julian of Laodicea]). 
27 Maternal impression: Reeve (1989), Dilke (1980) and Morgan (1979); importance: Bartsch (1989, 
48) and Winkler (1982, 127). 
28 Pearson et 81 (1911-1913) 21-22 cite Heliodorus as 'highly probable' evidence for this genetic 
condition. This exhaustive study by members of the Department of Applied Statistics of the 
University of London was published in two sections, Text and Atlas, both in four parts (except that 
part 3 of both sections never appeared). All references in this article are to part I of the text. The 
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would probably have been attributed to divine intervention and would have been thought of 
as sacred: that is, both holy and cursed, divine and prodigious-in short, demonic 
(BmJ..lovwc;).29 For example, Lucian describes how Ptolemy I (366-282), the son of Lagos, 
introduced a human prodigy into the theatre in Alexandria (after displaying a Bactrian 
camel)-a BI.XPOlJ..l0V aVep0l1tOV, ~ 'to J..lEV nJ..li't0J..l0V <x'iytOU (h:pt~&c; J..lEA<xV dvm, 'to BE £'tEPOV 
E<; U1ttOp~OAitV A.£UKOV, E1t' tall<; BE J..lEJ..lEptaJ..lEVOV (You are a Prometheus 4)30-and describes 
the mixed reaction of the audience: some laughed, others abominated him as a prodigy (Ot 
J..lEV 1tOAAOt E'YEAOlv, Ot BE n VEe; roc; E1tt 'tEp<xn EJ..l ua(x't'tov'to). 
Albinos feature also among the wonders of antiquity: for example, Pliny (HN 7.2) 
refers to 'people born in Albania who have greyish eyes, are white from boyhood and who 
see better at night than during the day'-clearly a description of albinism.31 A similar 
account can be found in Aulus Gellius (NA 9.4), who claims to have found this 
information in books of mirabilia by Aristeas of Prokonnesos, Isigonus of Nicaea, Ctesias 
and Onesicritus, Philostephanus and Hegesias.32 The evidence of Pliny (lac. cit.) suggests 
that the source for both Latin writers was Isigonus. Antonius Diogenes also mentions 
people in Iberia who could see in the dark but were blind by day (in Photius 109b3 
[Stephens & Winkler 1995, 123-124 and n. 45]). Eudoxus of Rhodes places this tribe 
among the Celts (Apollonius Hist. mirab. 24 [Westermann]) and Stephanus says that 
Aristotle records the existence of this tribe, the Germara, in his MirabiIia (Steph. Byz. s. v. 
authors cite earlier authorities for their view of Charikleia's condition. Since a foetus must inherit 
two recessive genes for this condition to manifest itself, it occurs rarely in all life forms but 
particularly strikingly in an African or Asian context, especially since the phenomenon was poorly 
understood even in Western scientific discussion before the twentieth century. Stannus (1913) 333-
65 is an early twentieth century discussion of the medical aspects of albinism, but it was only after 
the discovery of DNA by Crick and Watson in the 1950s that the genetic character of the condition 
was properly understood. For a modern popular account of genetics, including discussion of the 
melanin controversy, see, e.g., Jones (1996, 192-194). 
29 Garland (1995, 2-3) states that albinism, among others conditions, was considered sacred in 
Graeco-Roman antiquity and notes such status of albinos in New Guinea and Senegal. 
30 See Rommel (1923) 30. 
31 Idem [Isigonus of Nicaea] in Albania gigni quosdam glauca oculorum acie, e pueritia statim 
canos, qui noctu plusquam interdiu cemant 
32 praeterea traditum esse memoratumque in ultima quadam tena, quae 'Albania' dicitur, gigni 
homines, qui in pueritia canescant et plus cemant oculis per noctem quam interdiu. 
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Germara). Pomponius Mela (De situ orbis 1.4) describes a race of 'white Ethiopians' 
(Leucaethiopes) near the Trogodytes of the Nile, while Agathemerus (Geographia 2.5) 
locates this tribe west of Egypt, and Ptolemy (Geographiae 4.16) places them 'at the foot 
of Mt. Ryssadius' (sub Ryssadio monte Leucaethiopes)-apparently on the equator near 
the west coast of Africa. Finally, Pliny (HN 5.8) situates these people 'in the interior of 
Africa near the equator beyond the Gaetulians and the deserts,.33 However, these short 
accounts do not give enough information for us to judge whether albinos are meant or not. 
Partial albinism is attested as a sacred condition in Philostratus, who gives an 
account of how Apollonius met a woman in India black from the top of her head to her 
breasts and white from her breasts to her feet (VA 3.3). Philostratus adds that such women 
are devoted to Aphrodite in India and are bred to serve the goddess, as Apis was in 
Egypt.34 To what extent is such a conception of Charikleia borne out by the evidence the 
romance itself and how much does her sacred or daimonic nature (see further below) owe 
to the paradoxical circumstances of her birth? 
First, stories in Aristotle, Pliny and Plutarch about the birth of a black child to a 
white parent in a mixed marriage (see 4.8.5 and note) cannot be compared with the 
prodigious birth of a white daughter to the black king and queen of the remote kingdom of 
Ethiopia, because these accounts concern children of mixed descent, whereas Charikleia's 
parents are both black (and there is no suggestion of adultery or earlier intermarriage with 
Greeks-indeed adultery and illegitimacy are viewed with abhorrence in the romance and 
the royal couple are idealised).35 The change in the colour of the child in the Ethiopian 
33 interiori autem ambitu Africae ad meridiem versus superque GaetuJos, intervenientibus desertis, 
primi omnium Libya.egyptii, deinde Leucaethiopes ha.bitant. 
34 VA 3.3: iepot)'t<Xt l>E apex til 'Acppol>itn Ivl>i1 'tOt<XU't11, !C<xl. 'tl.!C't£'t<Xt 'til 9ECP 'YVv111tOtriA'Tl, !C<x9a1tEp 6 
"'A1tt~ Ai'Yv1ttiot~. Quoted by Kerenyi (1927) 257 n. 138. Kerenyi argues (256-59) that Hydaspes' 
later doubts concerning the legitimacy of his daughter (10.13), and the striking parallel between the 
black mark on Charikleia's arm (10.15) and the hair on Homer's thigh (indicating his illegitimate 
birth) show that she was of divine birth and resembled Isis in being two-coloured. 
35 For the condemnation of adultery, the stories of Demainete and Arsake are sufficient evidence' , 
for illegitimacy, see below. There is very little evidence elsewhere for a white child born to black 
parents, mainly because the Greeks had limited knowledge of black society, but also because black 
genes are dominant in children of mixed marriages (Jones 1996, 187). The only remotely probable 
case, to my knowledge, concerns Delphos (Schol. in Eur. Or. 1094; Paus. 10.6.3-4), who was the 
son of Poseidon by Melantho, Melaena, Melanis, or Thyia (the name varies but clearly means 
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Story from black to white therefore requires an explanation. Goethals' argument (1959, 
260) that Andromeda, and indeed Charikleia, were described as white 'to reduce 
improbability' because the Greeks thought that the heroines of romance could not be 
black, is questionable to say the least, since Heliodorus does not appear to have had racial 
prejudices; his guru Sisimithres, who may be expressing the moral views of the author 
here, says that the wise man does not judge people by the colour of their skins (10.10.4, « 
0'0 'tot~ 1tpocrro1tOt~ J.l.6vov » £CPn « 'ta Sbcata yi VE'tat icrxupa napa 'tot~ crciJcppom v, a'A'Aa Kat 
'tot~ tp6nOt~ » )?6 In any case, the extraordinary skin colour of Charikleia does not reduce 
the improbability of the plot-in fact, it greatly increases it. 
Second, more emphasis should be placed on the parallel myth of Andromeda (4.8.3; 
4.8.5) which also concerns the exposure of a white Ethiopian princess.37 Evidence for the 
location of the myth in the Middle East is also to be found in the astronomical and 
astrological writers;38 Vettius Valens ([2nd century A.D.] 1.12.10-1.12.26) states that the 
bright star Andromeda is associated with the zodiacal sign Aquarius, which lies opposite 
to (and thus exerts astrological influence on) Egypt and the Red Sea. This clearly suggests 
that the myth was traditionally associated with the region adjacent to Arabia and Ethiopia. 
However, most sources suggest an eastern location for the story, such as Joppa in 
Phoenicia, India, Babylon, and Persia.39 Morgan suggests in a note to his translation 
(1989c, 433 n. 114) that the Andromeda myth was 'localised in Africa only at a compara-
tively late stage', i.e. the term Ethiopia originally referred to the East but when the Greeks 
acquired greater knowledge of Ethiopia south of Egypt they identified many of the myths 
previously connected with the east with the African kingdom.40 A representation of the 
heroine on an Attic vase attributed to the Kensington Painter (Para 448) and dated to about 
480 BC, shows a Persian princess accompanied by an Ethiopic attendant (Boston 63.2663, 
cf. also LIMe 1 S.v. 'Andromeda' 1,2_3).41 This at the very least suggests that, in the late 
'black'). 
36 Cf. also the sentiment of Queen Kandake in The Alexander Romance (3 .18.3) . 
37 For Andromeda as the archetype of Charikleia, cf. Merkelbach (1962, 237). 
38 E.g., Eudoxos ([4th century B.C.] 1.34.1-35.5); Aratos ([3rd century B.C.] 1.197-204). 
39 Joppa: Strabo 1.2.35; 16.2.28; Plin. HN 5.69; 5.128; Jos. BJ 3.420; India: AP 5.132.8; Babylon: 
Hellanicus apudSteph. Byz. Xa}J)awl.; Persia: Hdt. 7.61; 7.150. 
40 Cf. Romm (1992, 45-60); Morgan (1989a, 433 n. 114); Lesky (1959, 27-38). 
41 Andromeda is clearly painted white on this vase. This is significant, since the vase-painting con-
vention of painting women white had not yet been established. 
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archaic era, the Greeks knew of Ethiopians as servants of the Persian elite and indicates 
that there was contact between the Middle East and Ethiopia (probably India) as early as 
the fifth century. This tradition is reflected in the plays of Sophocles and Euripides with 
the title 'Andromeda' (Soph. frr. 122-132; Eur. frr. 114-156 [Nauc~]) . However, despite 
the fact that Andromeda is accompanied by Ethiopians, she is consistently portrayed as 
white. This suggests that the myth may originally have been concerned with the 
phenomenon of albinism. 
Third, the description of Charikleia is clearly very different from the conventional 
romance heroine.42 Her eyes are said to shine from birth with a divine radiance (2.16.3; 
2.31.1, Kat <lAAm<; Kat 'to 1t<Xt01.0V (1)'t6eEv lIEya 'tt Kat SELOV 'trov ocp6aAliroV £SEAalinev) 
which suggests the characteristically unusual eye-colour of albinism and may be the 
unique feature of her appearance to which the reader's attention is repeatedly drawn (cf. 
3.4.6, 3.19.1. 5.7.3) and which Sisimithres recognises above all at the conclusion of the 
work ('EliOt Of Kat 'to ~UlIlia 't&v ocpSaAlirov 1t<Xp1.O"'ta'tat, Kat 'tOY OAOV 'tfje; chllEm<; 
xapaK'tfjpa Kat 'to unepcpUfe; 'tfje; ffipae;, 01I0AoyouV'ta 'tote; 'to'tE 'ta VUvt CPatVOllEva, yvrop1.~ro, 
10.14.4).43 His account of Charikleia's appearance emphasises her gaze as an unusual 
characteristic and clearly has nothing to do with romantic convention. In fact, her eyes 
appear to be intended to mark her quasi-divine status-Kalasiris later tells Knemon that an 
intense look is a distinguishing feature of divinity, and, although Kalasiris' statement is 
probably facetious in this context, there is independent evidence to suggest that piercing 
gaze was a common attribute of deities and people with divine qualities in antiquity 
(3 .13.2-3; see further below). Theagenes recognises the disguised Charikleia by the 
42 In what follows, the assumption should not be made that Heliodorus is describing a negroid 
albino princess. Charikleia's long hair alone makes this impossible (cf. 3.4.5, 6.8.6, 7.14.6) . As has 
already been pointed out, Heliodorus' Ethiopia owes more to India than the African kingdom and 
albinism is a condition that affects all human races as well as the animal and plant kingdoms. 
Furthermore, I fail to comprehend the view that Charikleia is presented as a beauty and could not 
therefore be an albino. Experience and aesthetic theory tell me otherwise. 
43 Jax (1933, 167) shows that conventionally it was the round shape of the heroine ' s eyes that was 
considered attractive not their intense, unearthly quality, as in the case of Charikleia. There are 
numerous instances in which eyes are described as the 'windows of the soul' in the Ethiopian Story. 
A few instances will suffice: 2.25.2 (Kalasiris) , 2.25.1 (Rhodopis), 4.18.3 (Kalasiris), 10.16.2 
(Hydaspes), 7.6.1 (Arsake). The best illustration of this though is the discussions of the 'evil-eye' 
(3 .7,4.5.4), although Kalasiris is not being entirely serious here. 
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brilliance of her eyes at their reunion at Memphis (Eva'tEviO"ac; 'tE Kat 'tatc; j30l..atc; 'trov 
oepeal..llrov 'tilc; XaptKAEiac; c001tEp {m' aK'ttvoc; EK vEcp6}v BW't'toOOrtC; Ka'ta'Oya0'8Eic;, 7.7.7)-
surely a highly unusual manner in which to do so. The reader may be reminded of how 
Circe recognises Medea as a member of the race of Helios by her extraordinary gaze (lE'tO 
0' au KOUPl1C; EllepUl..tOv tBIlEVat 0llep1lV / aWx' 01tOl<; EV011O"EV a1t' O-oOEO<; OO"O"E !'al..ouO"av· / 
1t<xO'a yap 'HEl..io'O YEVET) apiBl1l..oC; iO£0'8at / TlEV, E1tEt ~AEep<xproV <l1to'tTl1..69t llapllap'OYTImv / 
otov 'tE XP'OO'£l1V av'tro1ttOv lEO"av atyl..l1v, Ap. Rhod. 4.725-729).44 Later in the epic, Medea 
uses the power of her gaze to cast the 'evil eye' on Talos (Ap. Rhod. 4.1669-1672}--an 
interesting coincidence in view of Heliodorus' evident interest in this superstition (cf. 
3.7.2 below, and note). It is also notable that Sisimithres brings Charikleia to Egypt 
because he feared that her extraordinary appearance would lead to the revelation of the 
secret of her birth and therefore to her death, and punishment for himself (11 'tilc; KOP1lC; 
aKIlT) IlEi~ovoC; &pac; E<paV't<X~E'tO 'tou Eir09o'to<; 'to K<XI..I..OC;, 2.31.3). If there had not been 
something special about her appearance-so unusual that it would shine out even if buried 
underground (lac. cit.}--Sisimithres' fears would have been singularly unfounded. 
Charikleia was seven at this point and possessed 'a kind of impossibly spiritual beauty' 
(all1lxaVOV 'tt Kat OOtllOVtOV K<XI..I..OC;, 2.30.6: cf. <l1l1lXaVOV 'tt K<XI..I..OC; Kat eEOC; £iVat <lva1tEie-
o'OOa, 1.2.1) and so Sisimithres could not have been describing the conventional beauty of 
the nubile romance heroine.45 In fact, Heliodorus avoids giving a detailed description of 
his heroine's appearance-instead he simply states that she was 'beautiful and wise' (n 
Kal.." Kat O"oep" XapiKAEta, 3.4.1).46 Charikleia is frequently given daimonic stature, partic-
44 lowe this reference to my colleague, Mrs. Aileen Bevis. Two themes pervade the mythology of 
the House of the Sun-magic (Circe and Medea are examples) and miscegenation (as in the 
notorious case of the suggestively-named Pasiphae 'all-shining', cf. Phaethon). For the connection 
with magic, cf. Petron. Sat 127.6-7 (non sum quidem Solis progenies, nec mea mater, dum placet, 
labentis mundi cursum detinui~. I have already suggested that albinism is closely associated with 
magic and accusations of interbreeding with animals are all that can be invoked to explain what 
appear to be racial characteristics which cut across all the boundaries of the zoological genera. 
45 Philo stratus ' Apollonius may be a similar case of youthful precocity but his age is not specified 
(1.7). For the demonic quality of Charikleia, cf. 3.14.2.6 below and note. The adjective alL"xa:vo~ is 
used to describe the inexpressible beauty that Er saw during his journey in the underworld (Plat. 
Resp. 615a). For the importance of the term ooilLCOV in Heliodorus, cf. Birchall's Ph.D. thesis (1995) 
10-22, although he does not address the heroine's daimonic character. 
46 Jax (1993, 170) notes the fact that Heliodorus avoids describing his heroine's appearance fully. 
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u1arly in her epiphany scenes: e.g. 1.2.5-6 (Charikleia resembles Artemis or Isis); 7.7 .7 
(Theagenes recognises Charikleia); 10.9.3 (Charikleia on the gridiron at Meroe). 
Furthermore, Heliodorus uses the extremely rare word u1tp6aq)'\)Aov 'not belonging 
to the tribe' to describe her skin colour (4.8 .5). This adjective serves as an adverb to the 
equally unusual participle u1t<X,)'ya~o"\)(j(:Xv ' gleaming' ,47 which reinforces the impression 
that Heliodorus was trying to describe a highly unusual condition for which no specific 
term existed in Greek.48 In the same way, when Persinna finally recovers her long-lost 
daughter in Meroe, she is profoundly affected by her appearance (10.7.3, COO'tE KUKEtV11V 
1t<XO£tv 'tt 1tpo<; 't1lV O'lftv) and finds her strangely difficult to categorise, since she is neither 
clearly Greek nor Egyptian (10.7.5 , "laID<; ~E 1to"\) Kat 'EAA11Vt<; Ea'ttv it uOUa· 'to yap 
1tp6ao)1tov OUK Aiy"\)1ttia<;). Why the doubt? Persinna must surely have known what Greeks 
looked like. Similarly, Hydaspes comments on the peculiarity of the stranger's skin, which 
is again described in negative rather than positive terms (10.14.3, 1tpO<; yap 'tot<; aAAOt<; Kat 
XPOt(X sEVn 'tile; Atew1t1.50e; Aa}.J.1tpUvn). These last two statements in particular would be 
singularly banal unless they referred to some remarkable quality in the heroine's 
appearance.49 Later in this same passage Sisimithres refers to the colour of her skin as an 
Similarly, Wolff (1912, 177) notes that Heliodorus is not drawn into an ekphrasis of the picture of 
Andromeda. 
47 The words <xuYTt, <xuy~(J) and their compounds refer specifically to the rays of the sun, cf. LSJ ad 
Joc. These words are used of Charikleia alone of the characters in the romance (4.8.5; 5.31.2; 7.7.7; 
8.9.13 his); otherwise they are used of the sun (1.1.1; 1.2.5; 2.1.1 his, 5.27.4; 9.14.1; 9.22.4), moon 
(1.17.3; 5.8.5; 6.14.2), lamps (1.12.2; 2.6.3; 7.26.1; 8.12:3), and gems (2.30.3). The verbal forms are 
rare and poetic-although Philo stratus uses them to describe magical eyes of a rare mountain snake 
(VA 3.8) . 
48 It is surprising that LSJ cite Ct1tpoocp'O).ov as a duhia Jectio on the grounds that the MSS are 
equally divided between this reading (VMCZ) and Ct7tPOcrcptAOV 'hostile' (BPAT). RL's discussion of 
this textual problem in appendix 11.2 makes no mention of the conclusive testimony of 10.14.3, but 
the editors commendably retain the former reading both here and at 5.7.3 (where the latter is more 
appropriate) for the rather weak reason that Heliodorus would have coined only one ~are word with 
such an unusual structure. That this is not true can be seen from Heliodorus' use of Ct7tPOcrOOlCTt'tq) 
(1.13 .2 et saepe) ; Ct1tpocrlJ.<XXov (2.1.1); Ct7tp6crlJ.t1c'tO~ (2.33.7); Ct1tpocrot6wcro~ (3.10.2); Ct1tPOOlCOPE~ 
(6.1.1); Ct1tpocncA11'tOV (6.8.3). In my view, the manuscript confusion over the word shows that some 
later copyists were unsure of Heliodorus' meaning and tried to normalise the passage by changing 
Ct7tpoocp"OA.OV to Ct1tpocrcptA.OV. 
49 Morgan (1979) ad Joc. notes the imprecise formulation here: 'Heliodorus has not conceived a 
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(x1topia (10.14.7, 'til~ 'YE jl Ttv Ka'ta 'trw XPOtav (x1topia~ cppa~Et jl£V O'Ot Kat " 'tat via 'tTtV 
A:6mv). The words Sisimithres uses to describe the mark or 'sign' (O'uve1ljla) on the 
heroine's arm (10.15.2, 'to 'trov cpuv'trov Kat 'Y£VOU~ jlap'tupwv) are highly unusual, especially 
the reference to 'race', and suggest mottled skin or a melanoma-characteristic features of 
albinism. 50 The obscure oracle ('tilt 1tEp (xptO''to~irov jlEy' (xt9t..wv £sa'l'ov'tat / AEUKOV £1tt 
Kpo'tacprov O''t£jljla jlEt..atVOIl£vrov, 2.35.5; repeated with added resonance at the conclusion 
of the romance, 10.41.2), and particularly the present participle jlEt..atVOjl£vrov may owe 
something to an awareness of albinism, not least the recognition of the essential 
indeterminacy of race. 51 
Accusations of adultery, child exposure and sexuality 
This explanation of the paradox of Charikleia' s birth seems prima facie probable, but it 
also fits the circumstances of her exposure. The initial reaction of parents of albino 
children is to imply that adultery has taken place, and this is precisely the charge that 
Persinna fears (4.8.6).52 To forestall such a charge recourse could be made to infanticide53 
very clear picture of the contrast between her (sc. Charikleia's) white skin and the black skin of the 
Ethiopians. ' 
50 See Pearson et a1 (1911-13) 21-22. Morgan (1979) ad loco notes that O\)verU.L<X'tl. is an unusual 
word for 'birthmark'. LSJ9 read O"1ttAOOP.<X'tl. with little justification from usage or the manuscripts (Z 
appears to be an isolated scribal gloss) . Clearly O\)ve..,p.<X'tl. is the lectio difficilior and should be 
retained. The word is used elsewhere by Heliodorus of the 'signs' the two lovers choose by which 
they may recognise each other should they be separated. 
51 Morgan's translation 'a crown of white on brows of black', taking the brows to belong to the 
Ethiopians (cf. Morgan 1979 ad Joe.), is at variance with the others: cf., e.g., 'una candida corona 
sulle tempie abbronzate' (Colonna); 'une blanche couronne ceindra leurs tempes noircies' 
(Maillon). The words that follow these lines of the oracle (0"'tt<p8EV'tt<; ouv oi vEOt A,e'OlC<Xt<; 'tat<; 
p.i:tp<xt<;) fulfil them and show that Theagenes and Charikleia alone are meant. Evidently Heliodorus 
imagines that the skin colour of his hero and heroine will adapt to their new environment (cf. 
Strabo 15.24). The majority of MSS read A,e'OlCroV to agree with lCpO-ra<proV here for A,e'OlCOV (V 
superser. A), the reading adopted by RL to agree with 0"-tEp.p.<x. There is also some uncertainty about 
this word in the MSS at 2.35.5. 
52 For example, a fragment of the Dead Sea Scrolls, which has been identified as a Genesis apo-
cryphon (N. Avigad and Y. Yadin 1956, 40), records the dialogue between Lamech and his wife 
concerning the strange birth of their son, Noah, who is described as an albino in the Book of Enoch 
(see below, n. 50). Lamech states that he thought his wife had conceived from the 'Watchers' or the 
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and so Persinna decides to the expose her child (4.8.6), although this was clearly 
something that grieved her intensely and was disallowed above all other sanctions by the 
gymnosophists (2.31.1).54 The story of Persinna as a whole is psychologically accurate and 
full of pathos: her child has as yet no name (4.8.1), in consequence of the fact that the 
infant has not been recognised by Hydaspes and thus must lose her status and inheritance 
(cf. 4.12.1; 4.13.2); Persinna can only call Charikleia a daughter by virtue of her birth 
(accentuating her loss); the queen is aware that her daughter' s chances of survival are very 
slim (4.8.2; 4.8.7; 4.8.8), subject to the inscrutable will of chance (4.8.6; 4.8.8) and 
actively opposed by hostile forces (4.8.8). Furthermore, Persinna had been barren before 
her conception (4.8.4), although the king needed a successor (4.8.5), and was unable to 
have other children because of the complications in giving birth (4.12.3). The emotional 
reunion of mother and daughter in the final book (10.16.1) emphasises the intensity of the 
queen' s feelings for her daughter. 
The treatment of the sexuality of the heroine is also a radical departure from the 
convention of romance.55 Charikleia ' s concern to preserve her chastity does not derive 
from systematic moral or religious dogma so much as from the personal injunction of her 
mother, based on her experience of the miraculous birth of her daughter. 56 The concern for 
'Holy Ones ' or the 'fallen angels' but was ultimately convinced by her that the child was his. In 
Sumatra albinos were considered the offspring of a liaison between a woman and the devil (Pearson 
et al. 1911-1913, 62) , while in African folklore albino children are thought to be the product of 
adulterous relationships, occasionally with other races but often (when this facile explanation is 
plainly impossible) with animals or divine agents; in Zulu thought witches consort with familiars 
who visit them in the form of light-coloured lovers (amaxgebe) at night (Berglund 1975, 285) . For 
the question of consanguineous marriages among albinos in Norway relative to the ' normal' 
population, cf. V. Magnus (1922, 780) . 
53 cr. Tremeame (1913, 93). Harris (1926, 27), for example, reports that albinos were often killed 
at birth and Pearson et a1 (op. cit Text Vol. I, p. 50, 94, 104, 138, 142) provide extensive support 
for this assertion in Chinese, African, and Australasian societies. Stout (1946, 486-487) confirms 
the original practice of infanticide of albinos among the San BIas Indians. 
54 Child exposure, which had long been opposed by pagan and Christian alike, became a crime in 
374 AD (Cod Just. 8.51.2, unusquisque subolem suam nutriaf). 
55 Charikleia is the only romance heroine flrmly opposed to love (Hefti 1950,41,60). 
56 For the theme of chastity in the romance, cf. 4.8.7 and note. Goldhill (1995, 35-36, 118-121) 
offers no explanation for the importance of chastity in the romance beyond describing the hero and 
heroine as ' religiously committed' to it (p. 119), following Morgan's characterisation of it (1989, 
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chastity is the structural inverse of the theme of illegitimacy which pervades the 
romance. 57 Sexuality and marriage are intensely problematic (as they are in the Ethiopian 
Story as a whole, see 3.4; 4.18.4-6 and notes) and this could be attributed to the fact that 
the author envisaged the heroine as belonging to a psychologically and socially alienated 
group. 58 
Erotic vision in the romance 
Erotic sexuality is often linked to vision in the romance: the courtesan Rhodopis has eyes 
that seduce Kalasiris with a 'net of sensuality' (2.25.1-2) and Arsake, the depraved wife of 
the Persian king Oroondates, similarly casts on Theagenes 'eyes of lust' and allows her 
eyes to indulge in the pleasure of gazing at Theagenes during the duel of Thyamis and 
Petosiris, brothers in rivalry for a priesthood (7.6.1).59 The link between sight and 
sensuality is also made in the discussion between Kalasiris and Charikles concerning the 
'eye of envy' which the former claimed Theagenes had inflicted on Charikleia at the 
procession (3.7.5 and note). The person who casts the eye 'shoots arrows of passion as if 
borne on the wind into souls through the eyes.' Kalasiris' account is clearly similar to the 
discussion found in Plutarch's Table Talk (680C) and the material was well known, 
320) as 'sacramental' (p. 121). However, he does point out that 'the very mainsprings of the plot, 
desire and elopement, are turned-with notable rhetorical care-to show this awe for chastity' (p. 
120) . 
57 Illegitimacy is ranked alongside death (4.8.6) ; Charikleia's royal parentage emphasises her loss of 
status (4.9.2); Hydaspes is concerned to protect the royal line of succession against spurious claims 
(10.13 .5) . For Homer's illegitimacy see 3.14.4 and further below. The concepts of chastity and 
illegitimacy are brought together at 10.22.3, 1t<XpgeYeuetV v69c.oc; xapi~e'tat, which also works in a 
play on Charikleia's name. 
58 In many cultures marriage with albinos is rare; the adults are commonly isolated. Hrdlicka (1926, 
195) and Harris (1926, 27) state that 'normal' San BIas Indians in America did not wed with 
albinos, who intermarried among themselves, thus constituting a socially distinct group, almost a 
separate tribe. Kromberg and Jenkins (1982, 385) give similar findings for the Southern Sotho and 
Tswana group in South Africa, and Stout (1946, 489) notes that no marriage ceremony takes place 
when an albino marries a 'normal' San BIas Indian. 
S9 Eyes are often treated as indices of emotion in the Ethiopian Story. After the eventual emotional 
recognition of Charikleia by her natural mother, Persinna, the eyes of Hydaspes are described by 
reference to the Odyssey(19.209) as 'eyes of horn or steel' (10.16.2) . 
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although Kalasiris pretends that it comes from ' sacred scripture ' .60 Moreover, the 
explanation Kalasiris gives is clearly ironic (3.7.2 and note)- falling in love is precisely 
what did occur at the ceremony of purification (3.5.4 and note). However, Kalasiris also 
tells Charikleia that Theagenes too was suffering from this condition (3.11.1) and that he 
was bewitching Charikleia by gazing at her forcefully with eyes ' full of envy' (4.5.4).61 
Heliodorus also accepted the ancient medical theory of 'maternal impression ' in terms of 
which the black Ethiopian queen, Persinna, physically conceived the image of a nude 
Andromeda as a result oflooking at a painting in the room during sexual intercourse (4.8 .5 
and note ad loc.) and gave birth to a white child.62 
The eroticisation of vision is also manifest in Charikleia ' s dream (2.16) in which a 
man with matted hair and covered with blood attempts to rape her while she is sitting on 
Theagenes ' knees-the attacker succeeds in striking out her right eye with a sword. 
Charikleia herself interprets the dream as meaning that she would lose Theagenes, the 
'eye ' of her life (2.16.1) and Knemon provides the conventional interpretation that the 
dream means that she will lose her parent (cf. Artemid. Oncir. 1.26).63 However, the sexual 
nature of the dream is patent and it is also possible to interpret the dream as a fear for the 
loss of her virginity, especially if it is linked to Thyamis ' dream (that he will kill 
Charikleia and yet not kill her) which he takes to mean that he will deflower her (1.18.5). 
Chastity is a significant theme in the romance as can be seen when Charikleia makes 
Theagenes swear to respect her virginity (4.18) but Charikleia also displays a highly 
60 See more fully the note on 3.7.2 below. 
61 In his discussion of the 'eye of envy' afflicting Charikleia, Heliodorus caustically tells us that the 
plover, a bird capable of taking to itself the effects of the ' eye of envy' , tends to keep its eyes shut, 
in the interests of self-preservation (3 .8.1). 
62 Cf. the important article of Reeve (1989, 83-112). Later Charikleia is compared with the painting 
and found to be an exact likeness (10.14.7) . The impressionability of the foetus is discussed by St. 
Augustine (Ep. 13.5), where phantllsill is identified as the formative power-a passage which 
Watson (1988, 139-140) ascribes to neoPlatonic ideas (see further below). 
63 To Winkler (1982, 114-117) this interpretation is proved correct, though not in the way Knemon 
thinks. Instead it is Charikleia's religious father, Kalasiris, who dies. In this view the incident is 
evidence of the authorial playfulness of Heliodorus, emphasised by later references to the blindness 
of Theagenes and Charikleia in this regard (7.12.2). Heliodorus rarely loses his sense of humour. 
After the dream of the loss of Charikleia' s eye, when Theagenes, Knemon and Charikleia decide to 
put on the clothing of beggars, Knemon jokes that the loss of her eye would make Charikleia more 
suited to the part (2.19.1) . 
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passionate nature (6.8-9) and is described in sensual terms (3.4.1, a description of her 
black and gold serpent brooch).64 
Lastly, vision is associated with religious taboo. Kalasiris' misfortunes are ascribed 
to the malevolence of the 'eye of Kronos' (2.24.6-in astrological terms this is the planet 
Saturn), and Charikles feels that the disappearance of Charikleia is punishment for his eyes 
looking at what it was a sin to see (4.19.3). The death of Demainete is also observed by the 
eye of Justice (1.14.4--part of Heliodorus' purpose here may be to characterise Charias; 
cf. also 8.13 .4--the eye of Justice can detect the wicked secrets of Arsake). In these cases 
Justice is a moral observer resembling the sun in Homer as noted below.65 A similar 
reference to spiritual perception occurs in the reference to tears of the mind, not of the 
eyes, which Kalasiris sheds for the plight of the lovers (4.18.3, see note ad loc.). Kalasiris 
also claims the ability to perceive reality transcendentally; he tells Knemon that there are 
two kinds of Egyptian wisdom, earthly wisdom and the true spiritual wisdom of the priests 
and the sacerdotal caste (3.16.3-4), which 'gazes up at the heavens,' avO) 1tp6c; 'tCx o'i>pavHx 
~A.t1t£t. It was this transcendental wisdom which led to Kalasiris leaving home and 
undertaking the tutelage of Charikleia (4.12.3). 
The complex attitude to vision in the Ethiopian Story can only partly be explained 
in literary terms; the psychological depth underlying the incidents mentioned above and 
the almost obsessive emphasis on sight throughout the romance are highly unusual and 
constitute further indications of the author's unique sensibility. 
Albinos as a sacred category 
In many cultures albinos are considered sacred (with the full ambiguity of that term) and 
capable of using magic powers for good or evi1.66 It is not unlikely therefore, that the 
64 Cf. Bartsch (1989, 99), for the importance of the descriptions of dreams in Heliodorus, though 
she does not support the interpretation suggested here. 
6S Perception is problematic at all times in Heliodorus. Achaimenes, the son of Arsake's maid 
Kybele, is said to have had some trouble with his eyes, and to have sought ointment to relieve this 
condition (7.14.3) and later he wonders whether his eyes are playing tricks on him when he sees 
Theagenes, whom he had seen before as a prisoner being sent to Oroondates, the Persian king, as a 
prisoner in the court of Arsake, Oroondates' wife (7.16.3). 
66 The sacred character of albinism appears to be universal: Kromberg and Jenkins (1984, 103-104, 
106) report that in South African Black society a significant majority of the population believe that 
albinos are a 'gift from God', that they die in mysterious circumstances, and that they are 
consequently 'special'; Woolf and Grant (1962, 391) report rumours that Hopi Indians attach 
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daimonic character of Charikleia in the Ethiopian Story (for which see above) is related to 
albinism. Moreover, the sacred character of the condition is frequently associated 
specifically with the astral cults of the sun and moon.67 This is not surprising since the 
ancients were aware that the dark skin colour of Ethiopians was caused by the sun and was 
thereafter inherited (Strabo 15.24). Thus the uncanonical Book of Enoch, written in the 
second and first centuries BC, describes Noah in terms that clearly denote albinism: 
'his flesh ... was white as snow, and red as a rose; the hair of his head was 
white as wool, and long; and his eyes were beautiful. When he opened them, 
he illuminated all the house, like the sun; the whole house abounded with 
light. , 68 
Noah is compared with the sun in much the same way as Charikleia is: 
'soft sprays of laurel tied the rest of her hair in a garland away from the top 
religious significance to albinism and that the gene for this condition was 'culturally selected' . The 
authors refer to literary accounts of albino Hopi Indians who were leaders of the tribal and totemic 
dances and responsible for magic. Pearson et 81 (61 , 108, 137, 138) cite evidence for the religious 
role played by albinos in Africa and among the Maoris (who called them Korako, mythical white-
skinned devils), and note (p. 141) that albinos in Africa were members of a sacred cult known as 
the Nolembo. 
67 The complex Dogon creation myth from Nigeria explains the custom of sacrificing and eating an 
albino three years after the inauguration of a hogon or sacred chief, perhaps as an act of 
purification. De Heusch suggests that the albino represents the substitute for the hogon himself. 
Alternative accounts suggest that the albino represents the mythological character Nommo after he 
had been 'burnt on contact with the sun during his descent to earth. ' The practice of sacrificing an 
albino was followed also by the Bambara, during the enthronement of the kings of Segu (de Heusch 
1985, 156). lowe this reference to Professor J. Kiernan of the Department of Anthropology at the 
University of Natal. Stout (1946, 483-490, particularly 489) records that albinos among the San 
Bias Indians were thought to be sacred and able ' to scare away with a small bow and arrow, the 
demon devouring the sun or moon at times of eclipses ' and adds that they are referred to as ibe, an 
honorific term meaning 'sun'. Pearson (1911-1913 , 62) states that on the island of Amboina albinos 
were considered to be the offspring of the morning star and that among the Malays they were 
thought to be the children of the sun. 
68 The Book of Enoch the Prophet 12.5, 7.11 , 105.120, quoted by Sorsby (1974, 17-18 and n. 3 p. 
256). Lamech comments on his son's appearance thus: 'His eyes are bright as the rays of the sun; 
his countenance glorious and he looks not as if he belonged to me, but to the angels.' Noah was 
considered to be spiritually pure and a mediator between divine wrath and human corruption 
(Genesis 5.28-29), perhaps as a consequence of his albinism. 
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of her head and forehead, binding her rosy tresses which shone like the sun, 
not allowing the breezes to stir them improperly.' (3.4.5) 
Occasionally, albinism is attributed specifically to the moon, since albinos are inclined to 
favour pale light over bright light.69 Charikleia's eventual role as priestess of Selene 
(10.41.2) should be borne in mind here. There is even quite remarkable evidence that the 
birth of an albino may be attributed to the doctrine of 'maternal impression' when the 
mother conceives after looking on the moon during intercourse in much the same way as 
Charikleia had been conceived.70 Moreover, the astrologer Vettius Valens (5.26-27) clearly 
attributes white skin blemishes to the agency of the sun and moon ( < K > pt6~ £O''tt v . . . 
~QlbtOV ... btXP(O~ov, £Ul. 6 "HAtO~ KCCl. " l:EAtlVll 1tOtOumv <'xACPOU~ AtXilvE~) while Antonius 
Diogenes refers to the eyes of Astraios that grew smaller and larger with the waxing and 
waning of the moon (Photius 109b3; Stephens & Winkler 1995, 124). The location of the 
albino tribes mentioned in ethnographical treatises (Pliny NH 7.2; Aulus Gellius NA 9.4) 
in the remote land of Albania (near modern Chechnya) may be explained by the prevalence 
of the cult of the Moon there (Strabo 11.491; Pliny HN 6.15.29, 39; Ptol. Geog. 5.12). 
However, the most striking association between the 'race of the Sun' ('HEAtO'\) YEVEn) and 
unusual gaze (~A.Eq>ap(Ov ... CClYAllV) occurs in the description of Medea as a member of the 
'race of Helios' ('HEA.l.O'\) YEVEn) in Apollonius of Rhodes (4.725). 
Conclusion 
What then is the reader to make of the fact that Heliodorus has portrayed his heroine in a 
way that so strongly suggests albinism? The answer to this question may reveal much 
about the literary character of the Ethiopian Story and the identity of its author. The 
resemblance between the description of Medea as a member of the 'race of Helios' (4.725) 
and Heliodorus' own comment that he was 'one of those descended from Helios' (10.41.4), 
when taken together with the anthropological evidence, Persinna's reference to Helios as 
the founder of her race, and the unusual birth, appearance and character of Charikleia, 
suggest the possibility that he had personal knowledge of albinism and that he may have 
attributed this condition extremely reticently and obscurely to Helios, but of course the 
69 Lionel Wafer's early description of American Indian tribes (1699 [ed. Winship 1903], 134) 
describes an encounter with 'White Indians' and relates how 'when the Moon-shiny nights come, 
they are all Life and Activity, running abroad, and into the Woods, skipping about like Wild-
Bucks'. Keeler (1964, 1) clearly links albinism with the moon cult. 
70 Wafer goes on to say that such people came to be white 'through the force of the Mother's 
Imagination, looking on the Moon at the time of Conception'. 
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evidence can never be fully conclusive. One objection in particular must be faced: if Pers-
inna is a descendant of Helios should she not also share her daughter's state? Against this, 
one could argue that the terms the queen uses refer to distant ancestry (YEvapXll~, 1tpOYOVOt) 
as opposed to immediate birth (YEVO;) and that the particular circumstances of her 
daughter's birth are highly exceptional; Persinna had been barren before her conception 
(4.8.4), although the king needed a successor (4.8.5), and was unable to have subsequent 
children because of complications in giving birth (4.12.3). Charikleia's birth is also 
enshrined in strongly religious terms, as if it were a miracle; Persinna swears an oath to 
the sun that her story is true (4.8.2); Hydaspes is instructed to lie with the queen by a 
dream (4.8.4 [although this was a also convention of fiction]); the birth occurs at the time 
of a public festival (4.8.5) and precisely at noon in mid-summer when the influence of the 
sun was at its height (4.8.4, see note ad loc.); the queen exhorts her daughter to honour 
chastity (4.8.7); and protects her with a magic ring (4.8 .7). Besides, the random mutation 
of genes is something even the the twentieth century finds difficult to explain, and the 
author has expressed himself on this matter with extreme reticence as is natural in the case 
of the mysteries of 'to KpElnov. 
The meaning of the phrase 'trov a<p' 'HAto'\) YEVO; cannot therefore be demonstrated 
with any degree of conviction and the autobiographical detail is in any case in itself 
trivial. However, its possible effect on the literary character of the work is not. Whatever 
Heliodorus' personal knowledge of albinism (and it is quite possible that he merely read or 
heard reports of the phenomenon), it has clearly resulted in a highly original literary 
creation. The story of the heroine ' s unusual conception and birth sets an enigma at the 
very heart of the romance-a puzzle, or mystery, that constitutes its imaginative epicentre. 
Lucian (You are a Prometheus 4) used the anecdote of the OtXPro~ov (ivSpOl1tOv to explain 
why his interlocutor in this dialogue described him as a literary Prometheus; his art, like 
the piebald man, has the quality of originality ('to K<XtVOUPYov) not appreciated by his 
readers. 71 Similarly, Knemon characterises the poetry of Homer as 'mystery combined 
with sheer pleasure' ('to nVt Y~EVOV 'tE. Kat ~ovn 1tUCi!1 crUYKp<X'tOV, 3.15.1).72 The complex 
context of the letter of Persinna and its paradoxical contents suggest that Heliodorus was 
aiming at a similar quality in his own work. 
A sense of cultural alienation has recently been observed in the Ethiopian Story. 
Letoublon (1993, 126-136), for example, describes the Ethiopian Story as a roman du 
71 Cf. Swain (1996, 311 n. 48). 
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mctissage written in the context of Hellenistic cosmopolitanism and even the distinction 
between the higher and lower wisdom of Egypt (3.16.3-4) is couched in terms of 
legitimacy and illegitimacy. The discussion between Kalasiris and Knemon on the strange 
birth of Homer (3.14) is entirely in keeping with this view of the world; Kalasiris tells the 
young Athenian that Hermes had intercourse with his high priest's wife and that Homer 
had a patch of hair on his thigh as evidence of his parentage. He adds that Homer 
concealed the circumstances of his birth because he wanted to be a citizen of the world 
rather than a citizen of one nation. The choice of Delphi as a starting point for the romance 
and Ethiopia as its terminus indicates that the action of the Ethiopian Story spans the 
oiKo'U~£Vl1 from its centre to its periphery. Since Homer the Greeks had thought of Ethiopia 
as a utopia.73 The outward movement of the plot and the conclusion of the romance on the 
edges of the earth effectively extends and challenges the cultural hegemony of the Greek 
world. Heliodorus' description of the numerous tribes which fought on the side of Ethiopia 
(9.18-20) and his account of the exotic embassies of the Chinese, Arabs, Trogodytes, 
Blemmyes and Auxomites (10.26-27), together with the presence of Persians and Greeks, 
make the court of Hydaspes a microcosm of the world.74 The Ethiopian Story is also 
remarkable for the author's concern to present all his characters as individuals with their 
own story to tell; he recounts, for example, the ironic death of the barbarian bandit 
Thermouthis (2.20) and gives short vignettes of minor characters such as the Phoenician 
athlete (4.16) and Nausikles' friend, the lover of Isias (6.3), and informs his readers that 
one of the guards of the two lovers is a ~tt;£A.A.l1V (9.24.2).75 
All this is to a large extent inevitably speculative, but what is certain is that, 
whatever Heliodorus' own knowledge of albinism was, he chose to portray his heroine as a 
unique and daimonic being-a character marginal in a number of respects: neither Greek 
nor Ethiopian, neither entirely human nor wholly divine. This appears to be in keeping 
with his enigmatic style and his fondness for literary allusion that can also be seen in the 
religious and philosophical costume in which the romance has been dressed.76 
72 Reading nvtY~vov for aV11Y~vov with RL. 
73 See Romm (1992,45-60), who unaccountably omits any reference to Heliodorus. 
74 Letoublon (1993, 131) rightly points out the exoticism of the romance. 
75 For this rare word, which usually denotes outcasts from society, cf. Diodorus Siculus 25.2.2; 
Polybius 1.67.7. 
76 For the theme of albinism in modem literature in English, cf. the South African writer Jack Cope 
(Albino), the Australian, David Malouf (Remembering Babylon), the Hungarian Gyorgy Sebestyen 
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THE ETHIOPIAN STOR Y AS A RELIGIOUS TEXT 
The argument presented above suggests that Heliodorus was motivated by a very personal 
religious sensibility and that there is no compelling evidence in the O"Cppuyt<; that he was a 
priest of Helios. This would mean that Kerenyi's (19622, 43) view that the Egyptian myth 
concerning the search of Isis for Osiris underlies the narrative of the Ethiopian Story is 
unlikely. Kerenyi's argument rests on the following main points: the theme of death and 
resurrection underpins what he calls the pieta scene in the Ethiopian Story (1.2); the 
romance is mainly located in Egypt, the home of Isis (pp. 49-51); the pun on 1l£A.O<;-Il£po<; 
alludes to the dismemberment of Osiris (p. 51 );77 Charikleia' s dream that her right eye has 
been knocked out (2.26) echoes Egyptian stories of the loss and recovery of the eye of the 
sun (pp. 51-53), despite Knemon's very different interpretation of it, which follows 
Artemidoros (Joe. cit.);78 Charikleia's miraculous delivery from the fire of Arsake (8.9) fits 
in with the aretalogy of the goddess (p. 136);79 her clothing recalls the robe of Isis (pp. 
144-147);80 the story of Knemon parallels the Egyptian stories of Joseph and Potiphar and 
Anubis and Bata (pp. 249-252); Kalasiris resembles Nektanebos in the Alexander 
Romance-both are involved in the search for a new ruler (pp. 253-254); the anecdote of 
the temptation of Kalasiris reflects the Egyptian tale of Petesis (p. 255); and finally, the 
mark on Charikleia's arm (10.15) indicates that she is a manifestation of the goddess Isis 
herself (pp. 257-260). However, the mere fact that parallels from Egyptian literature can 
be seen in the romance is no proof that the author necessarily subscribes to the ideology 
that underlies such stories. Heliodorus' personal statement that he will observe mystic 
silence about the rites of Isis (9.10.1) was conventional and his exposition was common 
knowledge in antiquity (cf., e.g., Plut. On Isis and Osiris). Besides, in an aretalogy in 
honour of Isis one would expect the goddess to be far more prominent in the romance. The 
(A Man Too White) and Herman Melville (Moby Dick}. 
77 However, the play on these words appears to have been common in the Christian writers of the 
fourth century and in Philo. Cf. Birchall (1996, 25), although word-play is widespread in the 
Ethiopian Story (cf. the section on style and language below). 
78 Kerenyi (1962
2
, 51-53) circumstantially links the confession of Charikles (that he looked on 
things he should not have, 4.19), his loss of Charikleia (the 'eye' of his life) and this dream. 
79 And also (p. 174) with Apuleius Met 4.33 (the fiery bridal chamber of PSYche). However, the 
scene of Charikleia on the pyre has also been linked to Christian martyrology. 
80 On the basis of a comparison between the description of this garment at 10.9.3 and Apuleius Met 
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arguments for the inspiration of the cult of Isis are far stronger in the case of the 
Metamorphoses of Apuleius, but even there the religious reading has not been universally 
accepted.81 
Altheim (1942, 13; 1957, 68) shifts the emphasis to the cult of Helios rather than 
Isis, references to which, he believes, permeate the Ethiopian Story.82 In his view, Helio-
dorus could not have been a Christian (1942, 13; 1957, 68) and must have written the 
romance a little after the reign of Elagabalus (emperor 218-222), when the sun cult was at 
its height (1957, 47).83 Altheim attempts (not always convincingly) to tie the details of the 
romance to the actual cult of Helios at Syrian Emesa but there seems to be very little 
similarity between the orgiastic worship of Emesan Baal and the chaste literary references 
to Helios found in the Ethiopian Story.84 A third attempt to prove that the work was 
religiously inspired was put forward by Merkelbach (1962, 234-325), who also argues that 
Heliodorus was writing a story which illustrated the workings of the cult of Helios, but not 
with reference so much to the realia (as in the case of Altheim) as to the allegorical inter-
pretation of the work.8S Merkelbach (1962, 321-325) proposes a neoPlatonist interpretation 
of the romance-that Charikleia represents the human soul, which has fallen into the 
material world from which it must flee to its spiritual home (p. 246), adducing as parallels 
the hymn to the soul from the apocryphal Acts of Thomas (pp. 299-320, providing a text 
and commentary), the speech of Synesius on the Osiris myth (pp. 320-321) and the 
evidence for the initiation of the emperor Julian into the cult of Helios (Libanios Or. 
18.18; Julian Or. 7, 227C-234C). This is a very compelling argument- julian (355-363) did 
draw extensively on the beliefs of his friend Sallustius, in his work On King Helios, which 
gives a neoPlatonist interpretation to the cult of Helios. However, the specifically neo-
Platonic (or neoPythagorean) ideas in the romance appear to have been added to embellish 
the literary texture of the romance rather than being systematic articles of belief (see 
further below). Here, the focus falls on the idea that the Ethiopian Story is a cult text in 
the same way as the other exemplars of the genre. If Merke1bach were right, one would 
11.24. 
81 Cf., e.g., Winkler (1985). See also Geyer (1977, 179-196), for a critique of the view that Longus' 
Daphnis &- Chloe was related to Dionysian mystery rites. 
82 'Der ganze Roman ist durchzogen mit Hinweisen auf den groBen Gott von Emesa, Helios.' 
83 For a survey of Syrian religion, see Stoneman (1992, 137-152). 
84 See Morgan (1979, xlii-xliv). 
85 'Den rechten Heliosroman hat Heliodor von Emesa geschrieben.' (p. 234). 
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again expect more consistency in the treatment of Helios and a closer focus on the 
workings of the god. Instead, there is a large variety of divine forces at work in the 
romance and no discernible pattern to their invocation.86 
The views of Kerenyi, Altheim and Merkelbach attempt to explain all of the extant 
romances as religious texts and this is where their theories are vulnerable. In the 
nineteenth century, Rohde's pioneering work (the first edition of Der Griechische Roman 
was published in 1876) and many subsequent studies viewed the romances as essentially 
similar exemplars of a single genre, but more recent studies have stressed the individual 
character of these compositions and also their literary quality.87 The works span a 
considerable amount of time (from the first century BC in the case of the Ninus fragment 
to the fifth or sixth century AD in the case of Apollonius, King of Tyre)88 and it is highly 
improbable that all these compositions are driven by the same fundamental religious 
impulse. In the case of Achilles Tatius, the attempt to interpret the text as a roman a clefis 
patently ridiculous-the evidence for his irreverent parodies and salacious wit at the 
expense of the conventions of romance is too clear to doubt. 89 Merkelbach excludes 
consideration of Chariton altogether, presumably because a religious interpretation of the 
romance is not wholly convincing. 
These religious interpretations of the ancient romances have been subjected to 
thorough criticism in a lengthy review article by Turcan (1963, 149-199). However, 
Turcan's argument is largely taken up with a discussion of Apuleius (pp. 151-171) and 
Heliodorus is awarded only a few pages (pp. 195-198). In the first ,place, Turcan claims (p. 
195) that Persinna as a 'divinite generatrice ' cannot possibly, in neoPlatonic thinking at 
least, be responsible for the fall of the soul (Charikleia) into the world of matter (the fact 
is that Heliodorus provides his readers with a psychologically realistic and affecting 
portrayal of the Ethiopian queen; cf. 4.8 and notes). Secondly, the notion that the romance 
86 See Morgan (1979, xlv-lxi). 
87 E.g., Morgan (1994, 64); Konstan (1994, 49); Goold (1995, 8). 
88 Goold (1995, 1) accepts the first century date for Chariton but others believe that the novel dates 
to the second century AD. The date of Apol1onius is more difficult to assess, since it appears to 
have been based on an earlier Greek original, but the riddles appear to have been added in a later 
rewriting of the text in Latin. Cf. Kortekaas (1984, 130). 
89 Cf. Durham (1938, 1-19). The salacity of Achilles can be seen in his mischievous string of 
illustrations of the power of Eros (1.17-18), which together constitute a covert description of a 
sexual ejaculation. 
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essentially concerns the return of Charikleia to her spiritual home leaves her chosen 
husband (always a less significant figure in the romance) curiously out on a limb (p. 195). 
However, Turcan does not pay due regard to the allegorical interpretation of Theagenes' 
name (see appendix 1). Furthermore, the evidence to back Merkelbach's theory-some of 
which, as even Turcan admits (p. 196), is quite striking-is summarily discounted (pp. 
195-197). The reviewer also points out that the experiences which Theagenes and 
Charikleia undergo do not develop in significance (p. 197), although the wanderings of the 
two lovers are clearly directed towards Ethiopia throughout the romance, as the oracle 
(2.25.5; 4.4.5) indicates. Finally, Turcan argues (p. 197) that the theatre metaphors are 
more suited to New Comedy than to a religious text (however, heavy religious overtones 
are given to some of the passages in which such figures occur, e.g. 7.8.1-2). 
Since these criticisms are not particularly strong, it is not at all surprising to find 
that claim and counter-claim concerning the religious purpose of the author have come to 
characterise the scholarship on the question. Kovendi (1966a, 136-197) believed that the 
romance was religiously motivated since the lovers carry on without knowing Apollo's 
plan. Reardon (1971, 381-392) also argued that the plot of the novel unfolds purposefully, 
and that, unlike the protagonists in comparable novels, the lives of Theagenes and 
Charikleia are fundamentally affected by their experiences.90 Reardon's comments on 
Heliodorus lend qualified support to the religious interpretation of the Ethiopian Story, but 
as in the case of Philostratus and Aelius Aristides, this religious feeling is vague and ill-
defined: '11 manque singulierement ce que de nos jours on appellerait une vraie doctrine 
religieuse' (p. 390). Hani (1978, 268-273) has more recently attempted to revive the idea 
that the romance is a ritual text,91 and the idea still attracts support, although Morgan 
(1989c, 351) regards the 'divine apparatus' as a 'literary device to give the plot a sense of 
direction'. Bowie (1985, 695-696) prefers to point out the ambiguities in Heliodorus' point 
of view: 'A religious stamp is indeed given by the role of Delphi, the priests and the 
traditionally pious Ethiopians ... but ... it is not for religious ends that Kalasiris is 
brought on in the way he is'. Recently Dihle (1994, 365) has written: 'What makes Helio-
dorus' novel special is ... in particular the religious concern of the author, which has no 
parallel in the novelistic genre.' Clearly the question of the religious character of the 
90 Reardon states (p. 389): 'd'un bout a l'autre Ie roman est penetre de ce sentiment religieux, si bien 
que toute appreciation litteraire doit partir de ce fait. ' 
91 Cf. p. 271: 'C'est trop peu de dire que les Aithiopiques sont un roman religieux; c'est plus que 
ceIa: un roman sacerdotal. ' 
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romance deserves careful consideration, and close scrutiny must be given to the references 
to Helios in the work. 
THE ROLE OF HELlOS IN THE ETHIOPIAN STaR Y 
There are numerous references to Helios in the Ethiopian Story. The sun is present to 
witness the beauty of Theagenes and Charikleia at the festival at Delphi (3.4.8) and the 
god is frequently invoked in oaths: Persinna, for instance, makes Kalasiris swear by Helios 
to find her daughter and bring her home (4.13.1);92 Theagenes swears by 'Helios and the 
other gods ' that he will kill himself if the marriage of Charikleia and Achaimenes is not 
broken off (7.26.3);93 and Charikleia swears by Helios that she is innocent of the murder of 
Kybele and invokes the aid of Helios, Ge and the gods above and below the earth when 
burning at the stake (8.9.11-12), and calls on the god as witness of her truthfulness 
(10.11.3). Helios is often given an omniscient role in the romance: for example, Kybele, 
the nurse of Arsake, is overjoyed at the apparent willingness of Charikleia to go along with 
the adultery of Arsake with Theagenes, and she invokes the proverbial expression that not 
even the sun will know of the affair (7.21.2).94 Similarly, Kalasiris left Memphis for 
Thebes because of his knowledge of the future feud of his sons, which the sun would 
shrink from witnessing (2.25.6). The sun and sunlight are also often used symbolically or 
aesthetically in the Ethiopian Story. in the opening ekphrasis, Charikleia is marked out by 
the sun shining on her weapons (1.2.5). Elsewhere Charikleia' s eyes are compared to the 
beams of the sun (2.16.3), and in book 5 an Ethiopian amethyst ring shines like the beams 
of Helios (5.13 .3; 5.14.3); the rays of the sun shine into the faces of the Persians increasing 
the splendour of their appearance (9.14.1). Occasionally, other gods are assimilated to 
Helios. Hydaspes offers sacrifices to his ancestral gods, Selene, Helios and Dionysus ("tote; 
1t<X"tpl.ote; TtlJ.6)v 9£Ote;, 10.2.2; cf. 4.8.3, lO.6.5)-Dionysus being the manifestation of the sun 
in the underworld,95 and Apollo, who, together with Artemis, directs the fate of the lovers, 
92 €1ttmcTl't'tO"l)(JtX 110t 1tOAACx 'tOY llAtOv, OPICOV OV O"~evt (JO<pOOV i>1ttp~flv<Xt 9q.l.t'tov, 'cha~ging me many 
times to do so by the sun, an oath which it is not right for any of the wise to transgress. ' 
93 €1to!J.VOI11. (Jot geoov 'tOY ICtXAAt(J'tOV llAtOv lC<Xt 9woC; 'tOUC; aAAO"l)C;. 
94 oN), 6 llAtOC;, 'tOU'tO ~" 'to 'tOU A6yo"l), yvOxre'tat. 
95 Cf. Macrobius (Sat 1.18.8, in sacris enim haec religiosi arcam obseTYlltio tenetur ut sol cum in 
supero . . . hemisphaerio est Apollo Yocitetur, cum in infero . .. Dionysus). Sometimes Helios and 
Selene are invoked without mention of Dionysus: cf. 10.4.5, 10.7.7, 10.8.2, 10.21.1 , 10.28.1, 
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was also identified with the sun (cf. 3.1.2 and note ).96 
These references to Helios are mainly literary and many may quite naturally be 
attributed to Heliodorus' most important model, Homer.97 Sunlight is also used in 
descriptions of beauty in Homer.98 But in Homer too, the sun has a moral character-a 
common epithet of Helios is 'the one who sees all' (Od. 11.109) and it was Helios who 
told Hephaistos of the adultery of Aphrodite with Ares (11. 8.302).99 There are also 
elements of religious taboo associated with Helios in the Homeric epics: the witch Kirke is 
the descendant of Helios (Od. 10.138) and the sin of the followers of Odysseus in killing 
the cattle of the sun leads to the years of wandering of the hero, since Zeus swears that he 
will punish Odysseus and his men for this act (Od. 1.8; 12.260-387; 19.276; 23.329). Helios 
plays a significant part in the Iliad, since the god is linked with Zeus.IOO The sun appears to 
be the arbiter of Destiny when Zeus weighs the fates of Trojans and Greeks (II. 8.68). 
Helios appears as the taker of life: just as Odysseus kills the suitors Helios kills fish (Od 
22.388).101 
In short, many of the allusions to Helios in Heliodorus invoke his foremost literary 
10.36.3,10.41.1). 
96 Frequent reference is made to Apollo and Helios in Plato's Laws (946b-c; 947a). 
97 The best discussion of the relationship between Homer and Heliodorus is to be found in Fusillo 
(1989, 24-31) who describes the link between the Odyssey and the Ethiopian Story as hypertextual. 
Further comment, in order of usefulness as well as date, may be found in Hagg (1983, 110-111); 
Sandy (1982a, 83-89); and Feuillatre (1966, 105-114). For Homer's attitude to Ethiopia, see Lesky 
(1957). 
98 II 10.547, the Trojans shine like the rays of the sun; II 14.185, Hera's veil shines in the sun; II 
22.135, Achilles shines like the rising sun; Od 4.45, the house of Odysseus shines in the sunlight 
[the same description is given to the house of Alkinoos Od 7.84]; Od. 18.296, a gold and amber 
necklace shines like sunlight; Od 19.234, Odysseus' tunic shines like sunlight and reveals the hero; 
Od. 24.148, Penelope's weaving shone like the sun. 
99 So too, Zeus promises Hera that not even Helios will see their lovemaking through the golden 
cloud he puts around them (/1 14.344); the boar which wounded Odysseus hid in a bush 
impenetrable to the rays of the sun (Od 19.441); and Apollo brings a mist to protect Hektor from 
the rays of the sun (1123.190). 
lOa Thus Menelaus and Agamemnon offer sacrifices Relios and Zeus (II 3.104, 3.277, 19.197; 
19.259). 
101 S 
o too on the death of Patroklos the sun appeared to leave the sky and a mist fell (/1. 17.167) 
and Relios appears to favour the Trojans while the Achaeans are covered by a mist (II 17.372). 
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model, Homer (see also appendix 1). Other references to the sun show a more intellectual 
attitude; in book 2 for example, Theagenes and Knemon do not perceive that the island on 
which they are standing in the marshes is on fire for as long as the sun shines because (the 
author speculates) daylight overcomes the light of the fire (2.1.1 ; cf. Philostr. Ep. 9 
[Kayser]); there is also a discussion about whether cocks crow at dawn to greet the god 
(Helios) on his return or because they are disturbed by the increasing heat (1.18.3).102 This 
rationalistic attitude to Helios has caused scholars to deny the importance of religion in 
the Ethiopian Story and interpret the work aesthetically.l03 Heliosl Apollo is clearly not the 
only deity to influence the lives of Theagenes and Charikleia- Chance and Destiny, 
demons and magic play their part as well. 104 This Can be seen in the words of Kalasiris 
(4.9.1), where he describes human existence as acr'ta'tov 'tt leat a~£~atOv. To counter such 
uncertainty Kalasiris studied the higher form of Egyptian wisdom (astrology or theurgy); 
his account of this (3 .16.4) is couched in terms of illegitimacy- the lower form of 
Egyptian wisdom was 'born illegitimately' from the higher (evidently astrology). Interest 
in the influence which the heavenly bodies have on human life can be found readily in the 
text: for example, Heliodorus takes care to inform his readers that the departure of 
102 Such rationalistic statements induced Capelle (1953 , 167) to claim that Heliodorus lacked ethical 
or religious conviction altogether, particularly in view of the statement in the final book of the 
romance to the effect that religious principles (that blood sacrifices are wrong) must yield to 
political expediency (10.9.7). The German scholar held the author in low esteem and believed that 
Heliodorus was a typical example of the Second Sophistic, a revival of Greek literature under the 
Antonines, cf. Dickie (1991 , 17). 
103 Cf. Heiserman (1977, 186): 'Does a religious or moral thesis gather conventions into a poetic 
argument that persuades us to join a particular cult? Several episodes and many speeches, as well as 
the narrative method of Heliodorus ' masterpiece, tempt us to answer these dismal questions in the 
affirmative. On the other hand, the whole work seems to derive from another principle of 
invention- the desire to make an affecting, beautiful story with profound but imprecise implications 
about wisdom and destiny'; Sandy (1982a, 54) : ' Heliodorus was ultimately more concerned to tell a 
good story than to present coherent religious doctrine. Nonetheless, the Ethiopian Story is not 
without value as a document of Greek and Oriental religious thought' and 'religion in the Ethiopian 
Storyis an aspect of motivation and plot. ' ; Winkler. (1982, 93-158) : ' It is not that Heliodorus is any 
kind of believer but merely that he must employ beliefs to illustrate the comedy of composing a 
romance. There has to be some Noble Message or other at the end, anyone will do' (p. 157). 
104 It is Apollo and Artemis who are chiefly responsible for advancing the plot of the Ethiopian 
Story(cf. 3.11.5 and note) . For the importance of destiny in the romance, cf. 4.5.1 and note. 
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Kalasiris, Theagenes and Charikleia from the island where they had been hiding from the 
pirates takes place on the first day of the new moon after its juncture with the sun (5.22.8). 
It would therefore appear as if, apart from a number of significant references to 
astrology, many of the references to Helios in the romance are literary in character and 
that the presence of these allusions in the text is not primarily determined by a conscious 
attempt to illustrate the efficacy of the sun cult in the world. 
THE EVIDENCE OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORIES 
In his continuation of the Historia Ecclesiastica of Eusebius the Byzantine lawyer, 
Socrates (c. 380-450), refers to a Heliodorus from Trikka in Thessaly,105 who introduced 
the official practice of ecclesiastical celibacy there and who was said to have put together 
a romance, which he called the Ethiopian Story, in his youth (Hist. Ekkl. 5.22.151). This 
individual was in all probability the author of the Ethiopian Story. 
"Eyvrov bE tyro Kat E'tEPOV Eeo~ tv eE(maAt~· YEv6~EVO~ KA1lPtKO~ tK£1, flv 
v6~~ ya~r,cra~ 1tptv KA1lPtKO~ Y£VTl'tat, ~E'ta to KA1lPtKO~ YEv£cr9at 
cruYKa9EUbr,crac; aU'tn a1tOKr,pUK'tOC; ytVE'tat· 'trov EV aV<X'tOAn 1t<XV'trov yvro~n 
a1tEXO~Evrov, Kat 'trov E1ttcrK61tOOV Ei Kat ~OUAOtV'tO, OU ~"V aV<XYKTI v6~ou 
'touto 1tOtoUv'trov' 1tOAAOt yap au'trov tv 'tq, Katpq, 'tfj~ E1ttcrK01tfj~ Kat 1tatoo~ EK 
tfjc; VO~t~1lC; ya~Etfjc; 1tE1tOt1lKamv. 'AAAa 'tou ~EV EV eE(maA.t~ Eeou~ apX1lYOc; 
<HAtOOropoc; TptlC1Cllc; tfjc; EKEt YEVO~EVOC;, 0'0 AEYE'tat 1tOv~a'ta Epro'ttKa ~t~Aia, 
&. VEOC; rov cruVE'ta~E Kat Ai9to1ttKa 1tP001l10PEucrE. 
We have no reason to doubt the testimony of Socrates, who was, in general, a scrupulous 
historian. 106 Among many other sources, he made use of the Acta composed by Sabinus, 
the bishop of Herakleia in 375, for his account of the eastern churches.107 He also made 
use of the historical work of Athanasius, the bishop of Alexandria (c. 295-373),108 as well 
as that of Tyrannius Rufinus of Aquileia (c. 345_410).109 Rufinus was responsible for 
communicating to the western half of the Roman Empire the works of a number of early 
105 The text of Socrates as given by Colonna (1938, 361) does not refer to Heliodorus as a bishop 
but he must clearly have occupied a position of influence within the church. No date for Heliodorus 
is supplied but the assumption must be made that this Heliodorus lived shortly before Socrates in 
the latter part of the fourth century. 
106 Cf. Rattenbury (1926b, 169). 
107 S b" b a lDUS IS not extant, ut cf. Socrates His!. EJdd 1.8; 2.15; 2.17; 2.20; for Socrates see Schaff & 
Wace (1979); Eltester (1927,893-901) . 
108 Cf. Socrates His! Ekkl 2.28; 3.8. 
109 cr. Socrates His! EkkJ. 1.12; 1.19; 2.1 ; 3.19; 4.24. 
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church writers, among which were the fictional pseudo-Clementine Recognitions, which 
Rufinus translated into Latin and which Heliodorus himself may have read. 110 Socrates 
may therefore have had a particular interest in fiction and may have learnt of Heliodorus' 
work as a result. It is quite probable that Heliodorus was read at this time, since Menander 
the Guardsman evidently borrows from the romance in the sixth century (cf. 4.17.5 and 
note). 
Moreover, Socrates states that he had personally heard reports CEyvCJ)v BE tyro) of 
how Heliodorus had introduced celibacy in Thessaly (he uses the word A£yt'tat with 
respect to the Ethiopian Story). I I I Alternatively, he may have chosen to use this expression 
in order to disclaim intimate knowledge of romantic fiction, which was not considered 
proper reading for clerics at this time. The emperor Julian, for example, held that fiction 
was a corrupting factor in society and that priests should read history rather than fiction 
(Ep. 89b.345-354).1l2 In either case, the passage suggests that the introduction of celibacy 
by Heliodorus had occurred in the recent past. Furthermore, the claim that Heliodorus 
introduced the practice of priestly celibacy to Thessaly is entirely in keeping with the 
Thessalian origins of the hero and the emphasis on chastity in the work. 113 Chastity is a 
conventional virtue in the Greek romances (cf., e.g., Achilles Tatius 4.1.4) and is 
sometimes treated conventionally in the Ethiopian Story (cf., e.g., 2.33.4-5), but the 
110 In an unpublished paper delivered at Groningen in 1994, D.U. Hansen noted the close 
resemblance of a passage of Heliodorus (4.5 .7, «Eha {x1toKpi)7t'teL~» EQ)11V «& "tEKVOV, {x').').' OUXl. 
6apcroooa AiYEL~, 01t(1); <Xv Kat l3oT]eEia~ EU1t0PllcraLJ.l£v;») to the words spoken by Appion in the 
Clementine Recognitions (5.3 .2, TeKVOV, me; 1ta'tPl. eapcrilcr~ AiYE, 'ti~ cro'\) ~ "''\)xi1~ i] vocro~;). Cf. 
also HId. 3.11.5 (AU'to~ 'te ouv E~LeL Kat WilcrOE il1toOE~aiJ.€VO~ liYE, cr'Ov£I.I.1t6po'\)~ tcra 'te 1taLcrl. 
1tOwilJ.1.tvo<;) and Clem. Rec. 12.15.3 (PUV<XL, e~a'\)~ a~a Wt<; OLoil~oL<; cro'\) "tEKVOL<; em xpovov 'tLva, 
~XPLC; o'te ~T]vilcrm e1tav£I.eEtV crt gy't(Xuea, E1C(3T]6L riIv 1tO').LV). The reasons given by Mattidia in this 
passage for leaving Rome are similar to those given by Kalasiris for leaving Memphis (2.25.3-5)-
namely, to avoid a feud between their sons. 
III Cf. Rohde (19143,443 [415 n. 1]). 
112 Similar prejudice also attached to earlier emperors who read romances, as is shown by the letter 
of Septimius Severus (193-211) to the senate in which the emperor complains that Statilius 
Corfulenus had praised Clodius Albinus (Augustus in 196 but defeated at Lugdunum by Septimius 
in 197) for his knowledge of literature including the Metamorphoses of Apuleius. Septimius 
considered such work trivial and laughable (SHA 12.12.1-14). Macrobius likewise disapproved of 
the work of Petronius and Apuleius (Comm. in SOmD. Scip. 1.2.7). 
113 Cf. Dorrie (1938, 275). 
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emphasis on male chastity is unique (4.18.5 and note),114 and the emphasis on marriage is 
also unusual (4.10.5 and note ).115 The information provided by Socrates is therefore 
plausible and the fact that the Suda (s. v. Achilleus Statios) also makes Achilles Tatius a 
Christian and a bishop in later life (perhaps falsely) need not imply that the anecdote 
concerning Heliodorus was also fictitious. 116 
Photius in the ninth century rehearses the information given in the final sentence of 
the romance in which Heliodorus identifies himself as a Phoenician from Emesa (10.41.4, 
see above) but also adds that he was later thought worthy to be a bishop (Bib!. 73.51b.41). 
Theodosius Melitenos (eleventh century) also claimed that Heliodorus was the bishop of 
Trikka and adds that he lived during the reign of Theodosius the Great. The emperor 
concerned was probably Theodosius I (379-385) because Theodosius Melitenos recorded 
his comment on Heliodorus next to the entry for this emperor in the chronological work he 
was writing.1I7 
Another Byzantine author, Nikephoros Kallistos (fourteenth century), tells us that 
Heliodorus was charged with corrupting the youth with this romance and that he chose to 
leave the priesthood rather than to burn the book (Hist. EkkJ. 12.34): 
'A'A.'A.a 'tou Jl.EV £V 6£0'0'a'A.t(X £90~ 1tpOlCa'tflps£v 'H'A.t6&Jlpoc; £lC£tvoc; Tpt1C1Cl1C; 
£1ttcnw1to<;. ou 1tOvilJl.a'ta £PCOnKa £to'En vuv mpupEp£'tat. &. vEO<; rov 
O'uv£'taSa'to. Ai6to1ttKa 1tpoO'ayop£'i)O'ac; a'ina' vuv 6E xa'A.oum 'tau'ta 
Xaptx'A.nav· 6t' &. Kat 'trw £1ttO'lC01t11V aq>TIPE911. £1t£t6" yap 1to'A.'A.otc; 'trov v£cov 
1Ct Vbuv£un v £K£t6£v E1tl1£t. " EYXcOptoc; 1tpoO'£'ta't't£ crUv060c;. 11 'tac; 13i/3'A.ouc; 
aq>avt~£t v Kat 1t'Opt 6amvclv. U1tava1t'touO'ac; 'tov Epco'ta, 11 Jl." XPTlVat i£pclcr6at 
'totaiha cruv6EJl.£vov· 'tov 6£ Jl.cl'A.'A.ov E'A.£cr6at 'tfJv i£pOXr6vl1v 'A.t1tetv, 11 EK Jl.£O'ou 
n6£vat 'to O'u'Y'YpaJl.Jl.a· 0 Kat £y£v£'to. 
While it is not entirely improbable that the Ethiopian Story provoked some discussion in 
the early Christian church, since it dealt with love and marriage, it is also not difficult to 
believe that Heliodorus stood by his work, as the troubles of eros are dealt with in a very 
moral way in the romance, and it seems unlikely the charge that the romance was a 
114 Cf., e.g., 10.9.1 (Theagenes on the gridiron). In Achilles Tatius it does not appear to be sign-
ificant that Kleitophon is unfaithful to Leukippe with Melite (5.27). Cf. also Lacombrade (1970, 
81), who notes further differences from the conventional norms of romance. 
115 This attitude to marriage may reflect the author's own psychology (see above on sexuality in 
albinism). 
116 Dorrie (1938, 276) and Gartner (1969, 48) argue that it would have been natural for Christian 
readers of the Ethiopian Story to claim its author as one of themselves. 
111 Cf. Colonna (1950,86). 
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corrupting influence on the young could have been sustained with any degree of 
conviction. However, the anecdote is very late, derivative (v£o<; roy), and rhetorical 
(i>1tav<X1t'toi>cm<; 'tOY £pro't<X) and may have been invented. 
KNOWLEDGE OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES IN THE ETHIOPIAN STORY 
The evidence in the text of the Ethiopian Story for the view that Heliodorus was 
acquainted with Christian doctrine was first presented by Koraes (1804-1806) in his 
ground-breaking commentary. Koraes discusses a number of passages in which Heliodorus 
shows a knowledge of the Christian scriptures, which were then collected by Rohde to give 
proof of 'der volligen Nichtigkeit' of Koraes' arguments. 118 However, Rohde's dismissal of 
the evidence for Heliodorus' knowledge of Christian doctrine was part of his overall 
argument for the third century date of Heliodorus, which has long been under attack by 
those who prefer the fourth century.119 Moreover, at least one authority has called into 
question Rohde's outright rejection of the circumstantial, but nevertheless compelling, 
evidence that the author was familiar with Christian teaching. 120 The fact that Heliodorus 
was familiar with Christian concepts and writings does not constitute proof of the fourth 
century date, but it is nonetheless suggestive. The evidence falls into the following 
categories and will therefore be briefly reviewed here: 
Verbal echoes of the scriptures 
There are numerous verbal echoes of the scriptures in the romance, some using 
highly unusual vocabulary: 
2:4.1: lCtvMvOtC; a<XA<XO'O'IDV, lCtV~i>VOtC; 1tEtp<X'tTlpirov (cf. 2 Cor. 11.26: lCtV~i>VOtC; 1tO't<X~IDV, 
1CtV~i>vOtC; ATIO''tIDV, lCtvMvotC; £lC 1£VOUC;, 1CtV~i>vOt<; £~ MVIDV, lCtvMvot<; EV 1tOM:t, lCtV~i>VOt<; £V 
£P11~ ic,x ); 
2.10.1: IIPID't<X ~£V £u<xrr£Ai~o~<xl O'Ot [O'£?] 'tT]v A11llatv£'t11<; 't£A£'lYtTtV (cf. Luke 2.10: 
118 Cf. Rohde (19143, 433 [415 n. 1]). 
119 Cf. most recently, Bowersock (1994, 149-160), who supplies most of the relevant literature for 
the fourth century date. 
120 Cataudella (1975, 161-190, esp. 172-174) did not go as far as to claim that Heliodorus was a 
Christian, but he did argue that Heliodorus knew the Christian writings. Lacombrade (1970, 70-89 
esp. 81) suggests that the scandal surrounding the novel (according to the 14th century Byzantine 
scholar Nikephoros) was used by priests opposed to Heliodorus' introduction of the custom of 
celibacy in Thessaly to drive him out of his see. 
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E't)U'Y'YEA.tSO)..Lat U)..Ltv xupav )..LqUAT\V [with the dative]; Gal. 1.9.2: El 'tl.~ U)..LU~ £UU'Y'YEAisE'tat 
1tUP' 0 1taPEAU!ktE, avu9E)..LU £<i'tID [with the accusative]); 
2.17.1: KAUOIDVt KUKroV ~E~'U<i9t<i)..L£VOt (cf. I Tim. 6.9: Ut'tl.VE~ ~'U9iso'Umv 'to,,~ av9pcimo'U~ d~ 
oAE9pov KUt a7t<OAEwv); 
2.28.2: ~i~A.ot~ tEpUt~ avu'YE'YpU)..L)..L£VU )..LOVOt~ 'tot~ 1tPO<pT\'tl.KOt~ KUt 'YtV<OO1cEtV KUt 
avu'YtVcixncEtV £~E<i'tl. (cf. Acts 8.30.4: ... Apu 'YE 'YtVcixncEt~ &. avuytVcixnc£t~;); 
3.15.1: E1.)..L" 'tl.VO~ 6£iu~ KUt Oat)..Loviu~ ~ aAT\6~ )..LE't£<iXE Ka'ta~oAf1~ (cf. Matthew 25.34: 
KAT\POVO)..L"<ia'tE 't1lV "'tot)..La<i)..L£vT\v U)..Ltv ~amAEiav am Ka'ta~OA~ KO<i)..LOU, and frequently in 
the letters of Paul); 
4.7.12: OxAEl'tat 'Yap U1tO O'UVU)..L£IDV &.~ au'to~ Ka't£1tE)..L'IIa (1 Ep. Petro 3.22: o~ E<i'tl.V EV &~t~ 
['tou] 9£Ou, 1top£'U9d~ d~ oupavov, u1to'ta'Y£V'tIDv au't41 a'Y'Y£AroV Kat E~OU<itrov Kat ouv(x)..L£rov; 
Acts 8.10: 01h6C; E<i'tl.V " ouva)..LtC; 'tou 9£Ou " KaAo'U)..L£VT\ MqCtAT\ [Simon the Magician]-
but this is not exclusively a Christian concept, cf. P<?rph. Abst. 2.34; Pmag. Par. 1.1275); 
4.18.6 q>o[3Ql 'tou KPct't'tOVoc; (Acts 9.31: 't41 q>o~f!) 'tou Kupiou; 2Cor. 5.11: 'tOY q>o~ov 'tou 
K'UptOU; Eph. 5.21: EV CP~f!) Xpt<i'tou); 
7.10.2: ou )..L£pOU~ )..L6vov 11 )..L£A.OU~ (the pun is also found in Paull Cor. 12.28: ·Y)..LEl~ Of E<i't£ 
<iro)..La Xpt<i'tOU Kat )..L£AT\ EK )..L£pou~); 
7.11.4: lixpt 'tou 1tap6v'toc; o'llov'tat 'tOY 1ta't£pa (cf. John 16.16: MtKPOV Kat OUK£'tl. 6£ropEl't£ 
)..LE, Kat 1tUAtV )..LtKPOV Kat O'll£<i9f )..L£); 
7.27.4: OW'Yo'Y'Yu<iav'ta (cf. Luke 15.2: Kat Otqo'Y'YUSOV Ot 't£ tI>apt<iatot; 19.7: Kal. i06v'tEC; 
1t<lv't£~ OtEYO'Y'YU~ov A£'YOV't£~); 
8.9.17: cp6vrov EPYCt'tl.V (cf. Luke 13.27: EpyCt'tat aotriac;). 
Echoes of Christian concepts 
Occasionally concepts peculiar to Christianity are suggested, such as incarnation 2.31.1: 
OUO£ yap flv )..LOt 6£)..Lt'tov EV KtVOUVf!) 'l'uxilv &1ta~ £vav6pro1t,,<ia<iav 1taptodv (cf. Eus. Dem. 
Evang. 4.6.10: £1tEtOi) 'Yap Ot' fu,Lnc; Kal. U1t£p ")..LIDV 1tu<iav aVEo£~a'to U~ptV £vuv9pro1tnaa~); 
3.11.2: £V£'I'UXID)..L£VIDV (cf. Cone. Chalco 2. 1.1.p. 13 .8-10: «A6yO~ <iap~ E'YfvE'tO Kal. 
E(j1("VCOO£V tv ")..Ltv» 'tou't£<i'tl.v £V 't0U'tf!) 't41 <ieO)..La'tl. 01tEp EAa~£v £S av9pro1tOu leal. 0 1tV£u)..La'tl. 
~rof1c; AO'YtKf1~ EVE'IIUXCOOEV);121 providence 4.9.1 (see note ad lac.): 't1lV £K 9EroV 01.KOvO)..Ltav 
E6aU)..LU~OV (cf. Euseb. Hist. Ekk1. 1.1.2.8-10: a1to 1tpro'tTl<; lip~o)..Lat tflc; Ku'ta 'tOv <irotflpa Kal. 
KUpWV ")..Lrov 'IT\<iouv 'tOY Xpt<i'tov 'tou 9£Ou OiKOVO)..Lta~). The synonymous term OWtKT\mc; is 
121 Cf. Colonna (1981, 203-4). 
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used at 10.38.1;122 being of the same nature 4 .5.7: OJ..Lo'Vuxo<;-a late, Christian term. Cf. 
Mace. 4.14.20; Eus. Vita Canst. 2.68.2: Kat 1tpo<; 't"v 0J..L0'Vuxov UJ..Lrov uyxivOtav yp<xq>rov, 
't'tlV 't£ eEiav 1tpovOtav KaAfaac;; and the notion of an 'opposing god' 4.7.13: uv'ti8£0<; (for 
the meaning of this word cf. appendix 2). The language of miracle-working is present in 
the romance : 10.16.6: eauJ..La'toupyoUV'tE<;; 7.7 .7, 8.10.1: 8auJ..La'toupyia; (cf. Greg. Naz. Or. 
43: 8auJ..La'toupy£t 'tt Kuv'tau8a 'trov 1tPO£tP11J..LEvrov OUK EA,a't'tov). 123 Compare also the story of 
the trick of Jacob (Gen. 30) and the birth of Charikleia by 'maternal impression' (4.8). 
Similarly, Charikleia and Theagenes avoid trouble by pretending to be brother and sister 
(1.11; 9.11) just as Sara and Abraham do (Gen. 20)- a trick approved of by Chrysostom 
and Ambrose, However, Weinstock (1934, 52) points out that such stories may have 
reached Heliodorus indirectly by the oral tradition as other oriental narratives did. 
The language of martyrdom 
The sufferings of Charikleia and Theagenes occasionally closely resemble the persecution 
of the Christian saints: 124 
8.8.4: yEA.ro'ta Eq>aiv£'to Kat XA.£U11V 'tu 1tapov'ta 1tOtOUJ..LEV11 (the saints often laughed 
contemptuously at their tormentors); 
8.9.13 : 1tEptPPEOVtO<; au'tTjv J..LUAAOV 'tou 1tUPOC; (cf. the miraculous deliverance from fire of 
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego [Daniel 3.27]); 
10.9.7: 't4) 1tEptA<XJ..L1tOV'tt q>ron 'to\><; SEVOU<;, U1tEPJ..LaXctv 'tt va 'trov KPEt't'tOVrov BtaO"T)J..Lai vov'tt 
(cf. the halo of the saints). 
To sum up: the church historians suggest that the Ethiopian Story was written by 
young pagan who later became a Christian bishop of Trikka in Thessaly, known as Helio-
dorus. This, together with the internal evidence of the text itself, suggests a fourth century 
date for the work. The general resemblance between the heroine of the romance, 
122 Cf. Kerenyi (19622, 57), who notes that a similar expression can be found in the Greek legend of 
Tefnut, which paraphrases a demotic text. 
123 Cf. Cataudella (1975 , 172-174). Cataudella concluded that there is no evidence that Heliodorus 
himself was a Christian, but that he may have known and been influenced by the Bible: 'che non vi 
sono nel romanzo tante tracce di cristianesimo da far supporre che l' autore fosse stato un cristiano: 
rna tracce vi sono, rna tali da giustificare solo la suppozione che egli abbia avuto una qualche 
conoscenza dei Libri Sacri, e che magari ne abbia sub ito qualche parziale, fuggevole influsso.' Of 
course, a fourth century date for the author would make this influence all the more likely. 
124 Cf. Musurillo (1972). 
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Charikleia, who is described as KaA:r) Kat croep" (3.4.1) and Christian holy women,125 the 
emphasis on male chastity, the absence of homosexuality, the use of religious writers such 
as Philo (see below), who was also read by Augustine and other church fathers, and the 
importance attached to marriage and the family in the work,126 all serve to lend further 
credence to this view. 127 
THE CASE FOR THE FOURTH CENTURY DATE 
Further evidence for the fourth century date of Heliodorus has been found in his 
anachronistic account of the use of cataphracts in the battle at Syene (9.15.5), which 
resembles a similar description by Julian of the deployment of these armoured horsemen at 
the battle of Mursa between Constantius and Magnentius in 350 (Orat. 2.57B).12S 
Cataphract tactics had been part of military strategy since at least the first century B.C.,129 
but they had become something of a rhetorical commonplace in the fourth century A.D.,13o 
and Julian's description of them (Or. 1.30, Ka9a1t£p (xvOptav'tac;) is strikingly close to that 
of Heliodorus (9.15.5, (xvoPUXC; lCtVOUjlEVOC;).131 Moreover, although the tactics used to 
counter cataphracts by the Blemmyes in Heliodorus (ripping open the bellies of the horses 
from beneath) are the same as those of Crassus ' Gallic cavalry against the Parthians, the 
later account shares a similar sense of confidence in the success of these manoeuvres 
against heavily armoured horsemen as that of the Alamanni in the battle of Strasbourg in 
~57 and both accounts stress the consequent helplessness of the unhorsed riders. 132 All this 
suggests that Heliodorus composed his highly rhetorical and dramatic account of these 
impressive fighters in the fourth century. 
125 Cf. Cloke (1995). 
126 The story of Knemon, for example, provides an instructive contrast to the moral relationship 
between Theagenes and Charikleia. Cf. Morgan (1989b, 99-113). 
127 Edwards (1987, 9-14) provides a recent discussion of the relationship between the New 
Testament and the ancient romances. 
128 Van der Valk (1941, 100). 
129 Cf. Xen. Anab. 1.8.6; Cyr. 6.4.1; 7.1.2 (armoured horses only); Plut. Crassus 19, 25; Rattenbury 
(1942, 113-116); Altheim (1942,33-41). 
130 Morgan (1979, ad 9.15.5), referring to Ammianus Marcellinus (16.10.8), Julian (Or. 1.37C; 
2.57B), Claudian (In Rut: 2.359), Libanius (Or. 59.70) and the de VI cons. Honor. (572-4). 
131 Cf. also similar expressions in Amm. Marc. 16.10.8; Claud. In Rut: 2.359-360. 
132 Cf. Bowersock (1994, 159); Amm. Marc. 16.12.22; Hel. 9.18.1-2; Plut. Crass. 25. 
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Secondly, Heliodorus' extensive and detailed description of the siege of Syene by 
the Ethiopian king, Hydaspes (9.3-13), closely resembles the fragmentary description of 
the siege of Nisibis by the Persian king Sapor II in 350, found in the panegyrics of Julian 
(emperor 361-3) to Constantius (Jui. Orat 1.27A-30B, 2.62B-2.67A). Initially it was 
thought that Heliodorus had made use of Julian's account and that he therefore belonged to 
the fourth century,133 and when other contemporary Greek and Syriac evidence was taken 
into account the fourth century date appeared even more plausible.134 However, the long, 
and heroic struggle over the frontier city of Nisibis from the time it was first attacked in 
338, when it was said to have been saved by st. Jacob, the teacher of Ephraim (Theodoret. 
2.26), until 363, when it was ceded to the Persians by Jovian in 363 (Amm. Marc. 25.7), 
must have been followed with keen interest by all the inhabitants of the region, but 
particularly in Emesa, only about 300 miles away and dependent on Nisibis to buffer it 
against hostile incursions. It is therefore not necessary to assume that Heliodorus modelled 
his account on Julian'sl35 or on any historical or fictional narrative of earlier sieges.136 It is 
133 Cf. van der Valk (1941, 100) '11 parait logique de placer Ie roman apres l'annee 351, et pas trop 
longtemps apres cette annee-Ia, parce que les impressions des evenements de ces annees sont 
encore fraiches. ' 
134 Colonna (1950,86: 'Scompare COSl ogni incertezza, ed acquista pieno valore la tesi sostenuta dal 
Van der Valk, che la composizione delle Etiopiche sia cioe posteriore al 357 d.C.' Colonna (1950, 
79-87) gives the evidence of Theodoretos (Hist. Ekkl 2.26 = PG 82.1076ff; Life of St James of 
Nisibis = PG 82.1294f1), the Chronicon Pascale, the hymns of St. Ephraim and the account of 
Zonaras (13 .7f1) in support of the fourth century date. As a corollary of this argument Colonna 
suggested that Heliodorus was indeed the bishop of Trikka under the emperor Theodosius I (379-
395) on the basis of the marginal manuscript note of the eleventh century Byzantine scribe George 
Cedrenus (who was in reality Theodosius Melitenus) next to the chronological entry for Theodosius 
I.). Cf. contra Mar6th (1979, 239-45: ' . .. Ie siege enregistre, d'apres Heliodore, par Julien ne 
semble pas etre Ie meme qu'on lit chez Aphrem'). 
J3S Lightfoot (1988, 119) argues Julian was making use of information about the siege of Nisibis 
from veterans of the battle, but that he supplemented his information with literary accounts, most 
plausibly Heliodorus, on the grounds that Julian's account of the siege is simply incredible 
(particularly the ships and the lake surrounding the city-the very features which Julian shares with 
Heliodorus). Clearly the basic elements of the story were rhetorically embellished in contemporary 
accounts but Julian would have been quite able to provide such embellishments himself without 
having recourse to fiction. 
136 As suggested by Szepessy (1976, 276: ' ... l'aiguille de la balance de la probabilite semble 
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also unlikely that Julian would have needed to consult Heliodorus' fictional account of the 
siege of Syene, particularly as he thought the genre improper reading (Jui. Ep. 89.301b).137 
If these events occurred within living memory of Heliodorus and Julian, or at least within 
one or two generations, it is quite possible that they knew of them from contemporary 
reports. The bitter tone of Ammianus Marcellinus, who fought in this campaign, when he 
relates how the city was finally ceded to the Persians by Jovian in 363 (25.7) shows how 
keenly the loss of Nisibis was felt. The siege was clearly a major event and this may 
explain the presence of Heliodorus' lengthy fictional account of events at Syene in the 
romance-these spectacular events are anachronistic otherwise have no purpose in the 
narrative of the Ethiopian StOry.138 The much-discussed description of the collapse of the 
mound of earth used to keep the water out of the city (9.8) must have been particularly 
dramatic, especially when the resulting muddy morass unexpectedly prevented the 
attackers from taking the city and provided an opportunity for the inhabitants of the city to 
escape (9.11).139 
nettement montrer non vers Ie 4e, mais vers Ie 3e siecle. '), who argued that Heliodorus was making 
use of similar sieges such as the siege of Mantinea in 385 BC combined with the account of 
Achilles Tatius of the diversion of the Nile (4.14). Cf. Morgan (1979, xiv-xviii) and Anderson 
(1984, 91), who adds the implausibly remote case of the siege of Hatarikka (cf. Pritchard 1969, 
655). In his 1979 PhD thesis (pp. xiv-xviii) Morgan analysed all known sieges which could have 
constituted a parallel to the account in Heliodorus and concluded that both Heliodorus and Julian 
may have shared a common source. Despite the fact that there is no exact model for the siege of 
Syene in the previous sieges, the cumulative effect of all of them, combined with the rhetorical 
character of some, indicate that the diversion of rivers during sieges was something of a literary 
tapas before Heliodorus. However, it must be said that Julian specifically comments on similar 
sieges in the past and claims that the siege of Nisibis was unparalleled (Jui. Or. 1.29A-1.30A). 
137 As Weinreich (1950 323-376 [repro 1984,408-431]) claims. Cf. Bowersock (1994, 154); Morgan 
(1979, xxvi) . 
138 Morgan (1979; 1982, 226 n. 15; 1994, 111 n. 10): 'Since the only discernible reason for the 
inclusion of the siege of Syene in the Aithiapica is to exploit public excitement about the siege of 
Nisibis, it would seem plausible to date the Aithiopica as soon after 350 as possible; we may 
estimate that Heliodorus wrote within the twenty years 350-370.' 
139 Bowersock (1994, 155) concluded that the accounts of Julian and Heliodorus use the same word 
as Ephraim for the earthworks which surrounded Syene (xooJ.l.(x't(X in Greek, talala in Syriac)-I do 
not know how anyone can be so confident of the precise denotation of a word in a translation ~f a 
4th century Syriac hymn. Cf. Chuvin (1991 2, 321-25): 'Si on se refuse a torturer les temoignages 
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HELIODORUS AND THE LIFE OF AURELIAN BY VOPISCUS 
The victory celebrations of Hydaspes in the Ethiopian Story (10.22.6-27.4) share similar 
details with the description of Aurelian ' s triumph in the life of the emperor in the Historia 
Augusta (33_34,41).140 These are : the description of Zenobia paraded in triumph in golden 
chains (34.3) echoes Hydaspes ' treatment of Theagenes and Charikleia in Heliodorus 
(9.1.5);141 silk is mentioned as cargo in the romance (1.3.2; 5.19.2) and as the material on 
which Persinna recorded the story of Charikleia (2.31.2); Vopiscus refers to silk as tribute 
from the Palmyrene queen Zenobia (26.9), which was highly prized in Aurelian' s court 
(45.5 ; 46.1); the fictional Axumites present Hydaspes with a giraffe, an animal mentioned 
also by the biographer, Flavius Vopiscus (33.4); Vopiscus also mentions the Blemmyes, 
the Arabs from Arabia Eudaimon, the Seres and the Exomitae 'people of Axum' among the 
captives led in Aurelian 's triumph (33.4; 41.10)-the list is similar to the roll of the 
embassies that are introduced to Hydaspes: the Arabs (10.26.1 , ot 'Apa~Olv wv 
EuSm~ovOlv), the Blemmyes (10.26.2, " BA£~W60lV . . 1tpE~ia), the Seres (9.16.3; 9.17.2; 
9.18.3; 9.18.7; 10.25.2, ot r.T\Prov . . 1tpE0j3EU'tai), and the Axumites (10.27.1, ot AU~Ol~t't&V 
1tpE0j3Eu'tai); and finally, cataphracts are paraded in Aurelian's triumph over the Parthians 
and feature in the battle of Syene (9.15).142 The similarities between the two works suggest 
that Vopiscus included material from the recently published romance of Heliodorus in his 
life of Aurelian and this in turn supports the traditional, fourth century, date of Heliodorus. 
There remains one further piece of evidence that suggests that the fourth century 
date for Heliodorus is correct. It has to do with the kingdom of Axum, which Heliodorus 
describes as 'exempt from tribute but friendly and bound by a treaty (sc. to Meroe)' (<popou 
~£v OUK OV'tE~ U1tO'tEA£t~, <piA-tot S£ aA-A.ro~ Kat U1tocr1tOvSOt, 10.27.1). This appears to be a 
d'Ephrai:m, de Julien et de Socrate, tous les trois auteurs silrs et bien informes, ales soumettre a des 
paralleles boiteux et a leur preferer des recits plus tardifs et confus, ils concordent a placer 
I' activite d 'Heliodore dans la seconde moitie du IVe siecle. 11 est sage de s' en tenir la.' Keydell 
(1966,245-250) argues that Heliodorus introduces the use of ships to attack Syene and the collapse 
of the mound of earth unnecessarily from Julian' s account of the siege of Nisibis (pp. 347-348). 
140 Conti Rossini (1919, 234); Schwartz (1967, 551); Straub (1974, 55) has also noted that the 
international role of the civilisation of Axum belonged to the fourth or fifth century. The 
description of the Axumites in the Historia Augusta would therefore have been very topical. 
141 But cf. also Hdt. 3.23. 
142 Cf. SHA AUT. 34.4; SHA Alex. Sev. 56.5. 
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fairly close reflection of the historical situation in the fourth century .143 A Meroitic 
inscription (SEG 24 [1969] 1246) survives, probably from the fourth century, in which an 
Axumite king (perhaps Ezana) records his conquests in the region. A king, who must be 
from Meroe, is specifically mentioned in line 7 of the inscription. 144 This document is 
normally taken as evidence that an invasion of the Meroitic kingdom in the fourth century 
by Axum brought about the decline of the power of the kingdom and that Axum thereafter 
assumed control of trade in the region.145 However, the fact that a king of Meroe is 
mentioned in the inscription suggests that the monarchy there continued into the fourth 
century, but under the suzerainty of Axum. 146 Heliodorus inverts the relationship between 
Axum and Meroe, suggesting that the former was under the control of the latter, possibly 
because Meroe had been identified as the city of the Ethiopians in the literary tradition 
since the time of Herodotus (2.29) and because the power ofAxum was not yet fully 
established, but he does seem to have some idea of the alliance between Axum and Meroe 
in the fourth century (a situation that did not exist in the third).147 Two points may be made 
to suggest that this information is not merely fictional: first, the narrative did not require 
Heliodorus to refer to the relationship between Meroe and Axum at all, since he was 
describing the presentation of a series of embassies to the king and Axum could have been 
treated in the same way as the Seres, Arabs, Trogodytes or Blemmyes; and second, in 
making this comment Heliodorus further weakens the illusion that the action of the 
romance is set in the fourth century Be-he must have thought the remark sufficiently 
interesting to his readers to have made this sacrifice worthwhile. 14& 
143 Cf. Bowersock (1994, 150). 
144 Discussed by Hagg (1984, 436-441), who links this inscription with another discovered by 
Shinnie in 1975 (Sudan National Museum, no. 24841). 
145 Arkell (1961,171-172). 
146 Burstein (1984, 220-221; 1981 , 47-49), cf. Torok (1988, 287-290). This evidence suggests that 
the raids of the Blenunyes in the third century were not fatal to the Meroitic kingdom (Updegraff 
1988, 87-90). However, they did cause the Romans to withdraw to the First Cataract under 
Diocletian (Updegraff 1988, 73) . 
147 Altheim & Stiehl (1966, Vol. 5.1, p. 18; cf. Morgan [1979, ad 10.27.1]) argued that the power of 
Meroe was destroyed in the third century and that Heliodorus should accordingly be dated to this 
time. However, the evident continuation of the Meroitic kingdom and the development of the power 
ofAxum in the fourth century may be held against this argument. 
148 Morgan's suggestion (1979 ad loe.) that, by making the Axumites allies ,of Meroe, Heliodorus 
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PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCES ON THE ETHIOPIAN STORY(LITERARY 
TEXTURE) 
Heliodorus has woven many allusions to philosophy, particularly the writings of Plato and 
his followers in the third and fourth centuries, into the literary fabric of his romance. 
Platonic and neoPlatonic influences can be seen especially in the metaliterary use of words 
such as icon (El1CcOV), symbol (crUJl~OAov) and fantasy (epav'tacna) in the work. 
Plato's Phaedrus 
When the hero and heroine meet at the festival of Delphi (3.5.5) and exchange glances, 
their souls recall a previous meeting and they fall in love (see note ad lac.). The tapas of 
love-at-first-sight is a commonplace in the romances (Achilles Tatius 1.4.4; 7.18.1-2; Char. 
1.1.6; Xenophon 1.3.1-3), but the scene Heliodorus describes carries clear echoes of 
Plato's Phaedrus (251b).149 The connection between beauty and sight can also be found in 
Plotinus who argues that perception discerns form in objects which makes them beautiful 
(Enn. 1.6.1_3).150 The perception of beauty in objects produces delight in the viewers and 
those who feel this delight most acutely are called lovers (Enn. 1.6.4). Love of earthly 
beauty brings to mind the memory of the reality of Love itself (Enn. 3.5.1). At one point, 
Plotinus even supposes that love and vision are connected etymologically (Enn. 3.5.3 , 
opacrt~ is derived from £proc;, cf. the same play on words in Heliodorus, 3.5.4 below, and 
note).151 The spiritual nature of Charikleia' s beauty and her interest in philosophy (n KaA" 
Kat croep" XapiKAEta, 3.4.1 below and note) invite the reader to interpret her presence in the 
work allegorically (as intelligible beauty); her beauty is not material and therefore, in 
neoPlatonic terms, not entirely illusory.152 Naturally, this does not make Heliodorus an 
was hinting at their future power, is rather fanciful , but he does acknowledge the contemporary 
importance of Axum. 
149 Cf. M.B. Trapp in Russell (1990a, 141-173) for the influence of the Phaedrus on the Second 
Sophistic. 
ISO Cf. Enn. 1.6.1, 'Beauty addresses itself chiefly to sight' (tr. McKenna) . 
151 In the philosophy of Plotinus, light, vision, perception and intellection are interrelated in 
complex ways, cf., e.g., Emilsson (1988 passim). For the philosophical decor of the work, cf. Sandy 
(1982b, 164-167). On Plotinus' doctrine of beauty, cf. O'Meara (1993,88-99) . 
152 Similarly Plotinus distinguishes between perception of material beauty, which is an illusion, and 
an inner vision (Enn. 1.1.8-9). In order to perceive true beauty, the eye must not be dimmed by 
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exponent of neoPlatonic philosophy (Charikleia is far from spiritual on occasion, cf. 3.4.2 
below, and note), but it does show the degree to which he makes use of philosophical 
vocabulary and intertextual effects to elevate and sanctify the love of his hero and heroine. 
In what follows, Heliodorus should be contrasted with the modern philosopher, Iris 
Murdoch, who does explore metaphysical or ethical doctrines in her works of fiction. 153 In 
the Ethiopian Story, philosophical allusions serve to buttress the literary structure of the 
work. 
Icon and symbol 
The suggestion that some Platonic or neoPlatonic literary influence may be at work in the 
account of how the picture of Andromeda was responsible for the mysterious birth of 
Charikleia, remains to be considered. The picture is called an £i1ccOv (4.8.3), which Plato 
uses in the sense of 'mental image', 'imaginary form' (Plat. Rep. 588b; Phlb. 39c).154 Signs 
and symbols (ej'uW3oAa) are also of considerable importance in Heliodorus and are in 
keeping with the general enigmatic character of the work (in 3.13.3 Homer-an Egyptian, 
of course-is said to write allegorically [(r\)ll~OAtlC&<;] and in 3.15.1 his verses are 
characterised by the quality of enigma ['to nVt'YllEVOV]). Examples are: 1.22.6 (insignia of 
Charikleia's priesthood); 2.31.2 (the birth tokens of Charikleia); 3.14.2 (the hair on 
Homer's thigh is a mark of his divine birth); 4.8.7 (the pantarb ring is marked with a 
symbol); 5.4.7, 5.5.2, 7.7.7 (the secret passwords of Theagenes and Charikleia); 10.9.7 
(Sisimithres knows through signs from the gods that the sacrifice of Charikleia will not go 
ahead); 10.41.2 (Hydaspes places his mitre, the insignia of his priesthood, onto the head of 
Theagenes ).155 
vice, and must become sunlike (Enn.!.!. 9-perhaps a reference to the famous sun simile in Plato 
Rep. 6.508-9). 
153 Murdoch discusses the relationship between her philosophy and her fiction in her recent book, 
Existentialists and Mystics (1997) . 
154 That images play an important part in the Ethiopian Story may be seen in the symbolic scene in 
which images or icons of the Ethiopian gods and heroes are set in a paVilion above the gymno-
sophists and ringed by soldiers during the preparations for the sacrifice of Theagenes and 
Charikleia by Hydaspes (10.6.3). The picture of Andromeda which caused Charikleia to be born 
white is also called an EtJCcOV in the recognition scene (10.15.1). Kerenyi (19622, 145) seeks to link 
the word to representations of Isis, but the term is neoPlatonic according to Coulter (1976, 32-72). 
155 Coulter (1976, 60-72) gives a sketch of the development of the word CT6~A.ov into a literary 
concept and discusses (pp. 32-60) the later neoPlatonists' views of literary interpretation. 
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Fantasy 
The word qx'Xv'tama wavers between an active and a passive sense in the Ethiopian Story, 
it sometimes refers to an image that impinges objectively on the sensibilities of others: 
image projected by a person (1.20.2); a pretentious show (7.12.3); an apparent resemblance 
between a host of arrows and a cloud (9.18.5); images or visual forms of resemblance 
(10.14.7); and apparitions of things which do not exist, i.e. ghosts (3.16.3); sometimes to 
the subjective psychological effect an image or apparition has on the mind. ls6 For example, 
the concept of cpav'taC1ia as the capacity to dream is broadly Aristotelian. In the Problems 
(957al-35) Aristotle remarks that fantasies occur when sleep overcomes people while they 
are thinking or have something before their eyes. The faculty of imagination here overlaps 
with visions and dreams (cf. also Metaph. 1024b24, false dreams; Mir. 846a3; Prob. 
9S7a29). Heliodorus uses the word in this way to refer to objective apparitions, or visions 
in a dream (2.16.7). Elsewhere (On the Soul 427a17-427b28) Aristotle also uses cp<Xv'tama 
of the relational power we have to call up mental pictures, as people do who arrange their 
ideas according to a mnemonic system based on images, a power that is differentiated 
from perception, atoeTlC1U;, and thought, StavOl.a. Heliodorus' comment that a small 
movement or visual clue may give a lover an intuition about his beloved is similar (7.7.5). 
Somewhat stronger, however, is the notion that Hydaspes' dream of his daughter is a result 
of the prophetic insight of his soul (9.25.2) and cpav'tama as a state of heightened imagin-
ation induced by the visitations of the gods (3.13.1) goes some way beyond Aristotle's 
usage. The last case resembles Philostratos' contrast between qx'XV'tama ('imagination') 
with J.1iJ.1TlC1t~ ('imitation'); Philo stratus argues that, because cpav'tama acts metaphorically, 
it is able to imagine divinities without being confounded by terror (VA 6.19.23~39) and 
enables the subject to engage with reality ('to-o oV'to~). In this way the gods can be 
represented symbolically (e.g., the owl stands for Athena) and yet appear more impress-
ive. l 57 These usages resemble the modern idea of imagination as an intellectual faculty. On 
156 Quintilian uses the word in the technical sense of the rhetorical technique in which actions are 
described so vividly that the reader or audience imagines that they are actually seeing or 
experiencing them (6.2.29; 8.3.88) but also of the mental faculty of imagination (10.7.15: capiendae 
sunt illae . . . rerum ima.gines, qua.s vocari rpavmmaq indicavimus ... pectus est enim, quod 
disertos faci~ et vis mentis). Quintilian also used the word of the visual arts (12.10.6, Theon of 
Samos). 
157 ~i~Tlmc; l-!£V yap ~Tlf.lto'\)PYTr(18t 0 8W6V, Q><xv'tO:<1t<X ~E K<Xl 0 ~" ct~6v, imo8Tr<16'tO:t ya.p <xu'to 1tpOC; riJv 
uV<Xq>opav 'tou oV'Coc;, K<Xt f.ll.~Tlmv l-!£v 1tOAMXnc; elClCpOU8t EK7tATl~tC;, Q><xv'tO:<1tav ~E ouMv, XCOP8t yap 
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the other hand, Persinna' s explanation of the birth of her daughter is similar to Augustine's 
discussion of the story of Jacob and Laban, which emphasises the physical role of 
<pavtacna in the 'Andromeda Effect'. This ambivalence between <pavtacna as a capacity of 
the mind and an impression on the body may suggest some neoPlatonic influence. IS8 
Magic 
Magic clearly plays a considerable part in the imagination of Heliodorus, although he 
despises the insincere use of its powers. Besides the necromancy of the witch of Bessa 
(6.14-15) and the account of the 'eye of envy' (3.7; 4.5.2), Kalasiris ironically pretends to 
carry out an exorcism of Charikleia in which the paraphernalia used closely resemble the 
materials used in the sensational conspiracy of Patricius and Hilarius against the emperor 
Valens in 371 (Amm. Marc. 29.1.27-32). The conspirators confessed under torture to 
having used a Delphic tripod, consecrated with spells and incantations, from which a ring 
was suspended over a ouija board in a room fumigated with Arabian spices, to spell out the 
letters of the name of Valens' successor, Theodoros. The proceedings were conducted by a 
man wearing linen garments, shod in linen sandals and carrying branches of an auspicious 
tree. All the elements of Kalasiris' rites are present in this incident: clothing, tripod, laurel 
branch, fire and incense. While some of these were doubtless conventional the occurrence 
of all five in the two passages is suggestive. 
However, magic is also viewed positively in the romance: for example, the pantarb 
stone (an apotropaic amulet) is mentioned in Persinna 's description of Charikleia's birth 
and exposure. The ring later saves the heroine from death by fire (8.11.8) and plays an 
important part in the recognition of Charikleia as the daughter of Hydaspes (4.8.7; 
10.14.3). For further discussion of this stone see 4.8.7 and note. 
The interpretation of Philip the Philosopher 
The Ethiopian Story therefore reveals unusual concerns and has a rare quality which can 
aV£1C1tA.1lle'tOC; 1tpOC; (3 au'tit u7ttSe'tO. O'Oqlov yap, d1tep 'tt Aiyt>1tnrov, leal. 'to ll:Tj SpaO'uve06at ec; ta trov 
Secov d~1l, 1;t>~A.tlea ~E aut<'x 1totet06at leal. U1tOVOOUll£va, leal. yap (Xv leal. O'ej.Lvo'tepa O-U'tCO <p<XtVOt'tO. 
158 The concept of 'fantasy' has been examined in a monograph and a subsequent study by G. 
Watson (1988, 96-133; 1994, 4765-4850). It is interesting to note that Photius (Bib. 166.111b.32 
[Bekker]) groups Heliodorus together with the neoPlatonist Damaskios-a writer he condemns 
because of his stories about 'spirits', 1tept ~atj.LOvtrov ~tl1Yl1j.La'tCOv, Bib. 130.96b-97a (Bekker). For 
the later development of the concept, particularly in the Mannerist movement in later European art 
and literature, cf. Hocke (1957, 1959). 
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best be described as Mannerist. IS9 As a result, it has proved susceptible to elaborate 
schemes of interpretation. According to the interpretation of the Ethiopian Story by Philip, 
the romance is an instructive allegory of the progress of the triadic soul (consisting of 
mind, soul and body), represented by Charikleia, from ignorance (Ethiopia) to knowledge 
(Greece ). 160 In Greece, Charikleia leads a practical life of chastity with Charikles until she 
encounters Theagenes ('the vision of true being') through contemplation of whom she 
overcomes the material world and desires to regain her earlier state. She is led by her 
teacher, Kalasiris, over the salt sea (representing matter) towards the state of goodness, 
despite the opposition of strife (the pirate, Trachinos). She is subjected to the trials of 
carnal pleasure (Arsake) but rebuffs them through the pantarb stone (fear of God), despite 
the plots of Cybele. She advances towards her fatherland where she is tested by fire but 
emerges unscathed from the flames .161 The names Charikleia and Theagenes are both open 
to an allegorical interpretation (see appendix 1). 
Ethiopia is clearly idealised in the romance and takes on the character of a utopia 
(pp. 244_247),162 and the philosophical significance attached to the figure of Hydaspes, the 
ideal ruler (pp. 247-251). Furthermore, the three priests, Charikles, Kalasiris and 
Sisimithres, are ranked in an ascending scale of piety and wisdom, and the action of the 
work is goal-directed, giving the work an allegorical tone.163 However, where Heliodorus 
159 Cf. Hocke (1957, 1959). 
160 On the disputed date, authorship, setting and interpretation of this work, see Taran (1992, 203-
230) who argues that the work was composed in the 6th century (but not necessarily in Southern 
Italy); Wilson (1983 , 216-217 [12th century]) follows Mosino (1979-80, 207-208) and Lavagnini 
(1974, 3-12) in arguing that the work was written in Southern Italy during the 12th century. The 
work was edited initially by Hercher (1869, 382-388), more recently by Colonna (1938, 365-370), 
and translated by Lamberton (1986,306-311). 
161 Cf. the notes on 3.1.2; 3.3.4; 3.4.1; 3.13 .2; 4.8.7 for details of Philip 's argument. 
162 Szepessy (1957, 241-259) notes (p. 251) that the cult of Helios is often associated with utopias. 
Cf. Pliny HN 10.4, where Helios is the highest god in the utopia of Euhemerus. On the 'utopischen 
Roman' in antiquity, cf. Kytzler (1988, 7-16). 
163 Szepessy (1957, 252-253 , 254). For the allegorical feel of the work, cf. Schlam (1977, 73); 
Geffcken (1978, 84-85), who calls the Ethiopian Story ' a work of neo-Platonist propaganda' in 
favour of a utopian state founded on the cult of Helios. However, Sandy (1982b, 164) disagrees 
strongly: 'I should like to state emphatically my disagreement with Geffcken's view that "the tale is 
a work of N eoplatonist propaganda. '" According to Sandy (1982b, 164-167) the philosophical 
elements merely lead the reader through the narrative. Winkler (1982, 122) links the 'ideological 
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does raise the possibility of two levels of interpretation (3.12.3 and note), the context is 
ironic and focused on a point of incidental literary interest rather than on the significance 
of the plot in allegorical terms. 
In a key passage which suggests at least an awareness of allegory, Heliodorus 
describes in the first person how the Syenians and the Ethiopians declare an armistice 
during the siege of that city (9.9). The armistice happens to coincide with the Neiloa7 'the 
greatest of all festivals in Egypt'. According to popular belief, the festival celebrates the 
divinity of the Nile, which brings moisture to the earth regularly without the need of 
clouds or rain (cf. Philo's Life of Moses 2.195, with which the passage in the Ethiopian 
Story shares close verbal similarities, cf. the section Borrowed Vocabulary below), but 
Heliodorus goes on to give a 'deeper', allegorical interpretation of the festival's 
significance. According to this view, the Nile is Osiris and the land Isis, who longs for her 
husband's return and rejects Typhon, who represents the dry and hot desert sun. This is the 
allegorical exegesis of the festival which philosophers and theologians do not disclose to 
anyone other than Isiac initiates 'in the privacy of the holy shrine, in the light cast by the 
blazing torch of truth' (tr. Morgan).164 Heliodorus concludes this excursus by asking the 
pardon of the gods for divulging the greatest mysteries. However, in this case the 
information is rather well-known, as is evident from Plutarch's treatise Dc Iside et 
Osiride. 
In sum, while there is evidence of Platonic, neoPlatonic and other philosophical 
material in the Ethiopian Story, it is largely literary rather than pr<:>grammatic in character 
framework' to 'the novel's own structure of progressive and problematic intelligibility.' Bowie 
(1985, 696) pushes the neoPlatonic motifs into the intellectual background of the romance. More 
recently, Lamberton (1986, 149) has been more equivocal: 'there is no reason to believe either that 
the novel is committed to any particular religious or philosophical tradition or that it is an example 
of deliberate allegory' but later (1986, 157) the same author states that 'The Ethiopica is, then, a 
romance that hints at mystical allegory . . . It is not a systematic allegory, but no doubt it was 
possible early in its history to read it as one. The tradition of the mystical allegorical reading of 
Homer is perceptible in the work itself, influencing its approach to its material and its aspirations.' 
Holzberg (1995, 103) avoids the problem, stating that Heliodorus 'creates as setting for the tradit-
ional idealistic myth of salvation an additional fictional world, one of a visionary nature. ' 
164 The passage recalls Herodotos' description of the festival of Isis at Sals, during which many 
lamps are kept burning throughout the night (2.62). Apuleius explains that the lamps referred to the 
birth ofIsis from the stars (11.10). 
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and relates more to the complex of ideas concerning sight, sexuality and conception-the 
elements involved in the central paradox of the work-than with a systematic exposition of 
the doctrines of these philosophies. 
THE OPENING OF THE ROMANCE 
There is certainly a dynamic interplay in the Ethiopian Story between the drive to tell and 
hear stories on the one hand (cf. 3.1.2 and note) and to convolute the narrative and wrap 
the tale in enigma on the other. The opening of the narrative in medias res exemplifies 
this. The beginning of a literary plot, according to Aristotle (Poet. l450b 27_28),165 is that 
which is not necessarily the consequence of something else but has some state or 
happening naturally consequent on it.166 The start of the Ethiopian Story should be the 
dream in which the Ethiopian king, Hydaspes, was commanded to lie with his wife-an 
action which had as its consequence the miraculous conception, birth and exposure of the 
heroine, Charikleia (4.8.4). In this analysis, the plot is circular and Charikleia's 
wanderings resemble the v6a1;0~ of Odysseus. Looked at in this light, Heliodorus' romance 
superficially resembles the Chaereas and Kallirhoe of Chariton, which begins and ends in 
Syracuse (1.1.1 and 8.8.15) or the Ephesiaca of Xenophon, in which the hero and heroine 
return to Ephesus after their trials and adventures (5.15.1). Achilles Tatius similarly 
finishes his account in Byzantium after much travelling between that city and Tyre, which 
is very near Sidon (8.19.2-3). Besides this, Byzantium and Tyre are both mentioned 
together in the narrator's opening statements (1.3.1). Longus is unique in locating his tale 
in one place and describing the impact of the outside world on the protagonists but this is 
really a more extreme form of the circular plots of the other romances. The territorial 
extent of the action has been telescoped into a very narrow range. Despite this overall 
pattern, however, critical opinion prefers to describe Heliodorus' plot as linear and goal-
directed rather than cyclical. 167 This debate can be neatly resolved if the structure of the 
romance is born in mind-books 1-5 are clearly circular, while books 6-10 have a 
purposeful and linear structure. In what follows I intend to demonstrate that the first half 
of the novel, which centres on the enigma of Charikleia's birth (4.8), is, in narrative terms, 
165 Aristotle is discussing tragedy here, but his comments are applicable to any literary structure. 
166 'Apx:t) ot EO''ttV 0 <xum pZv ~" E~ <xvay1CT]<; ~'t' aAA..o EO''tl.V, ~'t' h:ctvo ~' E-repOV ,reCP'O!Ccv dV<Xt 11 
yivc0'9<Xt. For literary openings in general cf. Nuttall (1992). 
167 Cf. the series of maps in Letoublon (1993, xxii-xxvi). 
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highly complex. 
The narrative opening 
In terms of strict narrative sequence the romance begins at the Heracleotic mouth of the 
Nile in Egypt (1.1.1). However, the reader soon becomes aware that this is a false opening 
and that he has been thrown in medias res like the readers of the Odyssey. This technique 
was well-known in antiquity and is discussed quite fully by Horace (A.P. 146-152)168-the 
final two lines of this passage (atque ita mentitur, sic veris talsa remiscet, / primo ne 
medium, media ne discrepet imum) convey well the narrative effect brought about by the 
opening of the Ethiopian Story. This technique creates a need in the reader to find an 
explanation for what has happened, a beginning point from which he or she can construct 
the narrative. Heliodorus frustrates this need by providing a number of false starts to the 
plot. Michael Psellus, the eleventh-century Byzantine polymath, compared the beginning 
of the Ethiopian Story of Heliodorus to a mass of intertwined snakes with their heads 
buried in their coils. 169 The aptness of this comparison is amply borne out by the intricate 
and convoluted deployment of information in the beginning of Heliodorus' narrative, 
which has the effect of engaging the reader in the task of actively interpreting the storyline 
as it unfolds. 170 
False openings: Knemon 
The first of these false starts is the appearance of an Athenian, Knemon, among the 
prisoners of Thyamis, the pirate who had captured Theagenes and Charikleia after the 
168 Lucian was also clearly familiar with this passage (Hist Conser. 23). 
169 De Charielea et Leueippe iudicium 19-23 (given as Testimonium 12 in Colonna's edition [Rome 
1938] 363-365) : Kal. ail't'Jl ~' Tj apx'!) 'tou m>yypalllla'tO~ eOtKe 'tote; tAl.K'tOt~ Oqlecn. othOL 'tt yap 't'JlV 
lCEcpaA'!)V cicrm "tfj~ cr1tELPl1~ lCa'talCaA'}ljfav'tt~ 'to AOl.1tOV crrolla 1tPof3t~Al1V't<Xt. Kal. 'to ~t./3Ai.OV 't'JlV ~ 
U1tOeecrc~ cicrf30A'!)V BV J.L8crcp ~WAl.crei]cracrav c'OO7tcp KAl1procraj.1eVOv apx'!)v 1tE1tOil1'tal. 't'JlV j.1ecrO't'T1'ta. By 
using the extremely rare word ~WAtcrei]cracrav Psellus indicates that he is thinking of the description 
of the ~roV11 of Charikleia (Kal. 't~ lCECPaA~ ~hOAtcrefjcral. 'to-\) ~poxo'\) m>yXropi]cr~ 'allowing them to 
slip their heads through the knot' 3.4.3). ~WAtcrefjcrat 'slip through' is rare and mostly late, though 
it does occur in Plato (Lys. 216dl; Phil. Imag. 2.17.14.9). Hesychius uses this form as a gloss on 
ElC1tEp~tricrat 'escape like a partridge' (Ar. A v. 768) . 
170 Cf. Morgan (1994, 97-113); Nuttall (1992, 214-216), who discusses the auditor's engagement 
with the narrative in the case of the Iliad 
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battle on the beach.!1I Knemon tells Theagenes and Charikleia the story of his exile. The 
reader is led to expect that Knemon may provide the starting-point of the narrative from 
the enthusiastic reception which he is given (1.8.6). To bolster this expectation, Heliodorus 
also skilfully interweaves the story of Knemon with that of Theagenes and Charikleia. For 
example, during a raid on Thyamis' camp Theagenes believes that Charikleia has been 
killed but the corpse turns out to be Thisbe, the slave-girl who had brought about 
Knemon's exile from Athens (2.5.4). The reader is therefore never sure that he or she may 
not discover the origin of the central narrative in the convolutions of the sub-plot. 
False openings: Kalasiris 
The second possible starting point to the story is presented in the form of an old Egyptian 
priest, Kalasiris, whom Knemon encounters on the banks of the Nile after the prisoners 
have escaped from captivity.172 Kalasiris claims Theagenes and Charikleia as his children 
but only in a spiritual sense (2.23.2). It is Kalasiris who first brings the narrative from the 
wilderness to the relatively civilised town of Chemmis (2.21.7). In the course of telling 
Knemon about himself Kalasiris describes how he came to Delphi in his wanderings 
(2.26.2) and how he met his 'children' (2.29-33). The telling of this second sub-plot brings 
the narrative tension to a climax before the main story is introduced. 173 
Conventional openings: the location 
There are a number of reasons why Delphi should be considered to be the beginning of the 
story in terms of literary convention, although it is not the chronological starting point of 
the story or the point at which the author begins his narrative. The story of the birth of the 
heroine, her exposure and adoption are telescoped into a few vital chapters which precede 
the description of the ceremony of purification at Delphi. Furthermore, the story of the 
conception of this remarkable child and the reasons for her exposure follow immediately 
after it (4.8). In this way the love encounter between Theagenes and Charikleia at Delphi 
is framed and marked out as a point of significance that gives impetus to the main 
171 Cf. Morgan (1989b, 99-113). 
172 Cf. Winkler (1982,93-158). 
173 Cf. Futre Pinheiro (1991b, 69-83, esp. p. 71; Hefti (1950, 103-105); and Neimke (1889, 39: 
'Appare~ Heliodorum uti hoc artificio-dico, eum errorum descriptionem, sequentem exemplum 
Odysseae Homericae, interrumpere enarratione eorum, quam Calasirim proferentem faeil, ut hac 
nova re diligentiam iegentium magis excitet eorumque animos magis delectet ) 
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storyline of the romance. 174 
Heliodorus' description of events at Delphi closely resembles the conventional 
openings of the Greek romances. Most of the ancient Greek romances begin by clearly 
establishing the location of their narratives in a particular city. Chaereas and Kallirhoe, for 
example, begins in Syracuse, the Ephesiaca in Ephesus, and Apollonius, King of Tyre in 
Antioch. 175 The titles of the Ephesiaca, the Babylonica, and the Phoenicica indicate that 
the stories are rooted in particular places or regions. 176 Achilles Tatius gives a sexually 
nuanced description of the city of Sidon at the start of his romance (1.1.1), which is 
followed by an elaborate authorial ekphrasis of an painting of Europa and the Bull leading 
into the narrative of Clitophon. 177 The descriptions of Sidon and Europa give a clear 
indication of the tone of the work and thus constitutes a programmatic opening. The 
opening paragraph of Longus' Daphnis and Chloe has a similar function (Prologue 1 )-the 
ekphrasis of the painting in the grotto on Lesbos foreshadows the plot of the story that is 
about to be related. The narrative proper starts with an elaborate description of Mytilene 
and the estate of a nobleman of the city (1.1.1). Here again the description is carefully 
constructed and establishes a thematic contrast between the city and the country, which 
Longus explores more fully in the romance itself. 
Conventional openings: the protagonists 
The protagonists of the narrative are also conventionally described and their ancestry 
delineated in the first pages of the romances. Chariton (1.1.1), Xenophon and the 
Alexander Romance serve as models. l78 This technique is characteristic of popular tales 
174 Cf Nuttall (1992, 201) 'Births really are natural beginnings.' 
175 The beginning of Photius' account of the Wonders Beyond Thule of Diogenes is difficult to 
assess. Photius mentions the narrator, Dinias, as well as his homeland but the story is set in 
imaginary northern regions. Lucian's True Story is exceptional. It begins at the Pillars of Hercules 
but thereafter, like Diogenes' story, describes places which are entirely fictitious. 
176 Cf. Giangrande (1962, 132-159), who refers to Lavagnini (1950, 22), and Rohde (19143, 121 
[113]), for discussion of the importance of local legends for the evolution of the romance as a 
literary genre. This article does not address the question of the evolution of the genre. 
177 The undertone of sexual double entendre is pervasive in this work. Cf. especially 1.16-18. For 
the ekphrasis see Bartsch (1989,48-50) . 
178 Xenophon: "lIv tv 'EqlEO"ql avTtp 'trov 't<X 1tp&'t<x h:€L ~'I>V<x~vrov, A,\)!Col!"~'T1~ QVOl!<X (1.1.1). The 
Alexander Romance: ~ ~e 'AM;<lv~po'\) 1tP<X;€t~ !C<Xt 't<X~ ap€'t~ 'tOu ar.ol!<X'to~ <xu'tOu !C<Xt 'tf1~ "''\)xfl~ 
!C<xt. nlv €V 'tOL~ eprOt~ €u't'Uxi.<xv !C<xl. nlv av~pei.<xv il~'T1 Atroll£v, nlV apx"v a1to 'tou rEVO,\)~ <xu'tou 
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such as Cupid and Psyche, the Widow of Ephesus, and Apollonius, King of Tyre.
179 
Typically the hero and heroine of the Greek romances meet at festivals-Chariton and 
Xenophon describe how their lovers met at festivals of Aphrodite (1.1.4) and Artemis 
(1.2.2) respectively; both also describe the marvellous beauty of the hero and heroine in 
extravagant set pieces (1.1.2, 1.2.5-9). Such descriptions, in the view of Lucian, constitute 
virtual prefaces in that they introduce the protagonists and the love-theme at the very 
beginning of the work (Hist. Conser. 52). 
The encounter between the hero and heroine of Heliodorus ' Ethiopian Story is 
therefore strongly reminiscent of the conventional opening of the romances but there are 
important differences. For example, the episode takes place at Delphi during a memorial 
service (£vayto"j.l.~) in honour of Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles, rather than a festival 
(EOP'tfl).180 This service was performed by the Thessalian Ainianes every four years at the 
time of the Pythian Games to commemorate the death of Neoptolemus, whom Orestes had 
murdered at the altar of Apollo (2.34.3). 181 The sacrifices for the religious ceremony are 
preceded by elaborate descriptions of the Thessalian athlete and the acolyte of Artemis. 
During the ceremony itself, Heliodorus also takes great pains to underline the significance 
of the meeting between the hero and heroine by likening their interview to Plato ' s 
metaphor of the soul as a charioteer recalling a memory of beauty (Phaedr. 254b5). The 
love encounter occurs in the context of religious purification and is followed by the 
revelation of the true opening of the story, the story of the conception and exposure of 
Charikleia that is related in Persinna' s letter to her daughter (4.8). The scene in which the 
souls of Charikleia and Theagenes recognise each other's worth (tile; 'I1'Oxf\~ .. . 'to (Sj.l.OWV 
£1ttyVOOO"~ Kat 1tpO~ 'to Ka't' a~tav OiK£LOV 1tpoO"~paj.l.ouO"11~. 3.5.4) gains much from its 
positioning near the reawakening of Charikleia ' s pride in her birth (4.12.1) that initiates 
her homewardjoumey. 
In effect, therefore, Heliodorus has deliberately chosen to postpone the 
conventional opening of his story and has placed it in a context which differs significantly 
1tOt0UIlZVOt leal. 'tivo~ Tjv 1t(X'tpo~ '\)i6~ (1.1.1) . 
179 Cf. Winkler [3] 96, who argues that Xenophon here gives us a 'virtual proem' such as is 
suggested by Lucian Hist. Conscr. 23 . 
180 Hesychius defines evaYtcr~6~ as follows: <ev(lyi~ew>' 'to x.oo<; EltUp8peW, 11 9UetV 'tOt~ 
lC(l'tOtX.O~VOt~ i1 ~u'x 7t,\)po~ oo1tavav 11 q>oveuetV. <" Ayo~> yelp 'to ~iacr~(l. <evayicr~(l't(l>' 
6A.OlC(l'\)'t~(l't(l (Hsch. ad loc.) . 
181 Cf. 3.1.1 and the notes there. 
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from those of the other romances. Aristotle emphasises that plots should not begin at 
random: oEt apa 'tOUC; cruv£cr'tro'tac; £1) ~u90UC; ~it9' 61t69£v f'tUXEv apXEcr9m ~il9' 01tOU E'tUX£ 
'tEAE'\Yt<lV, aAA(x KEXPllcr9m 'tate; Eip"~Evmc; io£mc; (1450b32-34) and should be well-ordered 
(1450b35-36). By deferring the usual opening and by locating it in Delphi, Heliodorus 
associates his narrative with the rich symbolic resonance of the oracle.182 The lead-up to 
the ceremony at Delphi also gives forward momentum to the complex plot of the romance 
by means of establishing a strong and coherent symbolic subtext.183 
The symbolic subtext 
The romance is initially located on terra nullius, a deserted beach near the Heracleotic 
mouth of the Nile in Egypt (1.1.1). The action begins with the immediate aftermath of a 
battle, which the reader later discovers had broken out between the pirates Trachinus and 
Pelorus over possession of Charikleia (5.32.1-33.2). It is a scene of death and desolation. 
Heliodorus establishes strong associations with the underworld in the passage. The beach 
is covered with the bodies of men who had died in a variety of ways (1.1.3). A girl nurses 
a wounded young man who appears to be coming round from the world of the dead (1.2.3). 
On reviving, he assumes that the girl bending over him is a ghost or spirit (1.2.4). When 
she leaps to her feet the bandits who gaze on this scene assume she is a goddess (1.2.5) 
and that the young man is a corpse (1.2.7). When the girl notices the bandits approaching, 
she observes their black faces and asks whether they are ghosts. If not, she begs to be 
killed (1.3.2). 184 An atmosphere of conflict, strife and death is created in the opening 
sections of the work. 
The topography chosen by Heliodorus for the story of Knemon and Thisbe 
continues to develop the associations with the underworld which have been set in motion 
in the opening scene. The prisoners are taken from the beach to a marsh, shallow at the 
edges but infinitely deep at the centre (1.5.2). The Herdsmen who inhabit the marsh have 
constructed labyrinthine channels among the reeds which are impenetrable to outsiders 
182 The mythological setting also helps Heliodorus characterise Theagenes as a latter-day Achilles-
a characterisation which is supported by many incidental details, such as the heroic spear wielded 
by the hero (3 .3.5). 
183 For the importance of the oracle given to Kalasiris in Delphi (2.35.5) in the development of the 
plot, cf. Bartsch (1989, 101-102). 
184 Cf. Buhler (1976, 177-185), who describes as cinematic the technique of Heliodorus in this 
scene. 
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(1.6.2). During Knemon's long narrative the suicide of Demainete in the Pit in the 
Academia is described (1.17.5). During the attack on the bandits' hideout in the marsh, 
Thyamis orders Knemon to take Charikleia to a cave on an island in the lake (1.28.2). The 
cave contains numerous shafts and tunnels that provide a kind of a maze surrounding the 
central chamber (1.29.1-2). The cave is as dark as night (1.29.4). During the attack, the 
huts of the lake dwellers are set alight (1 .30.2). Soon the island becomes a raging inferno 
(1.30.3) . In the cave, Thyamis fatally stabs a woman, whom he takes to be Charikleia, to 
avoid having her taken captive (1.30.7). Emerging from the cave, he sprinkles earth on the 
threshold and notes ironically that death is his bridal gift to the girl he hoped to marry 
(1.31.1).185 The aura of death is reinforced by the suicidal despair of Theagenes, who 
mistakenly thinks that Charikleia has been killed in the cave (2.1.3 , 2.3.4). On hearing 
Charikleia' s voice he assumes that it is her unburied spirit (2.5.2). Only later does the real 
death of Thisbe come to light (2.9.5). The similarities between this terrain and the 
landscape of the mythical underworld are suggestive. Towards the end of Knemon' s story, 
however, the tone changes with the mention of Delphi (2.11.5) but not before Thisbe is 
mourned by Thyamis (2.14.5) and given a lugubrious burial (2.18 .2). Finally, Thermouthis 
dies of an eponymous snake bite (2.20.2). 
The morbid atmosphere of the opening episodes of the romance changes when 
Kalasiris describes his first arrival in Delphi. The importance of this site is marked by a 
description that is reminiscent of the elaborate openings of Achilles Tatius and Longus 
(2.26.2). Here Kalasiris receives an oracle from the Pythian priestess, which is acclaimed 
as a special distinction by a crowd of bystanders (2.27.1). He encounters Charikles, who 
tells him how an extraordinary child was entrusted to his care by an Ethiopian ambassador 
in the Egyptian town of Catadupi (2.30-31). Finally, he receives an enigmatic utterance 
concerning Theagenes and Charikleia (who are as yet unknown to him) by the oracle 
(2.35.5). The change in tone from despair to hope, from darkness and despondency to light 
and good cheer provides essential onward impetus to the plot. 
18S A . I sentiment a so expressed later by Theagenes (2.1.3, 2.2.2, 2.4.3). Cf. the death of Charikles' 
natural daughter (2.29.4) . Xenophon relates the story of Aigialeus and Thelxinoe in which marriage 
and death are also juxtaposed (5.1). The theme of 'marriage to death' is a common but powerful 
theme in Greek Tragedy, in the romances in general, and in Heliodorus in particular. Cf. Rehm 
(1994); Szepessy (1972,341-357) . 
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Delphi as the location of the opening of the romance 
Delphi was particularly appropriate as the effective starting-point of the narrative of the 
romance for a number of additional reasons. 186 First, Delphi had a strong connection with 
the cult of the mother goddess, which preceded the oracle of Apollo on the site (Eurip. IT. 
1259_1283).187 The Delphic Sibyl was also called Artemis,188 and Charikleia is frequently 
likened to the virgin huntress, who was a manifestation of the mother goddess (1.2.6; 
5.31.1), in addition to her obvious connection with the goddess as her acolyte (1.22.2; 
2.33.4; 2.35.3; 3.4.1; 10.36.2). Heliodorus exploits this aspect of the oracle in his 
description of his heroine at the £vuytOll0C; of Neoptolemus, particularly in his description 
of the heroine ' s breastband (~rov,,) (3.4.3-4). This description is rich in literary associations 
(see commentary ad loc.). 
Secondly, Delphi was located in the centre of Greece; the 6~q>uA.~ at Delphi was 
said to be where two eagles met after being released by Zeus from opposite edges of the 
earth (Paus. 10.16.2; Pind. Pyth. 4.6). Heliodorus emphasises this by describing how the 
whole of Greece admired Theagenes and Charikleia on the day of the festival (3.4.8). By 
opening his narrative in Delphi, Heliodorus is able to give his story a sense of direction. 
The action of the romance progresses from the heart of Greece to the remotest regions of 
the earth. 189 
Thirdly, the Pythia at Delphi was required to be a chaste virgin (Diod. Sic. 16.26.6) 
as was the priestess of Artemis at Orchomenos in Arcadia (Paus. 8.5.11). After the virgin 
Pythia was raped by the Thessalian Echekrates, however, only women over fifty years old 
(though they continued to be dressed as young girls) were appointed. The emphasis on 
virginity and chastity is significant in the light of the preoccupation of the romance with 
this virtue.l90 
186 For the historical veracity of Heliodorus' description of Delphi, cf. Pouilloux (1983, 259-286); 
Feuillatre (1966,45-67). 
187 Cf. Parke & Wormell (1956, 4-7) . 
188 Cf. Fontenrose (1978, 160). 
189 Cf. Reardon (1971, 381-392), who comments that the plot of the romance unfolds purposefully, 
and that unlike the protagonists in comparable romances, the lives of Theagenes and Charikleia are 
fundamentally affected by their experiences. 
190 E.g., 1.18.5 (Thyamis' interpretation of a dream as the defloration of Charikleia); 2.33.4 (Chari-
kleia's resolve to remain virgin); 4.10.3 (Charikleia 's respect for the solemn name of virginity); 
4.18.4 (the oath Charikleia makes Theagenes swear to respect her virginity); 5.4.5 (Charikleia 
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Fourthly, the oracle was associated with Socrates and philosophical wisdom (Plato 
ApoJ. 2la; Pluto The E at DelphI). Kalasiris relates how he was attracted to Delphi because 
it was a retreat for philosophers (2.26.1) and reports that he found happiness here in 
discussion with the many lovers of wisdom who congregated at the site (2.27.2). 
Charikleia herself was brought up listening to and participating in philosophical argument 
(2.33.6) and is given the epithet 'wise' in addition to the conventional 'beautiful' (304.1). 
Like Socrates, Kalasiris relies on an inner voice to guide his actions (2.25.5). It is not 
accidental that the discussion of higher and lower wisdom occurs in the context of the 
events in Delphi (3.l6.2)191-it is noticeable in this regard that Philo stratus states that 
Apollonius corresponded with the 'Delphians ' (VA 1.2) and reports an inscription by 
Dionysus to Apollo of Delphi (VA 2.9) and also one by Alexander (VA 2043). The gymno-
sophists contrast the practice of nudity at the Pythian and Olympic games with their own 
more philosophical practice (VA 6.10). They use the games as an analogy to the philo-
sophic life (VA 5043). The oracle in Delphi in late antiquity was strongly influenced by 
Platonist philosophy: for example, the oracle made a fifty line pronouncement on the fate 
of Plotinus' soul (Porphyry Vito Plot. 22) despite Plutarch's lament that oracles were no 
longer given in verse (Mar. 397). The oracle has been made the subject of a poem by W.B. 
Yeats (,The Delphic Oracle upon Plotinus ' in Words' for Music Perhaps 25; Collected 
Poems p. 306). It is known also that Platonists attended the Pythian Games at this time 
(Gell. 12.5.1; SId 868),192 and the emperor Julian purified and reopened the spring of 
Castalia (which Hadrian had blocked up) in the fourth century.193 
Lastly, Apollo was commonly identified with Helios in antiquity (cf. Plato Laws 
12.945-947; Hor. Carm. Saec. 9; Macrob. 1.17.7; Pluto Mar. 375F; 386B; 393C; 400C-D; 
425F; 433D-E; 435A; Augustine City ofGod7.16) and in the romance itself the connection 
between the two gods is made explicit by Charikles (10.36.3).194 Apollo, like Helios, is a 
reminds Theagenes of his oath); 10.8.2 (the test of the virginity of the hero and heroine by means of 
a gridiron). Cf. Rattenbury (1926a, 59-71). 
191 Statistically, most of the fifty-four usages of cro<p6~ and its derivatives are grouped in books 2-4 
and 10. 
192 Cf. Lane Fox (1986, 184-188). 
193 Amm. Marc. 22.12.8. 
194 In countering the view that the Ethiopian Story was composed as a cult text in honour of the 
Emesan cult of Helios, Morgan (1979 xliv-xlv) discounts the connection between Apollo and Helios 
on the grounds that it is made purely to reinforce Charikles' case against Theagenes. However, the 
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decisive and directing influence on the lives of the hero and heroine (cf. 2.26.5; 2.35.5; 
3.11.5; 4.15.1; 4.16.3) and the identification between the Greek and the Ethiopian sun-god 
allows some continuity in the divine machinery of the plot (this does not imply that the 
work is written to prove the efficacy of Helios in the world, as discussed above). This link 
is but one of the many that are made between events in Delphi and Ethiopia. 
By deploying the conventional opening of his story (including the sanctified 
description of the love encounter of the hero and heroine) in a central position in the 
narrative close to the chronological opening- charged as it is with so much emotional 
significance- Heliodorus has created a highly complex and suggestive plot. Further, the 
choice of Delphi as the location for this opening adds significantly to the symbolic subtext 
of the romance and considerably enhances the enigmatic nature of his story. 
LANGUAGE 
References to linguistic points of interest in books 3 and 4 have been collected here for 
convenience, rather than being scattered throughout the commentary .195 The linguistic 
usage of Heliodorus in the Ethiopian Story is chiefly of interest for his relative readiness 
to diverge from the expected Attic forms .196 This short survey of Heliodorus ' language 
endeavours to show the extraordinary diversity and richness of his vocabulary and 
expression, despite his evident awareness of correct Attic usage. 
Heliodorus often deviates from Classical usage in using the active for the middle voice 
(cf. , e.g., (xmtropouv't£C; 'let hang down', 3.1.4; (Xv<X1t~~1ta~ov't£C;, 3.5.5; (xvucpuiv£tv, 4.21.1; 
link between the two gods in Classical literature is not in dispute. 
195 The syntax of the verbs in the Ethiopian Story has been described in detail by Barber (1962). 
The reader should be warned that in his descriptive study of Heliodorus ' syntax, Barber refers only 
to book and chapter of the romance (and not to section or line) and his references are not always 
accurate. 
196 Anderson (1993b, 86-100) provides a short but lively discussion of Attieism in the Second 
Sophistic in general, while Fritsch (1901-1902, 1-34) concludes that 'Heliodor aller Wahrschein-
lichkeit nach der Atticistik angehOrt und sich, was aus zahlreichen Einzelheiten erhellte, auBer 
Lucian und Aelian besonders Philostrat zum Muster seiner Diction genommen hat' (p. 34). My 
thanks are due to Professor Reardon for providing me with a copy of this rare work. The chief 
authority for Atticism is Schmid (1887-1896) , though now dated and in need of replacement. 
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Barber p. 5) and the middle for the active (X.<xA,K£UO'U~£vo~ with the general sense of 
'forge', 3.4.2; Barber p. 6). In all of these cases the non-Classical form enables 
homoioteleuton: (matoopouv't£e; rhyming with 1tA,llpOuv't£e; and O'KllQ>ouv't£e; in the same 
sentence, av<x1t£I . l1tU~OV't£e; with 1t,,~<xv't£e;, yvOOPt~ov't£~ and iMv't£~. aV<XQ><xtv£tv with 
<ruJ,$<xA.£tv and X<XA,K£UO'U~£vo~ with 't£x.vllO'u~vo~ and Buvll0'6~£vo~. 
Tense 
Heliodorus varies his use of tenses in narrative passages to increase the pace or cinematic 
'focus' of his story. The graphic historic present tense is often used for an imperfect or 
aorist: cf. 3.6.2 (EV'tUyXuvoo); 3.7.1 (K<X't<XA,<x~avo~£v); 3.10.1, 3.18.2; 4.7.5 (Q>llcriv [a frozen 
form]); 3.18.1 (K<X't<XA,<X~uvoo, part of a series), 4.5.2, 4.19.1 (K<x't<xA.<x~l3uvoo); 3.11.5, 4.6.3, 
4.14.7 (op&); 4.16.8 (ay£1.); 4.4.1, 4.4.1 (av<XKouQ>t~£t); 4.4.2 (E~1tl1t't£t); 4.17.4 
(avap1tu~oumv); 3.14.2 (1tOt£1:); 3.10.1 (Eq>tO''t<X'tat); 4.18.1 (part of a series including 
K<X't<xq>£vyoum); 4.13.1 (11KOO); Barber 9-22. The use of historic present tenses in chapter 4.4, 
in which Theagenes wins a foot-race, accelerates the narrative suitably. In chapter 4.6, in 
which a rapid series of events is related, Heliodorus uses a series of graphic imperfect 
tenses (compounds of iEVat) instead of the aorist: 4.6.1 (E~TI£tV); 4.6.3 (1t<XPTI£tv); 4.6.7 
(aitTI£1.), suggesting that the narrative is being compressed at this point. The imperfects 
continue into the ensuing reported narrative in 4.7 (Eq>tA.£t ... tepuit't6~llv . .. a1tTI£t). 
Contrast the use of the aorist 'iiAeEV (3.14.2; 4.17.5) in passages of less immediate 
narrative. Variation between the imperfect and aorist tenses also occurs in chapters 4.8, 
4.11,4.16,4.18,4.19, and 4.21. Combinations of the historic present, imperfect and aorist 
tenses give immediacy and pace to the narrative (cf. UitE91lK£ ... EV'tUYXuvoo .... TlB£'to, 3.6; 
aV<XKouq>t~£t ... T,vv£'to ... 1t<XPEq>91l, 4.4.1. Cf. also; 4.5; 4.7; Barber pp. 23-134, 229). 
The imperfect tense is also used in descriptive passages, where aorists might have 
been expected (cf., e.g., the word-picture of the chorus of girls and the cavalcade of 
ephebes: Eppu9Jlt~£'to ... O'Uv£'t<X't't£v ... EJl£P1.~ ... EO'q>ty'Y£'tO, 3.3.1-2; Barber 23-134). 
The imperfect is suitably durative at 4.8.1 (E1t£A.£y6~llv). The aorist tense is used to 
conclude episodes (a1t11A.A.uYllJl£v, 3.19.4; 4.7.12; Barber 1962, 35) and gnomic aorists are 
used in the excursuses (cf., e.g., 3.7.3 M90e; EYK<X'tEO'1t£tp£V). 
The use of the 'resultative' or narrative perfect tense for the present tense is a 
feature of Late Greek and a few examples can also be found in the Ethiopian Story. cf. 
3.14.1 (Jl£JlVl1K<X~ is found in the perfect tense only here); 4.6.6 (ilrvoipc<x~), 3.8.2 (ixK1lKO<XC;) 
and 4.7.4 (£iO'KEKA.l1K<X~); 4.11.2 (Eppoo'tat 'has become strong, supports'); Barber p. 142. 
The perfect imperative is occasionally more forceful and decisive than the present and 
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often lends solemnity to the expression. Cf., 3.11.3 (cr1t£V~Ea6o> . . . 'Eo"1t£i0"8ro); 3.16.5 
(btttEtpa<pam); 4.8.2 (EmKEKAit0"8m); and the prodigious 4.21.1 (EmKEXEtpOtOvitO"8ro); Barber 
p.357. 
The pluperfect tense may be used instead of a simple past tense in narrative: cf. 
Ecr<pitKmto (3.3.2); EK£KAitprotO (4.3.1 [see note on text]); EcrXUcrtO (4.3.3); tE'tUtO (4.3.3); 
£ropaK£tV (4.6.4); Barber pp. 148-152. However, sometimes the aorist is used instead of the 
pluperfect. Cf. 3.10.3 (~tn't'l1O"£v)~ Barber (p. 211 , 364). 
At times Heliodorus uses jlEAAm with the present infinitive in the sense of 'being on 
the point of . . .' (cf. 4.12.2, bt£t ~E arcaip£tv ~AAoVta jl£ OtKU~£ n0'8£to) but he also uses 
the future infinitive without a sense of purpose (cf. 4.16.8, d~ Em ya.p aq>itcrEtv, & A@crt£, 
jlEAAOjl£V; Barber p. 304). The future tense may be used as a command. Cf. 4.8.7 
(jl£jlvitcrn); 4.16.9 (VOjltQUjl£v); Barber p. 154, 158. 
Participles 
Participles are used freely and loosely in the Ethiopian Story in a manner which recalls the 
style of Apuleius. Adverbs are formed from participles as they were in the Classical period 
(e.g. 4.9.1, '\nt£pf)aAA.OVtroc;) but these forms are sometimes distorted by Heliodorus (e.g., 
Ecr1tOUOOcrjlEVcoc;, 2.32.1; 2.14.4; Barber p. 349). Notoriously, 'tou~ <puvta~ should mean 
' children' not 'parents' (cf. Naber 1873, 151}---Heliodorus was evidently quite oblivious of 
this, however, and the phrase may reflect the normal usage of his day (cf. 2.16.6; 2.23.4; 
4.8.7; 4.13.2; 5.28 .2; 6.9.7; 6.15.1; 7.7.2; 7.8.2; 7.14.7; 9.11.6; 9.25.4 twice; 10.15.2; 
10.38.1). Naber comments: oratio scatet vitiis (loc. cit.) but notes that the use of q>uvta~ is 
the worst of his grammatical errors. The use of the participle without an article in an 
indefinite sense, which is quite common in the romance, is unusual. Cf., e.g. , 3.10.5 
(EproVt~ ... jl£aUOVt~); 3.16.4 (jl£AA.Ovtmv); 4.16.4 (aaujla~oum). Occasionally the article 
is omitted where the participle is not indefinite, e.g. 4.3.4 (6proV'tac; . . . 1tapovtac;); Barber 
p. 340. 
Heliodorus frequently uses the Thucydidean construction to + neuter participle. 
Cf. 3.4.11 (trov AU1tOUVtmv); 3.7.3 (to 1t£ptEXOV); 3.15.1 (to . .. U1t£PEXOV; 'to nVtYjlEVOV); 
3.15.3 (to A£t1tOjl£vov); 3.19.1 (to <PAEYOV); 4.4.4 (toU 1t<XcrxovtOC;); 4.4.5 (to (j'l)votcrov); 4.5.7 
(t@ AU1tOUvn); 4.15.3 (to KutT1vaYKucrjlEVOV); Barber (1962,338). 
Mood 
The optative is occasionally used in primary sequence (cf., e.g. , 4.18.5, 1tpiv .. . Ejl1t£~-
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Infinitives 
Heliodorus uses articular infinitives, such as 'to 1t£pt 'tOU'tOlV VUVt ~taAallf3aVElV (3 .14.1) 
frequently, perhaps to add solemnity to his style (Barber pp. 327-328). Other examples are 
to be found at 3.14.4; 4.13.4; 4.10.3; 4.17.5; 4.19.2. 'Imperatival' infinitives are sometimes 
found (cf., e.g., JlOVOV Eu9uJl0C; Eivat Kat 1><Pl1'YOUJl£VCP 't<x ~£ov'ta 1td9Ecr6at 1tpa't'tElv, 3.17.5; 
1t£t9E0'9m, 4.6.7; 1t£ptJl£VEtv, 4.18.3; Barber pp. 325-326) as well as the absolute use of the 
infinitive (EJlOt ~OKEtV, 4.1.2; Ox; d1t£tv (4.19.9); Barber p. 327). 
Conjunctions 
Heliodorus prefers Ox; to tva in final clauses-a feature of post-classical Greek. Consider 
roc; &.V ... E'Y'YtVOt'to, 3.2.2; Ox; &.v ... E'Y'YtVOt'to, 3.4.11; Barber (1962, 253), although this is 
not apparent from books 3 and 4, since examples of tva occur at 3.4.4 (E1tt~d~l1'tat) and 
4.18.2 (KEpOilO'OlO't).198 The same conjunction is preferred to on in indirect speech, as often 
in late Greek (cf. 4.7.8; Barber p. 180)-sometimes even with a participle rather than a 
finite verb (cf. 4.13.3). In addition this conjunction is used in temporal (4.21.2), causal 
(4.10.6), and, of course, comparative clauses (4.7.11), which are very frequent.
199 
Hiatus 
Heliodorus generally avoids hiatus, to the extent that he occasionally uses alternative 
syntactic structures,200 and this suggests that he wrote for an educated rather than a popular 
.197 Naber (1873, 341) regards this instance as irregular but Barber (p. 243) suggests that a remote 
condition is implied here. 
198 Barber (p. 292) claims that cOc; is also used consecutively at 3.4.3 (me; lCeq><xA.<Xe; lhoA.tcre~cr<Xt 'tOu 
I3poxo'U (j'\)'"(xcopi)cr<x<;, cOc; 1tePl:t't~<X 'tOU oecrJ.l.ou lC<X't<X 1tAe'Up<Xv bc<x'tipav <X1tTIcilp11crev 'and allowing 
their heads to slip through the tie, he suspended them on each side like the unused ends of a rope'), 
but this usage is better taken comparatively as my translation shows; a clearer example of the 
consecutive usage occurs at 3.3.1 (ou'tO) cruJ.l.l3aivrov 6 lCpO'tO<; 'tOU f3"J.l.<X'tOe; 1tpOe; 'to J.J.£A.oe; epp'U6J.l.i~e'tO, 
cOc; 'tOv O<p6<xAJ.l.OV 't&v 6proJ.l.Evrov V1tep<pp0YetV V1tO 'tile; alCoflc; aV<X1tei6ecr6<Xt 'the beat of their steps kept 
such rhythm with the song, that the eye was persuaded by the hearing to think little of what it was 
watching'). 
199 Naber (1873, 158) notes the high frequency of use of cixrnep (e.g., 3.2.3.4) in Heliodorus and in 
later Greek as compared with the Attic authors. 
200 Barber (1962, 180) notes the use of alternative syntactical structures to avoid hiatus (cf. 3.12.1 
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readership.20I Papyro1ogica1 evidence, supported by meagre accounts of ancient readers of 
fiction, also suggests that the romances were no more common than the works of authors 
of the established literary canon.202 
Vocabulary 
The vocabulary of the Ethiopian Story is very rich and diverse. The following rare words 
are discussed in the commentary: E1t£KPU~<XtV£V 3.1.3; ~h.<XK(OO£~, 4.7.2; (xywt<xv, ih."KOt~, 
3.2.4 (poetry); ~tOh.tcr6ilcrm, 3.4.3; KOtj..L"j..L<xn, 3.4.4; "h.ulKr<xv, 3.4.4; (xvuYP<X1t'tOC; (3.8.1), cf. 
4.7.13; 4.8.7; j..LtcrOh.£K'tPO~ (3.9.1); (x~ttpo:cr'to~ 3.17.4; 1t£ptcrciX;ro, 4.8.6; 1tpO£tcro~tOV, 4.9.1. 
Occasionally unusual words have entered into unprecedented syntactic structures (cf. , e.g., 
the infinitive after tv£~p£uro: 'tou j..L£cr£uov'to~ (x1t£tpOU ~t<xcr't"j..L<Xt~ cruV£K~P<Xj..L£tV 'tn 1t't"crEt 
tf]v st<xv tVE~PEUcr<xV'tO~, 4.14.2; Barber p. 309). 
The richness of Heliodorus' vocabulary derives from his use of poetic vocabulary, 
such as: KUh.ot~t(i . .. 'tov~ oq>8<xh.j..Lou~ 'her eyes are swollen' (4.7.7); 1th.f\9ov, participle 
meaning 'full' (4.14.2); 0j..Lq>" 'voice' (4.10.5).203 At times Heliodorus brings his 
descriptions to life by means of personification (Xh.<xj..LU~<x) ... ~~ 't(x j..LEv ah.h.<x xpucro~ 
E1tOtKth.h.E 'tove; A<X1ttSo:c; E1tt 'to'ix; KEV't<XUpou~ 01th.i~O)v (3.3.5); tOU ll<xpv<xcrou 1tp6~ 'tr,v ~or,v 
U1t6X<xh.KOV <xu'tOt~ cruVE1tT1XOUV'tO~ (4.17.5); or hyperbole-a figure Heliodorus was clearly 
conscious of, as the description of Charikies as 1tpO~ U1t£p~Oh.r,v 1t£pth.U1tOV (4.14.1) shows; 
cf. also j..LUptOV Et~~ (3.5.6); j..LUpt<x cpth."cr<xC; (3.19.2); EKEKtVT1'to j..LEV Ml K<Xt 1tucr<x 1tpO~ 'to 
1t<Xpa~osov " 'Eh.AU~ (4.3.2); j..LUpt<x~ 'tou YOU 'tp01tU~ 'tE K<Xt 6pj..Lue; (4.6.1). 
Diversity of expression is also secured by means of synecdoche-u1ttp (xcrtPUY<XAOV 
(3.3.2, 'over the ankle' for 'over the ankles', retaining the reading of the MSS with 
Colonna 1987b, 38), xpucroe; (3.3.5) 'gold' for 'gold threads'; antonomasia-Apollo is 
called nMtO~ (3.5.3; 4.14.2; 4.13.2; 4.16.3; 4.19.8). Some of these instances occur in the 
hymn to Thetis where poetic usage is to be expected: Aphrodite is II<XCPtT1 (3.2.4), Achilles 
o'tt IJ.T] .•. Tiv). Cf. also 3.17.4; 4.11.3; 4.16.10. 
201 Reeve (1971, 514-539) notes that, in general, 'all the novelists avoided most kinds of hiatus' and 
that consequently they show 'a serviceable measure of literary pretensions' (p. 537) and that 
therefore their work was not aimed at the popular readership as Perry (1967, 33) would have us 
believe it was. 
202 Stephens (1994, 415). For direct evidence of ancient readers, see Bowie (1994b, 453). 
203 For a recent short survey of the controversial use of poetic vocabulary and figures in prose from 
Gorgias to the third century, cf. Bowie (1989, 212-14). 
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"ApEa 1t'tOt.£jlOlV (3.2.4) and 'EAAUBo~ <xcr'tEP01t<XV (3.2.4). Periphrasis, as in the standard 
expression 1t£pt 1tA1)Soucrav <xyopuv (4.7.10), and euphemisms also occur-Persinna avoids 
all mention of death, Et B' 01t£P Kat <XKOTtV AuSm 'tTtV £jl1)v (4.8.8), and Charikles uses a 
metaphor, 'tTjv 1tpoo't11v jlot Kat YVTlcnav, roc; tcr'tE, Suya'tEpa 'tatc; VUjlq>tKatc; Aajl1tUm 
cruVa1tEo1)EcrE (4.19.8). Finally, litotes is common-{)uK <xB-l)va'tov (3 .18.3; 4.10.4); OUK 
OAtyunc; (3.6.2); OUK <x1t£tK6'troc; (3 .11.1); OUK OAtYTlC; jlotpac; (4.4.2); OUK EU'tUXroc; (4.8.5); 
OUK oUyov . . . Xp6vov (4.11.1); OUK OAtya . . . cruvEKq>0p1)crav'tEC; (4.17.4); 0'0 1tpocrTlK6v't0lC; 
(4.19.3); OUX T1ncr'ta (4.20.1). 
Borrowed Vocabulary 
Heliodorus uses a number of words that are also found in Xenophon, whose language was 
held up as the standard of Attic Greek in antiquity.204 Many of these words are also used 
by Reliodorus ' contemporaries, however, and they cannot therefore be considered to be 
direct borrowings. The following instances are discussed more fully in the commentary: 
1tPOjlE'tOl1ttBtotC; (3.3.3); £q>Ecr'tptBa (3.6.1); 'to q>mBp6'tEpOV (3.10.4); the resumptive use of 
ou'tOC; (3 .17.3); <x~tEpacr'toc; (3.17.4); <xvn~A£"'tC; (4.4.4); ~AaKcoo£c; (4.7.2); YVOlptcrjla'ta 
(4.7.13); Xaptcr'tTlPtOV (4.8.5); 1t£ptcrciX;Ol (4.8 .6); ropE'Yyu1)crac; (4.16.2); <XAaAuxav'toc; 
(4.17.5); crUVE1tTl'YOUV'toC; (4.17.5); <x1toSucrav'toc; (4.18.6); O"Uva1t1)yaYEv (4.19.8); 
<xq>t1t1tucrav'to (4.18.1); £1taq>fiK£v (4.21.3). 
Reliodorus also uses similar expressions to those found in Achilles Tatius: cf., e.g., 
Otcr'tPTlSEtC; 'tQ) q>6~Ql (Ach. Tat. 1.12.3), 1m' . . . EPOl'tOC; . .. Otcr'tPTlSdC; (R. 7.29.1); 1tt.£ov 
OUBEV Tjv (Ach. Tat. 2.12.3), 1tt.£ov £YEV£'tO OUBEV (R. 8.9.5); 1t£ptXUSEtcru crot (Ach. Tat. 
5.15.5), 1t£ptXUS£lcra aiJ'tQ) (H. 1.2.6).205 The similarity between the description of Meroe in 
the Ethiopian Story (9.22) and in Strabo (17 .817C) suggests that Heliodorus made use of 
Strabo's source, Artemidoros.206 In addition, Heliodorus was most probably aware of 
204 Baumgarten (1932, 1-36) argues that Heliodorus used many words which derive from the Athen-
ian historian Xenophon (proposui . . . mulm HeJiodorum . . . Xenophonti debere, p. 3-4). 
205 Cf. Wifstrand (1944-1945, 37 [l05]) ; Neimke (1889, 22-57), who thought Achilles was later 
than Heliodorus. 
206 Capelle (1953 , 166-175). Capelle (1953 , 175-179) also compares Heliodorus (3 .7) and Plutarch 
(680C-683B), concluding that here the author of the Ethiopian Story had read Plutarch ' s source, 
Phylarchos (p. 179) rather than Didymos as Rohde (19143, 486 [456 n. 2]) suggests. Dickie (1991, 
18) has recently proposed that Heliodorus did in fact read Plutarch and not Phylarchos. There are 
close verbal echoes of Plutarch' s version in the Ethiopian Story, which have been noted in the 
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Plutarch's Delphic essays (see above under the heading Openings) and Philo, a first 
century Jewish historian of Alexandria, who was hostile to Egyptian religion. Philo 
comments that the Egyptians speak of the Nile and the land in divine terms (9£01tAa<J'toum 
't4) A.OYQl 'tOV NdAOV Aiyu1t'ttOt roc; uv'tij.1tj.1ov oupavou YE'Yovota leat 1mpt 'tf\~ xropaC; crEj.1V-
11yopoumv, Philo On the Life of Moses, 2.37.195; cf. 8£07tAaO"'toum 'tov NttAov Aiyu1t'ttot 
lCat leptt novrov 'tOY j.1EytO"'tOV ayoum v, uv'tijl tj.1ov oupavou 'tOY 1tO'taj.10v O"tj.1 v1T(opouv'ttC;, 
Aith. 9.9). Furthermore, Winkler suggests (1982, 135) that 'Herodian's History . .. may 
have been on Heliodorus' reading list', while listing a number of linguistic features to 
substantiate his claim, though many of these may more plausibly be referred to earlier 
historians. 207 
In addition to these authors, Heliodorus borrowed words and phrases from the 
Classical writers such as Homer (cf., e.g., 3.4.4, j.1t't<lq>ptVOV, cf. 11. 5.40; 3.2.1, ~a9u~rovoc;, 
cf. 11. 7.139; 3.4.4 ~AOcrup6C;, cf. 11. 7.214), Euripides (cf. , e.g., 3.1.3, 1tEA.tlCUC; ~iO"'toj.1oc;, Eur. 
fro 530.5), Sophocles (cf., e.g., 3.3.3, op90v 01>C;, cf. Soph. E1. 25), Herodotos (cf., e.g., 
3.4.10 9uj.1oV EXt uya90v, Hdt. 1.120) and, of course, Plato (cf., e.g., 3.1.1 lCa't01ttV EOP'tf\C; 
TllCov'ta, cf. Plat. Gorg. 447A). In addition to these , there are traces of the writers of the 
Second Sophistic (cf., e.g., 4.3.3 cruVt~atPOj.1EV~, Lucian De Domo 4.1) and the other 
writers of romance besides Achilles Tatius (cf. , e.g., 4.1.1, ~pa~turov EPro'toc;, cf. Char. 
5.10.6). Further borrowings and parallels are indicated in the commentary-suffice it to 
say that the vocabulary of Heliodorus resembles nothing so much as a polychromatic quilt 
of words reflecting the colours of other writers. 
The exotic vocabulary of Heliodorus suggests a fourth century date for the 
composition of the Ethiopian Story.208 His periodic style is unlike the uq>EA.tta of third 
century writers like Aelian, Maximus of Tyre and Clement of Alexandria and more closely 
resembles the style of Julian, Themistius and Basil of Caesarea. Expressions such as 'to 
lepttnov (cf. 3.16.4 and note), it EVt'YlCouO"a (cf. 3.11.5 and note), AOt1tOV for 11011 (cf. 4.3.4 
and note), dC; in the sense of roc; and syntactic features such as the use of adjectives in the 
predicative position without a predicative meaning (cf. word-order below) are also unusual 
commentary (see notes ad Joc.) . 
207 Herodian may have lived in Syria in the third century AD (OeD s. v. 'Herodian [2] '). He wrote a 
history of the Roman Empire from Marcus Aurelius to Gordian III (180-238 AD). 
208 Cf. Wifstrand (1944-1945, 36-41 [104-1091): 'Alles scheint die Ansieht zu bestatigen, dass 
Heliodor ins 4. Jahrh. zu setzen ist; unter solchen Umstanden kann man die Tradition nieht ohne 
weiteres verwerfen, die ihn spater Bischof von Trikka werden lasst. ' 
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and late.209 To these should be added: 6I..ocrroj.la't~ (4.17.1 and note); 6j.l6'11'l>Xo~ (4.5.7 and 
note) and 6j.lOtOE1.~£~ (4.8.5 and note) and other cases discussed in the commentary.210 
STYLE 
Photius in his Bibliotheca (cod. 73 [Bekker] = Colonna [1938] 4) describes the Ethiopian 
Story as a dramatic composition with a style characterised by simplicity (<X<pEAEl.<;t) and 
sweetness (yl..'l>lciYt11n), clear diction· (I..£~£crt 't£ EUmlj.101.C; Kat Ka9apatC;), controlled 
figurative language (Et 1tO'l> ... 'ta~ £i~ 'tP01t11V KI..1.VO"\)cr<X1.C; <X1tOxpi}cr<X1.'to. £u(jf1j.lOt .. Eim), 
and a symmetrical periodic sentence structure (1tEPtO~Ot crUj.lllnpOt). The Byzantine writer, 
Michael Psellus, (De Chariclea et Leucippe iudicium = Colonna [1938] 12) has an 
exuberant description of Heliodorus' style, which he describes as having an intrinsic 
beauty which was neither over-embellished nor slavishly Attic, but distinguished by its 
grandeur. He adds that it has poetic embellishments and originality of expression, which 
resemble Demosthenes with the addition of some Dionysian inspiration; the neologisms 
are restrained and, in short, the work has a mixture of youth and grace, sweetness and 
beauty that are unique.211 
The main features of Heliodorus' style are discussed below. 
Word order 
In general, Heliodorus places the verb in the initial position at the beginning of descriptive 
passages, as is the case with llYEt'tO (3.1.3-3.2.2).212 This would appear to be a common 
feature of narrative style and is used commonly with copulative verbs (cf., e.g., Apuleius 
209 The widely respected Greek scholar, R. Keydell (1966, 345-350), also supported the late, fourth 
century date. 
210 See also the introduction to Birchall's commentary on book 1 of the Ethiopian Sto.ty(1996) . 
211 Rohde (19143, 490 [460]) thought that Heliodorus' style was that of a sophist with exotic words 
plundered from the poets, pretentious expressions, neologisms, and a confused mixture of Atticisms, 
late Greek and simple barbarisms. Sandy (1982a, 76) is more forgiving; he fmds room within 
Psellus' term 'grandeur' to explain the highly unusual expressions which Heliodorus makes use of 
on occasion (see below on vocabulary), though he concludes (p. 78) that Heliodorus 'stumbled in 
his ascent of Mount Helicon'. Gartner (1969, 51 n. 13) emphasises the baroque character of the 
neologisms and catachresis in the Ethiopian Sto.ty. 
212 Mazal (1954, 23-24) notes the variation in the position of the verb from initial, medial to final 
position in this passage. 
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Met. 4.28, erant in quadam civitate rex et regina; Long. 1.27, "'Hv oU'tro. 1t<Xp6tvE. 1t<Xp-
6tvo~ . . . ). Further instances occur before the singing of the hymn to Thetis: EiXE ya.p coot 
1t<ll<; it <ilBit (3.2.3), before the narration of the events at the Pythian games: ytVE'tat yap n 
'tOtOu'tov (4.1.1), and before the reported narrative of the Phoenician sailors: "EAEYOV Bn ouv 
Eivat ~£V <l>OtV1.KE~ TuptOt (4.16.6).213 A fronted verb can conclude descriptions too: e.g., 
ESt1tATl't'tE (3.3.8). Participles can occupy a similar position: e.g., 'YEAaO'<x~ ouv Eiprov1.KOV 
(3.7.2), cf. also 3.19.2. As is usual in Greek, the verb is often fronted in questions: e.g., ou 
1t<xUO'l1. EAEyOV. U~Pt~rov E~t; (4.6.4); EP(X ~ou Xapl.1CAEta; (4.6.5, RL's text, see commentary 
ad loc.); OtXE'tat ouv ~Ot 'to 6uya'tptOv; (4.7 .5); ou lCa'taA"'I'E0'6E Kat n~rop"O'EoeE 'tou~ 
ESU~ptK6'ta~; (4.19.2). But fronting the verb is also used to convey a sense of excitement as 
in «Tou'tO (jocpta, 'tou'tO cptAta» O'UVEX~ ava~o&V' «ilvuO''tat (jOt ~tya EP'Yov, £aAroKEv it 
BuO'aAro'to~ Kat VEVtKTl'tat it BUO'lCa'ta~ax'll'to~' EP(X XaptKAEta.» (4.7.1). Exhortations are also 
moved to the front: e.g., E1ttKEKA"oero ~ap'tU~ 6 YEvEapx'll~ it~rov "HAtO~ (4.8.2); 
O'uV'tptXro~Ev 'til ~OUA"O'Et 'trov KPEt't'tovroV (4.8.2). Imagery may also be emphasised by 
being moved forward in the sentence: e.g., XaptKAEta ~Ot ~t~ Tjv, EA1tt~ Kat Btaooxn 'tou 
ytvou~. XaptKAEta ~OVTl 1tapa'l'UXn Kat cbc; Ei1tdv aYKupa (4.19.9); Tw.Et~ BE ~n 
0'U~13<x1t'tt~ID~E6a 't@ 'tou'tou 1ta6Et ~TlB£ M6ro~EV c001tEp pEu~am 'tOt~ 'tou'tou baKpumv 
U1tOCPEpO~EVOt (4.20.1). 
Verbs may also be used chiasticaUy to frame a clause, e.g., 'HO'xoAow BE OOOEV Ei~ 
'tau'ta 'ta~ xdpa~ aAA' u1ttp 'ti1~ KEcpaAfl~ ax80cpopouO'at 1tpO~ xopov O''ttX1lPTl Kat EYKapmov 
aAAllArov EtxOV'tO (3 .2.2); a'l'allEvoi 'tE AUXVOV 1tp6'tEPOV Kat 'ta. KOt'tata 'tot~ vuXiOt~ 8Eot~ 
E7ttO'1tEtO'av'tEC; (3.4.11); OtxE'tat OUV ~Ot 'to 6uya'tptOv Kat EA1tiBo~ EK'tO~ ytyOVEV (4.7.5); 
EiO'fjyov cbc; EKtAEuO'a~ 'tov 'AAKa~tv'llV Kat a~PO'tEPOV EBEtlCYUOV (4.7.11).214 A final verb 
may be framed by an attribute and its noun: e.g., Ei ~" nvo~ 6Eia~ Kat Bat~oviac; ffi<; aATl6&<; 
~'ttO'XE Ka'ta~oAfl~ (3.15.1); Kat a1tAIDe; KA uBrov ~£ nc; EiXE cppovnO'~a'trov (3.15.3); 01tEp Kat 
aKOnV Aa80t 'tllv E~llV (4.8.8); 6 B£ VO~t~6~EVO~ O'Ot 1ta'tnp <lAAOV £u'tp£m~£'tat vu~cpiov 
(4.11.2). An adverb may also be placed after the verb in the final position, perhaps to 
create a clausula: e.g., E1tt't£Aou~Eva b£ EK 'tOu 1t<Xpaxpf\J.ia 6appa:\'£ID"tEPOV nvua8'll 
213 Cf. also 3.14.4; 3.16.2; 3.17.2; 3.17.5; 3.18.1; 3.19.4; 4.2.1; 4.3 .2; 4.6.4; 4.7.7; 4.7.12; 4.12.1; 
4.13 .3. 
214 Mazal (1954, 29) labels a clause with a final verb followed by one with an initial verb 
' Innenstellung ': e.g. , 'H yap 'tIDV epamKrov aV'tiBN;'lft~ 'il1t611VT\at~ 'to-\) mlcrxov'to~ yivc'ta.t Kat 
av<x<pAiytt 'ti}v ~tavotav " 6Ea (4.4.4) . A further instance is to be found at 3.7.1. 
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1tOAAalCt~. A clausula occurs at 4.11.2: aAAov E')'tPE1tl.~E'tat v6jl<pwv. (- X X - x -Ix) 
Heliodorus sometimes places attributive adjectives before the noun rather than after 
it: e.g., 'Iv~tKrov ... aY(OYl.ll(OV (4.16.6). In the case of multiple adjectives, attributive 
adjectives may be placed before and after the noun as in 'tEAECY'CtKOV 'tt IlEAO~ Kat 
Ka'taYYEA 'ttKOV 'tf1~ 9'Oma~ (3.1.5); O"EIlVOV 'tt 9talla Kat 1tEPl.BAE1t'tOV (4.3.1). Further 
instances may be found at 3.4.6; 3.6.1; 4.12.1; 4.19.7. Variation between attributive 
adjectives and genitive nouns in a series of attributes is also noticeable, as in 'IvStKrov Kat 
Ai9wn:tKrov Kat 'trov £K <l>OtVl.K'T)<; aYOYfl.jl(Ov (4.16.6). Predicative adjectives are also 
commonly placed before the noun, as in: KUaVn 'til Ba<PTI (3.3.2); attO Y'Ollvfj<; 'tfl~ KE<paAf1~ 
(3.3.5); £<p' uypou 'tOU 1ta90'O~ (3.10.5); Ka't' aKpov 'to o"'ta~wv (4.1.2); 'I1t9'OPOt<; 'tot~ xdAEmv 
(4.5.3); £1tt vEaptj) 'ttj) 1t<ieEt (4.19.8). Participles are used in the same position: 
IlE'ta!3atvouO"at<; aEt 'tat~ 1tap9EvOt~ (3.3.1); IlEO"Euov'ta 'tov apXt9Eropov (3.3.2). An 
attributive adjective with the article may follow a noun which would not normally have an 
article: e.g., UttEp mjlOV 'tov SE~tOV (3.4.6); £1t' olKov 'tov tSWV (3.6.1); ; aM SaKpuOlv 'trov £1tl. 
O"Ot (4.8.6); crujlBOAf1~ 'tf1~ <pavEpro'tEpa~ (4.12.1); 9Erov 'trov 1ta'tp$rov (4.19 .7). An attributive 
participle may have the .same position: e.g., £SEO"jla'tOlv 'trov EVEjl'l1'OXOljlEVrov (3.11.2). 
Personal pronouns are often fronted: e.g. , 1tOAAa ~ 'tou eEaYEVo'O~ Kat 9EpjlO'tEpa 11 
Ka'ta Tt1V 1tpou1tapxo'OO"av yvromv Ka'taO"1taO"ajl€vo'O (3 .11.4); ti]v 1tpcimlV 1l0t Kat YVT)mav, Ox; 
to"'tE, 9'Oya'tEpa 'tat~ v'Ojl<ptKat~ Aajl1taO"t O"'Ova1ttcrj3EO"E, 't'TlV jl1l't£pa 1l0t 'tnv £KEtV1l~ E1tt vEapl'j) 
't1'j)1ta9Et cruva1tTtyaYEv, EjlE 'tfl~ £VEYKOUOT\~ E~TtAao"Ev (4.19.8). Subordinating conjunctions 
may likewise be moved up in the syntactic order: e.g., O"U ~' o'tt jln fO"'tt jlOt 1tati]p aAAa 
VOjll.~E'tat XaptKAf1~, tKE'tEUro AEYE 1't69Ev EyvroptO"a~ (4.11.3). Interrogative pronouns may be 
postponed: e.g., 'tov SpaO"jlov nyOlVl.OlV ~ jlEV ATtO"OjlEV (3.15.3); 'tou'to jlEV ~ dern 'tOt~ 
E~f1~ (3.16.5). Demonstrative pronouns may be used to further define a noun: e.g., Bo'T)9da~ 
Kat 'tau't1]<; 't<xxda~ a1tO't'Oxov'ta (3.17.3); DXAEt'tat yap U1tO S'OVajlEOlV. &~ au'to~ Ka'tt1tEjl'l'a. 
Kat 'tOU'trov OUK EAaxiO"'trov (4.7.12). 
Heliodorus frequently uses a chiastic word-order, e.g. , '0 jl£v apt9jl~ 'tou<; E<pilI30'O~ 
Ei~ 1tEV'tTtKov'ta cruvE'ta't'tEv, EjlEPt~E M 1ttV'tE Kat d Kom v EKa'ttpr06Ev jlEO"EUoV't<X 'tOV 
apxtetropov Sop'O<popouV'ta~ (3.3.2, description); XAajlU<; SE AE'OKn 1tEPOVTI xp'Ocrfi 1tp6~ 'tOt~ 
O"'ttPVOt~ EO"<p"K(O'tO 'trw Ei~ aKpov rct~av K'OaVTI 'tTI !3a<PTI KEK'OKAc.ojlEV1l (3.3 .2); ~ ~E 
XAajlUSO~ 'ta~ aKpa~ 'tOt~ vcirtOtC; 'tou t1t1tO'O Kat jl1lpo1:C; £1ttJ)<iAAo'OO"a (3.3.6); Ei1tE~ a.v Kat 
'tOV t1t1tOV au'tov O"UVtEVat 'tT1c; ropmo't1l'to~ 'tou SEO"1tO'tO'O Kat Ox; Kawv KaAAtO"'tOV <ptPEtV 'tOV 
Ttvl.OXOV aicr9avEcr9m (3.3.7); Xt'trova SE aAo'OPYoV 1toSTtP'T) xpooa1:<; (xKncn Ka'ta1t<XO"'tov 
(3.4.2); a'l'ajlEVOl. 'tE AUXVOV 1tpO'tEpOV Kat 'ta KOt'ta1:a 'tOt~ VUXl.Ot~ 9£01:<; E1tto"1tEl.O"av'tE~ 
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(3.4.11); i)1tte11leE tE to Aall1t<'xBtOV leat tOY ~OlIlOV avil'l1EV (3.6.1, narrative); Eh YOVtE~ IlEV 
ouBall~ trov leallvOvtOlV aAA' ouBE EUvf\~ oooE tpa1t£~n<; tf\~ au~ IlEtacrXOVtE~ aEpo~ M 
1l6vov tautou leOtvOlVl}cravtE~ (3.7.4, with parallelism); til yap tOUtOU yallEtn tEAoucrn ttva 
1tutptOV aytcrtEiav leat leata to 1.EPOV leaeEuBooon (3.14.2, narrative); leOP11 aAA' £mpuBa~Ev 
" ~cn~ leat 01. 1tOOE~ EcrlCatpOV (4.3.3); 'H yap trov £POlttleroV avn~AE'I1t~ u1t61l v11cn~ 'tou 
1tacrxovt~ yiVEtat leat ava<pAEYEt t1lV Btuvotav " eEa leaSu1tEp UA11 1tUpt ytvOIlEV11 (4.4.4); 
tp0<PTt yap vOcrOlV " cnOl1tl}, 'to BE £leAaAOUIlEvOV EU1t<Xpallue11'tov (4.5.7); OUX 6p(X~ ~ 
leuAotBt(X IlEV 'tou~ 6<pSaAllou~ leat 'to {3AElllla BtEppt1t'tat leat to 1tpOcrOl1tOV roxpt(X (4.7.7, 
description); IlEtacrt11cruIlEvo~ ouv tOU~ 1t<Xpov'ta~ leat Il11BEVa OtOXAEtV E1ttcrtEiAa~ (4.10.1, 
with variatio); 1t<XpEYyul}cra~ 'tu tE EleEivOt~ P11tEa leat autcp 1tp<XletEa leat 'to 1tap' EIlOU 
OoST)<i0IlEVOV tou leatpou leat tf\~ ropa~ EVOOcnllOV E1tt 't11PEtV E1ttcr'tEiAa~ (4.16.2, with 
variatio). 
Hyperbaton 
Hyperbaton is very common in Heliodorus:21S verbs separating adjective and noun-tOY 
oAov E1tE'tEtp<X1ttO IlEAqlOttv UIlVOV (3.2.2); leUAA.tcr'tov <PEPEtv 'tOY "vioxov (3.3.7); SUIlOV EXE 
ayaSov (3.4.10); 6 1t<'xtptO~ otaytvcixncEt VOIlO~ (3.5.3); mv a<paroivEt leat AUllaivE'tat 'to 
U1t01tt1ttOV (3.8.2); f3ucrlCav~ EiOEv 6<peaAllo~ (3.11.1); El. Ill} ttVO~ SEia~ leat Batllovia~ ~ 
aA"e~ IlE't£crXE lea'taf30ATl<; (3.15.1); ECO<; to 3aptleAEia<; autov 0t11AEYSE leUAAO~ (3.17.4); 
"IlIlEVOV 1tUp<popoooa Aall1tUOtOV (4.1.2); 1tpO~ Iliav tOY vouv ,;crXOAEt t1lv 1tapat1lP11cnv 
( 4.1. 3 ); 'tocrou'tov 1t<XPEq>S11 tOY ' ApleuBa 6pyutrov (4.4. 1); Ott 1tOAAOU~ EOOPOlV 1tEpt au'tov 
E1tt011IlEVOU~ (4.5.5); Cx1tapait11tov EXEt 1tpO~ yuvatlea tUna (4.15.2); EU<p11J.l.0V EXOlIlEV crtOlla 
(4.15.2); El. Iliav EvBEi11tE 1tpO~ 1t<XPcrlCEUTtV TtJ.l.EpaV (4.16.9); xp11cr'ta~ U1tOSEIlEVO~ ta~ EA1tioa~ 
(4.18.3); 'trov <PtA tatOlv leEleEVOlIlEV11 1l0t cruvolliAOlv (4.19.6): verbs separating adjective from 
adjective-E1tEt M <PtATtleOO~ tte; ELvai 1l0t q><Xivn leat leaA.&v CxleOOOIlUtOlV Cxle6PEcrtO~ (3.4.11); 
avepacrtov a1to~t&v<Xt Kat ayovov (4.7.13): verbs separating pronoun and noun---o croe; 
E1t£cr't11crE A6yoe; (3.1.1); 'tocroutOt~ EIl1tOIl1tEucracra Bi}J.l.Ot~ (3.7.2); tau't11v OEXOU t1lv 
<ptAo'tT1Oi.av (3.11.3); o'tql BtTtcrEt tP01tql (3.15.3); leo:i ttva 1tpOcrUYOlv tacnv (3.18.3); Ete; · 
~ouA11cnv l1leEt tTtv EIlTtv (4.7.9); 01tEp leat CxleOTtv AaSot t1lv EIlTtv (4.8.8); nva crlC01tOV EXEt 'to 
1tAacrlla leat nva tp61tov (4.13.4); tau't11vt nvOl t1lv BbcrlV (4.19.3); taut11v cruYleEleA11le£vat 
tTtv ElClCA11mo:v (4.19.6); ~ "IlEtEpae; EIl1tOtEt 1t<XpacrlCEUil~ (4.20.2): verbs separating 
genitive noun and noun-O to eEO:YEVOU~ U1tEPf3uAAOt leUAAOe; (3.3 .8); 6 1l0tprov U1t<XYOPEUEt 
215 Mazal (1954, 65-85) discusses hyperbaton fully, and remarks (p. 68) that hyperbaton is 'eine bei 
Heliodor iiberaus haufig auftretende Erscheinung' 
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6£aIlOe; (3.11.5); 'to A.£t1t0Il£VOV E'taAat1t<ilpo'UV 'tf\e; V'UK'tOe; (3.15.3); EK XEtpOe; a<p£6£v'ta 'tou 
II'U6to'U (4.14.2); 't'TlV ropyoue; 6£aaall£v1l K£<paAtlV (4.7.11); 't'TlV Em 'tuo£ a1tO'Uooaae; a<ptstv 
(4.13.1): adjective separating genitive noun from noun--<XKoile; Kp£t't'tova 1tua1le; (3.3.1); 
6opu~o'U 't£ 1tAtlP1l Kat OO'UPIlOU (4.19.1): noun or pronoun separating adjective and noun-
E1tt 'tu KatptCil't£pu a£ 'tile; a<p1lytla£~ (3.1.2); 'tOtOu'to Kat 'tote; O£Sall£Vou; 1tu6oe; 
EYKa't£a1t£tp£v (3.7.3); p(X6'Ullo't£pav aU'tOle; 't'TlV 1t£p£tav EIl1totEt (4.20.2): noun or pronoun 
separating noun from noun-'tote; V<ll'tOte; 'tou t1t1tOU Kat ll1lpote; (3.3.6); 'to 1tpaYlla 1tpOe; 
i)1tOIlV1lmV 11£ 'tIDV AU1tOUV'tOlV ayov (3.4.11); 't'TlV oE KopOlvU5a 'tile; 1toll1tile; Kat O<P9<xAIlOV 
(3.6.3); EK£t6£v tl apx" 8£ay£vEt 'tile; aa£~£tae; EStlp61l (4.21.1); E1tt 'tu AOKProV OP1l Kat 
Ot'tatOlv (4.18.1): separation of noun object from its governing infinitive-Tau'ta IlEV iijJ.Ete;, 
E1t£t BE 'tUC; KUAtKae; EO£t 1t£ptuy£a9at (3 .11.2); U<P1lYOUIl£V<9 'tU o£ov'ta 1t£t6£a6at 1tpu't't£tV 
(3.17.5). 
Prolepsis 
The normal order of words in phrases is sometimes distorted by bringing one element 
forward: e.g., 't"v o(Xoa OAKO't£pOV " Il£V EV£X£tPt~£V 0 oE U1t£O£X£'to (3.5.5); 1t£pt 6£tOlv 't£ 
Kat aV6pOl1ttVOlV d 'tt 1to't£ ota1toptlaEt£v (3.6.2); c001t£p Kat 't'TlV a£AtlV1lV £t ot<X1tp£1t£t 'trov 
aAAOlV aa't£pOlv "pclYtae; (3.6.3); 0 'tou'to 1tUaxOlV £t't(j) Opv£<9 1tpoaj3M1tot (3.8.1); Kat O<p£OlV 
OE 0 KaAoull£vOe; ~mAt(jKOe; (3.8.2); o'tt Kat 1tV£ulla'tt 1l0VOV Kat ~Mlllla'tt 1taV a<pauatvEt 
Kat AUllatv£'tat 'to U1t01tl1t'tOV taro<; aKtlKOae; (3.8.2); 'tou XP1laIlOU 'tu 't£A.£u'tata 'tt apa 
~OUAOt'tO (3.11.4); Toue; IlEV 0" ~£~tlAO'Ue; KaV otaAu6otEv 't"v oE ao<pou yv&m.v OUK av 
ota<puyotEv (3.13.2); "vtC0Il1lV BE, 0 XaptKAile; o'tt a't£Ptla£'tat 'tf\e; 6uya'tpoe; EvvOrov (3 .15.3); 
'tov opaallov "YOlvtOlv 01tro<; IlEV AtlaOIl£V 01tOt BE 'tpa1tIDll£v (3.15.3); 'tau'ta .. . roc; av£yvOlv 
(4.9.1); aU 0' o'tt 11" Ea'tt 1l0t 1ta't'TlP aAAu VOllt~£'tat XaptKAile;, iK£'t£UOl MYE 1t06EV 
Eyvroptaae; (4.11.3); 'tau'ta roc; £t1t£V (4.15.1). 
Parenthesis 
The clearest instances of parenthesis in books 3 and 4 involve quotations: e.g., 
"'Izvza rap j.L£'romafJ£v 
roc; EKEtvoe; 1tOU My£t 
1Co8{jjv ;'8£ 1CVTlJ.UXOJV 
per'" srvOJv amov'roq, apiyvOJ'roz 8£ fJ£oi 1&£p (3.12.2), 
and 
E1tt IlEv 'tile; , A61lvae; 
&zvm 8i oi o(J'(J'£ rpaavfJ£v 
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d1tIDV, E1tt M 'tou lloO'£lbrovoC; 'to 
iZvla rap j1£'romCJfJE 1CObiiiv 1]& 'KVTJj1aOJv 
pd' lrvOJv am6v'rO~, 
OlOV PEOV'tCX; EV 'ti\ 1topdC;X (3.13.3). 
The effect of interrupting the quotations is to soften their artificiality. A similar effect is 
obtained by Knemon's interruption of Kalasiris' literary description of the procession in 
honour of Neoptolemus (3.1.1; 3.2.3). Heliodorus makes frequent use of parenthesis in 
books 3 and 4 to convey the impression of spontaneous and naturalistic conversation: e.g., 
Ko:t 1to:PEbpo:~£V " 'trov 1to:pov't(Ov CS'lnc; Ko:t 1tpOC; 'tov t1t1to:PXOV-1;V b£ 'to ~EAll~O: 'to E~OV 
8£O:YEV1lC;---a1to:C; E1tEO''tp£'I'£v (3.3.4); OcrUlClC; bT] ~Ol Ko:'ta 'tov v£rov EVE't'UX£V OUX roc; av nc; 
EK 1to:pooou-'tou'to bn 'to A£yO~£VOV----aAAa KO:1. O'UVE8uO'o: OUK OAlYUKlC; (3.6.2); (OO't£ OUb£ 
(J'l(01tUV EKo:p'tEPllO'£V aAA' TjPE}!a 1tpOC; ~£-K0:8flO''to BE ~ou 1tAllmOV EI;£1tt'tllB£C;-«Au't1l 
EK£t Vll» £q>11 «Xo:ptKA£to:» (4.1.3); OUbEV K(oAU£l Ko:t 1tpOC; bo:t~ovo:-<po:m-~ux£O'8<Xl 
(4.19.3) . 
Isocolial Anisocolia 
In Heliodorus isocolia is almost always accompanied by rhyming word-endings (see 
homoioteleuton or rhyme below) and the effect is to convey the impression of measured 
lines of verse-the reader feels, particularly in the 'purple patches', that prose has become 
poetry.216 This is a very characteristic feature of Heliodorus' style and only a few 
examples from books three and four in addition to those cited by Mazal can be given here: 
t1t1t£UC; ~EV KO:1. O:U'tOC; Ko:t 01tAt't1lC; 't'UYXuv(Ov / [13] Ko:t BOpu ~£AtO:V XO:AKOO'tO~OV E1tlO'Et(OV / 
[14] 'to bE KpUVOC; oux U1t£Aerov / [8] aAA' a1to yu~vflC; 'tflc; K£q>O:Aflc; 1tO~1t£Urov / [12] (3.3.5); 
ou't(O ~Ev 1t£Pll3AE1t'tOUC; ou't(O BE £uB<Xl~ovl~O~EvouC; [17] Ko:t ,;i)v ~tv aVbpum 'tov bE yuv<Xll;t v 
£uxi'\v YLVO~EVO~ [17], 3.4.8; 1tOAAflC; ~Ev ~ouAflc; coot£ 1tP£1tOV'tIDc; avoo8flv<Xl [14] 1tOAAflc; bE 
BtO:O'1C£uflC; coo't£ ampo:Aroc; 1tp<Xx8flvo:t [15] B£o~£vov (4.6.5); Ko:t a~o: U1t£~t~V11O'1COV 'tov 
XP11O'~ov [11] Ko:t 0 'tt l30UAOl'tO Eq>po:~OV [9], 4.13.3. Heliodorus often increases the length 
of the second of two cola: e.g., 'H M l1t1tOC; 8£'t'tO:AtKn ~v MO'O: [11] Ko:t 'trov EK£t8£v 
1t£btmv 'to EA£U8£pov ~AE1tOUO'O: [16], 3.3.3; Tnv yap 1tpOC; 9u't£pov o:u'trov O'u~uyio:v to'o: Ko:t 
a90:vo:mo:v 1;YOV [22], 1tAnv ocrov 'tov ~Ev v£O:Vto:v Ot E'YXroptot ,;i)v KOP11V BE Ot 8£'t'tO:AOt 
1tAEOV teo:u~o:~ov [28], 3.4.8.217 Alternatively, he frames a shorter colon with two longer 
216 Mazal (1954, 144) deals with isocolic sentence structures under the heading 'Expressive 
symmetrie' . 
217 Mazal (1954,161-176). 
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cola: 't1lV j.l£V K6j.l llV TtPEj.la Ka't<X 'tou aUXEvo<; otasat voucra [18] Kat 'tOU j.lE'tOO1to'U 'tOU<; 
130cr'tP1>x0'\)<; 1tapacr'tEAAo'OOa [14] 'tf\<; M XAajl uoo<; 't<X<; aKpa<; 'tot<; vOYtOtC; 'tou t1t1tOU Kat 
1111POl<; €1ttl3aAAo'OOa [22], 3.3.6; 'tou<; M aUXEva<; 1>1t6 'tou<; lla~ou<; 1t<XpallEhva<; [14] Kat Eic; 
I3p6xov (}1(OAtOV Ola1tAEsa<; [10] Kat 't<X<; KE<paA<X<; otoAlcr6fjcrm 'tou I3p6xou cruyxropilo'ac; [17], 
3.4.3; c001tEp €V cruvmcr6"crEt ytv611EVO<; [11], Kat £au'tov avaKaAoullEvO<; [10] Kat 1tpo<; 
1ta.crav llE'taj)Ot.r,v PC;XOtOl<; 1>1tO<PEP611EVOC; [17], 3.10.4. A full colometric study of Heliodorus' 
text would be worthwhile, but falls outside of the scope of this thesis. 
Polysyndeton 
Polysyndetic sentences tend to occur when the narrative is driving forward to some 
dramatic climax, when a lot of actions are taking place in a short space of time, as in 
4.3.1.218 A rather better illustration of this occurs when the generals in Delphi announce a 
special assembly to mobilise the population against the Thessalians, who had supposedly 
kidnapped Charikleia (4.19.5):219 
[1] 'Eyt VE'tO 'tau'ta [2a] Kat ot 'tE cr'tpa't'IiYot cri>YKt. 11'tov €1C1Ct. llmav EKflpu't'tov 
[2b] crat.1tt YYl 'to KTJPuYlla 1tpO<; 'tr,v 1tOt.t v Emcrll11at VOV'tE<; [3] Kat 6 ofjllD<; 
au'tiKa 1tapfjv (4] Kat 'to 6£a'tpov EytVE'tO VUK'tEptVOV l3ouAEutf)pwv. [Sa] 0 'tE 
XaptKt.fj<; E1.<; llEcrOU<; 1t<XpEt.6rov [5b] 1tpo<; oillroy"v 'tE a6p60v ErivEt 'to 1tt.fj6o<; 
[5c] Kat 116vov 6<p6d<;. [Sd] €cr6fj'ta ['tE] ll£t.mvav all1tExOllEVO<;. ESe] Kat KOVtv 
'tOU tE 1tpocrOO1tOU Kat 'tf\<; KEq><XAfjC; Ka'taXEUllEVO<; [Sf] 'tot.<lOE EAEYEV. 
Here the sentence jumps rapidly from a resumptive statement of the preceding actions [1], 
to two equal cola describing the actions of the generals [2a-b], to the reaction of the people 
[3], to a comment on the setting of these events [4], and, finally, to a number of unequal 
cola (in the active, passive and middle voice), relating how the appearance of Charikles 
aroused the pity of the assembly [5a-f]. Another example is the chase scene (4.21.3). The 
long and complex account of the 'jealous eye' by Kalasiris is also given polysyndetic 
treatment (3.7.3), as are his reflections on the vagaries of human existence (4.9.1, 
containing two j.lEV ... OE constructions and a number of Kat coordinates). 
Polysyndetic sentences in Heliodorus also convey an atmosphere of immediacy and 
informality. When Kalasiris runs into an excited Charikles after the procession (3.6.2) the 
language is fragmented by dialogue, parenthesis and polysyndeton: 
nEplEpy6'tEpo<; 't01.VUV €1; roy TtKllK6Etv 'tE Kat £roPUKEtV yeyovclx; EV'tUyXuvro 'tc'j) 
XaptKAEl 'toU'to cr1tOuOacrac;' Kat OC; « dOE<; » Ttp<l>'ta « 'to ayA.U'lcrjla 'to EllOV 'tE 
Kat AEA<p&V. 't1lV Xap1.KAElaV; }) « Ou vuv 1tp&tOV }) E<PllV, « at.t.<x Kat 1tPO'tEPOV 
21& Mazal (1954, 143) gives a full analysis of the polysyndetic periodic sentence (4.3.1) . 
219 For RL's excision of-re in this sentence see commentary ad loco 
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1tOh.A.aKt~, 6craKt~ bfl ~Ot Ka'ta 'tov VEcOV EVE't1>XEV OUX Ox; av 'tt~ EK 1tapMo'O-
'tou'to OTl 'to A.Ey6~Evov-----aA.A.a Kat crUVEeucra OUK 6A.tyaKt~ Kat 1tEpt eEtOlV 'tE 
Kat aVepOl1tt VOlV Et n 1tO'tE Ota1tOpr,crEtEV TII)(O'tTlcrE 'tE Kat E~aeE. }) 
Asyndeton 
Verbal asyndeton is used deliberately to convey the impression of the many emotions and 
worries crowding in on Kalasiris (3.15.3): 
"EXatpov, EUPllKEVat 'tt t&v ou 1tpOcrOOKOl~EVOlV EA.1tt~OlV Kat d~ 'tTlV 
EvqKoucrav E1t<XVr,SEtV 1tPOcrOoKroV' ';Vtro~11v OE, 6 XaptKA.f\~ on cr'tEpr,crE'tat tf\~ 
euya'tpo~ EVVOroV ,;1t6pouv, o'tQl OEr,crEt 'tp61tQl 'tou~ VEOU~ cruvayayEtv Kat 
Ka'taO'KEuacrat tf)v ESOOOV cru~cppovrov 'tOV opacr~ov ';YOlVtOlV 01t~ ~EV A.ilcrO~EV 
01tOt oE 'tpa1t&~Ev Kat 1tO'tEPOV ota yf\~ 11 eaA.a't'tEUoV'tE~. 
Noun asyndeton occurs in the main clause: e.g., 'to'tE <001tEp ucp' £vt cruver,~a'tt ~OE~ apVE~ 
aiYEe; tEPEUOV'tO (3.5.2). Asyndeton may also occur in the subordinate clauses: e.g., Ei. Kat 
nva XPTl ~E'taeEEtv, Ei. n~ 6 'tov ~apuv 'tou'tOV E1tEVEYKcOV 1t6A.E~OV Eytvcixnco~EV (4.19.3). In 
this example asyndeton is combined with anaphora. 
Polyptoton 
Heliodorus may repeat a word (especially pronouns) in the same or a different case: e.g., 
L41~E . . . SEVOUC; Kat a1tOA.tBae; tKE'tae; 1tav'tOlV aA.A.OtptroeEV'tae;, iv' EK mv'tOlv ~OVOUC; 
aA.A.r,A.o~ KEPOi)croxn (4.18.2) 
Paronomasia 
Paronomasia in phrases such as KaA.A.t~OlVOt 'ttVE~ Kat l3<xeu~OlVot (3.2.1); 1tEpcrE1tOA.tV TpcOrov, 
pucrt1tOA.tv l1avarov (3.2.4 [the verse hymn to Thetis]); ECPEPE 'tE Kat ECPEPE'tO yaupou~EVOe; 
(3.3.7); KaA.OV KaA.h.tO"tov (3.3.7); EmcpOt'troV'tEe; . . . a1tO<pOt'troV'tEe; (3.13.1); £aA.OlKEV r, 
oucraA.Ol'tOe; (4.7.1); a Kat mcrXEtV ai.crxpov Kat EKA.aA.EtV ai.crxpo'tEPOV (4.10.2); U1tEeE~11V . . . 
U1tEp6E~Evo~ (4.15.4).220 
Word-play 
Heliodorus enjoys playing with words of similar sound, even when the meanings of the 
words are completely unrelated: e.g., O'tE (sc. Eh.a~~aVEV), cptA.E KVr,~OlV, Kat Ott eEtov r, 
'l1UXTl Kat cruYYEvEC; avroeEv 'tOte; EPYOt~ E1ttcr'tou~Eea (3.5.4). In other cases, the play on 
words underlines the significance of an event: e.g., aA.A.r,h.OUC; £ropcov oi VEOt Kat ijpmv 
(3 .5.4), where Theagenes and Charikleia fall in love at first sight (love and sight are 
220 Mazal (1954, 305). 
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intimately connected in the romance). Cf. also 1tpOC; 'tfjc; 6XAtlci)s artoiac; (3.6.4) and aAYTU!a 
otoXAdv EA£YEV (3.7.1); 1tO'ttllciYtEpov 'to (j\)1l1t6cnov a1tEpya~6J.!Evoc; (3.10.3); i'zvza rap 
j.LE'romafJE 1m~fijv iJ~t n'1]J.LcZmv / pd' lyvOJV amov'rOq~iov p£ov'tOS EV 'til 1tOpEt~ (3.13.3); OU 
yap ap1taYlla 'to 1tpaYlla (4.6.5). In addition to these verbal puns, Kalasiris makes a 
facetious etymological pun on the name "OJ.!rtPOC;, which he says derives from the fact that 
the poet was born with a patch of hair on his thigh (0 J.!rtp6C;). 
Alliteration 
The figura etymologica is used for alliterative effect in KaVa . . . KaVrtq>opoucrat (3.2.1); 
'E1tEt M q>tAi)K06c; 'ttC; Elvai J.!Ot q>aivTI Kat KaMilv aKoucrJ.!a'tOlv aK6pEcr'tOC; (3.4.11); 1tacrxOlv 
olJ.!at 'to 'trov 1tOAAroV 1ta8oc; (3.16.2); vocrro yap ou ~acrKaviav, aA": E'tEpaV 'ttva, roc; EOtKE, 
v6crov (4.5.6). Besides these striking instances there are many cases of triple alliteration, 
e.g.: EKEriVrt'tO OE " XapiKAEta ~OC; 1£acrav 1>1tEp~OAnV Kat Eioov EK 1£OAAOU ~apa'tf\Prov 
1t<Xv'toiac; J.!E'ta~aAAoJ.!£Vf\V totac; (3.4.2, expressing the excitement of Charikleia during the 
race of Theagenes and Onnenos); Kat 0 !£XVrtcraJ.!EVoc; dC; EKEtVrtV 'to 1taV !f\<; tml'tou !£XVrtC; 
Ka't£KAEtm:v, 01l'tE 1tp6'tEp6v 'tt 'tOtou'tov xaAKEucraJ.!EVOe; 01l'tE aU8tc; OUvrtcr6J.!EVOe; (3.4.2, 
conveying a metallic sound). 
Anaphora 
Syntactic anaphora: Kat 'ti)v o(Xoa OAK6't£pov ~ EVEXEtPt~EV [7] 0 OE 1>1tEotXE'tO [7] (3.5.5); 
ocrOt J.!EV oq>8aAJ.!iac; ocrOt M 'tf\<; EK AOtJ.!roV Ka'ta(nacrEro<; aVE1tAi)cr8rtcrav (3.7.4); ap'tt J.!EV 
Ka'tf\q>i)c; 'tE Kat 001tEp E1t' Evvoiae; ap'tt OE a8p60v E1tt 'to q>atOpO't£poV tau'tov J.!E'ta1tAa't'tOlv 
(3.10.4); aAAa 1tOAAi)S J.!EV ~OUAfjC; OO'tE 1tpE1t6v'tro<; avucr8fjvat 1tOAAi)S OE OtacrKEufjc; (OO'tE 
acrq>aA&c; 1tpax8fjvat oE6J.!EVOV (4.6.5); 'tou'to croq>ia, 'tou'to q>tAia (4.7.1); aAAa crUv 1tOAAats 
J.!EV yuvat~t 'trov E1ttcri)J.!OlV crUv 1tOAAats OE 1tap8£vote; 'trov 'ta aAAa crrocpp6VOlV (4.10.5); 
XapiKAEta J.!Ot ~ioC; ~v, EA1ttC; Kat otaOOxn 'tou y£voue;, XapiKAEta J.!6vrt 1t<Xpa'l'uxn Kat roc; 
Et1tEtV <XYKUpa (4.19.9). 
Antithesis 
"E1tEt'ta 001tEp Ka'tatBEcr8£v'tEC; 'to YEYOVOC; E1tuppiacrav, Kat au8tC;, 'tou 1tci80UC; oiJ.!at Kat 'ti)v 
KapBiav E1ttOpaJ.!ov'tOC;, roxpiacrav (3.5.6); OtO Kat 1tpOC; J.!£8rtv 0 EProv Kat 1tpOC; 'to EpaV 0 
JlE8UOlV E1tiq>opoC; (3.10.5); 'E1tEt OE ~A80v ou Ka'tf\yoJ.!rtv au1tVOC; 'ta 1tpro'ta Otfjyov E1tt 'tf\c; 
EuvfjC; avOl Kat Ka'tOl 'tnv 1tEpt 'trov V£OlV q>pov'tioa cr'tp£q>OlV Kat 'tou XPrtcrJ.!ou 'ta 'tEAEu'tata 'ti 
apa I3oUAOt'tO aVtXVEuOlV (3.11.4); EtC; aAAo J.!EV ~41ov bc' EAaxtcr'tov de; av8pcil1toue; OE E1tt 
1tAEtcr'tOV tau'touc; do01tOtoUcn (3.13.1); Tn M oo'tEpai~ 0 J.!EV IIu8iOlv aymv EAlJYEV 0 OE 'trov 
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VErov bti}lq.l.a~EV (4.1.1); EUAroKEv " O'OOUAOYtOS Kat VEVtKT)'tat " OU(}Ka'taIlUXT)'tOS (4.7.1); 
"oovii~ M &~a Kat A')1tTl~ EVE1tAnaeTlV Kat 1t<l90~ 'tt KatVO'tEpOV U1tEO"'tTlV O~OU oaKpurov Kat 
xatprov (4.9.1); nOAAat M yuvatKES aVOpEto'tEPOV 'tii~ q>OOE~ Eq>pOvTlO"av (4.21.3, 
oxymoron). 
Homoioteleuton 
Heliodorus regularly makes use of rich rhyming patterns; often these involve participial 
endings, such as -~EVO~, -roy, -ouO"a, and their oblique case forms. Rhymes range from 
simple jingles, such as aVa1tEt9E0"9at Kat Q"'\)~1tapE1tEaeat (3.3.1) and <XM~EVOe; Kat 
~Tl'tOU~EVOe; (4.13.3) to complex verbal sound sequences, such as in the description of 
Theagenes: 1tP0o"EI)aAAE OE 'tt X*P.~~<?.c; 'totc ytVOUEVOtC Kat avEp.ou AwEta Pt1ti}. P.EiAtXOV 'Yap 
E1tE1tVEt 'tTtV p.tv KOP.TlV ilPEp.a Ka'ta 'tOU ~~xJyq.c; otasaivouO"a Kat 'tou p.E'tomou 'toue; 
j3oO"'tpuxoue; 1tapaO"'t£AAouO"a 'tiie; ot X.~.~i:l:~9.C; 'tae; uKpae; 'tote vrirtOtC 'tou t1t1tOU Kat unpotc 
£1ttj3uAAouO"a (3.3.6). The same applies to the description of the girdle of Charikleia: El1tEe; 
av 'tou~ Oq>Et~ ou OOKEtV EP1tEt v aAA' EP1tEt V, oux 1>1tO ~~~~ Kat a1tTlVEt 'tQ} BAtuua'tt 
q>oj3tpOUS aAA' ~lP~ KIDua'tt OtappEollEVOUS c001tEP a1to 'tou Ka'ta 'ta o"'tEpva 'tii~ KOPTle; tJ.J£pou 
Ka'ttuva~oIlEvoUS (3.4.4). The moment at which Theagenes and Charikleia meet is given 
elaborate and intertwining rhythms: OIlOU 'tt 'Ya.p aAAi}Aoue; ~ Ot VEOt Kat ~, [16] / 
001tEp !ils ~ / EK 1tprirtnc; EV'ttU~Eroc; ~~ . ~~q~<?y E1ttyvoUgnc [15] / Kat 1tpOe; ~~ Ka't' a~iav 
q~.~~~9.Y. 1tpoO"opauouO"nc [14] (3.5.4, with isocolia); ~~~qy Iltv 'Yap ~~P'0?Y 'tt Kat 
E1t'tOT)IlEVOV EO"'t1lO"av Kat 'tT}V ~Oa ~~~9~~P<?'y " Iltv EVEXEtPt~EV 0 M 1>1tEOEXE'tO, 'tou<; 
Ocp9aAllou~ a'ttvEt~ E1tt 1tOAU Ka't' aAAi}Affiv 1t11sav'ttc c001tEp d 1tOU yvropitoV'ttc T\ ioov'ttc 
~P.9~p'qy 'tate; 1lvi}llat~ ava1ttu1t<ltov'ttc' Ei'ta EIlEtoiaO"av j3paxu 'tt Kat KAE1t'tOIlEVOV Kat Ilovn 
'tn OtaXUO"Et 'tOU j3A£lllla'tO~ EAEYXOIlEVOV (3.5.5). The comparison between the higher and 
lower forms of Egyptian wisdom is also elaborately patterned: " p.tv 'Yup 'tte; EO"tt OTlp.IDOTle; 
Kat IDe; av 'tt~ d1tOt xallat £PXOIlEVT) [21], dOIDAroV 9EpU1tatVa Kat 1ttpt O"IDlla'ta VEKp&V 
EiAOUIlEVT) [19] (3.16.3, with isocoJia); 1tpUS£rov a9tlli'trov EUPE'ttC [10] Kat i)&>v&v 
aKOAUO"'tffiV u1tnpE'ttc [12] (3.16.3, with isocoJia).221 
Similes 
The majority of the similes in books 3 and 4 are conventional or borrowed from Helio-
dorus' models-nevertheless they add vivid colour to the narrative. They include the 
following:222 3.3.3 (the Thessalian horsemen are compared to athletes in competition); 
221 Cf. Mazal (1954,316-321). 
222 Mazal (1954, 278-288) and Scobie (1973, 1-18) discuss Heliodorus' use of similes. Scobie (p. 1) 
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3.4.6 (the light emanating from Charikleia' s eyes is more powerful than that emitted by 
torches); 3.8.1 (the plover attracts the 'eye of envy' to itself like a flux); 3.8.1 (the plover 
avoids the sight of those afflicted by the 'eye of envy' as it would a wound); 3.10.1 
(Kalasiris and Charikles who have been invited to a feast are compared to those called up 
for a war); 3.10.5 (the thoughts of a lover resemble those of a drunk); 3.11.3 (when 
Theagenes heard that Kalasiris was Egyptian he resembled a man who has stumbled over 
treasure); 3.17.2, 4.17.1 (Kalasiris and the Phoenician dancers resemble men possessed); 
3.19.1 (the fire of Charikleia's gaze is exstinguished as if by water); 4.3.1 (Theagenes in 
the foot race resembes Achilles in combat with the river Scamander); 4.4.1 (Theagenes 
runs towards Charikleia like an arrow towards a target); 4.5.3 (Kalasiris chants spells as if 
he were part of a stage performance); 4.7.11 (Charikleia puts her hands around her throat 
like a noose); 4.7.11 (Charikleia looks at Alkamenes as if she had seen a Gorgon); 4.19.2 
(the people of Delphi are compared to the deaf). Scobie omits 4.4.4 (the sight of a lover is 
like fuel to afire); 4.20.1 (Hegesias compares the tears of Charikles to floods), which RL 
and Koraes condemn for bad taste. RL infer that Heliodorus was attempting to imitate 
Homer II. 16.3, (5aKpua 6EPI.U'x XErov Ox; 'tE KPT]V1l jl.EAavu(5po; (Patroklos); Od. 19.207, 
't1lKOjl.EV1le; (5' (ipa til; 1to'tajl.ot 1tAT]60U(}l. PEOV'tE; (Penelope). The comparison is certainly 
extended too far, but this may have been done deliberately by Heliodorus to convey 
something of the macho toughness of Hegesias. 
Metaphors 
In general, Heliodorus' style is highly metaphorical. A large number of metaphors are 
concerned with the theatre. 223 Knemon's words to Kalasiris serve as an example: Ejl.E Y01>V 
OU1tro 6Ea'tr,v 6 croe; E1t£cr'tTlcrE Myo; . . . .ojl.01> 'tE (xvot;ae; Kat KA.Etcrae; 'to 6Ea'tpov . . . EK 
1tap6()ou 6Erop6; (3 .1.1). Other metaphors concern music-Heliodorus uses the word 
EvMmjl.ov in both its literal meaning 'key note ' (3.2.2; 4.3.1; 5.14.2) and in a metaphorical 
sense for the signal to depart from Delphi (4.16.2). Another musical or theatrical metaphor 
is to be found in jl.1l(5E XOpT]YEt 'tCP AU1t01>V'tt jl.£YE60; mro1t&cra (4.5.7), where XOPT]YEt 
literally means 'supply a chorus' but here ' indulge '. Mazal (1954, 288) comments that fire 
points out that the Ethiopian Story contains the greatest number of similes of the five romances but , 
that the Life of Apollonius by Philo stratus contains more. For other similes in the romance, see the 
note on 4.4.1.5 below. 
223 Cf. Walden (1895, 1-43); Neimke (1889, 1-11) and Paulsen (1992, 21-39) . Miscellaneous 
metaphors are catalogued by Mazal (1954, 234-277) and Feuillatre (1966, 74-93). 
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metaphors are frequently (and very conventionally) used to describe erotic feelings: e.g., 
3.17.3 qlA£YEcr6at 'burning', 'on fire'; 4.4.4 ava<pA£YEt 'set on fire', cf. 4.18.5 'Av<X<pA£YE'tat 
'set alight' . The onset of love is strongly linked to perception in the Ethiopian Story and 
the metaphors reflect this: a sharp glance is described as 'shiny': e.g., 'EAAabo<; acr'tEpo1tav 
'the lightning-bolt of Greece' (3.2.4); Ka'tEAa~"'Ev 'shone' (3.3.4); U1t' acr'tpa1tfl~ 'by 
lightning' (3.3.4); and the glance of the eyes may be 'fiery': e.g., 3.11.2 bta1tUpOv 'fiery'; 
3.19.1 'to <PA£YOV 'tou ~A£~~a'to~ 'the fire of her gaze'. 
Love is also compared with warfare: e.g., 4.1.1 ayO)voeE'tOUV'tO~ ... Kat ~p~E'i)OV'to~ 
"EpO)'to~ Kat bt' a9A Tl'tOlV bOO 'tOU'tO)v Kat ~6vO)v ou~ t~EU~<X'tO ~ht~'tov ayrovO)v 'tOV tb1.OV 
a1to<pflvat <PtAOVEtK"crav'to~ 'Eros was the organiser and referee of this competition, I 
suppose, and he was keen to show, through these two contestants alone, whom he had 
matched together, that his was the most important event'; 4.17.3 'tov tpronKOV 'tou'tov 
1t6A.E~OV 'this war of love'; 3.7.5 dcr'tO~Euov'ta 'shoot arrows'; 4.11.1 1tOA£~tOv 'opponent, 
enemy'. The imagery of war leads naturally to the use of slavery as a metaphor of a person 
in love and at the mercy of fate: e.g., 4.4.4 Tl't'tT]'to ... Kat bEbOUA.ro'tO 'was defeated and 
enslaved', cf. bEbOUAO)'tO (3.19.1), cf. also 4.11.2 EaAIDKEv 'taken prisoner'; 4.18.2 
alXllaAO)'ta 'captive'; 4.18.2 'tUXTle; . . . aYOrytlla crrolla'ta 'bodies led in slavery to fate'; 
3.16.3 9Epa1tatVa 'slave'; 
Grief is likened to a flood or storm: 4.19.9 aYKupa 'anchor', cf. also 2.17.1, 6.7.3; 
4.20.1KAooO)v 'wave', 'flood', cf. also 2.3.4; 3.15.3; 5.16.2; 7.12.1; 4.20.1 pEullacrt 'floods', 
cf. Aesch. Pers. 599, Soph. Oid. Tyr. 1527. Others fear to sink in this deluge of emotion: 
e.g., 4.18.3 E~(X1t'tt~Ov 'submerged', cf. also 4.20.1 crull~a1t'tt~roIlE9a 'submerged'. Storm 
and sea imagery is used for the violent passions of love: e.g., 3.5.6 'tfl~ 'I1uxfl~ 'tov craAov 
'the storm in their souls', cf. 3.10.5 craA.EUoucr11~ 'bob about'. Water imagery is also used 
to convey erotic feelings; e.g. 3.3.7 KUllatvO)v 'swelling'-a marine metaphor which is 
extended by yaA.Tlvov 'calm' later in the same sentence; 3.4.5 E1teKUllatvE 'fell in waves'; 
3.4.4 uypl\) Krolla'tt btappEOIlEvOU~ 'spent in a stream of languor', cf. 3.10.5 £pro'tt 
bta~pOXouC; 'wet with love'. Metaphors of wind or water may also indicate mental 
confusion: e.g., 3.10.4 "VEIlO)IlEVOC;; 4.19.1 cruPPEOV'tO)V 'running together'; 4.9.1 btaXEollEVTlc; 
'mixed, confused'. 
The following instances are to be found in books 3 and 4: 3.3.2 cruVEta't'tEv 
'constituted'; 3.3.7 'taAav'tEuO)V 'balancing'; 3.3.8 't"v VtKTlt1lPtOV aVbPEta~ 'tE Kat KaAA.oU~ 
'I1fl<pov 'the winning vote for manliness and beauty'; 3.4.5 PObOEtbfl 'rosy'; 3.4.9 
aVE1t'ttprocra~ 'set me on the wing'; 3.5.5 KA.E1t't0IlEVOV 'secretly' ; 3.5. 6 E1ttbpa~6v'to~ 
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'rushing to', cf. 3.14.1 1t<Xpa~paJldv 'run past'; 4.13.5 <r6V'tPEXE 'run together with, go 
along with'; 4.16.4, 1tapa~paJldv 'run past'; 4.15.1 'tEtVEt 'tends'; 3.6.3 '6~eaAJl6<; 'eye', 
'darling', cf. 6q>6aAJlIDv 'eyes', 'darling' (4.19.8); 3.7.5 a1tOppota<; 'effluxes'; 3.10.2 
U1tO~E~PE'YJlEVO<; 'soaked'; 3.11.4 aVtXVEurov 'tracking'; 3.13.1 'tov vouv . . av(X1ct vcrllcra<; 
'directed my mind', cf. also 3.18.4, A.6you<; ... lCtVfjo'at 'direct words at'; 4.12.1 'to ~p6v11Jla 
~tavtcr'tacra 'raising her thoughts'; 3.14.3 lCPO'tTJO'UV'trov 'knock', 'forge'; 3.18.1 a1t06UEt 
'offer'; 3.19.1 av6o<; 'bloom'; 4.2.1 crtE~avov 'crown'; 4.3.1 acr6Jlaivrov 'breathing'; 4.3.3 
U1tO't£Jlvrov 'cutting short'; 4.4.3 tiC; ou'tO><; a~aJluvnvo<; 11 crt~l1POU<; 't"v lCap~iav 'who is 
there so adamantine and steely of heart'; 4.5.1 AUcrt<; 'release'; 4.5.4 1tAavacr6ai 'wander'; 
4.5.7 'tpo~" yap v6crrov " crtro1t1l 'silence is the food of illnesses'; 4.6.5 ap1taYJla 1tOtEtoeat 
'to make a snatch'; 4.6.7 6aAaJlEUO'Et 'take into a bridal chamber'; E1tt 't"6Jl~ta lCat Jll1'tpo<; 
E1ttlC1l0Eta oolCpua '(the writing will be) funereal tears of your mother over your grave'; 
4.11.2 E1Ii'tEtva 'stretched'; 4.15.2 tuyya 'spell'; 4.15.3 tilv 1t<Xv1lYUPtv 'celebration'; 4.17.4 
EJll3pov'tcr1lav'tEC; 'thundering'; 4.17.5 ~apuv nva 1tu'tayov 'a deep crashing', cf. 3.10.4 
~t>etOv E1ttO'tEvrov 'sighing deeply'; 4.18.2 lCatvo'toUJlEvl1v 'cutting a new vein'; 4.18.5 
1tPOJlUXo'U 'champion'; 4.18.6 1tPOU1tO'tEJlVE'tat 'cut away from under before', 'summarily 
undermined'; 4.19.9 lCroJlU~EtV 'sport with'; 4.19.9 XapilCAEtU JlOt ~ioc; flV 'Charikleia was 
my life'. 
Occasionally the imagery has become weakened: cf., e.g., 1t£ptEcr'tOtXtcra'to 
'encircled with nets', 'surrounded' (3.5.2), cf. 4.19.1; JlVcOJlEVO<; 'being mindful of', 'being 
aware' (3.14.4); 1tup~opofua AaJl1tU~tOv 'holding up a lighted torch' (4.1.2); aYIDva<; 
ava~l1cruJlEVO<; 'having won victories' (4.2.1); ElC6£tu~rov 'deify' 'raise' (4.12.1); E1tCtYl1v 'I 
stuck' 'I was transfixed' (4.8.2), cf. 4.13.3; 'tou JlEcr£UOV'to<; 'standing between' 
'intervening' (4.14.2). 
While irony is a figure of thought rather than a figure of language, it is most convenient to 
deal with it briefly here. Heliodorus frequently deploys irony in his narrative (cf. appendix 
2 on the word avti6Eo<;). A clear instance of sarcasm occurs when Charikles comments on 
Kalasiris' suggestion that Charikleia was suffering from the 'jealous eye': rEAucra<; ouv 
EiproVtlCOV «lCat <ri> yap» £i1t£v «roc; 6 1tOA1>c; 0XA.o<; Eivai nva ~O'lCavtav E1ticr'tEooa<;» (3.7.2); 
cf. also 10.14.6 (Sisimithres to Hydaspes); 10.31.4 (the Ethiopian giant to Theagenes). 
Charikles comments ironically on the person who invites them to the banquet of 
Theagenes: roc; Aiav a1tpoo~t6vooo<; lCal. 'tama U1tO~E~PEYJlEVO<; (3.10.2); the performance of 
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Kalasiris In exorcising Charikleia is also ironic (4.5.4); finally, the simplicity of the 
Egyptian priest's offerings are referred to ironically: K<l1t£t~1l 'tOU At~aVOl'tOu Aa~rov 
<l1tt9ucra Kat 1>OO'tO<; £cr1t£tcra, 9au~u~oum ~v £ci>K£crav 'to 1tOAU't£A£<; 'trov £~rov 9u~u'trov 
(4.16.4). 
Situational irony is widespread. The discussion of the therapeutic powers of the 
plover is clearly ironic-the bird is able to cure those who suffer from the 'jealous eye' 
(inflicted by a hostile gaze) but avoids the sight of such people to avoid being infected 
itself (3.8.1). Charikles' concern that Kalasiris should induce his daughter to be more 
disposed to love is also supremely ironical (2.23 .5; 3.9.1), since she has already fallen in 
love with Theagenes, with whom she will elope from her father's care. It is also ironic that 
it is Charikles who instructs the leader of the Thessalian delegation (Theagenes) to take 
the torch from the acolyte (his daughter) to kindle the altar fire (3.5.3), since it is on this 
occasion that the two fall in love. Charikles is also concerned that Charikleia will not be 
able to show the torch to the runners in the footrace (3.18.2)-an action that will bring his 
daughter closer to the man who will take her away from him. Kalasiris' interpretation of 
Charikles' dream is ironic too (4.15.1). 
Conclusion 
The features of Heliodorus' style discussed above may be seen at work in his description 
of Theagenes' horse (3.3.7), which is here reproduced colometrically: 
1. Et1t£e; av Kat 'tOY l1t1tOV ainov cruVtEvm 'tile; ci>pmo'tll'toe; 'tou ~£cr1to'tou (23) 
2 . Kat Ox; KaA.6v KUAAtcr'tOV q>EP£tv 'tOY ,;vioxov <xio6<Xv£cr9m, (18) 
3. 01>'tro 'tOY aUXEva Ku~ai vrov (9) 
4. Kat d~ op90V 0Ue; 't1lv K£q>aA1lv £yeiprov (12) 
5. Kat cro~ap<xv 't1lv oq>puv Ka't<l 'trov Cxpe<XA~&V £1tt~tv£ixov (18) 
6. £q>£PE 't£ Kat £q>EP£'tO yaupou~£voe;, £i>11Vtu 't£ 1tp01tO~i~rov (22) 
7. Kat £q>' EKU't£pOV ro~ov Eau'tOv £v ~Ep£t 't<XAav't£urov (19) 
8. aKpav 't£ 't1lv 01tAT]V Tfj Y11 A.£1t'tov £1ttKPO't&V (14) 
9. de; yaAllvov Ki~a 'to ~il~a Ka't£ppu9~t~£v. (15) 
There are a number of points that deserve mention here: cola increase in length (3-6) and 
then decrease (7-9) to convey an impression of the motion of the horse (a tantivy in 6, but 
a walk in 9); the number of polysyllabic words increases in 6, suggesting rapidity, whereas 
shorter words predominate in 3 and 9; plosive consonants reproduce the clipping of the 
animal's hooves in 7-8 and the rapid gallop in 6, but nasals suggest calm, measured 
movement in 3 and 9; the harmony between horse and rider is expressed by repetition of 
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word-elements in K<XA,OV KaA,A,tcY'tOV (2), £q>EP£ 'tE K<Xt £q>£PE'tO (6), and riv11j.l<X 'to ~fij.l<X (9); 
and, finally, the rhythm of the pair is put across by means of rhymes, such as -OV, -roy and 
11j.l<X. It is characteristic of Heliodorus that these effects are achieved through the use of 
participles (7 in all, as opposed to just two finite verbs) and prepositional phrases (5). 
This example should give some idea of the exuberance of Heliodorus' style. The 
artificial word order, the careful colometry and elaborate sentence structure, the antithesis 
and word-play, the use of alliteration and rhyme, when taken in conjunction with the 
colourful use of simile and metaphor, may best be described as euphuistic, a term later 
coined after the speech of John Lyly's character, Euphues.224 This style is not unique to 
Heliodorus, but may nevertheless have contributed indirectly to the striving for poetic 
effects in later prose. 
A NOTE ON THE MANUSCRIPTS AND EDITIONS 
Dorrie (1935, 89-109), Colonna and RL use different sigla to refer to the MSS. A compara-
tive table of the most important of these is given below:225 
MANUSCRIPT DATE RL Colonna Dorrie 
Vaticanus 157 Sacco XI V V V 
Hiersolymitanus S. eruc. 157 Sacco Xlin. J J H 
Marcianus 409 Sacco XI-XII Z Z E 
Marcianus Gr. 410 Saec. XIII X D E' 
Vaticanus 1390 Sacco XIII-XIV C C Z 
Vindobonensis 130 Sacco XIV cx. B S K 
Monacensis 157 Sacco XVin. M M V3 
Laurentianus Plut. LXX 36 1485/6 F L D 
Palatinus 125 Sacco XV P P m2 
Parisini 2904, 2906, 2907 Sacco XV-XVI A F,G,H Pl.P2. P3 
Parisinus Gr. 2905 Sacco XV ex. Ql R M 
Vindobonensis 116 Sacco XVI A a g2 
Taurincnsis B, III, 29 Sacco XVI T T T 
Dorrie (1935, 89-109) presents a bipartite stemma (p. 89, summarised in conclusion 
on p. 109) going back to a 9th century archetype shared with Achilles Tatius and Longus. 
224 John Lyly, Euphues: the Anatomy ofWit(1578), Euphues and his England (1580) . 
225 A full table is given in Birchall (1996, 6) . 
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He labels one branch of the stemma the familia major, consisting on the one hand of two 
MSS (HE) and on the other a stizps Laurentiana (TDMv3). The other branch, the familia 
minor consists of V on the one hand and a stizps Campana (the Parisian codices). 
RL (1935, xxiv-xlvii) eliminate all but nine of the approximately 22 MSS of the 
romance of Heliodorus (A, T, Il [Parisini Dl, D2, D3], V, Z, C, M, B, P). Of these they 
concentrate on six earlier than the sixteenth century (V, Z, C, M, B, P), which were 
grouped into two families ~ (BCPZ) and r (VM) with an archetype a.226 The editors note 
internal disagreements between C, Z and BP on the one hand and between M and V on the 
other (their stemma is given on p. xxxviii).227 
Colonna (1938, v-I) gives detailed descriptions of the extant manuscripts of Helio-
dorus. In constructing a stemma (given on p. lix) he distinguishes between a familia 
Vaticana (r) and a famJ1ia Veneta (0) with an archetype (a). For the first, Vaticanus 
Graecus 157 (V) was the most important exemplar (followed by M), while the second 
rested on Venetus Marcianus Graecus 409 and 410 (Z). He also distinguishes a third 
familia contaminata (£) of which C is the most important and from which a recensio docta 
(00) of the more modern manuscripts derived. 
All three editors agree on the importance of V and the r family, although Dorrie 
makes M (his V3) relate to this group only through contamination. C also occupies a place 
of special importance in all three stemmata, although Colonna believes that this 
manuscript, which RL relied on extensively, contains numerous unnecessary corrections, 
arising from a desire to improve the author's Greek, which was clearly idiosyncratic and, 
in places, inconsistent.228 My sympathies lie with Colonna in this regard. Colonna stands 
226 Cf. also Rattenbury (1925, 179) who omits Z. Rattenbury concludes his study with the words (p. 
181): 'BCP are inferior members of a good family, while MV, and especially V, are good members 
of an inferior one. ' 
227 RL remark that the text of the romance is generally sound (p. Ix) but that it has suffered at the 
hands of editors who wished to normalise the unusual Greek of the author (p. lxi)-a fault of which 
they are occasionally guilty themselves. The tendency to normalise the text is best illustrated by the 
suggested emendations of Naber (1873, 145-169; 313-353)-most of which have been ignored by 
later editors. On the other hand, some of the emendations proposed by RL are convincing (cf. 
3.15.1, 'to nvtyli£vov on the basis of Amyot's translation). 
228 Colonna leans towards conservatism in his treatment of the text (wisely, given the oddities of 
Heliodorus' vocabulary and style) and he usually resists the temptation to correct the unusual 
language of the Ethiopian Story. His 1987 edition departs to some extent from his earlier 
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alone in making Z a member of a separate family descended from the archetype, whereas 
RL and Dorrie put this MS in the second family (RL' s ~, Dorrie's familia major), but there 
is no doubt about the importance of this MS. In general, judging by the number of 
manuscripts that survive from the lIth to the 13th centuries the romances were also much 
read-Heliodorus being the most popular of the three-and it is likely that the manuscript 
tradition of Heliodorus is more reliable than those of the other romances/29 but there is 
still clearly much disagreement about the stemmatics of Heliodorus' text and due caution 
should be exercised in using this evidence to decide on the text. 
In this commentary I have relied mainly on the Bude text, supplemented by 
Colonna's two editions.23o The few cases in which I depart from their readings are 
discussed in the commentary. 
conservative approach and in numerous instances (discussed in my commentary) he now follows the 
readings of RL. 
229 Dorrie (1935, 102). 
230 Mazal (1966, 191) concludes that, of all the editions of Heliodorus from Vincentius Obsopoeus 
(1534) to Rattenbury and Lumb (1935-1938), Colonna (1938) and RL provide the basic tools for 




Kalasiris begins his description but is interrupted by Knemon (1) 
3.1.1 'Ex£1. ~E n x611x,,: Heliodorus consistently tries to make his narrative run on from 
one book to the next. In this case, Kalasiris' account of the excitement of the people of 
Delphi over the forthcoming procession in honour of Neoptolemus at the end of book 2 
(2.36.2) provides a bridge to the description of this event at the beginning of book 3. 
Sometimes book divisions separate l1£V .. . M ... constructions: cf. 4.1.1 below and note. 
In some cases the narrative context at the end of one book is continued for a few sentences 
at the beginning of the next before taking a decisive turn (the clearest examples can be 
found at the beginning of books 2, 5, 6, 7, and 10). Occasionally resumptive expressions 
are used: e.g., 'H )lEV ~" vflcroc; (00£ EXUPXOAd'to, 2.1.1; 'H jl£V ~" n:6AtC; " 6£Aq>rov EV 'tou'tOtC; 
liv, 5.1.1; '0 ~E KaAamptC; Kat " Xapt KA£ta xapa 'tocrOU'tOV EA96v't£C; Kt v~uvou, 7.1.1; and, 
most clearly, Ta jlEV ~" Ka'ta LUnVllV EXt 'tocr6v~£ xpax9£v'ta fipncr9ro, 10.1.1. This recalls 
the technique of Homer: e.g., "QC; 6 jl£V Ev9a Ka9£u~£ 1tOAu'tAac; ~toc; 'O~'OOcrd~, Od. 6.1. 
These cases suggest that Heliodorus wished to preserve some continuity between the books 
to allow the reader to pick up the narrative before moving on. Continuity is weakest at the 
beginning of books 4 and 9 (although the \l£v ... M ... construction continues over these 
breaks), and 8 (mention of Oroondates preserves continuity here). Cf. Morgan (1979 at 
9.1.1); Hefti (1950,122: 'inhalt1ich bilden die einzelnen Bucher keine in sich abgeschloss-
enen Einheiten. ') 
The description of an encounter between lovers during a procession at a festival is 
a favourite set-piece in the ancient Greek romances. For example, Xenophon of Ephesus 
(1.2) describes the procession of Ephesian girls and ephebes from the city to the temple of 
Artemis. The participants dress in their best clothes, as it is the custom for the young 
people to find their life partners at the festival. Xenophon describes Antheia (whose 
costume resembles that of Artemis) and Habrokomes as deities; the beauty of the young 
man and the young woman are such that the crowd immediately proclaim them a perfect 
match. The similarity between this description and that of Heliodorus is striking, although 
the latter is clearly more literary and, of course, he sets the encounter between the hero 
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and the heroine at an £vaY1.O'jlOc; rather than a EOp'ti). Other references to festivals occur in 
Xenophon (3.2.3, Hippothous meets Hyperanthes at an all-night festival; 5.1.5, Aegialeus 
meets Thelxinoe on a similar occasion; 5.11.2, Antheia leaves a lock of her hair for 
Habrokomes at the temple of Helios during a festival); Chariton (1.1, Chaereas and Kalli-
rhoe meet at a festival of Aphrodite; 3.2.15, the wedding of Kallirhoe and Dionysius 
becomes a public festival-an inversion of the normal pattern; and 6.2.3-4, the Persian 
king decrees a festival to avoid making a decision in the court case between Chaereas and 
Dionysius-again a perversion of the convention). There are no true public festivals in 
Longus (2.31 , a sacrifice to Pan; 3. I 0, a sacrifice to Dionysus; 4.37.2, the wedding festival 
is attended by the Nymphs) and the motif is parodied in Ach. Tat. (2.15, the sacrifice in 
honour of Herakles; 4.18.3, Kleitophon's irreverent anecdote on drinking the water of the 
Nile during a festival to the river; 5.2, the torchlight procession during the festival of 
Serapis- no love encounter; 6.3.2, the festival of Artemis-a problem for the lovers 
because of the drunks roving the agora all night long). Cf. Kerenyi (19622,55 n. 48). 
The procession that Heliodorus describes in book 3 took place during the four-
yearly Pythian Games, when a mission of the Thessalian Ainianes came to Delphi to 
sacrifice to the spirit of Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles (2.34.3). The celebration was 
probably held on the first day of the festival (Fontenrose 1988, 127). Although the rise of 
the holy men in late antiquity was providing a serious challenge to the authority of the 
great games, they retained some of their importance: for example, in the third century 
Olympian Games were established in Alexandria, Capitoline G~mes in Oxyrynchus and 
Pythian Games in Panopolis (Lane Fox 1986, 572-585; Brown 1971b, 150). 
The sacrifice to Neoptolemus was held in Delphi, because, according to legend, he 
had been killed in Delphi by Apollo in revenge for the murder of Priam at Troy (Paean 
6.98-120 [Bowra]; cf. Paus. 4.17.4 [the murder took place at the altar of Apollo and 
became a proverbial case of poetic justice]). The details of this story vary: some say that 
the hero was killed by the priest of Apollo (Paus. 10.24.4) at the command of the Pythian 
priestess (Paus. 1.14.1) while intervening in a quarrel over sacrificial meats during his 
visit to Delphi to dedicate the spoils of the Trojan War (Nem. 7.34-47 [Bowra]). This 
version is very similar to that of the death of Aesop at Delphi (Wiechers 1961). 
Pausanias attributes the annual sacrifice to Neoptolemus (10.24.5) to the gratitude 
of the people of Delphi for the help that Neoptolemus gave them in repulsing the forces of 
the Gauls under Brennus in 279/8 B.C. despite the fact that he was an enemy of theirs 
(1.4.4; 10.23.3). However, this cannot be correct since Pausanias himself acknowledges 
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that the tomb was there earlier than the third century B.C., and describes the fifth century 
painting by Polygnotus depicting Neoptolemus ' part in the destruction of Troy, which he 
saw above the tomb of the hero (10.25). The story of Neoptolemus ' part in the defence of 
Delphi was probably invented to explain the persistence of the cult of Neoptolemus in 
Delphi, which had existed there since Mycenean times (Woodbury 1979, 98), despite the 
hostility towards the hero shown in Pindar' s account of his death. The remains of the 
rectangular Mycenean enclosure with a tomb outside it can still be identified at the site 
(Defradas [1954, 147]). The Pythian Games may, in fact, have originated in the funeral 
games held in honour of Neoptolemus (cf. the discussion of EV<X'YtCYj.lOC; below) just as the 
Panathenaic Games in Athens began as funeral games of the great families (Kyle 1987). 
See also Catherine Morgan (1990, 208-209), who does not mention Neoptolemus; 
Yiannakis (1990, 23-30); Delcourt (1981 , 151-52 [on the association between the name 
Pyrrhus and the fire cult]); and Parke and Wormell (1966, 1.315-318). 
The persistence of the worship of Neoptolemus at Delphi may be better explained 
by the fact that the people of Delphi were grateful to the Thessalians for establishing the 
oracle as the most significant religious centre in Greece during the First Sacred War in the 
seventh century BC (Woodbury 1979, 101 , 108). As a result of this, an oracle ordained that 
one of his line should inhabit the grove, preside over the festival and safeguard the laws of 
hospitality (Nem. 7.44-48; Strabo 9.3.9). Thessaly had been closely connected with the 
oracle of Delphi from early times and sculptures of six generations of a Thessalian family 
survive at the site and are known as the Daochos group (F ontenrose 1988: 131 and n. 31). 
While the progenitors represented by the nine statues went back as far as the sixth century 
B.C., the whole group was an offering of the Thessalian Daochos II from Pharsalus, 
dedicated around 335 B.C. Only six statues are now extant. Catherine Morgan (1990, 141-
142) remarks on the relative lack of Thessalian monumental dedications at Delphi but con-
cludes that 'one should not underestimate the significance of Thessalian participation 
throughout the life of the sanctuary' (p. 142). 
The Thessalian Ainianes would have played an important role in upholding the 
oracle concerning Neoptolemus. They are mentioned in the catalogue of ships in the Iliad 
(2.749-750) as a people who lived around Dodona and may have formed part of the 
original Hellenes of this area. Homer also mentions that Achilles ' home was Phthia in 
Thessaly (II. 1.155: cf. HId. 2.34.2) and Thucydides (1.3.3) calls the people of Phthiotis the 
'first Hellenes '. Aristotle (Met. 352a33) identified ' ancient Hellas' with Dodona in Epirus, 
the region adjacent to Thessaly. Woodbury (p. 128) therefore finds it reasonable to 'lend 
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credence to the report, though we find it in a romance of the third Christian century' (i.e. 
in the Ethiopian Story), that the Ainianes claimed to be the first Hellenes, that their land 
was Phthia, that Achilles was one of their own and that all Thessalians acknowledged that 
they (the Ainianes) were most closely related to Neoptolemus. The position of the 
Ainianes on the Amphictyonic council was considerably weakened during the Roman 
Empire (Paus. 10.8.2-5; Pouilloux 1983: 271) and Heliodorus' references to this tribe 
therefore appear to derive from a desire to include archaic detail. Strabo (9.5.22) and 
Plutarch (207C) provide further incidental information about the tribe. 
Euripides (Andromache 994-1008; 1070-1165; Orestes 1653-1659) gives a different 
account of Neoptolemus' death from Pindar. According to this version, Orestes was 
aggrieved that Menelaus had given his daughter, Hermione, in marriage to Neoptolemus 
rather than to himself as had been previously agreed, and murdered his rival. The story has 
overtones of ritual murder and human sacrifice (Henrichs 1981,214). Heliodorus is clearly 
following Euripides' account of Neoptolemus' death since he mentions Orestes (2.34.3), 
but he omits the motive for the murder and does not exploit the romantic context of the 
incident. Heliodorus' inspiration, however, may also have been Philostratus' account of the 
Thessalian £v<XytO"l1<X't<X to Achilles at Troy (Her. 741 [Olearius]), which fourteen envoys 
performed in accordance to an oracle from Dodona (see following note). 
The reference to the legend has the effect of strengthening the associations 
Theagenes and Achilles (cf. 3.3.4; 3.3.5 below, and the notes on these passages). This link 
is maintained throughout the romance; Theagenes' feat of wrestling a runaway bull to the 
ground, which Heliodorus describes in book 10.30, is in keeping with his Thessalian 
origins, since bull-wrestling was a custom of the region (Robert 1982, 151-162). However, 
there is no need to think that this lends additional credence to the story that Heliodorus 
later became a bishop of Trikka in Thessaly (Morgan 1979, ad lac.). 
o aUl11t<xe; EV<xytO"110e; E'tEAtcr6T): £v<xytO"116e; is defined by Hesychius as follows, <£V<xyt~EW>· 
'to xoae; Emcp£pEw. 11 9UEW 'tote; lC<X'tOtxOl1£VOte; 11 oux 1tUpOC; B<xrov(Xv 11 cpoVEUEW. <v AyoC;> yap 
'to l1t<XO"l1<X. <EV<xytO"l1<X't<X>· OA.OlC<XU'tOOl1<X't<X (Hsch. ad lac.). Burkert (1983, 9 n. 41) draws the 
primary distinction between EV<xyt~EtV (for Chthonian heroes and the dead) and 9UEW (for 
the Olympian gods). Examples of £v<xytO"110t are: the gymnastic and equestrian funeral 
games instituted by the people of Agylla on behalf of the Phocaeans who had been stoned 
to death by the Carthaginians and Etruscans (Hdt. 1.167.9-17); Alexander's 'sacrifice' of 
the entire people of Cossa (including the young) to assuage his grief for the dead 
Hephaestion (Plut. Alex. 72.4.1-4); and the purification of Delphi by the emperor Julian in 
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362 (Amm. Marc. 22.12.8). 
Heliodorus' model was probably Philostratus, who dwells particularly on the 
£V<xytcrll<X't<X that were instituted in honour of Achilles by the Thessalians in his Heroicus 
(e.g., 739 [the Thessalians sang hymns to Achilles during the annual £v<xytcrJl<X't<X in his 
honour]; 741 [the annual rite in memory of Achilles was instituted as a result of an oracle 
from Dodona that required those Thessalians who had sailed to Troy to sacrifice to 
Achilles as if he were both a hero and a god]; 742 [during Alexander's invasion of Persia 
the Thessalians maintained their customary £v<xytO"Jl6~ to Achilles]; 743 [Alexander spared 
Phthia because of their commemoration of Achilles despite Achilles' anger at the Thessal-
ians for their reduction of the scale of the £V<xytO"Il<X't<X] ; 744 [the vow of Achilles to send 
something from Thetis against the Thessalians]; 745 [the destruction of the Thessalians by 
Achilles and Thetis]). It seems clear that Heliodorus was aware of the cult of Achilles in 
the Heroicus and that his account of the £V<XytO"Il~ of Neoptolemus owes much to 
Philostratus' description of the ritual commemoration of Achilles in Thessaly. There are 
further resemblances between the Heroicus and the Ethiopian Story. for example, both in-
volve the sacrifice of a young princess in a remote country. Of course, there is also a close 
relationship between Heliodorus ' romance and the Life of ApoJJonius of Philo stratus 
(Anderson 1986: 241-257,276, 289 n. 3); and Philostratus generally (Phillimore 1912, 106; 
contra Feuillatre 1966, 128-132). 
Heliodorus' reference to the £V<xytcrIl6~ indicates that he wished to emphasise that 
Theagenes observes the rites in honour of his country' s ancestors, Neoptolemus and 
Achilles, whose £v<XytO"Jl<X't<X feature so prominently in the Heroicus. In this way the ties 
between Theagenes and Achilles (see below) are strengthened. The word also carries the 
connotation of purification which is important for the spiritual character of the love of the 
two young people (cf. 9trop&;, 3.1.2 below, and note). The fact that such ceremonies 
featured sacrifices which are finally abolished at the conclusion of the romance, is 
nevertheless inconsistent, at least with the views of Kalasiris and Sisimithres (cf. 3.1.3 
below, and note). 
«K<Xt Jlilv OUlC E-td£0"6T\ 1t<X'ttp» intOA.<xJki>v 6 KVllJl6>v: This is not the first time that 
Knemon has interrupted the narrative (see 2.24.4) nor will it be the last (5.16.3). Various 
interpretations of these interruptions have been put forward: 
(1) Paulsen (1992, 25; Woronoff 1987, 34)- Knemon here acts as proxy to the readers of 
the novel and gives expression to their reactions to the narrative. It is clear, though, that 
Knemon' s reactions are in keeping with his impulsive nature, which is also evident in his 
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overzealous desire to trap his stepmother in adultery (1.12.2), his overreaction on hearing 
the name of Thisbe unexpectedly at the house of Nausikles (S.2.4), and his precipitate 
marriage to Nausikleia (6.8.2). Knemon is therefore not merely the porte-parole of the 
reader here. 
(2) Morgan (1991, 97)---Knemon's interruptions often hold the reader up by introducing 
irrelevancies (cf. also 3.12.1; 3.14.1 below, and notes) and thus increase tension in the 
narrative. However, at 2.24.4 Knemon actually brings Kalasiris back to the main narrative 
and the ancient reader would no doubt have delighted in the exuberant rhetorical 
descriptions (3.4.2 below and note), digressions (see S [Hefti] below; 3.14.1 below and 
note) and story-telling (see comments on 4 [Winkler] below) that Knemon insists on. 
(3) Futre Pinheiro (199Ib, 70) and Romberg (1962, 33)---the interplay between a narrator, 
. a listener and a spatio-temporal setting constitutes an 'oral-epic situation' or 'Rahmen-
situation' (narrative ' frame'); Knemon's interruptions make the narrative revert to this 
'frame' (for similar reversions, cf. 2.32.3; 3.2.3; 3.33.8; 2.3S.S; 3.S.4; 3.S.7). This 
theoretical statement of the facts does not explain why Knemon interrupts the narrative so 
often in book 3. 
(4) Winkler (1982, 142)---Knemon's impulsiveness also makes him a gullible audience 
from whom a discerning reader would distance himself, since he is taken in by Kalasiris' 
pretence of passing over the central event of the procession-the encounter between 
Theagenes and Charikleia. Knemon's outburst certainly shows the delight he has in 
listening to stories (see also 1.14.4; 2.23.4; 2.24.4; S.1.4; Dubel [1990] 102)-a feeling 
shared by others in the romance (e.g. Theagenes and Charikleia, 1.9.1). Indeed the 
enjoyment of storytelling pervades the entire work: cf. also 4.4.3 below, and note; Fusillo 
(1988, 27). Nevertheless, Knemon is not an uncritical audience : at times he is capable of 
irony (cf. 3.12.3 below and note), has an enquiring mind (3.14.1) and is capable of forming 
his own judgement (3 .IS.1). Note also that Theagenes plays a similar role as interlocutor 
earlier (1.14.2). 
(S) Hefti (19S0, 44-4S)---Knemon's insistence on detail is a crafty ('schlau', p. 4S) device 
by Heliodorus that enabled him to indulge fully in rhetorical set pieces. However, Morgan 
(1991, 97) notes that other audiences besides Knemon ask the learned and wise Kalasiris to 
expand on points of interest (e.g., 2.28.1, the Nile floods), that Kalasiris provokes his 
audience into demanding expansions of the narrative and that Heliodorus' own asides 
parallel the excursuses of the Egyptian priests. Kalasiris also launches into a long 
explanation ofthe 'eye of envy' without much solicitation at all from his audience (3.7.2). 
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Moreover, the description of the festival does further the action, because Theagenes and 
Charikleia meet during the ceremony. 
The views discussed above do not adequately reflect the dramatic character of 
Knemon's interruptions. The interchange between Knemon and Kalasiris here may also 
owe something to the literary influence of the Platonic dialogue which Arieti (1991, 3) 
suggests had a close affinity to drama. Book 3 contains many allusions to Plato (cf., e.g., 
3.1.1, OOcr1t€p K<X't61ttv £op~ llKOV't<X, below, and note) and Morgan (1991, 98) notes the 
similarity between Platonic dialogue and the interchange between audience and narrator in 
fiction. No doubt Knemon's interruptions have a number of simultaneous literary effects: 
the reader is drawn into the story, tension is increased, space is found for descriptive 
digressions, and dramatic dialogue makes it possible for Heliodorus to deploy irony and 
subtlety to his narrative. 
6 KviUJ.(:IlV: The name Knemon is not common. It occurs as the name of a character in 
Menander's DyskoJoS; in Lucian's DiaJogi Mortuorom (18); and as a correspondent in 
Aelian's 'A'YPOtK1X<X1. 'E1ttcr'toA,<xi (13, 14, and 15). Cf. Bowie (1995, 270-272). Knemon 
himself tells his story as a tragedy in books 1 & 2, as can be inferred from the reference to 
the HippoJytus of Euripides (1.10.1) but the other characters and the reader are meant to 
view him as a clown. There is certainly a playful dig at Knemon in the pun on his name 
(3.12.2). Knemon's panic at what he thought was the ghost of Thisbe, for example, cannot 
be taken as anything other than comic (5.3). Cf. Paulsen (1992, 82-141); Levin (1992, 501); 
Futre Pinheiro (1991, 73); Anderson (1982, 36); Sandy (1982a, 56-7), 'a kind of Sancho 
Panza ' (p. 56). 
1t<l'tEP: this was also the title used by Lucius for the priest of Isis (parentem, Apul. Met. 
11.25; Merkelbach 1962, 238) and Kalasiris certainly plays the part of a spiritual father to 
Theagenes, Charikleia and (to a lesser extent) Knemon (cf. 4.2.2; 4.5.6 below, and notes). 
However, from Homer to the 3rd century AD this word was used as a respectful way of 
addressing an elder person (ad. 7.28 SEtVE 1t<l'tEP [Athena as a little girl to Odysseus]; 
POxy. 1296.15 [3rd c. AD]; LSJ III) and no special significance should be attached to it 
here. 
01)100) 8E<X'ti!v 6 crce; tUcr't1lO'E A,6'Yoe;: Heliodorus makes much use of theatre imagery (see 
Paulsen 1992 passim; Bartsch 1989, 110, 131; Walden 1895, 1-43; Neimke 1889, 1-11). 
The characters in the romance often mention their role as spectators (2.11.1; 3.2.3; 4.3.4; 
6.14.5; 8.9.21) and, occasionally, as actors in the drama of Fate (cf., e.g., 7.8.2). The 
prevalence of theatre metaphors has been attributed to the need for a mystic atmosphere 
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(Merkelbach 1962, 242 n. 2), a desire to increase the grandeur of the narrative (Wolff 
1912, 181-191), and to the author's attention to detail (Feuillatre 1966, 23) but these views 
do not take account of the fact that Heliodorus prefers to dramatise rather than simply 
relate his narrative or that drama is used in a meta-literary way to refer to the script of the 
romance that destiny directs (cf., e.g., 7.8.2; Paulsen 1992 passim). The dramatic character 
of Heliodorus' romance was very influential in the Renaissance; the story was turned into 
a play Los hijos de la fortuna (Children of Fortune) by the Spanish playwright Pedro 
Calderon de la Barca (1600-1681) and was much admired by Miguel de Cervantes (1547-
1616), William Shakespeare (1564-1616), and Jean Baptiste Racine (1639-1699). On these 
authors see respectively Rallo Grus (1983, 561-577); Cascardi (1991, 279-293), Stump 
(1983, 211-246); and Collinet (1988, 399-415). 
Knemon's statement here implies that Kalasiris should make use of the rhetorical 
techniques of Evapy£ta and q><xv't<Xcn<x in his description, as the textbooks prescribed 
(Evapy£t<x, Demetr. Bloc. 209-220; Dion. Hal. Lysias 7; Theon Progymn. p. 119 1. 38, 
up£'t<Xt f>E EKq>pacr£~ <xto£, cr<xq>TlV£t<X llEV ll<XAtcr't<X K<Xt Evapy£t<X 'tou crx£oov 6pacr6at 'tCx 
U1t<xyy£AA0J.l£V<X; Apsines Ars Rhetorica p. 398 1. 11; q><Xv't<xcn<x, Longinus Sub!. 15.1; cf. 
Walker [1993b, 353-377]; Watson [1988] passim; [1994, 4765-4810]). Knemon may be 
referring specifically to Plutarch's account of the graphic nature of Thucydides's style 
(oiov 9£<x't1lv 1tOtilcrm 'tOY UKPOO'titV, Mor. 347a). Earlier Knemon judged that Kalasiris' 
description of Delphi was detailed and accurate (2.26.3) and later he exclaimed that the 
old priest's word-picture of Theagenes and Charikleia was so lifelike that he thought he 
could actually see them (3.4.7 below, and note). 
Trt't1U.l.EVOV tile; ax:po(xcr£~: cf. the words of Cleon, attacking the Athenian passion for 
listening to speeches (Thuc. 3.3 8, <l1tMOc; 't£ uKoile; ,;ooV'n T,cruroJ.l£VOt). The phrase is 
modelled on expressions such as 1ttKPOU 0' EPro't~ ncrO'T16ncrOJ.lm (Eur. Hipp. 727) and means 
'to be enslaved by' (cf. 3.1.2 below and note). 
ai>'t01t't110at oUl>oov'ta: these words lend a sense of immediacy and excitement to the 
narrative. Ai>'to1t'tilcrm is a non-Attic verb, though not coined by Heliodorus as Naber 
(1873, 155) suggests. Cf. LSJ s. v. <xi>'t01t'tEro. 
IDo1t£p x:a'toxtv EOPtilc; "x:ov'ta, 'to 'tOU AOYO'\): the expression was proverbial: cf. Plato 
Gorg. 447a3, 'A').X ~, 'to A£y0J.l£VOV, K<X't01ttv EOP'tilC; nx:0J.l£v x:at oo't£poUJ.l£v; cf. Makarios 
3.98 (Leutsch & Schneidewin), 'Eop'tflc; lC<X'tomv not)OJ.l<X't<X q>tprov, Em. 'trov 'ttV~ 
oo't£pt~ov'tO)v. Heliodorus made much use of proverbs: cf., e.g., 1.15.8, 2.24.4, 3.1.1, 3.6.2, 
3.10.1,3.10.2,4.8.6,4.19.3,5.19.1,7.10.5. 
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'tilv xaVTI'Y'0p1V: the word means 'national festival' (Xen. Hell. 7.4.28). IIaV1w6pEtC; are 
listed by Nicolaus as a possible subject for ekphrasis (3.492 [Spengel]). Similarly, Eop'ta1. 
are listed as xpovOt ('periods of time') suitable for description by Hermogenes and Theon · 
(2.16, 118 [Spengel]). Ekphrasis has been much studied recently: cf., e.g., Aygon (1994, 
41-56 [typology]); Fowler (1991, 25-35 [theoretical discussion of description versus 
narrative]); Bartsch (1989, 3-39, esp. 12 and note 12, 31 n. 32, 109-10 [on the different 
categories of ekphrasis in the Ethiopian St01)']). Homer provides the model for 
descriptions of works of art in his account of the shield made for Achilles by Hephaistos 
(Hom. II. 18.478-607), which has most recently been discussed by Simon (1995, 123-142), 
Becker (1995), Stanley (1993), but later Greek rhetoricians broadened the term 
considerably: "EKcppamc; £crn A.0'yOC; 1t£pt"Y1lJla'ttK~ £vapy&c; U1t' O'l1w aymv 'to B"Aou~Evov. 
y1. VE't<Xt BE EKcppamc; 1tpocrro1tOJV 'tE Kat 1tpaY~<X'tmv Kat 't01tCi)V Kat xpovmv (Theon Prog. 118.7; 
cf. Hermog. Prog. 10.3). Hermogenes notes that descriptions add solemnity to style 
(Hermog. Id. p. 244 [Rabe]). Heliodorus uses the technique in moderation as Lucian (Hist. 
Conser. 57) advised (cf. Wolff [1912, 177); Hefti [1950, 127-129]) but the restraint of 
Heliodorus should not be exaggerated; there is an elaborate description of a giraffe in book 
10.27 and, as Bartsch notes, the description of the festival is 'unrivalled for sheer length 
and detail ' (1989, 12)-the descriptions of Theagenes and Charikleia are particularly 
careful and detailed. Moreover, the bedroom scene (4.8) and the beach scene (5.26, 1.1) 
have been used in a number of later paintings (Stechow 1953, 144-152; Wolff 1912, 186-
187; cf. Oeftering 1901 , 167 and Dunlop 1876, 1.36 for the statement that Raphael painted 
the meeting between Heliodorus ' hero and heroine and other scenes in the Ethiopian 
St01)'). 
OJl.OU 'tE avo1.l;ac; Kat A:UcraC; 'to 8ta'tpov: For theatre imagery in the novel generally, see 
3.1.1 above and note; other significant usages of 8Ea'tpov in Heliodorus can be found at 
1.1.6,4.1.2, 4.19.5,4.21.2,5.14.3, 7.6.4, and 9.5.3 . The theatrical imagery is particularly 
appropriate to Delphi, since Strabo described the rocky ridge on which the oracle and city 
were sited as 8Ea'tpOEtOE<; 'theatrical ' (Strabo 9.3 .3). 
RL restore Aucrac; (mAT) for KAE1.crac; (M, edd.) which was clearly introduced as the 
antonym of avo1./;ac;, but AUro is the standard term for dissolving an assembly (LSJ9 s. v. AUCi) 
II) and is similarly used of the theatre: cf., e.g., John Chrysostom: Jl.£'tCx ... 'to A'U8f1V<Xt 'to 
8E<X'tpOV, Vol. 48 p. 771 In. 19; 'tou 8E<X'tPOU Au8EV'tOC;, Vol. 48 p. 986 In. 53; £1t£tOCxv . . . 
Au8n 'to 8E<X'tpOV, Vol. 48 p. 1035 In. 11 , 23, 35. Similarly, avo1.YVUJ.lt is the standard term 
for 'opening' the theatre (or gymnasium: cf. LSJ9 s. v. avo1.yvuJl.t) : e.g. , 'taxi> BE 'tIDV 1tUA&V 
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avol.x6EtO"rov, £to"£Ae6V't£~ ot OtO"XtAWl. K<X't£ACtj30VtO 'C1lV 'tOU 6£<x'tpou O"'t£CP<XVTlV, Polybius 
7.18.4; , AcppoOt 't11 ~EV yap K01.V())V"o"<X~ 6E<X'tp<X 't£ avot yvum K<xt O"u~1tOm())v K<xt 61.<X0"())v 
£<;<XPX~ ytyv£'tat, Aristides Dionysos 30.17; 'AvOty£l. 1tO'tE K<xt 6E<X'tp<X cp())vfl~ X£Al.offiv ~£'ta 
XEt~rov<x, Himerius Or. 45 .2 (metaphorical); 'AvOty£1.V, 0> 1t<Xto£~, &pa 'to 6E<X'tPOV, Himerius 
Or. 69.2. The act of opening may refer specifically to gates leading into the theatre (see 
the passage of Polybius above) or to the use of curtains, which were lowered at the 
beginning of the performance and raised at the end. The stage curtain (auJacum) may have 
been introduced from the court of Attalus of Pergamum in 133 B.C. (Donatus Dc Com. 
12.3); Cicero certainly refers to the raising of a curtain at the end of a mime in 58 B.C. 
(Pro Cad 65). Stage curtains may have been introduced either because mimes did not 
signal their endings or because of the introduction of painted scenery in 99 B.C. (VaL 
Max. 2.4). The curtain was later dropped at the end of a performance as in modern theatres 
(Amm. MarcelL 16.6.3 ; 28.6.29)-Knemon' s terminology (AUO"<XC;) implies the latter (Beare 
1968, 267-274). The practice was common in the later Roman Empire and is attested at 
Syracuse, Fiesole, ArIes, Lyon, Vaison, Orange, Timgad, Dugga and Athens (Bieber 1961: 
179-180,203-206 and figs. 324, 656, 671 , 673 , 676,687, 719, 724, 831). 
3.1.2 6 K<XA<xmptC;: the name Kalasiris refers to the long linen gowns with tassels which 
Egyptians wore CEVo£ouK<xm OE K1.e&v<x~ A1.VEOUC; nept 'ta O"KEM:<X 6uO"<xv())'to'6c;. 'to~ 
K<XAEoum K<xA<xmpl.C;, Hdt. 2.81; Cratinus fro 30; Philostratus Imag. 2.31.1). Lucius wore 
such a linen garment after his initiation (ApuL Mct. 11.14.5, lintcam .. . Jaciniam) . The 
word is also found as the name of a kind of Egyptian soldier (Hdt. 2.164, ot OE ~<XXt~01. 
<xu'trov K<XAEOV'tat ~EV K<xA<xmpl.£C;); a region of Egypt (Steph. Byz. ad K<xA<Xmpl.C;, ~otp<x 
AtY1>1t'tou); and a personal name (Herodian Part. p. 183 L 8). 
Heliodorus probably chose the name because of its association with Egyptian 
religion. Kalasiris is in this respect similar to the original holy men, such as Pythagoras, 
who derived their wisdom, according to Ammianus Marcellinus, from Egypt (22.16.17-22). 
A parallel case is that of the priest Paapis in Antonius Diogenes ' Wondcrs Bcyond Thule, 
who was driven away from Egypt to Tyre where he caused much harm to Dercyllis and her 
family (109a). This parallel is strengthened by Photius ' observation (Bib. 166.111b.34 
[Bekker]) that the work of Diogenes was the root and source of the story of the adventures 
of Theagenes and Charikleia, the Onos of Lucius, and the Truc History of Lucian (for 
qualifications of this strong statement, see Jones 1986, 53-54; Stephens & Winkler 1995, 
109-110). Heliodorus' Egyptian priest has also been linked by Kerenyi (19622, 253-154 and 
n. 123) to the famous Egyptian king Nektanebo who seduced the mother of Alexander , 
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Olympias, in the Alexander Romance (Sandy 1982b: 147, 151-153) and who features in a 
2nd century B.C. Egyptian papyrus translated into Greek, the Dream of Nektanebo (Tait 
1994, 214), although this tale is political rather than religious in character (Stephens & 
Winkler 1995, 15). Nevertheless, Kalasiris is clearly portrayed as a repository of Egyptian 
wisdom in his discussion of the cause of the flooding of the Nile (2.28 ; cf. Hdt. 2.19-27) 
and in his argument that Homer was an Egyptian (3.14 below, and note). Heliodorus ' own 
interest in Egypt is apparent in his account of the Neiloa (9.9), where he speaks in his own 
vOlce. 
The character of Kalasiris should therefore be seen as a specifically Egyptian wise 
man and more generally as one of the ubiquitous holy men of antiquity, such as Apollonius 
of Tyana, Peregrinus Proteus, Alexander of Abonouteichos, Apuleius of Madaura, and 
Maximus of Ephesus. See Ronnet (1995, 66)- both Apollonius and Kalasiris have long 
hair like priests (2.21 ; 7.7; cf. VA 1.8); Futre Pinheiro (1991b, 77); Brown (1971b, 80-101); 
Merkelbach (1962, 242 n. 4); Goethals (1959, 292); Rohde (19143, 438 [410]). At times, 
Kalasiris is a self-confessed charlatan (3 .17) rather than a miracle-worker like Apollonius 
(cf., e.g., VA 6.3) and the three priests in the Ethiopian Story, Charikles, Kalasiris, 
Sisimithres, can be ranked in degree of holiness, with Kalasiris holding the middle 
position (Szepessy 1957, 252-253). Consequently, the allegorical interpretation of the 
romance by Philip (11. 109-119; Taran 1992, 225) must be judged to be a distortion. 
According to this treatise, the name Kalasiris is derived from the phrase 6 1t~ ta KaAa 
cruprov ('he who leads to beauty' ), since the Egyptian priest is the one who leads the soul, 
Charikleia, over the salt sea (which represents matter) to divine knowledge despite the 
opposition of strife (the pirate Trachinos). But although Kalasiris has a sincere respect for 
the higher forms of religion (cf. 3.16.3 and note) and is a complex mixture of deceit and 
religiosity (Sandy 1982a 65-74; 1982b, 142-154; Winkler 1982, passim) he certainly is not 
the ' true hero ' of the story (Anderson 1993a, 185)-after all, he only participates in about 
half of the action (2.21-7.11) and Charikleia is obviously the main focus of interest. It is, 
moreover, vital to see that Kalasiris is given his own, limited story within the larger and 
more significant narrative. Failure to recognise the autonomy of his part in the drama is 
the cause of much critical confusion over his motives (cf. 4.13 .1 below, and note). 
Kal tOlOU't01.;: Hemsterhuys suggests Kat tOUt01.~ (' and with matters like this') since 
Kalasiris has already departed from the main narrative to describe the procession, but RL 
point out that Kat here means 'even' ('I do not at all want to trouble you with matters that 
are irrelevant even to subjects of this kind' ). Heliodorus does occasionally use tOtOUto; to 
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mean 'something like this' or 'events of this kind' in a loosely additive sense as here: cf., 
e.g., yiv£'t<xi 'tt'tOtOu'tov, 1.10.1, 4.1.1; KEpOO~ bE ~ EV 'tot~ 'tOtOu'tot~, 2.24.7; K<Xt flA.'A.rov oTj 
'tOtOu'trov, 2.23.5, and while the expression K<Xt 'tOtOu'tOtC; is vague, it is in keeping with the 
relaxed banter between Kalasiris and Knemon at this point. 
'til lCatptoo't£pa ... 'tile; ix<Pl1YTto£roc;: = 'the essential facts of my story'. Kalasiris' comment 
here should be read together with his earlier declaration that he wanted to present his story 
in a logical order, including essential information about what has gone before (2.24.5; 
2.26.1) and his later statement that he will give only necessary information (3.10.3). These 
passages suggest an awareness of a theory of narrative. However, Hefti (1950, 45) rejected 
the idea that Heliodorus was putting forward 'eine rhetorische Romantheorie' in passages 
of this kind, on the grounds that they lack sufficient literary terminology. The only literary 
term in the present passage is ix<pl1y"m~-it is also used by Herodotus (2.70; 3.125) and 
Dionysius of Halicarnassos (2.7), among others, for a historical account of events, 
although it is less common than ot11'Y"m~ (cf., e.g., Aelius Theon Progymnasmata p. 78 1. 
22; Ach. Tat. 8.4.4). Achilles Tatius also uses the term OPa:ll<X (1.9.1) and the final sentence 
of the Ethiopian Story describes the work as a crUV't<XYll<X (10.41.4). The present passage is 
hardly a theoretical discussion of the importance of plausible and coherent narrative-the 
contrast between Kalasiris as a careful and precise narrator and Knemon as an impulsive 
and petulant audience is of greater significance (Winkler 1982, 145). There may be some 
irony for the reader in Kalasiris' words here, since Heliodorus frequently diverges from 
his narrative to include symbolic description and paradoxographical discussions in his 
work. 
rov E1t£~"'t£te;: for Knemon's requests to Kalasiris to relate his history, cf. 2.21.5; 2.22.5; 
2.24.4. 
ElC 1t<Xp6&)'l) 8£rop6c;: cf. 3.6.2 below, and note. The translations of this phrase 'a casual 
spectator' (Lamb 1961); 'a ringside spectator' (Hadas 1957); 'your interest in incidental 
spectacle' (Morgan 1989c), all suggest a secular meaning for 8£rop6c;. The Suda attests this 
reading of the phrase (ad NtlC6'A.<xo~· . . . 01tOU 0' Ev<xpt(na:v, 01tOU bE 1t'A.£iou~ EVOl1lldv 
ftllEp<x~. Eviou~ OE 't01tOUC; ElC 1t<XPOOOU 8£rop£tv .. . ). Cf. also 3.6.2 below, where ElC 1t<Xpooou 
('in passing') is described as a proverb for casual acquaintance. Yet Hesychi,us (ad lac.) 
notes the religious meaning 'envoy to an oracle' 8£ropoUc; OE ElCa'A.ouv 'tou~ 'tote; 8£ot~ 'ta~ 
ix1t<XpXa~ ix1t<lYov't<X~, and the Suda provides a parallel case of a certain Amuris, sent to 
Delphi as an envoy (ad 'AllUPt~· . . . 8£ropOC; yap unO :Eu~<XPt'trov 1tEll<P8dc; £i.~ ~£A.<POUC;). 
Furthermore, Heliodorus normally reserves the word for solemn, quasi-religious situations 
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(6.14.2; 6.15.4, Charikleia is a witness of the necromancy of the witch of Bessa; 8.9.10, 
Arsakes witnesses the execution of Charikleia from the walls of Memphis; 9.20.2, 
Hydaspes witnesses the battle between the Ethiopian and Persian armies; 10.4.5, 
Charikleia is present not as a witness of the sacrifice to Helios and Selene but as the 
victim). By way of contrast 9£a't1l~ simply means 'spectator' in Heliodorus (2.11.1; 3.1.1; 
3.2.3; 6.14.5; 4.3.4; 8.9.21). Kalasiris' choice of 9£rop6~ therefore stands in contrast to 
Knemon's 9£a'tf]v (3.1.1). This usage is more appropriate to the context of the sacrifice to 
the spirit of Neoptolemus (it 9£ropia 2.34.3). Philo stratus refers to the delegation sent to 
Troy from Thessaly to honour of Achilles as 9£ropou~ (Her. 741). 9£rop6~ may also refer 
proleptic ally to the story of the love of Theagenes and Charikleia, which Kalasiris is about 
to relate. Thus Knemon, and through him, the reader, are invited to experience vicariously 
the spiritual significance of the meeting of Theagenes and Charikleia. This, at least, is the 
interpretation of Philip, who views the Ethiopian Story as 'the wine of contemplation' ('tov 
olvov 'tfl~ 9£ropia~, 1. 38), which teaches the reader philosophical truths allegorically (Taran 
1992, 216). 
'A't't1.KoC; roy: cf. 2.27.3 for the fascination stories about Egypt held for the Greeks at 
Delphi. These words, like those of Kalasiris (3.15.1 below, and note) and Knemon (4.4.3 
below, and note) may be taken to refer to Heliodorus' own narrative (Sandy 1982a, 25). 
Heliodorus certainly does refer to his own narrative in a metaliterary way at times (cf. 
4.8.1 and note) but in this instance the effect is more probably to emphasise Knemon's 
voracious and uncritical appetite for stories. 
The Athenian love of stories was well-known (cf. dcil9a't£ 9£a'tat Myrov yiyv£cr9at, 
Thuc. 3.38.4 [cf. 3.1.1 above and note]; 01. ~EV 'A't'tucot 1t£pi£pyot 'tat~ A.aA.t<Xt~, U1tOUA.Ot. 
O'UKo<pav'tcOO£t~. 1tapa'tT1Pl1't<Xt 'tIDV ~£Vl.1CIDV ~irov ... ot OE £iA.tKPtv£i~ 'A911vaiot ~pt~£iC; 'tIDV 
t£xvIDV <XKpoa'tat Kat 9£a'tat O'Uv£X£ic;, Dicaearchus fro 59.4.2-4, 8-9 [Muller]; 'A911vaiot ~E 
1t<xv-re~ Kat Ot tmol1~ouv-rec; l;tvOt EtC; o'i>Mv E'tEPOV l1'i>Kaipouv T\ t..ty£t V n T\ ' <XKOU£t v n 
Katv6-repov, Acts 17.21; «~6vOt yap i>~£i~ OUK <XKOU£'t£ 'tTtV 1toA.u1tpay~ocruvTJV 'tIDV 
'A911vatrov; ofU.t6c; tcrn A.aA.o~ Kat <ptMOtKOC;», Char. 1.1.6). This trait saved the lives of 
many soldiers after their capture at Syracuse in 413 BC (£vtOt OE Kat ~t' EUpt1tiOl1V 
tcrIDel1crav, Pluto Nic. 29.2.5). The use of this kind of literary stereotype suggests that 
Heliodorus knew Athens only from books (Kowarna 1959, 75). 
Knemon is consistently characterised as a young Athenian, of good family (cf. 
1.9.1; 1.13.1; 2.7.3; 2.26.3; 6.2.3; 6.7.9). A number of details are added to the narrative to 
comply with this identity, even at the expense of chronology: 1.10.1 (Demainete is filled 
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with passion on seeing Knemon at the Panathenaic festival); 1.16.3 (Thisbe arranges to 
meet Aristippos at the monument to Epicurus-a well known anachronism in the work); 
1.13.4 (the assembly proposes that Knemon be thrown into the pit of execution, near the 
Akropolis); 1.17.5 (Demainete commits suicide in the pit in the Akademia, where the 
polemarchs sacrifice to the Heroes: cf. Ath. Const. 58; Paus. 1.29.15). Thisbe likewise is 
Athenian (2.10.4; 2.24.1; 2.8.2) and Knemon refers to his life as an Athenian tragedy 
(2.11.2)--a striking instance of Heliodorus' metaliterary imagination. 
tTtV 1tOJi1tTty OVOJi<XO"tTtv EV OA.l:y<Xt~ YEVOJiEV11v: 'a procession famous as few others are'. 
This phrase is potentially ambiguous (as the various translations show); it could refer to 
the procession as an institution or this particular enactment of it. The following expression 
(aut,,; tE EVEKEV Kat trov ES aut~ a1to~avtrov) makes it clear that the latter interpretation 
is to be preferred. 
ai>t"~ 'tE EvEKEV leal. 'tIDY ES <xu'tfjc; a1to~av'tmv: Kalasiris justifies his digression to 
describe the procession on the grounds that it explains how Theagenes and Charikleia meet 
during the ceremony and thus advances the plot. 
~ha8"0"0Ji<X1.: Koraes (1804-1806 ad loc.) links this word with 01.a8ton; 'graphic 
representations' (cf. Ath. 5.26.3-7 [Kaibel], Ecpa1t'tioE; ... nv£; Ji£V EiK6va~ EXOOO<Xt ... at 
O£ Jiu81.Kac; Ota8toEtC;; Plut. Demetr. 22.4.1-22.5.1, tTtV 1tEPl. tOV 'IaA.'\)oov Ota6Effiv). Naber 
(1873, 334) suggests Ol.11yi]oOJi<Xt for Ota6i]ooJi<Xt but this normalisation is unnecessary since 
Knemon had requested Kalasiris to give a graphic description of the procession (see 3.1.1 
above and note). 
Kalasiris resumes his description of the procession 
3.1.3 'HYEt'tO JiEV EK<X't6Ji~11: l1YEl'to is the conventional word for describing a procession. 
Cf. Iamblichos Bab. fro '1.8 (Stephens & Winkler 1995, 224), 'HyouV't<Xt 0' l.1t1tEtc; 
(}I(1']1ttouXOt; Xen. Cyr. 8.3.16, l1YEltO 0' au'trov Xpoociv'tac;. 
Philostratus (Her. 741.14 [Olearius]) talks of the sacrifice of a white bull to the 
dead Achilles as a god and a black bull to him as a hero, whereas Pindar (Nem. 7.47) 
mentions a mass of victims (1toA.'\)6utot;). Heliodorus has followed the earlier tradition in 
order to make the ceremony more grandiose. The elaborate account of the sacrifice of 
these animals may owe something to Julian's attempt to revive blood sacrifice (Amm. 
Marc. 22.12.6 (362 ADD, which had been banned by Christian emperors, despite the 
debate on this question within neoPlatonic circles (Bradbury 1995,331-356). However, the 
sacrifice of hecatombs is a Homeric idea (see 3.1.4 below and note) and Heliodorus is 
clearly using epic vocabulary in his description (see below on KaA.A.i~rovoi, for example). 
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'troY 't£1.0'\J~EVroV Cxvl)proV: Heliodorus uses the future middle 't£1.0U~Evrov here and the 
future passive (with passive sense) 't£1.£o1hl(m~Evrov at the conclusion of the novel, 'troY Ext 
'tql Y<l~Ql ~Ucr'ttlCro'tEProv . . . 't£1.£cr9,.,(m~Evrov (10.41.3), although the future passive is norm-
ally used with middle sense (cf. Theophrast. Char. 16.11 a). 
Cxvl)p&v CxypotlCO'tEProV ~iov 't£ lCal cr't01."V E<p£1.lCO~EvroV : 'AypOtlCO'ttproV is the emendation 
of Koraes (followed by RL) for CxypOtlCO'ttpOV, which Colonna (l987b, 1938) retains with 
the codices. On the reading of Koraes, E<p£1.lCO~EVroV is used absolutely (with the object 
£lCa'to~~,.,v understood) and ~tOV 't£ lCat cr't01."V are accusatives of respect after CxypOtlCO-
'ttprov. The verb E<pE1.lCro is used in the required sense of leading animals (admittedly not 
without an expressed object) by Herodotus (tX1tOV E1tt1.lCOOOaV, 5.12). This seems easier 
than taking E<p£1.lCO~EVrov (middle used as active) in a metaphorical sense in this context, as 
CxYPOtlCO'tEPOV would require. 
~ro~a £lC<lcr'tql Xt'trova A£UlCOV: Colonna (l987b, 1938) reads ~oo~a on the strength of the 
codices and Ach. Tat. 3.21.2 (to which add 1.1.7; 5.3 .6). The form ~oo~a is attested in the 
5th-4th century BC as a medical term ( 'bandage ' ) in Hippoc. Art. 14.41, and in Strabo 
7.2.3. RL refer to 5.33.1 , where the reading of the codices is ~ro~a'to;, which is the more 
frequent and the more regular form: cf. , e.g. , Hom. II. 4.187; Soph. EI. 452; Long. 1.4.2. 
Hesychius uses both forms (for ~oo~a s. v. cr'tEAAa) but ~ro~a more frequently (s. v. ~ro~a). 
Zro~a is also the form attested in the 2ndl3rd century (Clem. AI. Paed. 2.12 [124.2.5]) but 
in the fourth century ~oo~a is used: cf., e.g., Basil of Caesaria Ep. 2.6. In view of the 
uncertainty of the date of Heliodorus, there do not appear to be firm enough grounds to 
emend the text. 
1tEA£1CUV l)icr'toJ.l.ov: this unusual expression seems to come from Euripides (iT. 530.5-6, 
1t£A.ElC£ro; ~t ~icr'toJ.l.oV / YEVUV ExaAA' 'AYlCato;), particularly because of the use of the verb 
E1taAA' which Heliodorus has replaced with E1t£lCpa~atv£v (cf. the following note), but cf. 
Hsch. <XSiv,., (Xen. Cyr. 6.2.34, used of a tree-felling axe) ~lcr'toJ.l.o; 1tE1.£lCU;. The word 
1tE1.£lCU; is used of a double-headed battle-axe in the Classical period (Hdt. 7.135) but in 
Homer (II. 17.520, Od. 3.442) and in Minoan religion the double-headed axe was a 
sacrificial instrument and a cult object that symbolised the power to kill and was often 
used as a votive gift (Nilsson 1971 , 194-235; Burkert 1985, 38). For the anthropological 
significance of the 1tE1.£lC~ in the ox-sacrifice at the Panathenaic festival: cf. Burkert 
(1983 , 136-143). Here the word is used in the Homeric sense, since 3.5.2 suggests that the 
axes were used in the simultaneous slaughter of the holocaust. 
E1t£lCpaOOtv£v 'wave about, flourish': an extremely rare word. Cf. 'tat; EAXtcrtV EXtlCpa-
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baivEO"8at (Greg. Nyss. Contra Fatum 50.21-2 [McDonough]); EVEpYEiae; J.1Ea'toe; 6 
E1ttKpabaivOlv 'to Mpu (Schoi. in Hom. ad II. 10.369). The scholiast refers to the line bOWt 
b' E1to:taaOlv 1tpOaEq>T\ Kpa'tEpoc; LltOJ.1"b1le; showing that he glosses E1tataaOlv with 
E1ttKpabaivIDv. Cf. Morgan (1979, at 10.31.6). 
3.1.4 Oi lloEc; J.1EA.aVE~ xav'tEC;: black victims were considered appropriate to a sacrifice to 
a dead hero, white to the gods (Philostr. Her. 741). Circe, for example, put a black ram and 
ewe on board Odysseus' ship as suitable victims with which to summon the dead, 'toq>pa b' 
up' OtXOJ.1EV1l KipKT) mpa VT\l J.1EAaivn / clPVEtOV Ka'ttb1laEv o'iv enAUV 'tE J.1EAatVaV (Hom. Od. 
10.571-2). Plutarch provides evidence for the use of a black bull, l:J.1upvatot 'to 1taAatOV 
AtoAEte; OV'tEe; euou(J't Bouf)poo'tEt 'taupov J.1EAaVa (Quaest. Cony. 694all-b2 [Stephanus]). 
On the religious significance of black and white in Greek thought: cf. Radke (1936) passim 
(a work I have not seen). Here black victims are offered to the hero Neoptolemus. 
'tOY aUXEva aq>ptyrov'tEC;: Longus uses aq>ptYIDv'tE<; of the sexually frustrated lovers, Daphnis 
and Chloe, ot M. VEOt Kat aq>ptYIDV'tEe; Kat 1tOAUV TlbT\ XPOVOV tpOl'ta ~1l'tOUV'tEe;. E~EKaov'to 
1tpOe; 'ta clKOUaJ.1a'ta (3.13.3) and aq>pt YIDv'ta for Daphnis' erection in the episode in which 
he is seduced by Lykainion (3.18.4). The word is chiefly used as a present participle and 
often in an adjectival sense collocating with VEOe; (cf., e.g., E. Andr. 196, Long. 3.13.3, 
Pluto Mar. 734e4). The word generally connotes youthful vigour: cf. Plato Leg. 840b2; 
Arist. Clouds 799; Philostr. Gym. 58.13: Suda (s. v. l:q>ptYIDV) vEa~Olv. au~Olv. (j(pU~OlV. 
f)pa~Olv. EUaOlJ.1a'tIDv. clKJ.1a~Olv. clVeIDV. me; b' EuXpoE1:e;. roc; St aq>ptY~ 'to aIDJ.1cl aou. KaV 'taupov 
uYXOtC;. The description of the oxen is generally reminiscent of Achilles Tatius, 'to J.1£v yap 
J.1EYEeOC; 1tclVU J.1Eyac;. 'tov aUXEva mxuc;. 'tov VID'tOV 1tAa't'i>c;. 'trw yaa'tEpa 1tOA UC; (2.15.3); 
llabi~Et M 'taupoc; lHVauXEvIDV Kat c001tEp E1ttbEtKVUJ.1EVOC; o'tt 'troY UAAOlV f3o&v Ea'tt f)amAEuc; 
(2.15.4). Koraes accuses Heliodorus of juvenile sophistry here but the description lends an 
atmosphere of animal vitality to the scene which is entirely in keeping with the sensuality 
of the encounter between Theagenes and Charikleia. 
The predominantly adjectival use of aq>ptYIDV'tEC;, as well as the close resemblance 
of this passage to Ach. Tat. 2.15.3 quoted above, suggest that aUXEva here is an accusative 
of respect. 
"to J.1£V KEpac; clUpt"t"tOV Kat abtaa"tpocpov ~{)VOV"tEC; 6 J.Ltv t1ttXPOOOV 6 M aV8tvotc; 
a"tEq>aVOtC; bta1tAOKov: Another Homeric touch (Feuillatre 1966, 50). The gilding of the 
horns of cattle is attested to by Homer in Nestor's words to Athene (Od. 3.382-4): 
'aot b' au tyro PE~Ol f30uv TlVtv EUPUJ.1E'tOl1tOV. 
clbJ.1"'tT)V, ilv ou 1tO) U1tO ~uyov TlyaYEv clV"p· 
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't1lV 'tOl Eyffi p£;oo xpucrov K£pamV 1t€PlXEUa;.' 
'0 ~£V ... 6 ~£ ... in the Heliodorus passage means 'some ... others ... ' rather than 'the 
one ... the other ... ' (as Hadas ad IDe. translates). 
Notice the use of polysyllabic words beginning with the alpha privative (cf. also 
axpav'tov Kat lxKilPa'tov Kat lx~1.(xcp90pov 6vo~a~oucra, 2.33.5) repeated in close proximity 
(a,repl't'tov Kat lx~lacr'tpO<pov) and the repetition of the prefix ~ta. Complex vocabulary and 
a striving for rhyme are characteristic of Heliodorus' prose. 
crtJ.lOl 't'I)v KVTtJ.lllV: Herodotus describes the ponies of Sigynnae as m~oi, (5.9.7-10). The 
word is properly used of the nose: cf. the evil horse in Plato's charioteer simile (Phaedr. 
253el-5); the hippopotamus (Hdt. 2.71.4); dogs (Xen. Cyn. 4.1.2), and goats (The ocr. 8.50). 
Simos is a name given to satyrs on Greek vases and Sime is the name of a woman on a 
funerary plaque fragment by Exekias (Berlin F1814; ABV 146.22). Strabo mentions Simos 
as the name of a poet who invented a genre of erotic poetry, which was named after him, 
l:tJ.lo; 6 J.lEA01tOlO; 1tapacp9Eipac; Kat a'i>'tOc; 't'JlV 'trov 1tpO'tEpoov J.lEA.o1tOl&V lxywtn,v Kat 't'JlV 
m~cp~iav Eicrayayrov (14.1.41). A similar discussion is given in Ath. 14.620d-e. Morgan 
(1979, at 10.31.3) notes that Heliodorus also uses mJ,!Oc; to describe how Theagenes flexes 
his shoulders before his bout with the Ethiopian giant. The phrase means 'With stubby, 
muscular legs' (KYilJ.ll1 refers to the lower leg between knee and ankle: cf. LSJ ad IDe.) but 
the words also add connotations of sexual exuberance to the scene which reinforce the 
erotic character of the encounter. 
6 ~£ ap1.8J.loc; aKp$cDc; h:a't6J.l1311 Kat Eic; aATt9ElaV 'to ovoJ.la XA.llPOi)V'tEC;: a 'hecatomb' 
meant 'a sacrifice of a hundred cattle' but the number, in fact, varied. Homer used the 
word readily and favoured the plural of this word, O'tfjcra VEac; Kat EpE;a 'tEA1')Ecrcrac; 
EKa't6J.lf3ac;. (Od 4.582), though the singular is also commonly found, e.g. E; XpUOilv tKaVEv 
ayoov tEPn,V EKa't6J.lf311v (11. 1.431). 
3.1.5 <XAAOOV t£PE\OOv ~l.alPopov 1tA.fj60C;: cf. 3.5.2 where cattle, lambs and goats are 
mentioned specifically. Heliodorus' description is detailed only in part. Particular high-
lights are brought out against a broadly undifferentiated background. Cf. 3.10.3, where 
Heliodorus passes over the details of the banquet of Theagenes (praeteritio) but focuses on 
the melancholy disposition of the hero. 
The procession of Thessalian maidens 
3.2.1 KaAAi~oovoi nVEC; Kat l3a9'i>~mvol: cf. Homer 11 7.139, av~pE; nKAflO1Cov KaAA.i~rovoi 
'tE yuvatKE;; Od 23.147, av~p&v 1t<X1.~6v'toov KaAAl~rovoov 'tE YUV<X1.KroV; 11. 9.594, 'tEKYa ~E 't' 
aAA.ol ayoum f3a9~rovou; 'tE yuvatKac;; Od 3.154, ~eu~rovouc; 'tE yuvatKac;. Heliodorus 
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combines the two words (which never occur together as a phrase in Homer) for homoio-
teleuton. For metrical reasons Homer prefers EU~OlVOt in his formulae (cf. Ii. 1.429; 6.467; 
9.366; 9.590; 9.667; 23 .261; 23.760) to the polysyllabic KaAAt- and l3a9u- compounds, 
which Heliodorus does not avoid. B<X9'6KOA1tO<; (together with many other compounds of 
l3a9'6-) appears to refer to puffed out clothing rather like l3a9u~Olvo<; 'deep-girdled' 
(Nawratil 1959, 167). The choice of -~OlVOt as the second element of the compound may 
point to the following description of Charikleia' s ~IDVll . 
ropatO)v 1tAnp£t<;: ropato<; is related to 61tIDpll 'the fruits of autumn', as can be seen from 
Hesychius, <ropat01tIDAa<;>' 6 trW <XKIlTlV 1tOlAncra<;. 61tOlpo1tIDAll<;. taptX01tIDAll<;. Cf. 
Philostratus Her. 675.22 (Olearius) ; Ach. Tat. 1.15.4. Heliodorus normally restricts this 
word to human beauty, particularly the beauty of nubile young people (2.22.1, Nausikleia; 
3.3.7, Theagenes; 4.8.8 [cf. 10.16.9], Charikleia; 7.2.2, Thyamis; 7.8.2, Theagenes and 
Charikleia; 10.3.1, Charikleia). This usage is common in the romances: e.g. , X. Eph. 2.3.1 , 
Manto; Long. 3.31.3, Chloe; Hist. Alex. 8.3 .1 (recensio F). 
at ~E Kava 1t£1l1l<X'tOlV 't£ Ka1. 9ullt.all<X'tO)V KaVllCPop01>crat. 'tov 't61tOV £uO)~t~ Ka't£1tV£Ov: 
the offering of cakes, flowers and fruits and the use of incense was customary in 
processions and sacrifices for the dead (Feuillatre 1966, 51). For the fragrant scent of 
flowers and incense wafted on a gentle breeze at the sacrifice sent to Tyre by the people of 
Sidon: cf. Ach. Tat. (2.15.1-4), t<x 9Ullt<Xllata. Kacrcrta Kal. Atl3aVOlto<; Kal. Kp6KO<;' 't<X (iv91l. 
v<XplCtcrcro<; Kal. p6~a Kal. IlUpptVat· " ~E 'troY <XV9£OlV <xva1tV011 1tpo<; 'ti)v 'troY 9Ulltall<xtOlV 
i1pt~EV Mil r,v. to ~E 1tVE1>lla <xva1t£Il1t6IlEVOV Ei<; tOV atpa 'ti)v Mil TlV £KEP<XVVUE. Kal. flv 
(ivEIlO<; "~ovil<;. Heliodorus is more restrained than Achilles Tatius here. 
3.2.2 chc; elV l3a~t~£tv 't£ alla Ka1. xop£'6£tv aU'tat<; £'Y'Ytvot.to: the people of Thessaly 
attached great importance to dancing, according to Lucian, who notes that they called their 
leaders 1tPOOPXllcr'ti)PE<; 'dance leaders ' , and inscribed honorific titles on the statues of their 
best dancers (De Salt. 14.1-8). He also notes that Neoptolemus invented the , Pyrrhic dance 
(cf. 3.10.2 below, and note). 
RL identify the dance with the 'Y£pavo<;, ' the crane ' , on the basis of a report by 
Plutarch of information given in his source Dicaearchus (Thes. 21 .1-3) according to whom 
this dance was first performed by Theseus on the island of Delos, where he stopped after 
he had escaped from Crete with Ariadne. The dance represented the convolutions of the 
labyrinth and was performed around an altar made of left-hand horns. On this occasion 
Theseus was said to have put on games for which the palm was first awarded as a prize. 
According to Plutarch, the 'Y£pavo<; was still performed in his own day by the people of 
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Delos (Ioc. cit.). Lucian only mentions the YEpavo~ in passing as a famous early form of 
dancino the roots from which the flower and mature fruits of the art developed later (Dc 
0 ' 
Salt. 34). 
The identification between the YEpaVO~ and the dance performed during the 
procession for Neoptolemus appears to rest on the windings and turnings performed by the 
dancers (the name YEpavo~ may be derived from a root (*gcr-) meaning 'to wind' (OeD 
s. v. 'Dancing' ). Plutarch uses the words 1tapaAAa~E1.~ Kat aVEAi~Et~ to express these move-
ments, whereas Heliodorus has only £YKapmov 'oblique', which Hesychius glosses as 
1twYt~ 'transverse, sideways, sloping' . The Suda uses the word of the transverse benches 
of a ship (s. v. £YKatvtOE;) and the diagonal of a geometrical half-rhombus (s. v. £ll~AOV). 
There are other differences between the YEpavo~ and the dance under discussion: the 
former is nocturnal and performed by unmarried young men while the latter is diurnal and 
executed by young girls. In addition, there is no thematic connection between the exploits 
of Theseus and those of Neoptolemus. Furthermore, the dancers would have difficulty in 
carrying out intricate movements with baskets on their heads and there is no mention of a 
singing choir accompanying the dancing choir as in the present passage (F euillatre 1966, 
52 and n. 5). Feuillatre describes the dance as 'une combinaison entre la danse 
hyporchematique et la marche processionelle. ' The hyporcheme is mentioned by 
Athenaeus as a dance closely related to the K6poa~ (Dcip. 14.630e) in which the chorus 
sings as it dances, and which is danced by men as well as women (Ioc. cit. 14.631c-d; cf. 
also Dcip. 1.20d-21a; 21e-22d; 14.628c-631e.) Clearly what is required is a dance suited to 
the theme of the marriage of Peleus and Thetis which forms the subject of the hymn 
(3 .2.2). For modern studies of Greek dancing in antiquity, see Lonsdale (1993), Mullen 
(1982) and Lawler (1964). 
Heliodorus mentions dancing quite often (cf. 3.10.3 below and note, 4.17.1 , 4.19.8, 
5.15.3, 6.8.3 , 6.15.3 and 10.38.3), perhaps because of the close relationship between 
dancing and drama. According to Lucian, tragedy, comedy and satyr plays have their 
distinctive forms of dance, " £llllEAEta, 6 K6poa~, " mx1.vv1.~, respectively (Dc Salt. 26) and 
pantomime was a form of narrative dance which shared the same subject matter as 
tragedies, except that they were more sophisticated and complex (op. cit. 31.1-4). 
Pantomime and narrative fiction are closely related in that they are genres which are 
unrestricted in form and in that they take £proc; as their main theme. Lucian claims that 
pantomime included a wide range of educational material; musical, poetical and 
philosophical (op. cit. 35.5-tO) and emphasises the part erotic adventures play in it (op. cit. 
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59.5-6). The close relationship between the dancing and drama should be borne in mind in 
view of Heliodorus ' interest in the theatre (cf. 3.1. 1, 3.1.1 , 4.5.3 above and notes) and his 
taste for spectacle and colour. 
'to EVOOO1.110V ... i>um111atvEv: EvMmllOV is used of a trumpet note giving the signal for 
the start of a foot-race (4.3.1, metaphorical at 4.16.2) and of a flute melody played to 
sheep (5.14.2). Cf. also Arist. Rhet. 1414b; Suidas, Hesch. s. v. EvMmll~. This sense of the 
word is reinforced by the accompanying verb U1tEmlllmVEv: cf. Suda, <l:ll11aoi.a:> q>UVEP-
(OOt~ Sta O'a"-1ttY'Yo~ and Athenaeus ' description of the procession through Alexandria 
during the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, 1tpo£lCu81l"to S' au'tou E1tt "tQ) "tpaXTt"-ql "tOU 
EAt<pav"to~ l:a't1)piO"lCo~ 1tEV'ta1tllXU~ EO''tE<pavoollEv~ 1ti 'tOO~ O''t£<p<xVql XP1>O'Q), 't'fj S£~t~ XEtpt 
aiyEiql lCEpan XP1>O'4) O"Tlllaivrov (5.31.21-25 [KaibeID. However, EvMmllOV may also refer 
to the ' theme ' of a speech (Arist. Rhet. 1415a; LSJ9 s. v. Evoomllo~) and Heliodorus uses it 
to mean 'the starting point of a plan, an idea' (5 .21.1 , cf. 9.4.2 where the people of Syene 
make a channel as a starting point for the waters of the Nile in case the dyke holding back 
the river should break). Here one chorus provides the theme for a second chorus who are 
to sing the whole song. Perhaps Heliodorus had an antiphonal choral ode in mind. 
Knemon interrupts (2) to ask for an account of the hymn 
3.2.3 Meta 'tai>'ta~: RL understand lC6pa~ as the noun to be supplied with the feminine 
demonstrative pronoun following Hirschig's emendation, but Colonna (1987b, 1938) 
retains 'toi>'to1>~ and understands xopo~ as the antecedent with the majority of the MSS. 
Hirschig's suggestion is therefore unnecessary. 
«Ti KvTtlloov» E<Pl1 () KvfU.LCllV: on the reversion to the narrative frame : cf. 3.1.1 above, and 
note; Hefti (1950, 46). Knemon's demand to hear as well as to visualise the spectacle is 
finally realised when he claims to actually see Theagenes and Charikleia on the basis of 
Kalasifis' description (3.4.7; cf. Morgan 1991, 98). 
Boissonade (1806, p. 313) notes the parallel in Philostratus (Her. 663.23 
[Olearius]), CI>. IIapEAeoollEv, "Su yap 1tOU avaxvEi'trov <pu'trov. 'A. Ti Atyw; "Si>; 
The hymn to Thetis 
3.2.4 Hymns were, of course, regularly sung at religious festivals in Greece: cf. SyJ. 
3.695.25; Furley (1993, 26; 31-38); Russell (1990b, 199-219); Bremer (1981 , 193-215); 
Reardon (1971, 143-148). The hymn to Thetis appears best taken as a genealogical hymn 
in terms of the classification of the third or fourth century rhetorician Menander (Men. 
Rhet. 338-339: cf. Russell & Wilson 1981 , 19-21). Menander points out that genealogical 
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hymns overlap with the mythological type and suggests that they are more suited to poetry 
than to prose and should be kept brief. Heliodorus therefore appears to be following 
convention in the composition of this poem. This is entirely suited to his purpose here 
which is to prepare for the entrance of his hero, Theagenes-himself a descendant of 
Thetis-with a poem celebrating his ancestral line (cf. 3.3.5 below, and note). Menander's 
discussion of fictitious hymns concerns hymns which are original and inventive, such as 
the Agathon's hymn to Eros, for whom no hymn had yet been composed (177a7-8), in 
Plato's Symposium (197c-e). Heliodorus ' hymn is not of this type, since Thetis was a 
familiar goddess and a traditional poetic subject (cf., e.g., Pind. Pyth. 3.92; Anth. Pal. 5.48; 
5.94; 7.1; 7.2; 7.142; 9.385; 9.470; 9.771; 10.15; 14.116; 16.15; Cat. 64.31-32). The writing 
of hymns to deities also constituted a sub-genre in sacred rhetoric and poetic hymns were 
often composed, especially by Aristides: cf., e.g., Aelius Aristides Or 38.7; Anderson 
(1993a, 80); Reardon (1971, 264); Bowie (1989, 214-229), noting Caracalla's admiration 
for the citharode Mesomedes, who sang a poem on Troy during the emperor's visit to that 
city in 214 AD. For the prose hymns of Aelius Aristides: cf. Russell (1990b, 199-219). The 
hymn is an exception to the relative lack of poetry in Heliodorus and the romances in 
general (Kerenyi 19622, 238), although short quotations, such as part of a fragment of 
Euripides (fr. 449), Xatpov'tae; Kat £ucprU.I.Ouvme; EK1t£).l1t£tv is quoted in the Ethiopian Story 
(7.11.9; cf. also Seneca ApocoJocyntosis 4.2). 
Philostratus also has a version of the Thessalian hymn to Thetis in the Hcroicus 
(741.23-742.5 [De Lannoy] with scansion). The Hcroicus is a fictitious dialogue between a 
Phoenician and a vine-dresser in the Thracian Chersonese, who states that he has accurate 
information about what actually happened at Troy through the ghost of Protesilaus, the 
first Greek to die in the war (cf. Anderson 1986, 241-57). In the course of the discussion, 
the vine-dresser explains the original nature of the embassy of 14 that was sent to Achilles 
from Thessaly every year of the war in compliance with an oracle from Dodona in terms 
of which they were to sacrifice a white bull to him both as a god and a black one as a 
fallen mortal. The embassy sailed to Troy at night and sang the following hymn to Thetis 
before making land: 
eE'tt 1C1)aVEa, E>E'tt Il1lA£ta, 
'tov ).lE'Yav &. 'tEK£e; 'Olov 'AXtAA£a, 'tou 
9va'tCx ).lEV ocrov cp'ixne; ilv£'YK£v, 
Tpota MtX£, crae; ~' ocrov a9av<x'to'O 
'YEVEae; 1tatC; ECY1tacr£, Ilono<; EX£t. 
l3<xiv£ 1tpOC; ai1tuv 'tOV~E KOAIDVOV 
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~E't' 'AXtAl.£roc; E~1tUpU . . . 
~UtV' ao<iK:pu'toC; ~E'ta 6ECmUAiuc;. 
e£n KUUV£U. e£n rr11A.£iu. 
Both hymns are genealogical hymns, which show ring-composition, beginning and ending 
with the same line in each case. In terms of content, the two hymns both refer to the fact 
that Thetis belonged to the sea (dVUAiotO, <XACx; [HId.], KUUVEU, rr6v'toC; EXEt [Phil.]); her 
immortality (a9uv<l'tuv ... K6puv [HId.], a9uv<l'tou YEVEUC; [Phil.]); her giving birth to 
Achilles (E~'tEKEV Auy6vIDV [HId.], 'tEKE~ [Phil.]); the destruction of Troy (1t£paE1tOAtV 
Tprorov [HId.), Tpoiu ... A<lXE [Phil.]); invoke favour of a hero (tA1lKOtC; [HId.], ~UtV' 
[Phil.]); and mention the sacrifice (OEXvucro ... 't<lVOE 9uT\1toAiT\V [HId.], E~1tUpU [Phil.]). 
The similarity in content and vocabulary is striking for poems of such short length and one 
was clearly influenced by the other. In view of the metrical innovation of Heliodorus (see 
below) and the extent of the influence of Philo stratus on Heliodorus, the latter probably 
made use of the former. Alternatively, both derive from a common source (possibly an 
actual Delphic hymn, though I know of no evidence for this). 
Heliodorus made use of elegiac pentameters for his hymn rather than the more 
usual (though irregular) anapaests of Philo stratus (De Lannoy 1981, 166-175), perhaps 
because of the movements of the dance (cf. RL ad lac.) and the solemnity of the rite. The 
substitution of spondees for dactyls in line 10 draw attention to the name Neoptolemus. 
The use of pentameters is unusual in Greek poetry of the Late Empire (Feuillatre 1966, 
52); the change of metre from anapaests to pentameters may suggest that Heliodorus was 
attempting to upstage his model Philostratus (Bowie 1989, 214-221). This argument is 
somewhat weakened by the inconsistency with which Heliodorus deploys the Doric dialect 
in his hymn (note, for example, IIuq>i11V), but the hymn is lexically more complex than the 
Philostratus piece and contains rare words (ayA.utuv. tA1lKOtC;), compounds (xpucmEeEtpU, 
ooupo~uvi1, 1t£pcrE1tOAtV, PUcrt1tOAtV) and metaphors (acr"CEporoV). 
A further argument suggesting that Heliodorus was the borrower here, can be seen 
in the context in which Philostratus' hymn is set. In the Heroicus, the vine-dresser explains 
to his Phoenician interlocutor that the Thessalians later failed to observe the custom of 
sacrificing to Achilles, and that, although the cult was revived in times of drought and 
again during Xerxes' invasion of Greece, the spirit of Achilles threatened to send 'an evil 
thing' against Thessaly from the sea (where he was living on an island with Helen of 
Troy!). The vine-dresser concludes by stating that the 'evil' that Achilles sent against 
Thessaly was the secret of the murex shell that enabled man to grow rich from dying 
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clothes. Whether or not the entire story was invented by Philostratus, it appears to be an 
aetiology for the EV<X'YtO'J..L6<;, or ceremony of purification to the spirits of the dead (see 
below). Heliodorus uses this aetiology to buttress the religious tone of the encounter 
between Theagenes and Charikleia-it is important for the sanctity of the love between his 
hero and heroine that it should occur at an EV(X'YtO'J..L6<; rather than at a £op'ttl. Indirect 
reference to the Thessalian religious ceremony in honour of Achilles also further substan~ 
hates the connection between Theagenes and that hero. Thus it makes good sense for 
Heliodorus to use Philostratus and very little sense the other way around. 
Heliodorus' hymn was included in the Anthologia Palatina (9.485), whereas Philo~ 
stratus' version was not (although another poem attributed to a Philostratus is found in the 
Planudean Appendix [16.110]). The anthology also contains a couplet on the pantarb stone 
from the romance (8.11.2; AP 9.490) but not the following couplet concerning the libera-
tion of Theagenes and Charikleia from Arsake's power (8.11.3) or the oracle given to 
Kalasiris (2.35.5). Evidently the hymn and the pantarb couplet were considered to be 
easily detachable from their context and able to stand alone in the collection. Heliodorus' 
poem may have been anthologised in the fourth-century collection, composed in the 380s 
(Cameron 1993b, 90-96). Ausonius made use of this collection in composing his Epitaphia 
(epitaphs on Trojan heroes) and this would increase the likelihood that the hymn to Thetis 
was part of this anthology, since it is a supplication to the dead hero of the Trojan War, 
Neoptolemus. The earlier collection by Diogenian (who flourished during the reign of 
Hadrian) would appear to be too early for Heliodorus. However, it is also possible, given 
the popularity of the romance among the Byzantine scholars (see 4.17.5 below and note), 
that the hymn was put into the later anthology of Constantine Cephalas (c. 900 AD). 
Tav 9E't1.V a£i~(i): A conventional poetic opening (cf., e.g., Homeric Hymn to Hera 1, 
"HPl1v <l£l.~(O Xp'\)o69povov, ilv 'tEKE 'PEl.l1; Homeric Hymn to Hennes 1; Homeric Hymn to 
Artemis 1; Eur. Her. 681). The cult of Thetis was centred appropriately in Thessa1y. The 
hymn to Thetis creates the expectation of a love-encounter in the mind of the reader, since 
her marriage with Peleus is often taken as the model of blissful love with an undertone of 
tragic consequences. Cf. Chariton 1.1.16-the marriage of Chaereas and Kallirhoe was like 
that of Peleus and Thetis as the poets describe it; 2.3.8, where the author describes the love 
of immmortais for mortals as a theme for poets and historians; 6.3.4; Pindar (lsthm. 8.27-
40)-the story of the love of Zeus and Poseidon for Thetis; Iliad (18.34-147)-Thetis' 
account of the birth of Achilles and her prophecy of his imminent death. Cf. also Pindar 
Pyth. 3.92-105; Catullus 64.19-49. Philostratus (Her. 729-738 [OleariusD tells how Peleus 
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slept with Thetis without knowing she was a goddess. On learning that she was divine he 
was afraid and wished to flee but Thetis persuaded him to stay by citing the union of Eos 
with Tithonos, Aphrodite with Anchises and Selene with Endymion. 
N11P£oC; <x8av<X'tav EivaA.iotO lCopav: N11PEOC; for N11PEroc; for the sake of the metre. The line 
recalls Homer II. 1.538, 'Apy'Upo1tE~a eEnc;. 9'uy<x't11p <xAiOtO yEPOV'tOC;. Thetis is listed as one 
of the daughters of Nereus by, e.g., Herodotus (7.191) and Apollodorus (Bib. 1.11.4). In 
line 4 of this hymn Thetis is described as 't<xv aMc; <xyA.atav. 
't<xv /noc; EvvEmn II"U1: y,,~a~£vav: Thetis was married to Peleus with the consent 
(EVVEcrtn) of Zeus, since he feared the prophecy that she would bear a son stronger than his 
father (Pind. Isthm. 8.34-38). The use of the singular (EVVEcrtn) is a solecism-the plural is 
the normal epic idiom (cf. Hom. II. 5.894, LSJ9 s. v. EVEcrta). 
't<xv aA.Oc; <XyA.atav: uyA.ata is Homeric (cf., e.g., Od 15.78); cf. also uyA.<X1:crJla (3.6.2 
below, and note). 
IIacpi"v: Paphos is a city on Cyprus, in which there was a famous temple of Aphrodite 
Anadyomene. The adjective therefore strictly belongs to Aphrodite (cf. Anth. Pal. 5.94) 
and the description of Thetis as 'our Aphrodite' is a little catachrestic, but understandable 
in the sense that Thetis emerged from the foam of the sea to lie with Peleus (cf. Hom. II. 
18.402f.; Pindar Nem. 4.62; Apollod. 3.13.5). Similarly, the unusual epithet XP'UcroE8Etpa 
(the Homeric epithet for Thetis is T\,UlCOjlOC;, lC<XAAl1tAOlC<XjlOC;, 't<XV61tE1tAOC; or apy'Upo-
1tE~<X) is only used of Aphrodite elsewhere (lbycus fro 1a.9; S151.9). It is hard to see how 
the use of IIacpi"v here means that Theagenes was of mystic descent (cf. Merkelbach 1962, 
240 n. 2). The associations between Thetis and Aphrodite in the hymn rather serve to 
strengthen the erotic prelude to the meeting between Theagenes and Charikleia. 
The mixture of Ionic and Doric forms in a~E'tEpav IIacpi"v indicates that Heliodorus 
was unfamiliar with poetry (cf. Colonna 1967, 250). 
~o'Upo~avfj: RL prefer this form (cf. Anth. Pal. 9.553.4-5 [oo'Upo~av,,<;]) with VMCcI>A 
rather than oopl~avfl (cf. Eur. Supp. 485 [oopt~av"c;]) with BPZII. The Ionic form would be 
Oo'Upt- (cf. ~0'UptlCA.'U't6C;, Hom. II. 5.45; oo'UptlCA.Et't6C;, Hom. II. 5.55) and so Colonna (1938) 
and Bekker (1855) read ~o'Upt~avfj, although this variant does not occur in the MSS. 
Compounds of OOPt- (Ion. ~O'UPl-) occur more frequently than those using oO'Upo- (cf. LSJ9 
ad loc.) but this does not necessarily mean that Heliodorus would have used this form. In 
such a doubtful case, the more poetic form (oo'Upo~av"c;) should be retained. 
~tov 'AXlAAi'ja, 'tou lCUO<; oup<xVtOv: Koraes appropriately quotes Pindar on the fame of 
Achilles, ou~' £crnv otnO) ~<xp~apoc; I OU'tE roAiyyA.rocrcroc; XOA.tC;, II (inc; ou II11UOC; utn lCUOC; 
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11- / PO)()~ ... (Isthm. 6.24-25). 
Uoppa 'tEx:EV 1tat~a NEo1t'tOA.EllOV: this filiation of Neoptolemus, who is usually said to 
have been the son of Achilles and Deidameia (OCD s. v. Neoptolemus), is unique 
(Feuillatre 1966,52). The name Pyrrha is, of course, simply the feminine form ofPyrrhus. 
1tEPOE1tOAtV TpclxoV, PUcn1tOAtV Aavarov: cf. Verg. Aen. 2.263-267; 2.469-558; Pausanias 
(10.26.4) describes a painting by Polygnotos in Delphi showing Neoptolemus in the act of 
killing Astynoos after having killed Elasos. llEPOE1tOAtv was the epithet of Pallas Athena 
(Lamprocl. 1; Callim. Dian. 5.43) but P'Ucri.1tOAtv (from spuro 'deliver') is also used of the 
goddess (11. 6.305; Sept. 129; cf. also the scholion on this passage oi 1tEpt oro't11pta~ 1tOAE~ 
'ta~ xdpa~ aVExov'tE~ Pucri.1t'tOAtv Kat EPUcn1t'tOAtv 'A6TW<lV S1tEKaA01)v'to). Heliodorus' 
playful juxtaposition of these antithetical epithets is typical of his fondness for striking 
verbal effects. Neoptolemus cannot be said to have saved any Greek cities, although his 
presence at Troy was necessary for the capture of the city (Soph. Phil. 114-115, 345-347; 
Od. 11.508-509). 
E'l>llEvErov: RL read E'l>llEVEIDV 'favorablement', although UllEvatIDv is found in the majority 
of the MSS. (except for CZll) and is more common, e.g. Ach. Tat. 3.10.5, av'tt ~t ullEvatIDv 
n~ om 'tOY 6PTlvov (i~Et. However, 'singing the marriage song' makes no sense in this 
context and E'l>llEVEIDV finds a precedent in the Orphic Hymns: E1>llEVEIDV E1tapIDYo~ E1tEAeOt~ 
lloo'tt1tot..otmv (48.6); and Gregory Nazianzenus: 001. y' E'l>llEVEIDV (Cannina Dogmatica p. 
408 .3). 
6U111tOAt11v: 'act of sacrifice': cf. Ap. Rhod. 4.702, P£~E 6U111tOAt11V; Ach. Tat. 2.14.1, KEt6t 
&t>111tOAt11V OE <jl£PEtv K£AOjlat 'HpaKAEt; Orph. Hymn. Preface 1, Muv6avE ~n, MouoaiE. 
6U111tOAt11V UptO£llV11V. 
3.3.1 Ox11tEp um 'tfj~ Ka'ta 't1lv cil~Ttv ,;xo~ Sq>EAKOllEVOU~: The description is very vivid 
(Feuillatre 1966, 23). Charikleia's excitement during Theagenes' race with Ormenos 
conveys even greater emotional intensity (4.3.3). Other examples of such scenes occur at 
4.1-4; 5.26; 7.5-8; and the 'happy ending' (10.41). Cf. Wolff (1912, 177), who labels Helio-
dorus' technique of conveying the emotional effect of his descriptions on the spectators 
'pathetic optics', which, together with the 'hieratic epiphany' of Charikleia (3.4.6 below, 
and note) constitute 'ensemble scenes'. 
£~ Ka't01ttV Eq>~Q)V i1t1ttKOV Kat 6 'tOU'tIDV i1t1tapxo~ EKA<Xll"'ac;: There is a general 
similarity between this passage and Plutarch's description of the entrance of ephebes in 
military dress into a theatre, paying respect to their leader (Philopoemen 11.2.1-11.2.6; 
Koraes ad loc.). Cf. also Chariton (6.4.2) and Iamblichos (fr. 1)-- further similarities 
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between the description of the king and that of Theagenes (3.3.5) will be pointed out in the 
notes which follow. However, Stephens & Winkler (1995, 222) deny the resemblance 
between Iamblichos' description of the procession of the Babylonian king and Heliodorus' 
account of the ride of the Thessalian youths and no doubt such scenes were generic. For 
festival-processions as a motif in the ancient Greek romances, cf. 3.1.1 above, and note. 
in:of\c; KPE1:ttova 1ttlO11c; titv troy KaA.rov 9tav ixltt~Et~EV: Heliodorus includes a high 
degree of visual description in his narrative: cf. the description of Charikleia's ~rovTl (3.4.2) 
below, and note. Scenes such as the opening scene at the Heracleotic mouth of the Nile 
(1.1.1-1.2.3) are presented as spectacles. Sight is given a special role in engendering the 
love between Theagenes and Charikleia (cf., e.g., 3.5.4,4.2.3 below, and the notes on these 
passages). For preference for sight over hearing in erotic matters is also made by 
Xenophon in his anecdote that Socrates had said that the beauty of Theodote was better 
judged by actually seeing her rather than hearing a report (Mem. 3.11.1: cf. Ath. 
13.588d)-though here the subject is male beauty. The comparison between the efficacy of 
sight and hearing is implicit also in Philo stratus (Ep. 41, ot a<p6aA.llot ~ul-$o'l>A.Ot tOU EP<XV, 
()\) ~' ixK011V mwO'ac; E~e; 'IrovtKOU IlEtpario'l> oixrov K6ptv60v). Philo stratus extends the 
comparison to suggest that the Corinthian man in love with an Ionian boy as a result of a 
report of him has developed a third eye, the eye of the mind, or imagination. 
Kalasiris describes the cavalry of ephebes 
3.3.2 '0 IlEv ixpt9J16C;: ixpt0J16C; is the subject of O'wEtattEV and EIlEpt~E-an unusual 
construction, which draws attention to the large number of riders in the procession. The 
passage could be glossed as follows: the large number of riders meant that they could 
make up a formation of 50, with 25 on each side to guard their leader, who rode in the 
middle of the group. 
u1ttp ixo'tp<xytlA.(i)v: the conjecture of RL on the basis of C. The other MSS and Colonna 
(1987b, 1938) read ix<1tparaAov 'over the ankle'. Synecdoche is also found at 3.3.5 
(xP'l>O'6c;)· 
XAalluC; ~E A.E'UKi}: Philo stratus remarks that the x)..allUc; was a Thessalian garment (Her. 
674.3 [Olearius]; VA 3.25; 4.16), which was usually worn by the military (VA 5.38; 
Themistius 109c4 [Harduin]). 
lttCav: Hesychius (ad loe.) <1ttCa>' " ixpxi} tou P'Ullou' Bta to 1tpOe; t@ 1tt~Ql ... " 66Ev Kat 
xECa tllatio'l> A.EYE'tat " 00. Tl1tp0C; t@ xE&9 ta KaW'ta'ta J1EPTl. The synonym rna is derived 
from ate; by Koraes, who explains that Greek cloaks were often given woollen borders. 
Hesychius (ad loe.) <00>' tou 1tpOrmtO'l> " J1TlA.rotij. "nat BE 'troY tllatirov, Kat to )..rolla tOU 
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EVbu~a'tCX;, lCat 'to 1teptcnO~tov 't01} i~atio'\). 
3.3.3 'H bE ixxoC; 6£'t'taA.1.1C1l ~EV xacra: Athenaeus cites a proverb that rates Thessalian 
horses as excellent: 
txxov 8£crcraA.t'ldtv AalCEbat~ovillv 't£ yuVatlCa, 
avBpac; B' ot xivoumv U&op lCaA.fjC; 'ApE90ucr11C; (278e). 
The proverbial nature of the verses is apparent from the comment on another proverbial 
expression in the Suda: <'Yp.dC;, ro MqapEtC;, OUtE 'tpi'tOt OUt£ 't£'tap'tOt:> XPllcr~01} 
lCo~~anov Ecrn xapotp.ta~O~EvoV ou'troc;' tX1tOV 8EcrcraA.tlCTtv AalCEBat~oviav 'tE yuVatlCa, 
avBpac; B', ot xivoumv uBrop lCaA.i1c; 'APE60uc:Y11c;. Cf. E. Leutsch & F .0. Schneidewin, who 
refer to Makarios (6.87: mpa p.tv 1teBiov, xapa B' t1t1tOC;: 'tou'to <pam 'tOY 8E't'taA.OV 'ti>pavvov 
£i1tetv 1tpolCaA.OU~EVOV Botro'touC; Ei.C; 1t6A.E~ov). Leutsch & Schneidewin have a lengthy note 
on this expression in order to substantiate its proverbial nature. Pouilloux' s (1983, 275) 
argument that second century AD Thessalian coins featuring Achilles on horseback 
suggest that Heliodorus' account of the religious ceremony in honour of Neoptolemus 
reflects the attempts of the people of Hypata to restore their ancestral religion (p. 283) and 
that the Ethiopian Story could not have been written later than the 2nd or 3rd century AD 
(p. 286), is too large a claim to make on such slight evidence. 
6taxwo1}O'a: Philostratus similarly describes Nesaia, the horse on which the Persian lady 
Rhodogoune rode into battle against the Armenians, 'A~p&<; 'tOY xaA.tvov bt<Xx'ti>Ot 
(Imagines 2.5). The detail is more conventional than realistic, as Nesaian (or Nisaian) 
horses were famous: cf. 9.19.1 (Oroondates), 8.29.1 (Achaimenes); Iamblichos Bab. fro 
1.16 (Stephens & Winkler); Hdt. 3.106; 7.40; 9.20; Arist. HA 632a31; Polyb. 30.25.6; 
Herod. 3.106. These were the royal horses of Persia, Strabo 11.13.7; 11.14.9; Char. 6.4.2; 
Feuillatre (1966, 28); Kowarna (1959, 67-68). The impression is one of the youth, beauty, 
courage and nobility of Theagenes. There may also be a hint of the unruly horse in Plato' s 
analogy between the soul and a chariot drawn by a black and a white horse (Phaedr. 254e), 
although Theagenes' horse is more of an amalgam of Plato's two horses and obeys the 
commands of his rider (see following note). The reader may infer that Theagenes is able to 
exercise self-control in his relationship with Charikleia. 
~ bE 'tOY V01}V i><Pll'Y01>~VOV 't01} ixvapa'to1} cp£p£tV ilv£1.XE'to: 'nC; (the reading of mAT) is 
part of the contrast ocra ~tv bEcr1tO't11V .. . roc; ot V01}V and is clearly preferable to xpOC; with 
the accusative (the reading of Z) in this instance. There may be an echo of Aeschylus in 
these lines (cf. XaA.t vov b' OUlC EXtcr'ta't<Xt <P£PEtv / xpt v aijla't1lPov E~a<ppi~Ecr6at jl£VCX;, Ag. 
1066-67); Heliodorus' use of 1tpocra<ppi~o1}cra is particularly close to E~(X(PP~Ecr6at. At any 
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rate the parallel points to the fact that xaA.tvov is the object of ,;pvEl'to and <pEpnv ,;vEiXE'tO 
and that it is modified by the phrases o<Ja llEV bEcmO'tT\V and roc; bE 'tov VOUV u<P'l1YOUVEVOV 
'tou ava~a'tou. The hyperbaton in the last phrase is characteristic of Heliodorus (see 
introduction on style). The translations are generally wrong here (e.g. 'they suffered 
themselves to be guided by the rider's intent' [Lamb D; 'they nevertheless heeded the will 
of their riders' [Hadas] as opposed to 'they nevertheless grudgingly tolerated it [sc. the bit] 
as the instrument of their rider's guiding mind'). 
<paA.UpOte; bE Kat 1tPOllE'tcoottb1.01.e; apyupotc; Kat E1ttXPU<J01.e; £~1lO1C1l11EV1l: Cf. also 
1tPOllE't0l1ttb1.0tC;, 9.15.4 (the Persian cataphracts). According to Baumgarten (1932,26) the 
word 1tPOllE'tOl1ttbiotC; is a borrowing from Xenophon (cf. Xen. Cyr. 6.4.1; 7.1.2; 8.3.16; 
Anab. 1.8.7; Hipp. 12.8) but there do not appear to be convincing grounds for claiming a 
debt (cf. also, e.g., Hdt. 7.70). Neimke (1889, 49) more appropriately refers to Achilles 
Tatius 1.14.2, £KaA.A.ci)1tt~ov O£ Kat 'to 1tOV'l1POV 9'l1P1.ov 1tPOO'tEpVtbi01.e;. 1tPOllE'tOl1ttbimc;. 
<paA.apOte; apyupote;. xpu{jatc; Ttviate;. Chariton also uses the word (6.4.2, XPU<JEOV £xovn 
xaA.tvov, XPu<JEa bE <P<lA.apa Kat 1tPOllE'tOl1tibta Kat 1tP0<J'tEpvibta), as does Iamblichos Bab. 
fro 1.16-19, 'trov llEV 'tov 1tOA.ElltKOV 'tP01tOV £<JKEua<JllEvOlv 1tPOllE'tOl1ttbiotC; 'tE Kat <J'tEPVtbiote; 
Kat 1tapa1tA.Euptbimc; Kat 1t<lpall'l1pibta 'tote; l.1t1tEum 1tEpiKEt'tat. The word therefore appears 
to be relatively commonplace. 
Theagenes and his horse 
3.3.4 nv aE 'to llEA.'l111a 'to £IlOV eEaYEV1le;: Hesychius (s. V. llEA.11l.l<l) ounvoe; av nc; 
<ppovn~ot. aYCx1t'l111a, referring to Theocr. Id. 14.2, 8Y. n bE 'tOt 'to llEA.'l111a; also 
Aristophanes, ro Xpu<JOba1.baA.'tov £IlOV llEA.'l111a (Ekkl. 973a); Sappho, llEA.'l1Jla 'troJlov (fr. 
163.1); Lucian, ro JlEA.'l1Jla (Rhct. pracccpt. 14.1-3). 
On the name Theagenes, see appendix 1. 
'tocrou'tov ttJlUC; 6cp6EtC; Ka'tEA.aJl'l1Ev: for the conventional dazzling brightness of romantic 
beauty, cf. Char. 5.3.9; Jax (1933, 168). 
3.3.5 l.1t1tEUC; JlEV: this sentence strains after stylistic effects such as isocolia with rhyme, 
synecdoche, personification, and hyperbaton (see introduction under these headings). It is 
not surprising, therefore, that linguistic expression seems forced. Note in particular 'to O£ 
Kp<XVOC; oux U1tEA.erov, which would be easier with a preposition before the noun; and am) 
YUJlVf1c; KE<paA.ile; 1tOJl1tEUOlV ('taking part in the procession bare-headed') in which the 
preposition performs a quasi-adverbial function (LSJ9 s. v. a1t6 111.6 refers to 'half adverb-
ial usages' such as a1to <J1toubilc; 'in earnest'). 
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oopu ~£A.iav xaA.lC6<1'to~ov: Wifstrand (1944-45, 31), quite rightly excises Mpu as a gloss 
of ~EA.iav, which is a substantive in Horner but here appears to be considered adjectival-a 
solecism not found elsewhere in Greek to my knowledge. 
The ash spear alludes to the weapon carried by Achilles, which was given to him 
by the Centaur Chiron and is mentioned by Horner (11. 16.143-4; 19.390-391): 
llllA.uioa ~EA.tllV, 'tTtV 1ta'tpt cptA.ql 1t6PE XEipcov 
llllA.tou ElC KOpUcpnc;. 
Theagenes himself (according to Charikles) argued that he was a descendant of Achilles, 
since the Homeric name for the homeland of Achilles, Phthia, was the name used for the 
coastal region of Thessaly (2.34.2). He also claims that his ancestor Menesthios had been 
one of Achilles' companions at Troy (2.34.6). Lastly, the people of Thessaly had 
renounced their claim to officiate during the ceremony of propitiation for Neoptolemus in 
favour of his people, the Ainianes. Charikles characteristically accepts his claim but on 
grounds of his impressive physique rather than on the arguments he adduces (cf. 2.34.4-8). 
Cf. also Philo stratus Her. 730.8 (Olearius), Tiv oE au'tcp Kat ~EAta ~tKpa tE't~ll~EVll U1tO toU 
XEtpCOvOC; Kat EcillCEt "'EA.A.t~O~EVql EC; ta 7tOA.E~tKU; ibid 732.13, itp6~llv tOY llPOl'tE<1l.A.Erov Kat 
1tEpt tf\c; ~EA.iac;, 0 n Tiv 'to 1tEpt au-rTtv 9au~a, Kat CPTlOt ~nlCOC; ~EV Eivm til ~EA.i~, {) ~Tt UAAl1 
aix~n, Eu9u oE 'to ~UAOV Kat ou'OO) n EPPro~vov, ~ ~Tt <Xv KAacrOnVat, to OE cr't6~a ~ 
aix~nc; (xoo~avt6c; tE EiVat Kat 1tav'tOC; OtElC1tatEtV, 'tOY OE <1tUpaKa EK 'tou E1tt 9utEpa 
0PEtXUA.KOU EW3E~Af\cr9at, tva 1t<lcra oit (xcr'tp<X1t'toucra E~m1ttOt. The romances have a 
tendency to model their heroes on the glorious figures of epic (Morgan 1993, 223; Rohde 
19143, 166 [155 n. 4]). Much of the scene is conventional as the notes show and Kerenyi 
(19622, 102 n. 30) goes too far in suggesting that this description of Theagenes represents 
'eine abgeschwachte Fonn der Apotheose'. 
CPOtVtKO~a<pn xA.a~uoa lCa9£tllEvoe;, tie; 'ta ~EV aA.A.a xpoooe; E1tOtlCtA.A.E: these are royal 
colours. Cf. Iamblichos Bah. fro 1 (Stephens & Winkler), E~ tcrou yap 6 xpucroc; 1><Pav'tat 'til 
1tOpcpup(X. 
'toue; Aa1ti9ae; t7d 'toue; K£v'taupouc; 61tA.t~rov: According to the legend, Perithous, the 
Lapith king, invited the wild centaurs to his wedding but they were unused to wine, 
became drunk and attempted to rape the Lapith women (Horner Od 21.295-310; Hesiod 
Scut. 178-190). The tale was also popular in fiction: cf., e.g., Lollianos Phoin. B.l verso 
14-15 (a cup is decorated with the motif); Apuleius Met. 4.8 (a robber's banquet turns into 
a riot similar to that between the Lapiths and Centaurs); and in the visual arts: it appeared 
on on the gable of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, in the temple of Theseus (Paus. 1.17.2), 
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on the Parthenon metopes on the south side, and on the shield of Athena within the 
Parthenon (Paus. 1.28.2). Apollo and Artemis feature prominently in the frieze illustrating 
the battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs on the temple of Apollo at Bassae (now in the 
British Museum). The theme of these representations of the myth is the struggle between 
order and wildness, human against beast. The motif is therefore suited to Theagenes ' 
mission to the oracle of Apollo at Delphi. Mention of the myth here emphasises the 
impression of control of animal wildness that is also conveyed by the description of 
Theagenes' control of his horse (cf. 3.3 .7 below, and note). The reference to the Centaurs 
here is picked up in the description of Theagenes ' horse galloping alongside the runaway 
bull as a ' hippotaur' in the final book (10.29.1). Theagenes' contest with the runaway bull, 
like the struggie between the Lapith Pirithous and the Centaurs, also occurs on his 
wedding-day (Bartsch 1989, 148). Finally, the Lapiths were a Thessalian tribe (the Lapith 
king, Perithous, ruled at Larisa) and the allusion to their battle with the Centaurs 
reinforces the connection between Theagenes and that region of Greece. 
11 UpOVll ~£ 'AOTlvav ';A£K'tpivllv EO"'tEq>E 't,;v rop'Youe; KEq>al..';V de; OropaKa 1tpoao"1ti~­
ouO"av: In the Odyssey (19.225-231), the disguised Odysseus describes to Penelope the 
purple mantle of the hero, pinned with a gold brooch depicting a hound bringing down a 
fawn. Penelope recognises the brooch as the one she had pinned her husband's cloak with 
on his departure for Troy (Od. 19.256-257). The description Odysseus gives of himself is 
somewhat erotic (19.232-235), and certainly the anecdote evokes the loving relationship 
between the two; as such it is appropriate to the present context. There appears to be a 
general resemblance between Heliodorus ' description of the Thessalian cavalry and the 
famous frieze on the Parthenon, showing young men riding in procession in similar dress. 
This must have been a common sight in antiquity, however, and need not be taken to 
suggest that Heliodorus was familiar with the sights of Athens. 
The Gorgon was depicted in monuments at at Delphi (LIMe S.v. 'Gorgon' 251; 
Feuillatre 1966, 53) but there are also literary echoes; Pindar refers to the myth in his 
Pythian Odes (10.68-74; 12.12-14), and in Euripides ' Ion, which is set in Delphi, the 
representation of Athena with her armour showing the Gorgo resembles the aegis-like 
cloth by which Ion recognises his mother, Creusa (1417-1421): 
Kp. O"KE'I'acr9'. 6 1tate; 1to't' oua' UcpaO"ll' 1Xpllv' £'YOO . . . 
Iw. 1totov 'tt; 1tOAAa 1tapOEVWV uq>aO"lla'ta. 
Kp. ou 'tEAEOV, oiov 0' £Koioa'Y]la KEpldOOc;. 
Iw. 1l0PCPTtV £xov 'tiv'; &c; ll£ llTt 'tau'tll Aa~l1e;. 
Kp. rop'YOO ll£v £v llEO"Otcnv TJ'tpiotc; 1tE1tAWV. 
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However, the myth was popular in antiquity and not primarily associated with the oracle. 
In Heliodorus the Gorgon is referred to conventionally an object of horror (4.7.11 
[Charikleia views Alkamenes as a Gorgon]) but also in its adjectival form to refer to a 
stark, sometimes sexually attractive, gaze (1.21.3, 2.31.1 [Charikleia], 7.10.4 [Theagenes]). 
Representations of Gorgo were used as an apotropaic talisman in antiquity and thus are 
related to the subliminal preoccupation with erotic vision in the romance that is expressed 
most clearly in Kalasiris' exposition of the 'eye of evil' (3.7-8). The Gorgon was famously 
killed by Perseus, the ancestor of the royal house of Meroe, to which Charikleia belonged. 
3.3.6 npooE(i<xA.A£ M n x<Xp1.tOe; tote; Y1.V0J.1EV01.C; K<Xt avEJ.10U A.1.y£i<x (>1.1tll: Cf. the rather 
different winds in Homer II. 5.525-6, ~<XXPE1.6)v UVEllOlV, Ot tE VECPE<X maOEVt<x / 1tV01.nmv 
A1.yupnm S1.<xmaSv<Xmv UEVtEe;; and Philo stratus , description of Achilles (Her. 733.11 
[Olearius], 'tT)V J.l.EV Sf) K0J.l.llV UJ.l.CP1.A<xcpf) <XUtQl CPllmv eivm K<Xt Xpuoou ,;StOl K<Xt EUOXnJ.l.Ov<x, 
01tllK<Xt o1tO><; K1.VOtll <XU'tT)V f\ aVEJ.l.Oe; f\ <xUtOe;). The gentle breeze in Heliodorus suggests the 
idyllic zephyrs of Longus 1.23.2, EtK<XOEV av ne; ... tOUe; UVEJ.l.OUe; OUpl.ttE1.V t<xte; 1tl.tumv 
£J.l.1tVEOvt<xe;. 
3.3.7 Ei1t£e; (Xv K<Xt tOY t1t1tOV <XUtov OUV1.EV<X1. tflC; roP<X1.0't1ltoc; toU SE01tOtOU: cf. Iam-
blichos Bah. fr. 1.38-41: 6 SE [sc. t1t1tOe;] £1tt to O"<$<xPOl'tEPOV 1t£1t<X1.SEUllEVoe; OUK ete; y<xO"ttp<x 
K<x9tEt<X1., UAA' Eie; yov<Xt<X 1tl.1t't£1., tv<x SOKn tov i1t1tE<X SEXE09m K<Xt 1tPOQ"1(UvEtV. There may 
also be a reminiscence of the intelligent horses of Achilles, who mourn for the fallen 
Patroklos (/1. 17.423-440; Feuillatre 1966, 109). 
tov <XUX£v<X KUJ.1<xtvOlV: cf. 3.4.5; 6.9.2 (a particularly striking usage), and Philostratus Her. 
688 (Olearius); VA 3.8; Ach. Tat. 1.12.4, 6 SE i1t1toe; ... totc; vOrt01.e; £KUJ.1<xtVEtO; Ach. Tat. 
2; 15.4, (i<xSt~£t M t<XupOC; UV<XUXEv6)v K<Xt c001t£p £1t1.SE1.KVUJ.l.EVOC; on trov aAAOlv (iorov £O"n 
~<xmAeUe; (Neimke 1889, 50). Whitmarsh (personal communication) points out the overall 
similarity between this passage and the description of Theagenes at 2.35.1. (op90s tOY 
<XUXEV<X K<Xt UM tOU J.l.£'tc01tOU 'tT)V KOJ.1llV 1tpOC; to Op61.OV uv<xxmti~Olv, ,; ptc; EV E1t<XTIEAt(X 
9uJ.l.0U K<Xt oi J.l. UKtflpEC; £AeU9EProc; tov uepa. dO"1tVEOvtEC;, ocp9<xA.J.l.oC; OU1tOl J.l.EV X<XP01tOC; 
X<XP01tciltEPOV SE J.l.EAm VOJ.l.EVoc; oof!<xpov tE &J.l.<X K<Xt OUK UVEP<XOtOV ~A£1tOlV, oiov 9aA<XO"01lc; 
U1tO KUIl<xtOC; etc; Y<XAi]VllV apn Aemv0J.l.EVllC;), but cf. also the good horse in Plato's 
charioteer analogy (Phaedr. 253d) who is: to tE EiSoC; ope6e; ... and .. . UV<xUXllv. 
Eie; op86v oue;: cf. Sophocles El. 25-8, c001t£P yap l1t1tOe; Euy£vne;, Kav n YEPOlV, / tv totm 
SE1.Vote; 9uJ.l.oV OUK U1tOlAeO"EV, / aAA.' op60v oue; LO"'t1lmv, cOO<XUtroc; M aU / ';J.l.<Xc; t' OtpuVE1.C; 
K<XUtoc; £V 1tpcOt01.C; £1tTI· Cf. also Homer's comparison of Paris with a mettlesome horse 
(6.506-11) and Plato Phaedr. 253d. 
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E'l>Ttvux 't£ 1tpo1tooi~Ct>v: Theagenes' control over his horse recalls Plato's description of the 
good horse in his myth of the charioteer (Phaedrus 247b, EUTtVUX ov'ta P<;x~l.~ 1tOpE'i)E't<Xt; 
253d): cf. 3.5.4, below, and note. There is possibly a contrast between Theagenes' control 
of his horse here and the horses of the other ephebes (,tOV "(ap xaAtvOV . . . ot<X1t't'Uo'OOa, 
3.3.3) as well as with the reckless flight of the Thessalian youths from Delphi (4.17.5-6) or 
of Achaimenes from Memphis (8.29.1). The passage is clearly sewn on to the garment of 
Heliodorus' description as a decorative purple patch (cf. Horace Ars Poetica 14); this 
sentence is analysed colometrically in the introduction in the section on Heliodorus' style. 
Iamblichos Bab. fro 1.29-41 provides an instructive parallel, indicating that such 
descriptions were evidently virtuoso set-pieces similar to the Euphues of John Lyly (Wolff 
1912, 231 ). For the stylistic extravagance of Heliodorus ' description of the horse's move-
ments, cf. Chalk (1962, 170: 'Heliodorus' own prodigy'); Thorlacius (1823 , 5: auctor soph-
istam hie illic se prodit verborum ambagibus, floribus anxie quaesitis). 
3.3.8 "(-ovalKEe; OTU1COOE1.e;: cf. Longus (2.2.1), otov ouv dKoe; tv £op'tTI ~l.OVOOOU Kat OlVOU 
"(£V£<1Et ai IlEv "(uvatKEe; EK 'trov 1tA"mOV fJ."(pIDV de; E1t1.KO-opl.aV KEKA11J.1£V<Xt 'tql ~uCPV1.01. 'touc; 
OCP8<xAllouC; E1tt~aAAov Kat t1tTIvo'UV Ox; 01l0l.OV tql ~l.OVOOql 'to KUAAoc;. Morgan translates the 
phrase as 'women of the lower orders', Lamb 'women of the common folk', Hadas 'the 
women of the street'. The Greek Anthology 7.345.6, OUK fly te; uvopac; IlUXAo<; ouoE 
01lJlcOOTl<;, provides support for the translation of Hadas. Koraes supports this reading and 
refers to the use of 011J.1l.0C; in Hesychius, <~Tllll.am 1tUACXl.C;>· KOtVatc;. E1td 1tPO£o'tftKEoav EV 
tatc; 1tUACXl.<; ai 1tOpVCXl.. 6 oE 'Av'tl.1tatpoc; 'to ,,(-oVCXl.KEtov llopl.OV 0TU1omov ECPTl. oi oE tae; 
KEpaIlEtKae; 1tUAae;· 1tpOe; "(ap autUC; Q><Xmv £o'tuv<Xt 'tac; 1topvae;. Cf. also 3.3.8 below, and 
note. 
A weaker translation 'common women' would be in line with the prevalent 
contempt in the novel for what is common or vulgar. Charikleia expresses the view that 
desire is common and debasing (6.9.4: ou "(ap IlE OTlJ.1cOOllC; ouo£ V£Ct>tEP1.~O-oOU nc; E1tt6uJl1.a 
1tpOC; talYca ESa"(Et 't1lv fJ.6A1.aV fJ.AAa Ka8<xp~ 'tE Kat orocppovrov fJ.1tEtpa'tou IlEV fJ.AA' Ellot,,(E 
fJ.VOpOc; 1t660C;). Her opinions are shared by Kalasiris (2.26.1, fJ.VOpIDv 'tE oocp&v Ep,,(acnijpl.Ov 
60p'i$ou 'tE 01lJ.cOOOUC; E1C't6C;; 3.16.3, +H JlEv [oocpl.a J "(ap nc; Eon OTlJ.1COOTl<; Kat Ox; uv nc; Et1tOt 
xallat EPX0J.L£Vll; 4.16.5, 01l1lIDOEC; "(Cx.p otJ,l<Xt Kat 'trov cl,,(pOtKOt£proV O1tovorov Kat 'tpa1tt~TlC; 
KOtvCt>VTtoavtac; 1111 OUxt Kat 'ti]v 1tEpt fJ.AATtAc.oV "(v&cnv Exov'tac; Cx1tEA6£tv; 5.16.3, IDe; a1t<Xv 
)loumlCflc; op"(avov de; 'to ouJ.l.1tOOtOv 1tapaK£KAllKroc; EK£tVc.oV IlEV 'to 1t<XPOV U1tEpop(XC; Kat 'tote; 
OTlllc.oO£ot£POtC; tKXc.opdC;). These attitudes may reflect the social prejudices of Heliodorus as 
a member of the elite of Emesa (Baslez 1990, 115-128). However, Baslez does not pay 
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sufficient attention to the author's complex attitude to legitimacy in the romance and his 
cosmopolitan world view (Letoublon 1993, 126·136). 
'to 'tile; 'II'Oxile; xaOoe; EYKpa't£t(X KP1)1t't£tV id)uva'tot: for EYKpa'ttia as the characteristic of 
O'oxppoO'i>VTl, cf. Arist. Nic. Eth. 1145a. 
111lWtC;: Throwing or giving an apple, the symbol of Aphrodite, was a declaration of love, 
cf. Long. 1.24.3: "H~11 1to't£ Kat 1l1lAOte; (xAAllAO'Oe; E~aAov; Long. 3.25.2: 11 taxa IltKPOV 
uO''t£p0V VE110uO'a t"V 1tapOEviav (x1tOA.EO'Et Kat uv~pa 1tOtT1O'Etai nva troy 1totllEvc.oV E1tt 
IlT1AOte; i1 pOOote;; Long. 3.33.4: Mia 1l11A.Ea tEtPUYTltO Kat ou't£ Kap1tOV EiXEV OU't£ CPUAAoV' 
Y'OIlVOt 1tavtte; Tiaav 01. KAa~ot· Kat EV IlfjAoV E1tEttEtO Etc' au tote; UKPOtC; (xKpotatov, IlEya Kat 
KaAOV Kat troy 1tOAA&V t1lV tuavOiav EviKa l1ovov' EOttO'EV 6 tpuyrov (XVEA6Etv, 1ll1EA11O't 
KaOEAEtv' taxa ~E Kat Ecp'OAattttO to KaA.6v IlfjAoV Epc.onK41 1tOtl1EVt. Cf. Sappho 105 LP. 
Anth. Pal. 5.79·80; Theocritus 5.88, 6.6·7; Verg. Eel. 3.64; Philostratus Imagines 1.6. A 
papyrus fragment of Callimachus (fr. 67 [Pfeiffer]) tells the story of how Akontios 
deceived Kydippe into reading a marriage vow written on an apple in the temple of 
Artemis, thus committing her to marry him. In Aristophanes (Nub. 996.7) throwing an 
apple is the action of a prostitute: IlTl~' Eie; opXT]O'tpiooe; dO'~ttEtv, tva l1ft 1tpOe; tauta 
KtX11VOx; / l1T1AQl ~ATlette; U1tO 1topvt~iou tfj~ EUKAEiae; (x1tOOpau0'9ne;. Cf. Rohde (19143, 49 [46 
n. 3]), refers to Strabo (15.3 .17) for the Persian custom that a bridegroom should eat an 
apple before entering the bridal chamber and connects the motif to the folktale theme of 
the quest for golden apples. Cf. also the myth of Atalanta (Apollod. 3 .9.2). This motif has 
given rise to some far·fetched ideas: Faraone (1990, 219-238), for example, suggests that 
apples were used as an aphrodisiac and Gerber (1978, 203-4) finds a resemblance between 
apples and female breasts. Cf. Rehm (1994, 17 and n. 25). 
Charikleia 
3.4.1 "'Hl1oe; ~' TtptYEVEta cpav'Il po~ax:'t'OAOe; ft<i>c;: A common Homeric formula (the 
whole line occurs twice in the Iliad [1.477; 24.788] and twenty times in the Odyssey [2.1; 
3.404; 3.491; 4.306; 4.431; 4 .576; 5.228; 8.1 ; 9 .152; 9.170; 9.307; 9.437; 9.560; 10.187; 
12.8; 12.316; 13 .18; 15.189; 17.1; 19.428]- variations on the line occur a further three 
times in the Iliad and twice in the Odyssey). The quotation is appropriate for Charikleia, 
who is a distant descendant of Eos. The line is alluded to also by Apuleius (Met. 3.1) and 
the epithet pooOOaKtuAOC; attracted discussion by the Homeric lexicographers and 
commentators who sought to differentiate it from KPOK01tt1tAOC; (Porphyry Homeric 
Questions on the Iliad 8.1.35; Scholia in Hom. ad loc.; Suda ad 1lA.EKtcop; Apollonius the 
Sophist adi)IDc;; as well as Aristides Quintilianus De Muska 2.9.54). 
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The use of the epic fonnula makes the appearance of the heroine an epic event 
(Paulsen 1992, 158) and Kalasiris is cast as the 'singer' ofthe prose epic as well as being a 
character in the epic in his own right (cf. 2.21.5; 2.22.4). At the same time, the 
transposition of material from heroic myth to the world of the late Roman Empire 
produces 'heterodiegetic' effects (Fusillo 1989, 30). Here the Homeric formulaic line 
serves to strengthen the solar imagery associated with Charikleia in contrast with the 
image of Herakles quoted above. Where Herakles is a grim ghost in the underworld, 
Charikleia is associated with life and sunlight. 
'tou VEO> 'tile; 'Ap't£lJ.l~Oe;: a cult of Artemis existed at Delphi, although little is known about 
it (Feuillatre 1966,49) and Heliodorus has greatly exaggerated its importance (Rougemont 
1987, 93-99). Heliodorus was probably more interested in developing the associations 
between Charikleia and Artemis than in historical veracity (cf. 3.4.6 below, and note). 
it KaA" Kat croep" XapiKAEla: for the conventional use of X:UAi]: cf. Jax (1933, 161 and nn. 
12 and 31; 3.17.4, x:aAAOe;, and frequently in the romances). Charikleia has a spiritual 
beauty but note also the erotic nature of the description of her ~roVTl (3.4.2 below and note). 
Walter Stephens (1994, 69-70) seriously misrepresents Charikleia as 'stereotypically 
feminine' and 'passive, even quietistic'. Charikleia is able to manipulate other people 
easily (Sandy 1982a, 61-65) and Egger (1994, 272) describes her as 'the genre's most 
assertive and active heroine'. Johne (1988,12-15) shows that Charikleia is more active and 
tragic than the passive, comic heroines of Menander. 
At the same time, Charikleia is portrayed as a female sophist, an Aspasia or 
Hypatia (1.21.3; 2.33.5; 2.33.7; 3.6.2; 3.19.3; 5.26.2; 6.8.1). Dzielska (1995) now provides a 
valuable discussion of the literary legend surrounding Hypatia, her circle of disciples, and 
her life and brutal death and also (pp. 117-119) mentions other learned women of late 
antiquity, such as Sosipatra (cf. Eunapius Vito Soph. 6.9-6.10) and Asclepigeneia (PRLE 
2.159). See now also the full-length monograph of Cloke (1995) on the role of Christian 
women in the Late Roman Empire and Brock (1985, 168-172) on the prominence given to 
women in the poetry of Ephrem, the Syrian saint. 
The story of Charikleia is central to the narrative-the destinies of all the other 
characters depend on hers as she herself says (10.12.4). For the importance of Charikleia 
in the Aithiopika, see Johne (1996) 194-196; (1987) 30-33; Pernot (1987) 43-51; Hani 
(1978) 268-273. In the Byzantine period, the romance was known as the Charikleia, see the 
testimonia in Colonna (1938), e.g. Test. II (Maximus Confessor). The central role of Chari-
kleia in the romance resembles that of Odysseus in Homer and Charikleia is likened to the 
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wily hero of early epic on a number of occasions: she gives Thyamis a false account of her 
identity (1.22.2) as Odysseus did to Eumaios (Od. 14.192-359); she bears a mark on her 
arm (10.15.2) as Odysseus had on his thigh (Od. 19.386-475); she disguises herself as a 
beggar (6.11.4) as Odysseus did (Od. 13.429-438); and hears the prophecies of the dead 
(7.1.1: cf. Od. 11). More generally, her return to Ethiopia resembles the v6(no~ of 
Odysseus and, of course, the opening in medias res recalls the Odyssey. However, Chari-
kleia is not the only character to be identified with Odysseus; Kalasiris also resembles the 
Greek hero in his disguise (6.11.4), his ten year's wandering (7.8.2), and in hearing the 
prophecies of the dead (7.1.1). Most significantly, he arouses the anger of Odysseus, for 
which he is punished, as Odysseus was for blinding Poseidon's son, Polyphemus (5.22). Cf. 
Hefti (1950, 99-100); Keyes (1922, 43). Nevertheless, the story of Odysseus was given an 
allegorical interpretation by the later neoPlatonists, who read his escape from Circe as the 
flight of the soul from the material world (Taran 1992, 216). In this sense, it is Charikleia, 
as the symbol of the soul, who should be identified most closely with the wily Greek, since 
it is she who escapes finally to Ethiopia. 
According to the philosopher Philip (11. 82-84), the name Charikleia, being 
composed of two elements Xapu; and KA.tO~, represents the soul united with the body but 
later on the basis of the numerical value of the name (777, which he breaks down into 700, 
signifying the perfect mind; 70, indicating the soul; and 7, the body) he goes further and 
claims that the name indicates a Platonic triad of voi)~, V"X1l and m'ilJ..l<x-mind, soul and 
body (11. 79-92). This departs from the romance itself, which only points out the composite 
nature of the name (2.35.5), but is important for Philip's allegorical reading of the text, in 
which Charikleia's travels from Ethiopia to Greece represent the progress of the soul from 
ignorance to knowledge (11. 92-131). In Greece, she lives the practical life of chastity 
under the guidance of Charikles, but when she sees Theagenes she forgets everything but 
contemplation of true being, and is drawn upwards by desire to regain her earlier noble 
state (11. 98-109). This analysis owes a lot to Diotima's account of the 'ladder of love' 
(Plato Symp. 21Oa-212a) but also to Philo (De Opificio Mundi 69; Taran 1992, 216-228). 
The reader should remember, however, that Heliodorus was interested in · the numerical 
representation of names, since he also notes that the name of the Nile, NEtA.~, when it is 
calculated as a number, makes a total of 365-the number of days in a year. This is 
significant because every year the Nile brought fresh silt to the land of Egypt and was 
therefore worshipped as Horus, the provider of grain and life (9.22.5). None of the other 
names, however, appear to have any numerical significance. 
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The characteri~ation of Charikleia is therefore complex: while her eroticism (3.4), 
intelligence (4.5.3), chastity (4.18.5) and humanity (1.2.7; 3.19; 4.7.11; 4.13.5; 6.8.3-5) are 
clear, there are also indications in the text of allegorical coding of her persona and 
repeated signs of her quasi-divine status (1.2.6; 2.31.1; 8.9.12; 10.9.3). 
The name Charikleia ('famous for her grace') is rare, though it is attested in the 
historical record (it occurs on a Euboean and an Eretrian inscription; see LGPN 1, s. v. 
'Charikleia'; cf. also the Sucia s. v. 'Charikleia'). In fiction it is otherwise only found in 
Lucian (Tox. 12-18), where Charikleia is the wife of Demonax, an eminent Ephesian, who 
seduces Deinias and ruins him. Feuillatre (1966, 134) regarded the use of the name by 
Lucian to be part of a general mockery of the romance by the satirist. The later date for 
Heliodorus would make this impossible, of course. But if the late date for Heliodorus is 
correct, why did he use this particular name? It is possible that Heliodorus wanted to 
portray his heroine as passionate and sensual as well as virginal and chaste (cf. below, 
3.4.4 and note). However, the etymology of her name and the strongly symbolic 
description which Heliodorus lavishes on his heroine make it unlikely that any reader 
would entertain the idea that Charikleia would be the subject of a lurid tale. Photius (Bib. 
73.50a.20 [Bekker]) notes that Charikleia and Theagenes are crrixppov£<; al..l..T)l..rov Epacr'tai. 
The story of Charikleia in Lucian influenced Heliodorus as little as the story of Charikles 
in Achilles Tatius (1.7-12) and Lucian (Am. 10.3) affected his portrayal of the character of 
the priest of Apollo: cf. below 3.5.3, and note. 
't6'tE o'tt Kal. 9EaY£VT\v n't'tT\9f\vai ... £ltayroy6'tEPOV: A somewhat conventional idea; in 
Achilles Tatius the superiority of female beauty over that of the male was debated 
explicitly (2.36-38), whereas Xenophon of Ephesus makes Antheia and Habrokomes equals 
in beauty (1.2). Jax (1933,160-178) gives a full account of the usual description of female 
beauty in the romances. 
The word aKpaupvt<; suggests virginity: cf. 1.2.9 and Birchall's note (1996, ad 10c.). 
3.4.2 "Hy£'to j.1£V yap Eql' apj.1aj.1a~T\C; altO (j\)vropi~oc; AEU1Cf\C; Jjorov nVtoXOUj.1£VT\: at the 
conclusion of the romance Sisimithres, Charikleia and Persinna are also drawn in a 
carriage pulled by white oxen (10.41.3). Heliodorus was evidently at pains to signal the 
connection between the events at Delphi and events at Meroe. Merkelbach (1962, 241 n. 1) 
notes that oxen have worldly associations (Porphyry On the cave of the nymphs 18). But 
why, if Charikleia represents the soul escaping from the world (ibid p. 246), should she be 
associated with oxen at the triumphant conclusion to the work? 
In the procession in honour of Artemis at Patras, the virgin priestess (" iEproj.L£VT) 
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1t<Xp9EVOe;) rode last in the procession in a chariot drawn by yoked deer (Paus. 7.18.12; cf. 
Feuillatre 1966, 54). It is unclear from Heliodorus ' narrative, however, why Charikleia, as 
an acolyte, was singled out for such high honour. 
Xt'tIDva ~£ aA.ouP'Y0v 1tO~tlPl1 xpuO'ate; (xlCnm lCa'tU1taO''tov: cf. 1.2.5, Xpooouq>oue; ~£ 'tfje; 
E0'9fj'tOe; 1tpOe; 'tOY T;A.tOV (Xv't<xu'Y<x~o'6O'rte;; 5.31.2, Kat i~IDV 'ti}v X<xpiKAet<XV Buq>VT1e; 'tE 
q>EPOUCr<XV E1tt 'tfje; KEq><xA.fje; O''tEq><xVOV K<Xt XpUO'OUq>Et O''toA.l1 Ka't<Xu'Yu~oucr<xv; 10.9.3, EVE~U 'tE 
'tOY EK f1EA.~IDV lEpov Xt'tIDV<X, EK 1tT1ptBtou 'ttvoe; {) E1tEq>£PE'tO 1tPOKOjltO'<X(j<X, xpuO'ouq>fj'tE ov't<X 
K<Xt UKTIm K<X't<X1t<XO''tov. The description of Charikleia' dress reinforces the solar imagery 
that is associated with her in the romance (cf. 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 below and notes). Charikleia 
herself is frequently described as radiant, e.g. 2.16.3 (the eyes of Charikleia); 7.7.7 
(Theagenes recognises Charikleia); 10.9.3 (Charikleia on the gridiron at Meroe). Kerenyi 
(19622, 144) argues that such descriptions of Charikleia reveal the heroine in a divine light 
and invite comparison between her and Isis. Despite the religious atmosphere of these 
epiphanies (cf. 3.4.6 below, and note), however, it is not clear how the sun imagery in 
. these descriptions can be reconciled with Isiac iconography. On the other hand, 
Woronoffs view (1987, 33) that Heliodorus merely creates an impression of grandeur by 
means of his account of magnificent costumes such as this, does not explain the recurrent 
use of sun imagery in these passages or their similarity with the 'epiphany' scenes. There 
can be no doubt that Charikleia is associated with sun imagery in the Ethiopian Story and 
this must be connected with the enigma of her birth (see introduction on the central 
paradox of the work). 
~rovl1v ~£ E1tE~E~A.l1'tO 'to~ O''tEPVOtC;: Houston (19472, 57; fig. 58a, b; 59a, b) illustrates the 
kind of cincture described by Heliodorus here. Cf. also Hopes (1841 [repro 1962], 183); 
Losfeld (1991 , 239). Picard (1930, 182) notes the symbolic nature of gilded cinctures on 
statues of goddesses; for the Isiac knot cf. 3.4.3 below and note. 
The description · of Charikleia' s breastband is a form of ElCcpp<xm<; ( ' literary 
description ' : cf. 3.1.1 above, and note). The use of ekphraseis such as the present one 
(3.4.3-3.4.4), the description of the ring presented to Nausikles by Kalasiris (5.14) and the 
giraffe presented to Hydaspes by the Auxumite ambassadors (10.27) reinforce the optical 
splendour of the narrative (cf. 3.3 .1 above, and note). The question of the literary 
importance of this particular description arises; the EK<ppame; may function as a focusing 
device, underlining the importance of Charikleia in the narrative (Dubel 1990, 103). 
However, the description could also be allegorical; Lucian (Herod. 4-6) describes an alleg-
orical painting by Aetion in which Alexander faces a choice between love of Roxane and 
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love of war (his account of how Aetion won the hand of the daughter of the Steward of the 
Olympic Games on displaying this painting provides a subtle narrative frame to his 
description of the work itself). Philostratus describes an allegorical statue of Tantalus 
holding a cup, which is interpreted to be the cup of friendship (ApoIl. 3.25, 3.32) and also 
a statue of Milo, whose wreath, for example, is interpreted as a symbol of temperance 
(Apoll. 4.28). Callistratus describes a bronze statue of Katp6~ 'Opportunity' CEK<PPUOEt~ 
6), which depicted this abstraction as a channing winged boy. Onians (1979, 95-118) 
argues that visual allegory was an especially Phoenician interest-an interesting claim in 
view of Heliodorus' origins. However, it is not clear what the description of Charikleia 
represents in allegorical tenns-there is certainly no hint of her spiritual significance in 
the description of the ~roVT1. The theme was to some extent conventional (cf. 3.4.3 below, 
and note). It seems best to take the description of Charikleia's ~rovn as a means of 
characterising the heroine; the EK<PPUcn~ of intertwined snakes gives the reader an idea of 
her latent sensuality. 
leal 6 'tEXV1l0Uj.lEVO<; .. . ~UV1l06j.lEVOC;: These words closely resemble the last two lines of 
Homer's description of the baldric of Herakles (Od. 11.612-14). Heliodorus' description 
also bears a close resemblance to that of the Homeric scholiast here (6 Ka'taOKEwoa~ 
EKEtvOV 'tOY 'tEt..allrova <Xt..t..ov 'tOtou'tov OUK E'tExVnoa'to at..t..' oMt 'tEXVnOE'tat .. . Ei~ EKEtVOV 
yap 'to 1t<XV 'ti1~ Eau'tou 'tEXV1l~ Ka-rEKA.etOEv, 11.613; cf. Colonna 1967,250). Heliodorus was 
most probably echoing the words of the . scholiast rather than the reverse, since otherwise 
the scholiast would have referred to the romance in his note, but the value of the 
resemblance between the two descriptions for determining the date of the Ethiopian Story 
is slight. The scholia provide two interpretations of the Homeric passage: (1) that the artist 
had used up all his art on his creation; (2) that the creative powers of the artist were 
unlimited but that the creation itself was unique (suggested by the phrase a~ KEtvov 
'tEt..a~&va en E'YKU'tSE'tO 'liXVTl, Od. 11.614). The ambiguity derives from ttxv11OUllEvoC;, 
which could mean 'designed', corresponding to (1) or 'created', producing (2). Heliodorus' 
text corresponds to (1). 
The reference to Homer alerts the reader to the importance of the following 
description and, together with the formula of closure (3.4.5), marks it off from the 
narrative. In Heliodorus the reference to the craftsman occurs at the beginning of the 
description and not at the end as it does in Homer. This suggests that the description of the 
breastband should be read in the light of the Homeric passage. A general comparison 
between the two passages reveals the following intertextual effects (a detailed exposition 
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of these will be found in the notes below). (1) Contrast. The description of the ghost of 
Herakles scattering the dead spirits around him stands in stark contrast with that of 
Charikleia here: in general, Charikleia is passive, peaceful, and feminine where Herakles 
is aggressive, warlike and masculine. (2) 'Raising'. By signalling a literary allusion so 
overtly Heliodorus raises the description of Charikleia to a more abstract, meta-literary 
plane. This is in keeping with the complex literary texture of the work. (3) Self-conscious 
artistry. The echo of Homer also serves to alert the reader to the fact that the description 
of the breastband which follows is itself an artistic creation. The breastband which Helio-
dorus describes is the invention of Heliodorus himself. His comments about the artistry of 
the work therefore apply to his own. The passage in Horner raises questions about the 
ethics and efficacy of art, which remain latent. The poet expresses the wish that the artist 
will not make another similar baldric again (613-614). The purport of this wish is unclear: 
is it a statement of pacifism, or does it mean that the work is inimitable and unique? 
Heliodorus chooses the latter alternative. 
The codices have fly 6 't£xvllcraj..l£vOC; de; h:tivllv, which has been variously 
emended. Koraes and Rattenbury would insert de; before fly, omitting eic; £K£iVTlV from the 
text. Lumb replaces fly by Kai and retains dC; £KtiVllV, which does less violence to the text. 
RL's text here follows the conjecture of Lumb. Colonna (1938; 1940, 40; 1987) 
persistently retains the reading of the codices, suggesting that the meaning here is quam 
qui scite confecerat, in ipsam incluserat. Colonna points out that Etc; £K£tVllV . . . 
Ka't£KA.£tCffiv echoes the text of the Homeric scholiast and it seems best to retain the 
prepositional phrase. However, the redundant use of relative and demonstrative pronouns 
in such close proximity to one another is intolerable and Lumb's reading should therefore 
be retained. 
3.4.3 Auotv yap ~p<x1C6v'totv: Lucian (How to write history 19) satirises frigid descriptions 
of girdles with intertwined snakes and Heliodorus' description is by no means originaL He 
must, for example, have been aware of Homer's description of the armour of Agamemnon, 
which features three snakes made of coloured enamel in the likeness of a rainbow, Zeus's 
portent to humankind, KuaveOt M ~paKov't£C; oproptxa'to 1tpon ~EtP"V / 'tp£tc; £Ka't£pe' tptcrmv 
tOtK6'tEC;. (Xc; 'tE Kpovirov / tv V£CPEt cr'ti)pt;E. 't£pac; j..I£p61tOlv <Xv9pc.01tOlv (11. 11.26-8). There is 
also a stronger echo of Hesiod's description of the Gorgons on the shield of Herakles, txt 
B£ ~c.Ovnm OpCtKOV't£ Botm / <XXnropEUV't' EXtKUptc.OoV't£ Kap1lVa / AiXJla~ov 0' upa 'tc.O Y£, J.LtVEt 
0' txapacrcrov oo6V'tac; / clypta BEPKOJl£Vro' tXt O£ oEtvotm Kapi)vOtC; / ropytiOtC; tBovtt'to 
Jl£yac; cp6~oC; (Sc. 233-7). The reference to Hesiod's Scutum would reinforce the impression 
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of the virginal nature of Charikleia, as the poem relates how Alkmene, the mother of 
Herakles, imposes celibacy on Amphitryon until he avenges the murder of her brothers 
(Hes. Sc. 14-19). The poem takes its title from the elaborate description of the shield of 
Herakles (139-320) which is modelled on the famous shield of Achilles (I1. 18.478-609). 
Both Homer (I1. 11.26-8) and Hesiod emphasise the ferocity of the snakes (and thus of the 
owners of the armour) but Heliodorus chooses to describe how the snakes are lulled to 
sleep in Charikleia's bosom. There may be a suggestion that Charikleia, as the acolyte of 
Artemis, resembles the goddess in respect of her power over wild animals. Snakes featured 
as an attribute of Artemis: for example, the statue of Artemis at Lykosoura holds a torch in 
one hand and two snakes in the other (Paus. 8.37.4) and on the frieze of the temple of 
Apollo at Bassae, depicting the battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs, the figure of Artemis in 
a chariot wears a double baldric on which the head of a serpent can be seen. Artemis is 
frequently shown with a ~rovl1 crossing over and under her breasts (cf., e.g., LIMC s. v. 
'Artemis' 639, 856, 882 [with torch]). Occasionally, the goddess has the hide of a deer 
crossed over her breasts (cf., e.g., LIMC s. v. 'Artemis ' 931). 
Thirdly, in Euripides' eponymous play Ion recognises his mother, Creusa, by three 
av<xyvroptcrjl<X't<X: a piece of cloth, fringed with serpents, resembling an aegis with a Gorgon 
in the centre; a necklace consisting of gold snakes; and a wreath of olive (Ion 1417-1436). 
The cloak of Theagenes with its Gorgon emblem resembles this material (cf. note on 3.3.5 
above) and Charikleia wears a wreath of laurel (3.4.5). The necklace is described as 
follows, 
Kp. OP<XKOV't£~· apx<x1:ov n 1t<XYXpucrcp 'rEVEt 
orop11Jl' 'A6<xv<x~, 11 'tEKV' tv'tPEql£tV UYEt . . . 
'EptX60vtou y£ 'tOU 1t<XA<Xt jltjlnjl<X't<X. (1427-29). 
There is a clear thematic resemblance between the Ion and the Ethiopian Story since both 
concern illegitimate children resulting from the intervention of the gods. The children 
serve as acolytes in the temple of Apollo at Delphi and are finally recognised by the 
av<xyvroptcrjl<X't<X woven by their loving mothers. As in the case of the serpent necklace 
given to Ion, the girdle of Charikleia may have been intended to have an apotropaic effect 
against the 'eye of envy' (ironically in the light of Kalasiris' fabrication to Charikles that 
his daughter had been afflicted with this condition: cf. 3.7-8 below). The description of the 
girdle of Charikleia therefore evokes suble literary associations that deepen the 
characterisation of the heroine. 
With regard to the grammatical form OpaKOV'tOtV, it is noticeable that Heliodorus 
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uses the dual number freely (14 times): 3.5.6; 3.13.2; 3.14.3; 4.10.4; 5.27.7; 6.11.3; 6.11.4; 
6.11.4; 8.16.6; 10.5.1; 10.6.5; 10.27.3; 10.30.5; 10.31.3; cf. Fritsch (1901, 10). In the 
present instance, the archaism reinforces the heroic atmosphere of the encounter between 
Theagenes and Charikleia. 
'tCx ~EV oupata .. . ;,1t6 'tou<; ~a~ou<; 1tapa~Ei.ac; ... leat 'tCxC; leEcpaAixc; ~toAta'8iloat 'tou 
pp6xo1) cn>yxmpTJoac;: Heliodorus uses the form ~a~6c; (rather than ~a(rt6c;), following 
Homer and Herodotus. The change from a'ttpva introduces a feminine and maternal 
element into the description. AtoAtaSfjaat 'slip through' is rare and mostly late (e.g. , Phil. 
Imag. 2.17.14), though it does occur in Plato (e.g., Lys. 216d1). Hesychius uses this form 
as a gloss on ElC1t£p~t1d.aat 'escape like a partridge ' (Ar. A v. 768). It is not difficult to see 
an erotic undertone to the description here. Readers of Homer will be aware of 
associations with the seductive and alluring girdle which Aphrodite gave to Hera (11. 
14.214-217). Heliodorus achieves this erotic effect indirectly- he avoids a full physical 
description of his heroine (Jax 1933, 170). It should also be remembered that Photius (Bib. 
94.73b.24 [Bekker]) ranks Heliodorus, Iamblichos and Achilles Tatius on a descending 
scale of decency. 
Eros is consistently associated with serpent imagery; Sappho (fr. 130 L-P) 
describes him as 'creeping' (op1t£'tov) and in Apuleius the god is vipcrcum (4.33.1). 
Alternatively, the knot of intertwined snakes may be Isiac (Feuillatre 1966, 55; 
Merkelbach 1962, 240). Isis is commonly represented with her dress tied in a knot under 
her breasts (cf., e.g. LIMC S.v. 'Isis ' 47, 304) and was also commonly assimilated to the 
snake god, Thermouthis-in this form she was known as Isis-Thermouthis. In her 
manifestation as Isis-Thermouthis, the goddess is represented as a serpent and often her 
coils are intertwined with those of Sarapis-Agathodaimon (cf., e.g., LIMC s. v. 'Isis' 354, 
359). Doubtless Heliodorus was familiar with such representations of the goddess, since he 
shows knowledge of the myth of Isis and Osiris (9.9.4-5). Finally, Macrobius (Sat. 1.19.16) 
states that intertwined snakes symbolise genesis. According to him, four deities preside 
over birth; Genius (whose symbol is the Sun), Fortune (the Moon), Love (intertwined 
snakes) and Necessity (a knot). Macrobius adds (1.20.1) that serpents resemble the sun (1) 
in that they appear to be reborn when sloughing their skin just as the sun is reborn daily 
when it rises and (2) in respect of their keen sight (he derives the word ~palCmv from 
OEPleELV). It is unclear to what extent Heliodorus was aware of these associations of 
Charikleia's girdle of snakes, but his description must have suggested a variety of rather 
imprecise religious associations to his readers. 
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K<X'ta 'tIDV jlE't<XCPPEVOlV: the Homeric word for 'back' (11. 5.40; Od 8.528) used freely by 
Heliodorus (7.6.4; 10.31.3; 10.32.2). 
3.4.4 Blue; <Xv 'toU<; OcpEte; ou ~OKEtV fputv a'A.'A: fputV: Heliodorus' descriptions, even of 
inanimate objects, are animated rather than static (Bartsch 1989, 123; Feuillatre 1966, 24); 
here the snakes are described as actually, not apparently, moving, just as the figures on the 
shield of Achilles are said to be moving (cf., e.g, 11. 18.492-496). 
The invocation of the reader in Ei1tEe; UV draws attention to the subjectivity of the 
act of interpretation of a work of art (Dubel 1990, 105) and provides a balance to the 
objective way in which the breastband is described in terms of the material and the artistry 
with which it was made (3.4.4). 
oux 1>1tO \3'A.()(j\)pq, K<Xt aXT\vEt 't41 \3i..Ejljl<X'tt: B'A.ocrup6e; occurs twice in the Scutum of 
Hesiod: to describe wildness and savagery of Strife, EXt BE \3'A.ocr'Upoto jlE'tOOXO'U / BEtvTt "Ept<; 
1tEx6'tT]'to (Hes. Sc. 147 [tt>6\30e;]); and of lions, B'A.ocrupotm i..EoV'tEe; (ib. 175). Homer uses 
the term of Ajax going into battle, 'totoe; up' Al<xe; OOP'to 1tE'A.ooptOe; EpKOe; 'AX<xtrov / jlEt~t6rov 
\3'A.ocrupotm xpoooox<xm (11. 7.213-4); of the terrifying Gorgon, 'til ~' EXt jlEV ropyro 
\3'A.ocrupIDXte; Ecr'tEq>uvro'tO / ~EtVOV ~EPKOjlEvl1, 1tEpt BE AEtjl6e; 'tE tt>6\30e; 'tE (II. 11.36-7; cf. Hes. 
Sc. 147); and of Hector in full fury, 'tOO ~E ot OcrcrE / 'A.<Xjl1tEcr911V \3'A.ocrupiimv 1)1t' ocppumv (II. 
15.608). In his commentary on the Iliad, Eustathius connects the word with vision and 
offers an etymology, EK 'toivuv 'tOU 'tOtOl>'to'U ~pro pr,jl<X'toe; 'to i)1t6~pc:x, roc; tile; O'llEro<; jlTt K<X'ta 
q>ucrtv ExOUQ"11e; 'tote; oPYt~OjlEVOte;, a'A.'A.u 1tro<; 1t<Xp<X'tt6EjlEVl1e; K<Xt i>xo\3<x'A.'A.OjlEVl1e;· 06EV K<Xt 
\3'A.ocrupOe; i..EYE't<Xt 0 'to \3AEjljl<X i>xoouprov, 0xot6v 'tt K<Xt ot q>ooEt 'tae; o'llEtC; ~tEcr'tP<XjljlEVOt 
xucrxoucn' x'A.TtV ou'tOt jlEV i>1tO\3AE1tEtV AEYOV't<Xt K<Xt i>xOOp<X \3AEXEtV' EKEtVOt BE 1t<Xp<x\3AE1tEtv, 
06EV K<Xt 1t<Xpc:x\3'A.ID1tEe; OVOjlU~ov't<Xt (Eust. 1. 109.15). This interpretation is similar to that of 
Hesychius, who uses the word as a gloss on m1t<X'A.r, 'ugly' or ExapYEjlOe; 'blind': 'm1t<X'A.r,. 
ExapYEjlOe;. \3'A.ocrupU. ~Etvr,. 'to'U'tEcr'tt 'A.EuK<xe; Ext 'tIDV Oq>6<x'A.jlIDV EXOOO<X. Eustathius makes it 
clear that the tenn also covers the emotional state of the subject, To B£ \3'A.ocrupov Bl1'A.ot jlEv 
BEtv6'tT]'t<X xpocrOO1to'U, E~ ou K<Xt \3'A.ocruproxoe; ... E'tUjlO'A.OyEl't<Xt ~E 1t<Xpa 'to 'to \3AEjljl<X uxo-
cr'i>PEtv. ot B£ 1t<X'A.<XtOt \3'A.ooup6v q><xm K<Xt 'to crEjlv6v (Eust. 2.445.2). The word is also used 
to describe intense emotion in Aelian Var. Hist. 12.21 (Morgan 1979, at 10.27.2). 
The word \3'A.ocruP41 also connotes masculinity, particularly in women, xpoe; BE 
'tou't01-C; ~l1'tT\'tEOV jlTt jl6vov YEw<xioUC; 'tE K<Xt \3'A.ocrupoue; 'ta il611, a'A.'A.a K<Xt &; ~E 'til 1t<XtBEi~ 
'tne; CPUcrEro<; xpocrq>opc:x EK'tEOV <xu'tote; (PI. Rcsp. 535b3); l:.Q. Ei't<X, & K<X't<xyE'A.<xcr'tE, OUK 
aKl]KO<xe; roc; EYOO Eijlt Me; jl<xiae; jlu'A.c:x YEwaiae; 'tE Kat \3'A.ocrupue;, tt><XtV<xpE'tT]e; (Pl. Tht. 
149a); B'A.ocrupro'tU'tT] 'to EiBoe; (Dio 62.2, with reference to Boudicca). Heliodorus' 
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aggressively alliterative phrase ~A.OOUp<9 ... ~I.£IlJ.l(x'tt reinforces this connotation. 
'A1t11V"~ ('rough', 'cruel' , 'harsh') is Homeric, oio~ KEiVOU 6UIlO~ {)1tEp<pt<xA.O~ K<Xt 
<'x1t11viI~ (11. 15.95) and late, K<Xt £.1tEt 1tA.11criov .y;C1(XV trov 9UpIDV, noov mcA.11P~ K<X1. U1t11vEt t11 
<provn, K<x9<l1tEp tPt<Xtvat~ Yilv <'xv<XPP11'YVuvtE~, oux UIl£VatOV <:tOoVtE~. (Long. 4.40.2 {the 
wedding-song for Daphnis and Chloe D· 
The use of the words ~A.O(jl)pO~ and <'x1t11V"~ suggest a contrast between the hostile 
gaze of those who cast the ' eye of envy' (cf. 3.7.3 below, and notes) and the intimate gaze 
of the snakes on Charikleia's girdle here. This underlines the irony of Kalasiris ' deception 
of Charikles (3 .7-8 below). 
0."A.'A: uYP<9 Kmll<X'tt 01<XPPEOJiEV01>~ cooup o.1tO 'tOU K<X'to. 'to. O''tEpva 'tf1~ KOP11~ iJiEp01> 
Ka'tE1>v<xtOJiEV01>~: the description is clearly erotic. Underdowne translates: '[the snakes] 
seemed as though they had been wantonly a sleepe '. 'yypo~ 'moist, languid' has strong 
connotations of erotic desire, uypo~ 'to Eioo~ [Eros] (PI. Symp. 196a3); uypov ~I.£JiIl<X 
(Anacreont. 15.21); trov oq>9<xA.Jirov OE 'to uypov <X1l<X 't41 q>at0P41K<X1. KEX<XP10'IlEVql (Luc. 1m. 
6.7). The phrase uYpql KmJi<X'tt is unparalleled, though based on <'x~A.11XP41 0' £1t1. Kmll<X'tt 
(A.R. 2.205); U1t<xA.rot Kmll<X'tt (PI. Ep. 19.6). Homer describes the seduction of Zeus by 
Hera with similar vocabulary: ... £1tE1. <XUt41 £yro 1l<xA.<XKOV 1tEp1. Kroll' £KUA.U'I'<X· I "HP11 0' £v 
q>1A.m,,'tt 1t<xp,,1t<xq>EV Euv119ilvat (II. 14.359-360; cf. Naber 1873, 147). The Orphic 
Argonautica has a line which closely parallels this passage, Kroll<X 0' &q><xp K<X'tEIl<XP'l'E 
1tEA.Olpt01> OO'O'E opaKov'to~ (Arg. 1013). However, the variant reading KOtll"Il<X'tt, though 
rare, would reinforce the erotic tone of the description (cf. 'Iro 1l<X'tP41at I.£KtproV a'tat 
KOljl,,-1 1l<X't < a 't' > <XU't0YEVV11t' I £Il41 1t<X'tp1. 01>0'1lopOU 1l<X'tpoC;, Soph. Ant. 863-5). Koraes 
suggests that KOtjl"jl<X'tt, the reading of the earliest manuscript V which M observed as a 
variant in the MSS, is a gloss for Kmll<X'tt but KOtjl"Il<X'tt would suit the erotic associations 
of the passage, since it is frequently used of sexual intercourse (Hom. II. 6.246; Od. 8.295 ; 
Hdt. 3.68). The use of Kcllll<X'tt may reflect the Bowdlerisation of the text in the same way 
as Cataudella (1976, 157-161) suggests happened at 4.4.3. KOtIl1lll<X'tt is clearly better 
suited to lie next to uYP<9 than Kmll<X'tt. In this regard, it is noticeable that Amyot omits 't<X 
O''tEpv<x along with PVMA (although he translates them as ' l'estomach'; cf. Sandy 1984-
1985, 18). The words are retained by CBZT. 
Ln<xppEtcr9at carries the meaning 'be debauched', 'act in a debauched manner' K<Xt 
yap 'tOt l:~Pt'tat~ xfimv EPYov .y;v 'tP1>q>clV K<Xl. 141 ~tql Ol.<XPPEtv (AeI. VH. 9.24; Luc. D. 
Mort. 11.4) and the word gives the description a sensual tone (Feuillatre 1966, 96). "IIlEPO~ 
is the normal word for sexual desire and is used in personifications, 1t<XP 0' <xu'ti\~ Xapt1E~ 
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't£ Kat "IIl£P~ 01X1.' £xoumv (Hes. Th. 64). "IIl£P~ also occurs in association with 
Ka't£uvu~ro in the love-making scene between Paris and Helen in the Iliad (II. 3.443-449). 
The Heliodoran passage resembles this passage in respect of the strong contrast between 
love and war. In Homer there is an explicit contrast between Paris and Helen making love 
and Menelaus raging through the battle lines in search of battle with Paris. In Heliodorus 
the contrast is implicit and intertextual. 
The sensuality of the description of the breastband adds a further dimension to the 
character of the chaste Charikleia, who is here shown to be erotic and seductive (Dubel 
1990, 110). Elsewhere too Heliodorus has emphasised Charikleia's human (as opposed to 
divine) nature : cf. 1.2.6-7; 1.7.2; Charikleia's despair during the wedding feast of Knemon 
(6.8.3-6.9.5 , where Charikleia's torn tunic exposes her breasts 6.9.2) and especially the 
words of Kalasiris, OUK £vvona£t<; clv8pOl1to<; ouaa, 1tp<XYlla umu81l1l'tov Kat 6~£ta<; P01tUC; £</>' 
EKu't£pa A.all~uVOv; (6.9.3). 
The passage raises more general questions concerning the readership of the novel. 
Elsom (1992, 212-230) suggests that 'the ancient romances embody a structure common to 
romance and pornography, that of the exposure of a woman to the public gaze' (p. 213); 
and Montague (1992, 231-249) argues that Longus ' novel is 'a form of female erotica' (p. 
233). There is certainly an element of voyeurism in the description of Charikleia here, as 
indeed there is when Trachinos peeps at Charikleia on the suggestion of Kalasiris (5.31). 
The description of Charikleia here is more complex, since the reader must remember that 
it is given to Knemon, who was also an ardent lover, having had sexual relationships with 
Thisbe (1.11.3) and Arsinoe (1.15 .6). Kalasiris could therefore be playing with his 
susceptibilities here. Knemon is often characterised as a gullible audience and morally 
rather a weak character (Winkler 1982, 143). However, since Kalasiris does not at this 
stage know the history of Knemon and since erotic descriptions of the heroine occur 
elsewhere in the work (cf. , e.g., 6.9.2), it is equally probable that the extraordinary 
combination of sensual and religious associations in the description is designed to deepen 
the characterisation of the heroine, who emerges from this passage as a remarkable and 
complex figure; she is at once chaste and sensuous, spiritual and physical. Where Helio-
dorus does describe Trachinos spying on Charikleia in a voyeuristic way (5.31.2), he 
emphasises her sacred Delphic robe and her resemblance to Artemis. Even the description 
of Achaimenes gazing at Charikleia through a keyhole and wondering what she would look 
like when not in mourning cannot be described as overtly erotic (7.15.3). Heiserman (1977, 
77) has noted this ambivalence: 'A fantasy of erotic power ... is in conflict with, and 
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therefore sanctioned by, a fantasy of moral power'. For the comment of Photius on the 
relative decency of Heliodorus: cf. 3.4.3 above, and note. In fact, He1iodorus is unusual in 
not giving a detailed physical description of his heroine-his aim in not doing so was to 
enhance the impression of her beauty, as Homer did in the case of Helen (Morgan 1979, at 
10.9.3). For Heliodorus, Charikleia's beauty was a composite of many attributes which 
make up a symbolic complex. Cf. 1.2.1; 1.2.5; 2.31.1; 2.33.3; 3.19.1; 4.1.2; 5.31.2; 6.9.1; 
6.11.4 (in disguise); 7.7.6 (in disguise); 8.9.13; 10.9.3; 10.41.3. Descriptions of the other 
heroines of Greek romance are: Char. 1.1.2; 2.2.2; 2.4.2; 3.8.6; 4.1.8; 5.3.9; 6.4.5; 6.7.1: 
Xenophon 1.2.6: Ach. Tat. 1.4.1; 5.13.1 (Melite); 6.6-7: Long. 1.17.2; 1.32.1; 4.32.1. The 
description of Theagenes (3.3.4) is more explicit than that of Charikleia, much as that of 
Daphnis is more detailed than that of Chloe (1.13.1). 
Naber (1873, 317) suggests imo for a1to in the phrase a1tO lOU KalO: 'to: cr'ttpva but 
there is no support for this reading in the MSS. Similar confusion over these prepositions 
occurs at 1.8.4: cf. Birchall (1996, ad lac.). 
/:) yap xp'\)cr~ uxO 'til~ 'tEX~ £J.lEA<xivE'tO: the text here resembles Homer II. 18.548-9, 11 OE 
/lEA<xivE't' 01tt0'8EV. lxPTlPO/ltvl1 OE £cilKEt. / XPU<1Eill 1tEp £oucra· 'to on 1tEpt 9au/la 'tE'tUK'tO, in so 
far as both authors mention how the skill of the artists was apparent from the way in which 
they blackened the gold medium of the work to convey a more realistic effect. The 
reference to the technique of the artist draws attention to the breastband as an artistic 
creation and, by extension, to the text as fiction. There may a deliberate contrast between 
nature and art in the reference to the material, gold, and the artistic working of it (Dubel 
1990, 106). 
'to J.lEA<xV Eimcpa9tv: Eimcpa9EV is a hapax which RL cleverly emend to 'to /lEAav9E<; 
Kpa9Ev. Colonna initially (1938) adopted the reading of Z, 'to /lEAav 0"'U'YKpa9Ev but later 
(1987b) reverted to the reading of the codices, 'to llEAav Eimcpa9Ev which appears to be a 
natural and plausible formation, since Heliodorus appears to be rather fond of compounds 
with Ei<1-: cf., e.g., EicrOUE'tat (3.7.3), Eicr'to~Eoov'ta (3.7.5), EimcaA.Etv (3 .16.2); Etcr't1lKEtV 
(4.9.3); Etcr1tE1tpa'YIlEVllV (4.19.7). 
£1ttOEi~fl'tat: The only case of a subjunctive in secondary sequence in a final clause 
introduced by tva in the Ethiopian Sto.ry(Barber 1962, 253-254)-an indication of the care 
Heliodorus usually takes to write Attic Greek. 
3.4.5 TOt<xu'tTl /lEV it ~cilV''l 'til~ KOPTl~: These words constitute a closing formula which 
serves to mark the description off from the narrative, thus weakening its dramatic function 
and turning it into an ornamental example of ring composition. 
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Tt KOlL11: cf. the description of Rhodogoune by Philostratus, which emphasises her shining 
blonde hair (Imag. 2.5.4, Kat 'to llEV UV£tA111111EVOV 'tIDV 'tptXIDV ai.Boi K£Kocrll11'tm 'to 
UYEProx,OV KOAaso'i>crn, 'to BE clV£'tOV ~aKx£'i>£t auTI,V Kat (xi>vvum. Kat saveOV llEV Kat xpucrou 
1tEpa 'to u'taK'touv 'tf\~ KOll 11~, 'to BE E1tt eu't£pa K£l.llEVOV tx£t 'tt Kat E<; auy1)v 1tapaAAu't'tov 
U1tO 'tou 'tE'tUXem). Such hair, especially if unbound, was a conventional element in the 
description of beautiful women in antiquity (lax 1933, 166). 
Buq>v11~ cl1taAOt KAIDVE~: the wreath of laurel associates Charikleia generally with Delphi 
and the oracle of Apollo (cf. 1.2.2). 
TtA1.00av: Where Herakles looks 'like the sombre darkness' , 6 B' EPEllv'ft vuKn EOtKroc; (Od. 
11.606), Charikleia is radiant: her hair shines like the sun and her eyes blaze brighter than 
any torch. Merkelbach (1962, 240 n. 5) observes the appropriateness of this rare word for 
his view that the novel is a cult text in honour of Helios, but cf. Phil. Imag. 1 proem 2.14, 
Kat save1)v KOll11v ... Kat 1tUPcri)v Kat TtAt&crav. Sun imagery is not unprecedented in Greek 
literature but its persistence in the description of Charikleia is highly unusual. There is 
more to such descriptions therefore than Wolffs 'hieratic epiphanies' (1912, 180) in which 
the wandering sun-god surprises his enemies and worshippers by an unexpected and 
dazzling appearance. Not least remarkable is the application of this sun imagery to the 
heroine of a romance. 
£sro 'tou 1tp£1tOv'to~: propriety ('to 1tPE1tOV) is an important virtue in the Ethiopian Story and 
is most evident when it is transgressed: Demainete's kisses (1.9.3) and Arsake's behaviour 
towards Theagenes (8.3.6, 8.4.2, 8.5.3) are both described as improper. Thyamis 
challenges the impropriety of Arsake's behaviour in an extended discussion that resembles 
a rhetorical debate. Likewise, Theagenes' impetuousity is deemed improper by Kalasiris 
(4.6.5). By way of contrast, Charikleia acknowledges that it is improper for women to 
speak in a company of men (1.21.3)-although she then proceeds to break the convention. 
Merely to confess to love is deemed improper by Kalasiris (4.10.4 below and note) and 
Charikleia feels intense shame at having to admit to it (4.11.1). Persinna attributes her 
pleas in defence of Theagenes to a passion improper for a girl (10.29.4). Kalasiris treats 
Charikleia with respect proper to her station (4.13.1). Propriety in the Ethiopian Story 
therefore appears to have both moral and class connotations. For class-consciousness in 
the romance: cf. 3.3.8 above, 4.2.1, 4.10.3, below and notes. 
3.4.6 "&PEPE BE til Aat(X lL£v 't~ov E1t1.XPucrov i>1ttp IDllOV tOY ~E~1.0V tflC; q>aplhpac; 
U1tTlP't1ll!EV11C;: Throughout the novel Charikleia is assimilated to Artemis as beautiful 
young girls usually are in the romances (Jax 1933, 164). The comparison goes back to 
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Homer Od. 6.151-152: 'Ap'tt~t8t O'E £yro yE, Atoe; KOUP11 ~EyaAotO, / dMe; 'tE ~EYE96e; 'tE 
tpu"v 't' <XYXtO''t<X H(J1(co. However, there is some point to the comparison in the case of 
Charikleia: as a young girl in Delphi she devoted herself to Artemis to the despair of her 
father Charikles (cf. 2.33.4, 1t<xp9EVEUEtv 'tOY 1tav't<X ~tOV 8t<X'tEtvE'tat K<Xt 'til 'Ap'tE~t8t 
~aKopov E<XU'tTtV E1tt80'\)0'<x 9"pate; 'ta 1tOAAa O'xoAa~Et K<xt (x01(Et 'tO~Et<xV). The comparison is 
repeated: cf. 1.2.1-2, where Charikleia is described as a goddess, crowned with laurel and 
carrying a bow and quiver; 5.5.4; 6.11.4; 6.14.1. Charikleia also puts her bow and arrows 
to deadly use when the heroine strikes pirates down indiscriminately on the beach (5.32.5), 
as Apollo and Artemis struck down the children of Niobe (Apollod. 3.45-47). Throughout 
the romance Artemis and Apollo direct the affairs of Charikleia and Theagenes: cf. below 
3.11.5, and note. 
'tn 9<X'tEp(X ~E Aa~1ta81.0v it~~EVOV K<Xt ou'troc; £XOUCf(X d.£ov U1tO 'troY Ocp9aA.~rov O'EA.<xe; 11 
'troY 8(t&ov U1tTlUY<X~EV: the torch was a sign of Artemis, according to Plutarch Luc. 24.4.3-
42.5.1: x<xpay~a't<X tpEpOUO'at 'tile; 9EO'\) A<X~1taOO. Cf. also 4.1.2 below, and note; 
Callimachus' hymn to Artemis (116-119); Paus. 10.37.1. 
Knemon interrupts (3), thinking he could actually see Theagenes and Charikleia 
3.4.7 «O,hOl EKELVOl. X<xptlCAEt<X K<xt eEaYEV~» uVEj)61l0'EV 6 Kvruui)v. Knemon's 
interruption of the narrative at this point has attracted much critical comment: 
(1) In narratological terms, Futre Pinheiro (1991b, 75) observes that the return to the 
narrative 'frame' emphasises the differences between the happiness of the narrated past in 
Delphi and the sorrows and uncertainties of the narrative present in Chemmis and reminds 
the reader how far the narrative has progressed (cf. 3.4.9; 3.12-16 below). 
(2) Hefti (1950, 46-47) points out that both narrative layers are unresolved and that this 
brings about a polar tension ('polare Spannung') in the reader. 
(3) Anderson (1982,36) reads Knemon's outburst as comic: 'Heliodorus not only treats his 
narrative as a game, but allows his characters to do likewise'. Knemon does show himself 
to be impressionable rather than knowing (cf. 3.1.1; 4.4.2 and notes; Winkler 1982, 143: 
Knemon 'seems to illustrate the comedy of misreading') and there is certainly something 
ludicrous in Knemon's behaviour, much like the Roman recruit who ruined a dramatic 
performance of Nero's in the belief that he was really in a miserable condition dressed in 
rags and not merely playing the part of Hercules (Suet. Nero 21). 
(4) Bartsch (1989, 120-122) disagrees with this view, observing that Theagenes and 
Charikleia respond in an equally enthusiastic way to the narrative of Knemon (1.9.1; 
1.14.2) and suggesting that the effect of the minutely detailed description is to make both 
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the reader and the secondary audience (Knemon) feel that he or she is a spectator. 
Not all of the interruptions of Knemon are this impulsive-only his outburst at 
4.3.4, where he asks Kalasiris to accelerate his narrative, is similar but at 3.1.1 and 3.2.3 
he slows the pace of the story by asking Kalasiris to elaborate on his description; at 3.12.3 
he asks for further explanation of how the gods may be recognised, and Kalasiris finally 
brings his account to an end at 5.1.4, when Knemon notes the noise of Nausikles' arrival in 
the background. These interruptions therefore serve a variety of functions, pacing the 
narrative and breaking up Kalasiris' lengthy account of events at Delphi with stretches of 
dialogue (cf., e.g., 3.2.3,3.12.3). In this particular instance, the exclamation of Knemon 
and Kalasiris' assumption that Theagenes and Charikleia were actually present, sharply 
juxtapose a highly literary vignette with the run of the narrative. The effect is similar to 
the description of the amethyst ring given to Nausikles by Kalasiris in payment for 
Charikleia (5.13.2); the artist who had incised a pastoral scene on the stone had left one 
corner ofthe amethyst uncut to represent a rock (5.14). 
Note the hiatus in oU'tOt bcEtvot (Reeve 1971, 520) and compare also 4.1.3, 5.8.3, 
10.13.5, au'tT] EleEtVl1. 
oi'>'t~ £vap'YID<; 'tE leal. ou~ oi~a i~chv " xapa emu ~l"'Yl1cn~ i>1tt~El~EV: cf. 3.1.1 above, and 
note, for Heliodorus' use of the rhetorical technique EvapYEta. 
3.4.8 Ei 't01O'6't01)~ Ei~E~ oio1)~ ai>'toi>~ lea't' Ele£1.Vl1V 'tnv "J.l.Epav " 'EA.A.u~ 'tE leal. 0 ilA.lO~ 
EOEuaa'to: These words in the narrative frame betray a close connection with the narrative 
proper (Hefti 1950, 47), but this is not a fault so much as such a skilful lead into the 
resumption of the narrative. Morgan (1991, 99-100) adduces this passage in support of his 
argument that Heliodorus uses the audiences of his narrative to 'reflect and form the 
reader's own responses' to the text (p. 99). There is no doubt that the use of the second 
person commands the assent of Knemon and (indirectly) the reader, but admiring crowds 
were in any case conventional in descriptions of beauty (Jax 1933, 165). 
Festivals were usually attended by large crowds, many of whom were seeking to 
arrange marriages for their children (X. Eph. 1.2.3). Such occasions were often the first 
time that young people met each other, since nubile girls were rarely seen in public (Char. 
1.1.4). It was also at a festival that Demainete first fell in love with Knemon (1.10.1-2). 
Chariton (1.1.11), Xenophon (1.7.1), and Longus (4.38) show that marriages were 
important to the community at large as indeed they were in New Comedy (cf. Feuillatre 
(1966, 122). 
One of the reasons why Heliodorus chose Delphi as the setting for the encounter 
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between Theagenes and Charikleia was because it was considered to be the centre of the 
civilised world (Paus. 10.16.2; Pind. Pyth. 4.6; cf. the introduction above on Openings). To 
a limited extent this reveals a Hellenocentric attitude (Kuch 1989c, 80-86)-cf. also in this 
regard 1.19.2; 1.25.5; 1.30.6; 2.10.4; 2.12.5; 5.7.1; 5.7.3; 5.8.5; 6.14.4; 7.21.4; 7.25.4; 
7.29.1. But note that barbarians are said to be capable of compassion also, 1.4.3; 5.7.3; 
8.9.4 and the centrifugal movement of the plot from Delphi suggests that this statement 
should not be construed as necessarily a statement of philhellenism. Instead, Heliodorus is 
universalising his story here as can be seen also at 4.1.1; 4.3 .2. The reference to the sun 
serves a similar purpose (see the introduction for discussion of references to Helios in the 
work.) 
T1lv yap xpoe; 9U'tEPOV au'trov m>t'Oytav icra Kal a9avacrtav liYov: ' A9avacrta occurs also 
at 8.11.10 (Theagenes asks whether the pantarbe stone confers immortality). l:'O~'Uyta 
means 'permanent love relationships' in Plutarch (Mor. 770c) but can also mean 
'copulation' (cf. AP5.221, 11.139). The combination of these two concepts is unique and 
suits the emphasis on marriage in the romance. By contrast Chariton writes that Kallirhoe 
would have preferred a single day with Chaereas to marriage with Zeus or immortality 
(6.7.12, KaAAtp61l BE Kat autoi) wi) Atoe; OUK <Xv ,;crxucra'to YU}lo'Oe;, ouBE a9avacrtav 
1tpo£nJl1lcr£v <Xv itJlEpae; Jlt6;e; 'tile; JlE't<X XatPEO'O): cf. also Cat. 70.2; 72.2. For a discussion of 
the place of the romances in the history of sexuality: cf. Goldhill (1995); Konstan (1994). 
~EV1l yap O'lfte;: a commonplace: cf. Plut. Mar. 16.3-4. 
Kalasiris asks Knemon where Theagenes and Charikleia are 
3.4.9 ro 'tile; it~£iae; <xxu'tTt<;: For the paradox, cf. itB£ta BE Kat it tv aU't<9 axut1l (Philostr. 
Imag. 862 [Olearius]). 
tcrxtpac; oum,c; ilB1l Kal V'OK'tOc;: Knemon is so involved in the story as to be unaware of the 
passage of time (Winkler 1982, 143). Cf. 4.4.2. The reader is again made aware of the 
narrative context and the separation of narrative and narrated time is accentuated. It may 
not be by chance that the description of the encounter between the lovers takes place at 
night, since folktales were regularly told then (Hefti 1950, 47; cf. the story of Psyche, 
Apul. Met. 3.27; the story of Knemon, 1.9-18). 
3.4.10 9'OJloV EXE aya96v: a common expression in Heliodorus (1.19.2; 8.15.3), possibly 
borrowed from Herodotus (e.g., 1.120.14). 
n KOOA.'OJla YEYOV£ Kal f)puB'lOv: Heliodorus often uses YEYOVEV to mean 'is'; cf., e.g., 
1.13.2,6.2.1,7.10.1,10.34.3. 
Jl1l 'to x6;v 'tou Jltcr90u KOJltcrUJl£voC;: cf. 2.23.4, where Knemon promised to tell Kalasiris 
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of the whereabouts of Theagenes and Charikleia in return for the story of their 
background. The mention of pay suggests the mercenary side of Knemon's character, 
which reveals itself more clearly when Nausikles offers him his daughter in marriage, 
together with a sizeable dowry (6.8.2). There may also be an allusion to professional 
tellers of tales (cf. Pliny Ep. 2.20.2; 9.33 .1; Scobie 1969,9-29). 
3.4.11 KUl. 'tCx KOt'tUtU 'tote; v'OXiotC; 8£ote; E1ttauiauv't£C;: the practice of pouring libations 
to the gods (particularly Hermes) before going to sleep is Homeric (cf. Od. 7.136-8): 
EUPE OE <l>atllKCOV irYll'topUC; T,6E j.1£ooV'tac; 
CY1t£vooV'tUC; OE1ta£am v EVmc01tq) , AP'YEtCPOV't'!l, 
<$ 1t'Oj.1a'tq> a1t£vo£mcov, <h£ j.1v11O'uiu'to KOi't01l . 
Athenaeus provides an explanation that Hermes is the patron-god of sleep, ta1t£voov BE a1to 
'troY O£t1tVCOV avuA:60v't£e; KUt 'tac; a1tovoae; E1tOtoUV't0 'Epj.1i\ Kat OUX roc; ua't£pov t.tt 't£A.£iq>. 
OOK£t 'Yap 'Epj.1flc; U1tV01l 1tpoa'ta't'TlC; £1Vat (Ath. 1.18.7-9 [Kaibel]). This function of Hermes 
is mentioned in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (13-16): 
KUt 'to't' E'Y£t vu'to 1tutou 1tOA:U'tp01tOV, Utj.11l1.0j.1 ll't11v, 
A. 11ta'tf\P', EI.U'tf\pU ~o&v, tl'Yll'top' Dv£ipcov, 
VUK'tOC; 01tC01t11'tf\pu, 1t1lI.1100KOV, oe; 'tax' £j.1£I.A.£V 
aj.1q><Xv££tv KI.1l'ta tp'Yu j.1£'t' aaava'totm 6£otm v. 
A fragment of Strattis makes the connection between Hermes and the wine itself, 'Epj.1f1e;, 
oV £I.K01la' Ot j.1£v EK 1tpoxotoio1l (fr. 22.1). Cf. Athenaeus, KUt 'Epj.1flC; 0' £iooe; 1t6a£roc; 1tupa 
l:'tpa't'ttot (1.58.19 [Kaibel]). Kalasiris later comments on the compatibility between 
Hermes and Dionysus, words and wine (5.16.4). Plutarch makes Solon observe this ritual 
but follows a different Homeric text in which the libation is made to Poseidon (Od. 3.333), 
'Y1tOI.u~rov 0' 6 l:OA.roV «OUKOUV,» ECP11, «KUt 'tCil aocpCO'ta'tq> 1tta't£1l't£ov 'OJ.1''pcp 
vvq b' fjb17 TEA£8sz' ara80v 1(ai vv1(n m8i0'8az 
O'1t£tO'av't£<; ouv MOUO'at<; Kat llOO'£torovt Kat 'AJ.upt'tpi't-n otaA.uro~v e1. oOKe1: 'to O'1lj.11tomov.» 
(Mar. 164d3-7) 
3.5.1 UAI.01lC; 't£ 'tIDV 6£IDV KUl. 'tOY 'Epj.1flv ... i,K£'t£1l£: For Hermes see the previous note. 
Hermes was often invoked as the bringer of dreams in the Odyssey (cf., e.g., 7.136-138 
quoted above; Eustath. Vol. 1, p. 269, 11. 35-45 [Stallbaum]; Messer 1918,4). A papyrus in 
the British Museum (no. 121) 11. 665-685; 739-749, describes magical incantations to 
Hermes by lamplight to obtain a favourable vision in sleep. In the Ethiopian Story Hermes 
is described as a Oa1.j.1cov who fathered Homer on the wife of an Egyptian high-priest 
(3.14.2 below and note). Hermes also appears in the romance as the god of profit 
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cultivated by Nausikles (5.13.2,5.15.2,6.7.1); the god of words, Hermes Logios (5.16.5); 
and the god of the gymnasium (10.31.5). His presence is also indicated in the 'stroke of 
luck' (£p~atov) which occurs from time to time (7.20.2, 8.9.4, 9.17.3) but these are indis-
criminate and do not favour the lovers consistently, although they agree to use the statues 
of Hermes at cross-roads, should they be separated, to tell each other which way they were 
travelling (5.5.1). For Hermes generally, see Kerenyi (1976) passim. 
The encounter between Theagenes and Charikleia 
3.5.2 OO).,oA:u;av ~£v ai 'Y'UvatKE<; TtMl).,a;av OE oi avopE<;: the former was conventionally 
the cry of women, the latter of men: cf. Ach. Tat., OAOA'U'Y~Oe; 'Y'Uvaucrov, aAa).,a'Y~Oe; avoprov 
(3.2.8). Acts of Paul and Thecla, Ai O£ 'Y'UvatKEe; ... ooAOA'U;av (35.1-2). Polyaenus, 01. ~v 
';AaAa;av . .. (Strat. 1.2.1). The ululation of women was in origin part of religious ritual. 
Hesychius (ad lac.), <O).,OA'U'Y">· CPIDV'; 'Y'UVal.Krov, flv 1tOtouv'tat EV 'tOte; iEpote; EUXO~EVat. Cf. 
Homer, at 0' OAOA'U'Yn 1t<lO'at 'Ae"vn xEtpae; av£O'xov' (11. 6.301; cf. Poll. 1.29, OAOAU;at Kat 
OAOA'U'Yn XP"O'acr9at btl. 'Y'UValxrov); ... AUO'EV O£ ~ooe; ~£voe;' ai 0' oAoA'O~av I e'O'Ya'ttpEe; 'tE 
V'U01. 'tE Kat aioo1.ll 1tapaKOt ne; I N£O''topoe;. EUp'OO1.Kll. 1tpt0'j3a KA 'O}l£VOto 9'U'Ya'tprov. (Od. 
3.450-3). Also Od. 4.767 (Penelope in prayer to Athena); Od. 22.408, 411 (Eurykleia in 
triumph over the suitors). There is a close parallel to the present passage in Aeschylus, in 
which Eteokles asks a chorus of women to raise a sacred ululation to salute the fall of the 
victims in his sacrifice (Sept. 268-269). Herodotus believed that the practice originated 
among African women, AOK££t 0' E~Ot'YE Kat f} OAOA'O'Y'; E1tt ipotO't Ev9au'ta 1tpOO'tov 'YEv£O'9at· 
Kap'ta 'Yap 'tau'tn XP£IDv'tat ai A1.~'OO'O'at Kat XP£IDvtat KaA&c; (4.189). Ululation is common 
in African and Middle Eastern society today, mainly among women as an expression of 
communal emotion. In South Africa, for example, ululation accompanies communal dances 
of protest such as the toyi-toyi. In the ancient world, the cry could also have overtones of 
mourning (cf. II. 6.301; Hesch. s. v. OAOA'U'Y", 1tota q>IDV'; A'U1tTlpa. OOUVllV 1(apo1.a~ aO',,~f.!l nvt 
<p9o'Y'Yf.!l 1t<XptO''t&o-a). Cf. also the women of Elis who beat their breasts in lamentation for 
Achilles when the sun went down on the first day of the games (Paus. 6.23.3). Both usages 
are appropriate in the context of the Eva'YtO'~6c; to Neoptolemus. 
The male cry was one of triumph, <aAaAa'Y~6~>' E1ttV1.1(t~ u~vo<; 11 EUCPll~OC; ~o" 
(Hesch. ad lac.). A fragment of Aeschylus appears to use the cry together with the cult 
name of Dionysus "IaKXOe; (fr. 451c30 [Radtn. Herodotus use~ the word to describe the 
supernatural cry that emanated from the temple of Apollo at Delphi and routed the Persian 
army, EK O£ 'tOU [ipou] 't11e; llpovll1.TJc; Vllou f30" 'tE Kat aAaAa'Y~Oc; E'Y1.VE'tO (8.37.17-18). 
Plutarch records a fragment of Metrodoros, oi 0' Eu9Uc; ,;).,a).,a~av, EV 0' tripva'to I OLVOe;' 
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(Mor. 1098c5-6). The cry was used in battle charges, OUK U't<XK'tOt~ ouo£ j.1<XvtcOOEm 
CPEPOJlEVOt OpOJlOt~ ouo' avapSpov uAaAaYJlOV t£V'tE~ . .. (Plut. Mar. 19.4.3-4). 
In the Heliodorus passage the phrase was probably chosen for reasons of 
onomatopoeia and word-play: cf. Sophocles, xo. 'AVOAO,,:6~E'tat OOjlOC; EcpEcrnOt- / mv 
ut..at..atc; (Trach. 205-6). 
tOjlv1ljla tOU NE01ttOAEjlO'U tpitov 1t£ptEO'tOtX1.0'(ltO it 1tOjl1tTt Kat tpitov Ot ECPnJiOt tTtv 
i1t1tov 1tEpt1lAaO'av: the triple circuit of a tomb was conventional; similar rhythmic courses 
were performed by Achilles around the pyre of Patroklos (11. 23.13) and by the Thessalians 
during their sacrifice to Achilles according to Philo stratus (Her. 19.24). This suggests that 
RL are justified in adding 'tpi'tov before 1tEptEO''tOtx1.O'ato here on the basis of C. 
tOtE oxmEp ucp' tVt cruvS1ljlan ~OEC; apvEC; aiyEC; tEPEUOVtO: cf. 3.1.5, where Heliodorus 
mentions 'a varied mass of other victims '. As was usual at Greek sacrifices, a feast 
followed in which the flesh of the victims was consumed. 
3.5.3 cpoptcOOavtEC;: Heliodorus has used the cpop'toro rather than cpopn~ro as a denominative 
verb from cpop'tOC; 'load'. This form is also found in Hesychius as a gloss on ~ucmt, 
<~ucrat>· E1ttSEtVat. cpop'tooat. KpU'I'at; The lexicographer uses cpopncrat as a gloss on 
~acpopilO'at ' be fertile ' , <~acpopilO'at>· jlEY<Xt..roc; cpopncrat. Koraes (ad IDe.) suggests that the -
oro forms are late or dialectal. 
Kat ta VEVOjltO'jl£va trov lEpEiCllV aKpa 1t<xv'ta E1ttOtV'tEC;: "AKpa ' extremities, limbs' also 
occurs in Lucian, XEtprov aKpa (Imag. 6.6) but may here mean 'prize ', KOUPOt EptOJla1.vo'OO1. 
cptt..1ljlato~ aKpa CP£PE0'8at· (Theocr. Id. 12.31). The sense here could therefore be 'choice 
bits'. Heliodorus uses a similar phrase in book 10, Kat 'to OWK01tijO'Ecr8at 'ta 'tEA.tcO'tEpa 
VOjlt~OjlEVa 'trov tEpEiCllv crujl~<Xt..A.ttV 1tapEXOvtEC; (10.39.2). The use of the perfect participle 
VEVOjltcrjlEVa here lays emphasis on the traditional nature of the sacrifice, whereas at 
10.39.2 Sisimithres is referring to a current practice that will be discontinued. Similar 
expressions can be found in Athenaeus, Kat 'tat..t..a t<'x 1tpOC; tilv ap'tUmv 'trov tEPE1.rov 
<XPJlonoV'ta (4.31.8 [KaibelD and in Fronto, 'ta O'1tA<xyxva ta trov tEPE1.rov (Ep. 5.5.3). 
The technicalities and ethics of blood sacrifices are given detailed treatment in the 
novel. Cr. , e.g., Thyamis'. apparent sacrifice of Charikleia (1.31.1-2); the EvaYtO'Jlo~ to 
Neopto1emus at Delphi (3.1-6); Ka1asiris' fruga11ibations with the Phoenicians (4.16.4); 
the sacrifice of Trachinos ' pirates after their shipwreck (5.27-28); the rites of the old 
woman of Bessa (6.14.3-4); the intended sacrifice of Theagenes and Charikleia (book 10 
passim especially 10.4.5 [the exclusion of women]; 10.9.6-7 [the opposition of Sisimithres 
and the gymnosophists; 10.39.1-3 [the opposition of the gods to the sacrifice D. This 
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suggests an awareness of the controversy over blood-sacrifice in late antiquity (cf. 
Ferguson 1980, 1151-89). The contrast between the holocaust at Delphi, the preference of 
Kalasiris for bloodless sacrifice and the final abolition of human sacrifice in Ethiopia, 
shows a development of the theme of sacrifice in the course of the romance that is 
associated with the spiritual progression in the work (see the section on the Ethiopian 
Story as a religious text in the introduction). 
o ~E XaptlCAfic;: Charikles appears for the first time in this book as an authority on 
religious practice in Delphi (cf. 3.5.3 below, and note). He is too engrossed in delivering 
the prayer to notice the encounter between his daughter and Theagenes (3.5.7) and 
attributes the loss of his daughter to his own transgressions (4.19.3). Heisennan (1977, 
192) describes him as 'dean of the academy at Delphi, who believes in magic and cannot 
understand love'; Anderson (1982, 35-36) also views him as the butt of the humour in 
books 2-4; and a similar line is taken by Levin (1992, 499-506). There is no doubt that he 
is shown to be the dupe of Kalasiris (cf. 4.15 .1 below, and note) but Heliodorus also allows 
him a tragic dimension by revealing that his daughter had died in a fire on her wedding 
day and that his wife had passed away in shock soon after (2.29.4). 
A certain Charikles, son of Laophon, from Aigina, to whom the people of Delphi 
awarded signal honours, is mentioned in an inscription there (FD 3.4.149.1-5). Other men 
with this name occur at Delphi, such as the son of Theodorus (FD 3.2.7.2.4; 3.2.24.6; 
3.4.35.5 etc.) and even a son of Theogenes (3.2.12.3.14)! 
Various other historical figures bore the name Charikles-most famously a member 
of the 30 (Andoc. De Myst. 36.1; 101.6; Xen. Mem. 1.2.33-37; Hell. 2.3.2; Thuc. 7.26.3; 
Plut. 483E7; Suda ad lac.). But Charikles is also the name of the boyfriend of Kleinias, 
whose desire to escape from an arranged marriage leads to Kleinias' diatribe on the female 
sex (Ach. Tat. 1.8). Eventually, the young man came to a gruesome death under the hooves 
of Kleinias' horse (ibid. 1.11-12). Cf. also Lucian Amores(1O.3; 11.13; 13.11; 14.20; 17.2; 
18.11; 29.2). None of these personages appear to have been Heliodorus' model for his 
characterisation of the Delphic priest. Theophrastos' description of the superstitious man 
(Char. 16) appears to corne closest to his character, but omits his sheer obtuseness. 
The name Charikles is best taken as back-formation from Charikleia, whose name 
is significant and appropriate to her character, just as Chryses in the Iliad is the father of 
Chryseis (although of course the morphological derivation is in the opposite direction). 
The parallel between Chryses, also a priest of Apollo, who is deprived of his daughter 
Chryseis by Agamemnon in the Iliad on the one hand, and Charikles who loses Charikleia 
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to Theagenes, on the other, is noteworthy but probably coincidental. However, the close 
connection between the names of father and daughter here does suggest the close relation-
ship between the two (cf. 4.18.8-9). 
«'tov ~mJ.Lov St 6 'tile; 8£mpiae; apxmv ft1t't£'tm 1tapa 'tile; ~alC6po1) 'ti\v S~Sa lCOJ.LtcnxJ.LEVOe; ... 
»: ironically Charikles arranges the encounter which will lead to the elopement of his 
daughter. 
The switch to direct speech is abrupt. The effect is to suggest that Charikles is 
quoting the liturgy of the sacrifice and thus to underline his authority as the priest of 
Apollo at Delphi (see 3.5.3 above and note). The use of the imperative form Cx1t't£'tOl and 
religious terms such as 8EOlpia, ~alC6poe; and o~C; suggests official language. The quotation 
of what purports to be the regulations pertaining to the sacrifice also adds authenticity to 
the description of the procession. Direct speech is used in legal and religious contexts, 
where the wording of the original statement is important. 
1tapa 'tile; ~alC6po1): the same term ~alC6poc; as is found in inscriptions (Syl. 3.708.25; 
Feuillatre 1966, 64). However, the term is common in Menander (cf., e.g., fr 112.1; fro 
257.1; fro 686.1) and is found also in Chariton -(3.6.4); Lucian (Am. 15.13); Plutarch (272F 
[Stephanus]); and Synesios (Aegyptii sive de Providentia 1.6.26). 
'tou'to 'Yap £Ooe; 6 1tu'tptOe; Sta'Ywcixn:£t v6J.Loe;: There is no evidence in the historical record 
for the custom that a female acolyte should hand a torch to the male leader of the 
Thessalian envoys (cf. F euillatre 1966, 57). This detail appears to have been invented by 
Heliodorus in order to bring his hero and heroine together at the most sacred moment of 
the religious ceremony of purification. However, Heliodorus goes to some lengths to make 
his invention seem realistic. He mentions that Charikleia had chosen the life of an acolyte 
of Artemis out of a love of chastity (2.33.4). Moreover, he also makes Hegesias propose 
the abolition of this custom at the height of the emergency brought about by the elopement 
of Charikleia and Theagenes (4.21.1). Hegesias' proposal is implausible under the 
circumstances and may have been mentioned precisely to account for the usual practice 
(i.e. that no acolyte was present). 
A number of scholars have suggested that Heliodorus has good knowledge of 
Delphi and the religious ceremonies conducted there (Feuillatre 1966, 45-67; Pouilloux 
1983, 259-286; 1984, 691-703; Kowarna 1959, 77) but most of Heliodorus' description is 
literary in character as is abundantly evident from the numerous parallels between his text 
and other literary works mentioned in the notes above. Furthermore, Heliodorus' choice of 
Delphi as a location for the meeting of his lovers was based on the ideological importance 
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of the site in the literary tradition (see the section on Openings in the introduction). In any 
case, realism appears to be less important in this case than irony and characterisation; the 
irony lies in the fact that Charikles is responsible for arranging the encounter between his 
daughter and the man who would take her away from him. Charikles later refers to another 
' tradition' that the acolyte hold the torch and judge the games (3.18.2); Kalasiris ' 
reference to this custom is more equivocating- he suggests that Charikleia appeared at the 
games either because of this or because she wanted to see Theagenes again (4.1.2). 
Charikles is shown to be concerned about the niceties of religious ritual whereas Kalasiris 
is a shrewder and more cynical judge of human motivation. 
3.5.4 on 9Eiov " v'Oxn: the phrase is reminiscent of Plato Phaedr. 249c, 1tpOe; yap EKEtVOte; 
ad Ecrnv jlVnjln Ka-ra ~uvajltv, 1tpOe; oiO"ltEp 9EOC; rov 9Ei6<; Eo"'ttV; Phaedr. 251a, 1tpoO"op6)v roc; 
9EOV O"E~E-rat. On the sacramental nature of the relationship between Charikleia and 
Theagenes see the 3.5.4 below, and note . 
OjlOU 'tE yap aAAnAO'O<; troprov oi VEOt Kat TlProv: cf. 4.6.4. For the theme of love at first 
sight in Hellenistic and Latin poetry: cf., e.g., Theokr. 2.82; Ap. Rhod. 3.275; Prop. 1.1-2; 
in Roman comedy: cf. Ter. Bun. 83-4; Haut. 773-4; Plaut. Rud. 43-4; and in the romances: 
cf. X. Eph. 1.3-4; Ach. Tat. 6.6; Long. 1.17; Char. 5.5 (quoting II. 3.146, Helen on the 
walls of Troy; Letoublon (1993 , 137-145); Jax (1936, 46; 1933, 163). Heliodorus may also 
have been aware of the story of Zariadres and Odates, who fell in love with one another in 
their dreams, though they had never actually seen one another. When they meet they 
instantly recognise each other and elope, thus avoiding the marriage which had been 
arranged for Odates (Ath. 13.575; first noted by Rohde 19143, 47-52 [45-49]; cf. Kerenyi 
19622, 254 n. 124). 
The play on £roprov / TlPOlV was commonplace since the time of Agathon (fr. 29 
[Nauck], EK 'tOU yap EO"opav yl.YVE't' av9pci>1tote; tp(Xv). Cf. also Philostratus (Bp. 52, Of! 'to 
Epav v60"ce;, aAAa 'to jlT] tpUv, Ei yap a1to 'tOU opav 'to Epav 't1>Cj)AOt Ot jlT] tp&V'tEC;). In the 
Life of Apollonius, the gymnosophist, Thespesion, teaches that the wise man must avoid 
desire which enters through the eyes (VA 6. lO, roc; a1t6XP1l 'tti) 0"0Q>til ~pci>crEci>c; 'tE Ka9apti) 
dvm, o1t6crTJ Ejl1tVO'O<;, tjlEPO'O 'tE, oe; CPOl.'t(i ~t' Ojljl<X'tOlV). The idea goes back to Plato Phaedr. 
255c and is one of a number to references to this dialogue. Walker (1993a, 132-148) gives 
a full discussion of EProc; and the eye in Philostratus, which suggests a close similarity 
between this author and Heliodorus. Both, for example, compare the eye of the beloved to 
a hunting net in which the lover is trapped (Phil. Bp. 11 , iloO"<XKte; 0"01. 'toue; OCj)9aAjlOUe; 
aVEQl~a, tva a1tEA9n<;, c00lt£p 01 ta ~tK't1>a ava1t'tUO"O"ov'tE<; 'tote; 91lptot<; E<; E~O'Ocrtav 'tOU 
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qnryELv; Aith. 2.25.1, 0'0 yap ~v tV't"Uxov'ta p." itA,OOK£Vat, o')'t~ acp"UKtov ttva Kat 
a1tpocrp.a Xov £'tatpiae; craY1lV1W tK 'tIDV ocp8aA,p.&v btErri>PE'tO), although the metaphor of the 
sexual hunt is to some extent conventional (cf. , e .g., Xenophon's account of Socrates' con-
versation with the courtesan Theodote, Mem. 3.11) and is a theme in Euripides' Hippo-
Jytus (e.g., 212-215). However, the theme of love and vision is not merely a commonplace 
in the Ethiopian Story, the close connection between EpaV and op<iv is also borne out by 
Kalasiris ' discourse on the 'eye of envy' (3.7.3-3.8.2), and the curiou~ conception of 
Charikleia (4.8.5 ; 10.14.7-10.15.1). The idea that love enters the soul through the eyes is 
also mentioned below (3.7.5 and note). 
OOoitEp 'tile; 'I''Uxi'1e; Ex: 1tpciITrt<; SV'tEU~E~ 'to oP.OtOV t1tt yvoucrl1e; Kat 1tpOC; 'to Ka't' u~iav 
OiKELOV 1tpocrl)pap.oucrl1e;: in Plato' s Symposium both Aristophanes (192a) and Agathon 
(195b) say that love is the attraction of like ('to oP.OtOv) with like (cf. Plato Parm. 132d5-7: 
Ei ouv tt, ECPl1, EOtKEV 'tfi) Et&Et, otov 'tE EKEtVO 'to EiooC; p." oP.OtOV Eivat 'tfi) ElKacr8£v'tt, Ka8' 
ocrov au'tfi) ucprop.otOO811; Tl EO"'tt tte; P.l1Xav" 'to OJlOtOV p." op.oiC!) OJlOtOV EtVat;) There is a 
further verbal echo with the Symposium in the phrase to OtKEOtV, since Aristophanes 
concludes his speech (193d) with the statement that Love brings us into our own in the 
present (oe; EV 'tE 'tQl1t<Xpov'tt itJlae; 1tAEtcr'ta ovivnmv EtC; 'to OtKELOV ayoov) and gives us hope 
that we will attain the blessed life in future. Diotima (205e) also points out that everyone 
regards goodness as a personal quality of his own ('to JlEV uya80v OtKEtOV KaAEt). The 
phrase Ka't' u~iav is also Platonic (cf. Phaedr. 247c) and used to express the ineffability of 
the heavenly Forms, but the expression 'to Ka't' u~iav Ol1CEtOV is unusual and suggests that 
the love of Theagenes and Charikleia is the attraction of like to like on the basis of merit. 
The myth of Aristophanes in the Symposium, that love is the unification of two halves of a 
separated whole, is also recalled when Theagenes and Charikleia are reunited after being 
separated during the battle between the pirates (2.6.3 )--they embrace so tightly that they 
seem to fuse into one. For the mutual respect that characterises the love of Theagenes and 
Charikleia, cf. also 4.11.2; 5.5.2; 5.15.3. In this respect they are contrasted with the 
infatuation of the lover of Isias (6.3 .2), for example, (cf. Morgan op. cit., 107). 
3.5.5 Kat 'ti}v &~l)a OA,K6'tEpOY 'a1 p.£v £YEXEipt~EV 0 l)E i>1tEMXE'tO: 'OA,KOtEpOV occurs here 
only, though Clement of Rome has OA,Ko'tEpa ' heavier' (Hom. 9.15.5, U~tcOOa'tE aU'ta (sc. 'ta 
~oava) OA,KO'tEp<X YEv£cr8at TlKo'Uq>O'tEpa). The word suggests that the torch feels immensely 
heavy to the lovers and therefore is transferred from one to the other very slowly. Cf. the 
description of the ponderous Ethiopian giant: Kat cro~pov 1t£PtO"Ko1t&v OA,KU 'tE ~aivrov 
(10.30.8). The description is detailed and realistic (Feuillatre 1966, 44) but is overlaid with 
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intertextual allusions. Plato uses the word to describe how knowledge draws the soul 
towards the truth (Rep. 521d; 527b) and Plotinus describes how Love attracts the soul 
towards the One (Enn. 3.5.3). In the same vein, Merkelbach (1962, 241) refers to the role 
of the Erotes, who draw souls towards their home, in the hymns of Proklos (2.5; 7.34-36) 
and the role of Eros in the Chaldaean oracles (25 [Kroll]). 
E1t'torU1£vov £O"'t11O"av: cf. Plato Symp. 206d, 1tOAA:n " 1t'toi'f101.e; "(£"(OVE 1t£pt 'to KaAOv. 
'tate; J,lVnJ,latC; lxVa1t£J,lrul~ov't£C;: the idea recalls Plato's discussion of lxv<lJ,lV11mc; in the 
Phaedrus 254b5-7, iMv'toc; OE 'tOU "VtOXo'O " J.l V'11J,l 11 1tpOe; 'tTtV 'tot> K<lAAO'Oe; cpum v ,;v£Xa1l, Kat 
mAW Eio£v au'tTtv J.lE'tCx O"oxppoO"uv1le; EV <l,,(v6) ~<lap~ ~E~6)(mv (for lxv<lJ,lv1lmC;, see also 
Phaedr. 249c; Meno 81a-d). The Plato passage extols beauty as a statue on a base of 
chastity. This is highly appropriate to the chaste love of Theagenes and Charikleia (cf. 
4.8.7 below and note). There is a similar account of how association with a beautiful 
person invokes the memory of previously engendered virtues in the Symposium (209c). 
Here physical and spiritual procreation are contrasted. The discussion proceeds to the 
doctrine of the 'ladder of love' that has the attainment of immortality as its final rung 
(Symp.210a-212a). 
There are further similarities between the present passage and the Phaedrus. 
Theagenes is described in total control of his horse in the cavalry parade (3.3.7, and note 
above), and at the conclusion of the romance, Theagenes and Hydaspes ride into Meroe to 
the accompaniment of flute and pipe in a chariot drawn by horses (while Charikleia and 
Sisimithres ride in a carriage pulled by white oxen)-a possible allusion to the charioteer 
myth in the Phaedrus (10.41.3). Like the temperate lover in the Phaedrus (256a-b), Thea-
genes and Charikleia receive terrestrial happiness through their self-control at the 
conclusion of the romance, although exactly what the symbolic value of the crowns they 
wear in the final scene may be, is obscure (Feuillatre 1966, 127). The lovers meet for the 
first time during a religious festival at Delphi and their marriage is finally proclaimed at a 
religious ceremony in Ethiopia. Their love is therefore sacramental and the polar opposite 
of the profane love of Demainete for Knemon (Morgan 1989b, 110). 
'Ava1t£J,l1t<l~oJ,lat 'count over, think over' is middle in Classical Greek but active 
later (see LSJ9 s. v. ava1t£J,l1ta~oJ,lat). Cf. also ava1t£J.l1t<l~oooa, 7.4.2. 
J,lOVn 'tfi OtaXOO£t 'tot> ~UJ,lJ,la'toe; EA£"(XOJ,l£vov: cf. Euripides !ph. Aul. 1128, o-U,,(x'Omv 
£XOV'tEC; Kat 'tapa"(J,lOv OJ,lJ,l<l'OO)v. 
3.5.6 Kat U1tA.roc; J,l1>piov £i~oe; EV oAi"(~ 'tiP xp6v~ 'tile; O'l'£te; aJ,lcpotv EU1tAavft&rl: for the 
hyperbole: cf. Kat J,l'l>piov £iooe; 6 OaiJ,lOlv btl. J,ltKPOU 'tOU XOlpio'O ot£O"1C£uaO"'to (1.1.6). 
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3.5.7 aAAov 1tpO~ aAAl1v XPEiav 'tE Kat ~1.(lvotav ov'ta~: 1tpO~ is followed by the dative at 
2.27.2 (1tpOC; 1.EpOtC; flv) and 4.17.1 (1tp0C; aUAotc; ... Qv'tac;; cf. Richards 1906, 111) but note 
also the similar thought at 9.12.2 (1tp0C; 9Epa1tEiav .. . oV'ta~); Pluto Nic. 5. The accusative 
appears to suggest deeper engagement in the action than the dative in these two passages 
and should not be replaced. 
EA.<Xv9avE ~t Kat 'tOY XaptKA.£a: Charikles is depicted as an unbelievably obtuse but doting 
father, who is so deeply involved in religious ceremony that he does not observe the 
rapture of his daughter on meeting Theagenes (cf. 3.5.3 above, and note). Previously, 
Charikles had been left in ignorance of the origins of his adoptive daughter by the sudden 
disappearance of her foster father, Sisimithres (2.32.2). The Delphic priest thus acts as a 
foil for the knowledgeable (e.g., 4.12.3) and observant (e.g. 3.5.7) Kalasiris. 
'ttlv 1t<xtplOv EUXtlV Kat E1tiKAl101.V lCata'Y'YEAAOVta: The correspondence between 
Charikles' religious duties here and the evidence of inscriptions and literature for the 
responsibilities of the priest of Apollo at Delphi (Syl. 3.672.60; 2.671.20; Aes£h. Choeph. 
476; cf. Feuillatre 1966, 63) is rather tenuous. 
E'YcO ~E 1tpO~ l1iav tf)v 1tapatiJPl101.V troy VEIDV it0xoAOUl111V: Kalasiris' close observation of 
the behaviour of the lovers is paralleled by that of Antonius Polemo (SPG 1.286-291; 
Anderson 1993a, 64-65) but there are specific reasons for his interest-the mandate of 
Persinna (4.12.3) and the oracle (2.35.5). This comment suggests that Kalasiris had come 
to Delphi to find Persinna's daughter rather than to escape the attentions of Rhodopis (cf. 
4.13.1; cf. Futre Pinheiro 1991b, 79). 
1tpOC; {>1tovotav troy EOOl1EVIDV a1tO troy 6V0l1<xtIDV KEnVl1l1Evoc;: Kalasiris' SuspICIOns are 
aroused by the fact that the words X<xptv and KA.£OC; in the first line of the oracle refer to 
Charikleia and the phrase 9EexC; 'YEVE't'TlV in the second refers to Theagenes. 
In Heliodorus the word i)1tovota is used to refer to 'suspicion of a specific crime' 
such as murder, poisoning, theft etc. (cf., e.g., 1.10.4; 1.14.1; 6.2.3; 7.6.3; 8.9.19; 9.24.7). 
Elsewhere it is used when characters attempt to make sense of the events in which they 
participate, i.e. to read the plot (cf., e.g., 1.9.3; 1.26.6; 5.2.5; 5.11.1; 5.12.1; 5.30.3). The 
present usage belongs in this category; Kalasiris is attempting to read the future (note the 
ambiguity of troy Eoo~EvIDv-for Kalasiris this refers to what the future holds, for the 
reader of the romance it refers to how the plot will unfold). The efforts of the characters to 
map or construe their lives is analogous to the reader's attempts to interpret the story and 
is the counterpart to the author's enigmatic construction of the plot. This usage leads to the 
sense of a 'deeper, allegorical understanding' (cf. Xen. Symp. 3.6; Plat. Rep. 378d; Pluto 
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1ge); cf. 9.9.5 (tCxC; £'YK<XtE01t<Xp~V<XC; toi)'totC; ,\ntovoi<xC; 'the deeper meanings hidden in 
these stories')-a passage in the author's own voice, which refers to the allegorical 
explanation of the Egyptian belief in the divinity of the Nile. Also, at the concluding 
scenes of the romance (10.38.3), Heliodorus wonders whether the Ethiopian crowd guessed 
what was happening or whether 'they carne to a deeper understanding of the truth through 
the agency of the divine force which had staged all these events (K<Xt £~ 6p~flc; ad<xC; f1 
crujl1t<xvt<x t<XU't<X £cncllvo'YPUCPllO'EV EtC; ,\ntovOt<xv trov CxAllarov £A.80VtEC;). 
fAAA' oMt aKpt~&c; ou~tv En trov E~i\C; XP11a6£V'tCllV Q"\)V£~<XAAOV: Kalasiris continues to 
ponder the meaning of the oracle (3 .11.4; 4.4.5) despite the fact that: (a) Persinna had 
asked him to find her daughter to bring her back to Ethiopia by Persinna (4.12.2-3); (b) 
Charikles had told him how he was entrusted with the care of a young girl by the Ethiopian 
ambassador in Katadoupoi (2.30.1-2.33.8); (c) the oracle had mentioned 'the black land of 
the Sun' (itEAiou 1tpOC; 1.66v<x KU<XV£llV) that could only refer to Egypt or Ethiopia (cf. Plut. 
De Isidi et Osiridi 361c [quoting Empedocles]); (d) he suspected the that the oracle was 
referring to Charikleia (3.5.7); and (e) he he knew the name Charikleia (2.3S.2-the name 
could in any case be inferred from the name Charikles) and had seen her often during 
sacrifices (2.35.3). The notion that Kalasiris only gradually realises his role as the agent of 
fate (Futre Pinheiro 1991b, 79) is therefore rather implausible but the reader must assume 
that Kalasiris' claim not to understand the oracle is true (Winkler 1982, 137-139) if only 
because Kalasiris states that the truth of dreams and oracles depends on their outcome 
(3.36.1; Hefti 1950,48). Kalasiris' suspicions are finally confirmed by the swathing band 
of Persinna (4.8). Cf. 4.5.1 below, and note. 
Charikles notes the fulfilment of the oracle at the end of the novel, where the last 
three lines are repeated (10.41.2). 
3.6.1 'Eut ~t 0'11£ 1tOt£ Kat mO'1t£p fhaico<; 'ti\c; KOPTl<; axooxcOjl£VOC;: in all probability, a 
reminiscence of Aristophanes' description of lovers clinging to one another in Plato's 
Symposium (192b-c) as in the close embrace of Theagenes and Charikleia (2.6). 
tAkA-UtO jltv it 1tOjl1tll 1tPex; £l>ro1.iav trov 6£'t1:aArov tpa1t£vtCllv: cf. Athenaeus, tCxc; 0' 
£UOl1.i<xC; £KUAOUV OUK aM 'tiic; o1.flc;. il £O''tt tpocpll. aAA: a1tO to'\) Ka'tCx 't<XU't<X £U E1.£t v 
(8.64.35 [Kaibel); Morgan 1979, at 9.10.2). 
Tpa1t£V'tOlV should be middle here (Naber 1873, 152): cf. also £Ktp<X1tTlvat active 
(4.16.7) but also middle (4.4.5; 4.6.3; 4.15.2); and Oi~~Et (4.6.7) but otjl~£'tat (5.29.4). 
tcp£O"tpi.oo A.£U1CllV: cf. also 6.9.2. RL note that this word means 'philosopher's mantle' in 
Athenaeus, KOjlt~t jlOt E1tt to 'Yu~vuO'tov tCxc; ~A<xi)'c<xC; ('slippers') tCxc; acpoPll'touC; K<Xt tTtv 
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Ecp£O''tpioa 't"v iiXP11O''tOV (8 .64.35 [Kaibel]); cf. Apul. Flor. 7 (pallium aeeipcrc). As such 
the clothing would be appropriate to the philosophical Charikleia (cf. 3.4.1 and note). It 
was clearly an exceptional item; Moeris (p. 139 [Pierson]) and Pollux (7.61) felt that the 
word needed explanation. The mantle may have been worn for warmth; at least Xenophon 
Symp. 4.38 describes it as an exterior covering for warmth as a roof is to a house, Xt'trov£~ 
ot 'totXOtllOt OOKOUO'tV dvat, 1tUW Of 1taX£tat Ecp£O''tptO£e; ot opocpot (Baumgarten 1932, 11). 
Cf. Agathias, quoted in the Suda, where the clothing is worn as a shawl by women and as a 
military cloak by soldiers, <'Ecp£O''tpte;:> xAavte;. 'Aya8iae;' yuvata BE 1tOAACx Bta1tA11Kn~Oll£va 
Kat 'tCxe; Ecp£O''tptBae; 1t£ptPPTl'Yvuv'ta CxvCx 'tou~ 1tpOllax£rovae; EcpOt'ta. Kat aU8te;' OUK 
E1ttCP£poll£8a XP11llU'trov 1t£pwumav, 1tAr,v y£ B" O''tpanronK"v Ecp£O''tpiBa, flv y£ B" Kat 
1t£Pt~£~Ar,ll£8a (ad lac.) . This passage suggests that the cloak may also have been costly as 
in the dress of Lysias, the Epicurean philosopher from Tarsus, who dressed in a splendid 
gown and golden wreath (Ath. 5.54.5-9 [Kaibel] , E~ tllanou 't'iJpavvoe; nv, 1tOPcpupouv llEV 
ll£O'OA£UKOV Xt'trova EvB£BuK~. XAalluOa OE Ecp£O''tptOa 1t£Pt~£~A11llEvOe; 1tOAU't£ATl Kat 
U1tOOOUll£vOe; A£UKCxe; AaKroVtKUe;. O''tEcpaVOV OUcpV11e; XPUO'ouv EO''t£llllEVOe;, Kat OtaVEllrov 'tCx 
'trov 1tAoumrov 'tot~ 1tEVTlO't, 1tOAAOUe; cpov£urov 'trov 0'0 BtMv'trov.) In the Anthologia Gracea, 
the Ecp£O''tpte; is the golden veil of Aphrodite (Anth. Grace. 9.153 , 1tTI nacpt11~ aAu~aO''tpa Kat 
111tuYXPUO'oe; Ecp£O''tpi~). 
The detail of Charikleia's dress confirms that she is well-educated and well-off but 
it is fanciful to speculate on the significance of the white colour of her cloak (Feuillatre 
1966, 55) or to try to connect her attire with that of Leukippe (Ach. Tat. 6.1, cross-
dressing Kleitophon to prevent detection!) or Daphnis (Long. 4.23.2) and Chloe (Long. 
4.32.1) as Merkelbach (1962,248 n. 1) does. 
crl>v OA.t yate; 'tate; O"Uvf)8£o'tV tX1 't"v tv Uil 1t£P1.~OAql 'tOU v£ro Ka'tayOYYilv roPll11O'£v: It is 
difficult to retain the reading of the codices here (crUv OAt YOte; 'tote; O"Uvf)8£O't v), as Colonna 
(1987b, 1938) wishes to do. It seems unlikely that Charikleia would have been permitted to 
go to her lodgings with male companions, particularly in view of her own highly 
developed sense of modesty (cf., e .g. , 4.18.4) and especially as they are companions with 
whom she habitually associated and with whom she was probably living (cf. LSJ O"Uvf)811~) 
perhaps as fellow-initiates (Feuillatre 1966, 65). It is therefore better to read OAtYate; with 
Jackson and RL. 
O'uv 'tcp VOll1.~OllEVql xa'tpl.: for VOllt~OllEVoc;, cf. 4.3.4 and note. 
'tile; aY1.O''t£ia~ £V£K£V 1tav'toimc; EaU't1lv X(Opi~ouO'a: the chastity of the heroine is 
underlined throughout the novel (cf. 4.8.7 and note) but here the seclusion of Charikleia 
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may be due to the normal requirement for acolytes of Artemis (Paus. 8.13.1 ; 7.26.5; 
8.18.12). 
CHARIKLEIA 
Ka1asiris meets Charikles and they discuss Charikleia 
3.6.2 K<Xl. oe; «Ei~Ee;» TtPoo't<X «'to aYAalCJl1<X 'to £116v 'tE K<Xl. AEA<pmv. 'tflV X<xp1.KA.El<XV~» The 
word aYAaLCJl1<X is used to describe a virgin daughter in Euripides (Hef. 282-3) and a rose 
in Achilles Tatius (2.1.3, Yil<; £crtt KOO110e;. q)'\)'tmv ayAaLCJ~<X). Charikles is shown, with a 
great deal of psychological realism, to be childishly proud of his daughter and not at all 
like the stereotypical father of the comic tradition. Kalasiris shrewdly reinforces 
Charikles ' pride (3.6.3) with a view to further winning his confidence; the characterisation 
of Charikles is thus dependent on the exigencies of the plot rather than vice versa (Hefti 
1950,49). 
£q"W: Kalasiris participates in the diegetic universe as well as the metadiegetic one (Futre 
Pinheiro 1991b, 78). In other words, he is a participant in the story he is narrating. 
oUx. roc; clV n<; £K 1t<xp6&m--'tou'to ~fl 'to Aq611EVOV: For the proverbial expression £K 
1t<xp6&0'U: cf. Suda, 01t0'U ~' £v<xptCJ1:<Xv, 01t0'U &t 1tA.£1.0'Ue; £v&'l1l1£tV ill1£p<xc;. £VlO'Ue; &t 1:61t0'U<; £K 
1t<xp6&0'U 9Eropdv (s. v. <NtK6A<XOe;» . For Heliodorus' use of proverbs, see 3.1.1 above, and 
note. 
1tEPl. 9£1.rov 'tE K<Xl. lxVSpc.ootivrov £t n 1tO'tE ~t<X1tOPTtCJEtEV TtPcO'trtCJE 'tE KUt £11<x9E: Charikleia 
leads the life ofa female intellectual: cf. 3.4.1 and note;·Egger (1988,61). 
3.6.3 ro 'y<x9E: Colonna (1987b, 1938) omits the name KaA.ampt along with all the MSS 
except C. The usage of Heliodorus varies evenly between including (3.6.3; 3.7..2; 5.1.6; 
5.12.1; 5.15.1; 5.6.1; 6.2.1) and omitting names (4.16.3; 6.1.4; 6.8.6; 7.5.4) in this context. 
OlO"1tEP K<xt 'titv CJEATtYflV Ei ~t<X1tPE1tEt 1:mv clAA.roV aCJ'tEProV TtPro't<XC;: Cf. Sappho: aCJ1:EpEe; 
~£V a~<Pt KaA<Xv CJEAaw<xv / a", lx1t'UKpU1t1:0tm <paEwov £tOO<; (fr. 34.1); Leonidas of 
Tarentum: "ACJ'tp<x ~£v Ttl1<xUpc.ooE K<Xt iEpa KUKA.a CJEAi]V'l1e; / al;ov<x &tvi]CJ<X<; El11t'UpOe; ilEA-tOe; 
(Greek Anthology 9.24.1-2). This later became a topos: cf. , e.g., Hor. Dd. 1.12.47. The 
comparison is apposite, however, since Charikleia later becomes the priestess of Selene in 
Ethiopia (10.41.1). Compare the description of Charikleia as a shining, resplendent figure 
at the start of the Pythian Games (4.1 :2). 
'titv &£ KOproV1.~<x 'tile; 1tol11tilC; K<Xl. 6<p9<XAJJi>V: 6<p9<XA116e; here means 'focus of attention' or 
'most prized possession'. Cf. 2.16.4; 4.19.8 below, and note.and the Latin pupil/us. Cf. 
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Pindar: 1:1X£Atae; t' Ecrav / ocp9aAJ10e; (01. 2.9-10); fiOOEro crtpattfu; 6<paaAJ10V E.J1(Xe; (OJ. 
6.16); Aeschylus: l..aJ11tpix bE 1tavcrEAl1voC; EV J1Ecrf!) mXK£t.. / 1tPEoj)tcrtOV acrtprov. vUKtOC; 
OcpEl<xAJ10e;. 1tp£1t£t (Sept. 389-390); Achilles Tatius: ocpOaAJ10C; avOErov (2.1.2). For an 
interesting discussion of Kop<Ovte; cf. Morgan (1979, at 10.39.2). 
3.6.4 6 cnc01tOC; EK troy ixAf\Omv Ttvuuo: Kalasiris achieves his first aim but his ultimate 
intentions are hidden from the reader, who is not toltl why Kalasiris wanted to win the 
confidence of Charikles (Hefti 1950: 48, 75). For crK01tOe; as the aim or end of life, cf. 6.3.2 
(the lover of Isias); Plato Gorg. 507d. 1:K01tOe; is also a technical term in neoPlatonic 
literary exegesis (cf. Coulter 1976, 77). For Heliodorus' use of the word: see 4.4.1 
(Charikleia is the crK01t6C; of the foot-race) ; 4.13.4 (Charikleia asks Kalasiris, what the point 
of her deception is); 6.4.2 (Charikleia and Kalasiris head for T1).yamis' village); 10.191 
(Charik1eia works towards her goal). Others characters too are goal-directed in the 
Ethiopian Story, however (cf. 5.8.4; 5.15J; 5.20.3 ; 6.6.3; 7.5 .2; 7.5.4; 7.19.6; 7.26.7; 9.3.6; 
9.5.3) and too much should not be read into the lise of this word. 
cr'OJJ,ltPOJ1TtOl1'tt: The only other occurrence of this form is Philostr. VA 4.30.4. 
J1Tt 'tt ltpOC; tTl<; 6XAtKi\<; ix"oLac; Eltt't£'tptlt'tat: cf. 3.3.8 and note. 'OXAOC; and its derivatives 
are often used by Heliodorus as a contemptuous way of referring to the cammon people. 
Cf. e.g. 1.3.1 mp£VOxA.£tt£, 1.8.1 oXAl1croVtrov, 1.9.4 EVOXA.£tv, 3.7.2 5XAo<;. etc. Cf. bl1J1robl1e; 
above (3.3.8) and note. 
EVEbEtKVUJ111V bE ~ ixcrXOAtac; aAA'QC; ltpoi>pytait£pov tiO£J1at 'to Ka't' ai>'tov: cf. Pindar 
Isthm. 1.1, 1tpO:YJ1a Kat ixcrxoAiae; U1tEPt£pov / OitcrOJ1at (Wifstxand 1944-45, 31). 
Kalasiris and Charik1es find Charik1eia unwell 
3.7.1 Kat 'to'\)<; ocpOaAJ10~ 'tcp ~pro'tt ~tapp6xouc; : cf. Lucian, describing the infatuation of 
Deinias with a very different Charikteia: E1t£t ncr6£to 1tOVl1P&<; £xovta Kat btappOXov Tlb1l 'tiil 
£prott Kat ta~pov Y£'Y£V1lJ1EVOV (Tax. 15.9). Heliodorus carefully signposts the real cause 
of Charik1eia' s distress. 
'tile; KEcp<XAi\<; aArrtJ1a btoXA.£tv EAEYEV: cf. 4.7.6, where the doctor Akesinos finds nothina c 
medically wrong with Charik1eia. 
3 .7.2 «Mf} aaUJ1<X~E» £trov «Ei 'tocrou'tOte; EJlxOJl~ooaO'a MutOte; 6cpeaAJ16v 'tt va 
pacnca"llov EltEmroO'<x'to»: The 'evil eye' (or, to avoid anachronistic connotations of evil , 
the 'eye of envy' [cf. 3.7.2 below, and note]) is also attested in antiquity by Hesiod Th. 
222; Pindar Nem. 4.39; Aesch. Ag. 469-470, 947; Aristophanes Fr. 347; Theocritus 6.39; 
Callimachus Ep. 21.4; Apollonius of Rhodes (Medea), 4.1669·1672; the pseudo-
Aristotelian Problemata inedita (3 .52); Yergil Eel. 3.103; Ovid Met. 7.366 (the Te1chines); 
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Pliny HN7.16.1-18.8; Aulus Gellius NA 9.4.7.1-9.7; Plutarch Qua est. Cony. 680cl-683b2; 
Stobaeus 3.38.10; Pseudo-Alexander of Aphrodisias 2.53; Basil of Caesarea On Envy, 
Nonnus Dionysiaca31.73-74; and Michael Psellus De Omnifaria Doctrina 109(82). Most 
of these authors view it as a form of magic or witchcraft and this is certainly how it 
appears in the relevant magical amulets and Egyptian papyri (Walcot 1978, 85-86). Walcot 
rightly places the phenomenon within the general context of envy in Greek culture and 
also notes (pp. 86-88) evidence for the belief in the gospels (Mark 7.22). 'Plutarch 
discusses sexual envy in his essay on curiousity (Mor. 515-523). Koraes condemns such 
discussions as idle talk but belief in the ability of certain people to inflict harm through 
eye-contact (a special case of envy) is almost universal and is well known to modern 
anthropology. In the heyday of the study of Germanic folklore, Otto Jahn (1855), whose 
work has recently been discussed by Schlesier (1991,234-255), made an ~xtensive study of 
the evidence for the belief in the 'eye of envy' in the art and literature of antiquity. His 
work has recently (1996) been emulated by Rakoczy's comprehensive monograph on the 
subject in Greek literature. 
Traditionally, Heliodorus' use of the ' eye of envy' motif is attributed to the taste 
for paradoxography and Biichergelehrsamkeit displayed by the writers of the Second 
Sophistic and Byzantium (Rommel 1923, 59-63). There are clearly. similarities between 
Heliodorus and the passage of Plutarch mentioned above (Capelle 1953, 166-180). Capelle 
argues that, since Plutarch does not mention the basilisk (as Heliodorus does), Heliodorus 
and Plutarch were using a common source, probably Phylarchus (in the case of Plutarch 
perhaps via the Symposiaca of Didymus: cf. Rohde 19143, 486 [456 n. 21), since Plutarch 
refers to Phylarchus (680dll) in the context of the discussion of ~a(j1«lvia and the name 
appears a little before Aelian's discussion of the xapaoptOC; (17.5.1; cf. 3.8.1 below, and 
note). Pliny (HN 7.17) likewise attributes the story to Phylarchus. The discussion may go 
back beyond Phylarchus to Democritus whom Plutarch mentions at the end of his 
discussion (683a7) where the Democritean term clOOlA,a is used by Gaius, although the 
general explanation that Plutarch gives for the 'eye of envy' is not a simple variant of the 
theory of Democritus, since Plutarch uses the term <X1toppmat (681A) for the emanations, 
or 'influences', that originate within the body rather than d&oA<X to refer to the images that 
are shed from the surface of objects (Rakoczy 1996, 191 n. 708, 195 n. 725). 
The view that Heliodorus is presenting a learned account of the 'eye of envy' has 
recently been challenged by Dickie (1991 , 17-29), according to whom Heliodorus 
composed a light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek pastiche of Plutarch, using elements of Galen's 
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theory of contagion (7.279 "[Kuhn]), to show that Kalasiris is having fun at Charikles ' 
expense by producing an absurd hotch-potch of scientific accounts of phenomena 
analogous to the 'eye of envy' . Levin (1992, 499-506, esp. p. 500); and Anderson (1993a, 
206) similarly regard the passage as a light-hearted spoof. 
There is no doubt that Heliodorus ' account of the phenomenon echoes the wording 
of Plutarch in places (as the notes below show) and it is therefore probable that he was 
aware of this discussion of the matter. On the other hand, there are also clearly important 
differences between Kalasiris ' account,_ in which the contagion is transmitted through the 
medium of air (1teptKEX'l)~£VO~ 6:"p, 3.7.3 ; 'a kind of " malaria''', Rakoczy 1996., 208) and 
that in Plutarch -where the explanation is essentially given in terms of Democritean 
effluxes (Dickie 1991 , 25-7). It is quite another matter, however, to argue that Heliodorus 
deliberately reworked this material in such a way that his readers would be aware that 
Kalasiris was not serious about it. The two versions _ are actually not inherently 
inconsistent since effluxes must be transmitted through air to affect the patient and in any 
case it is unlikely that the reader of the romance would pick up the tec1mical differences 
between the sources of Kalasiris' account and on this basis judge that Kalasiris was 
making up a ' a pastiche, garbled to the point of incoherence, of what we find in Plutarch' 
(Dickie 1991 , 28). Dickie ' s argument that Kalasiris ' account ' regards f)acncavia as a 
disease ' (p. 27) actually greatly adds to the credibility of his account, since Kalasiris has 
to explain the manifest illness of Charikleia (~aA.aKia, 3.7.2; 1t<X6n, 3.19.1; v6(jo~, 4.5.4) 
for which Charikles later summons a physician, Akesinos (4.7). Moreover, the idea that 
love enters the soul through the eyes is again an appropriate application of a romantic 
commonplace (3.7.5 below, and note), making use of some of Plutarch'~ vocabulary, to the 
present context. The introduction of this motif greatly increases the irony of the passage 
(3.7.5 below, and note). 
There appears to be no convincing reason why Heliodorus ' account should not be 
viewed as a complex, compound version of a well-known and widely discussed 
phenomenon (see sources above). Heliodorus ' account does not depend exclusively on 
Plutarch (Rakoczy 1996, 192-196, and above) and it is by no means unlikely either that 
Heliodorus read geographical and ethnographical writers. For example, Strabo records that 
the wives of the Red Sea Trogodytes, whom Heliodorus mentions (9.16.2; for the spelling, 
cf. Morgan 1979 ad loc.), wore amulets against the ' eye- of envy', (j'tt/3i~ovtat b'£m.f.I.£Mi)(; 
[00] at yuvatKEC;. 1&EpiK£tv'tat bE 'tot~ 'tpaxilA.ot~ Koyxia avti. j3Qmcavirov (1604-.17..4-6). Since . 
Heliodorus also-refers to the Blemmyes (9.16.3) and other Red Sea tribes (e.g. 9.19.2) and 
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since the ultimate source for his description of Meroe (10.5.1-2) may have been 
Agatharchides by way of Artemidoros (Diodor. 1.33.2), whose explanation for the Nile 
flood is also used by Heliodorus (Diod. Sic. 1.41.4-9: cf., HId. 2.28.1-5), it is possible that 
Heliodorus used Artemicforos quite extensively as a source for the ethnography of the Red 
Sea area and may also have used Phylarchus, Didymus or some other ethnographical work 
for his explanation of the superstition. The author's evident knowledge of alibinism (see 
introduction) also suggests knowledge of this kind of literature. Furthermore, belief in the 
'eye of envy' appears to be strong in the Near East; Thomsen (1992, 27) points out that the 
belief originated and was developed further here under the influence of Chaldaean magic. 
There was considerable interest in the 'eye of envy' in Syria and Palestine from the third 
century onwards (Bonner 1950, 99): Brown (1971b, 114) notes that Syrian ascetics were 
often suspected of the 'eye of envy' and that exorcism was one of the most important tasks 
that holy men in Syria were called upon to perform (p. 123; cf. 3.18.3; 3.19.3) and St. 
Ephrem contrasts the eye darkened by sin with the luminous eye of virtue (Brock 1985, 71-
84). In the fourth century, Basil of Caesarea's Christian homily On Envy makes extensive 
reference to the 'eye' and advocates €hristian virtue as the way to overcome it (Limberis 
1991, 163-184; esp. 175-180). At times Basil's homily bears a verbal resemblance to 
Plutarch (Limberis 1991, 177) or his source. It is quite possible therefore, that Heliodorus, 
who in all probability lived in Syria at this time, had a wider knowledge of the 
phenomenon than Dickie suggests-in addition to the material presented here, Heliodorus 
also shows knowledge of how the 'eye of envy' was exorcised (4.5.2); he describes 
Theagenes' apotropaic amulet depicting a Gorgon (3.3.5) and gives an account of how the 
eye of Kronos (Saturn) exerted a baneful effect on the house of Kalasiris (2.24.6). 
Significantly, these passages are independent of the narrative of the supposed afflictions of 
Charikleia (the present passage) and Theagenes (3.11.1) and therefore suggest that Helio-
dorns had a wide interest in the subject (just as he appears to have had a wide interest in 
magic). Moreover, the phenomenon is related to the eroticisation of vision inthe romance 
(see introduction)--a characteristic concern of Heliodorus. Envy in general also plays a 
significant part in the romance (Walcot 1978, 84-85). 
Discussion of the sources used by Heliodorus, however, does not adequately 
explain the narratological reasons for the inclusion of this passage or its literary subtlety 
and ironic depth. The narratological function of the digression was to allay the suspicions 
of Charikles concerning the condition of his daughter (and so could not have been garbled 
and incoherent without undermining this strategy) and to enable Kalasiris to bring the 
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lovers together through his role as exorcist and magician (Hefti 1950,49-50; Bartsch 1989, 
154-155). In this case Kalasiris claims to be explaining Charikleia's illness, but in fact he 
is hoping to win Charikles' confidence, while at the same time including a paradoxo-
graphical tapas of the kind so popular with the educated readers of the day. Fuchs (1996, 
175) argues that Charikles is the victim of a Trugrede ('speech of deception') here, and 
that it is Charikles, rather than Charikleia (who would normally be the one to be deceived 
because of her opposition to love), who is the target of the trick, since it is he who opposes 
the match. By means of the doctrine of the 'eye of envy' Kalasiris is able to distract 
Charikles' attention from the love-sickness of his foster-daughter while at the same time 
hinting ironically at the true cause of her 'illness'. However, it is not entirely clear that 
Charikles would not have gone along with the marriage of Charikleia and Theagenes if he 
had been asked (cf. his admiration for his lineage 2.34; Sandy [1982, 144]) since the match 
between Charikleia and Alkamenes appears to be subordinate to his desire to see his 
daughter married (2.33.7; 3.9.1). Nevertheless, Charikles is certainly taken in by Kalasiris' 
explanation of the evil eye and, ironically, even applies the theory to Theagenes, without 
reflecting on a possible connection between the two (3.11.1). Charikles is open to 
suggestion because he was convinced that his daughter would never fall in love (2.33.4) 
and because he had already lost a wife and daughter through the malice of fate (2.29.4). 
F or further instances of irony deployed at Charikles' expense see the notes 4.7.1 
(Charikles discovers that Charikleia is in love); 4.15.1 and Appendix 1 (Charikles' dream). 
The narratological function of this passage should not be stressed too much, 
however, since such excursuses are a feature of Heliodorus' ambivalence. Kalasiris has 
described to Knemon (and the reader) the encounter between Theagenes and Charikleia in 
spiritual, Platonic terms and now tells Charikles that it was a common case of the 'eye of 
envy', explaining what happened in the language of materialism. This dichotomy between 
the spiritual gaze of the lovers' (3.5.4) and Kalasiris' representation of it to Charikles as 
malevolent erotic gaze (the present passage) deliberately undercuts the romanticism of the 
former passage (cf. Winkler 1982, 128, who deals with the excursus as an amphiboly: for 
this term, see appendix 3). The incident also important for the characterisation of 
Charikles and Kalasiris (Yatromanolakis 1988,203). 
Of course, envy has always followed in the train of ideal beauty ever since Strife 
("Ept~) threw the apple of discord among the Olympian goddesses (Hyg. 92). The romances 
show this clearly; in Chariton envy is personified as a maleficent power (~amcavo~ SatJlIDv. 
1.1.16; 3.2.17; 6.2.11) or becomes an attribute of Fate (TuXTl ~amcavE, 1.14.7; 4.1.2; 5.6.8). 
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In Achilles Tatius it is the jealousy of Eros which starts his troubles (Epc.o<; ~<lO'1cavoe; 
2.34.1) and Melite calls Kleitophon an 'sorcerer of beauty' (K<lAAOUC; ~<lOlCaVE 5.25.8). The 
' eye of envy' is furthermore closely linked with sexuality as the Latin term fascinatio (cf. 
fascinum = membrum virile: cf. Varro L.L. 7.97) shows (fascinum is etymologically 
connected with ~<lmcavoe;). The modern psychoanalyst, Jacques Lacan (1979, 67-119), 
makes much of the importance of the 'gaze ' (Ie regard) in human psychological 
development, and clearly, while the the topos is deployed for narratological effect here, 
vision and its connection with sexuality is a recurrent theme in the romance. 
rEAaoa<; ouv EipO>VtKOV: the scepticism of Charikles (not otherwise a noticeable trait of 
his character) is an indication that Heliodorus ' account of the 'eye of envy' is structurally 
similar to that of Plutarch, where Mestrius Florus has to convince his disbelieving guests 
of the scientific truth of the 'eye of envy' also. 
ci>c; b 1&01..'0<; OXAO<; Elvai 'ttva fjaOlC<xviav £1tiotEUoa<;: It is noticeable that, although 
Charikles at first rejects the doctrine of the 'eye of envy' as a vulgar superstition, he later 
accepts it (3.9.1, 3.18.3), tells Charikleia that this is what ails her (3.19.2) and even 
attributes the same condition to Theagenes (3.11.1). By way of contrast, Charikleia rejects 
Kalasiris' attempt to convince her that this is in fact what her problem is (4.5.4, 4.5.6). In 
all of these descriptions, there is no suggestion that the condition is the result of an evil 
power. Instead, it is portrayed as a disease, as is Phaedra ' s infatuation for Hippolytus in 
Euripides' play (cf., e.g., Hipp. 269; 4.7.4 below, and note). 
Heliodorus also uses the word ~OlCaVta metaphorically to refer to the jealous 
malice of fate (6 SaiJlrov): cf. "Q tile; cOJlo't11'toe; Kat 'tile; appTl'tOU 'tou SaiJlovoe; ~mcaviae; 
(2.1.3); "E'Yvrov ouv Jln Evota'tpi~Etv 'tote; Ka'taoou1tOte; Jln S" ne; Kat BaiJ..l.ovoe; ~mcavia tile; 
oEu'ttpae; JlE 9u'Ya'tpoe; (j'tEPTpEtE (2.33.2). The sense is close to Herodian (2.4.5, E~<lmcllVE 
1tav'ta Kat aVE'tpE'lIE 1tOvllpa 't'6Xll). LSJ quote Plato Phaedo 95b (Jl" ne; fu,J.tv ~a(j1Cavia 
1t€pt'tPE'lITI 'tOY AO'YOV) for the sense of ~a(jKavia as 'malign influence', though the meaning 
here could equally be 'unforeseen event' . 
Kalasiris explains the effect of the 'eye of envy' 
3.7.3 na80<; £'YKa'tE(j1tEtPEV: cf. Plut. Quaest. Conv. 681a7, 9(X'\)Jla(j'tT)v nva Sta(j1t€ipEt 
ouvaJ..l.tv. The aorists are gnomic so that the use of the subjunctive in this sentence is 
regular in primary sequence (Barber 1962,238-239). 
OO'tE 61t6't' elV oilv cp96vql 'tt<; ion til KaA-a: for a similar expression, cf. Plut. Quaest. 
Conv. 681 b 1-2, COO'tE ... o'taY EJlI)AE1tTI 'tote; KaAote;. 
'to Upt£xov 'tE OUOJlEVOU<; 1tOto'tTJ'toe; av£1tAllCfE: OU(jJlEV"e; carries the sense 'hostile, ill-
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willed' but in Heliodorus 6<p6aA~0~ ~aOlcavo~ does not carry any connotation of evil. 
RL read aV£1tAT)O'E for the EV£1tAT)O'E of the codices on the doubtful basis of 3.7.4 
(aVE1tATt0'6T)O'av [EVE1tATt0'6T)O'av C]). However, E~1tt~1tAT)\'J.t is the more normal word and one 
that Heliodorus uses at 3.11.3 (Ttoovfi~ ... EVE1tATtcr6T) , 4.9.1 (AU1tT)~ EVE1tATt0'6T)V 
[aVE1tATt0'6T)V PD, and 10.27.4 (tapaxou ... EV£1tAT)O'£). Nevertheless, aVa1tt~1tAT)~t is the 
word used by Thucydides in his well-known description of the effects of the plague on the 
people of Athens (£'t£po~ a<p' h£pou 6Epa1t£ta~ aVa1tt~1tAa~EvOt roC11tEP 'ta 1tpo~a'ta 
E6vTIOlCOV, 2.51) and generally carries the connotation of defilement or infection that is 
required both here and at 4.7.4 (cf. LS]9 ad loc.). The text of RL should therefore be 
retained in both cases. 
VOOOC; EYEV£'tO 1tOAAOt~ 6 <p60vo~: Socrates also depicts the lover as under a spell and ill 
(Phaedr. 252b). Cf. also Plutarch (Demetr. 38), Pseudo-Lucian (Dca Syria 17-18) and 
Aristainetos (1 .13). 
3.7.4 O'lI:ox"aov: a non-Attic aorist (Naber 1873, 153): cf. also OtoAtcreT1O'at (3.4.3). 
tlVEXATt0'6TlO'av: For the text see 3.7.3 above and note. 
The analogy between falling in love and contracting an eye-infection is made by 
Plato (Phaedr. 255d). Kalasiris extends and reverses the order of the analogy: suffering the 
eye of envy is like contracting an eye-infection, or falling in love. The change in the order 
of presentation of Plato's famous comparison has the effect of undercutting the solemnity 
of the original, as is appropriate to the present context. 
3.7.5 T£K~TlPtoU'tro OE O'Ot 'tOY AOYOV £tXEP aAAo 't1. Kat it 'tIDV SpOO'tOlV Y£VEO't~: The irony 
is palpable: Kalasiris uses the analogy of love to prove that Charikleia is suffering from 
the effects of the 'eye of envy' in order to distract Charikles' attention from the fact that 
his daughter is in love with Theagenes. 
oi~ 'ta apro .... £va titv apXTtv SV01.0COOl oiov uxTtvql.a OtU 'tIDV 6<pOaA .... IDv 'ta xaeT) 'tate; 
vuXa1:C; dO''tol;E1)OV'tCX: 'Y1tTtvE~a 'swift as the wind, driven by the wind' is used of runners: 
cf. , Greek Anthology, A(tOOe; 'to O''taotov Et6' TlAa'to, Et'tE OtEX'tT), / 01:>Ot CPpUO'at ouvawv' 
Oat~OVtoV 'to 'taxoe;. / Oioe; ET)e; <p£uymv 'tOY i)1tTtVE~OV, E~1tVOE A(toa ... (16.54.1-3); of 
words: cf. Themistius, ou yap i)1to1t't£pot au'tfi~ ot AOYOl ouot KOUcpOt Kat UXTtVE~Ot, UAAU 
O'xoAaioi 't£ 1Cat ~paoEte; (1t£pt 'tfi~ BaO'tAtmc; <ptAT)Kotac; 220c6 [HarduinD; but U1tT)VE~toe; 
could also be used of desire: cf. Dio Chrysostom, <P£PE on 1totov n 1tAa't'tro~Ev 'to 'tE O'xf\].la 
Kat EiOo~ 'tou cptAOn~ou ooi~ovo~; 11 OfiAOV on 1t't£pm'tov 'tE Kat U1tTlVE~toV Ka'tU 'to nao~ 
au'tou Kat "Citv btt6'UJliav a~a 'tote; 1tVEUJlaO't <PEpO~EVOV (Or. 4.117.1-4). More commonly the 
meaning is ' sheltered from the wind' e.g. Theophrastus, aAAu ~£XPt 'tOu av6o'\)~ a<ptKV -
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Etcr6at, tae; 0' tv tote; ,\ntTlVEIlOte; Euaul;Ete; tE Kat 1tOAUKap1tOUe; ytVEcr6at (CP 3.6.9.9-11); 
Hesch. dJ1tTlv£1l0ue;>' crK£1t11VO~ 'sheltered' . 
The idea that love enters the soul through the eyes is found most famously in Plato 
Phaedr. 255c (to toU KaAAOUe; pEulla 1taAtV Etc; tov KaA.6v Ota tIDV 0IlIlUtrov tov, n 1t£q>UKEV 
t1tt tnv 'l'uxnv tEVat aq>tKOIlEVOV) and also in Achilles Tatius (1.4.4, KaAAoc; yap Ol;UtEPOV 
n tpci>mcEt ~EAOUe; Kat ota tIDV OCP9aAllrov Ete; 'tiJv 'l'uxnv Ka'tappd; Neimke 1889, 48); cf. also 
Ach. Tat. 5.13.4, " OE 'tne; 9Eae; "oovn oux 'troY 0llllatrov EtopEouoa totc; O'tEPVOtC; tYKa9T1'tat; 
and Ath. 13 .564b-e, who provides a range of quotations to emphasise this idea. The idea 
that love can be shot into the soul like an arrow from a bow is found also in Aeschylus 
(Ag. 742) and Euripides (Troad. 255, ttOl;EUcr' au'tov £proc;). Lucian De Domo 20 shows that 
belief in the extraordinary power of visual impressions was widespread during the period 
of the Second Sophistic (Bartsch 1989, 166). The metaphor is an extension of the 
comparison between love and war (4.1.1 below, and note). Cf. also the theme of love at 
first sight mentioned above 3.5.4 and note. 
1tOA1>KtvTl'tOV 'tE Kat 9Epj.l6'ta'tov oooa " O'l1tC;: cf. Plut. Quaest. Cony. 681a6, 1tOAUKtVTltOe; 
yap" OWte;. The similarity in wording is striking and strongly suggests that Heliodorus was 
aware of Plutarch' s text (cf. 3.7.2 above, and note). 
OEK'ttKIDt£pa xp~ tac; uxoppoiac;: cf. Plut. Quaest. Cony. 681a4-5, tVOEA.EX&C; tK1t£Il1t£t 
nvae; U1toppotae;. Metaphors of liquidity and flux are common in the Ethiopian Story 
(Feuillatre 1966, 76; introduction): for example, Kalasiris is overwhelmed by a flood of 
emotion on reading Persinna' s band (4.9.1), but here the word is clearly technical. 
'tae; j.lEta~UOEtc; tpciYtrov: cf. the similar sentiment in Chariton 4.7.6, oia yap 1t£1tatOEUj.lEVOC; 
£vE9uj.lEttO on <ptAOKat voe; ton v 6 "E~. 
t41Ka't' aUt1lv tj.l1tUpcp 1tVEulla'tt: cf. Plut. Quaest. Cony. 681a, 1tvE'i.llla'toc; auynv aq>tEv'toC; 
1tUpcOOTI . 
3.8.1 J}tJ}A.OtC; iEpalC;: Kalasiris lays claim to superior knowledge through his study of 
sacred scripture. Earlier too he had told the intellectuals of Delphi that his knowledge of 
the Nile was derived from the study of holy books (2.28.2). The knowledge he refers to 
there was probably astrological (cf. 3.16.3-5 on the higher and lower forms of Egyptian 
wisdom) but knowledge of the 'eye of envy' was quite commonplace as the accounts of 
Plutarch and Aelian (cf. the note on the xapaoptoc; below) at the very least (see 3.7.2 above 
and note) show. Kalasiris ' claim to superior knowledge is part of his deception of 
Charikles (4.6.2; 4.7.2) and Theagenes (3.17.1-5). 
uvuYp<lx'tov: Cf. also 4.7.13; 4.8 .7; 8.11.8 . Barber (1962, 359) strangely regards this as an 
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example of an alpha-privative formation. 
x.apa~ptoc;: Koraes condemns the discussion of this bird as idle talk and notes that it is not 
well-known to modern ornithologists but Thompson (1936, 311-314) identifies the bird as 
the Stone Curlew or Norfolk Plover. The Greek name derives from its habitat in dry river-
beds (xa pabp1l = 'cleft, ravine'): cf. Aristotle Hist. Anim. 6l5a: rae; 0' oh,,,cyw; ot ~EV 
1tC:pt 'tac; xapaopae; Kat X1lpa~OUe; 1tOtOUV'tat Kat 1t£'tpae;. olov 6 KaA.OU~EVOe; xapaoptOe;; 
Schol. in Aristoph. A v. 266, at xapaopat 'tP01tOV nva ota 'tIDV pEu~a'trov~EA.Ql8tae; 
1tOtOuv'tat. xapaOptov ~tJ.!OU~EVOe;). Other authors stated that the bird inhabited marshes (cf. 
Herodian ilEpi op8orparpiae; 603.19 [Lentz]), rivers (Aristoph. A v. 1141), or the sea (Arist. 
Hist. Anim. 593b; Aristoph. Gramm. Hist. Anim. epit. 1.23.4-5; Suda s. v. "~EptVa) . The 
bird appeared mainly at night and had the reputation of being shy (Arist. Hist. Anim. 6l4b; 
Anton. Lib. IS); it was pale coloured and mute (Arist. Hist. Anim. 615a; Fragmenta Zoica 
352.1-3 [Rose]); because of its omnivorous diet and constant feeding, the plover became 
proverbial for a gross gluttony (Cf. Aristotle Hist. Anim. 593b, 1ta~<payov yap Ecynv; Plato 
Gorg. 494b, XapaoptOu nva au crt ~tOV A£yEte;; and the scholiast on this passage, xapaoptOe; 
OpVte; ne; oe; a~a 'tql Ecr6tEtv EKKptVEt). 
Perhaps because of its great ingestive powers, yellow legs and large yellow eye 
(Thompson, p . 311), the bird was thought to be able to cure jaundice if the infected person 
were only to look at the bird. It was therefore sold under covers, in order to prevent the 
sick from being cured without payment (proverbial in Aristoph. A v. 266; Schol. in Plat. 
Gorg. 494b, de; ov Cx1tO~A£'I1av'tEe;, roc; A.Oyoc;. ot tK'tEptroV'tEe; pQ.ov Cx1t<XA.A.anov'tat· MEV Kat 
EYKpU1t'toumv au'tov ot 1tt1tpacrKoV'tEe;. tva ~" 1tpotKa OxpEA.roV'tat ot Ka~voV'tEe;; Plut. Quaest. 
Cony. 681c7-c81d6; Aelian Hist. Anim. 17.13 .1-6; Hipponax apud Suidas s. v. Xapaopt6c;)! 
The humour in the discussion of the plover is unmistakable (Anderson 1982,37). The anti-
social behaviour of the bird gave rise to the belief, referred to by Heliodorus here, that it 
avoided infection by closing its eyes and turning away from those who sought to look it in 
the eye (cf. also Plat. Symp. 681c; Plut. loco cit.; Aelian loco cit.). According to Aelian 
(Var. Hist. 1.15), the male pigeon spits on his chicks to protect them from the eye (an 
interesting connection with beliefs in the ' eye of envy'). The belief that this bird could 
cure ~acrKavta probably arose because of its prominent yellow eyes. This lore found a 
ready readership in the medieval bestiaries (Thompson 1936, 313). 
1tpo~A.b;ot ... 'to bE <pE1>y£t: RL indicate a lacuna in the text after 1tp~A.t1tOt because o£ 
does not normally stand in an apodosis (although they note Ael. HA. 17.13) and the 
emendation of Toup and Koraes, 'tObE, is not tolerable. RL suggest that a verb similar to 
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6EP<X~UE'tat is required in the apodosis and they suggest £13 EXEt. However, Wifstrand 
(1944-45, 31) notes that 'to ot occurs commonly at the beginning of a sentence in Aelian 
(e.g., 2.11.5, 'to B£ vuv EXOV EOtlC<X £PElV ~Pt 'tE EUI.LOUcrt<x~). Colonna (1987b) retains the 
text of the codices but punctuates with a colon rather than a comma as in his 1938 edition. 
The translators render what they construe the general meaning of the text to be but Helio-
dorus may well have deliberately written an anacoluthon here; the syntax is intended to 
echo the sense of the passage and breaks off as the bird abruptly turns away to avoid the 
gaze of a jaundiced patient. For Heliodorus' use of anacoluthon see the section on 
language and style in the introduction. 
OOltEp pEu~a: cf. Plut. Qua cst. Cony. 681d, i.OO1tEp PEU~<x. Other echoes of Plutarch are: 
ilC'tEptlcrov (Plut.), llC'tEPtrov't<X~ (HId.); £jl~1.£1tOV'tEe; (Plut.), 1tpo0'(3I.£1tOt (HId.); EAlCEtv lC<xl. 
otSEcr6at (Plut.), EAlCEtv lC<xl. jlE't<xcrnfiv (HId.); &cr~P 'OM 1tATl'Yf1~ 'tt'tpcoo1C6jlEVOt (Plut.), 
lC<x6<x~p 'tpromv (HId.). 
<Spam.e;: non-Attic for o'llte; (Naber 1873, 155). 
3.8.2 6 lC<XAoi>jlEVOe; ~am.Ai(J1Coe;: Plutarch does not mention the basilisk, which is 
described by Aelian (Dc Natura Animalium 2.5.7; 3.31.1) as well as Pliny (HN 8.77.3-
79.5), who says that the basilisk, like the 'catoblepas', causes any human being who looks 
into its eyes to expire immediately and that the creature is also capable of withering crops 
and vegetation and breaking rocks by merely breathing on them. Nevertheless, this 
monster is in turn vulnerable to the offensive odour of polecats. 
Ei ~£ 't1.VEe; ... OUX 0 ~o'i>Aov'tat Bp&<nv aA'A: 0 ~cpulC(l(n: This materialist argument is 
found also in Plutarch's discussion: 0 1tEcpi>lC<xmv OUX 0 ~OUAOV'tat 1tOtDumv (682dl-5). 
Kalasiris and Charik1es resume their discussion of Charikleia 
3.9.1 a1t6p'llJ1a 'problem'. A philosophical term: cf., e.g., Iamblichus: Ti6Tljlt BTl ouv 
£p(t)'t6)v't<X O"E OUlC £lCElVO 'to a1t6pT\~<X, Btu ti, £v oUpavq, lCa'tOtlCOuV'trov 'troy 6Erov jlovCll<;, 
Xeovirov lC<xl. '01tOX6ovirov Elm. 1t<Xpa 'tote; 6£OUp'YtlCOte; lCATtcrEte;' (Dc Myst. 1.9.1-4). For the 
deployment of philosophical material by the sophists, cf. Anderson (1993b, 133-143). 
~tG6A.slC'tpO~: "A1t<XS A.E'YO~EVOV. Charikleia is the only romance heroine who is initially 
opposed to love (Hefti 1950,41, 60). 
leat ~iiAOV ~ leat 'tai>'t1lv 81.aAUG(l1. ~O'\)A"crn cptAO<; 't£ roy le<xt 'tu mXv'ta GOqx'>C;: cf. 3.19.2; 
4.6.2; Winkler (1982, 129). Charikles assumes that Kalasiris is proficient in the lower form 
of Egyptian wisdom, magic, and that he will be able to cure Charikleia of the 'eye of envy' 
just as he thought he could make her fall in love through magic (2.33.6). For the 
comparison between magic and astrology, cf. 3.16.3 below and note. Theagenes had a 
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similar belief in Kalasiris' magic powers (3.17.3) but this was not shared by Charikleia 
(4.5.4 below and note). The irony that Charikles is urging Kalasiris on a course of action 
that will result in the disappearance of Charikleia pervades books 3 & 4. For the use of 
magical spells to constrain the object of desire, see Winkler (1990, 71-98). 
THEAGENES 
Kalasiris and Charikles are invited to Theagenes ' feast 
3.10.1 oxmEp EXt. Jl<lX1lV 11x6A.EJloV a'A.'A.' oi)1e Ei>OOXi<xv K'A.1l0£V'tEC;: Proverbial: cf. Plato 
(Gorg. 447a): 
KAA. IIoA.£jlou Kat. jl<lX1lC; <pam XPTlVat, & l:roKP<X'tEC;. oU'tOO jlE'ta'A.ayx<lVEtv. 
l:Q. 'A'A.'A' fl. 'to A.EyOjlEVOV. Ka'toXtv EOp'tTlC; tlKOjlEV Kat. UO"'tEpOUjlEV; 
For Heliodorus' use of proverbs, see 3.1.1 above, and note. 
nc; EO"xou~aO"jl£voc;: the change of scene to a banquet hosted by Theagenes is made through 
a nameless person. Heliodorus uses this device also at 2.34.1 (the invitation to the 
EvaytO"jlOC;); 6.3 .1 (the lover of Isias). Kalasiris comes late to the symposium as Socrates 
does to Plato's dialogue by that name (175c), because he is absorbed in his discussion with 
Charikles. 
AEUP' hE: cf. Homer (11. 3 .130): ~EUP' tat vOjl<pa <pi'A1l. tva O£O"KE'A.a spya t011at; 
Aristophanes (Eeel. 882): MouO"at. ~EUp' i't' EXt. 'tOUjlov O"'tojla. 
3.10.2 « ou'tOC; » Eq>1l « 'ti}v axo ~i>'A.ou K'A.TlO1.V 11K£t q>£pOOV »: Modelled on the proverb 
found in Herodotus: av'tl OE 'tOU on OEO"xo't11C; E<P11O"ac; dvat EjlOC;. K'AaiEtv A.£yoo. Tou'to EO"n it 
a1tO l:KUO£ooV PTlmc; (4.127.17-19). That this is proverbial is evident from Diogenes 
Laertius' words on the collection of proverbs by Anacharsis the Scythian: 1t<XP£O"XE OE Kat. 
a<p0pjl"v 1tapotjliac; Ota 'to 1t<XPP11maO"'ti}c; dvat. 'ti}v a1tO l:KUOroV pflmv (1.101.5-7). Cf. 
Leutsch & Schneidewin (Diogenianus 3.40: 3i>'A.Ql E<pE'AKEtV. KrovEtOV XtEtv T)1tpo06v'ta 'tTtv 
vauv on 'tuxtO"'ta 'trov KaKrov a1ta'A'A.aYTlvat: £1t1. ~1lJli<xC; KEtV'tat Kat. xpoo'ttjlTtjla'toc;, and 
note). 
me; 'A.iav a1tpoO"ihovuO"oC;: Heliodorus makes the pun in the word axpoO"OtovuO"OC; explicit, 
whereas in Lucian (Baech. 6.3-6) it is latent. In Plato's Symposium (174b) Socrates 
similarly makes a play on words which derive from a proverb (cf. the note above). 
'A1tpoO"~tovuO"oC; occurs quite frequently in the sense 'irrelevant' or 'uninspired' in a 
literary context: cf. Cicero Aft. 16.13.1; Plutarch Quaest. Cony. 612e7-9; 67le1O-fl; 
Athenaeus 15.12.5 (Kaibel); 11.85.39-41 (Kaibel); Athenaeus 2.24.4.3-5; Aristides 
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IVJ1f30VA£VTIx6~ 1t£pi -rov J11] &fv J101J1QJ8Efv 511.6-12 [Jebb]; Damascius In Phaed. 14.3-5; 
Eusebius Praep. Evang. 3.13.18; Lucian Bacch. 5.1-2; Herm. 55.13-14; Plut. Aetia Romana 
et Graeca 286d6; 388e5-8; Quaest. Conv. 615a4-9; Polybius 39.2.3.1-3; Strabo 8.6.23.15-
17. 
The word is related to the proverb ouBEv 1tp6~ Atovucrov or ti. 'tou'to 1tp6~ Atovucrov: 
cf. Leutsch & Schneidewin (Zenobius 5.40). According to Zenobius, the saying originated 
in the jeers of the audience when poets departed from the practice of beginning plays with 
a dithyrambic chorus to Dionysus, substituting instead descriptions of centaurs. To 
overcome the criticisms of their audiences poets brought satyrs into their plays so that it 
seemed that they had not forgotten Dionysus. Cf. also Diogenianus (7.18), App. (4.82). The 
Suda traces the incident to a play by Epigenes of Sikyon. The Suda also records that 
Theaitetos, in a work on proverbs, said that Parrasios (a similar story is also told of 
Koroibos) had taken part in an art competition in Corinth to depict Dionysus most 
beautifully but had left the god himself out of his painting. Those who viewed the 
paintings then coined the expression 'ti 1tP~ 'tov luovooov; 'What has this got to do with 
Dionysus?' 
Kat 'tau'ta: this phrase is the equivalent of Kai1t£p (Koraes). Heliodorus may have derived 
this usage from his use demonstrative pronouns to further define nouns: e.g., ~olleda~ Kat 
'tau'tll<i 'taxda~ a1to't'Uxov'ta (3.17.3); OXA£l'tat yap U1tO ~uva~£Olv, a~ au'to~ Ka'tt1t£~",a, Kat 
'tOU'tOlV OUK EAaXicr'tOlV (4.7.12). 
The feast of Theagenes 
3.10.3 Til l1EV ouv (lAA.a 'tile; £1)OlXiae; 'ti av AiyOlV EvOXAOillv: this time, Knemon does not 
object to the abbreviation of Kalasiris' narrative. Kalasiris passes over the description of 
choruses and dances to what it is necessary to Knemon to know and pleasant for Kalasiris 
to relate. 
'tile; ai>A.ll'tp1.~ae;: cf. Plutarch (The E at Delphi 394b) for the confusion between the relig-
ious and secular use of flute music. Here the flute-girls provide the musical accompani-
ment for a party (cf. Arsinoe 1.15.6,2.8.5; the party of Nausikles, 5.16.2) and playing the 
flute appears to be used metaphorically for aesthetic expression in the description of the 
shepherd on the ring Kalasiris gives to Nausikles (5.14.2). However, flute music also 
accompanies sacrifices, festivals and religious processions: 3.1.5 (the procession at 
Delphi); 4.16.3, 4.17.1 (the Phoenician sacrifice to Herakles); 7.8.5 (the restoration of 
Kalasiris to the temple ofIsis); 10.41.3 (the final procession). 
1tuppixwv 0PXflO1.v: cf. 3.2.2 above, and note. The dance here is entirely appropriate to the 
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festival in honour of Neoptolemus: cf. Lucian Dc Salt. 9.1-7, where the preeminent skill of 
Neoptolemus in the dance is said to have led to the development of the dance called 
Pyrrhic in his honour, and the entry in Hesychius (s. v. ltUpPtXi~EW), where the Pyrrhic 
dance is described as a short dance in armour ('t1lV tV6ltAtOV oPXl101V KaL cri>v'tovov) named 
after Pyrrhichos of Crete (cf. Strabo 10.3.8; 10.4.16), or from its fiery nature (altO 'tou 
Ota1tUpov dvat) after Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, who, according to Archilochos, first 
performed the dance after the murder of Eurypylos. The dance gave rise to the metrical 
'Pyrrhic foot' (ltUppiXtOC; ltOUC;). Other references are less relevant: according to 
Aristophanes (Ii". 519) the dance was first performed around the pyre (1tupa) of Patroklos. 
Pouilloux (1983, 279) considers this dance to be out of place at a banquet, on the grounds 
that it was military (Xen. Anab. 6.1.12), but the character of the dance is not entirely 
clear: Euripides describes it as being carried out in a crisis (An dr. 1135-1136), but Plato 
(Laws 816b) regards it as educational, while in Aristophanes (Frogs 153) the dance is one 
which is learnt by disreputable characters such as Kinesias in the underworld. Athenaeus 
(14.28.18-24 [Kaibel]) states that there are three kinds of dance in dramatic poetry: tragic, 
comic and satyric, and also three kinds of dance in lyric poetry: pyrrhic, that performed at 
gymnastic festivals (YWiV01tatOtKTt) and the dance in choral hymns to Apollo 
(U1t0pX1lJianKTt). He adds that the pyrrhic dance resembles the satyric in being fast, but that 
its true character is military, since it was performed in armour. In another passage 
(14.29.20-26 [Kaibel]; 14.630f-631b [Gulick]) he says that the pyrrhic dance is Dionysiac 
in nature, since it begins gently and the dancers carry thyrsi, narthex wands and lamps as 
they enact the story of Dionysus in India and the humiliation of Pentheus. The Dionysian 
character of the dance would make it appropriate for a banquet (cf. Xen. Symp. 9.1). 
3.10.4 'to o~~a TtV£JLOl~£VOC;: TtVE~OlJL£VOC; means 'filled with wind', 'blown about in the 
wind' or, in a medical sense, 'swollen' (LSJ9 s. v. aVEJL60JLat). The construction in Lucian's 
description of the liar's ghostly statue is similar (Philopseud. 18.20-22; Bacch. 2.17, 
TtV£JLOlJL£VOV 'tou ltroyOlVOC; 'tCxC; 'tpixac;). A poem in the Greek Anthology shows the 
connection with a storm (13.12.2, fip6jloc; 't£ OEtVOC; TtvEJLOlJL£VllC; <XA6c;). Heliodorus's trans-
ference of the word to the eyes is unusual but the Suda states that the word was used of 
those in love by Aelian (s. v. 'Hv£jltOOeat, 'to uPL epOl'ta tlt'toflaOat. AiAtav6c;· KaL tMKEt 
uPL 't1lV av6pOlltOV CxKpa'tOlc; TtVEJL&cr9at. Cf. Aelian Dc Hist. Anim. 7.17.6, Ot YTtJLav't£c; Upl. 
t<'xC; wac; TtV£JLOlV'tat; also used of plain excitement (Dc Hist. Anim. 11.7.2-3, Kal. ltOAAOl. 
9TlPa'tal. Upl. 't1lV aypav auwv Ttv£JLOlv'ta1.). The metaphorical meaning of the word is 
therefore entirely appropriate to the context. 
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E1tt 'to q>at~p6'tSpOV: cf. Baumgarten (1932, 82, who cites Xen. Cyr. 4.2; 11.6.6) but see 
3.3.3 above, and note; q>atOp6c; occurs commonly in the Atticist writers. 
3.10.5 Al.clVOUX yap EproV'tD<; OJl.Ol.OV 't'l. Kat Jl.E9'i>0V't'0C;: the comparison between the lover 
and the inebriate was commonplace: cf. also Alcaeus (fr. 346 [Lobel-Page]); Kallimachos 
AP 12.118.3-4; Meleager AP 12.119.1-4; Rufinos AP 5.93; Catullus 45.11 (ebrios ocellos); 
Maehler (1990, 11: 'hier, bei Heliodor, ist Allegorie durch Psychologie ersetzt'); 
Feuillatre (1966, 27 : such sententiae are part of the ' allure grave, dogmatique, parfois un 
peu pedante ' of Heliodorus ' narrative style but ' on est loin des tribulations de l'ame dan Ie 
Phedre' [po 126]). Plutarch (Quaest. Cony. 622d8-e2) notes that both inebriate and lover 
become heated, giggly and relaxed, and both are moved to compose poems, like Aeschylus 
who wrote when drunk; cf. Quaest. Cony. 652d4 for the moral. Achilles Tatius (1.6.1 , 
Kleitophon remarks that the sight of Leukippe is intoxicating; later Kleitophon is 
overwhelmed by the combined assault of the violent and deranging gods of Love and 
Wine, for (he explains) wine is the food of love (2.3 .3, oivoc; yap EPCtYtOC; "tpoq>,,); later, the 
slave Satyros who serves wine to the lovers, exchanges the wine-cups of Leukippe and 
Kleitophon, which enables the hero to steal a vicarious kiss (2.9 .1). For Philostratus ' use 
of the theme, cf. Walker (1993a, 140-143). 
Eq>' 1>ypou 1:0U 1tu90'UC; aaA£UOOOTlC;: Underdowne (1587) translates: 'For the minde as weI 
of a lover, as of a dronken man is flexible, and can tarie in no certaine state, as though 
they bothe swimmed in a moiste affection. And for that cause a lover wil soone be dronke, 
and a dronken man soone in love. ' For the metaphor of flux, cf. Feuillatre (1966, 76-78 and 
note 13); 3.10.2 above, and note. Heliodorus uses the noun form miAoc; also (3.5.6). 
t1ti<popoC;: Naber (1873, 335) suggests EUE1ticpopoC; but there is no MSS support for this 
reading. 
3 .11. 1 • QC; ~E Kat X uaJl. TlC; <X~TlJl.OVOOOTtc; <XVft1tA£roc; tepai VE"tO . . . OxJ'tE Kat 'tOV Xapt Kl..Ea 
lCa6EoopalCO"ta "to aVIDJl.aI..OV .. . ; XaOl-I.T). aOT)Jl.Ov£ID and aVIDJl.al..o<; are medical terms. Cf. 
(Hipp. Dc morb. pop. 2.3.1.6-8, XUO'Jl.ll; Hipp. De Yirg. morb. 1.32-3, <XOllJl.0v£ro; Galen 
1.627.14-16, (XvcOJl.aAoc;). 'Avu1tAEroc; here means ' full' but can also mean ' surfeited , 
infected' (PI. Rep. 516e3-6). 
OxJ'tE Kat 'tOV Xapt Klla Ka9EO>p<XKO'ta "to <xvroJl.aAov 1l<ruxft xpOC; Jl.E Et1t£tV «' AI..I..' -n Kat 
"t01)1:0V pU<r1CavD<; Ei~Ev <'><p9aAJl.oc;»: Various attempts have been made to emend <XAA' i1 
after Ka6EropaKo"ta (VMPZT): Koraes reads 0", Naber (1873 , 335) suggests 01lAaO", Struve 
au"tOu. Richards (1906, 111) retains the words <XAA' i1 (which are omitted in C) in line with 
, AAA' tl Kat au"toc; £OtKa "tIDV 1tOAAroV d Vat (3.12.3) but suggests that they be transferred 
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from line 3, after Ka6EropOOCO'ta, to line 4, before Kat 'tou'tOV. RL follows the transposition 
of Richards but suggests a'A'A' ii in both places. Colonna (1987b, 38) following the logic but 
not the letter of his 1938 text (which omits ou~£v), suggests ouMv a'A'A' 11 'to avro~a'Aov, 
which appears to be right. Denniston (GP 26-27) discusses the various explanations of a'A'A' 
71: (i) 'nothing other than' (ouMv a'A'A' 71 or sometimes ouoEv a'A'Ao 71); (ii) ' except' (a'A'A' 71 
where a'A'Ao would be ungrammatical); (iii) 'except that' (a'A'A' 71 followed by a clause); (iv) 
'merely' (a'A'A' 71 as 'an exception to an implied generalisation', p. 27). All of these require 
a preceding negative, of course, but this is easily supplied and conforms with Heliodorus ' 
usage (cf. ~UbEY a'A'A' 71, 4.20.2, 9.22.6). This reading is also suited to the meaning of the 
passage: ' it was quite clear (Ka'tu~1l'Ao~) even (Kat) to the others present that he was not 
well, so that even (Kat) Charikles, who merely (or 'nothing other than') noticed his distress 
. . .' The important point is that Charikles observed that Theagenes was upset but was 
entirely unaware of its cause. The plot demands that Charikles should not realise what was 
about to happen (cf. 4.8.1 below and note). RL 's a'A'A' ii is used only in questions (GPp. 
28) and if this reading is introduced the text should be punctuated with question marks 
after oq>6a'A~o~ (3.11.1) and after EiVat (3.12.3). The following points can be made against 
RL's text: (i) it requires a drastic rearrangement of the word order; (ii) it obscures the 
important point of Charikles ' superficial diagnosis of Theagenes ' symptoms; and (iii) it is 
overly influenced by the problem of a'A'A' 71 (3.12.3), which may indeed be better taken as 
a'A'A' ii· 
Hefti (1950, 51) finds Charikles ' inability to link the condition of Theagenes with 
that of Charikleia hardly credible, but it is in keeping with his lack of percipience 
generally (cf. 3.5.3 above and note). 
3.11.2 XPOEXtvEV 6 8Ea'YEVl1e; Kat aKOlV EKUG'tql qn'Ao't1lmav: cf. Ach. Tat.: Kat 6 f11..0VUGoc; 
£1tatvd 'tile; q>l..'Aoq>pooi>V1l~ 'tov 1tOl..~£va Kat aU'tfi) 1tPO'tEtVEl.. 1C'D'Al..Ka q>l..'Ao't1lmav (2.2.4); 
Neimke (1889, 49). 
os'\) tE Kat ~tU1t,\)pOV Evd~EV : cf. 4.7.11 , AS'\) 'tl.. Kat ~£'Ya avEKpa'YE. Feuillatre (1966, 109) 
suggests an allusion to Achilles glaring at his shining armour (11. 19.17), but a more 
apposite reference would surely be Achilles ' glare at Agamemnon (11. 1.148). Neimke 
(1889, 19) notes a possible similarity in Euripides Or. 1530, aS'\) ~oil~. According to him, 
the number of Heliodoran echoes of Euripides ' plays may be listed as follows: Hekuba 
(11); Medea (9); Hippolytos (8); Orestes (6); Phoenissai (4); Ion (4); Alkestis (4) ; 
Andromache (3); Bacchae (3); Iphigeneia at Aulis (3); Hercules (2); Suppliants (2); 
Cyclops (1); Elektra (I); and the Heraklidai (1 ). Such borrowings from Euripides are in 
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keeping with the theatrical and dramatic character of Heliodorus' narrative and are typical 
of the highly allusive, metaliterary character of this text. 
EV£'I'UXOlJ.1EVOlV: the reading of RL (followed by Colonna [1 987b ]) for Ej.l'ljfUXCO)lEVCOV (MCZ) 
and E'I1UX~EVCOV (VBP AT; Bekker, Colonna {193 8], who cites E)l'l1'UXO)lEVCOV in his 
apparatus [BC] as if from E)l'l1UXCO 'cool'-the variants are abbreviated in RL but 
E)l'l1'UXO)lEVCOV is clearly wrong). Naber (1873, 335) stands alone in suggesting E)l'llUXCOV. 
Two questions need to be addressed here: whether the compound or the simple form of the 
verb is to be preferred, and what the form of the perfect participle passive should be. The 
TLG shows that the simple verb is significantly more frequent in the perfect passive with 
the meaning 'animated, endowed with soul' (a common Christian usage, but cf. aro)la 
E'II'UXCO)lEVOV, Plot. 2.3.9) than the compound fonn, which is not found with the 
'reduplicating' epsilon (GO §523) and may have arisen through confusion about the form 
of the perfect passive participle (particularly in view of the virtually homonymous "fUXCO): 
cf., e.g., mxpKa E'IIUXOlJ.1EVllV (John Chrysostom, Vol. 52 p. 802 In. 30 MPG), «rumv ... 
E'I1'UXCO)lEVllV (Phot. Bibl. Cod. 230 p. 272b4 [Bekker]); mxpKa E)l'llUXCO)lEvllv (Athanasius, 
Vol. 28 p. 1405 In. 15). It seems best, therefore, to retain E'I1UXCO)lEVCOV here; the confusion 
may have been worsened by the use of the compound aorist active participle Evav6pco1t-
no-acmv by Sisimithres (2.31.1, OWE yap Tjv )lOt 9£)lt'tov EV KtvBUv!p 'IIUX"V amS Evav6pC01t-
r,aaoav 1taptB£iv) but this is not close enough to overturn the statistical evidence for 
E'I'UXCO)lEVCOV. 'Evav9pcoot£lv is also used by Christian writers: cf. E1t£tb" yap Bt' r,)laC; Kat 
U1t£p flJ.1rov maav uv£BEsa'to U~ptv Evav9pro1tr,oac;, Eus. Dem. Evang. 4.6.10; Cataudella 
(1975,161-190, esp. 172-174). 
Morgan (1979, at 10.9.6) has a full discussion of the ancient philosophical and 
religious debate about sacrifice (cf. also 3.1.3 above, and note) and argues against Merkel-
bach's view that Heliodorus could not have opposed blood sacrifice in the fourth century 
and that he therefore belonged to an earlier date. The terminology (,trov E'IIUXroj.LEVOlV) 
suggests Christian influence and therefore the later date. 
«M£j.l<pt:tTte; EOnV» dx£v «AiyU1t't1.oc; Kat 1tPocpTt'tTte; 'tile; "IotbOe;.» Theagenes and Kalasiris 
had already been introduced to one another at the house of Charikles (2.35.2, 'E1t£t OE flj.LaC; 
'ta tir096'ta na1t<xoa'to Kat 'trov u)lo$aicov E't'UX£V) and that Charikles' introduction here 
should have been unnecessary (Hefti 1950, 51-2). However, the initial introductions were 
vague and the information given about Kalasiris here serves to awaken Theagenes' interest 
in Kalasiris and to establish some common ground between the two men. The abbreviated 
symposium also shows the similar predicament of the two lovers. 
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3.11.3 '0 61) 8£a'YEV1lC; roc; 'tOY Ai 'YU1t't1.0V leal. 'tOY 1tpoq"l't1lV Tlleo'Ocr£v. it60vilc; 't£ lx9poov 
£V£1tA:ftcre1l: in this passage and two others (3.16.2 and 3.17.3), Theagenes appears to suffer 
under the common delusion that there was only one kind of Egyptian wisdom, namely 
magic, and that Kalasiris would be able to work some love spells on Charikleia (Winkler 
1982, 129). The reputation of Egyptian priests for wisdom was widespread and frequently 
abused. Sandy (1982b, 146) notes the verb ai:y'01t'tt<X~(o to denote Egyptian trickery (Ar. Th. 
922) and the appeal of Charikles to Kalasiris to use Egyptian magic on his daughter 
(2.33.6, l:o<jll.av 'ttvu leat t'Ona riv1lcrov £1t' au't'Tlv Ai'Y'01tnav). Cf. the note on Kalasiris 
above (3.1.2). 
Kalasiris does not explain why Theagenes thought that the only course open to him 
was magic, which was normally resorted to only in cases of thwarted love, but the first 
encounter between the two emphasised the fact that they loved each other reciprocally-
they somehow recognised each other and shared secret knowledge (3.5.5). It is true that 
Theagenes only learns that Charikleia has declared her love for him later (4.6.5) and that 
Charikles plans to marry Charikleia to Alkamenes (4.6.6), but parental opposition was not 
a factor in bringing Theagenes to Kalasiris. 
The other romances show that the marriage of the lovers could be brought about in 
a number of ways: in the case of Chariton, the assembly demands that Chaereas and 
Kallirhoe marry, even though they belong to opposed factions in the city (1.1.11); 
similarly, Xenophon has Habrokomes and Antheia married after their fathers consult the 
oracle of Apollo at Kolophon (1.7.1); likewise, Longus brings about the union of Daphnis 
and Chloe after their fathers recognise them as their lost children (4.36.2); lastly and 
untypically, Achilles Tatius opts for elopement (2.30), which is also the course taken by 
Kalasiris. It would therefore appear as if Heliodorus has made Theagenes seek the aid of 
magic primarily in order to enable Kalasiris to manage the outcome of their love. 
leaU 8£<X'Y£v£C;. E).J.Ot leat 1t<lAa1. oucra 1tpOC; m;: cf. the ironic contradiction of these words 
in 3.11.4, 1tOAA<X )lE 'tOU 8Ea'YEVo'Oc; Kat 9Ep).J.6'tEpa il Ka'tCx 'tnv 1tPOU1t<Xpxo'Ocrav yv(Jxn v 
Ka'tacr1tacra)lEvotJ. Kalasiris first hears of Theagenes from Charikles a few days before this 
(2.34.4) but in the sense that Theagenes is part of his destiny, however, Kalasiris has 
known him for a long time. The hidden meaning in Kalasiris' words remain obscure for the 
reader until an explanation of his purpose in coming to Delphi is given at 4.13.1. 
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KALASIRIS 
Kalasiris receives a vision from Apollo and Artemis 
3 .11.5 "'H~l1 ~E ~EcrOi>aT\C; 't% V'OK'tOC;: the visual appearance of a god or a messenger of the 
gods at night is a stereotype of Greek literature (cf. , e.g., Hdt. 6.107). Significant dreams 
appear to Thyamis and Kalasiris (1.18 ; 5.22). Artemis may be the goddess who appears to 
Theano in a dream in the romance fragment which bears that name (Stephens & Winkler 
1995, 441). Double dreams are even more significant (cf. 9.25 & 10.3; Morgan 1979 ad 
loc.; Kerenyi 19622, 166; Bjorck 1946, 311 ). In this case a similar dream occurs different 
individuals, Kalasiris and Charikles (3 .11-12, 18). 
The dream in the Clementine Recognitions is similar to this: in both works a parent 
(Clement' s mother in the Recognitions, Kalasiris, the spiritual father of the lovers, in the 
Ethiopian Story) is instructed in a dream to leave their present abode with their charges- a 
dream which precipitates the action of the romance (Bartsch 1989, 101: the dream serves 
as a 'mover'; Weinstock 1934: 49, 51). 
6pro 'tov 'AlCOAAID Kat 'Citv '" Ap'tE~lV: for the guiding influence of Apollo (who represents 
the sun god, Helios: cf. 10.36.3, 'A1tOAAIDVa, 'tOY au'tov Qv'ta Kat "HAWV) and Artemis on 
Theagenes and Charikleia, see Rohde (19143, 463 [434 n. 6]). Apollo guides Kalasiris 
through the oracle he receives (2.35.5), the present visitation, (indirectly) through 
Charikles' dream (4.14.2), and through the providential encounter with Phoenician sailors 
(4.16.3). Weinstock (1934, 49) argues that the dream absolves Kalasiris of all blame for 
the deception of Charikles, but Heliodorus implicitly acknowledges that an injustice has 
been done to the Delphic priest in the denouement of the work when he appears before 
Hydaspes to air his grievances (10.36-38). The recognition of Charikleia as the natural 
daughter of Hydaspes solves the dispute and Charikles joins the final procession (10.41.3). 
~ r!l~l1v, Et "(E r!l~l1v (xAACx ~it CxA118&c; EOOProV: Plato mentions the close connection 
between dreams and waking life (cf., e.g. , Tim. 71a; Hanson [1980] 1399). Words used for 
visions such as 9EIDpia and EtOOlAa show that the Greeks thought of dreams as essentially 
visual events (Bjorck 1946, 312-314). 
ropa crot EA.£"(OV EiC; 'Citv EVE"(Koucrav E1taV1)KEl v: Mayor (1886a, 174-176) observes that the 
word EVE"(Koucra (cf. in books 3 & 4, 3.11.5; 3.14.4; 3.15.3 ; 3.16.5 (twice); 4.9.2; 4.12.3; 
4.19.7; 4.19.8) is characteristic of Heliodorus and Barber (1962, 338) accepts without 
comment LSJ 's statement that Heliodorus was the first to use this expression. However, 
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Heliodorus is not alone in his fondness for the expression-it occurs commonly in the 
work of the fourth century rhetorician and sophist Libanius (e.g., Ep. 282.3; 534.2; 872.2; 
947.4; 950.2). Wifstrand (1944-1945, 39-40) also notes that this expression was used by 
Marcus Aurelius (4.48) but that it was only in the fourth century that the word came to 
mean 'place of origin' (e.g., in Menander 393.31 [Spengel]; Basil In mart. Gordium 493B; 
Synesios ep. 73, 94, 103). This appears to support the fourth century date for Heliodorus. 
Ai),toe; 'tE ouv El;t8t leat 'touaaE i>1toaEl;aj.1EVOe; aYE, (1)VEj.1ltOpO'Oe; taa 'tE ltatcrl 1t01.OUj.1EVOC;: 
in an unpublished paper delivered at Groningen in 1994, Hansen noted the similarity 
between the instructions given to Kalasiris in this dream and those given to Mattidia in the 
Clementine Recognitions (Hom. 12.15.3, fuvat, El;at>'tflc; cl}la 'tote; atOUj.10te; aot> 't£1CV01.e; Eltt 
Xpovov nvu, }lExpte; &te }l11VUO'Ol E1t<Xv£A.6£tv 0'£ Ev'tau9a, E1C(3119t 'tftV 1tOA.tv . . . ; cf. 
Weinstock 1934, 49). 
OltOt 'tE leat Oltmc; 'tote; 8£Ote; cptA.ov: Koraes emended 01t11 to Olt01, but Philo stratus Her. 733, 
Olt11 leaL 01tOX; 1C1.VOl.11 provides support for the MSS reading. 
3.12.1 Ji" 5vap nv" 5'1'te; a.A.A.' U1tap Eva£tl;uJi£v01: cf. Hom. Od. 19.547; 20.90; Verg. Aen. 
6.893-96 and the commentary of Norden (ad lac.). The expression was used very often (cf., 
e.g., Plato Rep. 476c-d; Theaet. 158b6; Phaedr. 277dlO; Phil. 36e5). By the time of Julian 
it had been taken up in a proverb (Ep. 108.2, 'H }lEv 1t<Xpotj.1ta CP11atV' E}lOt aU atT)'Y£t'tOU}lOV 
0vap, EYro OE Eotlea O'Ot 'to O'ov ultap a.CP11y£tcr9at). The idea that dreams emanate from 'gates 
of sleep' was also a commonplace in antiquity (Hanson 1980, 1398; Bjorck 1946, 307). 
O''\)Vtllv: Colonna's (1938) reading (1)Vl.11V, as opposed to his earlier (and RL's) C!'l>Vl.£tv, is 
the form found at 1.12.4 and 1.25.6 and in VMBT. 
'tau'ta j.1Ev ECPl1 ro ltu't£p . . . : Another intervention by Knemon that has the effect of 
distancing the reader from him (Winkler 1982, 142; Futre Pinheiro 1991b, 75-6). By 
switching from narrated time to narrative time, Knemon controls the narrative and acts as 
a moderator in a similar way to the chorus of a tragedy. 
Ete; ti va Yilv ltapauJi1t£C!8at 'toue; VEO'O<; 'tote; 8£ote; cptAoV iptopo'Ov: Kalasiris' refusal to 
consider Ethiopia as the destination of the lovers is unexpected and creates tension in the 
reader (Hefti 1950, 52). 
au'tOc; 't£ EYVmc; Ep£te; 'tE ltpOe; "Ji<U;: The future tense expresses volition here. Cf. also 
o£"a£t (4.6.7); Ea'tat (4.8.8). 
Knemon interrupts (4) to ask about visions and visitations 
On epiphanies of gods and goddesses in the novels, the New Testament and the courts of 
the emperors, cf. Lane Fox (1986, 137-141). 
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3.12.2 Ot 1tOA.A.01. ~£ to atvl.y~a 1tapa'tptX01)(nv: Kalasiris' interpretation of Homer here 
'reveals many of the hallmarks of the philosophical patterns of explication de texte' 
(Sandy (1982b, 157). Proclus (In R. 1.85.26-86.5) exemplifies the later tradition in which 
Homer was ransacked for deeper, hidden meanings. For this tradition in the fourth century, 
cf. Porphyry On the Cave of the Nymphs; Lamberton in Lamberton & Keaney (1992) 115-
32. The recognition of two levels of meaning in the text invites the reader to interpret the 
romance allegorically and insists on exegesis (Lamberton 1986, 151). Such exegesis is not 
entirely alien to the romance since Heliodorus discusses the Isiac doctrine of the 
allegorical significance of the Nile (9.9.5) and Knemon comments on the enigmatic stance 
of Homer (3.15.1): cf. the discussion in Porphyry On the Worship of Statues (Eus. PE 
3.11.51 [Mras]), Plutarch (Mor. 363d) and Philo's Life of Moses 2.195. 
However, the present passage trivialises and parodies such readings by focusing on 
a literary debating point rather than on the significance of the message itself. Kalasiris 
here makes use of theological dogma to portray himself as knowledgeable and wise, in 
order to make fun of Knemon (cf. Sandy 1982a, 65-74; 1982b, 144). The byplay between 
Kalasiris and Knemon diverts the reader's attention from a rare and brief revelation of the 
will of the gods. Heliodorus does not give the entire game away at this point. 
txv1.a yap J,1£t61t1.cr8£ 1tOOOlV 1i~£ 1CV'TI~aO)V / pEt' Eyvmv a1t1.6vtoc;· apiyvO)'tol. ~£ awl. up: In 
the Odyssey there is a metrical formula for humans following in the footsteps of the gods 
(2.406, 3.30, 5.193); the idea probably originates with a hunter tracking his prey (II. 
18.321; ad. 7.38). The characteristic mode of locomotion of the gods was entirely 
conventional by the time of Vergil: cf., e.g., A en. 1.405, vera incessu patuit dea. The 
present quotation is taken from the Iliad (13.71-72): here Ajax, the son of Oileos, tells 
Ajax, the son of Telamon, that he had recognised Poseidon in the figure of Kalchas from 
the way he walked. The passage is noted by commentators such as the third century philo-
sopher, Porphyry (Homeric Questions 3.396-7) and the twelfth century commentator, 
Eustathius, speculates that the footprints of the gods would have differed from those of 
humans in some way, by the interval between them, for example, or by the speed with 
which they were made, but is puzzled by the inclusion of 1CVTU.ulrov (Commentaries on 
Homer's Iliad, Vol. 3 p. 441). Indeed, the obscurity of 1CV1lj.J.arov in this context may have 
been what initially attracted interest in the passage. For aerial locomotion as a divine 
characteristic, see 3.13.2 below and note. 
Knemon does not pick up the fact that Kalasiris is here teasing him with the pun on 
his name (Sandy 1982a, 67). There is a parallel to this kind of banter in Plato (Crat. 384C), 
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where Socrates suggests to Hennogenes that Prodikos had been mocking him 
(Hennogenes) when he had said that people would not call him by his name, by implying 
that he was unsuccessful at making money and therefore not a true 'son of Hennes' as his 
name suggested (playing on 'Ep~ou and y£vo~). Thus Heliodorus invites the reader to cast 
Kalasiris into the role of Socrates and Knemon into the part of young and enthusiastic 
disciple, eager for knowledge. Cf. 3.1.1 above, and the note on Knemon's interruption of 
Kalasiris there. Urbane and witty use of Homeric passages was characteristic of the 
Second Sophistic (Anderson 1993b, 174-176). 
Knemon (5) asks Kalasiris to explain the text of Homer 
3.12.3 'At..t..' ii: RL's text appears to be right here (cf. 3.11.1 above and note). However, 
this reading would be easier if a question mark were introduced after civm, since at..').: ii is 
used only in questions (GP p. 28). A question is well suited to the ironic tone of Knemon 
here; he is a citizen of the sophisticated metropolis of Athens and has been well educated, 
as he makes clear in what follows. The bantering tone of Knemon can be seen in E'AlYX£tV, 
nlV ... E1tt1tot..il~ otuvotav, 1t£p, and't11v ... EYKa't£O"1t<XPJlEV1lV ... 8EOt..oyiav. 
't11V OE t'YKa't£O"1t<Xp~EVl1V au'totc; 8£0t..oyiav Twvol1Ka: The word 8EOt..oyia occurs in Plato 
during the discussion of the way in which poets should discuss the gods: at..t..' au'to 011 
'tou'to. 01. 'tU1tOt 1t£pt 8EOt..oyta~ nv£~ av d£v; (Rep. 379a5-6). According to Iamblichus 
8EOt..oyta was a subject taught by Pythagoras (De Vita Pyth. 19.93.1-2, qm01.ot..oytav 't£ Kat 
8Eo'A.oytav E1tt'tE'tJlllJlEVllV 1tapEOffiKE). Proclus placed the subject at the top of his list 
(appropriately, it is found 17 times in the Theol. Plat.: cf. Suda s. v. E1tl1tpooeEV, on 
npoK'A.o~ 'tf1~ q)t'A.o(mq>ta~ 1tUO"l1~ E1tt1tpocr9EV iiYE 't11V 8£0'A.oytav). Philostratus classes 
8Eo'A.oyta with the lore of magi (Ep. et dial. 8.17-18, l;Eva Kat 'ta ypUJlJla'ta, EK <l>otVtKll~ 
yap ii'A.8£, Kat IllProv Uq><Xt Kat JlUYffiV 8£0'A.oyta) and the word was commonly used by 
Christian writers (69 times in Euseb. Praep. Evang.: cf. Suda (s. v. 'Ioovv~, QvoJla KUptOV. 
on 6 8EOMyo~ 'IooVVll~ Kat £uayy£'A.tO"'t11~ aro 'tf1~ EV nu't~c.p El;0ptac; E1t<XVEA.8roV O"uV'tu't'tEt 
'to EuayyE'A.tOv rov E'trov p', OtapKEO"ae; Effie; a'A.'A.ffiv E'trov pK'. EKelo"E OtUYffiV Kat cruyypuq>E'tm 
nlV 9Eo'A.oytav). 
3.13.1 MtKPOV ouv £xtO"'ti]O"ae; 6 Kat..a01.pte; Kat 'tOV vouv xpoe; 'to Jl'UO"'t1.KOrt£poV 
aVaKtvftoae;: the use of the comparative degree of the adjective (JluO"nKOrtEpov) signposts 
the irony (Winkler 1982, 146: the irony, together with Kalasiris' duplicities, is a cover for 
his real purpose in Delphi, which is the pursuit of wisdom [2.26.1 D. Sandy (1982b, 144) 
suggests parallels with Euripides in the Acharnians (402-409) and Socrates in the Clouds 
(227-234). Kalasiris' pompous tone prepares the reader for the humorous explanation of 
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Homer's name which follows. 
9£ol Kal ~aiJlOvE~: the phrase is fairly commonplace: cf. Lib. Or. 15.29.3; Ach. Tat. 
3.10.1; D.H. Ant. Rom. 12.12.2; Aeschin. In Ctes. 137.3 (the scholion on this passage 
distinguishes daimons from gods in that the former are the souls of those who obtain 
divine retribution and refers to Hesiod's view (Works 122] that daimons are the good souls 
of the dead members of the golden race of men): cf. West (1978, ad lac.). The Bai~ovE~ 
were generally held to be intermediate between gods and men and a mixture of good and 
bad: cf. Pluto Isis and Osiris 25-26; Apui. De Deo Soc. 20. 
In Heliodorus, the plural is less common than the singular or adjectival usage and 
mostly refers to spirits who punish men during and after life. He uses the word of: 
'avenging daimons' (Bat~6vmv aAacn6pmv, 1.13.3), and 'spirits above and below the earth 
who watch and punish the wrongs of men' (~ai~ov£~ E1tt yf\e; 't£ Kal 1)1tO yf\v av9pcimmv 
a6£~t'tmv EqlOPOt 't£ Kat tt~mpoi, 8.9.12): cf. Plut. De def. orac. 4l7a; De sera 566f-567f; 
Max. Tyr. 9.6g; Jut On Kingship 90b; Sallust. On the Gods 19.2; 'monstrous daimons' 
(Bai~ov£~ 't£pucr'tt01., 2.5.4: wrongly translated as 'gods' by Morgan); 'stage ghosts' (E1tt 
O"1Cl1vf\e; Bai~ovae;, 2.7.3); 'spirits' (6.1.3, 6.1.4, 6.8 .5, 8.7.4 [Batjlovia]). For the singular 
(Bai~Olv etc.) cf. 3.14.2 below and note. 
t1t1.CP01.'tO>v't£~ 'tE "jla~ Kat <X1toCP01.'tO>V'tEe; Ei~ aA.Ao jl£V ~4lov: The use of the different 
compound forms of cpot'tam illustrates Heliodorus' fondness for wordplay (see intro-
duction). 
Some MSS (VMA) have £ie; n~ue; for njlUe; presumably because of the following £ie; 
CiAAo but the plain accusative construction should be retained. LSt suggest that the verb 
E1ttqlO1. 'taro is used with the accusative of the person for haunting visions as in the dream 
haunting Xerxes on the eve of his invasion of Greece in Herodotus (crt ~t £1t1.qlot't1lo"£1., 
7.16.y). This reading may well be wrong (Hude reads crt BE here rather than OUBE although 
Herodotus previously used the word with the dative [~£'ttEV'tt 'tov E1t' "Ef.-f.-1lvaC; cr'toAov 
E1ttqlOt'tuv OV£1.POV, 7.16.~], as he did of the Phoenix [2.73]) and 'haunting' does not seem to 
be the sense required in the Heliodorus passage. However, Thucydides has the accusative 
with £1ttqlot'tam in the sense of 'invade' (1.81 [cf. also Jui. Or. 7.221b]) as opposed to using 
the verb with £ie; meaning 'visit' (1.135), and the former, stronger sense is required in this 
passage-the gods take on human shape rather than merely visiting them. There does not, 
therefore, appear to be any justification for inserting £i~ before ~UC;. The story of Xerxes' 
dream, in which the divine status of the dream is in question as it is here, would have been 
well~known to educated people in antiquity and £1ttq>ot'tam meaning 'haunt' may have been 
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in the back of Heliodorus' mind here. 'A1tO<Pot'turo simply means 'abandon' (Plut. Lys. 4). 
This rather awkward sentence would be clearer with a comma between a1tO<pot't&V't£~ (used 
absolutely) and £i~ aA.A.o (with d~o1totOum and balanced by the following £t~ aVepOO1tO'OC;). 
For Apollonius of Tyana's condemnation of the Egyptian belief in theriomorphic 
gods, cf. VA 6.19; here Heliodorus plays down (E1t' EA.Uxuj'tov) the theriomorphic aspect of 
Egyptian religion. 
'tq> 0110tcp 1tA£OV itl1a~ Ei~ 'tTtV cpav'ta<ri.av i>1taYOl1EVOt: cIlav'tam.a is a term of some 
importance to Heliodorus (see introduction). 
3.13.2 TOl><; l1EV ~Tt ~E~"A.O'O~ KaV ~taA.aeOtEV 't1)v ~E crocpoi> yv&mv oi>1( av ~tacp1>yOtEv: 
the term ~E~"A.O'OC; ('the uninitiated', transferred from 'trodden ground' where the unitiated 
stood outside a holy place; cf. PI. Smp. 218b; Ph. 2.165). The same word is used in Philip's 
allegorical reading of the Ethiopian St01)' (1.35); cf. Taran (1992, 216). Heliodorus uses the 
word also at 6.14.7 (the powers of a legitimate priest are different form those of the 
profane magicians); 9.9.5 (the understanding of initiates concerning the Nile festival is 
contrasted with that of the unitiated). These authorial uses of the word show that 
religiosity is ubiquitous in the romance and that there is an element of seriousness in what 
Kalasiris says to Knemon here. Such passages encourage the reader to allegorise the text. 
'tot~ 'tE o<p8aA.110te; ... Kat 'tq> ~a~tcrl1a'tt: The question of the signs by which a god or 
goddess may be recognised was something of a literary topos. The debate may have 
originated in the contradictory statements in Homer as to whether the gods can be 
recognised or not: Homer says that the gods may be recognised by their special gaze (cf. 
13.3.3 referring to II. 1.200) and Telemachus recognises Athena as a deity although she 
takes the form of a bird (Od. 1.323, 2.262), but Achilles fails to recognise the god Apollo 
(II. 22.8-10). This dilemma was discussed by Clement (Strom. 5.14.116-117). An unblink-
ing gaze was often considered superhuman in antiquity: the fixed stare of the infant 
Pythagoras looking up at the sun in Antonius Diogenes' account of the infant philosopher's 
meeting with the Etruscan Mnesarchos is an example (Porphyry Life of Pythagoras 10, de; 
'tOy oupavov ava~A.t1tOv'ta 1tpO~ nA.tOv aCY1CaP&XJl'OKn). Plotinus likewise comments on the 
piercing vision of the gods (Enn. 5.8.4) . 
F or the unusual word aCY1Cap~a)l 'OKn, cf. Lucian Cat. 26.19 (gazing on the sun 
without blinking); lear. 14.12 (the eagle alone can look at the sun without blinking); Tim. 
14.5 (the unblinking gaze arising from an intense desire of money). The word is also used 
by Aristophanes of being able to look someone in the eye without blinking (Knights 292), 
by Xenophon of the unblinking gaze of a lover (Cyr. 4.28.17) and by Galen of the fixed 
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gaze of people who are possessed (8.484.7; 9.188.9 [Kuhn])-Galen also notes that looking 
directly at the sun in this way causes blindness or damage to the sight (3 .777.3; 7.91.8 
[Kuhn]). Heliodorus uses a different word (U'tEVE~) for the fixed gaze of the gods; 
elsewhere this word is used of the staring gaze of Thyamis and Petosiris at Kalasiris on 
their reunion (7.7.3) and of the gaze of lust of Kybele (7.12.7). The same phrase is used by 
Galen of the concentrated gaze of a woman who wanted to conceive a more handsome 
child than her husband's looks suggested she might have (n BE u't£vE<; ~A.t1toucra Kat roc; 
Ec:m v £i1t£tV OAOV 'tOY VOUV Exoucra OUXt 't41 'Y£vyftcrav'tt, uAAa 't41 'Y£'YpaJlJlEvql OJlOtroc; 
U1tE't£K£ 'to 1tatBtov, 14.254.6 [Kuhn]}-in other words intense gaze is necessary for the 
Andromeda Effect to work. 
The supernatural character of a fixed stare is also found in Plutarch, who relates 
that the Pythagoreans held that the souls of the dead do not make shadows or blink (Jl1l0E 
crKapBaJlUnEtv, Q. Gr. 300c). Occasionally some other unusual feature of the eyes is 
described as ' divine': Charikles describes the light in the eyes of the infant Charikleia as 
'something grand and godlike' (2.31.1 , JlE'Ya 'tt Kat 6£tov). In Antonius Diogenes, the eyes . 
of Astraios wax and wane with the phases of the moon-a phenomenon possibly related to 
albinism (Photius 109b3 [Stephens & Winkler 1995, 124]; see introduction). 
A peculiar gait is also cited as a sign of a deity (for the Homeric model see 3.12.2 
above and note) as are outstanding beauty and stature (Od. 6.152). Vergil gives a fuller 
list-gaze, spirit, appearance, voice and step: non Beroe uobis, non haec Rhoeteia, matres, 
/ est Dorycli coniunx; diuini signa decoris / ardentisque notate oculos, qui spiritus illi, / 
qui uultus uocisque sonus uel gressus eunti (Aen. 5.646-649). 
Aerial movement, or levitation, such as Kalasiris describes here, is not a common 
sign of divinity. However, the combination of gaze and aerial movement were the signs by 
which John recognised the divinity of Christ (Apocryphal Acts of John 89.93; Apocryphal 
Acts of Peter 32; Luck 1985, 50). Is the obscure phrase in Petronius (dii pedes lanatos 
habent, 44.18) at all relevant here? The exact sense appears to be beyond recovery. 
Apuleius (11.11) talks of gods who 'deign to walk on foot ' (dei dignati pedibus humanis 
incedere) and describes Venus walking on water (plantisque roseis uibrantium fluctuum 
summo rore caicato, 4.31.4). Further circumstantial evidence comes from Pliny (HN 
34.148; cf. Aug. Civ. Dei 21.6; Aus. Mos. 311-317), who describes how the architect 
Timochares (or Dinochares) planned to place magnets in the roof of a temple he was 
building in order that an iron statue of Ptolemy's wife Arsinoe should appear to be 
suspended within it. This suggests that the architect wished the statue of Arsinoe to appear 
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to be more impressive by appearing in mid-air. The topos of how a god may be recognised 
is also fou.nd in the Indian tradition; in the Mahabharata (Vana Parva 75.8-17) Keshini 
describes to Damayanti how she recognised the god Vahuka disguised as Damay~nti's 
husband, Nala, by his power of making empty vessels fill with water by looking at them, 
by his ability to touch fire without being hurt, and so on. Later 'Nala' shows himself to to 
be, in fact, Vahuka, by restoring Nala to her and addressing him from the air (Vana Parva 
76.36). 
The fact that unblinking gaze and an unusual mode of locomotion are often found 
together as signs of divinity may be explained on the grounds that the Greeks represented 
their gods in the form of statues. Clearly, the Greeks would have visualised their gods and 
goddesses as they were represented in religious sculptures-static and with unblinking 
gaze. At any rate, this is what Kalasiris appears to have in mind (cf. 3.13.3 below and 
note). Kalasiris' explanation of how deities can be recognised is therefore not his own 
invention-as in the case of his excursus on the eye of envy (3.7-8), he is drawing his 
material from ancient commonplaces. This is not to say that he is not having some fun at 
Knemon's expense here; the effect is similar to Kalasiris' ironical account of the eye of 
envy to Charikles. 
~t' OAO'\) is the reading of Colonna (1938) which is supported by Heliodorus' usage 
elsewhere (9.3.4; 9.15.4), rather than his (and RL's) ~tOAO,\) (1987b). 
(Xv'OO~EVC9: P.'s reading, (xV'UOJlEVo)V, is preferable, in keeping with 'tEJlVOVtO)v and 
bt<X1tOPE'\)0JlEVO)V, rather than (xvuoJl£vcp which must be taken with ~<x~tO'Jl<X'tt. 
3.13.3 'ta (x'YaA~<X't<X 'tIDV 9Emv: cf. Porphyry work On the Worship of Statues (Eus. PE3.7-
13), whose description of symbolic statues is similar to Kalasiris' discussion here (Sandy 
1982b, 160-161). 
tl'tE At'Yi)1t'tto~ K<Xl. 'tTtV iEpav 1t(Xi~E,\)cnv EK~1.ooX9Ei~: Kalasiris here repeats an assertion 
first made at 2.34.5 (Morgan 1991, 97), who suggests that Kalasiris 'actively provokes his 
audience into demanding expansion.' 
'tf}v iEpav 1t<xi~EOO1.V . . . 'Yvropi~E1.v K<X't<xA1.1tIDV: Morgan translates O'UJl~OAt1(~ as 
'enigmatic references'; Lamb 'in symbolical verses'; Hadas 'symbolically'; Underdowne 
'in a maner by a ridle'. Knemon comments later on the 'enigmatic character' of Homer's 
poetry (3.15.1, 'to nVt'YJlEVOV, RL's textual emendation). ~igns and symbols (0"6Jl[30A<X) are 
certainly of considerable importance in Heliodorus: cf. 1.1.4 (signs of battle); 1.22.6 
(insignia of Charikleia's priesthood); 2.31.2 (the birth tokens of Charikleia); 3.14.2 (the 
hair on Homer's thigh is a mark of his divine birth); 4.8.7 (the pantarb stone bears a royal 
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seal); 5.4.7, 5.5.2, 7.7.7 (the secret passwords of Theagenes and Charikleia); 7.3.2 (the 
herald' s staff is a sign of peace); 7.8.2, 7.8 .7 (the insignia of Kalasiris' priesthood); 7.19.3 
(removing the crown is a sign of greeting in the Persian court); 9.1.3 (the appearance of 
Theagenes and Charikleia is a favourable omen for Hydaspes); 9.11.2 (Oroondates enters 
Elephantine by means of a password); 10.9.7 (Sisimithres knows through signs from the 
gods that the sacrifice of Charikleia will not go ahead); 10.41.2 (Hydaspes places his 
mitre, the insignia of his priesthood, on to the head of Theagenes). Plutarch uses the term 
to mean 'mysteriously' in his discussion of Plato Laws 896d (370f, EV ~E 'tOte; NOIlOte; i1~'Tl 
1tpEo13u'tEpOe; rov ou ~tt aivtYIlIDV 01>~E (j\)1l~0~t1'&c;, a~UJ. K'OptOl.C; ovollacrtv 01> Ilt (X 'II'OX:f1 Q)'Tlcrt 
KtVEtcreat 'tOY KOO'j.l.OV, a~~a .. . ). Secret codes were used in the rites of Dionysus (Plut. 
Cons. ad Uxorem 611d) but above all in the school of Pythagoras (Plut. 727c; Iamb. VP 
28 .145,33.238 , 23.103 , 32.227; cf. LSJ9 s.v. 0-6j.1.~O~OV IlLS). The word was also used for 
allegory (cf. Demetr. On Style 243 ; Philo) and is also used for metaphor and tropes (Theon 
Progymn. 99; 100; 101). For the literary development of the term, cf. Coulter (1976, 32-60 
[the neoPlatonists], 60-72). 
~EtvID OE 01. OO'O'E cpaav8Ev: A direct quotation from Homer (1i. 1.200): 
eaj.l.~'TlO'Ev ~' 'AxtA.Eue;. j.l.E'ta ~' E'tpa1tE't'. aunKa ~. EYVro 
na~~a~' , Ae11vat'Tlv' ~Etvro M 01. OO'O'E qxiav9Ev' 
ixvta yap j.l.E't01tt0'9E 1tOOOlV ii~E 1CV11j.1.arov I pEr EYVrov cX1ttov'toc;: The quotation is from 
Homer Ii. 13 .71; cf. 3.12.2 above, and note. 
oiov PEOV'tOC; tv 't'fI 1tOPStW 't01>'to yap t<J'tl. to pEr <x1ttOV'tOC; Kal. 01>X IDe; 'tl. VEe; i;1ta'tTjv'tat, 
p~Otroc; EYVrov U1tOMxJ.LfXlVOV'tEe;: Kalasiris plays on pEta 'easily', pstv 'to flow ' and 1tOpEi(X 
'walking' and perversely takes the adverb with am.ov'toe; rather than EYV(OV as the Homeric 
passage suggests, since the adverb is most naturally taken with the verb closest to it. His 
explanation of the Homeric text is not impossible but not the most likely one either 
(Lamberton 1986, 151 n. 21). Moreover, the etymology he suggests is false; p£ta is 
actually a Homeric adverbial form of l*~tOe; (see LSJ9 s. v. pEta) and has nothing to do with 
PEtV and 1tOPE1.(X. Kalasiris hints at the true etymology by including the Classical adverbial 
form of p(.t~tOe; (p(Xoiroc;) in the next line. Fondness for etymological interpretations goes 
back to Homer himself (ad. 19.407-9) but was also a feature of the philosophy of 
Pythagoras, Plato, Philo, Plotinus, and Proclus (Lamberton 1986\ 38-40; 45-49; 86-87). 
However, Kalasiris is clearly parodying the practice in this trivial exercise in etymology 
and having fun with young Knemon, who does not pick up the absurdity of the priest ' s 
explanation of the text (see 3.14.1 below). 
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On the birthplace and birth of Homer 
3.14.1 «Tau't«l ~E, ro 9E16't<X'tE, ~EJ.1Ul1K<XC;» £<P11: cf. 3.12.1 above, and note. Koraes 
suggested J.1E (8 0> C) for J.1EV. Richards (1906, 111) would put J.1£V before IlEIlUl1K<X~ but RL 
omit it entirely. The inclusion of J.1E does not appear to be necessary, however. Plato, for 
example, writes: ta J.1qa~<x IlEllul1crm 1tptV 'ta crJ.11.Kpa (Gorg. 497c4 [Stephanus D· The text 
should therefore read: T<xu'ta J.1EV, cO 9EtQ-t<XtE, J.18J.1Ul1K<XC;. 
Aiyu1t't1.ov os "Olll1POV a1tOKa~ouv'toC; 0'0'U 1tO~~aKl.C;: Kalasiris has referred to Homer as 
Egyptian only once before (il yap 'OJ.1i)po'U 'tou Aiy'U1t'tl.o'\) 1tOl.l1crt.e;, 2.34.5) but doubtless 
Knemon's 1tO~~aKte; is used loosely. 
o 'tIDV 1tav't(i)v lO'roc; oi>o£1.e; alCTtlCOEV Eie; 'titv 'tTt}1EPOV: Later (5.15.1) Nausikles evidently 
assumes without question that Homer was an Egyptian, since he identifies a Homeric 
quotation with Egyptians in general. This suggests that Heliodorus did not think that the 
idea would be strange to his readers. Indeed, many late Greek authors assumed that Homer 
was Egyptian: for example, Clem. Alex. Strom. 1.15 (66.1.5), "OJ.1llPOV yap oi 1t~tO''tOt 
Aiyu1t'ttov <p<xl.vo'\)O't; Olympiodoros in Photius Bib. 80.61b.6 (Bekker): cf. FGrH 4.65 
(Muller); and the Lives of Homer ( vIta Quinta 1. 10; Sexta 1. 23-25; Septima 1. 2; Eustathii 
Vita 1. 7). Eustathius reports the account of Alexander Paphios that Homer was the son of 
an Egyptian Demasagoras and his wife Aethra, and that he was nursed by a priestess of 
Isis, the daughter of Oros, who suckled the boy with honey from her breast. The infant 
Homer was once found playing with doves-a portent which was interpreted to mean that 
he would be a favourite of the Muses (Eustath. Comm. in Odyss. 2.11; cf. Hor. Od. 3.4.9-
12). According to Eustathius, another authority, Naukrates, believed that a woman from 
Memphis, the daughter of Nikarchos, Phantasia, wrote the story of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, which Homer, who was Greek, used in writing his poems (Prooem. in Odyss. p. 
2.25-44). These stories are in keeping with the late Greek idealisation of Egyptian wisdom. 
If, then, Heliodorus' readers were familiar with the theory that Homer was born in 
Egypt, why is Knemon so surprised to learn of it? Is it because he is young and unlearned? 
Or is Heliodorus being true to the dramatic date of the romance (4th century B.C.), when 
the Egyptian theory would have been very surprising? Earlier writers are hesitant about 
the claim: cf. Aulus Gellius NA 3.11.6, sunt etiam qui Aegyptium dicant fuisse. The 
earliest (possible) reference to the Egyptian birthplace of Homer occurs in Sidonius 
Antipater CEv9a8s 9EtOe; "0J.111POe;. oe; 'E~~a8<x 1tliO'<xv &Etcrs. I 9i1f31le; £K"(q<xroc; 'tfje; 
EK<X'tOV't<X1tU~o'U, AP 7.7 [2nd century B.C.]) but the poet may be referring to Thebes in 
Greece rather than Egyptian Thebes or confusing the two (cf. 3.14.2 below, and note). 
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The theory of Homer's birth in Egypt probably arose from the important part Egypt 
plays in the epics. The Egypt of the Iliad belonged to the time of Amenophis III, and the 
Egypt of the Odyssey belonged to a later period and was strongly influenced by Egyptian 
and Phoenician tales of shipwreck (Gilbert 1939, 47-61). The information about Egypt 
which the reader gleans from the Odyssey is of a more intimate kind from that of the Iliad. 
For example, Helen was given valuable gifts by Alkandre, the wife of Poly bus, of Egyptian 
Thebes (Od. 4.126-127), and obtained drugs from an Egyptian woman, Polydamna, the 
wife of Thon (Od. 4.227-232). Menelaus also visited the island of Pharos in his travels to 
that country (Od. 4.351-162). Stesichoros (fr. 15-16 [PageD was aware of the story that 
Helen had been in Egypt at the court of Proteus during the Trojan War. Many ancient 
authorities believed that Homer had visited Egypt: according to Herodotus (2.112, 116), 
Horner heard the story of Helen's stay in Egypt from Egyptian priests, although 
Stesichoros' poem shows that the Greeks must have known of it before his time. Diodoros 
Siculus noted that Egyptian women of Thebes still used the drug which Horner had 
mentioned as a cure for anger and sorrow (1.96.8; 1.97.7; Od. 4.227-232). He also pointed 
out that some Egyptians affirmed that Horner had learnt from Egyptian priests that the 
gods sometimes take on the appearance of mortals to note good and bad behaviour among 
men (1.12.9; ad. 17.483-487: Heliodorus may have been aware of this remark which is 
relevant to Kalasiris' comment that the gods visit men in human form [3.12.2 above, and 
note]). According to Diodorus, Orpheus, Musaios, Lykourgos, Solon, Pythagoras and other 
Greeks also carne to Egypt to be instructed by the priests there (1.96.2-3; cf. Hdt. 2.119). 
Likewise Plutarch claimed that Homer and later Thales learnt that water was the basic 
material of life in Egypt (Is. et Osir. 34). On the other hand, Eratosthenes argued that the 
Greeks of Homer's day did not travel to remote regions and did not know Egypt, the Nile, 
or the island of Pharos (Strabo 7.3.6; 1.2.22; 1.2.23; 1.2.24; 1.2.30) and his arguments were 
later renewed by Pliny and Aelins Aristides (Plin. HN 2.85; Ael. Arist. Or. 48). Strabo 
objects to the crudity of this kind of criticism (1.2.30; 3.4.4), and Crates of Mal1os, 
Hipparchos and Aristonikos argued that Homer did know about remote places (Strabo 
1.2.24; 1.2.31). This argument may have been resolved in late antiquity with the theory of 
Homer's Egyptian birth (discussed above). 
Helm (19562, 41) takes the discussion of Homer's Egyptian birthplace in Helio-
dorus to be a case of pretentious erudition, but the interchange between Kalasiris and 
Knemon reveals much of their characters and is in keeping with the bantering tone of their 
conversation. Earlier writers reject the discussion with contempt: for example, in his 
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monograph on the subject, Sinko (1906, 12-20) writes: eiusmodi fabulas non nisi cum risu 
hodie legimus (p. 20, my thanks are due to Tim Whitmarsh for obtaining a copy of this 
article for me). Sinko evidently followed the view of Naber (1873, 147), who also rejects 
the account as ridiculous. Thorlacius (1823, 6) wrongly stated (probably on the basis of the 
present passage) that Heliodorus' suggestion that Homer was Egyptian was an 
unprecedented claim in Greek literature. 
Eh; 'tT,V 't'it~€PoV is the usual form in Heliodorus (cf. 1.16.1; 1.16.4; 2.1.2; 2.31.4; 
2.35.3; 4.6.1; 5.28.1; 7.10.2 with alliteration of ''t' sounds; de; 'tT,V 't"~€pov. 7.10.5; 7.27.7; 
8.7.4 twice; 8.7.5; 9.25.1; 10.12.3). Eie; 'tT,v m1~pov should therefore be emended here and 
at 4.2.3. 
d lCat E~OlpOV 'to 1t£pt 't01>'tOlV VUVt OtaA.aJlpaVEtv «A.A.' O)lroc; «lC01>Ot<; (Xv E1tt'tEJ.l.VOV'tOC;: a 
rhetorical praeteritio. Knemon's avidity for Kalasiris' narrative again allows Kalasiris to 
embark on a digression, of which there are many in book 3 as there are in the Ethiopian 
Story as a whole (cf., e.g., the procession 3.1-5; the eye of envy 3.7-8; divine 
characteristics 3.13; amethysts 5.13; Hydaspes' ring 5.14; the Nile 9.9; the giraffe 10.27). 
Kalasiris once more shows a concern to avoid digressions in his narrative (d Kat 
£~(Opov), and he may be referring rhetorical rules for the composition of romances (Hefti 
1950, 52-53; cf. 3.1.2 above and note), but Heliodorus often puts digressions in the mouths 
of his characters and tries to ensure that they arise naturally in the course of the narrative 
(Hefti, 1950, 53-54). Occasionally, Heliodorus uses dramatic dialogue to integrate a 
potential digression into his narrative: a good example can be found in the argument 
between Thyamis and Arsake (8.3-5) in which rhetorical themes such as equity, propriety 
and expediency become part of an emotional quarrel. In most cases the digressions 
(whether they are descriptive [cf. 3.1.1 above, and note] or literary) play some part in 
developing the characterisation or constructing the narrative, although they may be 
rhetorical in origin (cf., e.g., Longinus On Sublimity 11-13). In the present case, the 
digression, as in the case of Kalasiris' disquisition on the eye of envy (3.7-8) and the 
characteristics of gods (3.13), shows his erudition and love of learning-one reason for his 
presence in Delphi (2.26.1; 2.27.3-28 [the source of the Nile]) and the bantering tone of the 
dialogue between himself and Knemon (cf. 3.1.2, 3.12.2, 3.12.3 above and notes). For the 
relevance of the digression to the characterisation of Charikleia, see 3.14.2 below and 
note. 
3.14.2 "OJl~; ID <plA.Oe;; ... 1t<X'tpte; Ecr'tOl 'tiP cro<PiP 2tficra n:6A.tC;: cf. 3.14.4; n Kat 't01ho 
O'oq>t<;X Ka't€p'Ya~6J.1.€voe;. A similar view is taken by the hero Protesilaus in the Heroicus of 
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Philostratus (Her. 728.22-729.7 [Olearius]). According to Protesilaus, Homer omitted to 
disclose his origins in accordance with a law of destiny (9£(Jj.,Wu MOl.prov btl. 'O~np~ ov'to~) 
which laid down that he should appear to be without a city. In this way Homer belongs to 
all cities and an nations, as a a state belongs to its citizens (E'Y'YP<X<PO'OO<X\. 'tC'!l 'O}lnpO) tm)'ta~ 
oiov 1tOA.l:tn). Lucian satirises Homer's claim to be a citizen of a large number of cities 
(Dem. Ene. 9, 1t<X'tptb<x }lEV btMv'trov <x,n@ 'IrovtKTtv KoA.oq>&v<x; Tl KQl}l1"\v, Tl XtOV, Tl I}lupv<xv, 
Tl eT!l)<x~ 'ta~ Ai'Yu1tri<x~. Tl }lupi<x~ aA.A<x~) and relates a conversation with Homer in the 
underworld concerning the poet's birthplace in which Homer claims that he was a 
Babylonian called Tigranes and that he became known as Homer because he was given as 
a hostage (oj..l1"\~) to the Greeks (True History 2.20). On Homer's name see 3.14.3 below 
and note. 
Pausanias, while not affirming the truth of any claims about the birthplace or date 
of Homer, refers to a monument to the poet and his mother Clymene on the island of los. 
In the same passage Pausanias reports the claim of Cyprus to be the birthplace and 
Themisto the mother on the strength of an oracle pronounced by Euclus (10.24.3). The 
questions of Homer's birthplace and parentage were put to the Delphic oracle by the 
emperor Hadrian (who also restored Delphi to its former splendour). The response was that 
he was born in Ithaka and was the son of Telemakhos and Epikaste (Certamen Hom. et 
Hes. 36-40; F ontenrose 1978, 188). Homer himself was said to have asked the Pythia this 
question. The reply was that Homer had no fatherland but a motherland, which was los, 
but there was no comment on his parentage (Certamen Hom. et Hes. 56-62; Paus. 10.24.2). 
Meleager of Gadara claimed that Homer was Syrian, since Homeric warriors, like Syrians, 
never ate fish, although there were plenty in the nearby Hellespont, or boiled meat, 
because they could not carry pots and pans around with them on campaign (Ath. 4.157b; 
cf. Plato Rep. 404B). 
efU}at al: EKa'top.1t'UA.oi Eim: Heliodorus here alludes to the passage in the Iliad where 
Achilles declares that he would not accept the gifts of Agamemnon, even if they came 
from the fabulously wealthy city of Egyptian Thebes (/1. 9.381-4, oat 1tA£t(J't<X M}lot~ £v 
K't1l}l<X't<X KEt'tat, / <Xt e' EK<X'tO}l1tUAOi Etm)-perhaps an early interpolation, confounding 
Thebes in Egypt with Thebes in Boeotia (the preceding line mentions the nearby Boeotian 
town ofOrchomenos), cf. Von der Miihl (1952,173); Leroy-Molinghen (1985,136). 
Heliodorus locates a number of incidents in his narrative at Thebes (Feuillatre 
1966, 39). In addition to being possibly the birthplace of Homer, Thebes is where Kalasiris 
goes after his encounter with Rhodopis, the famous Egyptian courtesan (2.25.6; cf. Hdt. 
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2.134-135; Ath. 596b-d, who calls her Doricha), and Oroondates launches his expedition 
against Ethiopia from the same city. Such economy of narrative is a feature of Heliodorus' 
narrative technique. 
t11 yap t01>tOU yaJ,1£t'fi ... O'uvf}A8£v () ~aiJ,1(i)v teat rot£'l tOY "0J,111pov: cf. the story of the 
birth of Alexander (the snake and Olympias) and that of Scipio Africanus. More 
importantly, the miraculous conception of Homer parallels that of Charikleia: both have 
share a distinguishing birthmarks (see 3.14.3 below and note) and are exiled from the land 
of their birth (Winkler 1982, 102-103; Anderson 1982, 38). Similar stories of the birth of 
Homer are given in the life of Homer attributed to Plutarch (1.25-44), where Aristotle is 
cited as saying that Homer was the child of a girl of los who was made pregnant by a 
daimon. In shame at this event she went to Aigina where she was captured by pirates and 
taken to Smyrna. Here the Lydian king Maion fell in love with her and married her. Homer 
was born in Smyrna and got his name from the fact that, while still a child, he said that he 
agreed (OJ,1'TlPEtV) with the proposal that the citizens of Smyrna should leave the city when 
it was besieged by the Aeolians (1.43, £tt V"1Cto~ roy "OJl11PO~ E<Pl1 Kat. auto~ ~01>A£oeat 
Olll1PEtv' MEV <XVtt. MEAllO'tYEVOU~ "OJlllP~ 1CpoO'11'Y0PE1(811). 
Heliodorus uses () ~tJl(i)V of a hostile divine being who controls the destinies 
characters in the romance and who generally places obstacles in their way: cf. 2.1.3, 2.4.4, 
5.7.1, 6.12.1, 7.21.3, 7.25.7 (opposed to Theagenes and Charikleia); 6.8.3, 7.14.5, 7.14.6 
(Charikleia); 5.6.2 (Theagenes); 2.17.2, 5.4.1 (Knemon); 2.25.3, 5.20.1 (Kalasiris); 4.19.8 
(Charikles); 4.8.8 (Persinna). Sometimes t6 SatJ,16vtov is used with the same meaning: cf. 
2.6.2, 2.33.2, 4.18.5, 4.19.3, 5.4.1 (t6 ~atJl6vtov), 5.2.7, 6.13.3. Heliodorus' usage here 
similar to the usage of Zoroastrian dualists who refer to the good god as 0 9£0~, the bad as 
o Satll(i)V and place Mithras between them: cf. Plut. Isis and Osiris 25-26 (Rohde 19143, 
462-466 [434-437]). In general, the word ~aiJ,L(i)v is used in a bad sense in the ancient 
romances (Puiggali 1981, 57-69; [62-67 refer to Heliodorus]; Birchall 1996, 45-56: the 
daimons act 'invariably to the disadvantage of man' [po 45]), but sometimes it is clearly 
neutral (= 'heaven', 'destiny') or even benevolent to the characters of the romance 
(particularly Charikleia), though in these cases the more general adjectival usage is 
preferred: cf. 1.26.4, 5.16.4 (tou ~atllOVtOU), 5.33.5 (tou rotlloviou), 7.13.1, 8.9.2 
(rotllOVt.;x), 8.9.15 (rotllovtav), 8.10.2 (rotllOVt.;x), 9.8.2 (rotJ.lOVt(X~), 10.4.2 (t6 Oat1l6vtov), 
10.19.2 ('tou SatJ,1ovtou). Occasionally the notion of the SatllCtlV is assimilated to the literary 
metaphor that life is a drama: cf. 1.1.6, 2.29.4, 7.6.4 (n rotJ.16vtov), 9.24.4 (Charikleia 
attributes the complexities of her story to the daimon), 10.13.5 (n~ OatllCtlv). This usage is 
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also found in the Classical tragedies (Birchall 1996, 48: cf. Aesch. Ag. 1342). However, 
Heliodorus uniquely talks of Charikleia as a person possessed by a daimon and even 
having daimonic qualities herself (though allowance must be made for the context): cf. 
1.2.7, 2.30.6, 4.7.10 (3atllOVUV), 4.7.12 (3atllOVUV), 5.32.4, 8.7.4. Similarly, Homer has 
daimonic powers that are attributable to his divine birth (3.15.1) and in the present passage 
the term is used of the god Hermes, for whom see 3.4.11, 3.5.1 above and notes. Homer 
was not the only child of Hermes: according to Cicero (Nat. D. 3.23.60) Hermes was the 
father of two Erotes, one by Diana and the other by Aphrodite (Kereny 1976, 53-59). For 
further discussion of the term baillo>v, see Owen (1931, 133-153). For the plural form of 
the word: cf. 3.13.1 above and note. 
3.14.3 'tOtV W1lPOtV: Kalasiris derives Homer's name, "Olll1PO~ in Greek, from 6 1111P6~ 'a 
thigh' and explains that the name was given to the poet because of a patch of hair on his 
thigh, which was the result of the fact that Hennes had fathered him. Like Homer, 
Charikleia was also conceived in miraculous circumstances and carried a birthmark to 
confirm her parentage (in her case a black mark on her white arm, 10.15.2). She too was 
exiled from the land of her birth. Odysseus too carried a mark on his thigh by which he 
was identified after his long wanderings by his nurse, Eurycleia (Od. 19.386-475). Clearly, 
Charikleia's destiny parallels that of Homer (Winkler 1982, 102-103: Charikleia 'lives out 
a destiny essentially like Homer's own'; Bartsch 1989, 145) and Odysseus (see 3.4.1 above, 
and note). 
Anderson (1982, 33-34; 1979, 149) assumes that Heliodorus is parodying the 
Bacchae of Euripides (289-297; cf. Neimke 1889, 12-13), in which Teiresias explains that 
the story that Dionysus was sewn up in the thigh of Zeus originated in the confusion 
between the word for thigh (6 ll~) and the word for the pledge (6 O1l11PO~) which Zeus 
formed from ether and gave Hera instead of his son, in order to save him from being 
thrown out of heaven by the angry goddess. But it is unlikely that Heliorus would have 
omitted Teiresias' play on O1l11PO~ if he had been conscious of the Bacchae passage. 
Moreover, the resemblance between the story of Homer's birth and that of Charikleia are 
so close that is hard to believe that this should not be taken as the primary intertextual 
link. 
The specific identification of Hermes as the baillCl)V involved (cf. 3.14.2 above and 
note) is also significant. In short, the religious tone of the passage, though veiled, is 
nevertheless discernible and should not be discounted. Kerenyi (19622, 256-257) and 
Merkelbach (1962, 296-297) argue that this etymology, though false, simultaneously 
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conveys a mystical and symbolic meaning of how Charikleia wanders in exile over the 
earth as the Odysseus did, like a soul in search of its heavenly home. The strange mark on 
Charikleia' s arm may be a sign of albinism (Pearson et al. 1911-1913, 21-22), which 
Kerenyi (19622, 256-259) regards as a sacred category and which appears to underly the 
daimonic character of the heroine (see introduction). 
(x1>'tOC; J,lEV 'to {~toV 01> Ai:ro>v . . . E1.C; OVOJ,l(X Kpo't1lcrav'tO>v: Colonna (1987b, 1938) retains 
Kp(X'tl1craV'tO>v, understanding the text to mean something like cum prevaJuissent ii qui 
noverant corporis vitium ad nomen efficiendum ' since those who knew about his bodily 
defect prevailed in the matter of naming him' to help the sense of the passage. Hirschig 
and Richards (1906, 111) suggests K(X't(Xcr't"crav't(J)v ' established' . However, RL's KPO't,,-
crav't(J)v is well suited to the hammering together of two words to forge a name, especially 
as the noun form (KP0'tOC;) is a favourite of Heliodorus (cf. 1.18.4; 3.3.1; 5.17.4; 7.8.5 ; 
9.27 .1; 10.15.1; 10.41.1; £1ttKPO'tOOV 3.3 .7). 
There are many different hypotheses for the etymology of the name Homer. For 
example, Lucian (VH 2.20) states that Homer was a Babylonian called Tigranes who was 
brought to Greek as a hostage (0j.111PEOO(XC;). Cf. Thesleff (1985, 293-314); Chantraine 
. (1968, s. v. ''OJ.1,,pOC;); Curtius (1855). 
3.14.4 1\ K(Xt 'to'U'to crocpi~ K(X'tEP'Y(x~OJ,lEVOC;: Either Homer was ashamed of his birth or he 
wisely wanted every city to be his fatherland (cf. Winkler 1982, 146: Homer 'lied about 
his birth in order to enhance his reputation and presumably his income'). Heliodorus 
probably took the thought from Philo stratus, who also discusses the question of Homer' s 
birthplace and reaches a similar conclusion (Her. 728 [Olearius]). 
On the 'amphibolies ' in Heliodorus, see appendix 3. 
1tucr(Xv E(X'\}'t@ 1tOA,tv [1t(X'tpi~] J,lVroJ,lEVOC;: RL remove 1t<X'tplo(X from the text on the ground 
that it was written above 1tOA,t v in C and therefore was a scribal gloss. This appears to be 
right. since }1vao}1(Xl. is not used with two accusative complements. Mvro}1£vOC; with an 
accusative complement means ' sue for, solicit' (cf. LSJ9 s. v. j.1vaoj.1at, who cite this 
passage for their definition II.2): cf. t~tOv EK 'tf\<; OJ,ltA1.(XC; J,lvroJ,l£Voc; KE~oc;, Char. 6.5.6; 
j.1vroj.1EVOC; apxi)v, Hdt. 1.96 (cf. also 1.205); ~E,\)'t£p<xC; apxac; 't<xte; 1tpffi'tatc; J,lvroJ,lEVOe;. Plut. 
Aem. Paul. 3.6. The idea of claiming every city for oneself is not far removed from 
soliciting a reward, a kingdom, a consulship, or the command of an army. Homer must still 
be awarded citizenship of these cities, as it were, and so his silence on the question is, in 
effect, a solicitation. The J,l'\)OUJ,1EVOC; of B is clearly an echo of llEJ,lU"K(xC; (3.14.1). 
3.15.1 T(Xu't(X J,lEv E1> 'tE Kat UA,118&c; J,lOt A£'YEtV E~O~(xC; : cf. 3.12.1 above, and note . 
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'to nVlY~£VOV 't£ leal ,,~ovn 1taOn <ri>YKpa'tov, ~ Aiyu1t'tlov: Knemon' appreciation of the 
lit~rary qualities of Homer's poetry is applicable to the narrative of Kalasiris, since he too 
is Egyptian. Heliodorus may be describing the qualities of his own work through the voice 
of Knemon here (Sandy 1982a 25; cf. 3.1.2; 4.4.3). 
Colonna (1987b, 1938) reads 'to (xv"y~vov with VMCp1 A, which he glosses as 
eiatum, excellens (cf. the following words, 'to~ 1tuv'tUC; U1t£~UI..A.6~EVOV), where RL have 
'to nVt'Y~EVOV following Amyot's translation, 'la subtilite mystique' and citing 3.12.1, 6 
croCPOC; "O~1lPOC; UiVt't'tE'tat, oi 1tO~J .. Ol. ~E 'to UtVtY~u 1tUpu'tPExO'\)crtV. Cf. also 4.2.3 (oi 
'YpaCPOV'tEC; ... aivt't't6~Evot); 4.15.1 ('tIDV EVU1tVtrov ... uivt 't'tO~EvroV); 10.3.1 (aivt 't'tOj.l£vo'\) 
'tau Qvdpu'toC;); Plot. Enn. 4.2.2, 'to ado><; nVtYj.lEVOV. The characterisation of the disputed 
quality of Horner's poetry as Egyptian suggests that the emendation of RL is correct, since 
Egyptians had the reputation of being crafty (cf. LSJ s.vv. ai'Y,\)1t'tta~ro. Ai'Y'\)1t'ttcr'ti). This 
appears to be the negative portrayal of their reputation for wisdom (Hdt. 2.160). 
'tlVoc; 9£l.ac; leal. ootj.loviac; roc; (XA.1l0roc; j.l£'t£crx£ Ka'tupoAfjC;: Ka't~OA.n is also the term used 
for the conception of Charikleia (4.8.4). For the association between Horner and 
Charikleia, cf. 3.14.3 above and note. The word is also used by the apostle Matthew for the 
creation (KI..1lPOVOj.lncrU'tE 'tf)v T,'tOtj.lUcrj.lEV1lV Uj.ltV PUcrtAEl.UV (x1tO Ka'taPoAfic; KOOj.lO'\), 25.34) 
and frequently in the letters of Paul, although it is not exclusively Christian (cf. LSJ9 s. v. 
Kutaj)ol..n). For the term ~at~rov, cf. 3.14.2 above, and note. 
6j.l'TlPlleroc;: 'in the manner of Homer'-the adverb may be used of Horner's language (Suda 
s. v. (xvupa~1lv-and often in the Homeric scholia); of close engagement with an argument 
(Plato Phaedo 95b; cf. also Strato fro 1.30); of the Homeric practice of drinking less diluted 
wine (cptaA1lV tKU'tEP~ €OroKE KEpUcrac; ~rop6'tEPOV 'OJ.l1lP1.K&c;, Ephippus fro 3.2); and of the in 
medias res narrative technique of Homer (rcspondebo tibi '\)cr'tEPOV 1tpO'tEPOV, 'OJ.l1lPlK&c;, 
Cic. Att. 1.16.1). Here Knemon refers to Kalasiris' explication of a Homeric text on how 
to recognise gods (3.12-13 above) but the Platonic analogy between close heroic combat 
and intellectual argument may also be relevant. 
3.15.2 o~ota: OJ.lOta (M) or oj.lOl.at (mAT)? For the latter, cf. 4.4.5, but Kalasiris has only 
experienced one night of disturbed sleep (3.11.5) at this point and the neuter plural follows 
naturally from the preceding 'tCx j.l£'tCx 'tuu'tu (3.15.1). Cf. also 5.2.8 (OJ.lOtU 'tCx VUV EKdvol.C;). 
Kalasiris resumes his narrative 
3.15.3 "EXatpov, £\>P11K£vat 'tl ... £1Cavnt;£tV 1tpoo~oK6)v: Heliodorus has not told the 
reader, what the ou 1tpOcr~OKroj.l£VU are that Kalasiris mentions here (Hefti 1950, 55-56)-
perhaps the phrase is deliberately obscure in order to make it possible for Kalasiris to 
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know everything ('EI.1OU OE <X1tav'ta lla96V'to~ h: 9£rov, 4.12.3) and yet be unaware that his 
mission at the bequest of Persinna could be fulfilled in Delphi. The reader only learns later 
that the phrase ou 1tPOO'"OO1(roll£va refers to Kalasiris' promise to Persinna (3.16.5) that he 
would find Charikleia and bring her back to Ethiopia (4.12.3-13.1 below, and note). Hefti 
maintains that Kalasiris gave Knemon a false explanation for his presence in Delphi 
(2.26.1) 'der Spannung zuliebe' (p. 55) and maintains the deception by telling him of the 
sleepless night he passed wondering what to do. Similarly, Fuchs (1993, 183) regards the 
words "Ex,atpov, £'\)PTJKEVat 'tt 'trov ou 1tPOO'ooKrollEvrov as a 'mogliche Andeutung' that both 
explanations for Kalasiris' presence in Delphi (to seek refuge from the world and to carry 
out Persinna ' s request to find her daughter) are true for both author and reader and that 
Kalasiris, who clearly knows more than the previous narrative has indicated, here rejoices 
at the coincidence of divine will and the request of Persinna. The narrative problem is 
fully discussed in the note at 4.13 .1 below. 
TtvtrollllV OE, () XaptKAf\~ o'tt O''t£PTtO'£'tat 'tft~ 9'O'Ya'tpo~ EVVOroV: the only expression of 
regret from Kalasiris at the pain he knows he will inflict on Charikles. At the end of the 
novel, Charikleia expresses contrition at her deception of her adoptive father (10.38 .1). 
She is also, of course, the natural daughter of Persinna and Hydaspes (Hefti 1950, 56), but 
ethically and, presumably, emotionally, she owes more to her adoptive father for shelter 
and education. Children generally owed their parents (Hes. Op. 188, A.R. 1.283), and 
indeed the state (Plut. Arat. 25), the cost of their nurture and a foster-father could keep his 
foundling children as slaves to repay him for expenses incurred in their upbringing (Ael. 
VH2.7). 
o'tep O£TtO'£t 'tp61tcp: The MS Vindobonensis Graecus 130 transposes the text of book 3 from 
this point to the end of the book to 9.13 .3 after the words £t 1tapaO'K£'Oa~£0'9at 1tp6~ llax,llv. 
This may be due to the fact that the MS from which the scribe was copying was 
incomplete. Rattenbury (1925, 178) argues that this implies that (3, the common ancestor of 
Band C, was defective. 
O"UJJ.(ppovrov: RL' s emendation for the O"01l<Ppov£tv of the codices makes this sentence easier 
to construe but is not attested in the MSS. 
KAUOrov IlE 'tt~ £iXE cppov'ttO'lla'trov 0;'01tV6~ : Kalasiris ' troubles are somewhat overstated. 
He has already heard the oracle (2.35.5), which suggested escape by sea (KUlla 'tEIl6v'tEC;), 
anticipating one of Kalasiris ' worries here (1t6't£pov ot<x 'Y~ 11 9aAa't't£uov't£C;). He has also 
been visited by Apollo and Artemis (3.11.5), who suggested Egypt as a first port of call 
(1tapa1t£ll1t£ (X1tO 'tfj~ At'Y'01t'ttrov 01tOt 't£ Kat O~ 'tote; 9£Ote; <ptAOV), thus removing some 
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uncertainty about their immediate destination (01tOt BE 1:P<x7t&I1EV). Kalasiris also inflates 
his concerns with repetitions (K<X't<XcrKEUClcrat 't1lV E;OSOV crol1CPPovrov' 'tOY Sp<X0"110V irtroVtrov 
01t~ I1EV A."O"oI1EV). It is notable that Kalasiris fails to interpret the will of the gods at this 
point. despite the fact that the oracle provides the answers to Kalasiris' uncertainty 
whether they should flee by land or sea (Hefti 1950, 63). 
For the metaphorical use of KA.USroV, cf. Aesch. Pers. 599-600, o't<Xv KAUSroV / K<XKroV 
E1t£A9n; Soph. OR. (1889) 18, 1527, Ei~ oO"ov KAUbffiv<x OEtvfl~ crol1cpopa~ EAitAU9EV). The idea 
is common in Euripides (cf. Med. 362, KAuBrov K<XKroV; Iph. Taur. 316, KAUOroV 1tOAEl1troV; 
Ion 60, KAuBrov 1tOA.£l1to~; Suppl. 475,KAuorov SOPO<;; Hipp. 824, K-UI1<X crol1cpopa~; Ion 927, 
K-Ujl<X K<XKroV; Hipp. 822, HercuJ. 1087, Suppl. 824; Iph. Taur. 1306; Ion 1509) and is a 
favourite of Heliodorus: Theagenes talks of a 'wave of troubles' (2.17.1, KAUOroVt K<XKroV); 
Charikles complains of the 'wave' that has torn away Charikleia the 'anchor' of his life 
(4.19.9, X<XptKAEta jlOV11 roP<X'I1UXTt Kat cbc; d1tEtv a'YKUp<x' K<Xt 't<xu't11V U1tE't£jlE'tO K<Xl. 
1t<xpitVE-yKEV 0 'ti 1to'tE EO"'tt 'to EiA11XO<; I1E KAUOroVtoV); the attack of Trachinus on the ship of 
Tyrrhenus causes a 'storm' to break loose on board (5.24.2, 'Eo-Et0"911 1tpO~ 'tTtV anEAt<XV it 
6AKa~ EV 1:E 'Y<XAitvn KAUbffivo~ EI11t£1tA11O"'tO 90p1>~Ot~ 6AOAU'Y110t~ otaopojl<Xt~ K<X'tat'Yt~OjlEv11); 
Arsake is also described as 'surrounded by a wave of thoughts' (7.4.1, KA1>OroVt 
cppov'ttO"jlu'trov 1tEptEO"'tOtXtO"'to); Hydaspes calms the 'storm' of emotion that breaks out 
among his people on the discovery that Charikleia is his daughter (10.16.3, ri]v XEtp<x 
1tPO'tEt va~ K<Xl. K<X't<XO"Etrov 1tpO~ itcroxt<xv 'to KA uorovtoV 'to-U oitl1ou K<X't£O"'tEAAE). 
Porphyry uses the word KA1>OroV to refer to the material world from which, in the 
allegorical interpretation of the Odyssey by Numenius, Odysseus must escape to obtain 
release from his wanderings (On the Cave of the Nymphs in the Odyssey 34, n6v'to~ OE Kat 
9UA<X0"0"<X K<Xl. n<xpa llAU'troVt it UAtKTt cr6o-'t<X(jt~ 'the ocean, the sea and the waves are, 
according to Plato also, material substance'). Cf. Lamberton & Keaney (1992, 127-128). 
3.16.1 E'I'Ocp£1. 't£ it jlhauA~: 'E'I1ocp£t is here used intransitively. The jlE't<xuAo~ separated 
men from women in a Greek house (cf. Eur. Ale. 546-550). 
Kalasiris explains how higher wisdom caused him to leave Egypt 
3.16.2 tv01.oovat j.101. 'tai>'tojl<X'tov apXTlY 'trov tv XEpcl ~OUA&V it'Y11mljlEVOC;: By employing 
Kalasiris as narrator as well as protagonist, Heliodorus is able to speed up (cf., e.g., 4.8) 
and slow down the pace at which the plot unfolds. Here the reader is swept into the 
narrative through the description of how Kalasiris seizes the opportunity Theagenes 
presents to him by seeking his advice. This is an instance of the skilful development of the 
narrative noted by Thorlacius (1823, 5: felix plerumque est nodorum nexio et solutio). 
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According to Winkler (1982: 130, 136), the gods made things fall into Kalasiris' 
hands and consequently the Egyptian priest was a 'very passive observer' and 'not one 
who makes things happen' (p. 130); 'incredibly passive and reluctant to intervene' (p. 
136). This is true only up to a point: Kalasiris is unexpectedly invited to join a party of 
Phoenicians from Tyre who were holding a sacrificial feast for Herakles (4.16.3) and 
Kalasiris regards his discovery of Charikleia in Delphi as a fortuitous bonus (4.13.1). 
Winkler's .case can even be strengthened to the extent that many of the encounters in books 
3 & 4 occur by accident. For example, Charikles and Kalasiris are invited to Theagenes' 
feast apparently spontaneously (3.10.1) and Kalasiris meets Charikles and Theagenes 
seemingly by accident on a number of occasions (3.18.1; 4.6.2; 4.6.3; 4.7.1; 4.7.10; 4.14.1; 
4.16.1). However, Kalasiris certainly does make things happen at Delphi: he looks out for 
Charikles after the procession deliberately (3 .6.2, mtoooacr<x~) because he was curious as a 
result of .what he had heard and seen (3.6.3 , 1t£ptEPYO't£PO~) ; he secures the band from 
Charikles (4.8.1) and, after reading it, decides to take action (4.9.3, 'tov I..oytcr).lov 1tP~ 'to 
vft<pov Cxv<Xle<xI..EO'a).lEVO~ £yvrov ).In Cx).lEI..ELV CxI..I..' £py01.l £XEO'9m); he states explicitly that he 
has watched over Charikleia for a long time (4.13.1, Ele 1tOI..I..OU 't£ ffi<; oicr6<x 1tPOOEOPEUro 
XPOV01.l, 6Ep<x1t£\.<X~ ).lEv 'tf1~ 1t£p\. crE le<xt rol..m "Cf\~ 1tPE1tOOOTl~ ouMv Cx1tOl..t7tOlv); the 
kidnapping of Charikleia takes place after he had spent sleepless nights planning what to 
do (3.15.3, 1l1tOpouv. <S"Ccp bEnO'Et 'tp01tql 'tou~ VEOU; O"Uv<XY<XYEtV; 4.4.5, £ym bE <xuet~ a'U1tVo~ 
flv't'itv 'tE q>'U'Ynv 01tOt 'tp<X1tO).lEVOt 1..a60t).lEV); and, finally, the actual crime takes place on his 
instructions and at his signal (4.16.2, "Ca "CE EleEivOt~ PTl't£<X le<xt <xu'tq, 1tP<Xle't£<X leat "Co 1t<Xp' 
E).lOU b06flO'O).lEVOV 'tOU lempOU le<Xt "Cf\<; rop<x<; EvOOm).lOV E1tt"CflPELV E1tt<rtE\.I..<X<;; 4.17.2, &. 't£ 
O~ncrEt leat 61t6'tE 1tpa"C"CEtV £lea't£pov {)1t06E).lEV~. Olle<xbE EI..6mv Eq>nbpE1.l0V tot~ ECm).lEVOt<;). 
1tacrxrov ot~<Xt "Co 'trov 1tOI..I..Q)v 1ta6<><; Ot 'tTtV Ai 'Y'01tnrov crocpiav J.liav leat 'tTtV auTl)v 
1lrux"Cflv'tat lea1C~ EiOO'tE~: That Theagenes indeed had faith in Kalasiris' supposed magic 
powers is clear from his earlier joy on hearing that Kalasiris was an Egyptian priest 
(3 .11.3) and his later words (OUle £O'Q><XI..).lEVOC; . . . roy 1tPOOEOO1CflO'E, 3.17.3). Similarly, 
Charikles believed that Kalasiris could make Charikleia fall in love through magic (2.33.6) 
and could cure her of the 'eye of envy' (3 .9.1 above and note). On the other hand, 
Charikleia saw through Kalasiris ' pretentious show of magic (4.5.4 below and note). 
Colonna (1982, 38; 1987b, 1938) prefers wa1tTlv'tm 'sono attrate da un solo tipo di 
sapienza egiziana' (V) for 1l1ta"Cflv'tm ' are deceived' , 'mistakenly believe' of the majority 
of the MSS. But llya1tTlv'tm cannot be right here either in terms of meaning (Cxy<xroro = 
' regard with affection') or construction (the active voice is required for CxY<X1taro to be 
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taken with dM'tEC;, which Colonna does not translate, in the sense 'to be contented with': 
cf. L8J9 s. v. aYa1taro III.2). 
3.16.3 'H J.l£V yap -ru; tcrn ~"J.lcOO"C;: The characteristics of the lower form of Egyptian 
wisdom given here are systematically compared with ' true wisdom' (ft aA.Tle&c; croqlta) in 
3.16.4 and can be tabulated as follows: 
OU(1a 
Directing everything to what is . . . 
beneficial to human beings. 
(1tav'ta . . . 1tpOC; 'to . . . OxpEA1J.lOV 
£1t1 ~£uo'OOa 
The lower form of Egyptian wisdom can clearly be identified with magic, the higher with 
theurgy or astrology. 8t. Augustine refers to Porphyry's distinction between magic and 
theurgy (City of God 10.9). For a brief discussion of the popularity of theurgy among the 
neoPlatonists: cf. Luck (1985,20-25). However, ' true wisdom' (ft aA"e&c; (1oqlta) may refer 
to astrology (cf. amprov 1civTlcrtv tpEuvro(m). Magic and astrology were assimilated in the 
fourth century and as such became a major crime in 358 (Cod. Theod. 9.16.1), not only 
because the insecurity of the empire at this time made the imperial court particularly 
suspicious of these arts but also because of the association between magical divination and 
paganism (Barton 1994b, 59). The assertion that most people ('to 'trov 1tOAA.roV m90c;, 3.16.2) 
could not distinguish between the two may provide a small clue to suggest that the 
Ethiopian Story was composed in the fourth century. Further evidence for the 
identification between magic and astrology in the romance can be found in the name 
Petosiris, one of Kalasiris' sons and also an astrological writer who wrote on the theurgic 
art of controlling Destiny (Proclus In Rempublicam 2.344-345). Cf. Barton (1994b, 70-71). 
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Kalasiris here is careful to distinguish between the two and practises only the true wisdom 
(ft aATlO&<; cro<pta). Winkler (1982, 128-132) regards the distinction between higher and 
lower Egyptian wisdom as the fundamental structuring principle behind Kalasiris' Delphic 
narrative (see appendix 3). 
For the close resemblances between the lower form of Egyptian wisdom that 
Kalasiris describes here and the magic performed by the witch of Bessa: cf. 3.16.3 below 
and note . 
Ei~roAroV OEpU1tatVa: dOcilAa means 'ghosts' here and at 1.3.1; 2.5.2; 2.11.3; 4.14.2, 
suggesting a preoccupation with the supernatural and the macabre in the romance. The 
word Ei~cIlAOV is used in a technical, neoPlatonic sense at 9.25.2, Trov oit 1tEpt a\)'tov 
El.1t6vtrov ~ <pav'tacrta t1.~ EtTl ",ux:fl~ 'ta j.J.EAAov'ta 1tOAAUKt~ < Ei~ > ctoroAa 1tpo'tU1tOUj.J.EVTl~. 
Cf. Emilsson (1988, 119): 'In Plotinus eidolon usually means "image" or "reflection" in 
the sense in which an onto logically posterior item is said to be an image of an 
ontologically prior one.' T1>1to~ is also a term in Plotinus for a 'representation' (Enn. 5.5.2) 
and may underlie Heliodorus' use of 1tpo'tU1tOUj.J.EVTl~ although the latter form is not attested 
in Plotinus (cf. Philo 1.69, 'forming'; LSJ ad lac.). Sisimithres also uses cLoroAa to refer to 
the 'images and representations' Persinna conceived Charikleia from the picture of 
Andromeda in her bedroom during intercourse with Hydaspes (10.14.7, oj.J.OAO'YOi>o"Tl<; EV 
aUTft 'tau'tTlcrt nEpcri VVTl~ Ecr1taKEVat 'tt va ctoroAa Kat <paV"tacria~ oj.J.Oto'ti)'trov a1t6 'tfi~ Ka'tu 
'ti)v 'Avop0j.J.Eoav 1tp6~ crE oj.J.tA.ta~ oproj.J.£VTlv). Here the word may be used in the usual 
Epicurean sense, although the conjunction of cpav'tacriat with EtbroAa suggests a non-
materialistic interpretation of the word here. Later in this passage, Heliodorus uses the 
term apXE'tU1tO~ (10.14.7: cf. also 2.33.3), which occurs frequently in Plotinus (cf., e.g., 
Enn. 2.4.15). The use of neoPlatonic vocabulary does not, of course, mean that Heliodorus 
was himself a philosopher of this school, but it does indicate familiarity with their 
teachings. 
1tEpt crroj.J.a'ta VElCProv EiAOUJ.l.EVTl: Kalasiris here refers to exactly the same kind of magic to 
which the bereaved mother from Bessa resorted (cf. 1tEpt ... crcllj.J.a'ta VEKpIDV EiAOUj.J.EVOt~, 
6.14.7) and for which her son condemns her (6.15.1). EtAOUj.J.EVTl is unusual; the word 
suggests the bandages wound around the bodies of mummies (lm'tEtAtcrcroUcrt mlV au'wl) 'to 
crroj.J.a crtvoovo~ ~"OOcriv~ 'tEAaj..LIDm Ka'ta'tE'tj..LTlIlEVOtcrt, Hdt. 2.86}-a magic action is here 
transferred to a property of Egyptian magic (cf. 1tpocr'tE'tTlKUia, 3.16.3 below and note). In 
fact all the features of the lower form of Egyptian wisdom listed in the table above (3.16.3 
and note) can be paralleled in the description of the necromancy performed by the witch of 
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Bessa: the witch is a commoner from the village of Bessa (6.12.1; 6.13 .1) and the practice 
of witchcraft is common among Egyptian women (jl(1l~ .. . 'tatc; . . Aiyu1t'tl.mc; 
£1ttXOlPta~OUcrllC;, 6.14.2); her work is earthly- she digs a pit to contain her libations to the 
spirits of the underworld (~66pov, 6.14.3); she interferes with the souls of the dead by 
preventing her son from leaving his body to join them (m'il!1a VEKPOV . . . 'tatc; AOt1tatc; 
£1tt!1l.yvu0'6m '!Iuxatc; £!11tO~l.~oucra , 6.15.2); her art is practised on dead bodies (1t£pt . .. 
croojla'ta vEKProV EiAOUjlEVm.C;, 6.14.7); she uses magic herbs (1t£jljla a'tEa'ttvov . . oo<pvn Kat 
jlapa6f.!) Ka'tacr'tt'!lacra, 6.14.3); chants spells (1tpO~ 'to 0Ue; £,*~oooa, 6.14.4); her art is 
unholy (a1C1lvf1c; 'ttvoc; OUK Euayouc;, 6.14.2); finally, she may fitly be described as ' sorry' 
(AU1tpa, 3.16.3) and she certainly comes to a bad end (6.15.5). 
These parallels show a strong condemnation of magic In the romance and 
conversely support for astrology or theurgy. The eloquent denunciation of the mother by 
her dead son (6.15) supports the negative attitude towards magic in comparison with 
astrology here. Heliodorus makes the necromancy of the witch of Bessa a pathetic and 
misguided exercise quite unlike the sensational actions of the Thessalian necromancer in 
Lucan (6.637-830). For necromancy in antiquity, cf. Luck (1985, 166-168). Kalasiris de-
clares that merely looking at such magic being performed was an unholy action (6.14.7, 
't1lV Stav OUK Euayfj). He adds that prophetic powers should derive only from sacrifice and 
prayer (EK Summv £VV6jlOlV Kat Euxmv KaSapmv). His attitude is entirely in line with Plato' s 
earlier condemnation of magic as a criminal activity (Leg. 10.908-910; 11.933) but it also 
echoes contemporary attitudes to the black arts, the practice of which was punishable with 
death under Constantius II (Amm. Marc. 19.12.13 ; cf. also Cod. Theod. 9.16.7 for 
Valentinian and Valens); Barb (1963 , 101-125); and Bonner (1932, 34-44), who discusses 
the incident in which a mutilated chameleon was left in the lecture room of Libanius (Or. 
1.243-250). However, this and other references in the orations of the Syrian rhetorician 
(e.g., Or. 36.15, on nobbling race-horses; Decl. 41.29, on the power of demons; Decl. 41.7, 
on disturbing dead bodies) show that even highly educated people believed in the power of 
magic at this time. References to magic are, of course, frequent in the Apology and Meta-
morphoses of Apuleius. There appears to be a certain ambiguity in Heliodorus towards 
magic: on the one hand it is condemned and despised; on the other hand, the descriptions 
of magical procedures are detailed and extended (indeed the Ethiopian Story provides the 
best descriptions of the 'eye of envy' and necromancy in antiquity-perhaps forbidden 
fruit for Heliodorus). 
In terms of the immediate narrative context, the strong similarities between the 
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necromancy of the witch of Bessa and Kalasiris' account of Egyptian magic effectively 
link Theagenes' hope that magic could secure the love of Charikleia with the mother's 
anxiety for the safety of her second son (6.14.5) and suggests to the reader that both are 
futile and misguided. In the case of Theagenes, this would only · be apparent on a rereading 
of the text, but for the necromancy scene Kalasiris ' discussion proleptic ally informs the 
reader of the falsity of the witch's hopes. Similarly, the reader is prepared for the mumbo-
jumbo magic scene between Kalasiris and Charikleia (4.5.3 below and note). 
~o'tav(X1C; 1tpocr't£'tTIKuta: llpocr't£'t1lx:uta is unusual; the literal meaning is 'melted onto, 
clinging to' as in the poisoned robe of Herakles (Soph. Tr. 833; cf. LSJ9 s. V. 1tpOcr't"KO~at). 
Cybele describes the erotic desire of Arsake with this word: Kat KaMe; Kat aK~atoe; 
yuvatKa 6~otav Kat 1tpocr't£'tT)x:utav a1tID6£l'tat, 7.20.2. The underlying meaning is 'melt'; 
the reader may intimate, as in the case of EiA.oU~£V1l above, that the process of concocting a 
potion informs the catalogue of properties of Egyptian magic. Iamblichus On the Mysteries 
3.27-29 denies the magic powers of statues and plants. However, Iamblichus holds no faith 
in the efficacy of the stars either (3 .30), though to Kalasiris this represents 'higher 
wisdom' (3 .16.4). 
1tpOe; ou~£v ayaOov 'tEAOC; Oil'tE aU'tTt 1tpotoi>cra OU'tE 'toue; XPOOJ1EVOUe; qlEpoucra: Bekker and 
Colonna (1938) read 1tpomoi>cra (VMPAT) but RL and Colonna (1987b) prefer 1tpotoi>cra 
(CZ). llpomoi>cra ... 1tP~ would give the inappropriate meaning 'going against / towards 
any good end' rather than 'advancing towards, succeeding in respect of, any good end'. In 
any case, Heliodorus uses 1tpOcr£l~t with the dative at 2.9.1 and 8.5.9 in the sense of 
'approach'. llpotoi>cra should therefore be read here. 
OU'tE 'toue; Xpoo~EVOUC; qlEpoucra, aAA' au'tT) 1tEpl au'tT)v 'ta 1tOAAcl 1t'tatoUd"a: Possibly a 
rather cruel foreshadowing of the violent death of the witch of Bessa, who stumbles into a 
javelin (6.15 .5). 
qlav'tacriac; 'trov ~Tt QV'toov cbc; ov'toov Kat a1to't'Uxiac; 'trov tA.1tt~O~EVOOV, 1tpU~EOOV aO£J1i'toov 
£upEne; Kal il~ovrov aKOA.ucr'tOOv U1tTJpE'tte;: For q>av'tama see note on 3.13 .1 above, and the 
introduction. Here the meaning is close to the modem sense of the word. Note the 
homoioteleuton in q>av'tamae; ... a1to'tuxtae;; oV'tO)v . . . ov'tO)v ... £A1tt~O~£vO)v ... 1tpa~£O)v 
a6£~t 'to)V ... il~ovrov ... aKOA.ucr'tO)v; and £UpE'tte; . . :b1tTJP£'tte;. 
3.16.4 'H ~£ £'tEpa, 'ttKYOV, il aA.1l0roc; croqlia: on the distinction between magic and 
astrology: cf. Phil. VA. 5.12; 7.39; 8.7; Apul. Apol. 26 [cf. Merkelbach 1962, 244 n. 1]; 
Apollonius of Tyana Ep. 16; August. City of God 10.9 (on Porphyry's separation of magic 
and theurgy). Apollonius has supernatural powers that Kalasiris does not have (Feuillatre 
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1966, 129), although Kalasiris does claim knowledge of the future through astrology (cf. , 
e.g. , 4 .12.3 below, and note). 
i\v \l;pde; Kat XpoQ)1l'ttKOV lEVOe; EK vEroV amcoullEv: for the reputation of the learning of 
Egyptian priests at this time: cf. Amm. Marc. 22.16.17-22. 
9Erov Oi)VOlltAOe; Kat <pUOEroc; KPEt't'tOVrov llE'tOXOe;: the use of ot KPEt't'tOVEe; for the gods is 
found in Plato Soph. 216B, ne; ou'toe; 'troY KPEt't'tOVrov; Pluto Pyrrh. 4.7.1 , U1t£A.eEiv EX' 
ffi<pEAEt~ 'toue; KpEt't'tovae;; Lucian Symp. 7.5-7, 1t(XV'tEe; (1)'t1'il Kat EbE~tO'\)V'tO roc; nva 'trov 
X:PEt't'tovrov, Kat OAroc; 9ECU £1ttbTlJlta 'to xp<XYjla flv "Irov 6 9aUjlao'toe;; and in Proklos' com-
mentary on Plato Rep. Vol. 1, p. 34, 1. 8 (Kroll), bt' U<pEOtv 't11V xpoe; 'to X:PEt't'tOV. This form 
of the word can therefore not be used to date Heliodorus. However, Wifstrand (1944-1945, 
107) notes that . the singular form 'to KPEt't'tOV, which Heliodorus used in the sense of 
' superior being, god' (cf. 1.8.4; 4.18.6; 8.9.16; 10.4.3), was used frequently in the fourth 
century: cf. , e.g., Eus. Vita Const. 2.26.1 , 'to KPEl't'tOV OUK Eyvrooav; Jul. £i~ PlV jJ1]upa -rt.Vv 
fJ£iilv 11.15, xpOC; 'to KpEi't'tOV jlE'tBO'tTlOEV; but cf. also Lucian ApoJ. 8.6-12, U1tO nvoe; 
KPEt't'tOVOe; . .. (xyojlE9a OUX £KOV'tEe;. Aelius Aristides used in the sense of 'victory' (397.11 
[Jebb] , ot jlEV 't1lv (xmpaAEt<lV, ot M 'to KPEl't'tOV XPOatPOUjlEVOt). Heliodorus' usage is close 
to that of Eusebius: cf. 4.18.6 below, and note . 
Kat O'tt av9pcilxote; OO<pBAtjlOV: on (RL; Colonna 1987b) should be 0 n (Colonna 1938; 
cadd.). 
3.16.5 bt' ilv KaycO 'tile; EVE'YKOUOlle; Eie; KalpOv E~EO't11V: Kalasiris here provides a third 
explanation for his exile from Memphis (2.25 .1-5). He had told Knemon earlier that he had 
exiled himself because he did not want to disgrace the priesthood by his inability to 
overcome his lust for Rhodopis and emphasised that Rhodopis was the agent of his destiny 
(2.25.3). He then added a second, more important reason: that he knew that his sons were 
destined to fight one another and left for Thebes to visit Thyamis (2.25.5). The addition of 
this second reason enables Heliodorus to make a surprising connection between Kalasiris 
and the pirate chief who had taken Knemon, Theagenes and Charikleia prisoner, and links 
the story of Kalasiris with the main narrative of the romance. The connection between 
Kalasiris and Thyamis is then effectively forgotten until he finally encounters his elder son 
in combat with the younger son, Petosiris, at Memphis (7.6.5). Kalasiris registers no 
surprise when the friend of Nausikles mentions his son as the captor of Theagenes (6.3.4) 
or when Knemon tells him that he is sure Thyamis will not harm Theagenes (6.5.1). 
Kalasiris later tells Charikleia that he has already told her that Thyamis is his son, 
although in fact he has not (6.9.5). Heliodorus may have forgotten that Kalasiris had told 
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Knemon, not Charikleia, that Thyamis was his son (2.25.5). At any rate, the narrative 
breaks down at this point. 
The present passage recalls the second reason for Kalasiris' exile (this time 
attributing the exile to the gods) but then suggests a third-that Kalasiris was looking for 
Charikleia. The reader only learns that the quest for Charikleia was the result of an oath 
which the priest had sworn to Persinna to bring her daughter back to Ethiopia (4.13.1 
below, and note). The purpose of the overview of Kalasiris' life, as it is given here, may be 
to remind the reader of the importance of the feud of Kalasiris' sons in the development of 
the plot and of the 'mystery' of Charikleia's origins and of her presence in Egypt (Hefti 
1950, 56-57). 
The reasons Kalasiris gives for leaving Memphis (2.25.3-5) are similar to those 
given by Mattidia for leaving Rome in the Clementine Recognitions (Hom. 12.15.3). Both 
wish to preserve their chastity and to avoid a fight between their sons; both are instructed 
in a dream to leave with the children in their charge (cf. 3.11.5 above, and note; Hom. 
12.15.3). Both Kalasiris and Mattidia, who are disguised as beggars, are laughed at and 
rejected as mad by their children in the recognition scenes (7.6-7; Hom. 12.22.1-3). 
lCal. 't1)v ql'OrTtV J..I.Ot 'titv £lC 'tile; h£rlC01>O'1le; ou ~tCx 'tau'ta 1tAEOV Ox; EOtlC£V il 'tTtV Xapt-
lCAtiae; £i>p£o'tV £1tt~aAAov: cf. above 3.15.3; 4.13.1 and note. Here Kalasiris insists that it 
was the gods and fates who imposed his exile on him. 
Barber (1962, 207) prefers the aorist E1tE~aAOV to the imperfect E1tE~aA.A.Ov (RL, 
Colonna 1938, 1987b) here, because the action 1l.as a present effect. The aorist certainly 
appears to be more suited to the context and this tense should also be used at 4.7.8 
(o'l)vt~a"ov) with Colonna (1938; o'l)vt~aA.AOV 1987b). 
Kalasiris confronts Theagenes and assures him that all will be well 
3.17.1 "Ervrov 01>V lCatp6v dvat 't£pa't£1>£o8at 1tP~ au'tov: Kalasiris consistently 
disassociates himself from the lower forms of magic (Thorlacius 1823, 14). The deception 
of Theagenes is strictly unnecessary, since he is deeply in love with Charikleia, but it 
serves to strengthen Kalasiris' influence over the young man (Hefti 1950, 57-58). There 
are other occasions on which Kalasiris behaves in this way (3.18.3; 4.5.2-4; 4.6.3-5; 4.7.1-
2; 4.7.12-13; 4.10.1-12.1; 4.14.1; 4.15.2-3). Kalasiris also hoodwinks Nausikles by 
pretending to remove a jewel from a fire by sleight of hand (5.13.2). Here the deception 
serves to hide the truth about Charikleia from Nausikles, but in the case of Theagenes 
(3.11.3 above, and note), the deception is entirely gratuitous, although it is in keeping with 
the characterisation of Kalasiris as a composite 'holy man' and charlatan (Sandy 1982b, 
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145). In the case of Charikies and Theagenes, Kalasiris is only playing up the expectations 
they have of him (Winkler 1982, 130). For the expectations of Charikles, cf. 3.9.1 above, 
and note. 
Philostratus condemns the credulity of those who allow themselves to be taken in 
by frauds (VA 7.39). Lucian tells of a magus who cast spells on a woman (Philops. 13-15). 
For the prevalence of false prophets and charlatans in later Greek literature: cf. Anderson 
(1993a) 131-150. 
3.17.2 Kat E1tt<Jt1l<Jac; OA.t yov ... Kat 'to~ Ka'toxouc; !It!loul!£vm;: the terminology here 
(",iJ<poue; . .. lc<x,;apt8jloucrac;) appears to be astrological: cf. Vettius Valens 10.15, ypajljla-
'tEte; ano A.6YIDV f\ ",,,q>IDV aVaYOjlEVOt (LSJ ad ",,,q>oe; II.l .b) or magical: cf. PMagPar. 
1.1048. The word OU yov shows that Kalasiris is not being serious, since calculations 
required to cast a horoscope in ancient astrology were complex (Barton 1994a, 86-102). 
Although astrology became illegal in 296 (Just. Cod. 9.18.12), and was frequently attacked 
by Christian writers (August. Civ. Dei 5.5.5; Barton 1994b, 62-69) it nevertheless 
continued to be influential under the Christian emperors (Barton 1994a, 64-68). 
Divination was commonly performed in a state of trance (Luck 1985, 240-241). The 
prophecies of the Pythia at the oracle at Delphi are examples of this (Luck 1985, 246). For 
a description of a trance of the Pythia, cf. Lucan Pharsalia 5.86-224; a general description 
of ecstatic states and the signs of divine possession is given in Iamblichus On the 
Mysteries of Egypt 3.4-6. Kalasiris' description here is perfunctory and a mockery of true 
mantic states. This is in keeping with the rejection of popular magic in the romance: cf. 
3.16.3 above, and note; 4.5.3 below, and note. 
Eq>tMt 1tOA.A.<X 't1)v KEq>aA."V: for a similar expression, cf. Soph. Oed Col. 1131. 
3.17.3 cO!lOA.oYEt Xap1.V, OUK E<Jq>aA.jlEVoc;, cOc; EMYEV, roy 1tpOO£~OK"<JE : Cf. 3.11.3; 3.16.2 
above, and notes. 
Colonna (1938) omits cOc; EA.E'YEV as an interpolation but he restores the phrase in his 
1987 edition. The inclusion of the phrase suggests that Kalasiris detects some insincerity 
in Theagenes' protestations or at least that he views his own 'prophecy' with some 
misgiving. This is in keeping with Kalasiris ' ironical stance and the words should stand. 
'tau'tTle; 'taXEtae; <l1to'tUxov'ta: The resumptive use of o'\),;oe; may be modelled on the usage 
ofXenophon (cf. Anab. 2.4.15; 7.1.29; Oec. 2.5): cf. Baumgarten (1932, 29). 
3.17.4 'OJ.l.tA.tae; yap E'tt yuVatKO<; <l1t£tpa'toc; £ivat ~t£'t£tV£'to XOA.A.a ~toJlVU!l£Voe;: the 
picture is a convention in the romances: cf. Xenophon Cyr. (5.1.11-14); X. Eph. 1.1.5-6 
(the arrogance of Habrokomes); Char. 2.4.4; 6.3.2; the Parthenope and Metiochos 
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fragment; Rohde (19143, 156 [147 n. 1]); Trenkner (1958, 27). Theagenes resembles 
Euripides' Hippolytos in his contempt for Aphrodite and consistently defends the virtue of 
chastity (e.g., 7.25.7, where the expression oj,ltA.iac; ya.p En YUVatKOC; a.1t£ipa'toc; Etvat is 
echoed). Heliodorus does not have recourse to the motif of an outraged god of love (cf. 
Eros in X. Eph. 1.4.5) to advance the action of the romance, but more naturally allows 
Theagenes' lack of experience in love to lead him to seek help from Kalasiris (Hefti 1950, 
58; cf. 3.11.3 above, and note). However, the words bt<XTt't'6cmt 1t(xcmc; Kat YUj,lOV <xu'tOV Kat 
Epol'tac; seem to belong to the world of the ascetic, and the theme of chastity in the 
romance is clearly of wider significance than simply acting as a narrative device to bring 
Theagenes under the influence of Kalasiris. 
The unusual word a.~t£pacr'toc; also occurs in Xen. Cyr. 5.2.9; Symp. 8.14; Pluto 
Thes. 2; Mar. 84F; Arr. Epict. 4.11.35; Luc. Dial. mar. 1.2; Dial. mort. 9.2; Iamb!. VPp. 
45; Poll. 3.72. 
3.17.5 aA.A.u btu crt Ttav't<X KtVl1't£OV' 'ttXVl1 Kat cpumv oi6£ tJta~£o1klt: cf. 4.6.4; 4.6.7; 
4.14.1; 4.15.3. There may be a resemblance between Kalasiris and the clever slaves of 
Roman Comedy in these words (Sandy 1982a, 68). 
Kalasiris also tells Theagenes not to insult his 'art' by which Charikleia has been 
compelled to fall in love with him (4.6.4). He later tells Charikles that he is not surprised 
that Charikleia has fallen in love as he did not think that she would be able to resist even 
his first assault (4.7.2). The priest's ruthless manipulation of Charikleia and Theagenes is 
softened by his ironic stance towards magic (Kerenyi 19622, 253) and by his gentle and 
understanding approach to his charges (Winkler 1982, 131). To some extent Kalasiris is 
indeed playing up to what Charikles (3.9.1 above, and note) and Theagenes (3.11.3 above, 
and note) expected from him. But while Winkler points to 3.7.1, 3.19.1-2 as evidence of 
the 'tact and understanding' of Kalasiris (who continues to lie to Charikleia at 4.5.4-6.2, 
4.10.1-13 .5), it is actually Charikles who is primarily expressing concern in these passages 
(3.19.2) and the reference to Charikles' forcing Charikleia to marry Alkamenes (Winkler, 
lac. cit. p. 132) is a misrepresentation by Kalasiris (4.13 .2), who wishes to induce her to 
comply with his will in order to fulfill the instructions of the gods in his dream (3.11.5). 
j,l£XptC; ov6~a'toc;: the use of this prepositional expression, meaning 'to the extent of . . . " 
is unusual, but similar phrases are numerous in Ethiopian Story. cf. j,lEXpt 'to'\) ov6jJ.a'toe;, 
2.12.4; j,l£Xpt 'trov 5",£mv 4.6.4; )J.tXpt j,l6vmv cOOivmv 4.8.1; j,l£Xpte; ropae; 4.8.7; j,l£Xpte; aK011e; 
4.10.3; jJ.EXpte; ETtaYYEA.iae; 4.13.4; j,lEXpt 'tile;bE 'tile; EcrTttpae; 4.19.4; j,lEXpt 'tffiv VUK'troV 5.1.3, 
8.10.1; j,lExpte; ov6j,la'toe; 6.8.4, 7.27.7; j,lExpte; atj,la'toe; 7.8 .2. The more normal construction 
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('until') also occurs: ~XPt 'tou 'tOKOU xpovoe; 4.8.5; JlEXpt 'tile; 7t<XpEA.60i>0'Tl<; 6.8.4; JlEXpt ... 
'toi>'tmv 6.12.1; Il£XptC; ou 7.27.6; IlEXpt 6avu'tou 8.12.1; Jl£Xpt 'toi>'tmv 10.9.6. 
~;upmv E1ttf}a1.VEtv: an unusual expression, possibly borrowed from Euripides Here. 630, 
~a1.VEtV E1tt Supou. 
3.18.1 UIlVOV Cxlt06i>u: RL suspect the codices here and Lumb suggests CxJlVOV for UJlVOV, 
but UJlVQV Cx1t06i>EtV is not attested whereas Stephanus (s. v. Cx1t08i>EtV ) provides support for 
UIlVOV. The expression is unusual but the text is best left unchanged. 
Em 9mKou 'ttVOC; Ka'taA.allfhxvm 'tOY XaptlCAia Ka9TtIlEVoV: 9&KO<; refers to a kind of 
priestly high-chair: cf. Anth. Pal. 8.12; Hdt. 1.181. 
Charikles tells Kalasiris of his dream 
3.18.2 6vElpa'tmv 'tE IlE 6ta'tapa;av'tmv: cf. the later dream of Charikles (4.14.2). Since 
the content of the dream is not related here, the reader cannot tell whether this is exactly 
the same dream, but their purport is clearly similar. A clearer instance of Doppeitraiime 
occurs in the later books (9.25.1, Hydaspes dreams that a daughter was born to him that 
day, and 10.3.1, Persinna has the same dream but interprets it to signify a victory on the 
battlefield). On the significance of double-dreams: cf. Kerenyi (19622, 166) who refers to 
Apul. Met. 11.22 (Isis herself appears) and 11.27 (Asinius Marcellus); and Merkelbach 
(1962,242 n. 1). The dreams need not occur to the same person: Longus (1.7.1, Dryas and 
Lamon have the same dream); Achilles Tatius (4.1.2-3, Leukippe and Kleitophon have 
similar dreams-Achilles is clearly having fun with the convention here, since Leukippe 
says her dream requires her to remain a virgin whereas Kleitophon dreams that he is 
excluded from the temple of Aphrodite but that a beautiful woman tells him that he can 
enter and that she will make him the 'priest of the god'-words which Kerenyi (loc. cit.) 
strangely interprets as signifying the Himmelfahrt of Kleitophon); Char. (1.12.5-10, 
Theron dreams of a closed door but as a result runs into Leonas, who had just dreamed of 
someone offering to sell him a beautiful slave girl; and 2.1.2, Dionysius dreams about his 
wedding-day and Leonas tells him his dream is a reality). There is no suggestion in Helio-
dorns that the repetition of dreams (cf. also Kalasiris' dream, 3.11.5) is not seriously 
meant but it is ironic that Charikles is less able to make sense of his dreams than Kalasiris , 
despite the fact that he is the priest of Apollo (cf. 4.15.1; appendix 1). 
'to~ 61tA.1.mu; 6p0J.1EUm 6~6ac; CxvacpaivEtv Kat ~pa~E1>EtV 'tT)v talCopov VOlltllov: cf. 3.5.3; 
4.1.2, for the role of the acolyte at the games. 
3.18.3 EOOE~&c; 6£ 1tpOC; 'to 8dov 1t0101.rlC;: for the expression 'to SElOV, cf. 1.8.4; 1.22.6; 
2.22.5; 2.25.3; 4.16.3; 9.10.2; 10.9.6; 10.9.7; 10.16.7; 10.17.2; 10.39.3. 
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'n~0A.6'Y01>v "~EA.TlKEV(lt: Kalasiris is here being economical with the truth, in order to 
avoid telling Charikles about the symposium, the visitation of Apollo and Artemis, and the 
visit of Theagenes, which had occupied the previous day, possibly in order to manage the 
complex situation more effectively (Hefti 1950, 60-61). The situation is unusually ironic 
since Kalasiris has to deal with Charikleia's initial opposition to love, the arranged 
marriage between Charikleia and Alkamenes, and Charikleia's secret passion for 
Theagenes. In order to reconcile these difficulties with the will of destiny, Kalasiris must 
keep all knowledge of the love between Charikleia and Theagenes secret. 
Naber (1873, 162) strangely regards "~EA.llKEVat as an incorrect reading and 
suggests ~E~EA.E'tTlKEvat, but this makes nonsense of the text and has no basis in the MSS. 
O'Oq>tO''tEUWV Kat 1tpOC; EKEivov: Amyot (1547, 80) makes the participle refer to Theagenes 
as well as to Charikles (Hefti 1950, 59 and n. 494). The sense would thus be 'playing the 
sophist to him < as well as to Theagenes> '. Although Hefti seeks to restrict the participle 
to the preceding words 'n~oA.6'Y01>V "~EA.llKEVat, Amyot's version would be required 
because of the Kat. The verb O'OCPtO''tEUWV is quite prevalent in the Ethiopian Story. Cf. 
1.10.2; 2.11.2; 2.24.5; 6.9.7; 10.9.6. 
Kalasiris did not make the admission that he was cheating Charikles when he first 
mentioned the 'eye of envy', although he does so here (Hefti 1950, 61). Conversely, 
although he was mindful of the oracle concerning the two lovers early on (3.5.7), he does 
not make this a justification for his deception of Charikles, which also takes place before 
the vision of Apollo and Artemis (3.11.4). 
't1)v 1tapouO'av £v~ouvat 1tapEKelA.01>V, £XEtV 'Yelp 'tt cruv9Etvat 1tpOC; 't1)v famv: There 
appears to be no justification in the text for the assumption that Kalasiris requires a day's 
grace in order to arrange a private interview with Charikleia (Hefti 1950, 59) rather than 
that he is simply buying time. Kalasiris callously exploits Charikles' fears for his daughter 
health, whereas he knows there is nothing wrong with her apart from her passion for 
Theagenes. In pretending to be able to cure Charikleia, Kalasiris is living up to the 
reputation of Egyptian priests, who were famous for their knowledge of medicine (cf. 
Hom. Od 4.231-2; Hdt. 2.84). 
3.18.4 ~ouA.o~ai O'E . . . <xxo<pfjVat 1t(lpaKa'ta6E~EvoV: Heliodorus appears to have 
forgotten that Charikleia already knew Kalasiris well and had participated in sacrifices 
with him and had asked him questions about the religious matters (2.35.3; 3.6.2). 
Kalasiris and Charikies visit Charikieia 
3.19.1 ti)V'tE 1tapEtCxv Ti~ll 'to clv6oc; £q>E1>'YE: Elsewhere, Charikleia's hair is compared to a 
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rose (3.4.5) and Achilles Tatius (2.1.3) imagines Leukippe's lips to be like the petals of 
that flower. For the use of such metaphors in ancient accounts of female beauty: cf. Jax 
(1933, 168). 
3.19.3 'AAA(x 6apast" n:apmctK:ATI'C<X1. KaAam.pte; o~s 6 O"O<pOC; tamv 'ttva 0"01. n:opiO"a0"6at: 
cf. 3.9.1 above and note; 4.6.2 below. There is irony in Charikles' words, of course. In an 
unpublished paper delivered at Groningen in 1994, Hansen notes the similarity between 
Kalasiris in this scene and Appion in the Clementine Recognitions (Hom. 5.3). 
3.19.4 'Em.cOn:a JlEV EUV£U£ ~' ouv it XapbCAsta: for a similarly modest silence, cf. Ach. 
Tat. 5.26.1, "'nC; BE EOlc01t<OV EYro x:a'to) V£V£UKIDc;, where the false modesty of the hero 
parodies that of the conventional romantic heroine; Clement of Rome Hom. 5.3.2, Ota Y£ 
'tfic; Olron:fjc; Kat 'tau X:<X't0) V£V£1.V n:spt au i16€AOV EVO£tlCYU0"6at n:ap£1Xov 't11V un:OVOtav. 
yaJl(Ov Kat (xv6prov: Reeve (1968, 284) points out that the conjecture <xvopOC;, which RL 
attribute to Jackson, was originally made by Naber (1873, 337), who writes: credideris 
lenonis haec verba esse . .. corrige avt5p6q. The change is unnecessary, since Charikles' 
request to Kalasiris to make his daughter more disposed to the company of men does not 
imply that she should become promiscuous and Heliodorus consistently shows an 
inclination towards the use homoioteleuton. 
<XVU0"6t1<JEO"6at ai>'t41 'titv PoVA 11m. v E1taY'Y£tAaJl£voc;: the irony is often at Charikles' 




Kalasiris continues to describe the Pythian Games 
4.1.1 Tfi ~t i>cr't£p<X1.Q:: The particle O£ here picks up the 't6't£ ~v in 3.1904. The llEV ... ~E . 
. . construction is also split between books 5 and 6, 6 and 7, and 8 and 9 (Morgan 1979 at 
9.1.1; 3.1.1 above, and note). Heliodorus follows the model of the Odyssey by beginning 
books 1,4, 5, and 6 on a new day (Keyes 1922, 45). Cf. 3.1.1 above, and note. 
Reeve (1971, 518) condemns Jackson's emendation Tn B' i>cr't£pU1.~ on the grounds 
that He1iodorus allows hiatus after BE (cf., e.g., 3 .1.2, ~E h:; 3.1.4, BE aVetvOl~), even within 
a noun phrase (cf., e.g., 3.3.3, 'H BE i:1t1tO~; Fritsch 1902,30) and ~E should be retained here. 
Hiatus does not occur before particles and conjunctions (cr., e.g., 3.10.2, ~' onv [numerous 
instances]; 4.7.7, 4.20.3, l)' <Xv; 4.8.8, B' 01t£p). 
6 llEV rru81.cov arcOv EA:rl'Y£v: the programme of events at the Pythian Games is recon-
structed by Fontenrose (1988, 127 and n. 18). The Games were sometimes understood 
metaphorically: for example, Plato (Phaedr. 256b) describes how two souls of lovers 
regain their wings through a life devoted to philosophy and thus are able to ascend to the 
heavens after death after 'winning the first of three bouts in the real Olympian Games' 
('tIDV 'tptIDV 1tUAUtcrlleX'tffiV 'tIDV ch<; aA"e~ 'OAUll1ttalCIDV £V VEVtl(1)lCUmV; referring to 249a-
the three incarnations as a philosopher required for release from the cycle of becoming). 
Philostratus records how Apollonius used the analogy of the Pythian games to suggest to 
his disciples that those who had not kept in 'training' should leave him (VA 5043). The 
practice of nudity at the games is contrasted with the more philosophical habit of the 
gymnosophists (VA 6.10) and the games are described as important and popular still in 
Apollonius' day (VA 8.18). 
oiJ.1at: Heliodorus often inserts this expression of uncertainty about the development of the 
plot (cf. 1.8.1; 2.22.1; 3.5.6; 4.2.1; 4.3.3; 5.5.3; 6.5.1; 8.8.2; 9.9.5; 10.6.5) as well as others 
such as El101- 001C£lV (cf. e.g., 4.1.2 below). This makes the reader believe that the events 
narrated have actually taken place and that the narrator is attempting to make sense of 
them. The characters in the romance also frequently attempt to construe motives (cf., e.g., 
2.31.2; 3.16.2; 4.704; 4.18.5; 5.23.3; 6.304) and to interpret situations (cf., e.g., 1.3.6; 1.7.2; 
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1.18.5; 2.12.5; 2.19.6; 2.25.6; 5.29.5; 6.12.2; 7.4.3; 7.15.2; 8.1.4; 8.9.15 ; 8.11.5-10; 9.8.4; 
9.12.4). These instances are different, I think, from mere suppositions and general 
expressions of opinion and add to the sense of realism in the romance (Morgan 1981, 227-
229; 1993, 210). There are more instances of such comments in the first half of the 
romance than in the second, which is narratologically far less complex. 
(xrmv08£'touV't0C;. oi~at. Kat ~pa~Ei>ov'toc; "Epm'toc; ... q>1.A.ov£1.K1laav'toc;: cf. Menander 
(peri Epideiktikon 2.7), who compares marriage with a race in the Olympic or Pythian 
games and Chariton, who refers to a moral contest between passion and reason within 
Dionysius (5.10.6, 8toVUmoe; J-LEV ouv Btt'tpt~EV axpt 'tile; KPt<1Emc; l-.L<xx.'IlV ~~£Umv £pm'toe; 
Kat AOrtal.lOU). Elsewhere Chariton uses the athletic metaphor for the competition between 
rival lovers, Dionysius and Chaereas, for Callirhoe, the prize of their contention (1.2.4, 
2.8.2, 4.4.2, 5.8.4, 6.2.1-2, 6.9.3; cf. also Ach. Tat. 5.7.4). RL refer to Char. 1.1.4 for 
q>tAOV£tKta as a characteristic of epmc; (q>tA6vEtKOC; M £anv 6 "Epmc;), where Chariton is 
referring to the necessity for Chaereas and Callirhoe to overcome the political enmity of 
their families. In all these cases there is no contest between the lovers as in Heliodorus. 
Xenophon of Ephesus 1.2.1 comes closer to the meaning of Heliodorus (M'Ilvt(i 1tpOe; 'tau'ta 
6 "Epmc;' q>1.A6vEtKoe; rap 6 8EOc; Kat U1tEP'Ilq>aVOte; a1tapat't'll'toC;). In this case, it is Eros who is 
in competition with Habrokomes, who claimed to be more handsome and powerful than the 
god. Consequently, Eros arranged that Habrokomes should have some competition in 
beauty, namely Antheia. For beauty contests: cf. also Long. 1.15.4, 3.34.2. However, this 
does not fully match the conceit of Heliodorus, who makes Eros the referee and the lovers 
unique competitors in a match of supreme importance-the contest of love. Heliodorus 
doubtless thought of this 'contest of love' as a contest in chastity (4.18.4-6, 5.4.5), though 
it is a contest in which Fate too plays its part (7.12.2). Cf. also 1.26.3, 'OPJ-L Tjv ,,(ap, ~ 
oi0'8a, Kpa'toUa'llC; £1ttOuJ-Ltac; J-LaX'll J-LEV av'tt't1)1tOe; £1tt't£tV£t; 3.7.5, £ta'to~Ei>ov'ta; 4.11.1, 'tOY 
EJ-LOt 1tOA£J-LtoV; 7.10.2, EJ-Lot BE apxi] n<; aATlOEa'ttpou 1tOA£J-LOU; 7.20.5, £vi]OATlaEv. By way of 
contrast, Achilles Tatius makes his lovers rival athletes in a contest of pleasure (2.4.4; 
2.38.4). Cf. Lucian (Onos 8-10); Apuleius (Met. 2.17, 'proeJiare' inquit, let fortiter 
proeJiare, nee enim tibi cedam nee terga vert am ), who give a far more explicit account of 
this motif. The topos also occurs in Plato ' s Symposium, where Eros is depicted as a 
warrior (189d), and anticipates the medieval idea of courtly love (cf. the Knights ' Tale in 
Chaucer' s Canterbury Tales). 
E~£~a'to: the word is used here with a double sense: (1) 'joined together in competition' 
(2) 'joined in marriage'. 
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taEOOPE1. p,£V it <EAACxC; ,;8A08E't0'OV ~£ Ot 'Ap,<lm::'tUOVEC;: cf. 3.4.8; 4.3.2 for the hyperbole. 
Participants would have come from all over Greece to attend the Pythian Festival during a 
time of truce (Thuc. 5.1; CID 10 1.48; Harris [1964, 155-56]; Roux [1976, 172]). The 
Delphic Amphictyony was first established and the sanctuary removed from local control 
in the sixth century BC (Catherine Morgan 1990, 135-6). The Amphictyons were 'notaries 
and deputies of the council at Pylae from the area around Delphi' (Hesychius ad ioe., 
nepi01.KOt .6EAcp&V, ll'OAayopOt Kat 1.EPOp,VTUlOVEC;) who appointed the managers and judges of 
the games (Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 4.118, 'Ap,cptK-rOOVEC; KaAouV'tat 01. <xyroV08E'tat 'tIDV il'08irov 
EK M~EKa Eav&v 'tnc; <EAAaBoc; OV'tEC;; Fontenrose 1988, 137 and n. 38; Feuillatre 1966, 58; 
below 4.1.2, 01. <X8A08E'tat). Athletic games were still extremely popular in the 4th century 
AD and Heliodorus knew that the games ended with the onset of winter (5.18.1; the setting 
of the Pleiades; Kowarna 1959, 77) since the people of Zakynthos express surprise that the 
Phoenician ship had managed to sail from Delphi at this time of year. 
o P,EV Knp~: For the presence of a herald at the Pythian Games, cf. Pindar (Pyth. 1.31-
33); Soph. E1. 683-684 (see 4.3.1 below, and note); Feuillatre (1966, 58); and Naber (1873, 
162: cf. Philo stratus Gym. 7.20). 
~pop,rov clp,1.A.A.at Kat mA11C; O'Op,1tAOKal. Kal. 1t'O'YP,nc; XE1.POVOp,tat: For the standard 
Homeric games: cf. Od 8.206; 8.246-7; 11. 23 .621-623 (boxing, wrestling and running); Od 
8.120-130 Uumping and discus-throwing); Pluto Quaest. Conviv. 638B (adding musical 
contests, chariot and horse races [Fontenrose 1988, 126-128]). The term XEtpovop,ta was 
used to refer to pantomimes (Ae!. Var. Hist. 14.22), though Paus. 6.10.3 uses the word to 
mean the same as 'box' (1t'OK'tEUEtV). Cf. the discussion of Morgan (1979, at 9.16.2) where 
the term is interpreted as 'hand to hand fighting' (avBpac; 01tAOp,aXO'OC; 'tE Kat 'tflc; 
Ka'tacru(J'ta~"v Xnpovop,tac; E1ttO'nlp,ovac;). 
'E1tEl~i) 'tOtvuv 'tCx clAAa p,E'YaA01tPE1t6>c; £'tE'tEAEO'tO: Artemidorus says that the hoplite race 
was the last one held and open to all (Oneir. 1.63). 
" A V~PEC; oltAhat 1t<XP1.ov'trov: Heliodorus provides authentic information about the games 
here; the hoplite race had been added to the contests held during the Pythian Games in 484 
BC and was held after the other contests (Paus. 3.14.3; 10.7.3). The Suda (s.v. <DauAAOC;) 
records the famous success of Phayllos in the hoplite race. Other references may be found 
in the scholia on Pindar Pyth. 9.1; 10.21; 10.22. 
RL rightly retain the reading " AvBpEC; 01tAt'tat in preference to Koraes' 01. 01tAt'tat: 
cf. Arist. Vesp. 360; Aesch. Sept. 717; Eur. Supp1. 585; Hdt. 6.117; Long. 1.20.2; Lucian 
Muse. Ene. 11.11; Paus. 1.4.4.11 , 1.12.2.4; Philostrat. Apoll. 6.36.38 . 
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4.1.2 'H ~aKopoc;: a temple servant who was responsible for the fire and sweeping the 
floor: cf. Suda ad lac.; Men. fro 5.2; Plut. 272F4 (Stephanus). Charikles describes his 
daughter in this way in the final book (10.36.3). However, there is no other evidence for 
the appearance of an acolyte at the Pythian Games (cf. 3.5.3 above, and note). 
to a'ta~tov ixOp60v: the renovation of the stadium for the Pythian Games in 242 and 329-
330 is recorded in inscriptions (FD 3.5.29, 1 & 2; 3.5.48 col. II 1. 41; 3.5.59 B 4.8). 
ixCPt'YJlEVIl Kat aKo'Uoa ~1.a to 1tatptov 1\ 1tAkov, EJlO1. OOK£tv, <hl'£0'8at 1t0'U tOY 9£a'YEV'IW 
EA.1tt~oooa: For Charikleia's indisposition, cf. 3.7.1; 3.18.2; 3.19.1. Heliodorus has 
previously not mentioned her unwillingness to attend the last day of the games in so many 
words. For amphibolies in Heliodorus, see appendix 3. 
The duplication of encounters between the lovers is unusual (Hefti 1950, 61). This 
second meeting allows Theagenes an opportunity to impress Charikleia as an athlete. 
'tn A.atf~ JlEV ... 6a'tEp~ ~E: Charikleia later awards the branch of palm to Theagenes as 
the prize in the hoplite race (4.4.2). For the palm as the prize in the later Pythian Games: 
cf. Plut. Mar. 724a-b; the palm is placed in the right hand of the victor, Paus. 8.48.2; Lib. 
Laud. 9.9. Cf. also 4.2.2 below, and note. 
The torch that Charikleia holds appears to be redundant. The usual practice at races 
was for competitors to run towards a priest holding a torch, which the victor used to light 
the altar fire (Philostratus Gym. 5). Pausanias (6.20.9) corroborates this account, which 
Sansone (1988, 82-4) took as evidence for his theory that Greek athletics was in origin the 
'ritual sacrifice of physical energy' (p. xiv). In the Ethiopian Story, however, Charikleia 
had handed a torch to Theagenes for him to light the altar fire as custom demanded (3.5.3) 
on the previous day. According to Charikles, a further custom required the acolyte to 
display a torch to the runners in the hop lite race and to decide the winner (3.18.2; 4.1.2). It 
is the latter custom that Hegesias proposes to ban on the grounds that it was this custom 
that led to Theagenes falling in love with Charikleia (4.21.1), although this actually 
happened on the first occasion. Heliodorus has therefore duplicated the scene in which 
Charikleia appears with a torch (Hefti 1950, 62), which serves no functional purpose here. 
The posture of Charikleia, holding a torch in her left hand and a palm branch in the 
right may be symbolic. Theagenes later chooses the word 'palm' and Charikleia 'torch' as 
the verbal signs by which they could recognise each other in case of need (5.5.2). The 
torch was chosen as a reminder of the scene in which Theagenes and Charikleia first met 
(3.6) while the palm recalled their second encounter (4.4.2). However, the palm is in any 
case a multivalent symbol of Victory, the Sun, and Immortality (Merkelbach 1962, 245)-
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especially as palm and the phoenix may be conflated as they are both designated by the 
word q>otV1.~ in Greek, which is also the word for Phoenician (cf. 10.41.4; Winkler 1982, 
157). 
The word A<XllruXbtOV occurs mainly in passages of heightened significance in the 
novel: 1.18.4 (Thyamis' torchlit dream); 1.30.4 (the inferno on the island reminds Thyamis 
of his torchlit dream); 2.1.3 (no wedding torches for Charikleia?); 2.3.3 (Theagenes throws 
his torch to the ground in suicidal despair); 3.4.6 (description of Charikleia with torch 
during the procession at Delphi); 3.6.1 (Theagenes lights the fire with a torch at the 
conclusion of the memorial service); 4.1.2 (Charikleia holds a torch during the games); 
5.5.2 (Charikleia's password is 'torch'); 7.7.7 (Charikleia reminds Theagenes of her 
password, 'torch'); 9.9.5 (the torch of truth reveals the significance of the Neiloa); 10.39.2 
(coom::p A<XIl1tUbtOV bPUIl<X'tO<; 'the conclusion of the drama': cf. Winkler [1982, 157]; 
Morgan [1979, at 10.39.2]; Arnott [1965a, 235-255]; Walden [1895, 1-43]). By way of 
contrast, the various forms of b<xt<; (1.12.2; 2.3.3; 2.3.4; 2.29.4; 3.4.6; 3.5.3; 3.5.5; 3.18.2; 
8.12.4; 9.11.4; 10.16.10) are mundane. 
The references given above show that the torch was a strong unifying symbol in the 
Aethiopica, connoting ideas of a goal or conclusion (4.1.2.5: cf. 3.18.2; 10.39.2), weddings 
(2.1.3: cf. 2.29.4), philosophical enlightenment (9.9.5), and prophetic inspiration (1.18.4; 
1.30.4). Charikleia is frequently associated with light symbolism as here (4.1.2, 
E~EA<XIl'l1£V-Underdowne translates 'And therewithall Cariclia glistered at the race ende '). 
Walden's suggestion (lac. cit.) that coom::p A<XIl1tUbtOV bPUIl<X'tO<; refers to the climax to the 
Eleusinian mysteries, in which light is shed on darkness, gives depth to this symbolism. In 
Artemidorus (74), the lamp symbolises the master of a house, life-breath, or love. There 
are therefore good grounds for accepting the view that lamps too are used symbolically in 
the romance (Merkelbach 1962, 262: comparing Psyche and Eros in Apuleius; Feuillatre 
1966, 59 n. 6: the torch as symbolic of marriage and the palm as symbolic of fecundity; 
Sourvinou-Inwood 1991, 121-122: altars, palms and virgins feature frequently in Greek 
mythological iconography and these motifs in combination give expression to the role 
played by Artemis in bringing unmarried girls to womanhood through marriage). Palms 
feature particularly strongly in representations of the Thetis myth. 
The Syrian saint Ephrem (c. 306-373) used of the symbolism of lamps and palm 
branches (Resurrection 3.4-5) to allegorise the parable of the wise and foolish virgins 
(Matt. 25.1-13; cf. Brock 1985, 119). In Ephrem, according to Brock (op. cit., 162-163), 
Hellenic analytic philosophy combined with Semitic synthetic symbolism in which 
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symbols (raze) are compared to pin-pricks in a pane of cloudy glass-contemplation of 
symbols resembles the act of bringing the eye to the pin-pricks so that more than can be 
seen through the glass. The parable probably also underlies the statement of Methodius, a 
contemporary of Heliodorus, that the virgin young are lamps in the darkened world, that 
light the way to the dawn of Christ's second coming (Symposium 6.4.141; 5.2.113). In the 
conclusion of Heliodorus's work the gymnosophist Sisimithres predicts from the halo of 
light around Theagenes and Charikleia that they will be saved (10.9.7). 
There is a strong probability, therefore, that Heliodorus represented Charikleia with 
a torch in this scene to reinforce the light symbolism with which she is associated. 
iU.l.llEVOV '1t1>p<popoooa Aall'1ta~tOv: the expression is pleonastic ('1tUp<popoucra = 'carrying a 
lighted torch') but Heliodorus wants to emphasise the brilliant flame carried by his 
heroine. 
4.1.3 au't1l EKEt V1l: for the hiatus, cf. 3.4.7 above, and note. 
Kat 'tiP llEV flPEllEtv E'1tE'ta't'tov: Koraes ' emendation for 'tOY llEV ... E'1tE'ta't'tov must be 
correct as E'1tt'tacrmo regularly governs the dative case. 
Theagenes takes up the challenge of Ormenos 
4.2.1 Eucr'taA.OX; OmAtcrJiEVOC;: 'In fine armour' rather than 'in light armour' (Morgan). 
Below (4.3.1) Theagenes puts on full hop lite armour ('1tavo'1tA.ta). Athletes wore full archaic 
battle armour in the hop lite race at Plataea in commemoration of the battle of Marathon 
(Phil. Gym. 8; Paus. 9.2.6; Strabo 9.2.31 ; Sansone [1988, 115-117]) and the race was then 
introduced at Olympia to improve military training (Paus. 5.8.10). The runners wore 
helmets (Schol. in Arist. A v. 392) and carried shields (Paus. 5.12.8). A red figure kyJix in 
the British Museum (K66551) shows the armour used in the race (helmet, shield and 
greaves). Cf. also the hoplite runner on a neck amphora dated to 535 B.C. in Group E in 
Munich (1471, ABV 137, 60). Pausanias also describes the armour of the champion 
Demarete to consist of these three items (6.10.4). Philostratus (Gym. 3) classifies the 
hoplite race as a easier event than the pankration, wrestling or boxing. 'Eucr'taAEtc; is, of 
course, used of lightly aimed troops (e.g., Thuc . 3.22.2; HId. 9.16.2) but the adverbial form 
does not appear to carry this sense: cf. Plut. Mor. 942BI0 (Stephanus) 't<x llEV aAAa 
Ka'tEcrKE'OacrllEvoc; EU()"'taAIDc; E<p6~tOv ~E cr'UXvov EV xpucrotc; EK'1tcOllacrt KOllt~O)v; Lucian 
Hennot 18.3 KocrlltIDc; ~a~t~ov'tac; <Xva~E~A11J.LEVOUC; Eucr'taA.OX;; Suda (ad EU'1tE't1lC;). A parallel 
is provided by Plut. Dion 28.3 OmAtcrllEVOC; Aall'1tp6)c;. 
llEya 'tE <ppovrov Kat 116voc; t'1tt~o~OC;, roc; t~6KEt : Koraes notes that Heliodorus later uses 
the word E'1tt~o~oc; to mean 'notable' with reference to the leaders of T;hyamis' band (7.3 .2) 
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but in view of the condemnation of this usage (by Phrynichus and Ammonius) and the 
epexegetic force of d><; £OOK8t, he proposed the reading £1ti~o~oC; roy vtlcf\cmt 'likely to win' 
(cf. Pluto Thes. 19.4.2). It should also be remembered that Heliodorus goes on to give 
reasons why this champion could have expected to win, and that both the Suda and 
Hesychius (ad lac.) give the gloss 1tpocrOOKtJ . .lOC; 'expected'. 
However, Heliodorus regularly uses the adjectival form of the word with the 
meaning 'noble' or 'honourable' (10.21.2; 10.32.3; 10.37.2) and see below for u~ia 
meaning 'disgrace' (4.2.2). RL point out that the latter sense of the word occurs commonly 
elsewhere (pind. Nem. 9.46; Plut. Mor. 239d; Diod. Sic. 13.83). Clearer instances occur in 
Plutarch's Lives (e.g., Mar. 30.5; SuII. 34.4; Luc. 5.2), while Plut. Amat. 760alO provides a 
cross-over usage. Heliodorus appears to be using the word in a sense more suited to the 
class-conscious times in which he lived than to the dramatic date of the romance 
(£1ttO~O't8pOC;, though rare, may resemble the distinction between honestior and humJ1ior. 
cf. Pluto Mar. 226A9, £1ttoo~6u:poc; Kat EUYEV£cru:pOC;; Hist. Alex. Magni3.30.7). 
TlO'l11tPO'tEPOV: this pleonastic usage occurs sporadically from the fifth century BC on (e.g. 
Andoc. De Pac. 2.5; Arist. Met. 359b28; Polyb. 3.30.1; Dio Chrys. 6.61.5-a total of 17 
occurrences between the fifth century BC and the third century AD )-but becomes very 
common in the follrth century AD (42 occurrences in Eusebius, e.g. BccJ. Hist. 3.4.8.5; 25 
times in Socrates Scholasticus, e.g. Hist. BccJ. 1.9.324; and 102 times in total during this 
century) and should be added to those put forward by Wifstrand (1944-1945, 36-41) as 
evidence for the fourth century date of Heliodorus. 
uYOlvac; uvao'l1craJ.L£voc;: for the unusual expression, cf. viKac; uvaoncra0'6at (Simon. 21 
[Diehl]; Appian Bell. Civ. 1.84; Procop. Vand. 2.27). This is another instance of the 
figured language of Heliodorus. 
'A1&tUJ.L1tOV oilv au'tov oi 'AJ.LcptK'ri>ovEC; . . . UXOKA.'I1POUV: Heliodorus here again offers 
realistic detail of the way in which the Pythian Games were administered. Philostratus 
states that an uncontested victory (UKOVt 'ti) was only allowed for wrestlers (Gym. 11). 
However, a case of such a victory in the pankration is mentioned by Pausanias (6.7.4) and 
inscriptions provide evidence for uncontested victories in the boxing event . as well (cf. 
Paus. 5.21.14). The reason for these exceptions appears to have been that both wrestling 
and boxing were tough events, unlike the lighter running contests (Philostrat. Gym. 11). 
Three victories of Theogenes are recorded as being won uKOVtn (Syi. 3.36 A & B; 
Feuillatre 1966, 59) and, although the event is not stated, one is reminded of the famous 
foot-race runner Theagenes mentioned by Pausanias (6.11.5; see appendix 1). If these 
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names refer to the same athlete, this would indicate that uncontested victories could be 
awarded in the running races also. To complicate the issue, there were various kinds of 
uncontested victory; one in which only one athlete enters the competition (Paus. 6.11.4), 
one in which many competitors enter but all except one withdraw (Paus. 6.1.1), and one in 
which the victory was easy (Suda ad loc.). Pouilloux (1983, 268 n. 38) suggests that the 
word 116voC; (4.2.1, above) may indicate the first alternative, but this appears to stretch the 
meaning of the word too far. Feuillatre (1966, 60) suggests a distinction between being 
awarded the crown and being given a prize for victory in the running race. According to 
this view, Ormenos was not content with the prize but wanted the crown, which he could 
not win without opposition, as well but there appears to be no evidence to support this 
speculation. It would appear, though, that Heliodorus is more interested in emphasising 
Ormenos' awesome reputation here (and therefore Theagenes' courage in taking him on), 
rather than necessarily conveying accurate detail. 
In Chariton one of Callirhoes' failed suitors urges his fellow suitors to prevent 
Chaereas carrying her off without opposition, a further instance of the metaphor of love as 
contest (cf. 4.1.1 and note above): 6 oE 1t6pvoC; KCXt 1ttVTlC; KCXt llTlO£VOc; KP£l:t'tOlV \3cxmUOlv 
u'YOlVtO'CXllEVOlv CX'l>'tOc; UKOVtn 'tOY O''tEq>cxvov TlPcx'to. (1.2.3-4). 
4.2.2 Ou'tOC; £llE KCXA£t: Theagenes is portrayed as the stereotypical athletic hero but there 
is no real indication in the text of any connection with the theme of the bride's race (Sandy 
1982a, 60-1, 93). Theagenes is, of course, victorious here and in his contest with the 
Ethiopian giant (10.25.1; 10.32) but this does not lead to Theagenes winning his bride. 
Heliodorus is thinking of the funerary athletic races of the Homeric heroes in the Iliad 
(e.g. 23.621-23). 
E<PTlO'£V: the only instance of the aorist tense of this verb as opposed to 399 uses of the 
imperfect (Barber 1962,45). Notice also the variation of verbs of saying: £q>TlO'£v ... ei1t£v. 
EK 'trov Xap1.Ki.£iac; XE1.ProV: Again there is no evidence that the prize was awarded to the 
victor by the acolyte of Artemis at the Pythian Games (Feuillatre 1966, 59). The evidence 
suggests that this was the function of the priest (see 4.1.2 above, and note). 
'to VtlCTl't'llPtov u1toiO'£'tcxt: the prize awarded to Theagenes is a palm branch (4.4.2; 4.4.4). 
Various prizes are recorded for victories in the Pythian Games (a laurel wreath, Paus. 
8.48.2; laurel berries, Lucian Anach. 9; apples, AP 9.357; Maximus of Tyre 1.4, 34.8; 
Libanius Laud 9.9; Fontenrose [1988, 136-37 and n. 36]). Parsley was used at the Isthmian 
and Nemean Games, though the latter also used the pine (Plut. Timol. 26.4; Quaest. 
Conviv. 676c8-10). Later the palm was awarded at all the games (Plut. Quaest. Conviv. 
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723b4; Paus. 8.48.2.6, 01. ~E a:YIDvE~ CPOtVtKO~ EXOUcrtV 01. 1tOAAOt O''tEcpavov' E~ ~E 't"J1V ~E~taV 
EO'n Kat mv'taxo'O 't@ VtKIDVn EO'n9E~Evo~ cpotVt~) . 
There appears to be nothing in the text to connect Theagenes, the victorious runner, 
with Sol 1nvictus (Merkelbach 1962, 245). 
Titv ~E a1tO'tuxtav ... 't1lv EK 'ta'}"tll~ a~o~tav: the word aOO~ta is the Classical equivalent 
(Thuc. 1.76.4; Xen. Hel1. 7.5.9; Plat. Phaed. 82c6) of the Homeric aiM~ (e.g., 11. 5.787; 
13.95; 15.129). Theagenes is cast in the Homeric mould. For the possibility of disgrace: cf. 
Pindar Pyth. 8.115-122; Epictet. Or. 3.22.52. Heliodorus uses the Late form a1to'tuXta here 
rather than the Classical BuO''tUXta. The word is a favourite of his, particularly in the sense 
of frustrated desire (1.17.5 ; 2.12.5 ; 3.16.3 ; 5.32.4; 6.4.1 ; 6.4.2; 7.29.1; 8.6.1). 
F or the hiatus in BE a1tO'tUXtav, cf. 3.1.1 above, and note. 
ou 'Yap n~ EIlO'O 1tap6v'to~ ... a1tOiO'E'tat: Koraes noted the clever play on Achilles' words 
in Hom. 11. 1.88-9: 
0;) n~ E~E'O ~&v'to~ Kat Em X90vt BEPKO~EVOtO 
O'Ot KOtA n~ mpa vTlum ~apEia~ xdpa~ E1tOtO'Et 
mp6V'to~ picks up ~&v'to~, 6p&V't0~ is matched with ~EPKO~EVOtO, and XEtp&V .. . a1tOtO'E'tat 
goes with xdpa~ E1tOtO'Et. Besides this verbal virtuousity, the allusion adds to the 
impression of the jealous aggression of Theagenes and confirms his resemblance to 
Achilles. 
4.2.3 IDcr'tE llE: RL suggest men' E~E, but the codices and Heliodorus' usage elsewhere show 
OOcr'tE ~E (cf. 1.25.4; 7.25.7). 
1t'tEpCOOat ~'i>va'tat Kat llE'tUpc:nOV E1ttO'1taO'acr8at: unlike the lover in Plato's Phaedrus, 
who metaphorically sprouts wings, Heliodorus makes Theagenes claim to be literally able 
to fly (cf. Feuillatre 1966, 126)! The idea strikes the modern reader as ridiculous, but other 
examples of the power of sight in the romance suggest that Heliodorus would not have 
shared this view (cf. , e.g., 1.2.3 it OE 5"'t~ 'tfj~ K6pTl~ £cp' Eau,;ftv avdAKE Kat 'to'O'tO opuv 
au'tou~ "va'YKa~Ev, on EKEtVTlV tffipOlV). On the connection between love and sight in Helio-
dorus see 3.5.4 above, and note. Similarly Arsake ' s plan to increase the misery of the 
lovers by chaining them up together backfires, since they draw consolation and inspiration 
from each other instead (8.9.21 , 9Ea'tat 'YtvOtv'to aAATtAOlv EV BEO'~ot~ Kat KOAaO'Ecrtv 
E~E'ta~o~EVOlV ). 
The strangeness of Theagenes ' words here may be intended to recall Homer's 
description of how Athene lightened the limbs of Odysseus in the footrace held during the 
funeral games for Patroc1us (11. 23.772). 
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01 ypa<pov't£e; ... aivt't'toJ,l£vot: Striking evidence for the influence of the visual arts on 
Heliodorus, which is particularly noticeable in his description of Charikleia (3.4) and the 
amethyst ring (5.14). Cf. Phil. Imag. 1.29; Plat. Phaedr. 252b; Alexis fro 20 (Kock); Bartsch 
(1989, 149-150). The use of the verb aivl.'t'toj .. u:n is particularly revealing. The word is also 
used of Homer's description of the gods (3.12.2; 3.12.2 [aiviYJ,la]); the dream of Charikles 
(4.15.1); and the dream of Persinna (10.3.1). The noun form is used for the sexual 
insinuations of Arsake and her maid, Cybele (7.3.2; 7.19.7). 
o'i>~£te; Ee; ti}v oiyJ,£pov 1tO<ri J,l£ 1tap£A.9rov EO£J,lvi>va'to: Like 'the swift-footed Achilles' 
(e.g., Hom. 11. 1.58 1tOOOe; ci>1Cbc; 'AX1.A.A.£Ue;), Theagenes is a fast runner. 
'Be; 'titv (l'11J,lEPOV is not Attic (cf. Plato Symp .. 174a8, de; 't1lj.u:pov). 
The hoplite race between Theagenes and Ormenos 
4.3.1 'tou ~poJ,lo'\) 'ti}v xmpav: A colour coding system was used to allocate places to the 
runners (Feuillatre 1966, 59). 
h:EKA.1lprotO: for the drawing of lots for starting places, cf. Sophocles Elektra 708-710 (a 
chariot race); Lucian Herm .. 39. 
RL and Colonna (1987b [EKA.11POU'tO 1938]) prefer EKEKA.1lporcO (C) for EKA.11POU'tO 
(mAT). Barber (1962, 149) accepts the pluperfect but Fritsch (1901-1901, 33) points out 
instances of the imperfect being used alongside the pluperfect (e.g., 1.11.2, 4.4.4, 4.7.12, 
5.7.3, 7.7.5) and Heliodorus elsewhere only uses the unaugmented form of the pluperfect 
of this word (4.9.2, 7.9.1, 9.3 .8). Although the places should logically be allotted to the 
runners before they take up their positions, Heliodorus is not concerned with the exact 
details of the race; he prefers (see introduction on tense) to set the scene with a series of 
imperfects linked by Kai (1tPOoTtYYEA.A.£, t~1lA.o,\), EKA.TlPOU'to) before concluding his 
description an aorist participle and a pluperfect tense (E<pEtOti)KEt). Other instances of the 
imperfect of O:1tod11Poro occur at 1.24.1, 5.18.8, 5.27.3, 10.8.2, and this tense of the verb 
should be retained here. 
E<pEtOtTtKEt til l3aA.l3t~t: Philostratus (Imag. 1.24.3) describes Apollo in a similar stance and 
the runners in Homer (11.. 23.757) line up similarly. For the starting mechanism, see the 
unhelpful entry in Hesychius (s .. Y .. l3a~ie;), according to which the l3a~ie; was a synonym 
for the U01tA.rt which replaced it in the fifth century. Heliodorus mentions the U01tA.11S 
below (4.3.3). 
'to 1tapa tile; o<lA.1t1.yyoe; sv&xnJ,lov: a trumpet blast was used to start races in Greek 
athletics (cf., e.g., Soph. E1.. 711) but not to indicate victory (Morgan 1979, at 10.31.5). In 
less formal races, no doubt words were used, as in the mock race in Aristophanes Knights 
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1161-62 (AA. ITA. '!()ou. LlH. etOt't' av). 
OEllVOV 'tt SEalla Kat 1tEpifiAEX'tOV: cf. 8.8.3, KatvOV Stalla; 9.5.5, 9Ealla'tOlv 'to Katvo'ta'tov. 
For Heliodorus' fondness for spectacular descriptions: cf. 3.1.1 above, and note. The 
wording may owe something to Euripides Med. 1167, ()EtvOV Tjv 9tall' i()Etv; Bacch. 760, 
()EtVOV Tjv 9tall' i()Etv; Or. 952, 9talla XtlCPOV (Neimke 1889). Theagenes cuts an impressive 
figure, as did Orestes in the foot-race at the Pythian Games £1. 685, Eicrf1A.9E A.allXpO~, men 
'tot~ EKEt otfia~. There are similarities between the foot-race in Heliodorus and Sophocles' 
description of Orestes' race at Delphi, on the one hand, and the foot-race during the 
funeral games for Patroclus in the Iliad (23.740-779), on the other (Letoublon 1990, 3-6). 
oiov uOllllPO~ 'tOY 'AXtA.A.Ea 'tTtV EXt l:KallaV()Pftl llaXllV lx9A.ouv'ta xapio't1lenv: cf. Homer 
11. 21.211-382. The race is generally reminiscent of Homer (/1. 23 .740-797). RL ad lac. 
comment that the comparison is arbitrary as there is nothing in common between the 
exploits of Achilles and those of Theagenes but Heliodorus wishes to convey a general 
impression of heroic strength. 
4.3.2 8Ea'YEVEt viKllv llUXE'tO Ka9a1tEp ai>'to~ 'ttC; £Kao'toc; lx'YOlvt~OllEVOC;: The reactions of 
a crowd or audience is an important part of Heliodorus' vivid narrative technique 
(Woronoff 1987, 36; Morgan 1991, 101 ; cf. 3.1.1 above, and note). The model for this 
technique was probably Thucydides' description of the final naval battle between the 
Athenians and the Syracusans in the harbour of Syracuse (7.71). 
E'JtaK'ttKOV 'Yap 'tt-Kat xpOC; 'tIDY 6proV'tOlv-Eic; EuvotaV 'to KaA.A.OC;: cf. 3.10.5, for the 
inclusion of such sententiae in the narrative. For beauty as a valuable asset: cf. Jax (1933, 
161). 
The text is that of Colonna (1987b, 1938) who construes the meaning as anche da 
parte degli spettatori. RL regard the text here as valde dubius and suggest Kat 1tp&'tOV 
6proV'tOlV but the parenthetical prepositional phrase is not impossible (see the introduction). 
h: 1tOAAOU: 'From a distance' rather than ' for a long time' (Morgan). Charikleia stands at 
the end of the racetrack (4.1 .2), while Kalasiris is one of the crowd. Ka1asiris would have 
been interested in Charikleia's immediate reaction to Theagenes' sudden and unexpected 
challenge (3.3 .2) rather than observing her for a long time. Both meanings are attested: cf. 
LSJ s. v. 1tOA.U~ IV.3 (Thuc. 4.32); EK ILl (Thuc. 1.68). The addition of XPovo'U at 4.13 .1 (EK 
XOA.A.OU ... Xpovo'U) suggests a need to disambiguate the expression. 
4.3.3 "OPllEvoC;: the name comes from the verb OPV'Ullt = 'to stir up, rush furiously ' . Helio-
dorus often chooses significant names for his characters (e.g., Theagenes 'goddess-born' 
and Charikleia 'famous for grace'). The name is also given to the dead dog under the nose 
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of the Caledonian boar on the Fran~ois Vase (Florence 4209; ABV 76.1-1 owe this 
reference to Professor Anne Mackay). Cf. the name Akesinos below (4.7.4). 
8£a'Y£vllC; St't'taAOc;: Previously, the messenger had announced Theagenes as one of the 
Ainianes (2.34.1), whereas here he is described as Thessalian. However, Ormenos is also 
announced by region (Arcadian) rather than tribe in this same passage, and no significance 
can be read into this detail (as Pouilloux 1983, 272 tries to do). Identification was 
normally by city: for example, Sophocles relates how Orestes was announced as 'Orestes 
of Argos' after his victory in the foot-race in the Pythian Games (EI. 693). The phrase has 
no significance for the dating of the romance. 
Ecrxacr'to )lEV it i>mtAll~: the operation of the UOitA"~ evidently involved a barrier which 
dropped to allow the runners through (Harris 1972, 27-33) as the verb crxa~ro 'let go' 
suggests. Heliodorus, however, clearly envisioned the runners starting on the note of a 
trumpet (below, 4.3.1). Aristophanes talks the Ucr1tA"~ as a barrier to keep the runners apart 
(Equ. 1159), whereas the Suda (ad lac.) glosses the meaning as a starting-point, winning-
line (used also for horses) and sometimes the turning-post (KaJl1t't1lp) or starter's pit. 
Despite the lack of clarity about the exact function of the device, it is clear that Heliodorus 
has taken the trouble to include realistic detail in his narrative. 
i>XO't£)lVOlV: For the metaphor, cf. Feuillatre (1966, 82); 4.18.6 below. Lucian (Tim. 20, 
i>1ttp1t,,~ftcrac; 'to cr'ta~tOv oU~E iMv'trov Evio't£ 'trov 9ta'trov) has a similarly hyperbolic 
description of blinding speed in a foot-race. 
Empa~a~£v it ~<lc:nC;: cf. Suda ad lac. l:q>a~a~£tv : 9pacrcr£tv, ~ucr9ava'tdv, Jla'tairoc; cmacr9at, 
xaA£1taivetv, Jl£'t' oP'Yf\c; cr'ttva~£tv. l:q>a~a~ttv Kat 'to 1t"Mv, <x1t6 'tou cr1t<icr6at. Kat 
crq>aK£Ai~et v. 
01. x6~£c; Emcatpov: l:Kaipro is Homeric, cf. II. 18.571, and a favourite of Heliodorus 
(4.17.1; 5.14.3; 9.19.4; 10.17.3). Charikleia here reveals an intensely emotional 
temperament. Cf. 4.7.11 below, and note; Wolff (1912, 177). 
cruVt~at·POJl£v11c;: for the unusual word, cf. 7.15.1; Lucian De Domo 4.1. 
4.3.4 01. )lEV ~" 9ta'tai: Heliodorus often presents his narrative as a spectacle and 
emphasises the dramatic character of the events he describes (cf. 3.1.1 above, and note). 
His characters are also frequently the spectators of the events in which they participate (cf. 
8.9.21; 2.11.1; 3.1.1; 6.14.5). 
<X'YOlviac; <XV<l)ltcr'tOC;: the etymological play on <X'YOlvia ('contest', 'anguish') is an example 
of Heliodorus' interest in word-play. 
<itt ~it )lOt AOtXoV ci>c; 1t<Xtooc; i>1t£p(J)povn~t1.V 1tPOTIP")l£vov: i>1ttpq>pOV~£tv occurs only in 
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Heliodorus here and at 10.29.4. 
The impersonal construction 1tpOnp1l~£VOV (from 1tpO<Xl.P£Ol 'choose deliberately') is 
Richards' emendation (1906, 111) for the 1tpOnp1l~EVC!> of the MSS and must be taken as a 
passive. Morgan translates as 1tpOEtP1l~EVOV ' I had been charged' from 1tpOEP£Ol 'give prior 
orders' following a suggestion by RL (cf. 3.11.5 where Apollo and Artemis give Kalasiris 
verbal instructions). This is an attractive proposal with some justification in the mss (A) 
and certainly to be preferred to the interpretation of Colonna (1938) who suggests 
1tponP1l~£VOC; 'I had chosen' with the more usual middle sense (1tpOnp1W-£vC!> in his 1987 
text) . Warszewicki translates: ego vero etiam magis, qui iam apud me constitueram, ut 
illius non secus ac filii curam susciperem (the Polish aristocrat's translation appears virtu~ 
ally unchanged in subsequent bilingual Latin~Greek texts, such as Hirschig's, and formed 
the basis of the vernacular translations as well: cf. Balinski [1992, 274]). Lamb (1961 , ad 
loc.) renders the words as: 'since 1 had made up my mind to be concerned for him as for a 
son' . However, Kalasiris is portrayed as an agent of destiny (e.g., 2.25.3-4, 7.8.1) rather 
than as a free agent and RL ' s proposed reading 1tPOEtp1W-£VOV should be followed. 
Kalasiris had a close relationship with Theagenes and Charikleia and calls 
Theagenes his son (3.3.4, 'to ~£A1l~a 'to E~OV eEO:YEV1lC;; 3.17.2, 'tEKYov), Charikleia his 
daughter (4.5.4, eapcrEt 9uyatEp; 4.5.7, OUXt 1t(X't1lP Et~l. crOt~) and both Theagenes and 
Charikleia his spiritual children (2.23 .2, «llatMc; Etcr\. crOt 'tQ) DV'tt 8EaY£V1lC; Kat 
Xap\'KAEt<X~» «llatBEC;» El1tEV «ro ~£VE, <l~i)'tOPEC; E~Ot YEyov6'tEC;' -ruxn yap ~ou 9£Ot 'tou'tOUC; 
<lvEBEt~av Kat <l1t£'tEKOV al. 'Vuxf\c; cOOtVEC; Kat <pucrtC; iJ Bta9EcrtC; E1t' aU'totc; Evo~l.cr61l, Kat 
1t(X'tEpa ~E <l1tO 'tau'tTl<; EKEtVOt Kat EVO~tcrav Kat rovo~acrav»). He also counts them as ' gods' 
(2;23.1, 'tou'tOUC; EtC; 6£OuC; <lVaypa<pOl) and ' dear ones ' (3.4.5, 'toU<; <ptA:ta'touc;). Moreover, 
Theagenes and Charikleia call Kalasiris ' father ' throughout the work (2.23.2 [quoted 
above]; 4.2.2; 4.5.6). The appellation was conventional and many others in the novel call 
Kalasiris by this title (Knemon 2.33.4; the Tyrian merchant 5.19.3; Trachinos 5.28.1 ; 
Nausicles 5.33.4) just as Theagenes calls Cybele 'mother' (7.13 .1) and Meroebos calls 
Hydaspes 'father' (10.24.3). Nevertheless, the relationship between Kalasiris and 
Charikleia, in particular, goes further than mere convention (7.13.1, 'tov BOKouV'ta Kat oV'ta 
1ta't£pa ~£'ta 't&v UAAOlV 1tpocra1tOAOlAEKO't£C;), and is transferred, according to a sacristan 
(VECOKOp0C;), to Thyamis along with the other responsibilities of his priesthood (7.11.9) 
despite his previous erotic relationship with her during his days as a bandit when he 
attempted to murder her (1.30.7; cf. Charikleia's concern at 6.9.6-there appears to be a 
narratological anacoluthon in respect of Thyamis between 1.33 rcf. 2.19.6, 5.4.3] and 
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6.3.4). Charikleia is aware that she has four 'fathers'-Hydaspes, Charikles, Kalasiris and 
Sisimithres (7.14.5-6, KaAlxmptV aV£K<XA£t KOlKuoooa, to yap XP1lc)"'t6'tatov ovo~a KaA£l:v 
a1t£(j't£p1l~m 1tCX't£pa, tOU ~at~ovoc; 1tCXvtax09£v ~Ot 'tT)V 'tOU 1tCXtpOC; 1tPOO11'YOptav 1t£ptK6Vm 
CPtAOVEtK1laav'toc;. Tov ~Ev cpua£t y£vv1laavta OUK EyvOlKa, tov ~E aE~£VOV XaptKAEa, ot~Ot, 
1tPOOEOCOKa, tov oE ota~£s<x~£vov Kat tpEcpoVta Kat 1t£pta~ovta a1tOMOA£Ka). Her 
subconscious preoccupation with this conflict is suggested by Knemon's analysis of the 
dream in which Charikleia had her right eye put out by a bloody swordsman (Knemon 
suggested that the loss of an eye meant that a parent would die, 2.16.5). Artemidorus put 
forward a similar interpretation in his textbook on dreams, except that he added that the 
right eye represented the life of a father (Oneir. 1.26). Winkler (1982, 114-117) argued that 
the dream is finally fulfilled with the death of Kalasiris (7.11.4), but Charikleia' s 
relationships with Charikles and Hydaspes are also important and the novel concludes only 
when this conflict is resolved and Hydaspes accepts the evidence of Charikleia and Sisi-
mithres that she is his daughter (10.12.3; 10.14.6; 10.17.2), although Charikleia at one 
point threatens to reject him (10.20.2). The dream is reminiscent of the blinding of 
Polyphemus in a cave by Odysseus, which Porphyry (On the Cave of the Nymphs in 
Homer35) interprets allegorically as Odysseus' attempt to put aside the material world of 
the senses (Lamberton & Keaney 1992, 128-9) but this interpretation cannot convincingly 
be applied to Charikleia's dream. 
Kalasiris' concern for Theagenes is apparent from the description he gives of his 
noble bearing (2.35.1-2), the oracle he receives in the temple of Apollo (2.35.5) and the 
fact that he was asked to cure Charikleia (with whom he knew Theagenes was in love) by 
her adoptive father Charikles (2.33.6-7; 3.9.1). 
4.3.4 Aout6v: For the supposedly late use of this word in the sense of ~1l see Wifstrand 
(1944-1945,40). 
Knemon (7) asks Kalasiris for the result of the race 
O'tE Karch VUvt 1tEpt 'tql 8EaYEVEt ~EOta Kat aou OEOJ.Lat annov Ei VtKroV aV1lrOPEUa1l 
~tEAaEtV: for Knemon as an impulsive listener, cf. 3.1.1; 4.4.3. 
4.4.1 Jl.Eaov ... 'liVUE'tO 'to (1t<x~hov: this suggests (wrongly) that the race was one stade in 
length (Fontenrose 1988, 126) but Aristophanes (Aves 292) and Pausanias (2.2.8) show 
that the race was over two stades-a oiauAoc;. At Nemea the length was doubled (Phil. 
Gymn. 7; cf. Eurip. Electr. 824-5) and the race at Plataea was over a considerable distance 
(Phil. Gym. 8). 
The use of the historic present (avaKoU<ptsEt), imperfect ('liVUE'tO) and aorist 
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(1IDPEq>6'T1) to pace the narrative is noteworthy here (Barber 1962, 23-134, 229); 4.5; 4.7.1 
below, and note. Naber (1873, 163) thinks t;VOE'tO should be emended to i\vuO"to, 
disregarding the narrative effect of the variation of tense entirely. He also unnecessarily 
wishes to replace uxepJ)aA.6~Evov with uxepJ)aAA6~EvoV, 3.15.1 (p. 322); lCa'tapte~ncrae; with 
lCa'tapte~oucrae;, 3.17.2 (p. 336); <x1tOAEt1tcOV with <x1tOAt1tcOV, 4.13.1 (p. 341). 
'to 1>A.t~~a 'tE OAOV de; 't1lV Xap1.lCAEtaV 'tE1. vae;: There may be an echo of Euripides !ph. 
Auf. 648, ~EeEe; vuv ocppuv o~~a 't' £lC'tEtvOV cp1.AOV in these words (Neimke 1889, 17); in a 
different context: cf. 10.16.2: 'to o~~a oE OtOVEt lCEpae; 11 mo'T1POV Ete; 't<x 6pcO~Eva 'tdvae;. 
lCa9clxep J>EAOC; E1tt mc01tov: cf. 7.7.7 (Charikleia's words pierce Theagenes' heart like an 
arrow). Heliodorus frequently makes use of similes (see introduction for similes from 
books 3-4), some of which are very striking (e.g. 1.26.5, lCaeclxep rcaAatcr~a 'to 1tAacr~a 
[including a characteristic play on words] 'my invention [that Theagenes and Charikleia 
are siblings] is like a trick throw in wrestling'; 2.33.1, the young Charikleia is like a 
puppy; 7.7.7, Charikleia's eyes are like a shaft of sunlight between clouds; 7.14.7, 
Theagenes and Charikleia are like a pair of maimed horses). Occasionally, the 
comparisons are entirely tasteless (9.18.6, arrows project from the eye-sockets of the dead 
like the shafts of a double-flute). Heliodorus often repeats his comparisons, most obviously 
the obsessive comparison between the story of Theagenes and Charikleia and a stage 
drama (2.7.3; 2.8.3; 2.25.3; 2.23.5; 4.5.3; 5.6.3; 5.12.2; 7.6.4-5; 8.17.5; 9.11.6; 9.15.1; 
9.24.6; 10.12.2; 10.13.5; 10.39.2; 10.39.2) but he also repeats images of hunting (1.30.7; 
8.2.3; 7.11.7; 8.17.4; 9.1.1), becoming one in mind or body (2.6.3; 2.16.2; 4.3.3; 5.4.5; 
10.35.2), and the sound of a trumpet (6.6.3; 10.30.5). The comparisons are often traditional 
(2.22.4, Kalasiris resembles a bird whose nest has been robbed: cf. Hom. If. 2.311; Soph. 
Ant. 423ff., Moschus Meg. 21). 
Kerenyi (19622, 147 n. 138) stretches credibility too far with his suggestion that 
running is used by romance writers to mark crucial moments in the narrative. 
'tocroihov 1tapEq>9TJ 'tOY 'ApX:cloa opyutmv 1tAfj90e; 0 OtaAEt1tOV de; -ocr'tEPOV El1E'tpitO'T1: RL 
indicate that this is a locus vix san us. Most MSS read'tocrou'tov (rnA T) but 'tocrou'tcov (P) is 
also attested; 1tapEcp9'T1 (rnA T) has a variant 1tapEA"CP9TJ (B); and E~E'tP"9TJ (rnA T) is written 
as ~E'tp'T1efjvat in C. Koraes suggested that Heliodorus wrote 'tocrou'tcov (11 'tocrou'tov) 1IDPECP9TJ 
'tOY 'AplC<xoa opyutmv 1tAfj90e; OtaAt1tIDV, roc; -ocr'tEpov E~E'tp"e'T1. There is support for his 
conjecture of Bt<XAt1tcOV for Ot<XAEt1tOV, since Heliodorus elsewhere uses BtaAt1tcOV meaning 
'having left', e.g. ~tlCPOV ... OtaAt1tcOV 'after a short interval' (2.6.1; 2.23.5; 9.3.3). Koraes' 
suggested Greek version does not correspond to the French translation he quotes (Laissant 
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derriere lui rArcadien de plusieurs brasses, comme ron Ie mesura puis apres). Lumb 
suggests 'tEO'O'aprov for 'toO'ou'tov supplying a figure in the place of'toO'ou'tov which weakens 
the following 0 OtaA.El1tOV as RL remark in their note. Moreover, an exact measurement 
cannot have been intended because of the impossibility of making such a measurement of 
the margin of victory. Thus Hadas: 'leaving the Arcadian behind by more than a furlong, 
as was subsequently determined by exact measurement' cannot be right; Rattenbury 
proposes 1tA:f190e;, roc; 'to OtaA.El1tOV de; uO''tEPOV ~E'tp1l6f1vm interpreting the passage to mean 
that the length by which Theagenes won was so great that a rough estimate of the interval 
between the first two runners was made after the race to ascertain the 'record'. To 
OtaA.Et1tOv meaning 'the rest, the remainder, the interval' is found regularly (Xen. Anab. 
4.8.13.2; Plut. Mor. 215a2), occasionally without the article (e.g., Arist. On Rome 199.22, 
oO'ov vi)v 'I'taA.tac; OtaA.El1tOV EO''ttV, ava1tA.~f1vm 'tou'to 1tliv av ~Ot OolCEt). Cf. Lamb: '(he) 
came in so many yards ahead of the Arcadian that the measure of the interval was taken 
afterwards'; Morgan (who acknowledges the problem in the text): 'finished several yards 
ahead of the Arkadian, the margin of victory being measured afterwards.' Rattenbury's 
text yields the best sense here; the gap between Theagenes and Alkamenes was so great 
that it was reconstructed and discussed after the race. 
Homer's description of the victory of Klytoneos is also a little cryptic (Hom. ad. 
8.123-5, 'trov OE 6EELV ox' aptO''toe; £llV KA.u'tov1l0C; a~u~rov' / oO'O'ov 't' EV VEL@ oupov 1tEAEt 
"~tOVOttv, / 't6<mov {)1t£lC1tp06Erov A.aOUc; 1lC£6', 01. 0' EA.t1tOV'tO.) 
4.4.2 'tTtV x£tpa 'tflc; lCOpnc; cptAroV: A kiss on the hand appears to have been a gesture of 
politeness and respect in Heliodorus' day; compare the attempt of Theagenes to kiss the 
hand of Arsake, for which she substitutes her lips (7.16.6). So too Chaereas' Egyptian 
troops insist on kissing the head and hands of their general (Char. 8.4.11). More ambiguous 
are the adulterous kisses Melite bestows on Kleitophon's hands which she then places on 
her eyes and heart (Ach. Tat. 5.17.1). No doubt her actions in this instance reflect the way 
in which her seduction of him perverts the proper formal relationship between them. 
Kisses between Heliodorus's hero and heroine are generally chaste (lCaeapotc; ... 
q>tA.it~aO'tv 5.4.5; oplCta 'tu q>tA.it~a'ta 1tOtoUJ.LEVOt, 5.5.3; cf. 2.1.3, 5.4.3-4, 7.6.1) and in no 
way similar to Achilles Tatius' comparison of the way women and young boys kiss 
(2.38.5; Goldhill 1995, 85-91) or indeed kisses in Longus (1.18.1; 2.7.7) and Chariton 
(2.8.1). 
Knemon (8) begs Kalasiris to continue his story 
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Cf. 3.1.1, above, and note. The effect of Knemon's interruption here is to remind the 
reader of the frame-situation of the narrative but, for the romantic reader, there is also a 
'community of values between Knemon and the reader' (Morgan 1991 , 96). 
n~Tl youv oin( 6UYTlC; ~otpac; .. . OUK a1tOKVatEt: cf. 11. 10.252-3 . On Knemon as a reader: 
cf. 3.1.1, 3.4.9 above, and note; Sandy (1982a, 57). 
Koraes rightly emends the reading of the codices (a1tOKVatEtC;) to a1tOKVatEt. 
4.4.3 'Eym Kat 'O~Ttpql ~£~<po~at: cf. Homer 11. 13 .636-9: mv'tC1)v ~EV K6poc; EOn Kat U1tVOU 
Kat cptA6'tTl'toc; / ~OA1tfle; 'tE YA UKEpfle; Kat a~ U~OVOC; 6pXTl6~otO, / 'trov 1t£p 'ttC; Kat ~aAAOV 
E£~E'tat E~ EPOV Eivat / il1tOAt~ou' TproEe; ~E I.J.(XXTlC; aK6PTl'tOt E<xmv 'There is satiety in all 
things, sleep and love / sweet song and the blameless dance, / and a man longs to discharge 
his desire for these things more / than for war. But the Trojans are insatiable in battle ' . 
Koraes thought the sentiments of Knemon were better suited to a Milesian tale than to the 
romance of Heliodorus, quoting by preference Pindar (Nem. 7.52-3, K6pov B' EXEt / Kat 
~£At Kat 'ta 'ttp1tV' (iv6E' 'AcppoBima), to the effect that there is satiety in love. However, 
Koraes fails to observe the characterisation of Knemon here as an impulsive and romantic 
young man. His character here is consistent with his troubled life in Athens. 
OU'tE Ka6' ,;~ov1)v avu6~EvOV OU'tE dC; aKo1)v EpX6~EVOV ' neither when it is pleasurably 
fulfilled, nor when one comes to hear of it ': Cataudella (1976, 157-161) suspects de; aKo1)v 
EpX6~EVOV 'when it comes to one's ear' on the grounds that the second half of the 
correlative OU'tE . . OU'tE construction is normally of equal weight or carries greater 
emphasis than the first. Moreover, the expression in suggests a report rather than the 
telling of a love story. Instead he suggests Ete; aK~1)v EpX6~EVOV, a phrase used elsewhere 
by Heliodorus (9.25.1, de; aK~1)v 'tooau'tTlv TlKEtv ' to have come to such a peak of youthful 
beauty') and glosses the phrase under discussion as 'l' amore non conosce sazieta ne 
quando e appagato ne quando si sia giunti al culmine di esso'. But aKOTtV clearly refers to 
<lKOUOj.ux'tC1)V (4.4.2). Note also the closely preceding de; aKoT)v mv'tC1)v (4.3.3) and the 
immediately following 'tiC; oU'troc; aBa~av'ttvoe; il m~TlPOUe; 'ti)v K<xpBi<xv roc; ~T) 6£AYE06at Kat 
de; EVtau'tov aKOUC1)V~ (4.4.3) whence no doubt the anomalous KAUOt'tO in the line KaV ~ov" 
'tEAOt'tO, KaV KAUOt't6 ).lOt of Nicetas Eugenianus (6.352) derives. Furthermore, aK~ilY would 
dwell on sexuality in a manner more suited to Achilles Tatius (cf., Ach. Tat. 2.37.8, EV BE 
't'ft 'tf\c; 'Acppo~i'tTlC; aK~il OiO'tPEt ~EV 'ixp' ,;Bovflc; ' in a sexual climax the woman writhes with 
pleasure' , and the comment of Koraes in the note above; Ach. Tat. 2.36.1, 1t06Etvov yap ad 
'to aK6pEo'tOV). The words Ka6' ,;BovTtv avu6~EvoV already convey the idea of a sexual 
climax and a repetition of this in the second half of the correlative expression would be 
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redundant. The passage does make direct reference to the joys of love and Heliodorus may 
have wanted to portray Knemon as a young man engrossed in sensuality, who picks out sex 
from the Homer passage and passes by the more pessimistic comment on man's propensity 
for war (cf. 3.4.7 above, and note), but (h:~"v is not required for this effect. 
tie; 01>'tmc; aoo~av't1.VOe; ... aK01>rov: perhaps an indirect reference by Heliodorus to his 
own work (Woronoff 1987, 41; Sandy 1982a, 25; cf. 3.1.2; 3.15.1 above, and notes). 
Knemon certainly reveals himself here as an enthusiastic audience of love stories (cf. 
3.1.1, and note; 4.3.4) but it is not necessary to assume that all readers would share this 
attitude to the narrative (cf. Morgan 1991, 96). The sentiment is in any case something of a 
commonplace and too much should not be read into it. Cf. Od. 4.293; Pind. fro 123 
(Schroeder); Plut. Mor. 90flO. Longus Proem 2 is a more serious and programmatic 
expression of the value of romantic fiction. 
'Aoo~av't1.voc; is a favourite adjective with Philostratus (e.g., Her. 679 [Olearius]; 
VA 1.17; 3.21; 6.10). The word is also used to describe the teachings of Apollonius of 
Tyana (cf. Suda s. v. 'a~aJlav't1. va', Msat ~paxEtat Kat a~a~av't1. Vat). The noun form had 
been used by Pindar (fr. 123 [Maehler], Be; JlTt 1to6ql 1C1)Jlaivt'tat, £s a~a~av'toe; i1 mMpou 
KtxaAK£u'tat ~£Aatvav Ka~iav). Note the continued poetic life of the word in the famous 
lines of Milton (PL 1.44-49). The metaphor comparing an unfeeling heart to iron is 
commonplace. Cf., e.g., II. 24.205; Od 4.293; 5.191. 
The effect of the race on Charikleia 
4.4.4 'Ii Xapi1cA.£ta ~E Tl't't1l'to Aa~7tp6X; Kat ~EOOi>AO)'tO 't(9 7tOecp 1tA£OV i\ 7tpo'ttpov: for the 
metaphor of love as enslavement see the section on language and style in the introduction. 
Further examples of this metaphor occur at 3.19.1 AE~Oi>AO)'tO JlEV ya.p OAOOXtp&c; 't(9 1ta9tt; 
and 5.2.10, ~ouA£i>Ete; 'to Jlovov £A£i>9£poV Kat Moi>AOYtov 1tA'tlV EpO)'t()e; <ppov1l~a. 
<H ya.p 'tIDV £POYttKIDV avti~A.£"'te; i)1toJlv~ 'tou xacrxov'toe; yiVE't<Xt Kat aV<x«pA£YEt 'titv 
~tavOtav 'Ii 9Ea Ka9a1tEp 1>A1l 1tUpt ytvOJlEV1l: A reminiscence of the first encounter of 
Theagenes and Charikleia (3.5.4-6). For other instances of 'love at first sight' in the 
novels: cf. Ach. Tat. 1.4.2-5; 1.9.3-6; Char. 1.1.6-8; Xenophon Ephesius 1.3.1-4. The idea 
originates with Plato Phaedr. 25Ib. For the fire metaphor: cf. 4.18.5. 
The word av't$A£'lftC; is used by Xenophon Hier. 1.35; Plut. Mor. 681B; Ael. NA 
418.4. Pollux (2.56) notes that the usage originates with Xenophon (Baumgarten 1932, 10). 
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KALAS IRIS TESTS THE FEELINGS OF CHARIKLEIA AND THEAGENES 
Kalasiris ponders what to do 
4.4.5 <rovi]e11 vU1C'ta mie; 1tpo'ttpate;: cf. 3.18.2; 4.5.2. 
f:ym ~E auate; a'U1tVOe; fjv: this is the third time Kalasiris expresses his anxiety about how to 
escape from Delphi (cf. 3.11.4; 3.15.2-3). On the previous occasion (3.15.3), Kalasiris had 
exaggerated his worries. The lapse of time, during which the games took place, has 
removed his concerns about how to bring the young couple together, since they both 
showed their passionate love for one another then. He now finally remembers the oracle 
and interprets it correctly to mean that their flight must be by sea (cf. below, 4.4.5 and 
note), although he failed to call it to mind earlier (3.15.3). It is surprising that Kalasiris 
only now thinks of the band which Charikles had told him had been exposed with 
Charikleia (Hefti 1950, 63-64; 4.5.1 below, and note). 
'tTtv 't£ q)'\)Y1lv: the neoPlatonists, especially Plotinus, talked of the flight of the soul from 
the material world to her homeland (Merkelbach 1962, 247 n. 2, who quote~ Enn. 1.6; 2.3; 
6.9; Plato Thcactct. 176A). Cf. also 4.18.2 (Theagenes and Charikleia are fugitives just as 
Homer fled his home [3.14.4] and Kalasiris fled Memphis [3.16.5]). 
On the narratological level, Kalasiris immediately turns his mind to flight because 
he knew that Charikles had already engaged Charikleia to be married to his nephew, 
Alkamenes (2.33.4) and that Charikles was the priest of Pythian Apollo and therefore one 
of the leading citizens in Delphi (2.29.1). Moreover, he was aware that the laws of Delphi 
prescribe death for those who carry off girls, as he tells Theagenes later (4.6.6). Theagenes 
threatens violence to Alkamenes when he hears of the match (4.6.7) and Charikleia makes 
it clear that she will kill herself rather than submit to the arrangement (4.7.11; 4.11.3). 
Charikies himself is (unusually) diffident about his influence over his daughter, although 
he wants the match more than anything in the world (4.7.9) and would use force to bring it 
about (4.13 .2). The custom of arranging marriages is accepted in the Ethiopian Story (cf. 
Persinna's assumption that Charikleia will submit to her parents' decision to marry her to 
Meroebos, 10.21.3, and Charikleia's coyness in explaining the true situation, 10.18.2; 
10.19.2; 10.20.2; 10.22.1; cf. Winkler [1982, 132]). However, it is the practical difficulty 
of how to arrange their escape rather than the moral dilemma that worries Kalasiris. 
In general, Greek marriages were arranged by the parents of the bride and groom. 
In Achilles Tatius the hero Kleitophon is engaged to marry his half sister, Kalligone 
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(1.3.2)- a fact which he accepts even when he falls in love with the heroine, Leukippe. 
Kleitophon explains to his friend Kleinias that he felt a sense of duty to his father in this 
matter, since the match was not being arranged for money and the girl was neither a 
foreigner nor ugly (1.11.2). Kleitophon's sense of obligation may stem from the fact that 
his mother had died when he was very young (1.3.2). Despite this, however, when 
Kleitophon is discovered in Leukippe's bedroom, the lovers both agree to elope (2.30.1-2). 
Achilles also tells the story of Charikles, who is engaged to marry an ugly girl for her 
money (1.7.4) and later the fathers of Leukippe and Kleitophon correspond concerning 
Leukippe's engagement to Kleitophon (5.10.2). Thus both Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus 
set their plots in motion with an elopement (Durham 1938, 13) but the reasons given are 
very different; Leukippe agrees to flee after Kleitophon was almost caught by her mother 
in her bedroom (2.27) whereas in the Ethiopian Story Charikleia leaves Delphi in order to 
return to her motherland and to regain her rightful place in society (4.13 .2)-clearly a 
more moral motive. 
In Chariton, the lovers come from opposed political families (1.1.3) but fall in love 
nevertheless (1.1.6). The father of the hero, Chaereas, dissuades him from the marriage 
because of this (1.1.9) but the people of the city insist on it when they hear that the couple 
are in love, because they are both outstandingly beautiful, and eventually Hermocrates 
gives his consent (1.1.11-12). The heroine, Kallirhoe, does not know whom she is to marry 
until Chaereas is brought to her as her bridegroom (1.1.14-15). 
In the case of Xenophon's Ephesian Tale, the parents of Habrokomes and Antheia 
marry the lovers and send them on a trip abroad after consulting an oracle to this effect 
(1.7.1-2). Longus's Daphnis and Chloe only marry at the conclusion of the novel after 
being recognised as the children of noblemen of Mytilene and securing their consent to the 
match (4.21 , 4.35, 4.36, 4.40). 
Tov J1EV ~" ~p<XOJ1ov J16vov EYVroV: RL restore J16vov which they conjecture fell out of the 
text but was wrongly restored after £'Yvro (B) or 9aA<X't't<Xv (C) and was left out by the other 
mss. However, the inclusion of J16vov is rather awkward since it occurs just after J1EV (and 
therefore makes the correlative construction with ~E more difficult) and results in six 
syllables ending in nasals in six words. M6vov is not necessary and should be omitted. 
K1)J1<X 't£J16v't<X~ K'tA.: cf. 2.35.5 (the full version of the oracle). In this instance, the 
prophecy was unusual in that it was pronounced during a public sacrifice rather than in a 
private consultation. At the time, the bystanders did not understand the prophecy, since 
each person tried to interpret it to suit himself and no-one took sufficient time to make 
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sense of it. Kalasiris further undermines the oracle for the reader by adding that the 
interpretation of dreams and oracles depends on their outcome in any case (2.36). Helio-
dorus has therefore invested the words of the priestess with a great deal of ambiguity: on 
the one hand, they are delivered on a significant occasion, on the other, they are not 
understood or considered important. This passage stresses the sceptical attitude of 
Kalasiris, which helps to explain his inability to read the will of fate to some extent (cf. 
3.12.1 above, and note). The reader is also left with the impression that the lovers are 
under the guidance of destiny but is in the dark as to how, or indeed whether, the oracle 
will be fulfilled at the conclusion of the novel (10.41.2; Morgan 1990, 148-190). 
The origin and function of the Delphic oracle has been extensively studied (see 
bibliography under 'Delphi'). Anthropological studies of similar institutions in African 
culture have shed light of how the oracle functioned in an oral society (Evans-Pritchard 
1937; Whittaker 1965, 21-47). Plutarch's three Delphic dialogues On the E at Delphi, Why 
Delphic oracles are not given in verse and On the Decline of Oracles all give important 
information about the sanctuary in the second century AD, but with the rise of Christianity 
and the persecution of the pagan prophets in the fourth century, the authority of the oracles 
declined and 'holy men' (such as Kalasiris) gained in prestige (Lane Fox 1986, 679-681). 
4.5.1 To ~£ 01t01. 1tap<X7ts)l1t't£ov ... 'tawiac;: Kalasiris already suspected what was going 
to happen (cf. 3.5.7 above, and note; 3.11.4; 4.4.5; Winkler 1982, 150; Sandy 1982a, 41) 
but his uncertainty here forces the reader to puzzle out the plot. 
The word 'tawta refers to any strip of material but in this context to a swaddling 
band (cf. Soranus Gyn. 2.14.1), which the gymnosophist Sisimithres found with the baby 
Charikleia (2.31.2) and which he gave to Charikles at Katadoupoi (2.31.4). Although the 
existence of the band has been known to the reader for some time, this is the first time that 
its importance becomes apparent, although the first-time reader cannot yet know Why. 
There are several unanswered questions concerning the band: (i) Why does Kalasiris not 
simply ask Charikles for the band? Is it because Heliodorus cannot allow Charikles to 
share the information that would result (cf. 4.8.1 below and note)? Or does the answer lie 
in the fact that the oracle has indicated that their destiny lies overseas, which entails that 
Charikles must lose his daughter? Or does the sheer unexpectedness of a Greek child 
coming from Ethiopia delay Kalasiris' request (Hefti 1950, 64)? (ii) Why did Charikles not 
get the band translated while he was in Egypt? Is it because Sisimithres had told him that 
the band was written in native (t'YXropio1.C;) characters? Is Charikles simply obtuse (cf. 3.5.7 
and note)? Or does he simply not want to know (cf. 4.11.3 and note)? Heliodorus has 
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concealed much from his readers, here as elsewhere (cf. 4.8.1 below, and note), perhaps as 
a result of having to maintain the pace of his narrative, despite the complexity of the plot 
(cf. 3.2.3 above, and note). 
Whatever the reason for the delay, Kalasiris eventually asks Charikles for the band 
under the pretext that it was imbued with hostile magic (4.7.13); when Charikies brings 
him the band he reads it and learns the story of Charikleia's birth and exposure (4.8.1-6); 
Kalasiris then tells Charikleia of the band and the story of her birth and she remembers 
how Charikles had kept it locked in a casket (4.11.3); Kalasiris tells her he had tried for a 
long time to obtain the band (4.13.1); Later Charikleia tells Theagenes of the band and the 
ring with the magic pantarb stone (8.11.9); she eventually produces it in the recognition 
scene at the conclusion of the romance (10.13 .1-3) during which Sisimithres confirms the 
story of her miraculous birth (10.14.1-7). 
lCal. 'tOUC; intovo1lasv'tac; "~1l 1t<Xp' EllO! 'YEvv'll'topac;: Kalasiris has some idea who the 
parents of Charikleia are because he claims that during his travels in Ethiopia he was 
instructed to find her by her mother, Persinna, the queen of that country (4.12.1-13.1). 
Previously, he had said that he was an exile from Memphis because he had been seduced 
by Rhodopis-a failing unsuited to his position as high priest of Isis-and also because he 
knew that he would witness the mortal combat of his two sons if he stayed (2.25 .1-7). 
Much has been made of this inconsistency in the plot by Futre Pinheiro (l991b, 79-80); 
Winkler (1982, 93); Reardon (1971 , 390-392); and Hefti (1950, 72-78). See 4.12.3 below, 
and note. 
'tOUC; U1tOV01l0Ev'tac; ~1l 1t<lp' EllO! 'YEVV'll'topac; ~ lCOP1lC; EV'tEUOEV ElCllaOEtv: Kalasiris 
does not explain the grounds on which he has guessed the identity of Charikleia's parents. 
Later (4.9.1 below, and note) he talks of the discovery of what had been unknown. 
intO 'tfic; ElllapllEv1lC; 'by destiny': cf. 2.24.6, oupavt<X q>oocnilPOOV Etll<XPllEV1l UptOOOc; 'the 
destined cycle of the stars of heaven'; 4.11.3 , to 'tf1c; Etll<XPllEV1lC; 'my destined end'; 5.6.2, 
ti)v 1tav't<XXou btrol(01)CJ"(XV Etll<XPllEV1lv 'destiny which pursues us everywhere'; 7.6.5, intO 'tf1c; 
Et)l<XPllEV11C; 'by destiny'; 8.17.1, intO 'trov Et)l<Xp)lEVOlV XEtP<X'YOO'Y01»)lEV1l 'led by the hand of 
the fates ' . 
Motpat is also used for destiny or fate (2.20.2; 2.24.6; 3.9.11; 3.16.5; 6.15.1; 7.7.2; 
7.8.1; 8.11.2; 10.3.3; 10.20.2 capitalised by RL) but also, in a weaker sense, for 'evil, 
death' (1.33.3; 2.25.1) and, finally, in the ordinary sense of 'portion, part' (1.3.3; 2.34.2; 
4.4.2; 5.7.2; 7.19.5; 8.16.4; 9.1.5; 9.3.1; 9.11.5). 
TUX11 is a powerful force in the Ethiopian Story. Cf. below 4.8.6. The concept of 
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destiny is complemented in the romance by the notion of 'providence' (cf. below 4.9.1). 
Heliodorus appears not to have been concerned that the pagan concept of destiny occurs 
side by side with the Christian idea of providence. 
Kalasiris visits Charikles 
4.5.2 'E1tE'tEtvEV il voO"oe;: a technical medical expression. Cf. e.g., Hipp. Dc morb. pop. 
3.3 .17(5); Galen Dc Crisibus 9.629 .6. 
xaA.E1tClYtEpae; 1\ 1tpO'tEpOV 1t£1t£ipa'tat 'tile; 1t<XP11KOUO"11e; VUK'tOe;: this is the third night at 
least in which Charikleia has been without sleep and yet Charikles has not complained at 
Kalasiris' neglect of his daughter (Hefti 1950, 64). However, it was common for illness to 
run a long course in antiquity: cf. , e.g. , Hippoc. Epid. 3.8, 3.9. 
'tpi1to~{x ne; Kat ~{xCPV11V Kat 1tUP Kat Atl3avro'tov 1tapa9t0"6ro: the implements used by the 
priestess of Apollo at Delphi. The incense appears to be the odd item (cf. Plut. Dc Pyth 
Orac. 397a5). However, a more appropriate comparandum would be the 'exorcism' 
performed on Antheia after she became love-sick for Habrokomes (X. Eph. 1.5.6-7, Ot ~£ 
EA90v'tEe; £awv 'tE tEp£ta Kat 1tOtKtAa E1tECmEVOOV Kat E1tEA.EyOV <p<Ovue; l3ap~ptK{xe;). Cf. the 
case of a girl bewitched by a love-spell and exorcised by a ' holy-man' (Theodoretus Hist. 
RcJ. 13.10-12) and the cases of the enchantment of chaste and noble ladies amid the 
political uncertainties of the fourth century mentioned by Brown (1970, 17-45). The 
paraphernalia of Kalasiris' mumbo-jumbo bears a close resemblance to that used in the 
sensational conspiracy of Patricius and Hilarius against the emperor Valens in 371 . The 
conspirators confessed under torture to have used a Delphic tripod, consecrated with spells 
and incantations, from which a ring was suspended over a ouija board in a room fumigated 
with Arabian spices, to produce the name of Valens successor, Theodorus. The 
proceedings were conducted by a man wearing linen garments, shod in linen sandals and 
carrying branches of an auspicious tree (Amm. Marc . 29.1.27-32). All the elements of 
Kalasiris' rites are present in this incident: clothing, tripod, laurel branch, fire and incense, 
though these elements were probably largely conventional. 
1tpoQ"KaA.EO"roJ.l.at: Naber (1873 , 318) suggests EicncaA.EcrroJ.l.<Xt but Heliodorus evidently likes 
to vary the prefixes of compound verbs and there is no need to normalise the text. 
Kalasiris pretends to work magic on Charikleia and discusses her well-being with her 
4.5.3 vt9upote;: A marvellously evocative word-onomatopoeic and suggestive (Hesch. [ad 
'lfu90e;] glosses this word with 'lfu90C; and 'lfEU~OC;, aptly in the context). According to the 
Suda (ad 'lft9upt~ro, 'lft9uptO"'t1lC;) the word conveys the sound of a gentle wind blowing 
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through the leaves of trees (cf. Theocr. fa; 1.1) and is used as an attribute of Aphrodite. 
The word is also applied to the slanders of an accuser (Soph. Ajax 148, TOto'6cr~E t..6YOUC; 
'l't9'6poue; 1tA<XcrcrroV / Eie; ffi'ta cptPEt mxcnv 'OSUC)"<rE'6e;, / Kat crcpoopa 1td9Et). Hermes in his 
human form carries this epithet when he comes among men and causes slander among 
them (Ep. ad Cor. 12.20.4). 
TwX61111V 001tEP E1tt CfK11vfjC; 't% u1toKpicrEroc;: for the theatre simile see above (4.4.1). Both 
Kalasiris and Charikleia maintain a pretence with one another here (as Odysseus and 
Penelope did: cf. Od. 23 passim). For Charikleia's reserve see 4.5.4 below, and note. 
U1tvi.OOtc; 't1. llCXAAOV ~E ypai.OOEC; E1tlxacrllmllEvoc;: exorcisms by holy men in antiquity were 
often staged for maximum effect (Anderson 1993a, 91-94) and magic, as in Apuleius' 
Apologia de Magia, for example, was a common theme in the rhetoric of the Second 
Sophistic (Anderson 1993b, 223-227). 
rpai.OOllC; is post-classical and commonly used with jl'OOoc; (cf. Strabo 1.2.3.48-50) 
but jlnAAOV st is classical (cf. Dem. De Cor. 65). 'E1ttxacrjlcxcreat is found nowhere else 
(perhaps because it is colloquial [Colonna 1982, 56]-this may be the case since yawning 
to draw out the evil inflicted by the 'jealous eye' that still belongs to folk tradition 
[Yatromanolakis 1988, 203] and the word certainly does not occur in the written tradition 
since the closest cognate is £1nx<xmcoVtac; in the Suda s. v. ~apOOVtoC; yEAroc;). 
4.5.4 <H ~E 1t1>1CVU 'ti)v KEcpaA1lV EucrE1E Kat cr£<rflpOC; U1tEll£1~ia: RL point out that 
Charikleia is not taken in by Kalasiris' mumbo-jumbo as easily as Theagenes was (cf. 
3.16.2; 3.17.2; 3.17.5). Kalasiris later acknowledges her cleverness and perspicacity 
(5.26.2). Charikleia does not immediately admit that what is troubling her is her passion 
for Theagenes (cf. 4.5.6; 4.6.1); she is being disingenuous (schalkshaft: Hefti 1950, 64). 
Compare the interesting case of the intelligent young lady, Sosipatra, who stood up to 
magic spells which a relative tried to cast on her (Eunapius 6.6.5 [Giangrande]; Winkler 
1982, 131). 
crE<rflpOc;: cf. Hesychius s. v., who describes the word as meaning 'to laugh mentally, or rhe-
torically or affectedly' (crE<r11PULat: YEMOOat Ka'tcX 9ujlou, 11 tv u1tOKpicr£t, Tl1tpomtotll'tdK;). 
1tAavcxcraai llE 'titv liAAroc; Kat 'ti)v v6crov {xYVOEtV: Koraes' suggestion 't11VCtAAroc; (sc. M6v 
with the metaphorical use of 1tAavncreai here) has inexplicably not been followed by RL, 
who keep the expression in their text elsewhere (5.26.4, aX9ac; 't11VCtAA.coc; 'a useless 
burden'; 5.33.3, Ei1t61111v .. 't11V<XAA.roc; 'I followed vainly'; 8.3.8, 1tPOVO£tv 't11V<XAAOl<; 'to hope 
futilely'; 9.24.7, KEtjl<XAta 't11VCtAAOl<; 'useless trinkets'). The expression originated in Plato 
(Theaet. 172e6-7, 01, {xYIDVEC; ouM1tO'tE rilv aAAOl<; aAA' ad rilv 1t£pt auto\>, 1tOAA<XKtC; ~E Kat 
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1t£pt "'Ux~ 6 ~pOllOC;) and is clarified by Aristophanes (A v. 4, 'A1tOAoUjlE9' aAAID<; 'tTtv ooov 
1tPOCPOPOUjlEVCO). This usage was particularly popular in Late Greek: cf., e.g., Aristid. p. 130 
1. 15 (Jebb). 
'to Ev61tAl.OV ~pajlrov: cf. 4.21.1 EV01tAl.OV should possibly be EV01tAOV: cf. Phil. Gymn. 7; 
Call. Dem. 241; DH 22.2. 
4.5.5 (xV1lYOPE'OEV: Colonna (1938) prefers the aorist here, but restores the imperfect in his 
1987 text. Heliodorus' actual usage is favours the two tenses equally after O'tE: cf., e.g., 
2.7.2, 2.8.5, 3.5.4, 3.14.4, 4.5.4, 4.14.1, 5.18 .8, 7.6.4, 8.3.4, 9.13.2 10.18.3 (Imperfect); 
2.12.2, 2.26.3, 2.35.3, 4.13.5, 4.19.9, 5.3l.1, 5.33.2, 7.7.2, 10.11.1, 10.14.1, 10.18.2 
(Aorist). In the absence of clear evidence for the aorist, the reading of the majority of the 
mss., <xv'tWop£u£v, should be retained. 
1tl.o'tO'OlJ,EVroV: RL read 1tl.o'tOUjlEVCOV (CB) rather than 1tto'tO'OjlEVql (VMPZAT) citing a 
similar use of an unattached genitive participle (a~oV'toc;, 9.9.3), where the antecedent is 
NEtAOV. Here the antecedents must be understood to be jlEYEOEt and K<XAA.£t-the young 
man's stature and beauty are proof of good birth. This yields better sense than 1ttO'tO'OjlEVql 
(agreeing with jlOt) 'I guarantee his good birth'. 
oi>X i>1tEPCPProv oi>~£ <XYTlVroP: In the Iliad (9.699) Diomedes accuses Achilles of arrogance: 
6 ~' (xY'Ilvrop tent Kat aAAco<;. 
4.5.6 i>upaAY01)V'tl. 't(x ';p.E't£pa: a dative complements this verb in the classical writers: 
cf., e.g., Hdt. 2.129. 
4.5.7 « Ei'ta (x1tOKpU1t'tEl.C; » ECP1lV « & 'tElCYOV, <XAA.' oi>X1. 9apooooa AEY£tC;, o1tf.Oc; (Xv Kat 
1301l0Etac; Ei>1tOP'lloal.jl£v; »: in an unpublished paper delivered at Groningen in 1994, 
Hansen noted the close resemblance of these words to those of Appion in the Clementine 
Recognitions (Hom. 5.3.2, TEKVOV, roc; 1ta'tpt 9ap(J11<mc; AEYE, tiC; 00'0 'tflc; 'IIuxilc; ,; VOOOC;;). 
oi>Xt 1ta't'itp £1.lJ,t am: cf. 4.3.4 and note. 
Ojl6vuXOC;: a late, Christian term. Cf. Mace. 4.14.20; Eus. Vita Canst. 2.68.2. 
XopflyEl.: yet another dramatic metaphor: cf. introduction on style (metaphors). XOP1l'YEro 
means to provide a chorus for a drama, from which a metaphorical meaning 'minister to', 
'indulge' (with a dative complement) developed. Cf. LSJ9 s. v. XOP1TtECO 11.2, citing Aeschin. 
3.240 (~ovatc;) and Luc. Par. 12 (tm9'Ojltmc;), but the metaphorical force of the word was 
weak: cf. l.28.5 (the Nile supplied by rain). 
£i>l3of191l'tov: a medical term: cf. Hippocr. De Diaeta Acutorum 5.15; Paulus Aegineta Epit. 
Med. 5.36.l.4. The thought is echoed by Antonius Melissa (2.80; cf. Colonna [1987a, 
363]). 
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£yytc; avic:x'tov: crxsMv rather than E'Y'YUC; would be the Attic usage (Naber 1873, 157). 
'tpoCPit yap vomllv " mro1ti}: cf. Ach. Tat. 2.29.5, aA.Yelvo'tspc:x yivs't<Xl. 'to. EA.K1'\ ti1 <nC01tn; 
Aristaenet. 1.16; Soph. Phil. 795 [Feuillatre 1966, 84]). 
S1>XC:XPC:XllUO,,'tov: A philosophical word: cf. Plat. Leg. 885b8; Pluto Cons. ad Apoll. 110e5; 
Sext. Emp. Adv. Math. 10.212.1. 
4.6.1 'to c:xiooUllEVOV: Neuter article and participle for noun- a feature of the style of 
Thucydides much favoured by Heliodorus: cf. also 2.15.1; 7.28 .1. Other examples in books 
3 & 4 may be found at 3.3.4; 3.15.1; 3.15.3; 4.1.2; 4.1.3; 4.6.1 ; 4.15.3; 4.18.3 . 
Kalasiris reports to Charikles 
4.6.2 « IIav'tC:X ~E~tmc; » EA.EyOV: for Charikles ' belief in the magic powers of Kalasiris, cf. 
3.9.1 above, and note; 3.19.3. 
E'tEPOV ~t 'tt 'troY aOt KC:XO' ,,~ovitv U1tOO't"aE'tat: Hefti (1950, 64-66) suggests that Kalasiris 
here cryptically refers to his intended flight from Delphi with Charikles ' daughter (faJ3t 
also die Flucht unmittelbar ins Auge), but how can this be to Charikles' liking? Kalasiris is 
hinting to Charikles that he would learn that Charikleia had changed her attitude to love. 
This is, in fact, what happens, to Charikles ' great joy (4.7.1). Of course, Kalasiris is quite 
safe in making this prediction since he knows that Charikleia is, in fact, in love (but with 
Theagenes). His ambiguous statement is designed to strengthen his influence over 
Charikles. 
KCllA.UEt ~t 01>~tv Kat ic:x'tpIDV 'ttvc:x Eiax:c:xA.Etv: These words, which come immediately after 
Kalasiris ' promise of a cure for Charikleia, are best understood as a strategy by Kalasiris 
to secure the revelation that Charikleia is in love, since she would not reveal this fact of 
her own volition even to him (cf. 4.6.1). The suggestion that Kalasiris intends them to 
convey his contempt for ordinary doctors, as Charikles' later words to him may suggest 
(4.7.8, QV llOVOV S1>Spystilcrc:xt Buvc:xcr9c:xt KaKel V" ytvcOOKEt), is therefore unnecessary (cf. 
Hefti 1950, 64). Kalasiris' statement is thus a good example of how Heliodorus plans the 
development of his narrative. 
Kalasiris talks with Theagenes 
4.6.3 Upt 'tOY VEIDV Kc:xt 'tOY upifJoA.ov: although Heliodorus gives a realistic account of 
the procession at Delphi, he does not give a precise, detailed description of the temple of 
Apollo here- certain details are picked out against an indiscriminate background of the 
scene being described (cf. 3.1.5 above, and note). The temple is mentioned also at 2.26.5; 
2.35.4; cf. Feuillatre 1966, 48. 
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lOO1t£p <l1tOXpIDV a1>'tql Kat JlOV11V 't1lV otlC11m.V 'tii~ Xap1.rl£1.a~ 1t£P1.OlC01t£tV: There is irony 
here, this time at Theagenes' expense (Hefti 1950, 114 and n. 940). Theagenes here 
resembles the ardent lover of Greek New Comedy and there are suggestions of the 
paraklausithyran topos. 
Ka1asiris' encounter with Theagenes 
4.6A 'HyavulC'to'UV EYro JlEXP1. 'trov OVECllV: Cf. 3.17.5 above, and note. The expression is 
also common in Achilles Tatius: cf., e.g. 1.9.3, JlEXP1. 'trov OJlJlU'tCllV E'\)'t'UXn· 
't1lV EJlTtV 'tEXV11V, ucp' 1i~ ilA.ClllCEV Ti~11: cf. 3.17.5, 'tEXV11 Kat q)'um.v OtOE ~1.U~E0'9<X1.; 4.14.1, 
crUv 'tEXVn itOA.A.n Kat ~oq>1.(X 'tTI EJln; 4.15.3, 'to lCa't11vaYKa~JlEVOV 'tfj~ EmeuJlia~ <lJlE't~A.11'tOV 
EX€t ruxpa 'tfj~ 'tEXV11~ " lCOP11. Ka1asiris' methods here are clearly fraudulent and resemble, 
in effect, those of the go-between of Greek New Comedy (Sandy 1982b, 145). He goes 
along with Theagenes' belief in the magic powers of Egyptian priests, although he reserves 
for himself knowledge of higher wisdom (3.16.3). 
Epnv ... 6p(iv: for the homoioteleuton and the link between vision and love, cf. 3.5.4 
above, and note. 
4.6.5 EP(X Jlo'U Xap1.lCA.E1.<X; Colonna (1938, 1987b) reads 6p(iv EJlE Xapl,KA.E1.av; (,Cariclea 
vuole vedermi?') taking the words as an echo of the earlier Epnv ~O'U lCa't11VU'YKa~'t<X1. Kat 
6pnv c001tEp 't1.Va 'trov lCPE1.'t'tOVCllV E1)XE't<X1.. However, the more significant of the two words 
for Theagenes would undoubtedly have been Epnv and the expression was common and 
idiomatic in the romances: cf., e.g., X. Eph. 1.14.7, 1.16.4,2.1.2,2.1.5,2.3.7,2.5.1,2.5.7, 
2.11.1,3.12.3,4.5.1; Long. 3.17.1; Ach. Tat. 1.17.2. 
01> yap ap1ta'YJla 'to 1tpnYJla: The play on words is repeated at 7.20.2, where Heliodorus 
uses the word ap1t<X'YJla metaphorically to describe how Cybele hunts Theagenes and 
Charikleia on behalf of Arsake as sexual prey (7.11.7) and how she portrays her mistress 
in the same terms to Theagenes (7.20.2). The word also suggests Arsake's sexual 
frustration when used to describe how the Persian queen eagerly grabs at Cybele's words 
(8.7.1). Related forms of the verb are used to describe the abduction of Thisbe (2.24.1; 
6.8.1) and Charikleia (4.19.1; 4.21.1; 5.20.7; 7.11.7; 10.37.1). The sexual connotations 
justify the translation 'rape' rather than 'robbery' (for which, cf. Plut. 330D [Stephanus]; 
Paul Ad PhJ1. 2.6; quoted by Eus. Ecel. Theal. 1.13.6; Johannes Chrysostom In Ep. ad Phil. 
Vol. 62 p. 218 1. 43). 
Ei)rovov ... 1tPOlC€tJlEVroV: RL' s reading for the 1tPOKE1.JlEVOV of the codices which Colonna 
(1938, 1987b) retainss. It is doubtful, however, that Heliodorus would have used punctu-
ation to coordinate his sentence in this way and the shift from neuter singular to genitive 
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plural and back is extremely awkward. The words EV IlEcrQ> and (1tPO)K£tll£VOC; are common-
ly associated: cf., e.g., Dem. PhiL 1.5, aaA<X 'to'\) 1tOAE1l0"l) K£tll£V' EV IlEcrQ>; Xen. Anab. 
3.1.21; Liban. 59.166; LSJ9 s. v. IlEcroe; IlIa (of prizes offered in a competition). Cf. also 
KP<X'tfjpoc; EV IlEcrQ> npOK£tIlEVO"l), Pluto Quaest. Cony. 615b. In the context, £,\)rovov implies 'a 
cheap slave or prostitute': cf., e.g., crroll(l'ttOV oE EXro app£VtKOV 1tOlAfjcrm £urovov, Vita 
Aesopi 12.8 . 
4.6.6 TouC; ~E VOIlO"l)C; 01>1C EvvoEte; Ot aav<x'tov 'tote; 'tOtOu'tOte; £1ttJiaAAO"l)<nv; Constantine 
had passed legislation which laid down the penalty of having molten lead poured down the 
throats of those who abducted girls before their wedding day (CTh 9.24.1): the practice of 
abducting girls on their marriage days was often condoned as a way of obviating arranged 
marriages. Cf. 4.4.5 above, and note. 
01> ~t<xq>Epoll<Xt: an expression that is the equivalent of ou 1l0t OtmpEp£t: cf. LSJ9 s. V. 
OtmpEpro IV, who quote Dem. 9.8 (qxlcrK£tv 0' £ipTlVl1v ay£tv £i ~OUA£cre£, c001t£p EK£tVOC;, 01> 
Ot<x<pEpollm). Cf. also, in later Greek, Aristid. 296.16, 410.13, 470.34 (Jebb); Clem. Alex. 
Protrepticus 4.47.4.5. 
01> yap ~" ~" ava~toi y£ 'tiP X<xptwt Kl1~£1)crCJ>J.I.£V: the combination of the emphatic 
particle 0" with an asseverative yap and a following y£ 'for clearing the ground by ruling 
out at least one possibility' (GPp. 243) is normal: cf. (01) yap 0,,), 2.11.3, 2.11.5, 2.22.5, 
7.26.9, 8.9.15. The expression is concentrated by the particle y£ ('at any rate'): cf. S. EL 
1029 (Ou 1tO't' E~ E~O,\) y£ ~" roane; 'too£); GP pp. 114-116. The subjunctive 1C11o£'6crroll£v 
with 01> Il" expresses an emphatic assertion, here reinforced by litotes (01) ... Il" ava~tOt). 
The combination of all these elements is striking and serves to underline Theagenes' self-
esteem and determination. RL refer to this passage at 5.2.2 n. 3 to support the less easily 
justifiable reading there (01) ~" ll<Xv&) but the usages are not comparable. The combination 
01> yap 0" Il" does occur in late Greek: cf. Liban. 52.32.3 (+ fut. ind.); John Chrysostom 
60.244.14 (+ fut. ind.); Constant. De Leg. p. 538.14 (+ subj.), De Sent. 67.12 (+ subj.). 
Cf. App. Hisp. 53.2 (+ subj.). Occasionally editors punctuate with a comma after 0" and 
this may help to clarify the text here. 
a X<xptKAfje; a~£Aq>flc; £<X"l)'to'\) 1t<Xt~1. 'ti)v KOPl1v roAm K<X't1lYYUl1cr£v: the theme of the love-
rival is subordinate in the story of Theagenes and Charikleia, but nevertheless important 
for bringing the daughter into opposition with her father-thus setting the action of the 
romance in motion (Hefti 1950, 65 and n. 542). Conflict within families arising from their 
younger members' falling in love is a constant theme in the ancient Greek romances (cf. 
4.4.5 above, and note). 
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4.6.7 9aAaj.lEi>0'£!: for the metaphor, cf. 4.19.9; Anth. Graee. 749.6; Feuillatre (1966, 84); 
Naber (1873, 157). 
oi>X oihroc; i1~E it XEtP Kat ~iQ>oe; 'toi>j.lOV ap'Yf\O'£!: Cf. 1.2.4, where Charikleia threatens 
suicide if Theagenes does not revive. The passage is a close echo of Euripides (Phoen. 
625). 
1tai>O'at: elsewhere the present imperative is used with no discernible difference in sense 
(1.8.4; Barber 1962, 354). 
oi>~Evoe; ~Ef\O'£! 'towi>'to'U' j.lOVOV EJlOt 1tEi9E0'9at Kat 1tP<X't'tEt v roc; (XV 1>Q>TfYf\O'mj.lat, vi>v ~E 
a1tOxcilpEt: cf. 3.17.5 above, and note. 
Koraes notes that the infinitive 1tEi9E0'9m (CBZT) is to be retained instead of 1tEi901) 
(VMPA). because of the following 1tpa't'tEtv. The expression is elliptical and must depend 
on OEf\O'Et. 
CHARIKLES ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE HIS DAUGHTER'S TROUBLES 
Charikles tells Kalasiris of the improvement in Charikleia's condition 
4.7.1 '0 ~E XaptKATle; de; n,v 1>O''tEpaiav EV't'UXcilv: this does not necessarily mean that 
Charikles had only brought Akesinos to examine his daughter that morning (Hefti 1950, 
65) but the chance encounter of Charikles and Kalasiris is rightly adduced by Hefti (Ioe. 
cit. p. 120)as an counter-example to Wolffs rule (1912, 117) that the actions of the main 
characters of the romance are divinely motivated: cf. also 4.7.10; 4.16.1. 
E<XAmKEv it ~'UO'aAm'tOe; Kat vEviKl1'tat it ~'UO'Ka'taj.l<XXl1'toe;: this phrase is remarkable for the 
use of polysyllabic perfect tenses and anaphoric, homoioteleutic compound adjectives. 
EP(X XapiKAEta: The irony in the words is clear (cf. 3.7.2 above and note). Charikles fails 
to ask about Kalasiris' diagnosis that Charikleia was suffering from the 'eye of envy'. 
Naber (1873,338) regards these words as a marginal gloss which has been added to 
the text, but without substantial justification. Some erotic contextualisation of the military 
metaphor (VEVl.K:l1'tat) is necessary. 
4.7.2 E9pU1t'tOj.ll1V: a fairly common word in Heliodorus (2.10.2; 4.7.2; 7.10.5; 7.23.4; 
7.24.1; 7.27.7; 10.31.4: cf. Morgan 1979 ad loe.). 
~AaKCOOEe; ~aivmv: ~AaKtOOEc; meaning 'arrogant' is unusual: cf. 10.31.4, E9pi>1t'tE'tO Kat 
E1tE'YEAa ~AaKtOOEe; 'he put on airs and laughed arrogantly'; 7.27.5, d oE E1ttj.lEVOt 
~AaKE1)6JlEVOe; 'if he persisted in his arrogance'. Baumgarten (1932, 24) refers to Xen. 
Hipp. 9.1, ~AaKroOEO''tEpOe; t1t1tOe; 'a rather lazy horse'; Anab. 2.3.11, Kat E1 nC; ai)'tCil OOKol.11 . 
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· . ~AaKd)EtV 'if anyone . . . should appear to be taking things easy'; 5.8.15, 61t6'tE t~Ot~1t 
Ka9tw.EVov Kat ~AaKd)ov'ta 'whenever I saw anyone sitting down and taking things easy'; 
Lac. 2.10, 6 ~AaKEvrov 'a person who was taking things easy'. The Atticists appear to have 
revived this word, after it had initially been used by Xenophon. Heliodorus appears to have 
diverted the word from its original sense. 
The posturing of Ka1asiris here is undertaken in order to get hold of the birth-
tokens of Charikleia (4.5.1), which would reveal more clearly what course of action he was 
required to take (Sandy 1982b, 148-150). Sandy rather inappropriately cites the argument 
of the 'noble lie' (Plato Rep. 4l5b-c; Synezios of Cyrene Ep. 105.88-100) and notes that 
Kalasiris was living up to the expectations that others have of Egyptian 'low' magic 
(3.16.2; cf. 3.1.1 above, and note). However, Kalasiris' character is not flat and one-
dimensional; like many of Heliodorus' characters he is a complex human being, with his 
own story to tell. Failure to recognise this results in the conflation of plot and sub-plot and 
consequent confusion over his motives (cf. 4.13.1 below, and note). 
l1'11~EV~ 'trov 11£tC6vrov 6XAftaav'to<;: Lamb's translation reflects the text of RL: 'without 
any harassing action by my stronger forces' (the person harassed being Charikleia, by 
implication). Morgan's version follows the text of Colonna (1987b) and requires the 
subject of the genitive absolute to be understood from the context as E1l0'\) and the textual 
variant ll'11~Evi (M 568; Colonna 1938) to be used for ll'11~EVOC;: 'even without my invoking 
any of the greater powers' (the greater powers being the affected parties in this case). In 
the light of the remarkably close parallel at 4.7.12, ou ~ttw.ap'tEC; Ei1tCbv ~at1l0vav 'titv KOp'l1V· 
6XAEt'tat rap tl1tO ~UVallErov <Xc; a'i)'toc; Ka't£1t£ll 'IIa Kat 'tOV'trov OUK EAaXLO''trov, Lamb's 
version is to be preferred. Koraes notes this parallel and explains that Kalasiris had here 
(4.7.2) attained his primary goal of making Charikleia susceptible to love without 
troubling the greater powers, which (as he told Charikles) he had invoked in order to turn 
his affections to A1kamenes (4.7.12). 
Trov llEt~ovrov is not necessarily synonymous with ot KPEt novEC;, which means aEai 
and ~ai1l0vEC; in general (cf., e.g., 4.15.2). Trov llEt~ovrov means 'more important affairs' at 
7.27.8 (cf. 7.28.2). Here the meaning must be 'trov llEt~ovrov <~uVallErov>: cf. 4.7.12 (quoted 
above). Belief in powers mediating between earth and heaven was widespread in the 
Graeco-Roman world and was incorporated into the dogma of Middle Platonism (Anderson 
1993a, 9; Dillon 1977, 46; Brenk 1986, 2068-2145; Smith 1978, 425-439). Cf. also 4.7.12 
below, and note. 
The variant VOJlt~Oll£vrov in M mentioned by Koraes seems entirely groundless and 
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may have been introduced to avoid what the copyist conceived to be an impiety. 
4.7.3 al1ot~Ttv 't1)v xpooouo-av ou<rl.av i>Xtcrxvo'i>l1£voc;: This is too much for Koraes, who 
argues that Heliodorus must have believed doctors to have been robbers but (he protests) 
who would ask robbers for help? However, Heliodorus may have been thinking of 
Herodotus' account of the Greek doctor Democedes, who cured Darius of the pain in his 
foot and was richly rewarded by Darius' wives (3.129-130). The same man later cured 
Atossa, Darius' wife, who offered him whatever he wanted in payment for the cure. 
Democedes chose to return to Greece as a free man (3 .133-134). The first passage 
mentions the golden chains which Darius at first offered Democedes in return for curing 
his foot and which the doctor jokingly refused. Heliodorus certainly knew of the use of 
golden chains in Ethiopia (Hdt. 3.23) and refers to it during the siege of Syene (9.1.5). He 
may also have been aware of the unusual gift of Darius to Democedes. 
The diagnosis of Akesinos 
4.7.4 "'0 AZlA.eV II17A,ii~ vii. JlEra tpEp-ra-r' Azau»v: a direct quotation from the Iliad 
(16.21) in which Patroclus tells Achilles that the Greeks are suffering defeat in battle. 
Theagenes has by now been strongly associated with the heroic warrior, Achilles. Thus 
Charikleia, a Patroclus to Theagenes' Achilles, cleverly encodes an appeal to him through 
the quotation. We are possibly supposed to presume that she thought that the similarity 
between the two men was sufficiently obvious for someone to pick it up and to convey her 
feelings to the Thessalian envoy. On another level, Heliodorus is here addressing the 
discerning reader, drawing him or her more intimately into the story. 
6 A.6'Yto~ 'AlC£cnVO~ (ot0'6a ~E ~"xo'\) 'tov clv~pa) : the name is based on the word a1C£to6al. 
' to heal ' (originally 'stitch' [Koraes]). The variant form 'A1C£cr'ttVO~ (Colonna 1938, Bekker; 
'A1CEcrmv~ Colonna 1987b) is based on a1C£cr't6~ 'curable' . The names 'A1C£cri~ and 
'YBacrx,,~ occur as names of rivers in Arrian (5.4.2) and Strabo (15.1.27). 'A1C£CY't1lC; is 
attested in Herodian as Macedonian (Dc Pros. Cath. 3.1 p.78 1. 16). RL refer to the name 
'A1COU~Evitc; the father of Erisymachus and a doctor (Plato Phacdr. 268a; Prot. 315c). 
Koraes notes the name 'A1C£cria~ also, who became proverbial for making his patients 
worse (Suda ad lac.; Arist. Gramm. Parocmiac fro 6.3 ; Ath. 12.12.8 [Kaibel]; Liban. Ep. 
476.5.4). For significant names, see the note on the name Ormenos above (4.3.3). 
Koraes (ad lac.) points out that Heliodorus is here hinting at the case of Antiochus 
I, the son of Seleucus, who fell so much in love with his young step-mother, Stratonike, 
that he became ill. In the standard account (Plut. Dcmctr. 38 [based on Duris, according to 
Maehler (1990, 8), following von der Mlihl (1954, 243-44)]; Appian Syr. 308-327; Sen. 
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Cantr. 6.7; Suda 'EpamC5'Cpa'Coc;, ~EM:"l)l(oC;) the doctor, Erasistratus, was able to diagnose 
the illness through the symptoms of love displayed by the patient when his step-mother 
entered the room. Erasistratus then pretended to Seleucus that Antiochus was in love with 
his (Erasistratus') wife. When Seleucus asked him to hand over his wife to his son, the 
doctor asked the king whether he would do the same ceteris paribus. When Seleucus swore 
that he would, Erasistratus revealed the truth. The king then gave his kingdom and his wife 
to his son. Valerius Maximus (5 .7 ext. 1) introduces an astrologer, Leptines, as an altern-
ative to Erasistratus, omits the deception of the king and enhances the magnanimity and 
understanding of the monarch. Pliny (HN 7.123) ascribes the diagnosis to the father of 
Erasistratus, Cleombrotus of Keos, but elsewhere to Erasistratus himself (HN 29.5). The 
story is also told of a nameless physician, who becomes the focus of the anecdote in 
Lucian (De Syria dea 17-18) and of a doctor called Panakeios in Aristaenetus, who also 
alters the names of the other characters in the tale (1.13). The emperor Julian (Mis. 17) 
provided some variations on the standard account. Concealment of the young man's secret 
love was always part of the story, but Julian made Antiochus refuse to take his father's 
wife until after his death. The doctor's trick was omitted and the queen was made to show 
concern for the boy's well-being. Julian may have introduced these changes as a result of 
his own prurient interest in sex, which he denied himself (Bowersock 1982, 161). 
Heliodorus hints at the fact that he is relating a well-known story with the words 
(oiaea 6£ 6111tO"l) 'Cov <Xv6pa). It is notable that (perhaps following Galen: cf. below) he 
transfers the story of a young man's troubled love for his mother-in-law to a young girl's 
love for a young Thessa1ian athlete. The reader knows that Charikles wants Charikleia to 
marry Alkamenes (4.6.6) but does not know whether Charikleia is aware of her father's 
plan, since Kalasiris only informs her later (4.11.2). The story may therefore have suited 
Heliodorus' purpose, since it would convey to the reader the subliminal impression of a 
serious, potentially fatal, difficulty which the lovers would have to overcome in order to 
be united in marriage, without having to build this problem into his plot. 
The use of the story also adds further depth to the parent-child theme in the 
romance. Charikleia is a young girl with four 'fathers' none of whom are actually her 
fathers in the usual sense, since she was miraculously conceived by her mother's impress-
ion of an image of Andromeda (see 4.3.4 above, and note). All four men care deeply for 
her and are selflessly devoted to her (2.31.1, Sisimithres; 4.9.2-3, Kalasiris; 4.19.8, 
Charikles; 10.16.2, Hydaspes). The noble generosity of Seleucus towards his son is entirely 
in keeping with this theme. 
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The story exalts the sexual self-denial of Seleucus, which is clearly in keeping with 
the theme of virginity in the romance. It is also clear that Heliodorus has dramatised the 
story considerably, giving Akesinos an individual voice and establishing clear contrasts 
between the drily scientific doctor, the emotional priest of Apollo and (indirectly) the 
charlatan Egyptian magic-monger. 
The various accounts of this famous incident have been made the subject of 
Quellenforschungby Mesk (1913,366-394), who argues that all versions' of the story have 
four basic elements: (1) the illness of the prince; (2) the diagnosis of the doctor; (3) the 
report to the king; and (4) the cession of the queen to the prince. Mesk also observes that 
Erasistratus (born 310-300 BC, Eus. Chron. p. 200 [Karst]) was unlikely to have been the 
physician who attended to the young Antiochus I (324-261 BC). For Erasistratus, see Lonie 
(1964, 426-463) and Dobson (1927, 825-832). Mesk argued that the Urquell was either 
directly or indirectly the Hippolytus of Euripides (cf., e.g., 38-40; 477), which inverts the 
erotic situation but otherwise shows strong similarities to the case of Antiochus and 
Stratonike. The play, of course, had a marked influence on Alexandrian love poetry and 
the Hellenistic tpomxa 1tae"~a'ta. In his second article, Mesk (1939, 172) suggests, less 
convincingly, that the Oedipus myth had some influence on the growth of the story and 
that, from there the story was taken up by the historians and anecdotalists mentioned above 
to lend colour to their narrative and by rhetoricians to provide material for debate (e.g., 
Sen. Contr.6.7). 
Aristaenetus clearly modelled his account on that of Heliodorus as well as on the 
sources mentioned above (cf. Koraes ad loc., Rohde 19143, 59 [55 n. 2] and Arnott 1974, 
209-211; 1982, 305). The version of Aristaenetus is particularly close to Heliodorus 
because of the similarity in the wording-a fact noted originally by Koraes. For example, 
Aristaenetus calls the doctor 6 croAAoytcr'ttKOe; ia'tp6e; while Heliodorus calls Akesinos 6 
My tOe; 'AK£atvoc;. The characters involved can be neatly matched: Akesinos with 
Panakeios, the father Charikles with Polykles, and Charikleia with Charikles (the young 
boy in love). 
The tale continued to be popular (Rohde 19143, 55-59 [52-55]; Perry 1967, 301) and 
may have formed the basis of the incest of Antiochus in Apollonius King of Tyre (cf. 18), 
although this is denied by Rohde (19143, 57 [53 n. 2]), who traces the later history of the 
tale in the Arabic medical writer Avicenna, the Gesta Romanorum and Boccaccio 
(Decameron 2.8). The story is found in Egyptian and oriental literature (Kerenyi 19622, 
226 n. 82), but appears to have been a historical incident transmitted to the east by Greek 
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medical writers (cf. below) rather than vice versa. 
tii> lCap1tCP t1lv XEipa lCat alCO"l>O'1l<; E1tl~aA.mV avalCpi VEt V a1to tile; aptTlpiae; EcillCEt to 
1ta60e;: Plutarch frequently refers to the pulse as an indication of emotional disturbance 
(e.g., De Sera Numinis Vindicta 565D2 [Stephanus]; Demetr. 38.4.6; Koraes ad loc.). 
Lucian talks of putting a hand over the heart of a distressed person (De Syria Dca 17.20). 
Aristaenetus talks of A.oyoBtappota as a symptom in a parody of these passages. The 
emphasis on the pulse indicates that Heliodorus may have read Galen's account of how 
(following Erasistratus) he diagnosed that a female patient of his was not sick but in love 
with the dancer Pylades by feeling her pulse at the moment when the dancer's name was 
mentioned (On Prognosis 631-633 [Kuhn]). The Pylades concerned may have been the 
pantomime mentioned by Fronto (Ep. 1.2; ILS 5185), L. Aurelius Augg. lib. Pylades, who 
was manumitted by Lucius Verus (SHA Life of Verus 8.10; ILS 5187-5191), honoured by 
Puteoli for his benefits to the town c. 180 (ILS 5186) and to whom an inscription was set 
up in Milan (ILS 5195), possibly the same artiste who performed for Julianus (Cassius Dio 
73.13.1); cf. Nutton (1978, 198). In this regard, the comment of Lucian-that a pantomime 
should know the story of Antipater (sic), Seleucus and Stratonike (On Dancing 58)-would 
suggest that it was a very familiar story. 
The change from the discovery by a doctor of the love of a young man to that of a 
young woman would have been an important precedent for Heliodorus. Elsewhere Galen 
also says that his patient was a man in love with a woman (Commentary on the Prognosis 
of Hippocrates 1.8; CMG 5.9.2, p. 218.20). The story was something of a medical 
commonplace also since Hippocrates was said to have cured Perdiccas of Macedon who 
had fallen in love with the concubine of his father Alexander (Soranus Life of Hippocrates 
1; CMG 4, p. 176.4-11; Marcellinus On the Pulse 29-32 [Schone]). This anecdote is also 
mentioned in Lucian (On Writing History 35 [omitted by Dindorf]) and later in the 
Aegritudo Perdiccae, which models the love of Perdikkas for Castalia on the passion of 
Antiochus for Stratonike (Mesk 1939, 166-172). For the theme of medicine in the 
romances in general, see Amundsen (1974,333-337). 
oi>~Ev av oi>Ba)J.6>c; aV"l>O'EtE 1tpOc; tai>t11v: Double and even triple negatives occur 
commonly in Greek (Eur. Cycl. 120; Plato Phil. 19b7 [Stephanus]). The same is true for 
1tac; (Plato Menex. 249c2, 1taO'av 1tclVtrov 1t<Xpa 1tclvta 'tOY Xpovov E1tt)J.EA.Etav 1tOtOU)J.EV11). 
4.7.5 tOtE }.LOVOV otav cro}.L1tCroXTI }.LEV tcp o-ci>}.Latt lCalCou)J.£VCP croVCJ>q>EA.fi'tat ~E 
9Ep<X1tEUO}.L£vcp: Mens sana in corpore sano (Juv. Sat. 10.356) is a truism which is 
constantly reaffirmed in antiquity; Hippocrates, for example, advises the doctor to take the 
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soul as well as the body into consideration in curing a patient (On the Affections 46.3). 
4.7.6 'tou'to o-uv clAAO 'tt VOJltO"'t£ov: the negative OUlC is surprising after the preceding 
negatives (ou 1t'Upnoc; ava<pA.£'YEt. OUlC aAA.O 'tt 'tou O"ooJla'toc;. ou Jl£poe;. oux OAOV VoO"Et 1t0'U), 
and o-uv should be read in its place (Wifstrand 1944-45, 31). The sense would then be 'this 
(the sickness of Charikleia) is therefore something else' ('Dies [do h. die Krankheit 
Charikleias] ist also eine andere Geschichte '). Bekker omits OUlC UAAO 'tt as a case of 
dittography from the previous line. The emendation of Wifstrand is easy and makes much 
better sense than that of Bekker. 
4.7.7 oux 6p(XC; cOc; lC'UAOtlh(X Jl£V 'tOUC; 6cp8aAJlOUC;; The word lC'UAot~hu(J) has attracted much 
comment from the Suda (ad lC'UAotBto(J)v) and the commentators on Aristophanes and 
Theocritus: It is derived from 1C"6Aa rather than lC'UAMC; ' crooked, crippled'. Hesychius (ad 
lCot1C"6AAttv) defines lCuAa as the hollows of the eyes (lCuAa 'Yap 'ta EWV(J) 'trov 0<p8aAJlrov). 
Inflammation of the eyes is used by Hippocrates as a symptom of illness (De Morb. 2.48.4; 
De Natura Muliebri 9.4). Aristophanes uses the verb form lC'UAotBtuv to mean 'give a 
person a black eye' (Lys. 472) but in its more usual sense it refers to the swelling of the 
eyes caused by erotic passion (Theocr. Id. 1.38). Cf. Arsake's swollen eyes (7.15.5, 
lC'UAOt8trocrav). 
'to 1tpOcr(J)1tOV OOxpt(X. O"1tAUYXVOV OUlC ai'tt(J)Jl£vl1: a pale face was normally taken as a 
symptom of a headache or intestinal pain. Koraes quotes Hippocrates for this (Hipp. 
Prorrheticon 2.32.3, 'OlCOOOt BE 1tO'UAUV Xpovov cOxPOl. qxxivov'tat. lCal. 'ta 1tPOo"(J)1ta E1tl1PJl£va 
ExOV'tEC;. dB£vat XP" 'tou'to'Ue; 'trw lCE<paA"v 6B'Uv(J)Jl£vo'Uc;. Tl 1t£pl. 'ta O"1tAuyxva aA'YnJla'ta 
Exov'tac;). 
'tTtV 8tuvotav 8£ aAun: according to Hippocrates this is a condition common among nubile 
girls and is due to bad blood (De Virginum Morbis 1.32, 1>?tO BE 'tile; lCari11c; 'tou atj.La'toe; 
aAu(J)v lCal. aB11Jlov£(J)v 6 8uJloe; lCalCov E<p£AlCE'tat). 
lCal. a1tpo<pamO"'tov <X'Ypu1tViav ucpiO"'ta'tat lCal. 'tOY OYlCOV a8p60v lCa8'fiPl1'tat: although 
Koraes holds that the ancient doctors preferred their patients to lose weight in the interests 
of a 'dry' constitution, weight was a sign of strength, according to Hippocrates (On 
Nourishment 46.1, ~uvaj.LtC; 'tpo<pi1c; lCP£o"o"(J)V il o'YlCOC;. o'YlCOC; 'tpo<pfjc; lCP£o"o"(J)V Tl $uvaj.LtC;. lCal. 
EV u'YPotm lCal. EV l;11Potmv). But, besides the implausibility of such rapid weight loss, o'YlCOC; 
constructed with the verb lCa8aipm here must mean 'lose confidence'. Cf. John Chryso-
stom, who used the phrase 'tOY O'YlCOV lCa8atpEtv ' to destroy their pride' in his homilies (On 
the Incomprehensible Nature of God 2.501-4, 1t£tpci>JlE8a lCa'taO"'t£A.A.ttv au't&v 'to cpuO"11Jla 
lCal. 'tOY O'YlCOV lCa8atpEtv <X1tav'ta· lCaV ul>pi~(J)O"t. lCav AalC'ti~(oot, lCav Ej.L1t'ti>coot. lCav 6nouv 
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1t01.&m. )..l1l Ka'taA£l.1tne; 'til'll ta'tp£iav. aYa1tll't£.) Morgan tr~nslates: 'she has suddenly lost 
her self-confidence.' 
6 ~OOU}1£vo<;: there may be an echo of the word-play on 1t600<; and MOoe; (cf. 2.22.4) here 
(MOoe; is mentioned in the same paragraph). The play on words and the reference to the 
beloved as the only cure for the lover's 'illness' is a clear reference to Plato Phaedrus 
252a, 1tpOe; yap 't4) crE~Eae(ll. 'to'll 'to KUA.A.Oe; Exov'ta ta'tpov llUPT\KE )..l6VOV 'tOO'll )..l£yicr't(Ov 
1t6v(Ov. The sentiment later became conventional: cf. Char. 6.3.7, cpup)..laKOV yap £'tEpOV 
"Ep(Owe; OUbEV E<rn. 1tA.1lV aU'toe; 6 EpcO)..l£VOe;, where the eunuch, Artaxates, reminds 
Artaxerxes of the oracle 6 'tpooae; aU'toe; tacrEm1. (referring to the TeJephus of Euripides 
[Fr. 724 Nauck and Snell] in which Telephus is cured by the rust from Achilles' spear), 
which was proverbial (cf., e.g., Plutarch On Listening 47a). Philo stratus refers to the story 
of Telephus in his anecdote of a boy cured of rabies by the rabid dog which bit him (VA 
6.43, cix; ta'tpoe; au't@ 1tUA.l.V 6 'tpooae; yE'II01.'tO). For the use of the expression in an erotic 
context: cf. Anth. Pal. 5.291, TT}A£CPOV 6 'tpooae; Kat aKEcrcra'to. Various cures for love were 
proposed by the poets, such as poetry itself and starvation, but in Longus (2.7) there is 
only one cure, EPCOC; itself. Even magicians are powerlessness in dealing with it (Winkler 
1990, 84 and note). 
Kalasiris recommends that Charikles introduce Alkamenes to Charikleia 
4.7.8 1tpOC; crt ~£ EYro < 111((0 > ~po)..laioc;: RL introduce hiatus into the text with their 
addition of TlK(o after EYcO (Reeve 1971, 519). Moreover, the ellipse of verbs of movement 
is common in Greek. However, support for RL's text can be found at 1.27.3 (11K(o opo)..laioe;, 
wrongly cited as 1.19.3 in the Bude apparatus) and 4.19.1 (opo)..latoe; 111((0'11). The problem of 
hiatus can be overcome by putting 11K(o after opo)..latoc; as in 4.19.1 as would be expected in 
a proleptic definition of the predicate (proJeptischichen Praedicats-Bestimmung, Fritsch 
1902,28) that was a feature of Attic style (cf., e.g., opo)..latoc; EO"1t£UOEV, 1.30.1). 
roc; KaAam.p1.C; iaOE'ta1. )..lOvoe;: Charikleia avoids all mention of Theagenes with this 
evasive answer. 
The optative iucra1.'to is preferable here (Colonna 1938; Barber 1962, 192); the 
future indicative (RL) is far too definite for this context, although Colonna reverts to it in 
his 1987 edition. The optative would make the expression more correctly attic. 
U1tO tile; crf\c; crocpiac; SaA.(01(EV: Charikles believes that the 'Egyptian magic' of Kalasiris 
has had the desired effect. Kalasiris later tells Charikleia that he realised that her 
relationship with Theagenes was a spiritual one and that he increased the Thessalian's 
passion for her (4.11.2). His action was of course entirely unnecessary as he was 
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personally quite aware of the strength of the young man's love (4.6.5). Cf. Furiani (1990, 
221) 'Ambigui, problematici, perfino falsi, sono infaUi i rapporti tra . . . Cariclea e 
Cnemone (sic, read Calasiri for CnemQne).' 
4.7.9 lent 'to uvoe; £X01.e; liv Uyuv; Charikles should have asked this question of himself, 
when Akesinos suggested that only the person she was in love with could cure Charikleia 
(4.7.7; Hefti 1950, 65), but Heliodorus required Charikles to be dependent on Kalasiris for 
the further development of the plot. Charikles is never very observant: cf. 3.5.3 above, and 
note. 
~AA.1Ca~vo-oc; ... 'tOil 'tile; Md.cpilc; 1ta.l.OOc; 'tile; E~iic;: cf. 4.6.6; 10.23.1, where Hydaspes 
hints that Meroebos, his brother's son, should marry Charikleia (cf. Morgan 1979, at 
10.24.1). The relationship between Hydaspes and Meroebos resembles that between 
Charikles and Alkamenes. Further similarities between book 4 and book 10 can be found 
in the contests of Theagenes with Ormenos and an Ethiopian athlete, the complaints of 
Charikles at the kidnapping of his daughter, and the discovery of the secret of Charikleia' s 
exposure. These parallels are instances of Heliodorus' tendency 'to redemploy thematic 
material' (Sandy 1982a, 43-44) and to give depth to his narrative (Morgan 1993, 221). 
The desire to escape from an arranged marriage clearly precipitates the action of 
both Achilles Tatius' Leukippe and Kleitophon (cf. 1.3 .2) and the Ethiopian Story (Neimke 
1889, 23-24), although in Achilles the action is given further impetus from the discovery 
of Kleitophon in the bedroom of Leukippe by her mother (2.30.1-2). Arranged marriages 
are a feature of all the romances, however (cf. 4.4.5 above, and note). 
The name Alkamenes may be based on UAXTt 'strength', although the character 
plays so slight a part that this etymology is meaningless. 
oon yE de; pouA.T}mv i\leEt 'ti}v £~itv: a revealing admission of a parent's powerlessness to 
arrange a daughter's wedding. Charikles has to resort to magic to induce his daughter to 
marry (2.33.6; Egger 1994, 270). By way of contrast, Hydaspes is quite ready to be 
persuaded by his wife to agree to the marriage of his new-found daughter to a Thessalian 
stranger (10.38.2). The king consults the opinion of the Ethiopian crowd and the gymno-
sophist, Sisimithres (10.39.1), before agreeing to the match (10.40.1). 
Colonna (1938) reads TlK£tv for TlK£t (RL; Colonna 1987b). Fritsch (1902, 7) 
supports the infinitive after oaov and owv (1.14.6, 1.29.6, 7.24.4), but Barber (1962, 252) 
reserves judgement on the question, citing the use of finite verbs after OLOV (4.3 .1) and 
oam .. (3.3.1). To Barber's examples, add 3.4.8; 4.8.6, 4.18.3 (all fmite verbs). On balance, 
i)K£t is to be preferred. 
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Charikles describes the meeting between Charikleia and Alkamenes 
4.7.10 upt u:q80'Uaav ayopav: an archaic way of telling the time. Cf., e.g., Xen. Hist 
2.1.7.1; Philostr. VA 7.293. Heliodorus also uses the poetic term for evening '1tE.pt 
~O'UA'U'tOV (2.19.6; 5.23.2). 
it ltatc; ~a1.}lova.v EoUC£V: the form ~1.j.lOva.v is generally preferred to ~a.tJlOV1.('iv (e.g .. Xen. 
Mem. 1.1.9) whereas ~a.tJlovl.~Ecr9a.t is found in the New Testament (e.g., Matt. 4.24.3; 
8.16.2). 
Charikles implausibly does not wonder whether Charikleia's tantrum could have 
been caused by her opposition to the marriage with Alkamenes. Charikles' lack of 
psychological understanding could be ascribed to the belief of Heliodorus' contemporaries 
in demons as much as to his characterisation (cf. Hefti 1950, 66), although Charikles 
appears to be a rationalist, at least concerning the 'eye of envy' (3.7.2). Kalasiris at any 
rate supports Charikles' view that Charikleia is troubled by powers opposed to his own (cf. 
4.7.12-13, avn8Eoc; 't1.c;, below, and note). Kalasiris adopts a two-phase strategy: in the 
first, he pretends to make Charikleia susceptible to love (and for this purpose pays a 
special visit to Charikles), in the second, he offers to make her agree to marry Alkamenes 
(for which purpose, he tells Charikles, he needs to consult the band with which Charikleia 
was exposed as a baby). 
OU-UOC; au.6lCO't6V 'tt 'to lCa't' au'tilv: See also 10.22.2, au.6lCO'tU pitJla'ta.; 10.27.1, ~cPo'U ... 
aUolCo'toU; 10.28.2, aMolCo'toU ~cilou (cf. Koraes ad lac.). The meaning 'unusual, strange, 
monstrous' is not in dispute (see the. Suda, the Etymoiogicum Magnum and Hesychius ad 
loc., LSJ9) but the meaning of 1CO'to<; is unclear. Koraes suggests that 1CO'to<; meaning 'wrath, 
temper' developed a meaning close to 'tOAj.l1lPOC; 'hardy, daring' under the influence of a 
related word altOlCo'tO<;, quoting Plutarch Gracc.h.. 23.7 (Gaius Gracchus, angered by the 
senate, returns to Rome without authorisation-an unprecedented action), by way of 
illustration. The idiomatic English expression 'otherwise' neatly conveys the sense. 
4.7.11 cqJpo-mpov: a favourite word of Heliodorus, connoting unnatural softness, 
wantonness and even deceit: cf. L17.1 Demainete; 1.24.2 soft life; 2.21.1 Knemon; 224.6 
Kalasiris' earlier years in Memphis; 5.29.1 Kalasiris' trick played on Trachinos; 6.6.1 
Nausicles' daughter; 7.19.1 Arsake; 8.7.7 the slave serving poison. The use of the word in 
these contexts is in keeping with the critical attitude towards profane love evident 
elsewhere in the romance, particularly in the contrast between the sexual experiences of 
Knemon and the spiritual love of Theagenes and Charikleia. For the view that there is a 
'philosophical dimension' to the romance 'that gives a serious answer to the question of 
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how and why one should love', see Morgan (1989b, 113). 
it oc oou.p 'tilv ropyoi)~ 8Eacr~V'tl lCEcpaJ..i}V: in Lucian, Athena alone causes Eros to be 
afraid because of the Gorgon shield which she carries (Dial.D. 23; cf. Eur. Orest 1520; 
Ach. TaL 3.7.7-8). Th.e image of the Gorgon featured on the clasp of Theagenes (3.3.5 
above, and note). The word was used as an adjective by Heliodorus (1.21.3; 2.31.1; 7.10.4; 
cf. Ach. Tat., o~ YOp'fOV tv #)oV'n, 1.4.3). 
lea.t ~ XEtpw; IDe; ~Oxov £ltUyo'Uaa. 'tiP 'tpUX~ ~Ulxpi}aEa6al. tl1tEiAE1.. lCat £2tcb~V'UEV: a 
rather tactless reaction to say the least, but in keeping with the violence of Charikleia's 
behaviour on Knemon's wedding-day (6.&.3-6) and her threat to Kalasiris that she would 
kill herself rather than marry Alkamenes (4.11.3). Feuillatre (1966, 19) strangely regards 
her behaviour as 'aussi peu feminine que possible'. 
Richards (1906, Ill) notes that the hiatuses in BtaXP1lcrEaOat 111tE1.A£t Kat E1tcb~V'UEV 
indicate that something (e.g., tau'tl)v) is missing in the text but cf. 1.1.2, Kat 11V m EV auup 
'totaBE. For hiatus in the romances in general, cf. Reeve (1971, 514-539); Fritsch (1902,30, 
for the relative tolerance of hiatus in Heliodorus). 
THE REVELATION OF CHARIKLEIA'S BIRTH 
Kalasiris requests Charikles.. to give h.im Charikleia"s birth tokens 
4.7.12 6XAEl'tat yap u1t6 ~'Uva~Emv a~ au'to~ Ka'tE1t£J1va Kat 'toutmv OUK EA-axl.Otmv: RL 
refer to Koraes for the logical explanation that th.is does not contradict 4.7.2 because it 
was more difficult to make Charikleia fall in love with Alkamenes than to make her 
susceptible to love at alL although. th.is is not made clear by Heliodorus . 
.6.uva~t~ 'divine power' is a term often used in the Septuagint and New Testament 
of the power of God: 6 anEW~ WtEV aut.fi. llvEUjla a'fl.Ov EltEAEooE'tat E1tt ot. tro.t BUv<XJ.lt~ 
-{nj1ioto'U £1tt(JKtacrEt crOt (Lue. 1.35.2-3). The word is also used of the magician Simon: 
Out6~ £cruv 1\ BUvajlt~ 'tOU 8rou 1\ lCaAo'UjlEvl1 ME'faA.'tl- The plural form. is used equally 
frequently of humans capable of performing miracles, e.g.: Kat ou~ ~tv £aEtO 6 eEO~ EV tfl 
£1C1CA.'tlal.(l 1tpro'tov U1tocrtow'UC;. ~EU'tEpOV 1tpocp1ltac;. tpi tOY BtBa(JKaA-o'Uc;. E1tEt 'ta B'Uva~tc;. 
E1tEtta xapicr~ata ia~atmv, UVttA.1l~"'EtC;. K'Uf3£PV1lcrEt~. 'fEv" 'fA-maorov (Ep. Paul. IGor. 
12.28.1-4). The apostle Matthew uses. the word to mean 'miracles' (7.22.4). However, the 
word occurs also in Galen: Ta~ tOU crcO~ato~ KpacrEOtv €1tEaOat ta~ B'Uva~EtC; 'tfj~ ",'Uxfj~ 
OUX axa; 11 ~tc; fx.').J..iJ. MV'U 1tou..anc; (4.767.1 (KiilmJ). Heliodorus mentions the power of 
the ring given to Charikleia by her mother (see 4.8.7 and note below; 8.11.8). The 
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amethyst given to Nausicles by Kalasiris has the power to prevent intoxication: ou J.lilV 
f:iA'Ait KaL ~'6va~u; au't'ft 'Yv~a 'tIDV £.K ~'6cr£mv E.'YKa8Wp'\)'taL. ou 'Yap E.ltt:\jJ£'6~£'taL 't'l1V 
ltpocrmopiav f:iA'A: at..1l6~ aJ.1E6'\)cro~ 't4) C:PEPOV'tt 'YtV£'taL, V1lC:Put..toV £V 'tot~ cruJ.1ltOcriOL~ 
~1.00p.'\)A.6.'t'tO'\)cra (5.13.4). Cf. also PluL Mar. I5b; 647b; Ath. Deip. 1.62 (Kaibel). Knemon 
points out the power of the name Thisbe over Nausicles (6.2.1). Pagan mythology knew of 
numerous heroes and demigods, who played a similar role to these 'powers'. For demon-
ology in the ancient world, cf. 4.7.2 above, and note. 
4.7.13 a.v'ti8£o~ -ru;: on the meaning of av'ti6£0~ see appendix 2. Naber (1873, 163) 
comments: quis non prababit avn8s'roq pro avnfJEoq? But, in fact, no editors have followed 
his unnecessary suggestion-
'ttlV 'to-wiav: for a summary of references to the band, cf. 4.5.1 above, and note. Kalasiris 
obtains the band by pretending that it is imbued with hostile magic. The importance of the 
band is again stressed here but the reader only becomes aware of its meaning later, when 
Kalasiris explains the message to Charikleia (4.12.1). This kind of proleptic deployment of 
information is characteristic of Heliodorus. (Said 1987, 177; cf. 4.6.2 above, and note). 
~E~01.Ka J.1ll 'tLVo~ t~1t£ltt..1lcr'tat 'Yo1l'tda~ Kat J.1a'Y'Yav£iaL~ 't'U'YXUV£L 'tp(lX'UVOOOat~ 'titv 
'\jJ'UX'I1V avaypalt'tO~: Koraes' conjecture of the dative ~a'Y'YavdaL~ to accomodate 
avu'Ypalt'tO~ is borne out by other instances of this construction (3.8.1; 4.8.7; 8.11.8). For 
Heliodorus.' interest in 'religious mystification', cf. Anderson (1993a, 185-187), but there 
is more to the religious dimension of the romance than Anderson allows. 
YVCllp1.o:jlit'tCllv: a frequent word in Heliodorus.. Cf. 2.3 1.2; 4.8.8; 4.15.4; 5.5.2; 6.11.3; 8.11.7; 
9.24.7; 8.24.8; 10.13.5; 10.14.2; 10.14.3; 10.18.1; possibly borrowed from Xenophon (cf., 
e.g., Cyr. 2.1.27, 'YvCllpicr~ata; Baumgarten 1932,22: but see 3.3.3 above, and note). 
The story of Persinna 
4.8.1 'EltUV£l. 'tau'ta: Charildes does not question why Kalasiris only asks for the birth-
tokens of Charikleia at this late stage (Hefti 1950, 66). The way in which Charikles 
accepts Kalasiris' word that he needed the tokens to counteract the opposition of a 
'counter-power', which had brought about the failure of his earlier magic, is a further 
illustration of his gullible and superstitious nature (cf. 3.5.3 above, and note). 
't'l1v 'tatvwv' £VOO1)Vat ~1l J.1OL crxot..'I1V ltpO~ a;)'tov drubv ... £1t£t..£Y0J.1llv 'tTtV 'tatVlav: The 
words between £V~01)VaL and 't1)v tawl.av are omitted by M. This is clearly a case of 
haplography of'tTtv 'tatviav with the intervening text dropping out. Koraes (ad lac.) notes 
that Amyot omits the words tA.acilv 't£ ou Ka'ttl'YOJ.11lv from his transcription of readings from 
manuscripts in the Vatican library which differed from his copy of the editio princeps but 
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argues that the words must be retained on the grounds that Kalasiris would have needed to 
return to his lodgings to read Persinna's long letter at leisure (Hefti 1950, 67). Sandy 
(1984-1985, 18) adds that Amyot translated the phrase as if it were in the third person and 
concludes that 'his translation seems to be an unusually imprecise rendering of what is an 
undoubtedly textually difficult passage'. 
It would have been more natural for Kalasiris to have read the document immed-
iately rather than returning to his lodgings, since Kalasiris was transfixed as soon as he 
read the first sentence of the letter (4.&.2, 'Eltaytlv). There is also no reason for Kalasiris to 
return to his lodgings, since his next action is to visit Charikleia to tell her the news-he is 
described as standing after he read the letter (4.9.3, E.icr'tT)K£W). Heliodorus does not, in 
general, bother to explain the movements of Kalasiris elsewhere in book 4. For example, 
the reader is not told that Kalasiris returned to his lodgings after the race between 
Theagenes and Ormenos (4.4.5); he leaves Charikleia (and shortly afterwards Charikles) 
for an undisclosed destination after pretending to cure her of the 'jealous eye' (4.6.1; 
4.6.2); he meets Charikles three times at places unknown on the following day (4.7.1; 
4.7.10; 4.13.5); and later meets Theagenes at an unknown location (4.16.1). The omission 
of these details suggests a degree of compression of the narrative. Wolff (1912, 195) notes 
the obscure time scheme of the romance. 
The difficulty lies in the presence of Charildes, who had just brought K.alasiris the 
band and who disappears from the narrative at this point without explanation and 
reappears outside Charikleia's lodgings in 4.14.1 (something of the confusion here is 
reflected in the reading EA.aoV'tE.e; of C for EAarov 'tE. of VBPZAT). Assuming that Kalasiris 
would have read the letter aloud, he could not have helped overhearing its contents. But 
even if Kalasiris read the letter silently (for this cf. Ach. Tat. 1.6.6; Bowie in Search 
1994435-59), it would have been unnatural for him not to discuss the band with his 
colleague. Hefti's comment here to the effect that Kalasiris does not owe Charikles any 
explanation of the contents of the band (' Er ist dem ChllIi/des jedenfaJ1s nicht gleich 
Rechenschaft schuldig', p. 67) is preposterous in the light of the fact that Charikles 
pursues his claim for justice to the remotest ends of the earth (10.34.3, n;oUTtv Mtl8tvu 
yfiv K<xt K<X't<X ~T)'ttlcn.v 'tile; 8uy<X'tpoe;). However, the fact is that Kalasiris .does leave 
Charikles in the dark about his daughter and departs to his rooms in a manner contrary to 
psychological probability and, in fact, in violation of his own immediate narrative. 
Similarly, the Ethiopian ambassador was earlier summarily expelled from Egypt by the 
Persian satrap before he could tell Charikles the full circumstances of Charikleia's birth 
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(2.32.2; Winkler 19&2, 119 and n. 33). Likewise, the band is written in the royal Ethiopian 
script, which Charikles was not able to read and (rather implausibly) never arranged to get 
translated (4.&.1, and note below). 
Why, then, is Charikles not informed of his daughter's background? Is it because 
this would be to preempt the final recognition scene (Dunlop 1876, 22)? Yet, when 
Charikies appears in Meroe he knows the full circumstances of her birth already, although 
he chooses to conceal his knowledge from Hydaspes and Persinna (10.36.1). The final 
recognition scene is played out for the benefit of Charikleia's natural parents. The reason 
why Charikles must remain ignorant of his daughter' s past is related to his plans for her 
marriage (4.7.9). Had he been informed of her identity, Charikles would have been 
expected to resolve the plot by acquiescing in her desire to marry Theagenes. His main 
concern was that she marry (2.33.4) and he is diffident about his ability to sway her views 
on whom she should wed (4.7.9). Cf. 4.4.5 above and note. The ignorance of Charikles 
prevents his consent to the marriage becoming an issue and allows the elopement to 
proceed. 
The initiation of the plots of the romances is generally rather unconvincing. In 
Xenophon, Habrokomes and Antheia are sent on a cruise because their parents could not 
understand the oracle of Apollo (1.7.1); Longus resorts to the exposure of both hero and 
heroine in infancy (1.2.1; 1.4.1) and asks the reader to believe that a rustic shepherd and 
goatherdess on the island of Lesbos are entirely ignorant of the facts of life; Chariton 
arguably handles the initiation of his plot best by describing how conflict arises between 
Chaereas and Kallirhoe as a result of the machinations of the heroine's disappointed 
suitors (1 .2.1), but then has recourse to the artifice of Kallirhoe's false death from being 
kicked in the stomach by Chaereas (1.5.1). Achilles Tatius is reasonably plausible in 
making a seduction go wrong and as a result his lovers decide to elope, in Leukippe's case 
in a fit of pique (2.30.1). 
It is important to notice that the need to preserve Charikles' ignorance has led 
Heliodorus to compromise Kalasiris ' s character. Previously, Kalasiris had felt sympathy 
with Charikles for the impending loss of his foster daughter (3 .15.3). Had this sentiment 
been sincere he would have been obliged to divulge the circumstances of Charikleia's birth 
to her adoptive father. Neither the oracle concerning the two lovers (2.35.5) nor the words 
of Apollo and Artemis in Kalasiris ' dream oblige him to deceive the priest of Apollo, who 
had already told him how he had tragically lost a wife and daughter (2.29.3-4). 
It was therefore necessary for Heliodorus to invent the occasion on which Kalasiris 
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visited Persinna in Ethiopia, who then asked him to recover the child she had exposed 
(4.12.1-4.13 .1, especially 4.13.1 , EYell SE f\Kro 't1lV EVcOl1otov tKEo1<XV EK't£A.£O'rov, ou ota to'Uto 
~tv t1lV btl. taOE O'1to'UooO'ue; acpt;tv 9Erov ot u1t09T,Kn l1£ytO'tOV EK tile; aA.l1e; to'UtO KEpST,O'<XC;), 
although Kalasiris had already explained his presence in Delphi as the result of a self-
imposed ~xile from Memphis because of the seductive Rhodopis and the feuding of his 
sons (2.26.1). Far from being a deliberate narratological device to further bolster the 
credibility of Kalasiris (cf. Winkler 1982, 93-158), Heliodorus actually disassociates the 
priest from the kidnapping of Charikleia, which he describes as if Kalasiris had had no 
involvement in it at all (4.17.2). 
tatviav Yptll1~acnv Ai81.01ttKOl:C; .. . tEP<X't1.KOtC; KUAO'UJ.1£VOtc; OlJ.1oirotat: Herodotus states 
that the Egyptians had two scripts-hieratic and demotic (2.36); Diodorus Siculus (3.3.5) 
adds that in Egypt, only the priests can read hieratic script which they learn from their 
fathers in secret, whereas all Ethiopians use it; and Diogenes Laertius relates that 
Democritus wrote works on the 'sacred' scripts of Babylonia and Meroe (llEP1. trov £v 
Ba~'UA.roVt tEProv Yp<XJ.1I .. UXtrov and llEP1. trov £v MEpOn, 9.49.3 )-according to Clement of 
Alexandria he also translated the stele of Ahikar (Stromata 1.15.69). These passages do not 
make it clear that there were two Ethiopian scripts (which we know was, in fact, the case). 
The hieroglyphic and cursive forms of the Meroitic script are identified by Griffith (1912, 
xv) who first deciphered them. Griffith also gives examples of Meroitic and Greek 
inscriptions discovered at Kalabsha, Philae and other sites. Although the script is now 
known, insufficient examples of Meroitic inscriptions survive to enable the language to be 
properly understood. 
Heliodorus clearly mentions two Ethiopian scripts, one royal and one demotic. 
Sisimithres describes the letters of the band to Charikles as £YXropl.otC; 'native' (2.31.2) but 
later as ~<xcnA.EiotC; 'royal' (10.14.1). In this passage Persinna calls them ~cnA.tKOtC; 'regal'. 
The engagement ring which Hydaspes had given Persinna and which the queen in turn 
gave Charikleia as a birth-token has holy powers and is inscribed with a 'royal symbol' 
(~acnA.EiC!> . . . 0"U11~6~, 4.8.7) but later Charikleia labels the characters on the ring 
containing the pantarb jewel tEpOtC; 'sacred' (8.11.8). Heliodorus has therefore departed 
from the tradition and invented a new Ethiopian script which is both royal and sacred. 
What is more interesting is the fact that he has concealed the fact that Charikles is unable 
to read the script whereas Kalasiris is. What is the purpose of this concealment? To patch 
up the narrative? To introduce an atmosphere of mysticism? Why does Persinna embroider 
the story of her daughter's birth on the band in royal characters (which would identify the 
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author as being a member of the royal house) in defence of her own character if she is 
afraid of being accused of adultery? Again, if Persinna thought the baby would be taken to 
foreign climes, why write a personal apology to the infant in royal Ethiopian characters 
which the daughter herself would be unable to read, since she would not have been brought 
up in the palace of that country? Why does she fear an accusation of adultery arising from 
the birth of a white baby when she resides in Ethiopia- a country far removed from white 
men with whom she could form a liaison? 
As it happens, Sisimithres finds the girl by chance, reads her story on the band, and 
entrusts her to the care of shepherds until she is seven (2.31.2). Fearing that the girl's 
beauty would lead to the secret of her birth being revealed, he then takes her to Egypt 
where he gives her to Charikles without telling him the full circumstances of her exposure 
(2.31.5). Charikles then tells Kalasiris how he came to be the girl's guardian and how the 
Ethiopian ambassador (Sisimithres) gave him the jewellery, band and birth-tokens. 
Charikles is clearly not able to read the band as he tells Kalasiris that he was dismayed 
that the Ethiopian ambassador had been expelled from Egypt by the Persian satrap before 
he could learn more about the mysterious girl (2.32.3). It is strange that Charikles does not 
ask Kalasiris to tell him what was on the band at their first meeting (Hefti 1950, 69), but 
the explanation for this may lie in the fact that Sisimithres described the writing as 
'native' (2.31.2, E'YXo)Ptot~) and Charikles therefore assumes that Kalasiris cannot read the 
script. However, Heliodorus conceals this information and the inference must be drawn by 
the reader. Conversely, Kalasiris does not tell Charikles that he can, in fact, read the script 
and asks to see the band on the grounds that he believes that it is imbued with magic 
(4.7.13). Kalasiris immediately identifies the script as ~acrtAtKOt~ 'regal' and this is later 
confirmed in Ethiopia where the letters are described as ~acrtAdot~ 'royal' (10.14.1). The 
message on the band is recalled by Charikleia (8.11.9) and finally given to Hydaspes to 
prove the circumstances of Charikleia's birth (10.12.4). The queen immediately recognises 
it (10.13.1) and is so overcome with emotion that she is unable to speak. Sisimithres is 
also deeply affected after reading the script with the king (1tOAA(x llEV au'to~ [sc. <Y~acr1tl1~] 
6(1)lla~O)v 1tOAA(x B£ Kat 'tOV l:tcrtllt6Pl1V EK1t£1tAl1'YllEVOV Kat 111)pta~ 'tpo1t<'x~ 't'fl~ Btavota~ EK 
'troY 0'l'£O)v EllCPatvov'ta 6prov (J1)V£XE~ 't£ £i~ 'ti)v 'tatvtav Kat £i~ 'ti)v Xapl.KA£taV a't£vt~ov'ta). 
The explanation may not lie so much in the problems of the narrative however as , , 
Heliodorus' desire to create an enigma. In the third century, Porphyry observes that 
Pythagoras associated with the priests of Egypt and learned three scripts; epistolary, 
hieroglyphic and symbolic-the latter two being used for enigmas and allegory (De Vita 
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Pythagorae 12.1) and according to Clement of Alexandria, while in Egypt Moses learnt the 
Egyptian symbolic script, the hieroglyphic script and the Assyrian script, the latter with 
the purpose of learning about Chaldaean astrology (Stromata 1.23.153). Sacred writings 
proliferated in the third and fourth centuries AD (cf. Altheim 1957, 47-66). It was a time 
when the Christian codex was establishing itself as a medium for individual reference and 
when the bible was used as a guide to individual salvation. Similarly, Manichaean, 
Zoroastrian and other religious texts were committed to writing and published. This 
impulse extended to pagan literature and editions of the pagan authors also proliferated. 
The age was self-consciously literary and obsessed with writing and reading. Apuleius 
(11.22) already gives a description of libros litteris ignorabilibus praenotatos brought out 
of the secret place of the temple (de opertis adytJ) by the priest of Isis. According to him, 
the writing was intended to be illegible by the profane (a curiosa proflmorum lectione 
munita). For the use of riddles on statues and in inscriptions, cf. Stoneman (1994, 159-170, 
esp. 165), although the band of Persinna does not present quite the same interpretative 
challenges as the inscriptions in the Alexander Romance (1.32) and the Life of Aesop (78-
80). 
'tol.(d)£ 11-upuncov 'to ypaJ,lJ,la lh11Y01>J,l£Vov: ypaJ,lJ,la here means 'story' and the words 
constitute a meta literary conceit by Heliodorus. A similar example of this occurs when 
Charikleia finally presents the band as proof of her identity to Hydaspes. She describes the 
band as 'the story of my destiny and the narrative of all your lives' Cf. 10.1204, ypalllla'ta 
BE 'tUBE -ruXTle; 'tile; £Ilile; 'tE Kat Ullrov BtTlYTtlla'ta). 
The letter of Persinna belongs to the tradition of imaginary letters such as 
Propertius (4.3, Arethusa to Lycotas), Ovid (Heroides) or Alciphon (Letters of 
Courtesans), which are fictional epistles written in the first person, often as exercises in 
prosopopoeia (a dramatic monologue revealing the character of the speaker). The letter is 
therefore a literary cameo (Anderson 1993b, 190-191; Winkler 1982, 127); it is also unique 
in that it is written by an Ethiopian queen about whom nothing is otherwise known, and 
because the letter is addressed to her daughter rather than her husband. Letters (YPulllla'ta) 
are used commonly in the romance and playa part in the development of the plot. Cf. the 
letter of Thisbe to Knemon (2.10.1-4), which the young Athenian fears contains more 
schemes against him; Mitranes' letter to Oroondates (5.9.2, used later by Achaimenes 
7.24.2); Oroondates' letter to Arsake (8.3.1); Oroondates' letter to · Euphrates (8.3.2, used 
by Bagoas 8.12.5); Hydaspes' letter to the gymnosophists (10.2.1); Hydaspes' letter to 
Persinna (10.2.2, used by Persinna 1004.1); Hydaspes' second letter to Persinna (1004.3); 
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and Oroondates' letter to Hydaspes (10.34.1). By Heliodorus' day the letter was a well-
established literary fonn and Heliodorus makes good use of it in order to develop his 
complex story-line and to convey the pathos of the queen's predicament and her dignified 
and noble character. For a typology of letter writing in antiquity, see Stowers (1986, 71-76 
[family letters]). The popularity of the genre in late antiquity counts against Merkelbach's 
argument (1962, 247) that the reading of a letter must have formed part of the initiation 
rite in the cult of Helios on the grounds of a comparison with the hymn to the soul in the 
Acts of Thomas (41-48, text and commentary supplied by Merkelbach loco cit. pp. 299-
320). 
Of course, Kalasiris would have had to have had a superb memory to quote the long 
letter of Persinna verbatim (Neimke 1889, 39). Heliodorus clearly imagines Kalasiris 
reading the letter aloud after receiving it from Charikles and has not taken the trouble to 
transfer the actual reading of the letter to the circumstances of his conversation with 
Knemon. Heliodorus is guilty of a technical error in handling a complex of three narrative 
time frames: (1) the time of composition of the band by Persinna, who describes the 
circumstances under which the letter was written (Xapa't'tco 'tovB£ 'tOY E'Y'Ypa<pOV 6pfivov 'I 
record this lament in writing'); (2) the time at which Kalasiris received the band from 
Charikles (0'00£ OOOV EA.CtXtcr'tov i>1t£p6£~£vo~ E1t£A.E'YO~l1V 't"v 'tatviav 'I immediately read 
the band'); and (3) the time of narration to Knemon CEmX'Yl1v. ro Kvil~cov '1 was transfixed, 
Knemon'). The change of narrative time frame is indicated by shifts in tense from 
imperfect to historic present to aorist. However, in narratological tenns the problem can 
be explained as a shift in focalisation from narrator to author. Such shifts occur commonly 
in Homer and in the romances (e.g. Achilles Tatius, cf. Reardon 1994, 80-96). It is 
therefore unnecessary to argue that Heliodorus is here following the practice of the 
historians, who reported extensive speeches in their own words (while preserving the 
overall sense) as if they were the ipsissima verba of the speaker concerned (Hefti 1950, 
70). 
n£pmwa BamA.tuua Ai6to1tcov: Ethiopia was traditionally ruled by queens bearing the 
name Kandake, from whom the line of succession was taken (Plin. HN 6.186.2). Helio-
dorus appears to have been unaware of this and makes a king, Hydaspes, ruler of the 
kingdom. Both here (4.8) and in books 9 and 10 Persinna plays a secondary role to her 
husband, Hydaspes (Morgan 1979, at 9.1.2). 
The name occurs elsewhere in the masculine form with one v (Orphica fro 1.11; cf. 
Suda ad 'Opq>EU~). Etymologically, it is probably to be derived from rrEpcr£u~ with the 
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addition of the suffix -tvOe; (see Koraes ad loc.). Photius spells the word with a single v 
(Bib. 73 .51b.9 [Bekker]). 
The title BamAtO'cm occurs in Xen. Oec. 9.15, but the name appears to be 
Hellenistic (Baumgarten 1932, 21) and is used frequently of Olympias in the Alexander 
Romance (4.8 .1). The use of this title in the opening sentence of the message and the fact 
that Charikleia is mentioned in the third person give the words the character of a public 
declaration which contrasts strongly with the personal confession and the use of the second 
person in the rest of this letter. 
~ropov EO'xa'tov: the adjective is added for pathos, though Persinna also gives her daughter 
clothes and as much wealth as she could afford (4.8.6 below). 
Xapu't'tro: Heliodorus prefers the Attic spelling, possibly because the harsher sound was 
more suited to the tone of the passage (cf. also txapa't'tov 4.8.6 below). Th;e verb means 
'cut, engrave' particularly on monuments: cf. LSJ9 III who quote Erinna 5.8, tv 't-6~ 
YPUjljl' txapa~£ 'too£. The meaning can be extended to drawing, marking or simply writing, 
particularly in poetry (cf. AP 11.412), but the natural verb to use would have been 'l)(patvro 
or possibly ypucpro. Heliodorus has therefore chosen an unusual verb to convey the 
impression that the recording of Persinna's story is painful and laboriously written epitaph 
(cf. bttT6J.$ta Kat jl11'tpOe; t1ttK~Eta oaKpua 4.8.8 below, and note). The verb is repeated 
below (txapa't'tov 4.8.6 and note) and the derivative xapaK'tTJPi~£t (via the noun xapaK'tnp) 
is also used (4.8.7), perhaps suggesting that the message of Persinna is also the maternal 
imprint which defines Charikleia's character. 
't'ft 0 't1. on lCA11811O'OjlEVn Kat jlEXPl jlovrov cOOtvrov 8uya'tpt: the words add pathos to the 
queen's story. The fact that the child as yet has no name is a consequence of the fact that 
she has not been recognised by her father and family and emphasises the loss of her status 
and inheritance (cf. 4.12.1; 4.13.2). In most cases the father would have named the new-
born child, as the masculine bias in naming suggests (Golden 1990, 24-25). Furthermore, 
the statement that Persinna can only call her daughter a daughter by virtue of the fact that 
she physically gave birth to her, underlines the years of motherhood that she is about to 
sacrifice. The pathos is accentuated by the fact that Persinna had been childless for ten 
years before this conception (4.8.4) although the king needed a successor to his line (4.8.5) 
and that she would permanently be barren as a result of complications in the birth of her 
daughter (4.12.3). The emotional reunion of mother and daughter in the final book 
(10.16.1) emphasise the intense feelings of Persinna. Her past and future barrenness and 
the exposure of Charikleia immediately after her birth enhance the reader's impression 
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that the latter is something of a prodigy and that she emanates from a higher, more 
spiritual world. The human pathos of Persinna' s predicament contrasts sharply with the 
supernatural character of the birth of her' daughter'. These details suggest that much of the 
Ethiopian Story belongs in the sub-genre of 'family nove1' in antiquity (Szepessy 1985-
1988,357-365). 
The use of the future tense locates the narrative at the time of the writing of the 
message, which gives the reader a sense of dramatic immediacy as if she is witnessing the 
composition of the letter. Later (4.8.2) the message shifts from the time of writing to the 
time of reading and back, thus interweaving two chronological frames, providing temporal 
perspective and juxtaposing past and present time. 
'tovl>£ 'tOY E'Y'Ypacpov 8pilvov: the story of Persinna is, in rhetorical terms, a lament (Hefti 
1950, 108-110). The device whereby a lament recapitulates the narrative is common in the 
romances, especially Chariton and Xenophon of Ephesus, but less so in Heliodorus 
(Birchall 1996; Kerenyi 19622,28; 4.19.6-9 below, and notes). 
The phrase calls to mind the story of Tereus and Procne, particularly in respect of 
the tapestry woven by Philomela to tell Procne of her rape by Tereus, which resembles the 
band embroidered by Persinna (Apollodoros 3.193; Ovid MctamoIphoscs 6.424-674). In 
both cases a traumatic event is communicated between women (sisters in the Philomela 
myth; mother and daughter in the Ethiopian Story) by means of embroidery. Cf. also the 
note on 1tOA:6ePllvov (4.8.6 below). In more general terms, the letter is a form of btt'tacpwc; 
A,6'YoC; for a dead child-a genre exploited for its poignancy also by Philo, who gives his 
version of Jacob's lament for Joseph (Lcgatio ad Gaium 12.86-90). 
The word E'Y'Ypacpa was used of official documents and the verb, ironically, 
regularly refers to the enrolment of children into the public register (cf. LSt II). 
4.8.2 'Ew'YllV. ro KVfuJ.rov. chc; 'tou II£poivvllC; 6voJ1a'toc; 111Coucra: Kalasiris is startled by the 
name Persinna because of his personal knowledge of the queen's story (4.12.2). A parallel 
instance occurs when Kalasiris mocks Knemon for his fear of the name, 'Thisbe', his 
former, treacherous lover, who had earlier been stabbed to death by Thyamis (6.1.3; cf. 
2.8.2). When Nausicles mentions that he had brought Thisbe back with him, Knemon 
imagines that her ghost had returned to haunt him (5.2.1). Instead, Nausicles and 
Charikleia have colluded in using this name for her in order for the merchant to cheat the 
Persian commander, Mitranes, and for the heroine to escape from capture (5.8.3). Knemon 
has the last laugh, however, because, when Kalasiris mentions the name in chaffing 
Knemon, Nausic1es is struck dumb with amazement that Knemon knows it also (6.2.1-2). 
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Knemon was similarly affected on hearing the names Theagenes and Charikleia, whom he 
had just met as fellow prisoners of the pirate Thyamis, mentioned by an Egyptian priest, 
Kalasiris (2.23.3)., He was also stunned to learn that Thyamis was Kalasiris' son (2.25.7). 
Knemon's emotional reaction to these names is an indication of his impressionable nature, 
but also serves to alert the reader to a surprising twist in the plot and to the inscrutable 
potency of destiny. Knemon is not the only character to be affected by the mention of a 
name, as Theagenes and Charikleia are surprised by the mention of Pytho (2.11.5). The 
technique is therefore a favourite of Heliodorus; these surprise developments in the 
narrative reveal the inscrutable potency of destiny in guiding the lives of the human 
players in the drama (cf. , e.g., 7.8 .1). 
Naber (1873 , 163) suggests of EK1tAU'Y11V (EK1tAilcro"ro) for ErulYTlV (1tft'YWI.J.t)· The 
participial forms oftx:1tAit(mID are quite common in the romances (HId. 1.2.8; 5.7.2; 5.15.1; 
10.15.1; 10.30.7; Ach. Tat. 3.18.5; 4.15.2; Ch. 4.3 .8; L. 4.18.2) but Heliodorus uses 1tfryV1)~J.t 
in this sense twice elsewhere (2.23 .2, 4.13 .3; ErulYTl)-a usage perhaps borrowed by 
Michael Psellus (Chronographia 7.77.7; 7.7.1 : E1tUYTlV ulCoooac;). 
oul>tv ul>1.lCoucra. 1tU1.l>iov •.. . UUlCP1"VUl1llV: Colonna (1987b) abandons his earlier (1938) 
preference for O'tE (VM), which would result in an anacoluthon: ' that, when I exposed you . 
. . and did not hide you ... doing nothing wrong, let Helios be called as witness', in favour 
of OmID ('that I did nothing wrong when I exposed you, born like this, and that I did not 
conceal you from your father, Hydaspes', sight'). However, RL ' s choice of OU'tID (CB) is 
difficult because the circumstances of the birth have not yet been explained (although, if 
there were something strange about the heroine ' s birth that would be immediately obvious 
to the reader of the band, this would make good sense) and because this would mean that 
in strict logic only E~£9£l1Tlv should be taken with al>1.lCoikm (however, Maillon translates 
RL ' s text as though (X1tElCP1HVUl1TlV is also linked to the participle). It becomes clear 
subsequently that Persinna told Hydaspes that the child was still-born (10.13.4) and that 
she therefore did conceal the child from him. This leaves Koraes ' suggestion ou't£ ... oUU: 
('that I did no wrong, my child in exposing you at birth and hiding you from the sight of 
your father Hydaspes, let Helios be called as witness ' ), which gives the best sense. I 
suspect, though, that this is too neat for the bizarre circumstances of the case; ou'tO) crE 
Y£VOl1£VTlv at least explains why Persinna thought she was justified in exposing her child 
(OU'tID should be taken with YEVOl1£vTlv not with E~E9£l1Tlv [Lamb] since it makes no sense to 
refer to the manner of Charikleia' s exposure-it is the manner of her birth that is at stake). 
Persinna's self-justification here is especially relevant in view of her later statement of 
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horror at her deed (cf. 4.8.6, Aa9pa Kal (l1tOPPTl'tCO<; ESe9E.Jl.1lv). 
The practice of exposing babies at birth became a crime in 374 AD (Cod. Just. 
8.51.2, unusquisque subolem suam nutriat), though doubtless the practice persisted. Once 
exposed, the natural parents of the infant could not ask for it to be returned (Cod. Just. 
8.51.3). Infanticide was condemned by both pagans (e.g. Oracula Sybillina 2.280; 3.762; 
Musonius Rufus p. 80 [Hense]) and Christians (DidIlche 2.2) but continued throughout 
antiquity because of poverty (Cameron 1932, 105-114). In some cases the decision to 
expose the child may have been taken by the mother (as in Persinna's case), but the 
decision was often taken by the father (cf., e.g., Ter. Heaut. Tim. 627; Ovid Met. 9.666-
797 [Iphis and Ianthe]; Apuleius Met. 10.23; POx. 4.744). For Trajan's ruling allowing 
exposed children brought up as slaves to be emancipated, see Pliny Ep. 10.65, 66. The 
practice is discussed inter alias by Egger (1988, 46 n. 42); Pomeroy (1983, 207-222); 
Dickison (1973, 159-166). 
Persinna's case is rather different from the norm and much more detailed; her child 
has as yet no name (4.8.1), in consequence of the fact that the infant has not been 
recognised by Hydaspes and thus stands to lose her status and inheritance (cf. 4.12.1; 
4.13.2). The queen is aware that her daughter's chances of survival are very slim (4.8.2; 
4.8.7; 4.8.8); subject to the inscrutable will of chance (4.8.6; 4.8.8) and actively opposed by 
hostile forces (4.8.8). Persinna gives her child every chance of survival (although this 
could undo the purpose of her exposure) by laying out with the child money, a band 
containing the story of her birth, and the magic ring which her husband had given her 
during their courting, because of her motherly love for her daughter (4.8.6-7). For the 
pathos of the queen's predicament, see 4.8.1 above, and note. 
At the same time, the exposure of Charikleia is the result of a miracle and is 
clearly the result of divine intervention (Merkelbach 1962, 238 n. 3: 'mystisch'; Winkler 
1982, 119-120: 'a marvel which cannot adequately and plausibly be conveyed in ordinary 
terms'). The reaction of the gymnosophist Sisimithres when he found the exposed infant 
(2.31.2) shows that opposition to the practice of child exposure is part of the moral 
sensibility of the work. The present passage is unique in Greek literature as an expression 
of a mother's grief at having to part with her new-born child (the sorrow of Creusa in 
Euripides' Ion is rather different since it is directed chiefly at Apollo and involves a male 
child). For the thesis that the high mortality rate in Greece resulted in the insensibility of 
parents to the deaths of their children, see Garland (1985, 80); Hopkins (1983,225); contra 
Golden (1990, 87-100); and, for a recent overview, Garland (1995, 13-18). Circumstances 
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in the fourth century were very different from those of Classical Athens and the compos-
ition and preservation of medical treatises such as Soranus' Gynaecology provides 
evidence of a concern to promote the well-being of the new-born child, although only 
those who were physically normal and capable of feeling pain (10). 
For the theme of child exposure in the ancient novel, cf. Kudlien (1989, 25-44, esp. 
37-39). Apart from Heliodorus, who is an unusual case (Hefti 1950, 67-68), only Longus 
makes use of it. Longus treats the exposures of Daphnis and Chloe as myths-Daphnis is 
found and suckled by a goat (1.2.2) and Chloe by a sheep (1.5.2). However, he later reveals 
the harsh reality that lay behind this fa~ade. Chloe's natural father, Megakles, later 
explains that he exposed her out of poverty brought on by having to pay for choruses and 
warships (4.35.3), and Dionysophanes exposed Daphnis because he already had a son and a 
daughter and did not want to split his estate (4.24.1; Rohde [19143, 534 [502]). 
Dionysophanes intended infanticide rather than child exposure (4.24.1) and only regretted 
his action because of the death of his eldest son and daughter. He asks Daphnis not to bear 
a grudge against him for the exposure. Megakles' comment that many people found 
children from exposed babies provides a further realistic detail about the practice (4.35.3). 
Megakles regretted his action, as he proved unable to have any more children. Literary 
convention confronts reality starkly in this aspect of the romance (Kudlien 1989, 39-42). 
Nevertheless, the theme of child-exposure in Longus also constitutes an intrinsic part of 
the interplay between town and country in the romance. By way of contrast, Heliodorus 
neglects the mythical dimensions of the theme of child-exposure and uses the incident as a 
narrative device to initiate the complex interaction between Sisimithres, Charikles and 
Kalasiris that is only resolved at the conclusion of the romance (Hefti 1950, 68). 
There are traces of the theme of child exposure in Apollonius of Tyre and the 
account by Ctesias of the exposure of Semiramis by her mother Derketo in the story of 
Ninus, as related by Diodorus (2.4.2-6). Derketo exposed her daughter out of shame for her 
seduction by a Syrian youth and threw herself into a lake. Aphrodite changed her into a 
mermaid but her daughter was kept alive by doves and later married the Assyrian king, 
Ninus. 
1tat~1.0V ... (JS: The use of the second person throughout the rest of letter makes it a 
dramatic, personal confession of Persinna to her daughter. 
1tat£pa tOY (Jov 'YMmtllv: For the Persian name (Hdt. 1.209.6) given to an Ethiopian king, 
see Morgan (1979, at 9.1.2). Hydaspes is also found as the name of a river in India (Arr. 
Alex. Anab. 5.4.2.2; ps.-Plut. De Fluv. 1.1.8) and as a personal name (Hist. Alex. [rec. A] 
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1.39.7; 2.10.4). It occurs often in Nonnus (e.g., 21.225) as does the name Thyamis 
(26.181). 
£1ttK£KA:rl06ro I .. UXpTUe; 6 y£v£<XPX1le; fuJ.rov aHi..toe;: the Persian royal family claimed descent 
from Helios, whom they sometimes called Mithras (Strab. 15.3.13 .5-7, 'ttllrom ~E Kat ni..wv, 
Bv Kai..oOO1 Miep1lv, Kat cr£i..1lvllV Kat 'AcppOOt-tnv). In Chariton (6.1.10), the Persian king 
also claims descent from the Sun and Plutarch (Artaxerxes 1.2) states that the first Cyrus 
was descended from the Sun and that the Persians used his name for the solar deity. The 
worship of Helios was widespread, however, and was also practised by the Massagetae, 
who sacrificed a horse to the god, since they thought it appropriate to sacrifice the fastest 
of creatures to the fastest of gods (Hdt. 1.216- the story of Cyrus' dream about the son of 
Hystaspes occurs immediately before this passage). Heliodorus was evidently aware of 
Herodotus' anecdote as he transfers the practice of the Massagetae to the Ethiopians 
(10.6.5). Strabo (1.2.27) locates the stables of Helios in Ethiopia, which was said to be the 
first land to exist, the first to worship the gods and the first to respect the laws given to 
them by the Ethiopians Mithras and Phlegyas (Steph. Byz. ad aieio\j1). For the pious 
reputation of the Ethiopians, see Morgan (1979, at 9.6.2). The worship of Helios and 
Selene is also ascribed to the Libyans by Herodotus (4.188.3-4). The Greeks generally 
located the Ethiopians to the south of Libya and Egypt and thought that what lay beyond 
this region was the domain of Helios (Eur. fro 771 Nauck; Strabo I, p. 33, citing Aesch. fro 
192). For the role of Helios in the romance, see the introduction. 
The expression £'ClxEKi..itcr8ro llap'tUC; adds a atmosphere of decisive legal formality 
to the queen's story: cf. Goodwin §1274. RL prefer the form YEv£apXllC; (VCZ) rather than 
y£vapXllC; (MBA) or YEvvapXllC; (PT). Cf. 10.6.3, YEvEapxac; (VZAT), YEvapxac; (MP); 
10.11.3, YEv£apxa (VZT), YEvapxa (MPA); 10.24.1 YEvEapXat (VZAT), y£vapXat (MP). 
£t 'tlv<x crct eEOC; £mcr'titcr£tE: a further reference to divine intervention in the story. 'The 
god' does send Charik1eia a rescuer in the form of gymnosophist Sisimithres, whose 
religion prevents him from forsaking the child (2.31.2). 
ai..'A' OJiOl<; a1toi..oyo'OJi<Xt 1tp6C; 'tE crt m)'tE, e-uya'tEp . . . . 1tp6C; 'tE au'tov oi..ov 'tov 'trov 
avepci)1tOlV li1.ov: in the final book (10.12-16) it is Charikleia, Sisimithres and the band 
itself that tell the story of her miraculous conception-Persinna remains silent throughout 
the exposition. The queen's undertaking to defend her actions before humanity in general 
is, of course, hyperbolic, but at the same time universalises the story. 
1tpOC; 'tE 'tov avatp1lGOJiEVOV: avatptro has the special meaning 'to take up a child', and is 
also used of exposed children (LSJ9 B4; Plut. Ant. 36; Men. Sam. 159). 
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d nvu aOl. 8we; EX1.a'tTtam.e: for eeOC; used without an article meaning 'God', cf. also Eeoc; 
(xv 't1. 'tEAOe; 'trov KU'tU ae be~1.(;)'tepov 1>1tO<PTtVn eeOC; 7.5.5. 
4.8.3 'Hlltv xpoyOV01. 8e&v llEV "HA1.0e; 'te Kat A1.oVUaOe;: Morgan (1979, 10.2.2) has an 
extensive discussion of Heliodorus' treatment of Meroitic religion. For the gods 
worshipped at Meroe, cf. Hdt. 2.29; Diod. Sic. 3.9; Strabo 17.2.3 . Selene is also mentioned 
as an Ethiopian goddess (10.2.2), but she is excluded here because she is a virgin goddess 
and so cannot be a xpoyovoe;. While Selene is conventionally coupled with Helios in the 
literary sources (cf., e.g. , Hdt. 4.188.3-4; Strab. 15.3.13.5) it is worth noting that 
Charikleia is compared with the moon in the earlier books (3.6.3; 5.8.5) and that the 
astrological and magical influence of the moon is often mentioned in the romance (5.22.8, 
the right time to sail; 6.14.2, 6.14.4, the necromancy of the witch of Bessa; 7.8.4, the 
sacrifice of Thyamis). While this does not show that that there is a consistent religious or 
allegorical dimension to the romance, it does indicate something of the intricate symbolic 
web woven by Heliodorus. 
For Helios, cf. 4.8.2 above, and note. The origins of Dionysus are discussed by 
Diodorus Siculus (4.66.4-5), who mentions a claim by 'the Libyans who live near the 
Ocean' 'trov ti)v At~'6T\v VellOJ.1Evrov 01. xupa 'tOY IDKeuvov oixouv'tee;, which was opposed by 
the Greeks. Hydaspes later also refers to Dionysus as one of the ancestral gods of Ethiopia 
(10.2.2). Heliodorus says that the Ethiopians sacrificed animals to Dionysus because of his 
benevolence to all, regardless of class (10.6.5). Those who fail the chastity test and are 
incinerated are consecrated to Dionysus (10.8.2), since his victims do not have to be pure 
(10.7.7). Greeks such as Knemon and Nausicles thought of Dionysus as the familiar god of 
literature (2.23.5; 2.24.4) and, of course, wine (5.15.3; 5.16.1). 
ftpcOO>v 00 IIepaE'i)(; 'te Kal 'AVbPOJ.1EOO: Images of Perseus, Andromeda and Memnon are 
ensconced on a dais in a pavilion during the celebrations of Hydaspes ' victory, since the 
Ethiopian kings regarded them as the founders of their line (10.6.3: cf. Hdt. 7.61.12-15; 
Morgan 1979, at 10.6.3). For general accounts of the myth, see Apollod. Bib. 2.43-46; AP 
16.147; Hyg. Astron. 2.9.1; Ov. Met. 4.668-705; Lib. Progymn. 2.35, 36). 
Both Sophocles and Euripides composed plays with the title Andromeda (Soph. frr. 
122-132; Eur. fIT. 114-156 [Nauck]; tr. pap. 2. 11), which probably inspired the representa-
tions of the heroine in Roman wall paintings (cf. LIMC s. v. 'Andromeda' I: 32, 35,40, 53. 
67. 68. 69, 70, 71). At least one vase painting, dated to about 450 Be, shows the princess 
accompanied by negroid attendants (cf. LIMC s. v. 'Andromeda' 1:3), if this is indeed 
Andromeda and not Phineus, as Petersen (1904, 99-112) argues. However, Andromeda's 
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attendants are clearly black on the pelike in the Boston Museum of Fine Art (63.2663 , 
Para. 448: cf. LIMe s. v. 'Andromeda' I:2), which is also dated to the middle of the fifth 
century BC. The dramatists, who must have composed these tragedies towards the end of 
the fifth century, therefore probably envisioned Andromeda as a white princess in Oriental 
dress among the Ethiopians (Snowden 1970, 157-159). A possible exception to this rule is 
a South Italian hydria in Berlin (3238) on which Andromeda has negroid features but a 
'white' skin (LIMe s. v. 'Andromeda' 1:17). Cf. also the South Italian krater (LIMe 
'Andromeda' I: 11), where the heroine 'S skin is painted in added white, although she has 
frizzy-looking short hair (I owe this reference to Professor Anne Mackay). It is 
conceivable that the myth of Kepheus and his daughter Andromeda concerned the exposure 
of an albino, not least because the reasons for the sacrifice of the daughter of the king are 
otherwise unexplained, whereas the exposure and sacrifice of albinos is well attested (see 
introduction on albinism; 4.8.5 below and note). The uncertainty about the skin colour of 
the princess persists in the later sources: Andromeda is described as having an 
emphatically white skin by Achilles Tatius (3 .7.3 a'A.'A: ou't£ 'trov rcap£trov 'to roxpOv 'tEAEOV 
(xCPOtVtK'tOV fiv) and Philostratus (Imag. 1.29.3 " KOP1l OE "o£ta \ltv. <ht AEUK11 EV Ai9wmc;t) 
but she is also described as dark 'fusca' by Ovid Her. 15.35-38; Ars Am. 1.53, 3.191; cf. 
Snowden (1970, 151-155). Andromeda's father Kepheus is depicted as a mulatto (Snowden 
1983, 95 and n. 172). 
Most later authorities place the myth in the east: in Phoenicia (Joppa, Strabo 
1.2.35.15; 16.2.28.3; Plin. HN 5.128; Jos. BJ 3.420), India (AP 5.132.8), Babylon (Hellan-
icus apudSeph. Byz. Xa'AOatot) or Persia (Hdt. 7.61.10-17; 7.150.6-8). But evidence for the 
location of the myth in Ethiopia may also be found in the astronomical and astrological 
writers such as Eudoxus ([4th century B.C.] 1.341-35.5); Aratos ([3rd century B.C.] 1.197-
204); and Vettius Valens ([2nd century A.D.] 1.12.10-1.12.26). Valens says that the star 
Andromeda is associated with the zodiacal sign Aquarius, which lies opposite to (and thus 
exerts astrological influence on) Egypt and the Red Sea. This clearly suggests that the 
astrologers associated the myth with this region. Cf. also Andromeda's association with 
Memnon (discussed below). 
The uncertainty over the original location of the myth of Perseus and Andromeda 
may be resolved by the hypothesis that the myth was transferred from eastern Ethiopia to 
western Ethiopia as geographical knowledge about Africa expanded (Lesky 1969, 27-38; 
Morgan 1989c, 433 n. 114). The distinction between eastern Ethiopia and western Ethiopia 
goes back to Homer; in the Odyssey (1.22-23) Poseidon goes to visit the remote Ethiopians 
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(ecrx,a'tot av~p&v), who are divided into those near the rising and those near the setting sun. 
The Ethiopians are called 'blameless' (I1. 1.423, a~u~ovac;) and entertain the gods with 
abundant sacrifices (Od. 4.84, 5.282-287; II. 23.206). The Greeks had earlier, more exten-
sive, and longer knowledge of the 'eastern Ethiopians' (i.e. Indians) than of the western 
variety (cf., e.g., Kartunnen 1989, passim; Doshi 1985, passim, and Sedlar 1980, passim). 
For the transition from a mythical to a geographical Ethiopia, see Snowden (1970, passim 
esp. 151-155 [Memnon and Andromeda]), Romm (1992, 45-60), Lesky (1959, 27-38). 
Kat Mt~vOlV £1&t 'toU't01.C;: On the question of Memnon's geographical origins, the evidence 
is confused and vague. To Hesiod he is the son of Dawn and the king of the Ethiopians 
(Theog. 984-5) as he was to Callimachus (Aet. 4.110.52-3). As the son of Dawn he was 
naturally thought to have come from the east, more specifically from Susa (Hdt. 5.54; 
7.151; Aesch. apud Strabo 15.3.2 [his mother, Kisseia, was from Susa]; Simonides apud 
Strabo 15.3.2 [he was buried in Susa]; Paus. 10.31.7; Ael. Nat. Anim. 5.1; Suda sv. 
Mt~vO)v; Steph. Byz. sv. l:oucra; Hyg. Fab. 223; Isid. Etym. 15.1.10; Lucan 3.284). Cf. 
Goossens (1939, 336-339), who believes that the Greeks confused Kush in Babylonia with 
the region of the same name south of Egypt and that Memnon originated in the Elamite 
god, Humban, from Susa. Other evidence places him in Africa (Curt. 4.8.3; Agatharchides 
De Mar. Erythr. 29). The cult of Memnon had strong links with Egypt (Dio Chrys. Or. 
11.114, Ethiopian; Or. 31.92 statue in Egypt; Ath. 15.680b, wreaths put out for Memnon at 
Abydos in Egypt; Strabo 17.1.42, 17.1.46). The history of the famous statue, which was 
general located in Egypt (Paus. 1.42.3; Plin. HN36.58; Juv. 15.5; Luc. Toxar. 27; Philops. 
33; Callistrat. Descr. 1.5, 9 [in Ethiopia]; Philostrat. Heroicus 167-8K [in Meroe and 
Memphis]), is discussed by Gardiner (1961 , 91-99) and Bowersock (1984, 21-32). Some of 
the evidence is ambivalent: according to Pliny (HN 6.182) Memnon was a member of the 
Ethiopian empire which included Syria; and Diodorus Siculus (2.22) makes him the 
general an Assyrian-Ethiopian army. These versions may be an attempt to reconcile the 
two main theories of Memnon's origins (Snowden 1970, 153). 
The myth of Memnon was used by Arctinus in the lost Aethiopis, by Aeschylus in 
his plays Memnon and Psychostasia (Nauck fIT. 127-130, 279-280) and in the Aethiopes of 
Sophocles (Nauck fIT. 25-30). He plays an important and positive part in the later epic of 
Quintus Smyrnaeus (2.43, 100, 101, 146,212, 287, 295, 307, 353, 357, 370, 377, 391, 453) 
in which he and his Ethiopians represent new hope for Troy- his death is yet another 
tragedy for the city. However, according to Philostratus, Memnon died after ruling in 
Ethiopia for five generations but the Memnon who died at Troy was a Trojan (VA 6.4; 
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Her. 3.4). 
Representations of Memnon are given in LIMC (s. v. 'Memnon' 448-461) and 
discussed in Snowden (1983, 48, 53, 55, 79, 80, 95; 1970, 151-153); Morgan (1979, at 
10.6.3); and Robertson (1959, 67), who argues that Memnon was painted white because the 
Greeks disliked negroid features. He appears as a conventional Greek hero accompanied 
by negroid companions on a neck-amphora in New York (MMA 1898.8.13, ABV 149) and 
the same subject appears on a neck-amphora attributed to Exekias (London B209, ABV 
144.8). A volute crater in the British Museum (E468, AR V 206.132) from Caere shows 
Memnon (fighting Achilles) with a rounded nose and pointed beard. In the Latin tradition 
Memnon is always black (Cat. 66.52; Verg. Aen. 1.489; Ovid Amores 1.8.3-4; 1.13.33-34, 
Memnon's father was black; Manilius 1.767; Seneca Agamemnon 212; Gellius 19.7.6 
[Laevius] ; Anth. Lat. 189 [LuxoriusD. However in art Memnon' s father, Tithonos, is 
always white (cf. LIMC s. v. 'Eos ' ). Pausanias (10.31.7) says that Polygnotus painted 
Memnon with a white skin but with a negroid companion to indicate his country of origin. 
Philo stratus discusses artistic representations of Memnon (Imag. 1.7 [Memnon]; 2.7 
[Antilochus D. 
The ambiguities In the tradition concerning Andromeda and Memnon certainly 
made them suitable ancestral heroes for the enigmatic heroine of Heliodorus' romance. 
01. ~n 'tae; ~amA£io1)e; aUAae; Ka'ta KatpOUe; 1.~p1)craJ1EVOt: Colonna' s (1938) retention of 
the relative pronoun ot (mAT) is unlikely in view of Koraes ' argument that Ka'ta KatpOUC; 
'from time to time' cannot refer to the original founders of the Ethiopian royal house, 
Helios, Dionysus, Perseus, Andromeda and Memnon. In his later edition he follows RL and 
Koraes here, punctuating as a new sentence. 
'tae; J1EV ~n 'troY aAArov ElKOVae; 'tE Kat 1tpa~Ele; av~prom 'tE Kat 1tEptl)p6J1ote; £vE'Ypacpov: 
Open colonnades, such as the Stoa Poikile in Athens, were commonly decorated with 
paintings. Philo stratus (VA 1.25) describes the paintings in the bedrooms of the palaces of 
Babylon that included representations of 'Andromedas '. 
The word EiKroV means 'likeness' or 'physical image ' (Hdt. 2.130) but also 
'phantom' (Luc. DMort. 16.1) and 'mental image ', 'imaginary form' (Plat. Rep. 588b; 
Phlb. 39c). The word carries religious and philosophical overtones: Plato, for example, 
uses the word of his famous cave analogy (Rep. 515a, 517a). Kerenyi (1962, 145) seeks to 
link the word to representations of Isis, but the term seems to be neoPlatonic: cf. Coulter 
(1976, 32-72), who discusses the use of EiKrov and cr'6WlOAOV in the theories of literary 
interpretation of the later neoPlatonists and their predecessors. See also the note on 
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(XyaAI.L<X (3.4.2 above). Such religious or philosophical shading is appropriate to the pro-
minence of icons in the Ethiopian Story. cf., e.g., the icons of the Ethiopian gods and 
heroes in a pavilion at Meroe (10.6.3) and the picture of Andromeda which caused Chari-
kleia to be born white (10.15.1). This suggests that Charikleia and her lineage are in some 
sense sacred or sacrosanct: cf. 3.4.1 above and note. A somewhat different, but related, use 
of EiKcilv as 'symbolic representation' occurs in the proemium of Longus (line 3) where it 
is used of the painting which the author saw in a grotto on Lesbos, on which he modelled 
his romance; for the possible philosophical tone of the word here, cf. Hunter (1983, 43-44). 
The word 1t£P1.0POllOC; in the sense of a 'gallery' is unusual, cf. Xen. Cyr. 6.1.53. In 
Heliodorus, cf. 10.15.2 (the mark on Charikleia' s ann; Walter Stephens 1994,72); 1.18.4 
(the confused movements of people in Thyamis' dream). 
4.8.4 TtPEllElV 'to JlEcrT1Jl13PtvOV O1>VEI3<X1VEV: The most appropriate time for sexual 
intercourse to take place was the subject of serious discussion in antiquity. Plutarch 
reports a discussion on the most suitable time for intercourse (Table Talk 3.6 [653C-
655D]), based on a debate in the Symposium of Epicurus (cf., frag. 61 [Usener]), that 
concludes that day time is best because then the process of digestion is completed. One of 
the participants in Plutarch's dialogue, Soclarus, disagrees, arguing that night was a more 
modest time for sex, since then vision could not excite lust (654E)-Homer's description 
of Paris leaving the battlefield for Helen being an exception (II. 3.441-447). Medical 
opinion in antiquity held that the time between sleep and wakefulness was most conducive 
to successful conception since then apparitions (q><XO"lla'ta) were likely to be experienced 
(Rufus of Ephesus Medical Questions 6.28). Some awareness of the medical, moral and 
psychological doctrines in these passages may have suggested the choice of midday as the 
appropriate time for the conception of Charikleia, but, in addition, the verb llEO""J$Pt<X~ro 
denotes the culmination of the cycle of the sun and therefore may have an astrological 
significance (Poll. 4.157-158; Porph. Antr. 27; LSJ9 2), especially as the time of 
conception was vital for detennining a horoscope. 
i'ntvou 8EPtvOU Ka'taKA1.VaV'toc;: Soranus (Gyn. 1.41) states that summer is not a good 
season for conception, since the body at that time is weak (a medical commonplace: cf. 
also, e.g., Celsus 1.3.36). However, the astrological significance of the conception of the 
heroine at noon on a summer's day, when the power of the Sun, the progenitor of the 
heroine, was at its height, cannot be entirely ignored. The coincidence between the 
reference to summer (8EptVOi) here) and Charikleia's return to Ethiopia at the summer 
solstice (9.9.2) is certainly striking and suggests that her journey may be connected with 
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the seasonal cycle of the growth and return of the Nile (Winkler 1982,151-152). 
Qvap aiYt41 'tou'to lCEA£UEtv E1tOJiVUJiEVOe;: the action of the romance is therefore 
indisputably divinely motivated. However, the birth of a child as a result of a dream is a 
common motif in Egyptian Konigsnovelle such as the Dream of Nektanebos (Koenen 1985, 
186-187). The birth of Alexander as a result of Olympias' dream, following the 'prophecy' 
of Nektanebos (Alexander Romance 1.1-1.8) belongs to the same tradition. There is a close 
relationship between the Ethiopian Story and the Alexander Romance not least because 
both mention the significance of a magic, royal ring in the context of the birth of a child as 
the result of a dream. 
naeOJil1V ~£ 1tapaxpfiJia lC"UO<popllaao'<X "Citv lCa'tajioAllv: lCa'taj3oAll 'seed thrown down from 
above', is used to refer to the time of conception generally (cf. 3.15.1 [the miraculous 
conception of Homer]; Lucian Am. 19; LSJ la) but can also be employed in a specifically 
astrological sense (e.g., Vettius Valens 220.29; LSJ lc). The word is frequently used in the 
New Testament of the Creation (cf., e.g., Matthew 25.34 lCAl1POVOllllaa'tE 't1lv ';'tOtj.!aallEvl1v 
ulltv IXxmAE1.<xv <'x1t6 lCa'taIioAfic; lC0C1ll0U). 
4.8.5 'toi>e; ~£ 9aAallo-uc; 'tote; 'Av~POJiE~ae; 'tE lCat nEpaEroc; £peootV X01.1C1.AAOV: The story of 
Perseus' rescue of Andromeda is suited to romance: cf. the erotic ekphrasis by Achilles 
Tatius (3.7); Philostr. Jun. (Imag. 1.29); Philostr. Ep. 28; Lucian (Dom. 22.1-15; D. Mar. 
14 [esp. 14.3.1-4]; Lucian (De Salt. 44 [suitable for pantomime]). Photius provides an 
account of the myth which reads much like a romance (Bib. 186.138b.24-139a.ll [Bek-
ker)). 
The ekphrasis of Andromeda is the real beginning of the Ethiopian Story, although 
it has been postponed for four books. Paintings are often used as introductions to Achilles 
Tatius, Longus, and Lucian's Herakles and Slander, for example (Bartsch 1989,48). 
xapta'titptot OUatat: Heliodorus uses the adjective form of XaPtC1'tllPtOc; here and at 9.22.2, 
10.2.2, 10.6.2, but the noun form at 4.14.5, 5.12.3, 5.15.3, 5.27.9). Cf. LSJ9 s. v. 
xapta'ti!ptOc;. 
E1tEt~1l ~E C1E AE"UlC1lV <'xU'tElCOV. a1tpoaq)1)AOV AtOto1OOlv xpotav aw"Uyato"Uaav: cf. 10.14.4-
5. The story of Charikleia's birth belongs to the genre of paradoxography which originated 
among the Alexandrian poets and which became particularly popular in the second and 
third centuries A.D. (cf. Rommel 1923, passim [59-64 HId.]; Giannini 1964, 99-138; 
Scobie 1969, 43-46; Wolff 1912, 210-221). Rommel discusses the following examples: 
1.18 (why the cock crows at dawn); 2.28 (the Nile); 3.7 (the plover's ability to cure the 
'eye of envy'); 5.13 (the amethyst ring); 9.18 (the use of elephants in battle); and 10.27 
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(the giraffe). Further examples in Heliodorus are: the domestic tragedy of Charikles which 
brought about his greatest happiness (2.29); the great wealth given to Charikles to in 
payment for the astoundingly beautiful Charikleia (2.30); and the naval battle on land 
during the siege of Syene (9.4-5). For discussion of the theory that Charikleia's 
paradoxical skin colour is related to alibinism, see the Introduction. 
The birth of a white child to black parents may have an antecedent in the story of 
Delphos (Schol. in Eur. Or. 1094; Paus. 10.6.3-4), who was the son of Poseidon by 
Melantho, Melaena, Melanis, or Thyia (the name varies but clearly means 'black'). 
However, the colours are normally inverted as in the myth of Kelaino, the daughter of 
Atlas, was said to have presented Argos with four Ethiopian children. One child, perhaps 
Delphos, is represented on fifth-century coins of Athens and Delphi (unless this is a 
depiction of Aesop; Snowden 1970, 150-151 and n. 46). Aristotle tells the story of a white 
woman, whose adultery with an Ethiopian resulted in a white child but a black grandchild 
(HA 586a2-4; Gen. An. 722a9-11). This story is repeated in Antigonus fro 112b (Giannini), 
where the woman is said to have been from Elis. Plutarch gives the story of a Greek 
woman accused of adultery because she produced a black child-she successfully pleaded 
a black great grandparent (God's Slowness to Punish 563a6-8). Pliny relates how a boxer 
from Byzantium produced an Ethiopian child through an adulterous relationship with a 
woman of Ethiopian descent but of 'normal' appearance (NH 7.51.7-10, indubitatum 
exemplum est Nicaei nobilis p < y> ctae Byzanti geniti, qui, adulterio Aethiopis nata matre 
nihil a ceteris colore differente, ipse avum regeneravit Aethiopem). These accounts have 
little to do with the circumstances of Charikleia's birth, which is presented in a far more 
enigmatic and paradoxical manners. For disc;ussion of the possibility that albinism lies 
behind this paradox, see the introduction. 
LSJ cite a1tpOmpUAov 'not belonging to the tribe' as a dubia lectio. The MSS are 
equally divided between this reading (VMCZ) and <x1tpOcr<ptAOV 'hostile' (BP AT). The latter 
is inappropriate here but it is suited to 5.7.3, 1tpOe; tiJv EpacrJ.LWv 9£av leal. a1tpOmptAOe; 
6<p9aAJ.LOe; 1lJ.LEpOU'tat 'even the eye of an enemy is tamed at the sight of something lovely', 
which is the more authoritative reading of MCBP AT (cf. also LSJ), although VZ have 
<x1tPOcr<pUAOe; here as well (the meaning of this would be 'even a barbarian's eye is tamed at 
the sight of something lovely). In an appendix RL (Vol. 1, lxxii) favour a1tpocr<pUAOe; in 
both instances and their reading at 5.7.3 gets some support from the immediately 
preceding context ('toix; rap leaAOUe; leal. ~apl3aPOt XEtPEC; roc; EotleE ~ucrc.oot(1)v'tat: cf. 3.4.8 
above and note). Hesychius has an entry for EleCPUAOV' 'to J.LTt crunEV£e;. aAA.OcpuAoV, which is 
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clearly the more normal word. That (X1tpOOqn>AO<; is the correct reading is clear from 
10.14.3 where Charikleia is described as 1tpOC; ya.p 'totc; <XAAOtC; Kat Xpot(X ~EVn 'tf\c; 
Ai9to1tUioc; AaJl1tpUVn· 
A white skin is conventionally a mark of feminine beauty in the romances. Cf. Ach. 
Tat. 1.4.3; Long. 1.17.3,4.32.1). Cf. also Theocr. 11.19-20; Lucian D.Mar. 1.2; Ath. 608d, 
quoting from Chaeremon's drama Alphesiboea; Jax 1933, 168-170. This feature is not 
restricted to women, since Theagenes ' skin too is described as being very white (1.2.3). 
Nevertheless, skin colour has no ideological significance in the romances: In the 
Alexander Romance (3.18 .3), the Queen of Ethiopia, Kandake, writes to Alexander asking 
him not to misjudge Ethiopians because of the colour of their skin. Moreover, the 
gymnosophist Sisimithres notes that character is more important than skin-colour 
(10.10.4). In any case, an aesthetic preference for white skin is more a reflection of a 
cultural norm than an indication of a racist mentality (Snowden 1983, 63) and the general 
acceptance of interracial marriage in the Ethiopian Story is a strong indication that Helio-
dorus was not racially prejudiced against Blacks (Snowden loco cit., p. 95). There are even 
touches of humour; Meroebos' blush is like flame passing over soot (10.24.2). For the 
symbolic value of the colours black and white, cf. Snowden (1983 , 82-5, 100-101; 1970, 
177 -179: the symbolic significance of white and black is universal; Radke, Diss. Berlin 
1936). The colour black was often associated with the underworld; in Heliodorus, 
Charikleia mistakes the black pirates with the ghosts of those she and Theagenes had 
killed in the battle at the Heracleotic mouth of the Nile (1.3 .1; Winkler 1979, 160-165; 
Henrichs 1972, 63-66: referring to the Phoinikika of Lollianus). 
The birth of an anomalously white daughter to an Ethiopian queen is a feature 
which Tasso borrowed from Heliodorus in his Gerusalemme liberata (cf. 12.21-40; Walter 
Stephens 1994, 68). Stephens (Joc. cit. 71-73) treats the white skin of Charikleia as a 
literary motif. From this point of view, Charikleia herself becomes a text on which the 
evidence of the adultery of the queen is written. The paradox clearly has many facets that 
would have appealed to a sophist (Anderson 1993b, 148). 
£yro JlEV 't1lv ai tiav £yvIDpt~ov on . . . . OJlOtoEtl)tC; £KE1. vn 'to CJ1taptv OUK Ei>'t1)X~ 
£Jlopcpo)(n;v: later Charikleia is found to be an exact likeness (a.PXE'tU1tOv) of the painting of 
Andromeda: cf. 10.14.7. 
For the theory of maternal impression, which is clearly deeply rooted in ancient 
confusion about sexual reproduction and genetics: cf. Reeve (1989, 81-112); Dilke (1980, 
264-271); Morgan (1979, at 10.14.7); and Rohde (1914, 476 [447 n. 4]). The earliest 
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occurrence of the idea of maternal impression is philosophical in character (Aetius 5.12 
[Diels 423], 'tilt Ka'ta TI)v croA.A."",tv <paV'taoi.at 'tile; YUVatKOe; ,.1Op<poucr9at 'ta ~pt<p,,' 1tOA.A.UKte; 
yap (xVOptUV'tOlV Kat £l.KOVOlV 1lpucr9ncrav y'UvatK£e; Kat 0IlOta 'tou'tOte; (x1t£'tEKOV), where 
Empedocles suggests that a woman may fall in love with a picture or statue and that her 
offspring may resemble the image. The Empedocles passage is also mentioned in Pseudo-
Plutarch (Doctrines 906e). Diotima's idea that contemplating beautiful boys and holding 
dialogue with them produces beautiful thoughts (Plato Symp. 201dl-12c3; 21Oa4-d8) may 
be related to the notion of maternal impression (Reeve 1989, 100). The idea is also 
discussed by rhetoricians: Dionysius of Halicarnassus (De Imitat. fro 31.1) tells of an ugly 
man who made his wife look at pictures of handsome youths during intercourse; 
Quintilian's controversia on the subject is lost. The subject is naturally a favourity of 
medical writers; for example, conception is discussed by Pseudo-Galen (To Gauros on how 
embryos take on souls 5-6). In Galen (Peri tou heriakou biblion 946; De Theriaca 11, 
14.253 [Kuhn]) an ugly but rich man wanted a handsome son and so he commissioned a 
painting of such a boy and told his wife to look at it while they were making love; the 
woman gave birth to a boy resembling the picture rather than her husband. Soranus (Oyn. 
1.39) relates how women seeing monkeys during intercourse produce simian children; how 
the tyrant of Cyprus had handsome children by forcing his wife to look at beautiful 
paintings at the time of conception; and how horse-breeders place noble horses in front of 
mares during coupling. Reeve (1989, 84-85) notes that the motif was well-established in 
the later literature on horse-breeding. 
Pliny broadens the idea to include a wide variety of factors as agents of the 
'impression': sight, sound, memory and 'images taken in at the moment of conception' 
(HN 7.52). Such stories derive ultimately from belief in fertility magic, such as the belief 
that tail hairs from a copulating mule promote conception in humans when twisted 
together during intercourse (Pliny HN 30.49.142). Pliny notes the interest of philosophers, 
including Plato, in magic (HN30.2.3-9). Cf. Anderson (1993a, 66). 
A similar story-Jacob's deception of Laban-is to be found in the Old Testament 
(Gen. 30.37-41; Jerome Hebr. Quaest. in Oen 30.32.33; Apocryphal Testament of 12 
Patriarchs Reuben 5.6). When Jacob left Laban he made an agreement that he would get all 
the animals that were partly white in the flock which he had built up. He ensured that there 
would be many such animals, despite the fact that Laban had removed all animals with any 
white in them before entrusting them to Jacob's care, by putting sticks with white streaks 
in them in the drinking water of the ewes. Augustine, perhaps under the influence of the 
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neoPlatonists (Watson 1985, 139-140), explains the story by reference to the psychology of 
perception (On the Trinity 11.2), in which the will combines the image of the perceived 
object with the senses so powerfully that the body of the perceiver can be affected. 
Augustine cites the process of conception as an example of how the powerful longings of 
the mother often affect the appearance of their offspring. The will of the mother, acting on 
what she has seen (a phantasia), affects the form of the foetus, as in the case of the ewes 
gazing on sticks floating in the water trough in the story of Jacob's deception of Laban. 
Augustine (Civ. 18.5) also relates how demons in Egypt ensured that a phantom of the 
Apis bull, with the same colouring, was presented to a pregnant cow so as to produce a 
replacement for the sacred animal after its death. Similar stories can be found in the 
apocryphal gospel of Philip, who states that if a woman sleeps with her husband from 
compulsion, when her heart is with her lover, the child she will bear will look like the 
lover. 
1tapacrxoucra Kat xaV'tax60Ev t1ttbEi~acra Y'OJ.Lvitv: in Achilles Tatius (3.7), Andromeda is 
dressed in a wedding robe, whereas Perseus is naked. This is in keeping with the erotic 
character of the Andromeda myth (cf. the note on 4.8.5 above). 
lipn yap au't1)v a1tO 'trov XE'tprov 0 TIEpcrEUC; Ka'tf\YEv: the aorist must be translated as a 
pluperfect tense. 
oJ.LOtoEtMC;: the more normal form is OJ.LOEtbEC;. See, for example, Iamblichus De Mysten'is 
3.21.6-8: Ei yap xoi> n tK b'Ootv EV cl1tO'tEA.Ot'tO, OJ.LOEtbEC; 'toiho Kat OJ.LOQ>'OEC; 1t<Xv tcrn Kat 
OJlooUmOV. 
4.8.6 "'Eyvrov . . . 't'llv mlv xpotav J.1OtXEiav tJ.LOt xpooa'!Jo'Ocrav: cf. Calp. FIacc. Declam. 2, 
Matrona Aethiopem peperit. arguitur adulterii. According to the Lex Julia de Adulteriis, 
which was operational throughout the empire, a husband was entitled to put to death a wife 
and lover taken in adultery. 
ou yap mo'tEucrEl.V OOOEva A.Eyouan 'titv 1tEptU'tEt<xV: cf. Arist. Poet. 1452a23, "Eon bE 
1tEpt1t£'tEta J.LEV " EiC; 'to Evavtiov 'trov xpa't'tOJ.LEvrov J.LE'ta~OA.n. Charikleia too appears to be 
aware of Aristotle's Poetics when she discusses the complexity of the plot of their story 
(9.24.4). The recognition scene in the final book of the Ethiopian Story conforms to the 
Aristotelian model, since it is accompanied by a sudden change in fortune; Charikleia 
escapes death to take up her position as Ethiopian princess (cf. Heiserman 1977, 198). The 
complexity of human life and the difficulty of understanding the convolutions of destiny 
are thematic in the romance (cf. Winkler 1982: 97, 104, 112, 120; Paulsen 1992 passim.). 
crot 'to tK 'tile; TUX11c; aJ.LcpilioAOV xapicracr6at: the expression recalls Sisimithres ' 
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description (to Charikles at Katadoupoi in Egypt) of how Persinna exposed her daughter 
(T6Xl1C; a~q>l.~oA.t(( 'ta Kcd <XU't1lV EXl.'tpE'I1<X(J(X 2.31.1). The phrase is borrowed from 
Thucydides (Ot'ttVEC; 'tay<x9a. EC; a~q>t~OAOV acrq><xA&c; £eEV'tO 4.18.4) and became something 
of a cliche in historical writing (cf. Polyb. 15.25.31 ; Appian 4.16.124; Herodian 7.5.5). 
Heliodorus uses a~q>t~OAOV of what is obscure and unclear (cf. the intentions of 
Thermouthis in the cave, 2.13.3 ; Kalasiris in two minds about what to do, 4.9.3; boys 
doubtfully ephebes, 4.21.2; the obscure answers of the dead son of the witch of Bessa, 
6.14.6; Achaimenes' vague memory of Theagenes, 7.15.3 ; the disputed ownership of 
Philai, 8.1.2; the danger to the Syenians not doubtful, 9.6.3 ; no doubt that the band was 
embroidered by Persinna, 10.14.1). 
TUXl1 plays an important part in the Ethiopian Story, as it does in the romances and 
in Hellenistic literature generally. Generally, T6Xl1 affects the characters in a random way 
but mostly to their detriment: cf. 1.13.2; 1.15.2; 1.22.4; 2.21.4; 4.8.6; 4.8.8; 5.6.1 ; 5.6.2; 
5.7.1; 5.18.2; 5.29.2; 6.8.5; 7.21.5; 7.26.2; 7.27.2; 8.6.4; 9.2.1 ; 9.5 .1; 9.6.3; 9.11.6; 9.20.6; 
9.26.1; 9.26.2; 10.2.1 ; 10.7.4; 10.13.5; 10.16.3 ; 10.34.6. Persinna's pessimistic comment on 
the unpredictability of fortune and destiny (cf. 4.5.1 above, and note) detracts from the 
view that the romance was written to illustrate the power of Helios in the world (see 
introduction). 
ocrov XM:lcr'tov "~UVal111V XAOU'tOV 'tIP 1t£pl.crc9~ov'tt 111.cr9ov cruVEK8El1EVl1: uptcrox;ro occurs 
frequently in Heliodorus: cf., e .g. , 2.1.2, 2.12.2, 5.7.1, 5.26.3 , 6.8.6,7.14.6, 9.6.6,9.20.6, 
9.21.1 , 10.20.1, 10.22.2, 10.29.3 , 10.29.4, 10.34.3, and in Xenophon (Hell. 2.3.33; 6.2.25; 
4.8.21; Baumgarten 1932, 22-23). Xenophon was used as a model of Attic Greek by the 
writers of the Second Sophistic, but, of course, the word occurred often after Xenophon. 
aAAOl.C; 'tE crE KOO~ ftcr<xcr<x K<Xt 't<Xtvt(( 't'fi~E , [Kat] EM:EtvIP ~l.l1yft~<x'tt 'tIP crIP 'tE Ka~<xu't'i1c;: 
for the band, cf. 4.5.1 above, and note. It is important to add that the use of the words 
KOcr~ftcr<xcr<x and 81.11yft~<x'tt indicates that Heliodorus is toying with a metaliterary conceit: 
Charikleia is wrapped in her own story as the content of the book is contained within its 
words, and just as Persinna dresses her tiny baby up in fine clothes so the author 
embellishes his narrative stylistically (cf. Walter Stephens 1994, 72). 
ilv axo ~<XKPUroV 'trov EXt crOt K<Xt <xt~<x'tOC; Exap<x't'tov: a psychologically convincing 
conceit, which reinforces the queen ' s pessimism (cf. 4.8 .8 below, and note). The 
hyperbolic proverbial expression 'to weep tears of blood' was used in rhetoric according to 
the Suda (s. v. At~<X'tt KA<xtEl.V: K<x8' UUp~OAftV , ou 8UKPUcrtV. Eq>' roy ~" 8uv<Xl.v'to ulcrm 
xuv't<X xpunov'tEC;, OUtroc; £AEYOV ot apX<xlot. oM' (Xv 1tEicrn <xutov, ou~' <xtl1<Xtl. KA<xtroV. 
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the paradox contained in the prophesy of Kalasiris: 1tav'tap~1lv Q>Op£o'Ucra 1t'Up6~ l.L1l 'tap~t 
EporT]V, / P1lUh' Ox; l.Loipat~ XU 't' aMK1l'ta 1t£h£t (8.11 .2) and remains somewhat sceptical of 
Charikleia's statement (8.11.8) that her father ' s engagement gift to her mother had saved 
her from death by fire: « Tau'ta l.LEV EtKo'ta Kat ona, 1tAtov Kat 'tote; {)1t1lP'Yl.L£VOt~ 
()\)l.L~aivov'ta » ECP1l 6 eEa'Y£V1l~' « EK SE 'trov Et~ auptOv KtvSuvrov 1tOia 'tt~ upa 1tav'tap~1l 
UAA.1l E~atPTtcrE'tat; » (8.11.10). The pantarb jewel plays an important part in the recognition 
of Charikleia as the daughter of Hydaspes; the king recognises the jewel as one he had 
given Persinna during their courtship (4.8.7; 10.14.3). In the present passage the ring 
serves a number of functions: (a) as an engagement ring, thus informing the reader of the 
loving relationship between Persinna and Hydaspes; (b) as a seal and so an reminder of the 
queen's royal status; and lastly (c) as an apotropaic amulet and consequently an indication 
of the dangerous future which awaits the infant (for this last use, cf. Bonner [1950, 4-5]). 
Heliodorus has thus carefully woven this thread into the fabric of his narrative and at the 
same time justified Charikleia's belief in its supernatural powers. 
The account of the pantarb stone is clearly influenced by Plato's account of the ring 
of Gyges (Hdt. 1.8-12; Plato Rep. 359d2-360d7), the attractive property of magnets (Ion 
533d4; cf. Eur. fr. 567.2-often used as a metaphor of desire: cf. Eubolus in Ath. 3.78.25-
26; Ach. Tat. 1.17.2; Lucian Philopseud. 17.7-10), and the uncorrupted stones in the 
mountains of the 'real' earth (Phaedo 110e). For magic stones in the head of a mountain-
snake with magic power like that of the ring of Gyges, cf. Phil. VA 3.8. Ctesias relates that 
pantarb stones had the power of attracting others to them (Jacoby F.3c688.F fro 45.11-13 = 
Photius Bib. 72.45a28 [Bekker]); Philo stratus relates that the stone is elusive but sheds a 
brilliant light and has the ability to draw anything nearby towards it (VA 3.46.10-18). 
Interest in magic stones persisted into the fourth century; a poem with the title 
Lithika, by a certain Orpheus, celebrated the magic powers of stones and decried the 
persecution of paganism and the execution of Maximus the neoPlatonic teacher of Julian 
(Barb 1963, 117). The neoPlatonist, Damascius, also wrote about moon-stones, which 
changed with the phases of the moon, and sun-stones that appeared have fire shining from 
them (Vit. Is. 119W). His description of this stone recalls the amethyst which Kalasiris 
gave to Nausic1es as the price of her release (5.13.3), which came from the pile of 
Ethiopian stones given to Charikles by Sisimithres (2.30.3; cf. also the jewellery of 
Kalligone in Achilles Tatius 2.11.3). Interest in gem stones is apparent also in the dispute 
over the emerald mines between Persia and Ethiopia that led to the war between these two 
countries (2.32.2, 8 .l.3). Syria was noted for its litholatry (Stromberg 1946, 189-190). 
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t.iyO'l)crt OE Kat, 000' iJ.v atllan O't£VIDV 1t£tO£t£v), but Persinna is not using a rhetorical 
cliche here-real tears and blood would have been shed in giving birth to her daughter. 
The expression is striking and strengthens the idea that this passage must be interpreted on 
the metadiegetic, as well as the diegetic level, especially if it is taken together with the 
repetition of the verb xap<X't'tID (4.8.1) and the innovative word xapalC't1lpt~£t (4.8 .7). Just as 
the queen records the story of her suffering and her daughter's birth on the band with her 
own hand (10. 14.1) so Charikleia's moral life is shaped by her commitment to chastity (cf. 
4.8.1 above and note). 
0110 -0 1tpro'tO't6KO~ Kat 1tOA;UOP1lVOC; y£vOIl£V1l: 1tpID'to't6KOC; is found in Homer II. 17.5 (of a 
heifer) and Plato Theaet. 151c (Ilit ayptatv£ c001t£p at 1tpro'tO't6KOt 1t£pt 'ta 1tatOta). The 
medical writers observe that first-time mothers experience more pain than others 
(Hippocrates On the Nature of the Child 30; On the Feelings of Women 72). IloA:U9P1lvoC; is 
used again in the Ethiopian Story 5.2.9 (aiXIl<XA.ro'tOC; Kat 1toA.U9P1lvoc;) to describe 'Thisbe ' 
alias Charikleia singing a lament like a nightingale (Philomela) in the darkness. The word 
is poetic (cf. Aesch. Ag. 711; 714) and is used by Euripides of Itys, the son of Tereus (fr. 
773 "I'tUv 1toA:U9P1lvov). 
4.8.7 oO)(J)poo1>v1lv, ft oit !lOV" 'Y'OV<ltK£t<lV ap£'t1)v xap<lK't1lpi~£t: Chastity (ooxppooi>V1l) for 
males as well as females is thematic in the novel (Hefti 1950, 68-69 calls it ' das ethische 
Leitmotiv der Aethiopica '). Key passages in the following list of references are cited in 
bold numbers: Cf. 1.3.1 (Charikleia); 1.8.3 (Charikleia); 1.9.3 (Demainete); 1.10.4 
(Knemon); 1.12.2 (Aristippos); 1.20.2 (Charikleia); 1.24.3 (Thyamis); 1.25.4 (Charikleia); 
2.4.2 (Charikleia); 2.7.1-2 (Charikleia and Theagenes); 3.6.1 (Charikleia); 3.17.4 
(Theagenes); 4.8.7 (Persinna to Charik1eia); 4.10.5-6 (Kalasiris to Charikleia); 4.18.4-6 
(the oath of chastity); 5.4.5 (Charikleia to Theagenes); 5.22.3 (Penelope); 5.29.6 (Kalasiris 
and Charikleia); 7.2.2-3 (Thyamis); 8.6.4 (Theagenes); 8.9.22 (Theagenes and Charikleia); 
8.11.1 (Theagenes to Charik1eia); 8.13.2 (Theagenes and Charik1eia); 10.7.7-10.9.4 (the 
gridiron test). Virginity (1tap9£v£ia) is also highly esteemed (1.18.5 (Charikleia); 2.33.4-5 
(Charikleia); 4.10.3-6 (Charikleia); 5.4.5 (Theagenes); 6.8.6 (Charikleia); 10.8.2 (Thea-
genes and Charikleia); 10.21.2 (Charikleia). 
Virginity is naturally of great importance to romance heroines in general, which 
makes Kerenyi's contention (1962, 220 and n. 56) that the theme is connected with the 
chastity of Isis after the death of Osiris very unlikely. Leukippe ' s mother, for example, 
deplores her daughter's supposed loss of virginity (2.24). Leukippe herself has a dream in 
which Artemis tells her that she will remain a virgin until she is married (Ach. Tat. 4.1.4). 
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Her virginity and Melite's are put to the test in the cave of Pan and in the waters of the 
Styx respectively (8.11-14). In Chariton, Callirhoe is persuaded to marry Dionysius despite 
her relationship with Chaereas but only for the sake of her child (Char. 3.11.5). Male 
chastity is less highly prized. Kleitophon is unfaithful to Leukippe with Melite (5.27) and 
Ninus claims to have remained chaste through all his conquests but also states that most 
boys have sex before they turn fifteen (Ninus Romance fro A2). Heliodorus is unusual in 
insisting on the virginity of Theagenes (4.18.4 below, and note; 5.4.5). Cf. Goldhill (1995), 
who discusses aro<ppocruvl1 in general (pp. 1-45) and in Heliodorus specifically (pp. 35-36, 
118-121); Sissa (1990) passim; Rattenbury (1926a, 59-71). Virginity and chastity were 
virtues greatly valued in Syrian proto-monastic ascetism as Epbrem's Hymns on Virginity 
show (Brock 1985,131-141). 
X<xpaK'tT\Pt~£l is a highly unusual verb (cf. Naber 1873, 155; LSJ9 who quote 
Plotinus Enn. 1.8.3: 't1lV 'tou K<XKOU EX<xpaK'tilf)'l~E q>uow). 
q>p6Vf\lJ,<X ~<xmA.EtOv K<xl xpoe; 'toile; cpuv't<xe; (xV<XCPEPOV: (xV<XCPEPOV is active for middle 
(Barber 1962, 5) but the sense here is 'trace descent to' as in Plato Theaet. 175a6, 
1tpOyovOlv aElJ,VUVOllEVOlV K<xl (xV<XCPEPOV'tOlV de; 'HP<XKA£<x. 
For Heliodorus' frequent use of the solecism q>uV't<xe; meaning 'parents', cf. 
Introduction: Language (participles). 
lJ,ElJ,Vncrn M xpo 7t<XV'tOlV 'tIDV <n>VElC'tEOEV'tOlV aot lCEtlJ,T)AtOlV: For Heliodorus' fondness for 
the word KE1.lJ,1lAWV, see Morgan (1979, at 9.23 .1). The importance of the birth-tokens in 
the Ethiopian Story is an indication of the fact that New Comedy had as much influence on 
Heliodorus as Tragedy (Hefti 1950, 113). Merkelbach's view (1962, 308) that the K£llJ,1lAt<X 
represent the cruW3oA.a of mystic initiates (cf. the hymn to the soul in the Acts of Thomas 
4-8) is a distortion of this tradition. 
OOlC't"OA1.0V nv<x: the ring given to Persinna by Hydaspes (8.11.8) is later used as a token of 
recognition between Theagenes and Charikleia (5.5.2), saves Charikleia from being burnt 
at the stake (8.11.2), and finally ensures that she is recognised by her father (10.14.3). The 
message of the queen is therefore not in vain. The ring was not part of the jewels 
mentioned by the Ethiopian ambassador (2.31.2) and Heliodorus probably mentions it here 
to provide some new mystery to compensate for the release of information concerning 
Charikleia's birth (Hefti 1950, 69). If so, the proleptic comment on the ring's efficacy only 
exerts its power to save Charikleia at a much later stage (8.10.2). 
~amA.Etql lJ,EV <n>JlfiOAql ... m81.EpOllJ,EVOV: n<xv'tu~n means 'all-fear' as Theagenes says: 
T01>VOll<X ll£V yap it 1t<XV'tupf)l1 n:av't<X CPO~OUllEVl1 011Aot (8.11.4). Theagenes is confused by 
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the paradox contained in the prophesy of Kalasiris: 1tav'tap~llv Q>OpEoucra 1tup6~ )IT) 'tap\3£t 
Epror,V. / PlliSt' cO<; )loipat~ XU 't' aMKll'ta 1tEAEt (8.11.2) and remains somewhat sceptical of 
Charikleia's statement (8.11.8) that her father's engagement gift to her mother had saved 
her from death by fire: « Tau'ta )lEv EtXo'ta Kat 0V'ta. 1tAiov Kat 'tot~ U1tllP'Y)lEVOt~ 
cru)l~aivov'ta » E<Pll 6 eEa'YEVll~' « EK SE 'tIDV d~ auptov lCtVSUVOlV 1toia n~ upa 1tav'tap~ll 
UA.A.ll E1;atpilcrE'tat~ » (8.11.10). The pantarb jewel plays an important part in the recognition 
of Charikleia as the daughter of Hydaspes; the king recognises the jewel as one he had 
given Persinna during their courtship (4.8.7; 10.14.3). In the present passage the ring 
serves a number of functions: (a) as an engagement ring, thus informing the reader of the 
loving relationship between Persinna and Hydaspes; (b) as a seal and so an reminder of the 
queen's royal status; and lastly (c) as an apotropaic amulet and consequently an indication 
of the dangerous future which awaits the infant (for this last use, cf. Bonner [1950, 4-5]). 
Heliodorus has thus carefully woven this thread into the fabric of his narrative and at the 
same time justified Charikleia's belief in its supernatural powers. 
The account of the pantarb stone is clearly influenced by Plato's account of the ring 
of Gyges (Hdt. 1.8-12; Plato Rep. 359d2-360d7), the attractive property of magnets (Ion 
533d4; cf. Eur. fro 567.2-often used as a metaphor of desire: cf. Eubolus in Ath. 3.78.25-
26; Ach. Tat. 1.17.2; Lucian Philopseud. 17.7-10), and the uncorrupted stones in the 
mountains of the 'real' earth (Phaedo 11Oe). For magic stones in the head of a mountain-
snake with magic power like that of the ring of Gyges, cf. Phil. VA 3.8. Ctesias relates that 
pantarb stones had the power of attracting others to them (Jacoby F.3c688.F fro 45.11-13 = 
Photius Bib. 72.45a28 [Bekker]); Philostratus relates that the stone is elusive but sheds a 
brilliant light and has the ability to draw anything nearby towards it (VA 3.46.10-18). 
Interest in magic stones persisted into the fourth century; a poem with the title 
Lithika, by a certain Orpheus, celebrated the magic powers of stones and decried the 
persecution of paganism and the execution of Maximus the neoPlatonic teacher of Julian 
(Barb 1963, 117). The neoPlatonist, Damascius, also wrote about moon-stones, which 
changed with the phases of the moon, and sun-stones that appeared have fire shining from 
them (Vit. Is. 119W). His description of this stone recalls the amethyst which Kalasiris 
gave to Nausic1es as the price of her release (5.13.3), which came from the pile of 
Ethiopian stones given to Charikles by Sisimithres (2.30.3; cf. also the jewellery of 
Kalligone in Achilles Tatius 2.11.3). Interest in gem stones is apparent also in the dispute 
over the emerald mines between Persia and Ethiopia that led to the war between these two 
countries (2.32.2, 8.1.3). Syria was noted for its litholatry (Stromberg 1946, 189-190). 
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Finally, the allegorical interpretation of the romance by Philip (11. 119-131) interprets the 
partarb stone as meaning 'that which fears all ' (to rov tap~ou(m) or ' that which is afraid', 
suggesting the it stands for fear of God, because God is all (to roy). The change from 
Theagenes reading 1tCtvta q>O~O'\)~£V'll to Philip ' s neoPlatonic and pantheistic to 1taV 
tap~ouaa is drastic (Tar~n 1992, 226-227). 
The motif of the pantarb stone in the Ethiopian Story therefore reflects the wide-
spread use of magic stones in the philosophy and literature of the third and fourth 
centuries. Heliodorus uses the motif to reinforce the reader's impression of Charikleia as a 
unique individual with supernatural powers and the heir to immense wealth and influence. 
The proleptic reference to the ring with its precious stone leads the reader to anticipate 
spectacularly dramatic scenes in the remainder of the work. 
4.8.8 toU ~aiJ.1Ovoc; atEpi}aaVtoc;: the bai~rov here appears to be a powerful and hostile 
being: cf. 3.14.2 above, and note. 
taXa ~EV KOXP<X Kat avi}vuta taXa bE Kat EtC; Oq>EAOc; XOt£ ~ovta: For Koxpa, cf. 
Sophocles o.r. 290, Kat ~"V ta y' (lAAa Koxpa Kat 1taAal' EX'll; Porphyry, Vito Pyth. 46.6-7, 
vouc; yap Kat' autov XCtve' 6p(l Kat 1tCtVt' aICOUEt, ta b' (lAAa lCIDq>a Kat 't'Uq>ACt. Koraes 
discusses the wide range of meanings of the word (for example, 'deaf, blind, dumb, 
foolish, ineffectual') and its relationship to ICOUq>OC;, KOtAOC; and K6Q>tvOC; ('coffin' derives 
from the last of these). The Homeric KIDq>OV ~£AOC; (II. 11.390) conveys the idea of KOXPCt 
here well. 
ro ~a't1lv ropaia: cf. 10.16.9, ro ~a'tflv ~EV ropaia ~a'tflv bE aVE'\)pa~£V'll tOUc; YEvvi}aavtac;. 
The echo is one of many which link the events of book 10 with those of book 4. 
£1tttUJl~ta Kat Jl1ltpOC; £XUC~Eta MKpua: The band functions as a recapitulation of the 
plot, a token of recognition and as a funeral inscription (Letoublon 1995, 14). For epitaphs 
written by mothers to their children: cf. IG 9.1.163.5-6 (Phokis 3rd c. BC), 1toAA,Ctn b' a~q>t 
tEOY ~at'llp taq>oy oilCtpoY lX\)aEY / t.ESro, cr't€ya~o'l)cr' op<p<xY<xY 't£1CVO'l) Xapty, quoted by 
Lattimore (1942, 172-214). 
4.9.1 tf)v £K OE(i)y OtKOvolliav toauJla~oy: the word OtKovoJlia is common among Christian 
writers in the sense 'providence' (Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1.1.2.8-10, ano 1tpcl>t1lC; apso~<Xt tile; 
Kata tOY arotf)pa Kat KUPtoY TtJlIDY 'I'llaouy tOY Xptatoy tOU OEO'\) oi.lCovo~iac;)-the 
synonymous term btoiKf\O"tC; is used at 10.38.1. Koraes (ad loc.) discusses a number of 
passages in which Heliodorus shows a knowledge of the Christian scriptures. These were 
collected by Rohde (1914
3
, 462 [433 n. 1]) to give proof of 'der volligen Nichtigkeit' of 
Koraes ' argument (it was important for Rohde ' s theory of a second century date for Helio-
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dorus to discount the presence of Christianity in the work). However, further evidence has 
been supplied by Cataudella (1975, 172-174) and general discussions of the relationship 
between Christianity and the ancient romances are to be found in Edwards (1987, 9-14) 
and Dorrie (1938, 273-276). There seems to be no reason to doubt Heliodorus' knowledge 
of Christian writings (see introduction). Elsewhere in the romance fate rather than 
providence governs the destiny of the characters (5.4.7; 6.8.5; 7.6.4; 10.16.3) but this may 
be attributed to the influence of New Comedy (Eur. Or cst. 981) or drama (Paulsen 1992 
passim). Such 'moments poetiques' as this (Feuillatre 1966, 26; cf. 7.8), particularly 
reflections on the uncertainty of human existence, were also a commonplace of 
historiography since Herodotus (cf. 7.46, Xerxes' reflections on the brevity of human life; 
Tac. Ann. 1.61). 
Of course, knowledge of Christian terms does not mean that Heliodorus was 
committed to Christian doctrines. Throughout the romance, the guiding deity is Helios, but 
both here and at 10.38.1, the gods are referred to in the plural, which suggests that Helios-
Apollo, operating through 'tUXll (Rohde 19143, 464-465 [436-437]; cf. Morgan 1979, at 
10.16.3), is not thought of as the only the deity in the work (Keydell 1966, 349; cf. contra 
Kerenyi 19622, 57, who notes that a similar expression can be found in the Greek legend of 
Tefnut, which paraphrases a demotic text). 
On the narratological level, the philosophical reflection on the power of fortune 
here outweighs the ambiguity Hefti (1950, 75) sees in these words (is Kalasiris amazed at 
the discovery of Charikleia through the providence of the gods or at how the gods had 
involved him in the execution of Persinna's request?). There is a remarkable coincidence 
between the reactions of Kalasiris and the reader here, especially in the words 't<x'l)'t<X ••• roc; 
ixvt:yvrov (Morgan 1991, 101). In both cases, though, the reader does not yet know the full 
extent of Kalasiris' involvement in the search for Charikleia (see following note). 
i1~ovfj~ ~t aj.1a Kal. A:i>~l1~ Ev£~A:tl0'9llV: a somewhat different expression of tragic emotion 
from the Aristotelian idea of tragedy as a purgation of the emotions of pity (£A£O~) and 
fear (<P613~) but perhaps owing something to it nonetheless (cf. Heiserman 1977, 201). 
Kalasiris appears to give expression to his understanding of the mysterious mixture of 
tragedy and comedy in life-a view well suited Helidorus' central metaphor of life as 
stage drama (cf. Anderson 1982, 39 and n. 69: 'Heliodorus can neither resist the trickery 
of comedy nor the grandiosity of tragedy, and never wants to commit himself. ') 
The passage is clearly to be located in the romantic topos of the conflict of the 
emotions, well treated by Fusillo (1990, 201-221), who notes with regard to the present 
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passage (p. 218) that Kalasiris' emotional reaction to the letter is caused by his 
identification of Charikleia with the lost daughter of Persinna-information that the reader 
does not yet possess. The use of the topos here underlines the significance of the passage. 
For other instances in the romance: cf. 1.23.1 (the feelings of Thyamis on the postpone-
ment of his proposed marriage to Charikleia); 4.11.1 (Kalasiris reveals to Charikleia his 
knowledge of her love for Theagenes); 7.7.3 (Thyamis and Petosiris recognise their father 
Kalasiris); 10.13.1 (Persinna recognises Charikleia's swaddling band); 10.38.4 (the final 
resolution of the plot). For examples in the other romances, see Char. 3.5.3, 3.7.6, 5.8.2, 
6.6.1, 8.5.8; X. Eph. 1.9.1, 1.11.1, 2.5.5, 3.7.1, 5.13.3; Ach. Tat. 1.4.5, 2.29.1, 5.19.1, 
5.24.3,7.1.1. 
~haX£Ol1Evl1~ l1EV til~ '1f\)Xil~: For the metaphor, cf. 3.7.5 above; F euillatre 1966, 77. For the 
homoioteleuton, cfWolff (1912,231). 
trov a'Yvoo'Ol1Evrov £up£mv: for the discovery (£"i')P£cn~) of Charikleia, cf. 3.15.3; 3.16.5. 
Merkelbach (1962,246 and n. 1) attaches great importance to these words for his view that 
Charikleia is a personification of the human soul, who has fallen into the material world 
and has forgotten her true home. According to this view, it is the duty of Kalasiris to 
instruct Charikleia to flee this world and to return to her spiritual home. 
tnV £7ttA.'OCHV: cf. 4.5.1 above, and note. 
leal. tov av9pol1ttvov ~tOV oilet£tpoucrl1~ Ox; acrtatov n: a fairly conventional expression: 
cf. Aes. Fab. 13.2.10-11, 6 J.J:u90~ Bl1A.ot, on ou Bet A'01tEt0"6m £1tl. tat~ a't'\)xim~ Yl.VOxncovta~ 
to tOU ~io'O ucnatov; Plutarch 103f2-3 (Stephanus), OUle Ev9'0110ul1£VOl to til~ tUXl1~ uO"tatov 
leal. a~E~atOv; Philo That God is Unchangeable 4.9-10, avtBp'Otov leat ucrtatov leat£tB£ tnv 
'YEv£crtv; Iamblichus On the Mysteries 2.4.80-82, to ~' au trov arrEArov 110vil1~ nvou~£vov' 
uO"tatov Y£ ~ nv to trov ~at~ovrov. 
4.9.2 le£leA.nproto ~E 9'O'YatpoC; Qvol1a vo90v: Naber (1873, 163) rightly notes the typo-
graphical error v090'O for v6eov. 
Kalasiris tells Charikleia to admit to what is troubling her and advises her to marry 
4.9.3 al1£A.£tv: RL wrongly adopt a~£A.£tv 'be neglectful' (C) in preference to ~ta~EA.A.£tv 
'delay' (VBMZ) here. Although a~£A.£tv occurs also at 2.36.2 and 6.15.2, where the notion 
of 'neglect' is appropriate, there is no suggestion here of Kalas iris' lack of care. Rather, he 
reproaches himself for delaying the fulfilment of the divine plan. For a similar use of 
Bta~EA.Aro, cf. 6.8.2 (~ta~£A.A.nO"a~). 
EP'YO'O Ex£cr9at: Reeve (1971, 520) notes the irregular hiatus and compares 9.3.8, EPYO'O 
dX£to. 
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iX1t£1.P1l1C'Ot<xV ill)ll ... K<Xt ixVtEX£tv excr8£vitO"<XVtt 1tPO~ to l)£tvov: Charikleia here shows 
one of the conventional Hellenistic symptoms of love-physical sickness (cf., e.g., 
Callimachus AP 12.71 and the well-known story of Antiochus and Stratonike, 4.7.4 above, 
and note). Heliodorus gives a psychologically plausible description of love-sickness and 
makes Charikleia a stronger heroine than usual, particularly in her mature advice to 
Theagenes (1.26.2-6; cf. 3.4.1 above, and note; Maehler 1990, 11-12). 
4.1 0.1 6:vl)p<x 0"01. t£ £{)vouv K<Xt YVIDV<Xt t<l xavt<x K<Xt O"tro1UOO1l~ OUK ixl)i>v<Xtov: This 
extravagant claim to omniscience is in keeping with others made by Kalasiris in the 
romance. He says that he is able to recognise the gods (3.12.1; 3.13.2) and has access to 
true wisdom and knowledge of the future from astrology (3.16.4) in addition to book 
learning (2.28.2; 3.8.1 above, and note). It was, after all, because of his certain knowledge 
of the future feud of his two sons that he left Memphis (3.16.5). He also tells Theagenes 
that he knew what was troubling him since nothing was beyond the range of his 
knowledge, although the context suggests that this was a fraudulent claim (3.17.2). He 
later repeats to Charikleia his claim to know the cause of her distress (4.10.4) and states 
that he learnt of Charikleia's whereabouts in Delphi from the gods and told Persinna of 
them (4.12.3). 
On the other hand, Kalasiris tells Knemon that he did not know how to bring about 
the escape of the lovers from Delphi or where to take them (3.12.1; 3.15.3; 4.4.5; 4.5.1; 
4.9.1). It is clear that in the passage under discussion Kalasiris wants to compel Charikleia 
to confess her love for Theagenes (4.5.7) and speaks of this as a matter of conscience 
(4.6.1, tf\c; 'lfUxf\c; to <Xtoo-6~£vov) and gives her a day in which to come to terms with 
herself on the matter (4.6.1-2). His claim to know what troubles her is simply a way of 
applying pressure on her in order to obtain her confession. Charikleia resists this pressure, 
and comments ironically on the priest's claim to prophetic knowledge (4.6.1). In fact, the 
closest Charik1eia comes to a confession is to say that she is not sure whether 'the enemy' 
would 'come to terms' (4.11.1, 'tOY £~Ot 1tOA.t~tOV ixv'tt1tot'T1O"o~£vov). A confession from 
Charikleia is in any case not entirely necessary at this point-Kalasiris' pretence of 
ignorance and Charikleia's qualified admission is enough to advance the story-line while 
maintaining a certain amount of tension in the reader to discover more (Hefti 1950, 71). 
4.10.2 K<Xt 'tftV yO'Ov <XtO"Xi>vllv K£p&xiv£tv. Kpi>1ttOUO"<XV a K<Xt 1tClO"X£tv <XtO"XPOV K<Xt 
£KA,<xl.£tV <xiO"Xpot£pov: Cf Soph. OT 1409. The silence of the man or woman suffering 
from a tragic love relationship is a part of the topos (Mesk 1913,380; Nutton 1978, 197). 
4.10.3 it v60"0C;: a topos: cf. 7.10.6; Soph. Trach.445. 
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<XUtpTU1£VOU: a word normally confined to the political sphere, i.e. 'illegal' (cf., e.g., Hdt. 
3.52; F euillatre 1966, 86). Here perhaps best translated as 'taboo'. 
'to xap9Eviu~ ovoj.1U O'Ej.1v6'tu'tov: RL suggest that Heliodorus wrote OVOJ..lU O'Ej.1v6't<X'tov QV 
(cf. 3.11.1, BT1AOV QV) and that the OV subsequently fell away, but cf. 2.27.3 for the omission 
of the copulative (after E1tUYoy(O't<X'tov). The repetition of the syllable ov three times in as 
many words might be considered an unacceptable jingle, but cf., e.g., 1.1.1 ( . . . 
1tAEOJ..lEVOV, £1tt 'tOY 1tAT)O'iOV <xiyt<xAOV). However, the presence of the participle is 
unnecessary here. 
Naber (1873,339) finds Heliodorus' use of the comparative and superlative degrees 
of comparison of adjectives often unnecessary as here (cf. also El>1tPE1tEO''tEpov 4.10.4; 
O'oq>cO't<X'tov 4.1 0.6; q>o~Epffi'tEpOt 4.17.5) but this is a feature of Heliodorus' atticist style 
(Fritsch 1901, 22-23). 
4.10.4 'E1ttppCl>vVU~ o-uv uu'tftv: this is far from an absolution by Kalasiris for the initiate, 
Charikleia, as Merkelbach claims (1962, 246 and n. 2). 
Epu9ptoxm AEYEtV 0: yuvUt~1. KPl>1t't£tV £U1tPE1tEO''tEPOV: cf. KPl>1t'tOUO" 0: Kpl>1t'tEtv oj.1j.1<X't' 
apcrEVCl>V XP£cOv, Eur. Hek. 570 (the dying Polyxena takes care to preserve her modesty); 
ouMv q>pov'ti~ouO'<x lCpU1t'tEtV 50'<x yuv" J..l" opc:x0'6at 9EAEt, Ach. Tat. 4.9.3 (Leukippe in a fit 
fails to preserve her modesty); Neimke (1889, 14, 54-55). The contrast between the present 
passage (a confession oflove) and the similar expressions in Euripides and Achilles Tatius 
(the unwitting display of the female body) is marked, but Heliodorus has a strong sense of 
propriety: cf. 3.4.5 above and note. 
4.10.5 'tou'to yap OJ.1cpft j.1ot 9£IDV Ej.1ftVUO'f;: OJ.1q>ft is a Homeric word which evokes the 
grandeur of epic here: cf. 112.41, 9£t" bE j.1tV aj.1q>Exu't' OJ..lq>ft. 
cru j.1£V to'9t j.1" j.1ov" ... 'tIDV 'ta CXAA,U O'rocppOVCl>v: cf. Euripides Hipp. 437-9, ou yap 
1tEptO'O'OV OUBEV 000' ESro A,oyou / 1tE1tov9<x~' oPY<Xt B' E~ cr' a1tEO'K"",<XV 9EC:X~. / E~~' 'ti 'to'\}'to 
9<x'\}j.1u; cri>v 1tOAAOt~ ~po'trov. In Heliodorus, Kalasiris makes the additional point that 
Charikleia's passion is one shared by other noble and virtuous women, thus clearly 
revealing the importance attached to social class and moral sensibility in the romance (cf. 
3.3.8 above and note). A parallel is provided by Dodds (1951, 133-136), who interprets a 
papyrus fragment (P. Mich. 5) as part of a romance in which a girl has fallen in love with a 
young man who appears in her dreams. An anxious parent asks a magician for a remedy, 
but the magician declines saying that the girl would not be the first to whom this happened 
(1t6crOt M CXAAOt 1t<XP<XAOYCl>V [1\JpU[0'9]r(O'u]v O'Cl>j.1<Xtrov). 
6 "EpID<; K<Xl. TlB" K<Xt 9EIDV UU'tIDV 2tO'tE KPU't£lV A.E'YOJl£vo~: for the commonplace sentiment 
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that Eros is the most powerful of the gods: cf. Eur. fi'. 431 (Nauck); fro 136; Char. 6.3.2; 
Petron. Sat. 83.4; Long. 2.7.2; Ach. Tat. 1.5.7. 
4.10.6 'E1t1.mco1t£t. ~£ o~ ap1.o'ta ~1.a8fton 'tll 1t<Xpov'ta: to some extent the contrast 
between Kalasiris, who seemingly allows Charikleia freedom of choice here, and Charikles 
who is said to be insisting on the marriage with Alkamenes (cf. 4.l3 .2) is a 
misrepresentation (cf. Winkler 1982, l31-l32). Charikles is modest about his ability to 
persuade Charikleia into the match (4.7.9) and Kalasiris knows that there is no real chance 
of Charikleia disagreeing with her 'father' on this issue. 
For the expression 'tex 1tapov'ta, cf. 'tex 1tapov'ta 8E08m KaAID<; (Ach. Tat. 5.11.4; 
Neirnke 1889, 52). 
~ 'to J,1£V auipa'tov y£vto8a1. t1)v apx"v £p(O'to~ £i')~at.~ov, 'to ~E aAov'ta 1tpO~ 'to (6)(ppov 
'to J30uAl1J,1a UP1.1tOl.i\oat. (Jo<pID'ta'tov: these words were chosen by Koraes as a quotation on 
the title page of the first volume of his commentary. Heliodorus uses <x1t£ipa'tov in this 
sense on other occasions also (7.25.7; 10.33.2), cf. also Gregory of Nyssa (De Virg.8 .1.39; 
Eusebius Praep. Evang. 2.2.41.4, a1t£ipa'tov <X<ppo~1.mrov) . For the idea that virginity is the 
ideal state and that marriage is merely respectable, cf. Paul 1 Cor. 7.25-40. 
'to ~OUAl1J,1a UP1.1t01.i\0at. oo<pcil'ta'tov: Koraes suspects that 1t£pt1t01.i\om is not Greek and 
prefers 1t£pto'ti\om, but cf. 1.15.2; 2.19.3; 4.8 .7; 5.30.2; 10.34.3. The use of unusual 
compound verb forms is a feature of Heliodorus ' language (see Introduction). 
o ~" Kat Oot ~O'\)AOJ,1EVn 1t1.(Jt£U£1. v £~£o'tt . . . 'tpt.at. 't"v vooov: cf. Eur. Hipp. 477, 
voooooa ~' £U ~ 'tf]v vooov K<X'tao'tptq)(:m. Kalasiris ' advice is similar to that of 
Akesinos- to seek the cure for the malady in the man who is causing it (cf. 4.7.7 above, 
and note). The passage underlines the importance of marriage in the Ethiopian Story. 
Goldhill (1995, 120-121) takes Kalasiris ' words here as an indication that Heliodorus was 
in tune with the Christian view of marriage as a sacrament. Cf. also Morgan (1989a, 320); 
Cancik (1976,48-68). 
Naber (1873, 340) prefers Ka'tao'tpt'l'm to 'tpt'l'm but cf. 5.34.2. 
4.11.1 <I~pro't1. 1tOAACP ~l.£PP£t"to: cf. i~p&'t1. ~t£pptt'to (10.131; Morgan 1979, ad Ioe.). The 
expression is not necessarily unromantic (Feuillatre 1966, 28), cf. Sappho fro 31.l3 (Il' 
t~p~ 'I''\)Xpo~ KaKXEE'tm) and cf. Plato Phaedr. 254c, where the good horse in Plato' s 
charioteer analogy breaks into a sweat on seeing chaste beauty. Heliodorus is clearly con-
cerned to underline the emotional significance that marriage has for Charikleia (cf. Fusillo 
1990, 201-221). 
RL tentatively suggest that the reading of C (1t£pt£pptt'to) may be correct and cite 
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Pluto Aem. 25 (t1t1tOUC; iopro'tl, 1tOI..I..6,) 1t£PtPpEO~EVOUC;) in support, but Ot£PPEL'to is repeated at 
10.13.1 (iop&tt Ot£PPEL'to), where there is no suggestion of a textual difficulty. 
Nevertheless, Ot£PPEL'to is rather unusual and 1t£pt£pp£t'to seems to be the correct word: cf. 
John Chrysostom's homily on St. Stephen (1t£pt£PPEL'to 'tote; 'trov ai~a'tOlv p£u~aow, 63.931). 
Heliodorus appears to be out on a limb linguistically again; he envisages his heroine 
exuding sweat in the intensity of her feelings rather than being bathed in light perspiration, 
but this is no reason to amend the text. 
OTtI..T\ 1tav'toimc; -nv xaipo1>cra IlEV £q>' oiC; TlK01>£V: Colonna (1938) reads TlKOUcr£V but 
subsequently reverts to TlKOU£V (1987b). The durative use of the imperfect seems quite 
natural here and Barber (1962, 208) gives other instances of the imperfect tense of verbs of 
perception in relative clauses. 
Kalasiris tells Charikleia of the circumstances of her birth 
'tOY £Ilot 1tOI..ElltOV av'tt1tOtT}cr61l£vov: for the metaphor, cf. 1.26.3, 'Op~TlV yap, roc; oicr6a, 
Kpa'toU<J1lC; E1tt9u~iac; ~aXT\ ~EV av'ti'tU1tOC; E1tt'tei Vet; 3.7.5, £icr'to~£uov'ta; 4.1.1, ayrovo-
9£'tol)v'to<;, Ot~at, Kat ~pa~£uov'tOC; "EpOl'tOC; above, and note; 7.1 0.2, E~Ot OE apxft 'tl,C; 
al..T\9£cr'tEpOU 1tOAE~OU. 
Colonna (1938) added OUK in front of av'tl,1tOtT\cr61l£VOv and A omits the second half 
of the correlative (f) 'tOY 1tOAE~tOV av'tl,1tOtT}cr6~£vov), presumably on the grounds that 
aV'tl,1tOtEOl used absolutely in the middle voice (as here) usually means 'oppose' whereas 
with a dative complement it means 'contend with one for a thing' (LSJ9 s. V. aV'tl,1tOt£0l). It 
may be, however, that E~oi (CPZT) should follow 'tOY EIlOV 1tOAE~tOV (VMB)-the sense 
would therefore be: 'as if it were clear that my father would consent or that my enemy will 
engage with me (sc. for the prize of marriage)'. There is an exact equivalent to this usage 
in the double meaning of the chivalric word 'engage' ('join in battle with', 'pledge to 
marry'). This would suit the topos of love as warfare (implicit in 1tOAE~tOV) and is in 
keeping with the element of rivalry in the relationship of Theagenes and Charikleia (cf. 
4.1.1 above and 4.18.6 below and notes). Marriage is the prize both are engaged to win in 
the lists of love. The reduction of this expression to 'tOY EIlOt 1tOAElltOv would have resulted 
from confusion over the somewhat unusual meaning of the phrase. Certainly, the 
translations offered are vague: cf., e.g., 'or that my adversary would reciprocate" 
(Morgan); 'or with my enemy's aspirations' (Lamb); 'or that my enemy would reciprocate 
my feelings' (Hadas); 'or that mine enimie, seeke that' (Underdowne). Colonna (1987b) 
has now withdrawn his earlier addition of OUK and translates: 'e che il mio nemico avra 
anche lui questa intenzione', which removes the essential element of rivalry implied by 
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1tOAk~.u.ov . 
4.11.2 lCalCEtV~ Mti..IDlCEV: for the metaphor, cf. Plato Phaedr. 252c; Feuillatre (1966, 86). 
'to lO'OV MO~: cf. 3.5.4 above, and note. 
t1tE'tEtVa ~E au'ttp 'KayO> 0'01 xapttollEV~ O'O<pi~ 'ti\v E1ttO'Olliav: cf. 4.7.8 above, and note. 
H is not true, of course, that Kalasiris exerted magic over Theagenes to make him love 
Charikleia more. Kalasiris is an inveterate manipulator, despite the fact that Charikleia 
sees through his hocus-pocus (4.5.4). Here too, she ignores Kalasiris' claim. It is therefore 
unnecessary to argue that the deception is motivated by a need for Kalasiris to put 
Charikleia under an obligation to him by means of this lie (Hefti 1950, 72). This approach 
detracts from the complexity of Kalasiris' character (cf. 3.1.2, 4.7.2 above, and notes 
there). 
6 ~E VOllttollEv6C; c:mt 1ta'ti\p ai..A.ov Eu'tpE1l;i~E'tat V'Oll<Piov: cf. 4.3.4 above, and note. By 
using the word VOllt~OIlEv6c;, Kalasiris hints to Charikleia that he knows of her background. 
Charikleia's question below about how Kalasiris came to know this implies that she 
assumed that previously he had not known of her adoption. Moreover, Charikles' action in 
locking the band away implies that he had not told her the circumstances of her adoption, 
although he had already quite openly explained to Kalasiris how he came to be her 
guardian. The reader is not told whether she herself suspected that she was not the natural 
daughter of Charikles (one rather suspects that she would have since she knew of the 
band-an obvious birth-token [4.11.3 D. There is no doubt, however, that the use of the 
word VOllt~OllEvoC; here would have had great psychological impact on Charikleia. 
4.11.3 'AA.lCallEVEt ~v £<PTJ 'tclq>OV . .. 'to 'tf\c; E1.11apllEVTJc;: Charikleia is not praying for 
Alkamenes' death here, so much as her own ('to 'tf\c; EtllapIlEVTJC;), if she has to marry 
someone other than Theagenes (Morgan 1989, 108 n. 33). For other expressions of fidelity 
between the lovers in the romance: cf. 1.8.3; 1.26.1; 2.4.2; 4.13.4; 5.29.4; 7.21.5; 7.25.5; 
7.26.3; 10.33.2. Threats of suicide abound in the genre, see MacAlister (1996, 19-83) for a 
theoretical discussion. 
« 'ElC 'tau'tTJC; » £<PTJv Em~Ei~ac; 'ti\v 'tatviav: cf. 4.5.1 above and note. The band is 
important for the development of the plot: (a) it reveals the secret of her birth; (b) it 
explains the instructions of Apollo and Artemis; (c) it helps Kalasiris persuade Charikleia 
to flee Delphi; and (d) for Charikles, it makes the cure of his daughter possible (Hefti 
1950, 67; Futre Pinheiro 1991b, 80). Kalasiris is not being entirely candid here-he first 
heard that Charikleia was not the natural daughter of Charikles from Charikles himself 
(2.30-32). 
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tl; ou 'Yap JlE Ka't(x 't1)v A1'Yu1t'tov ... <XCPEAOJlEVO~ dXEV <x1tOKetJlEVTtV: Charikleia immedi-
ately recognises the band and tells Kalasiris that Charikles had taken it from her when he 
adopted her from her foster father in Egypt (one of Sisimithres' shepherds, 1tOtjlE<nV 
Ejlau'tou, 2.31.2) when she was seven years old (2.30.6) and kept it locked away in a casket 
so that it would not be damaged. There is much that is left unexplained here: Why, for 
example, does Sisimithres, an Ethiopian gymnosophist, have an Egyptian sheep farm? How 
much did Charikleia know of her origins? Why does Charikles lock the band away? 
Charikleia must have known that she was not the shepherd's natural daughter; that her real 
parents were wealthy (the band was silk, 2.31.2); and that they were not Egyptian (the 
band was woven with 'native characters', 'YpaJlJla<nv E'YX(OPtOt~, 2.31.2 [for the writing on 
the band, see 4.8.1 above and noteD. The reader must assume that Charikleia would have 
been able to read simple demotic at the age of seven; that she would have recognised that 
the script was not Egyptian; and that she could not tell that the script was Ethiopian or 
royaL She certainly did not know what was written on the band (4.11.4) and learns of her 
royal status for the first time from Kalasiris (4.12.1). 
The reason Charikleia gives for the concealment of the band by Charikles (to 
prevent damage to it) does not ring entirely true. Charikles does not make any effort to 
discover what was written on the band (see 4.8.1 above and note) and the reader must infer 
that he hides the band to avoid losing his adopted daughter. He had after all lost his own 
wife and daughter in a tragic accident (2.29.4) and was very attached to Charikleia and 
wished to be recognised as her true father (cf., e.g., 2.33.1-3, 4.19.8, 10.34.4). 
tv KOt nOt: cf. Hesychius, KOt 'ti~. " JltKpo'ttpa riCrtTl. EV n 6 'YUVatKetO~ KOcrJlO~ <X1te'ti9E'tO; 
Suda, Kotn~: " jltKpix Ktcr'tTJ. 'A't'ttK&<;. 'tT]V 'Y~P Ktcr'tTJV KOt'ttV AE'Youcrtv. Ecr'tt of. EV ai~ 
KOt 'ta~OjlEVat 'YuvatKE~ <x1te'ti9EV'tO 'tix xpucrta. RL also note the use of KOt 'ti~ in Menand. 
Epitrep. 164 and Philostr. VA 4.39. Merkelbach (1962, 246 n. 3) adds a reference to KOtn~ 
in Eunapius Vito Soph. 6.7.8. On balance, KOt'tiC; appears to be better than 1Ctcr'tiOt here: 
Josephus (Ant. Jud 2.220, 2,224) uses KOt'ti~ as the basket in which Moses was exposed 
(this answers Koraes' objection that a 1Ctcr'ti~ would have had more space than a KOt'ti~). 
Moreover, the Suda passage shows that a KOt'ti~ would naturally be used for jewellery and 
valuables. 
F or the orthography and meaning of 1Ctcr'ti~, cf. Aristophanes Pax 666, cr1tOVOIDV 
cpEpoucra 'tn 1tOA.et ricr'tTJv 1tAEav. with the comment of the scholiast: Ktcr'tTJV 1tAEav: 1tATlPTl 
K'O'ttOa. 'tix~ K,\)'tiOO~ EKaAOUV ricr'ta~; Eur. Ion 37, KU'tOe;; Lucian Saturnalia 21.18-19, EV 
'tate; KOt'tate; Kat ricr't<Xt~ EUpIDn 1tOAAqlKa'tacra1tTlVat. 
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4.11.4 Tf\~ ~E oine d~EVat. 1tOOEV; 6J.10A.OlO1>0'Tl~ : RL read 1tOOEV rather than 1tOOEV and 
taking this word as a parenthesis, which Heliodorus made use of (cf. the section on 
language and style in the introduction). A parenthetical question within a genitive absolute 
is extraordinary, but the context is one of direct speech and 1tOOEV makes little sense. 
4.12.1 Kat 'to cppov'IlJ.1a ~lavlO''taO'a 1tA.£OV 't41 lEVEl: a remarkable statement to make of a 
young lady raised in seclusion in Delphi (3.6.1) and quite ignorant of the circumstances of 
her birth (4.11.4 above, and note). Presumably, Kalasiris' detailed exposition (EV J.1Ep£1. Kat 
1tpo~ £1tO~ EPJ.11lVE1>cov) of Persinna's humane letter would have softened the shock that the 
news must have brought to the young girl, and Charikleia was intelligent (3.4.1) and calm 
in adversity (8.8.4 but cf. 7.14.5). Nevertheless, the rapidity with which she discards her 
past and embraces an unknown future in the remotest regions of the earth is hardly 
plausible. The issue of race does not appear to be relevant here (cf. Goethals 1959, 261-
62). 
Koraes took 't41 lEVEl as a causal dative with ~lavla'tuO'a but olavaO''tuO'a (cf. Char. 
4.1.4) is clearly preferable to OlaV1.O''tucJ'a. For the thought, cf. 1.20.1: 'to q>p6vTljla 1tpO~ ti)v 
ES apxf\~ avaq>Ep£1. TUX'IlV. 
'to'tE ~1l 0'1)J.1~0'UA.f\~ 'tf\~ cpavEpOYtEpa~ TtPX6J.1llv, <x1tav'ta chc; EO'XEV aVaKaA.1>1t'tcov: Kalasiris 
finally drops his duplicitous and ironic pose. Why does he do so at all? Why now and why 
to Charikleia (and Knemon)? In Book 10, Kalasiris is not mentioned and Persinna does not 
appear to be aware of the possibility that her daughter might return. Is Kalasiris lying to 
Charikleia here to win her confidence? This seems unlikely in view of her determination to 
die rather than not marry Theagenes (4.11.3 )-these are not the words of a young woman 
who needs to be tricked into leaving home (see further 4.l3.1 below and note). In addition, 
some mention of the oracle and vision of Apollo and Artemis would have helped to 
reassure her. The fact that Kalasiris does not mention these suggests that his aim is not to 
persuade her to leave (cf. Hefti 1950, 72). Alternatively, is he lying to Knemon to increase 
the suspense of his tale? But there is no indication that these words are directed at Knemon 
so much as a direct response to Charikleia's question. Had this been the reason for the lie, 
the reader would at least expect this to be signalled by an objection from the young 
Athenian. 
The implication of Kalasiris' words are more interesting than speculation on their 
intent. Kalasiris states, in effect, that he has been operating under cover in Delphi, and that 
he has understood the situation (chc; EO'XEV) all along (see also 4.l3.l below and note). His 
words echo those of Persinna (4.8.2, aVaKaA.1>1t'to'UO'a 'tTtv ai:nav 'til~ EKOEO'Eroc;)-an echo 
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which suggests the conflation of the 'omniscient-author' and 'ego-narrative' modes in the 
romance. 
Kalasiris tells Charikleia of his interview with Persinna and his mission in Delphi 
TlA80v Kat Ei~ Ai8io1t<X~ E1tt9uJ.Li«;t 'til~ 1tap' EKEivotC; O"o<piac;: cf. Philostratus VA 6.6, where 
the claim is made that the wisdom of Ethiopia was greater than that of Egypt but inferior 
to that of India. Kalasiris here mentions part of itinerary, which he had omitted entirely 
before (2.26.1), but much remains unexplained about his journey to Ethiopia (Hefti 1950, 
72). 
Eixov 't1. Kat ~~Tl~ 1tA.£OV t1lv Ai:y'01t'tl.mv O"o<piav 1tpo0"81lKTI ~ AiOto1tffiv EK8E1(l~mv: On 
Kalasiris' Egyptian character, cf. 3.1.2 above, and note. 
4.12.2 oiKa~E: This must mean Egypt, but not Memphis, Kalasiris' hometown, which he 
left to go into exile (</)'\)'Yn) because of the temptations presented by Rhodopis (2.25.4). 
Persinna felt unable to approach the gymnosophists about her daughter and her own 
attempts to locate her had failed. She therefore approaches Kalasiris in confidence before 
his departure and requests him, as an Egyptian wise man, to divine Charikleia's 
whereabouts. When the omniscient Kalasiris informs her that Charikleia is in Delphi, she 
asks him to find her and to bring her home. Kalasiris agrees and goes to Delphi to fulfill 
his oath to Persinna (4.13.1, although he also says that his discovery of Charikleia in 
Delphi was merely incidental). The inconsistency with his earlier explanation for his 
presence at the shrine (2.26.1) is no sooner introduced than it is qualified. For a full 
discussion of this problem see 4.13.1 below and note. 
ou 'Yap 1t'Oai0"8m Kata to Eavoc; oooEJ.Liav totautTlv, 1tOAAa 1tEpt£P'YaaaJ.L£vTl: reading 
1t£PtEP'YaO"al1£v'l1 to agree with the subject in indirect speech, Persinna. Persinna's desire to 
want to learn the fate of her lost daughter, now that the immediate danger of misunder-
standing was over, is psychologically convincing (Morgan 1979, at 10.14.5). Heliodorus 
later appears to forget the request Persinna makes to Kalasiris (10.36.4, and Morgan's note 
ad Joc.). 
4.12.3 'EJ.Lou ~E a1tavta J.La8ovtoc; EK OEroV: is this yet another misrepresentation of the 
truth by Kalasiris for the sake of his own aggrandisement in the eyes of Charikleia as 
Bevilacqua argues (1990, 248) on the basis of 3.17; 4.5-7; 5.12-13? Yet Charikleia was 
shrewd enough to see through such pretence earlier (4.5.4) and such boasting appears to be 
part of Kalasiris' character (he also, by implication, claims omniscience to Persinna 
4.12.3). Kalasiris' categorical statement here (especially ll1tavta) also undennines the 
argument of Futre Pinheiro (199Ib, 79-80) that Kalasiris only gradually became aware of 
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the truth as events at Delphi unfolded. 
lCal. tivai 'tE lCal. OX01> cppacmv'toc;: the narrative is at three removes from authorial 
narration· Heliodorus relates how Kalasiris told Knemon what he told Charikleia he had , 
said to Persinna. A narratological situation of similar complexity occurs at 2.30; Helio-
dorus relates how Kalasiris told Knemon what Charikles told him Sisimithres had related 
to him about Charikleia's exposure. For the latter instance, cf. Futre Pinheiro (199Ib, 78). 
arovoc; relp Kat CX'tElCYOC;: RL 's correction, followed by Colonna (1987b; accusative 1938). 
The nominative is required because of ili:£'tE'UEV (line 3). 
<'>~OAorEtv 't41 cr41 xa'tpl. 'to O"1>~~E~T1lCOC;: the whole of this passage is psychologically 
remarkably sensitive. The reference sterility of Persinna, Hydaspes ' desire for an heir, and 
the long years of their faithful marriage serve to prepare the reader for the emotional 
resolution of the plot in book 10. In the final book, Persinna plays a restricted role, but her 
emotional reaction to the band (10.13 .1), the necklaces (10.14.3) and the birthmark of 
Charikleia (10.16.1) contribute a great deal to the pathos of the drama. Persinna confesses 
indirectly by presenting Hydaspes with the band woven with the story of the birth and 
exposure of their daughter (10.13.2). Hydaspes adds that Persinna had told him that the 
child had been still-born (10.13.4) but he does not react to his wife 's deception. When 
Persinna finally breaks down (10.16.2), however, he is strongly affected by her distress. 
The present passage is therefore consonant with the tone of the dramatic resolution of the 
plot in the final book. 
4.13.1 EXt<Ylci}x'to1>cra ~Ot XOAAel 'tOY TlAtoV. OPlCOV QV OOOEVl. crocprov i>XEP~i1vat 9E~l'tOV: cf. 
4.8. above, and note. NeoPythagoreans were forbidden to swear by the gods but, in 
addition to the oath that he swears to Persinna, Kalasiris makes Theagenes swear an oath 
not to violate Charikleia's virginity (4.18.6). Thus, although there are traces of 
neoPythagorean doctrines in the Ethiopian Story, such as Kalasiris ' refusal to make blood 
sacrifices or drink wine (3 .11.2, 4.16.4: cf. 10.9.6), they do not appear to be entirely 
consistent (cf. Feuillatre 1966, 132). 
The double accusative after £m,Q"lCTl1t'to'Ucra is unparalleled. 
£rcJ) BE TllCro 'ti)v EVci>~O'tov tlCEcrtav £lC'tEA£crrov . . . lCEpBi}crac;: This sentence attempts to 
resolve the conflict between the various reasons Kalasiris has given for his presence in 
Delphi. Originally, he had told Knemon that he had come to Delphi to seek refuge from 
the hostility of heaven (variously described as 'to edov / 'ta 1te1tpro~£va / <'> ooi~rov / ai 
~o'lpat / <'> acrtitp), the sexual depredations of the courtesan Rhodopis and the feuding of his 
sons in Memphis (2.25.3-5). After informing Knemon that he intends to omit the narrative 
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of his wanderings after leaving Memphis (2.26.1, i) EV j..LEO"Q) 1tA.UVll) on the grounds that 
they were irrelevant, he tells the Athenian that he went to Delphi because it was a holy 
place and a fitting refuge for a philosopher (2.26.1). Later he says that he knew that his 
sons would fight each other because of his knowledge of the true science of astrology (i) 
(XA.116&C; O"ocpia) and that his exile from Memphis was imposed by the gods and fates, 
apparently (~ EOt"K£V) so that he would find Charikleia (3.16.5). He now tells Charikleia 
that he had learnt that she was in Delphi while he was in Ethiopia CEj..Lo'\) OE a1tav'ta 
j..La66v'toc; E"K 6£rov "Kat £ivai 't£ Kat 01tO'l) cppuO"av'toc;, 4.12.3) and that he had come to fulfil 
his oath to Persinna that he would find her lost daughter and to bring her back to her home. 
In the present passage Kalasiris adds that his oath to Persinna was not the reason for his 
journey to Delphi but that finding Charikleia here with the help of the gods had been the 
most profitable part of his wanderings. 
The most recent discussion of this major narrative crux is provided by Fuchs (1996, 
174-188), who identifies four logical possibilities: (i) Kalasiris is lying to Charikleia to 
persuade her to trust him; (ii) Kalasiris is lying to Knemon-all his doubts about what to 
do and where to go are intended to increase the tension of his tale; (iii) Heliodorus intends 
both accounts to be accepted as true and either does not notice the inconsistency or 
included it deliberately; (iv) both Heliodorus and the reader can accept both accounts as 
true-the inconsistency can be resolved. 
The first alternative corresponds with the argument of Bevilacqua (1990, 247), but 
this theory makes Charikleia weak and impressionable, which is not consistent with what 
we know of her character elsewhere (cf. 3.4.1, 4.12.1 above and notes). Her determination 
to die rather than not marry Theagenes (4.11.3) makes it unlikely that Kalasiris would 
need to trick her into leaving Delphi (see 4.12.1 above and note). Moreover, this would 
weaken Kalasiris' moral position in encouraging the elopement of his fellow-priest's 
adopted daughter. 
The arguments of Winkler (1982, 93 'mendacity ' ; 146 'duplicity' ) and Sandy 
(1982a, 65 'duplicity') come closest to representing the second possibility, though neither 
claims that Kalasiris deliberately lied to Knemon. Winkler (1982, 137-151 'What Kalasiris 
knew') presents a exceptionally subtle analysis (summarised on p. 139 of his article) of 
how Kalasiris and Knemon differ in respect of their reading of events; whereas the 
romantic Knemon 'illustrates the comedy of misreading ' (p. 143, but see 3.1.1 above and 
note), Kalasiris, who is concerned to interpret the will of destiny in the love-relationship, 
is 'a patient and open-minded reader of events' (p. 149). However, Winkler does not 
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address the question of the different explanations given by Kalasiris for his presence in 
Delphi directly or explain adequately how they constitute 'a deliberate narrative strategy' 
(p. 93). There is no way around Kalasiris' own explicit statement that he 'began to reveal 
his plan more clearly' to Charikleia when informing her of his undertaking to Persinna to 
find her daughter and to bring her back Ethiopia ('t6't£ Tl~'" crul!/30'llA:f(e; 'tile; CP<XV£pOl'tEpae; 
i)px6~,.,v, a1t<Xv't<X Ox; £O'X£v (XV<XK<XA:61t'tOlV, 4.l2.l-note especially the use of a1t<Xv't<X again), 
since he and that he had known since his visit to Ethiopia that Charikleia was alive and 
where she was CE~o'\) ~E a1t<Xv't<X ~<xe6v'to<; £K 6£rov K<Xt £iv<xi 't£ K<Xt 01tO'll cppaO'<xv'toe; ... , 
4.12.3). Thus Kalasiris came to Delphi with prior knowledge of Charikleia and it is 
unlikely that he only realised who Charikleia was when he read Persinna's band (4.8.1), 
especially as he was highly skilled at reading the will of the gods (2.25.3-5; 3.16.5; 4.12.3). 
The third line of argument is similar to that of Hefti (1950, 72-78) and Reardon 
(1971, 390-392). Hefti follows the suggestion of Koraes that Kalasiris wanted to go to 
Delphi before his visit to Ethiopia and suggests the need to supply the word 'originally' 
with O'1touBaO'<xe; here. He notes further the inexplicable rudeness to Charikleia in the words 
under discussion and concludes, again with Koraes, that the text is blatantly contradictory. 
Finally, Hefti remarks that the problem could have been avoided if Kalasiris had never 
gone to Ethiopia, but that Heliodorus deliberately introduced this complication, knowing 
that it would produce contradictions in the narrative, because he was more interested in 
artistic effect than narrative consistency. What Heliodorus gained by including the story of 
Kalasiris' journey was the link between the earlier events in Ethiopia and the later ones in 
Delphi. He was also able to give expression to Persinna's continuing concern to recover 
her missing daughter. Similarly, Sandy (1982a, 41) argues that Heliodorus ignored the 
discrepancy in Kalasiris' reasons for coming to Delphi because the material 'enriched the 
plot'. Futre Pinheiro (l991b, 79) views the apparent contradiction as a 'device designed to 
confuse the reader by deliberately mixing up the pieces of the narrative puzzle', that is 
typical of Kalasiris who is both 'saint and impostor'. A similar narrative anacoluthon has 
been noted with respect to Thyamis' escape from capture (cf. 4.3.4 above and note). 
The final possibility (that the inconsistency can be resolved) confronts the problem 
most directly. Futre Pinheiro (1991b, 72, 79-81) suggests that Kalasiris was not guilty of 
lying to Knemon and that he only gradually became aware that Charikleia might be the 
daughter of Persinna and that he knew for sure for the first time when he read the queen's 
swathing band (4.9.1). However, this solution is not entirely satisfactory for the simple 
reason that Kalasiris tells Charikleia quite explicitly that he had known 'everything' in 
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Ethiopia already (cf. 4.12.3 above, and note). Heliodorus gives no reason why Kalasiris' 
arrival in Delphi should not have been a consequence of this knowledge. His earlier 
reasons for being in Delphi (to get away from Rhodopis and his sons) would have been 
eclipsed by his later discovery that Charikleia lived there (assuming with Koraes [ad loc.] 
that Kalasiris visited Ethiopia during his wanderings after his exile from Memphis). It 
would, of course, have been highly unlikely that Kalasiris would have visited Ethiopia 
before his traumatic encounter with Rhodopis, since this would have made his desire to 
make a philosophical 'retreat' to Delphi entirely pointless. Koraes suggests the deletion of 
ou in the phrase ou Btu 'tou'to but this ignores the logic of the ~EV . . . M construction. 
Moreover, the combination of Kalasiris' knowledge that Charikleia was in Delphi and the 
waking dream in which Apollo and Artemis put Charikleia and Theagenes into his hands 
(Ev£X£ipt~£v) in person and instruct him to take them to Egypt (3.11.5), can surely have left 
no doubt in his mind that Charikleia was the daughter of Persinna. Futre Pinheiro also 
points out that the contradiction is responsible for the unclear structure of the plot of the 
romance, which can be interpreted to be circular or linear, depending on whichever of 
Kalasiris' two reasons is accepted (1991b, 79). However, this is true only if Kalasiris is 
taken to be the most important character in the work, but, as I have argued above (3.1.2, 
and note), Charikleia, rather than Kalasiris, is the focal point of the plot, which is 
therefore, strictly speaking, circular (see further the section on openings in the 
introduction). Futre Pinheiro (1991b, 81) also stresses the presence of two alternative 
explanations for events in the Ethiopian Story-scientific and supernatural-but asserts 
that the divine explanation usually prevails as it does here. The rather haphazard way in 
which the revelation is finally made, though, casts considerable doubt on the cogency of 
this assertion. 
The strongest argument for the point of view that the two explanations for 
Kalasiris's explanation in Delphi can be reconciled lies in the fact that Kalasiris expressly 
states that he is telling the truth concerning his visit to Ethiopia (4.12.1). Other indications 
of the prior knowledge of Kalasiris may be seen at 2.35.3; 3.15.3; 4.5.1; 4.8.2; 4.9.1; 
4.13.1. It is crucial to Winkler's argument (that Kalasiris is mendacious [1982, 93]) that 
the distinction between ego-narrator (Kalasiris) and author should be maintained. How-
ever, the fac t that the reasons given by Kalasiris and Heliodorus for his presence in Delphi 
are restated and given different nuances in different contexts suggests that these narrative 
voices are occasionally blurred. For example, Kalasiris states that he left Memphis 
because he knew that his sons would fight each other: 0 M ~£ 1tpO mXv't(OV Kat E1tt roffiV 
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t;TtA,aUVEV ot 1taibE~ ~O'av, oue; it apP1ltoe; 1l0t 1tOA,A,U1Ct~ h:: 9E&V O'o<pta ;UPTtPEt~ aA,A,TtA,Ot~ 
O"\JIl1tE~Ei0'9m 1tP01lYOPEUE (2.25.5). Later, however, Heliodorus resolves the dispute 
between the two sons by making Kalasiris the cause of the quarrel: IIaibE~ 'tOY <puV'ta IlE'tu 
bEKaE'tOue; aA,1l~ Xpovov EKOllt~OV'tO Kat 'tOY atnov 'tfl~ E1tt 't'fi 1tpO<P1l'tEi~ Kat IlEXPt~ atlla't~ 
O"'tUO"Eox; a\)'tot IltKPOV UO"'tEPOV Ka'tEO"'tE<pOV (7.8.2). The later version does not add 
significantly to the earlier one concerning Kalasiris' presence in Delphi; it does, however, 
explain why the unexpected appearance of Kalasiris at Memphis has the effect of resolving 
the quarrel of the two brothers, whereas he was unable to effect a reconciliation before. In 
other words, the two statements had to differ because H eliodorus needed them to in order 
to resolve this thread of the plot. The roles of author and ego-narrator are therefore 
conflated in this case. This suggests that the author is shaping the narrative in the same 
way with the words ou btU 'toU'to llEV 't1lV Em 'tubE O"1towaO'a~ a<pt;tv 9E&V bE 1)1to611KTI 
IlEytO"'tov EK 'tfl~ aA,1l~ 'toU'to KEpbTtO"ae; (4.13.1) in order to reconcile the narrative 
inconsistency, whereas the slight to Charikleia in the words runs directly counter to the 
purpose of the ego-narrator. 
If this argument can be accepted, it suggests the Heliodorus was aware of the 
narratological problem. That he retained the story of Kalasiris' visit to Ethiopia indicates 
that he felt that it was nevertheless an important part of the story. In addition to Hefti's 
suggestions (1950, 72-78) as to why the visit to Ethiopia was important, the competing 
demands of the main plot and sub-plot need to be taken into account. Effectively, Helio-
dorus has included a variant narrative line in the Ethiopian Story (something unique in 
Greek literature according to Fuchs 1996, 185; cf. Winkler 1982, 150: 'what had seemed to 
be two different divine plots were actually two ways of saying the same thing' [Winkler's 
italics D. An explanation for this double narrative line lies in the fact that the story of 
Kalasiris is not entirely subsumed in the story of Theagenes and Charikleia. It is important 
to note in this regard that Kalasiris later dies in his horne town of Memphis (7.11.4) after 
the feud between his sons has been resolved (7.8.1), and plays no further part in the story 
of Charikleia and Theagenes. It is also notable that Persinna makes no acknowledgement 
of his role in bringing her daughter back to Ethiopia in book 10 and does not intervene 
during Charikles' condemnation of the Egyptian priest (10.36.4). His story therefore has a 
circular plot structure, as does Charikleia's; his tale has been told. Destiny plays a role in 
Kalasiris' thinking from the beginning: after the natural death of his wife, the malevolent 
eye of Kronos turned on him and brought about a change in his fortunes for the worse 
(2.24.6); he yielded to the ineluctable power of destiny (of whom Rhodopis was merely the 
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mask) and handed his fate over to its control (2.25.4), because he knew, by virtue of his 
prophetic wisdom, that his sons were destined to fight one another (2.25.5). He repeats this 
claim to certain knowledge of the future combat of his sons that he discovered through his 
knowledge of astrology at 3.16.5. Again, when Kalasiris arrives at Memphis disguised as a 
beggar and sees his sons engaged in mortal combat, Heliodorus reminds his readers of this 
prophecy (7.6.5) and, if this were not enough, reiterates it (7.8.1). It is therefore not 
entirely surprising that Kalasiris places the request of Persinna in second place to his own 
spiritual concerns. The sense required by 4.13.1 may therefore be that Kalasiris' promise 
to fulfil the request of Persinna really is incidental to his search for spiritual refuge in 
Delphi. For Kalasiris, to stay in the philosophical haven which Delphi offers him is to 
escape his destiny, if only temporarily. However, the commands of heaven intervene: he 
cannot ignore the oracles and apparitions sent by the gods and eventually he recalls his 
interview with Persinna during his long years of wandering and yields to the dictates of the 
divine. In the story of Kalasiris, the will of destiny overrides the slippage of human affairs. 
i>1roOTtKn: 1)1to9TtKT} usually means 'advice' (cf., e.g., Hdt. 1.156; LSJ9 s. v. 1)1t09TWTl), but 
here the financial sense of the word ('pledge', 'security') is natural in view of the 
commercial metaphor KEpB"aac; (cf., Hesch. 1>1to9"KTl· ... £VEXUpOV). The notion of 
'provident guidance' is also possible, however: cf., e.g., the Christian neoPlatonist 
Synesius of Cyrene: 1mo9"K1l <pauAcov batj.!OVCOV, Ot 'tov 'tE 'tP01tOV u<PTl'Youv'tat, Aegyptii sive 
de Providentia 1.15 (Terzaghi). The translations reflect the range of meanings from 
'through an intimation from the gods' (Lamb: cf. Warzewicki's 'monitu') to 'grace a la 
providence divine' (Maillon), and 'compensation for my banishment, set in store for me by 
the gods' (Morgan). I would suggest 'through the undertaking of the gods' to give the 
nuance of the word (somewhere between 'security' and 'providence'), while remaining 
reasonably close to the original. 
£K 1tOA.A.01> 't£ cOc; oi09a 1tpOo"E~PEUro Xp6vou: This implies that Kalasiris has understood the 
situation for a long time-for longer clearly than the short period since he read the band 
(4.8). The expression here suggests that his knowledge may have gone back to the time 
during which he lived (otKT}crtv OiKd aot 't'ijv au't'ijv Ev'tau9a, 2.33.7) near Charikleia (3.6.1) 
in the temple precinct (see 4.12.1 above and note). The oracle (2.35.5), which Kalasiris 
implies he alone understood (2.36.1) and his vision of Apollo and Artemis (3.11.5) would 
then serve more as supernatural promptings rather than as sources of knowledge. 
nlv 'tatviav: cf. 4.5.1 above, and note. 
4.13.2 "'.Qa'tE EVEon aot 1tEl60l1EVn ... crov 't41 qltA'tQ'tf!l Jia01AEOOuO(xV: The MSS read 
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~amA£uouO'a (mT) with a variant ~amA£uouO'av (BA). Koraes (followed by Hirschig and 
RL) suggests the accusative ~amA£uouO'av for what should be a dative (agreeing with the 
antecedent O'Ot after the impersonal construction Ev£O'n), on the grounds that it was 
accepted practice among Atticist writers to switch from the dative to the accusative case 
(e.g., Lucian Electrum 3.6, ot~ £~f\v 1tAOUt£lV (xvaA.tyovta~ trov al.y£tprov t<'x ~uKpua). 
Colonna (1938) retains the reading of the majority of the MSS, ~mA£uouO'a but this is 
clearly incorrect and he later prints the accusative case (Colonna 1987b): cf. the accusative 
at 8.5.12, Ev£O'n bE O'Ot 111lM AU1t£lV . .. (x')...').: 1tapabouO'av ... In view of the distance (7 
lines!) between ~amA£uouO'av and Ev£O'n O'Ot, the change from dative to accusative is 
understandable. 
~EVOU tE Kat V08EtOU rvftmov Kat apxovta ~tOV avtaAAu~a0'9at: Merkelbach (1959, 182) 
suggests v08Eiou for 08vEiou, citing 4.8.6 (6v611atO~ v680u), 4.9.2 (ovolla v680v), and 
10.13.5 (v68ov). With this reading the sense would be 'to exchange the life of a foreigner 
of illegitimate birth for that of a lawfully born ruler'. Although 08v£tou is the lectio 
difficilior it is redundant after ~EVOU and V08EtOU results in a sharper antithetical chiasmus 
with YVllmov (and ~EVOU I apxoV'ta). Merkelbach's suggestion should therefore should be 
accepted. 
1tptV n Kat 1tpo~ ~tav O'E trov 1tap<'x YVOlll1lV 1>1t00'tf\Vat: on the question of arranged 
marriages: cf. 4.4.5 above, and note; Winkler (1982, 132). In addition to the recovery of 
her home and family, Kalasiris offers Charikleia the choice of her own husband (cf. also 
4.11.1). 
El n ~£t 8EOt~ 'tE 'tote; aAAOte; Kat t4) XP1lO'll41 tou il'o8tou Ka'ta1ttO'tEUEtV: for the oracle 
see 2.35 .5. The full meaning of the oracle remains unexplained till the end of the novel 
(10.41.2; cf. Bartsch 1989, 102) but even then its precise meaning remains obscure (what, 
for example, does 1l£t...atVOllEvrov mean? Are the colours black and white symbolic? If so, of 
what?). The oracle suggests that Theagenes and Charikleia are under the guidance of 
destiny: cf. also 8.16.-17. 
4.13.3 Kat alla 1>1t£JltJlVflO'1Cov tOY XP1lO'Jlov .. . Kat {tMllEVOC;: Thuc. 2.8 mentions AOrta 
(,pronouncements') and XP1lO'J,J.Ot ('chants') and Aristoph. Eq. 999, 1002 use these terms as 
synonyms. The oracle is thought of as a chant here (~MllEvoe;). Cf. generally, Plutarch W'by 
are Delphic oracles no longer given in verse? 
~1ltOUJlEVOe;: this refers to the occasion on which the oracle was first chanted-the 
bystanders were puzzled and at a loss at how to explain the oracle (2.3 6.1). 
4.13.5 nv<'x 1tpooyopEu6J,J.Eva J,J.EV ... £mtEAoullEva ~t: Reeve (1968, 284) notes that nvu 
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must be corrupt, since enclitic 'tU; or its equivalents can only begin sentences when 
followed by j..LEV or BE. For the latter usage, Reeve cites 8.9.19 (nvEC; M, wrongly given as 
8.19.9 in his article) and 1.19.2 (1tn j..LEV ... 1tn BE). He suggests 'tu leatvo't6j..La for nva (cf. 
4 .18.2) which seems rather a lot to have fallen out. It is also possible to account for the 
text here; the j..LEV .. . M .. construction is used to contrast the participles 1tpoayopEu6j..LEVa 
and E1tt'tEAOUj..LEVa while at the same time nva is required to soften the generalisation. 
Although the Greek is unusual, there do not seem to be sufficient grounds on which to 
emend the text. 
"HvE-yleEV and Tjvucr911 are gnomic aorists. 
aAAa leal. 'to 1tapov 'tCtl XaptleAEL auv'tpEXE 't<l 1tpOC; 'tOY rCtJ,10v : 't<l 1tpOC; 'tOY yaj..Lov is an 
accusative of reference rather than a direct object (Barber 1962, 361). 
~ oi>BEv EleEiVOU 1tpa~av'toc; aVEU 'tfjc; EJ,1fjC; UqlllrTtaEroc;: Koraes rejects 1tpa~av'toc; in 
favour of 1tpa~oV'toc;. The aorist participle is in keeping with the fact that Charikles has 
been following Kalasiris' instructions by summoning doctors to examine Charikleia 
(4.7.3), by introducing Alkamenes to her (4.7 .10) and by giving him the tokens of 
recognition with which she had been exposed by Persinna (4.8 .1). Kalasiris is also not so 
entirely confident about how things will turn out as to be able to predict Charikles' actions 
(4.9.1; 4.13.2). 
THE ESCAPE FROM DELPHI 
Charikles and Kalasiris discuss the significance of a dream 
4.14.1 « 0"&£ aE EXpfjv Ea'tEql9at »: a number of replacements have been suggested for 
£1tEcr9at (rnA, Colonna 1938). RL read Ea'tEql8at, Koraes and Colonna (1987b) prefer 
'tEp1tEcr9at (T), citing Aristoph. Pax 291 unconvincingly. Hirschig reads flBEcr9at and Naber 
(1873, 341) proposes a1tEvOEcr9at. 'E<rtEql8at suits the context of a sacrifice ((x1t08uEl.v) best, 
though it is quite far from £1tEcr9at in form. 
ai>v 'tExVn 1tOAAn leal. aOqli(l 't'ft EJ,1n: for Kalasiris ' ' art ', cf. 3.17.5 above, and note; 4.6.4; 
4.14.1; 4.15.3 . 
4.14.2 'tfjc; qltA'ta't1lC; J,1Ot 'tOY ~iov 'taxa 1tpO'tEPOV J,1E'taa'tllaOJ,1EVllC;: RL believe that Koraes' 
reading 't01) ~iou is not justified, discounting his reference to 8.5.3 and citing 7.12.4 for the 
accusative case . However, the sense of7.12.4 is ' get rid or rather than 'leave ' as it is here 
and at 8.5.3. The close parallel of Euripides for J,1E8ia't1lj..Lt and the genitive to mean 'die' is 
striking (Alc. 21, 8aveLv 1t£1tpro'tat leat J,1E'taa'tfjVat ~iou). Koraes' emendation should 
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therefore be accepted. 
E1: n ~Et n:poCftXEtV oVEtpaOl. ... tile; n:apl1lCO'l>CfTlC; ... vUlC't6c;: Charikles could not have 
dreamt this dream in the time available. Charikles had earlier greeted him happily with the 
news that Charikleia had fallen in love (4.7.1); at midday (xept n:AiteouCfav uyopUv) he 
reported that she had reacted badly to Alkamenes (4.7.10); and a little later, after 
Kalasiris' talk with Charikleia (4.14.1), he related to him the ominous dream, although it is 
clearly described as nocturnal (cf. Hefti 1950, 79). Heliodorus has not taken sufficient care 
with the time-frame of his narrative in this instance (cf. 4.8.1 above and note). 
CBPZAT read n:ap11lCouCf11C; ... VUlC'tOC; ('last night') for n:apouanc; . . . VUlC'tOC; 
('tonight'). The former reading is certain because of the exact same expression at 4.S.2, 
modelled on tflc; 1tapOLXO~£V1'l<; VUlCt6c; (Hdt. 3.86, 6.107). napouCf1lc; suggests that the events 
are unfolding at night and may represent an extremely inept attempt to reconcile the 
chronology. 
tlC XEtpOc; a<pE9Evta 'tou IIt>9tou: The inclusion of this detail underlines the sense of the 
'omniscient and purposeful guiding hand' of Apollo in the narrative. Cf. 3.11.S above, and 
note; Bartsch (1989, 102). 
~oQ>(OOEm nOl.V Ei~ci>AotC; lCat Cf1Ct~EOl. n:Afl90v: there may be a covert allusion to the 
prophecy of the Delphic oracle, which mentions the 'black land of Helios' (2.3S.5). Et~roAa 
here means 'ghosts': cf. 1.3.1, the beach; 2.S.2; 2.11.3, the cave, and 3.16.3 above, and 
note. Zoq>~11C; is also used to describe the dark cave in which Thyamis hides Charikleia 
(1.29.1). Charikles clearly believes that the dream refers to the underworld in the same 
way that Theagenes associates Ethiopia with the world of the dead (8.11.4) until 
Charikleia gives a more sanguine interpretation to his dream. 
4.1S.1 Tau'ta roc; dxev. tym J.1£V On:11 'tEtVEt to Dvap Cf'\)VE~aAAov: Kalasiris continues to 
deceive Charikles, as Odysseus deceived his wife. On the problems Heliodorus' characters 
experience in communicating with each other: cf. Furiani (1990, 221). The interpretation 
of Kalasiris is clearly ironic. 
OC;: Colonna (1938, 1987b) retains roc; (mT), perhaps to match lCat roc; £lC XEtpOC; (below, line 
8) and avoid the long separation of OC; (BA) and ayavalCtElC; (below, line 9). However, the 
roc; (line 8) must be taken closely with £lC xEtp6c; ('from his hand, as it were'); roc; (line S) is 
unnecessary because of the following genitive absolute, and easily reduplicated from the 
final syllable of the preceding word (£n:tt11OEtroc;). 
4.15.2 'tau'ta roc; £~va n:apa 'tou vu~<PtOU n:p6CfaYE: In the Homeric world, husbands paid a 
bride-price (cf. the Southern African lobola system) a practice that became a legal fiction 
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in the Classical period (cf. OeD s. v. 'marriage, law of). At this time, the word q>£pv" 
(money paid directly to the wife) was more common that E~VU (cf. LSJ s. v. E~VOV). Achilles 
Tatius (1.18.2; 5.5.4) mentions E~VU but in mythological or parodic contexts. Longus 
(3.25.1) uses ~&pov. The word E~VU here is therefore a rather loose and poetic, but it surely 
cannot be intended to be Homeric (cf. Egger 1994, 270). Upper class marriages in the third 
or fourth century AD would probably have operated on the Roman custom that brides paid 
a dowry to their husbands. 
EXEt 1tpOe; 'Y'UVUtlCU t'U'Y'Yu XP'Uaoe; lCUl. At90e;: t'U'Y'Yu is here used metaphorically. Cf. also 
2.33.6; 7.10.3; 8.5 .7; Ar. Lys. 1110; Soph. tr. 474; Theoc. Id 2.17 (refrain); Ael. De nat. 
animo 1.44.3; Feuillatre (1966, 88). 
4.15.3 Eroc; 'to lCU't1lvU'YlCuaJ,1EVOV 'tile; £1tt9'UJ,1tue; aJ,1£'ta~A1l'tOV EXEt 1tupix 'tile; 'ttXV1le; it 
KOP1l: for the 'art' of Kalasiris, cf. 3.17.5 above, and note; 4.6.4; 4.6.7; 4.14.1. 
4.15.4 <x1tEp U1t£9EJ,1 1lV oi>~tv U1tEp9EJ,1£VOe;: Charikles thus ironically entrusts to Kalasiris 
the tokens which precipitate his daughter 's flight from Delphi, while Kalasiris indulges in 
a little word-play. Although Charikleia asks Charikles for his pardon at the conclusion of 
the romance, he is not given the chance to grant or withhold it (cf. 10.28.2). 
Kalasiris tells Theagenes what to do 
4.16.2 1tuPE'Y'Y'U"aue;: Frequent in Heliodorus (cf. 1.17.3; 2.14.2; 2.30.2; 5.21.2; 7.11.9; 
7.12.3; 7.15.5) and in Xenophon (cf., e.g., Anab. 4.1.17). The use of the word in a military 
sense is characteristic of Xenophon (Baumgarten 1932, 26). The kidnapping of Charikleia 
is described as a military operation. 
'tOY <XJ,1U 'tote; VEOte; ~puaJ,1ov u<P1l'Y"aua9at XPlla't1lPtql 'tOY 9£ov tlCE'tEuarov: the use of 
XP1la'ti)ptov here is unique in Heliodorus, who otherwise uses XP'TlcrJ,10C; (2.36.1; 2.36.2; 3.5.7; 
3.11.4; 4.4.5; 4.13.2; 4.13.3; 8.11.3; 8.11.4; 10.41.2). 
Phoenician merchants invite Kalasiris to a feast 
4.16.3 ' AAA' 1iv apu Kat YOU 1tUv'tOC; O~U'tEPOV 'to 9dov: What appears to be a chance 
encounter with the Phoenician sailors is clearly divinely motivated. Moreover, the 
Phoenicians had only come to Delphi because one of their number had had a dream which 
prophesied his victory in the Pythian Games (3.16.7): cf. Sandy (1982a, 53); Feuillatre 
(1966,61). For the phrase 'to 9dov, cf. 3.18.3 above, and note. 
<p9avov 'titv at'tT}<nv ... £q>&r) 'titv a1tOlCptmv 6 IIu9tOe; Kat 'tote; EP'YOte; £1tEaTtJlatvE 'tVTt 
U<P"'YTlffiv: RL insert ~OUC; after IIu9toe;, following the suggestion of Richards (1906, 111), 
on the grounds that £q>s" 'tTtv a1tOlCptmv requires a participle governing 'titv a1tOlCptmv to 
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make adequate sense, i.e., 'the Pythian got in first by giving a response ' . However, £<1>911 
't1)v a1tOlCptmV means 'anticipated his (own) answer ' as is clear from 'tote; tpYOte; which 
follows the phrase. Apollo forestalls the need for a spoken oracle by arranging for the 
Phoenicians to invite Kalasiris to join their celebrations. 
l:i>a1tsv5s ro 'ya9E: Koraes reads 0i>(}"1ts'05s 'assist <us> ' (VT: cf. 8.13 .2; 10.2.2) for RL's 
0001t£V5E 'join us in making a libation' (CBA, ern OUV5E Z). Lumbprefers ern 01t£UOE 
(MP). The meaning of 0"001t£i>8ro is often 'join us ', ' help us ' (cf. LSJ ad loc.), but Kalasiris 
later describes their appeal as a religious one (4.16.4, tspav lCA.nmv) and therefore 
oi>01t£VOE is to be preferred here. 
4.16.4 0'05£ yap 1iv ~Ot 9E~t'tOV tEpav lCA.nmV 1tapa5pa~Etv: Kalasiris here gives 
testimony that he is essentially a religious man. For the religious sense of lCA.nmc; 
'vocation' : cf. 1 Ep. Cor. 7.20. 
a1t£91>oa (XBZAT): Koraes prefers Eu9'Ooa (VMP). There is very little to choose between 
these two readings- the latter appears to be marginally more common in late Greek, but 
the former more Attic (cf. Xen. Anab. 5.1.1) and better supported by the MSS. It seems 
preferable to retain au9'Ooa. Cf. 4.18.6 below, and note. 
lCa1t£t5" 'tou A.tpavCll'tou A.apmv a1tE9'Ooa lCat u5a'toe; Ea1tStOa: here Heliodorus may have 
been following Philostratus, who records how Apollonius sacrificed incense to Helios 
rather than a white horse, as requested by a king ( VA 1.31). For sacrifices in antiquity: cf. 
3.1.3 above and note. 
'to 1tOA.'OUA£e; 'tIDV £~IDV 91>~a'trov: This is, of course, sarcasm, which RL regard as forced, 
though they refer to 2.7.3 and 2.11.3 for similar cases (in both instances Theagenes is 
sarcastic about Knemon's cowardice). 
4.16.5 5at't~ ~£v ~io't1lC; OUlC Ev5E1lC;: A<Xt'toe; is Homeric : cf., e.g. , Hom. Ii. 1.468,9.225. 
oinvEe; i1 61t69EV EO'tE: the question is Homeric but Homer never uses 61t69EV. Cf. Hom. 
Od 9.252, ro ~dvot, tivEC; Eent; 1t09EV 1tA.Et9' uypa lCtA.E'09a; 1.170, tie; 1t66Ev Eie; (xvoprov; 1&66t 
'tOt 1tOA.te; ';0£ 'tolCnS!;; Od. 15.424 EipcO't<X 5" E1t£t't<X, tie; Et11 lCaL 1t09EV EA.90t. Heliodorus uses 
1t09EV consistently elsewhere (e.g., 2.21.5 ; 2.32.3 ; 4.5.5 ; 7.12.4; 7.16.1) and this form 
avoids hiatus. Cf. Philostratus Her. 660.1 (Olearius), "!rov d, ~EVE, fl 1t09EV; (Boissonade 
1806, 274). n69EV should therefore be preferred here . 
<ptA.iae; apx"v iEpOUe; (lAne; 1tOtll(ra~EV01>e; : See II 9.214 1taOOE 0' aM!; 9E1.01O; Demosthenes 
De Faisa Legatione 109.5 mentions that hospitality requires the sharing of toasts, table and 
salt; Pluto Quaest. Cony. 685A6·10 refers to the common comparison between the Charites 
(charm) and salt (taste). 
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~Tt OUXt Kat 't1)v 1tEpt ixAA:f\AroV yv6l<nv Exov'tac; ix1tEA9EtV, q>tAlac; ixpx1)v iEPO~ aAm; 
XOt1lO"a~Evo'Oc;: a textually confused passage. Bekker and Colonna (1938) reverse the order 
of the clauses with VM, but Colonna (1987b) now follows RL's order, which is based on 
CBPZAT. Of the translators, Lamb and Hadas prefer the latter, Morgan the former 
alternative. The passage quite clearly reads better with Kat q>tAtac; ixpxftv ... preceding ).111 
OUXl ... (VM) and should be printed thus. The required sense would therefore be 'I think 
it vulgar and typical of the unmannered that they share in toasts and table and make 
offerings of holy salt the beginning of friendship, and then leave without having any 
knowledge of each other' rather than 'I look upon it as the vulgar way of uncultivated 
people when, after sharing in the libations and the meal at table, they part without 
becoming acquainted with one another-after they have partaken of the salt that is sacred 
to the forming of friendship' (Lamb). The awkward reversal of the clauses may have come 
about through q>tAtac; being taken with Kmvrovft(j(XV'tac;, leaving the incomprehensible ixPXTtv 
iEPO\>c; aAac; 1tOt"O'a~Evo'Oc; (hence uAAac; for aAac; in B). 
4.16.6 "EMYOV ~Tt o-uv Eivat ~EV cI>OlVtKEC;: Heliodorus uses indirect speech and authorial 
narrative more frequently in the second half of his romance. Here the indirect speech soon 
shifts into direct speech (4.16.7). The mixture of ego-narrative, indirect speech and 
authorial narrative as an indication of the mixture of epic and dramatic technique in the 
Ethiopian Story (cf. Wolff 1912, 195; Hefti 1950, 110). 
cI>OlvtKE<; TUpl.Ot 'tExvl1v ~E E~1tOpot: for the role of the Phoenicians in Heliodorus, cf. 
Briquel-Chatonnet (1987, 189-197). The intervention of Phoenicians is reminiscent of the 
Odyssey (cf. Berard 1902), in which Odysseus tells Athene that he had fled from Crete 
with the aid of Phoenicians after killing Orsilochos over a dispute concerning plunder from 
Troy (Od. 13.271-277). Cf. also the story which Odysseus tells to Eumaios concerns the 
fictitious treachery of Phoenicians towards himself (Od. 14.191-359)-in reality, Eumaios 
had been the victim of Phoenician slave-traders (Od. 15.403-484). In Philostratus' 
Heroicus a Phoenician merchant converses with Ampelourgos about the heroes of the 
Trojan War. 
Phoenicia was a favourite location for ancient novels (Char. 6.8.2; Ach. Tat. 1.1.1; 
Xenophon 3.12.1), although Heliodorus does not make much use of this tradition. Judging 
from the surviving fragments, Lollianos' Phoenician Story, contained much lurid and 
sensational action (cf. Lucian Pseudol. 28; Galen 12.249). Henrichs (1972, 20) comments 
on the fact that Phoenicia is often the location of erotic tales. In Heliodorus, Kalasiris, 
Charikleia and Theagenes escape from Delphi with the help of a group of Phoenicians 
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(4.16.6; the captain 5.20.1; the sailors 5.20.7; the ship 5.1.1; 5.17.1; 5.18.2; 5.20.3). The 
Phoenicians themselves encounter murderous pirates, an incident which allows Heliodorus 
to pun on the words q>6vql 'blood' q>ovroV't£<; 'killing' and <l>oivt1c£<; 'Phoenicians' (5.25.1; 
5.25.2; 5.25.3). 
Heliodorus also does not exploit the connotations of the name 'Phoenician' in 
mythology, although these are closely related to the erotika pathemata made famous by 
Parthenius. Phoenix is the name given to the old tutor of Achilles in the Iliad, who, 
according to Homer, was the son of Amyntor, king of Argos, by Kleoboule or Hippodamia 
(11. 9.432). When Amyntor deserted Kleoboule for a concubine, the jilted wife persuaded 
her son to seduce his father's mistress, which he did successfully. When his father 
discovered the seduction he cursed his son and, in answer to his curse, the gods blinded 
Phoenix. Phoenix fled to the court of Peleus, king of Phthia. Peleus took him to Chiron, 
who restored his sight. He then became the tutor of Achilles. During the Trojan War he 
was asked by Agamemnon to persuade Achilles to rejoin the fight against the Trojans. It is 
perhaps significant, in the light of Heliodorus' evident love of story-telling, that Phoenix 
tells a the lengthy tale of Meleagros in Iliad 9. 
The name Phoenix is also given as the alias of Kinyras of Cyprus (cf. II. 11 .20), 
whose daughter fell in love with him and crept into his bed after making him drunk. 
Adonis was the product of this union (Apoll. Bib. 3.182). In Vergil (Aen. 4.529) the name 
Phoenissa is the given to the unhappy Dido, though Phoenix is elsewhere used as the 
feminine form. There is also the son of Agenor by a nymph Telephassa, who was sent by 
his father in pursuit of his sister Europa after she had been abducted by Zeus in the shape 
of a bull. He failed in his task but the country to which he came in his travels was later 
called Phoenicia after him (Apoll. Bib. 3.1-4; Moschos Europa). This myth is specifically 
recalled by Achilles Tatius, who begins his story in Phoenician Sidon with an ekphrasis of 
a votive painting of this crime passionnelle (1 .1.1, the hero of the romance is, of course, 
Phoenician). Attempted seduction appears as the core elements in Greek Romance since 
the time of the affair of Joseph and Potiphar's wife. In the Ethiopian Story there are a 
number of such situations: the supposed infidelity of Persinna to Hydaspes (4.8.1-8); the 
seduction of Kalasiris by Rhodopis (2.25.1-3); Demainete's advances to Knemon (1.10-14); 
and Arsake's infatuation with Theagenes (7.20-8.15) are the most important of them. 
XA£lV liE EXt KapX1loova 'titv A$i>rov . .. OAKcX&x J.l.1>pt0cp6pov 'IvlitKroV 't£ Kat Ai6tOxtKrov 
Kat 'troY EK <l>otviK1lC; «ymyij.1Ctlv CPEPOvt£~: Carthage was, of course, a powerful city at the 
time in which Heliodorus has chosen to set his story. It was also well-known in the fourth 
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century A.D. Trade with India, Africa and the Middle East had been going on since the 
first century as the Periplus Maris Erythraei shows and in the late Roman Empire, Syria 
was a trading centre, through which goods such as silk from China (overland from the 
East) and possibly ivory from Africa (by sea via the Red Sea) passed to the Mediterranean. 
Both commodities are mentioned in the romance (silk, 10.25.2; ivory, 10.15.2 [Charikleia's 
arm is like ivory]; elephants are also mentioned in battle, 9.16-18, and are at home in 
Meroe, 10.5.2). The reference to these traders and the sketch of the merchant Nausicles 
(6.6.3) suggest that Heliodorus was aware of the commercial activities of Emesa (cf. 
Altheim 1942, 22) and that the trade motif was not entirely literary as in the figure of 
Labrax, for example, in the Rudens of Plautus (Feuillatre 1966, 123). The inclusion of 
these details introduces an element of exoticism into the romance, rather than being used 
in characterisation. 
<Hp<XlCA£l Tupiq>: Herakles was frequently identified with the Phoenician god Melkart (Hdt. 
2.43-44; Ach. Tat. 2.14; 7.14; 8.18). Cicero knows of six different mythological characters 
with the name Hercules and mentions the Phoenician god among them (ND 3.42). Herakles 
is also often associated with the holding of games. 
(J'tECP<XVOV: cf. 4.2.1 above, and note. 
4.16.7 M<xAt<xv i)1tsptXx).,ov't£C; <XVEjJ.01C; 't£ EV<Xv'ti01C; XP'l1(JelJlEvm: these were notorious 
waters in antiquity; the fleet of Menelaos was split in two when rounding Cape Malea (Od. 
3.286-292) and Odysseus was also swept off course here (Od. 9.79-81). 
5v<xp <xiJ'tcp 1tPOJl<XV'tEUElV 'tllV JlE).,).,OU(J<Xv IIu91OVh::'I1v: For this secondary divine 
motivation: cf. 4.16.3 above, and note. Heliodorus implies that the escape of Theagenes 
and Charikleia from Delphi depends on a complex nexus of divine forces (in this case the 
god is Herakles, the god of the Tyrians). Cf. Weinstock (1934, 50): Probationis causa 
quidem hoc somnium inducitur. 
Rattenbury (1938, 114-115) argues that Uo9toVtlCll ('a Pythian victory'), like 
'OA,ujJ.1ttovlxrl ('an Olympian victory'), is questionable Greek but that nevertheless Helio-
dorus probably did use this word and that the text here and at 5.19.2 should not be 
emended. Even the rare evidence cited by Rattenbury for the meaning 'an Olympian 
victory ' (Bacch. 4.17, Antiphon fro 49) has been suspected (Maehler emends the 
Bacchylides passage to 'OA,uJl1tlOvud<xc;- although this is a wholly unprecedented form) and 
Rattenbury suggests that UJlvou<; should be understood in Antiphon fro 49. However, the 
only indication that there is a difficulty with the text of the Ethiopian Story occurs in the 
variant at 5.19.2, 'tilv tv IIu9t~ vtlcrlv (vrng) and the fact that the word occurs twice should 
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be convincing evidence that Heliodorus did indeed understand it to mean 'Pythian victory' . 
4.16.8 8ucriav .. VtlCTl't1lptOV .. xapto'tnptOV .. EJ$a'tf\ptov: For the various fonns of 
sacrifice mentioned here: cf. 5.12.3. (thanksgiving); Phil. VA 5.43; Pluto Luc. 24.5-6 
(embarkation, cf. 'E~~acnoc; 'A1to"A"Arov and 'E1Cf)<icnoc; 'A1tO"A"Arov, Apoll. Arg. 1.404, 966); 
Thuc. 5.54 (crossing a frontier). Herodotus remarks that the Greeks shared conventional 
practice with regard to sacrifices (8.1434.15). 
ro A.4l0'tE: a common Atticism according to Lucian (Rhct. prcc. 16). Cf. also 5.18.7. 
4.16.9 Ei. yap jk>uA.119Ei1lC;: Koraes makes this a wish (cf. 1.11.5). RL take the expression as 
hypothetical, but cf. 1.11.5, «Et yap OU'OO) ~ou"A'Tl8EillC;» E<PllV (clearly a wish). 
av~pt o~ 'tE Kat "EA.A.l1Vt Kat .. 8EOic; KEXaptOJ1EV<t>: the Tyrians assume that Kalasiris is 
Greek from his dress (cf. 2.21.2). Ironically, Kalasiris and his charge Charikleia do not 
bring them luck but are the cause of the Phoenician ship being captured by Trachinos' 
pirates and her crew being transferred to a dinghy (2.25.3). 
Ei. J1tav EVOOtl1'tE: Heliodorus uses the Late Greek fonn El. and the optative here (cf. Naber 
1873, 159). Cf. also 4.18.5 (1tptV .. . E~1tE~r08Eill); 4.18.4 (d YEVOttO); 4.18.5 (1tptV ... 
EJ11tE~r08Ei 11)· 
4.16.10 t1lv auptov: The time scheme becomes confused during the escape from Delphi. 
Here the Phoenicians ask Kalasiris to be ready on the evening of the following day (~ovov 
de; EO'lttpaV youv t1tt aa"Aanav EiVat). However the attack on Charikleia's lodgings occurs 
on the following night (de; tTtv t~fic; tOta~E tytvEtO· E1tEt~Tt J1£Oat VUKtEe; ... ,4.17.3; V'UK'tOC; . 
. . aropiQ:, 4.17.5) as does the emergency meeting (VUKtEPWOV ~o'U"AE'UtflptOV, 4.19.5). During 
the same night (tfie; vUKtOC;, 5.1.1) Kalasiris takes Theagenes and Charikleia to the beach 
from which they finally depart at dawn (op8pou 1>1tocpatvovtoc;, 5.1.1) and the reader is told 
that the pirates had agreed to wait a day and a night (ot <l>OiVtKEe; TtJ1EpaV Kat vUKta ~OVllV 
avaJ1Eivat O'Uv9E~EVOt, 5.1.1). On the similar confusion surrounding the movements of 
Kalasiris: cf. 4.8.1 above and note. 
4.17.1 '\)1&0 1tl1Kti~rov Ext'tpoxov J1E"AOC;: the 1tllKtie; was a triangular instrument with many 
strings strung in pairs (Pindar fro 125; Soph. fro 412 [Pearson]; Ath. 14.625f-626a; 14.635d; 
14.636b). It may be the Greek name for the Lydian magadis (Aristoxenos in Ath. 635d) 
and was clearly thought of as a foreign import (according to Telestes in Ath. 14.625f-626a 
it was brought to Greece from Lydia by Pelops). Sappho (according to Menaechmus in 
Ath. 14.635e) or Anakreon (frr. 386, 373, 374) may have promoted its use. In Greece the 
instrument was played by women, since Euripides carries one as part of his female 
disguise in Aristophanes' Thcsmophoriazousai (1217) and Diogenes of Oinomaus states 
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that Lydian and Bactrian girls used it in the worship of Artemis (Ath. 14.636a). Plato 
disapproved of it because it was used by virtuoso players to produce po1yharmonic and 
antiphonal music (Rep. 399c; Leg. 700e). Cf. Aristotle Pol. 1341a40. 
Confusingly, the name may also have been used of a wind instrument resembling 
pan-pipes (Anth. Pal. 9.586), since Herodotus says that the Lydian king Alyattes marched 
his soldiers to its accompaniment (1.17) and Anakreon mentions men playing it. Cf. West 
(1992,71-74); Maas & Snyder (1989 : 40-41 , 147-150) and notes; Comotti (1989: 19-20, 
66). For Heliodorus' interest in music, cf. 3.2 .2; 4.3 .1 and notes. 
Jj.EAOC; 'Aocrup1.oV nva vOJj.ov Emdp'trov: Phrygian dancing is described by Lucian (Salt. 34). 
Cf. 3.2.2 above, and note; Xen. Anab. 6.1.10 ('to IIEPOU:OV); Ar. Thesm. 1175 (IIEpmKov). 
Koraes notes that the Romans and Greeks confused Syrians and Assyrians, using the latter 
term for the Syrians proper (Phoenicians like Heliodorus himself), Cappadocians and the 
White Syrians (AE'UKOcrup01.). 
Kat o'tpoq>11V oAooroJj.a'tov c002tEp Ot K<l'tOX01. ~1.Vd)OV'tEe;: Koraes notes the Greek 
propensity for forming words with the prefix OAO-. LSJ9 s. v. oAocrcOl.HX'tOC; suggest that 
Heliodorus' usage of OAOcrcOj.HX'tOV in the sense ' with the whole body' is a hapax in this 
sense. Cf. Gregory of Nyssa: OAOcrcOJ.HX'tOV 1tOtEt'tat aUtile; 'to E'YKcOlltOv, On the Song of 
Songs 6.242. 15; Didymus Caecus: oAocrIDlla'tov K<llCCOO'tV, Commentaries on Job fro 359.13 
('wholly, entirely'); Eusebius: 'tov ~E dlCova tile; 6'U'Ya'tpoC; ~Q)ov oAocrcOlla'tov lCa'taO'lCE'U<lcrat, 
Evangelical Preparation 9.34.19.2 ('full-length' ); Gregory Nazianzenus: oAocrcOlla'toc;, 
<PTlcr1.V, 'Ii 1tATl'YT], In Patrem Tacentem 35.956.45 ('comprehensive, fatal') . 
Ka1asiris tells Charik1eia what to do 
4.17.2 a 'tE ~EftO'E1. lCat 01to't£ 1tpa't't£1. v ElC<l't£pOV U1t06EJj.£VOC;: Kalasiris repeats his 
instructions to Theagenes, but the reader is not told what they are (Hefti 1950, 116). Cf. 
4 .16.2. 
The kidnapping of Charikleia 
4.17.3 E2tE1.~T] IlEO'at V1>lC't£e; uxvcp 't1)v 1tOA1.V E~a1tn~ov: The atmosphere is poetic 
(Feuillatre 1966, 25) and similar to that created by Vergil's description of Troy before the 
onslaught of the Greek fleet (Aen. 2). 
4.17.4 lCat ~01>1tC!l 'troY aO'1tt~rov 'toi>e; lCa'tCx Jj.1.Kpov ai0'6oJj.EVO'Ue; E~pov'tftO'av't£e;: the use 
of shields in Assyrian dances is described by Xenophon (Anab. 6.1.10). Cf. also Ach. Tat. 
3.15.6, 'to KalCov EVE~pOV'tT)crE Il£. 
'troy lCA£t6prov . . . E1t1.~£~O'UA£'UJj.EVroV: E1t$E~O'UA£'UJj.Evrov is a hapax in this sense. 
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4.17.5 'tOY EVUeXAlOv aAaAeX~av'tEC;: llat(Xva or something similar is to be understood with 
EVUeXAWV: cf. 1.31.3 and Julian 'EYKcOj..l.l.OV de; 'tOY aU'toKpeX'tOpa Krovcr'teXv'ttov 29.12-13 , 000£ 
'tOY EVUeXAWV 1tat(Xva 'trov cr'tpa'to1t€~rov E1taAaAa~6v'trov a~E~ aKoUrov. Xenophon similarly 
omits 1tat(Xva (Baumgarten 1932, 6): cf. Anab. 1.8.18; 5.2.14; Arr. Ind. 24.7; Alan. 25; Poll. 
1.163. 
~apuv 'tt va 1teX'tayov EK 'trov acr1tt~cov E1ttK'tU1tO-oV'tEC;: cf. Suda ad 'E1tt~OU1tf1c}(Xt. The entry 
equates E1tt~OU1tf1crat and E1ttK'tU1tfjcrat and continues to explain the words with reference to 
the Arab practice of emitting war-cries and striking drums in battle, which the Romans 
counteracted by doing the same. The Suda passage is quoted from a Menander, most 
probably Menander the Guardsman (the identification of this Menander was made by J.R. 
Morgan in a personal communication). This extract shows close verbal echoes of the 
present passage and there must be a connection between the two: Kat (hav atoeot v'to 'tOY 
1teX'tayov 'trov 'tuj..l1teXvcov, av'tt1ta'tayEtv Kat aU'toue; 'tate; acmtm Kat E1taAaAeXi;;Etv 'to £VUeXAWV 
Kat 1tatroVt~Etv Kat 'tote; u~poX6otC; aYYEtOte;. sUAivote; oumv. E1ttK'tU1tEtV [Suda]; ot ~£v 'tOY 
EVucXAtOV aAaAeXsaV'tEC; Kat ~apuv 'ttva 1teX'tayov EK 'trov acr1ti~cov E1ttlC'tU1tOUV'tEC; [HId]). It 
does not seem likely that both Menander and Heliodorus were using a common source, 
since the contexts of the two passages are very different. Moreover, the Byzantine lexico-
graphers cited Menander the Guardsman frequently for his Attic style and vocabulary. This 
Menander also appears to have been a reader of romance, which makes it more likely that 
there is a direct connection between the two. The citations of Menander the Guardsman in 
the Suda are given in Blockley (1985, 130-133 and p . 267, n. 155), who ascribes the 
present passage to Menander's description of the siege of Sirmium by the Avars in 568 
without noting that Menander was borrowing from Heliodorus. Menander's use of the 
Heliodorus passage provides further evidence of his popularity with the Byzantine scholars 
(see 3.2.4 above and note). It also suggests that £1ttK'tU1tOUV'tEe; is the correct reading here, 
because, although the Menander passage uses both forms, E1ttK'tU1tEtV occurs in the part 
where the echoes of Heliodorus are particularly striking. 
Kat 'tou llapvacro-o . . . O1>VE2t11Xouv'toC;: llapvacrou refers, of course, to the mountain near 
Delphi. Cf. 2.26.2, oiov yap CPPoupwv a'tEXv~ Kat aU'toO"XE~toe; aKp61tOAte; 6 llapvacroe; 
a1tatcopEt'tat 1tpo1tO~rov Aay6m 't1)v 1tOAtv £YKOA1ttO"eX. The Homeric Hymn to Apollo (282-
285) reinforces the impression of a lofty mountain. Strabo (9.3.3) describes the setting of 
Delphi as theatrical (1tE'tp&OEe; xcopiov 6Ea'tpOEt~Ee;)-a comparison echoed by Justin (Hist. 
Phil. 24.6, in fonnam theatn). Heliodorus gives a convincing description of Delphi and he 
may easily have visited the site in the opinion ofOrlandini (1993 , 65-66). 
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l:UVE1tllXOUV''toe; occurs quite commonly elsewhere: cf. Arist. De mundo 6.20; Plut. 
Mar. 44D; Maxim. Tyr. Diss. 1.117; Lucian De domo 3; Dio 100.39.9; 56.35; 73 .13; Plot. 
208D. For the usage ofXenophon, cf. Cyr. 3.3.58; 9.2.15; Baumgarten (1932, 21). 
4 .18.1 Em 'ta AOKProV OP1l Kat. Oi:taimv aql1.1t1t<lO'avto: the people of Oita later disown 
Theauenes and condemn him to death for his actions (10.36.4)-a further realistic detail 
o 
concerning Delphi (Feuillatre 1966, 46). 
For acpt1t1t<lmxV'to, cf. 7.29.2 (a<pt1t1t<lcmto); Char. 3.7.2 (acpt1t1taO'<l)lEVOC; for 
aql1.1tTCtuO'<l)lEVOe;). 'Acpt1tTCtUEtV is normally active, e.g. Plutarch Pyrrh. 34.2.3 ; Xen. Anab. 
1.5.12, but the Atticisers frequently confounded the active and middle voice. Cf. 
Baumgarten (1932, 23-24). Naber (1873 , 167) suggests acpt1t1t<lO'<lvtO. 
Theagenes and Charikleia appeal to Kalasiris for help 
I@~£ xtltEP: for Kalasiris ' role as the protector of Theagenes and Charikleia, cf. 4.3.4 
above and note. 
4 .18.2 iv' EK x<lV'tmv )l6voue; aAAitAo~ KEp~itO'mm: spiritual values are frequently 
contrasted with the desire for gain in the Ethiopian Story. The pirates value money more 
than the lives of their friends or other people (1.1.8; 1.32.4; 1.33.3; 5.30.1), though 
naturally the Phoenicians (5.25.3) and the Syenians (9.5 .7) hold their own lives to be more 
valuable. Nausicles' guide in life is the god of Profit, Hermes (6.7.1) and he has a rather 
unusual idea of what true gain is, namely giving gifts at no cost to the donor (5.15 .2). By 
contrast the lovers profit only from having each other (6.9.3 ; 8.9.20; 8.9.22) or their 
modesty (4.10.2) and consider death a profit by comparison with a life without chastity 
(5.29.6), although Charikleia values the lives of others, unlike Cybele (8.8.4). Theagenes is 
more despondent in adversity than Charikleia, however (5.6.2). Kalasiris values fore-
knowledge (2.24.7; 3.16.4) and the mission he is entrusted with by Persinna (4.13.1). 
O'@l;£ 'tUX~ Aot1tOV aYOryl)la O'ID)la'ta: Philostratus has a similar expression (Her. 740 
[Olearius] , ta yap 'tile; \jfuxflc; aYIDyt)la ,,~im tE )lOt): cf. Plato (Prot. 313c, 6 O'oq>tO''tftc; 
't'DYX<lVEt roy Ejl1tOp6C; "ttc; T1K<l1tllAOC; trov aymyi)lmv, acp' roy \jfUX1l 'tpEq>E"tat). The word O'ID)la 
was frequently used to mean ' slave ': cf. 9.23.5 ; Plb. 12.16.5; Feuillatre (1966,85). 
cp'l>'y<l~ac; ai>8alpE'tOUC; )lEV aAA' aVEu9i>vouC;: cf. Luc. Pro imaginibus 18.7, Kai"tol 1taAatOC; 
ou"tOC; 6 Myoe;. aVEu9uvouC; Eivat 1tOtll"tac; Kat. ypaq>Eac;. The word aVEu6uvoC; is popular 
among the Christian writers, e .g., Gregory of Nyssa Orationes vii de beatudinibus 
44.1233.54, "tt)lmpot"t6 tE "tOUC; a;iouc;, Kat. t1lV O'ox;oooav '1f'flcpov 1tpOC; touc; aVEu9uvouC; q>EPOt. 
Theagenes' appeal for help to Kalasiris is rather pointless since Kalasiris has 
already agreed to arrange their escape from Delphi: cf. Sandy (l982a, 91). This passage 
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resemb les some of the numerous laments in the work (cf. Birchall 1996, 1-17). 
4.18.3 l:.uvEXE9T\v 'tote; dpT\lJ,EVOte;: the MSS show a variety of forms: (}\)vEXE9T\v (CPA), 
O'UV£O'XEenV (BT), and (}\)v£xu9T\v (VMZ). A similar variation between (}\)VEXE9ll and 
(}\)vEXU6ll occurs at 7.4.1. In both cases, RL prefer (}\)V£XEellv / (}\)V£XE9ll, following the 
MSS they prefer (Introduction Vol. 1, p. lxii), but cf. Ach. Tat. 5.17.7, ffic; ouv 'tau't(X 
TtKOUO'<XIlEV, EYro IlEV (}\)vExu9llV. 
veP XA£OV il Ocp6aA.lJ,eP 'tote; VEOte; EXt&n:p'6crae;: Koraes disparages the metaphor (that 
Kalasiris can 'weep mentally') but the expression points to the strong influence of 
neoPlatonist ideas on Heliodorus. Cf. also Kalasiris ' moral struggle with Rhodopis, in 
which he pits the eyes of his soul against the eyes of his body (2.25.2: cf. also Eusebius 
Commentaries on the Psalms 24.12.1, vq, ~E Kat ',fuxflc; oq>9aI..IlOte;) and Theagenes 
imagining Charikleia in the cave (2.2.2, 'tq, vq, 1t£ptE~I..£1t£). The body and soul are 
frequently contrasted in the Ethiopian Story. ou'tro 'tOte; EX9icr'tOte; '!IUxitv 'tE ulla Kat crrolJ,a 
'tE9ll'YIlEVOt O'UIl1tt1t'troIlEV (1.29.6); 'tEXVll O'cOlla'tOe; mxen 9Epa1t£U£tv E1ta'Y'YEI..I..£'tat 'lfuxfle; ~E 
0'0 1tPOll'YOUIlEVro<; (4.7 .5); crq,~E 'tUXlle; 1..0t1tOV aYclYytlla O'IDlla'ta (4.18.2 above, and note); 
l,Kav&<; YE EXEt v '!IUxf\c; 't£ alJ,a Kat crIDlla'tOC; 1tpOC; 'tac; 'tf\e; t£Pr0cr'6vllC; I..£t'toupyiac; (7.8.7); 'to 
J,lEV O'roJ,la Ka'ta1tOVOUJ,lEVOe; 'tTtV ~E 'lfuxilv E1tt O'roq>poO'UVll proVVUJ,l£VOC; (8.6.4); 'tilv Ev9EV~E a1to 
'tou O'cOlla'toc; arol..l..ayitv (8.11.4); 'tOte; IlEV crcOJ,lam v E1tt 1t£PtEO''tllKom ~EtVOtC; KIXJ,l VOV'tEe; 'tatC; 
'!lUxate; OE 'tf\c; 1t£pt 'to 9EloV EUO'EI3£iac; EK 'troY EVov'trov OUK aIlVllJ.10vOUV'tEC; (9.10.2). 
<xv1.o''oo)v: Here <XVlO''trov (as if from avtO''tIXro) stands for Classical Greek aVlO''t'TlV (Ips Imp. 
Indic. Act.: cf. <XvEI..IXllI3avov); Naber (1873, 153): cf. also X. Eph. 3.8.3. 
Charikleia demands that Theagenes take an oath to preserve her virginity 
4.18.4 Ka't<Xt~Ecrat: Ka'tat~EOllat is passive in form but active in in meaning in Classical 
Greek. In late Greek the active form is used, as here: cf. LSJ9 s. v. Ka'tatOEOJ,lat; Naber 
(1873, 157). 
4.18.5 'AvacpI..£YE'tat yap: a common metaphor: cf., e.g., 4.4.4; Ach. Tat. 6.18.1. 
o'tav <xxp0O'llaxov I3l..£xn 'to 1t090'6lJ,EVOV 1tPOKE1.lJ,EVOV: Colonna (1938, 1987b) retains the 
reading of the codices, <XXPOO'llaxov, which RL emend to av£u 1tpOJ.lIXXOU. The adjective is a 
favourite of Heliodorus (cf.' 2.1.1, the irresistible brilliance of the sun; 2.25.1, the 
irresistible net of desire; 5.22.7, the irresistible power of a storm; 8.15.4, irresistible 
beauty; 8.16.3, the irresistible numbers of the Trogodytes; 9.1.2, the irresistible numbers of 
the Ethiopians). The connection between the adjective and beautiful women is particularly 
relevant for the present instance (2.25.1; 8.15.4) and is related to the metaphor of love as 
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warfare (cf. 4. 1.1 above, and note). Adjectives with the prefixes (x1tpoO"- are common in 
Heliodorus (cf. introduction, n. 44). The sense here would be 'when he looks on the 
irresistible object of his desire lying before him' rather than the usual interpretation 'when 
he sees his beloved defenseless, with none to protect her' (Morgan; cf. also Lamb, Hadas). 
1tplv OplCql 1tpOC; 6Ea1Ev11v to (xocpaA.tc; £~1tEl)r06Ei.11 me; Oi>'tE 6~lA:llcrEl 'ta 'A<ppol)i.'t11C;: 
Female chastity is stressed throughout the romance (cf. 4.8.7 above, and note; 4.13.4, 
where Charikleia emphasises her fidelity to Theagenes) but here the heroine insists on the 
chastity of her partner, at least before marriage. Not only does Theagenes swear an oath to 
remain chaste but he also undergoes a chastity test (which only a minority of young 
women passed: cf. 10.8.2), just as the heroines do in Achilles Tatius (8.13) and Heliodorus 
(10.9). In Achilles Tatius (8.5.7), Kleitophon claims that he and Leukippe 'acted like 
philosophers' (£q)1Aocro<p"cra~Ev}-a somewhat equivocal term-during their travels, during 
much of which the two were separated. However, Kleitophon notoriously 'provided a 
remedy for an ailing soul' (<pup~alCov c001tEp "/,,oxi'\e; vocroUOT}C;, 5.27 [Winkler's translation]: 
referring to his adultery with Melite). Male chastity is advocated in Plato Laws 837c8 and 
in the Enkratite and later ascetic literature (cf. Kerenyi 19622, 226 n. 88) but what is 
stressed in this passage is the conventional connection between chastity and marriage, at 
least among the aristocracy. In Chariton, Kallirhoe finds herself in a similar predicament 
to Charikleia-she is at the mercy of Dionysius' power and the object of his desire. She 
too insists on marriage (3.1.8, Et ~tl 9EAEt 1tattlP YEvtO"9at, ~"l)£ (xVtlP EO"'tOl) , in order that 
Hermocrates should have a legitimate descendant. Male fidelity is mentioned in Longus 
when Chloe asks Daphnis to swear to remain faithful to her for as long as she stayed 
faithful to him (2.39.1, Eie; OPlCroV 1ttO"'t1V 1tpoi'\A90v; 2.39.4, ~tllCa'taAt1tEtv XAO"V. Ecr't' Civ 
1ttcr'ti) crot ~EVn) but, of course, Daphnis was educated in sex by Lykainion (3.18). Never-
theless, Daphnis and Chloe do not make love to each other until they are married. 
RL note that this long sentence contains an 'anacoluthe hardie' but not one so 
severe that the text should be suspected. The syntax of IDe; OU'tE 6~tAi)crE1 ... 1tpO'tEPOV f\ ... 
(X1toAa~dv " ... yuvatlCa 1tOtdcr9at f\ ~"ba~&c; is normal, although the subject changes 
from Charikleia (with (X1tOAaf)Etv) to Theagenes (with 1tOtEtO"9at which is in the middle 
voice). The structure of the sentence is also disturbed by the parenthetical expression (xAA' 
ouv 1E 1tuv'tOl<; ~O,\)AOJlEV11V (which should be marked as such by dashes or brackets) 
especially as it comes directly after the subordinate conditional clause EL1tEp 'tou'to KOlAUE1 
l)atJlOlv. The particle cluster (xAA' ouv YE marks the parenthesis as exclamatory. Here 
Charikleia breaks off her train of thought after mentioning words of ill omen- that a 
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daimon will prevent her from returning to her homeland-to express her passionate desire 
for Theagenes to make her his wife, despite her insistence on the oath. Heliodorus has 
neatly expressed the ambivalence of Charikleia here; she is concerned to preserve her 
chastity, following the injunction of her mother (4.8.7) but also wants to consummate her 
marriage. For the particle cluster riA'A.' ouv y£: cf. Denniston (OP). 
£l1t£p 'tOU'tO x:co'A.U£1. &Xi~cov: once again the term oaijl.cov is used to refer to a powerful and 
hostile being. Cf. 3.14.2 above, and note. 
1tclV'tO>C; J)o'U'A.O!1£V1lV y'Uvatx:a 1totEto9al T1 Jl.1l0a~IDc;: cf. 1.25.4, where Charikleia assures 
Theagenes that she has preserved her chastity, even from him, until her marriage-day. On 
Knemon's wedding day, Charikleia tells Kalasiris that her emotional breakdown is not due 
to carnal desire for Theagenes but chaste longing (6.9.4, ou .. 01ljl.cOO1l~ ouo£ v£co't£pt~O'Ucrcl 
'tlC; E1t19'Ujl.ta ... a'A.'A.a. lCa6apo~ 't£ x:at croxppov&v a1t£lpcl'to'U }lEV a'A.'A.' E}lOlY£ avop6c; 1to90C;). 
The importance of marriage is stressed by Kalasiris also (4.10.6 above, and note) and is 
highlighted by the contrast between the chaste love of Theagenes and Charikleia and the 
immoral behaviour of Demainete: cf. Morgan (1989b, 110). 
In Classical literature, marriage is highly prized especially by the females. Chariton 
has Kallirhoe make Dionysius swear to marry her (3.2.1-5); Apollonius describes how 
Jason swears to marry Medea (Arg. 4.95-98); and Athenaeus (Deip. 14.11.19-20 [Kaibel) 
relates the tragic story of Kalyke and Euathlos, which he attributes to Stesichorus. 
Athenaeus states that the poet stressed the chastity of Kalyke (crOXPPOVllCOV ot 1t(xV'U 
lCa't£(j1C£oocr£v 6 1tOl1l'tf]C; 'to 'tfj~ 1t<Xp9£vo'U iieoc;) and her desire to be the lawful wife of 
Euathlos or to be released from life. The injunction of male chastity is an indication that 
Heliodorus was aware of Christian views on marriage (Goldhill 1995, 118-121). Chastity 
until marriage is strongly associated with Christian ethics, and Keydell (1966, 350) 
suggests that Heliodorus may have read about Moses' abstention from intercourse with 
women in Philo (On the Life of Moses 2.69). However, it is also important to note that 
Theagenes chastity, although undertaken zealously, is imposed by Charikleia, and that she 
is following the advice of her mother (4.8.7), whose concern for chastity is directly related 
to the unusual circumstances of her daughter's conception. 
Neither RL nor Colonna (1938, 1987b) follow Richards' (1906, 111) suggestion 
of the aorist infinitive 1tOl1lcra<19m in view of a1tO'A.a{3etv (4.18.5). The present infinitive is 
logical; Greek marriages were realised by their consummation rather than by a ritual that 
preceded them. The sense is therefore that Charikleia requests Theagenes not to have sex 
with her until their wedding night. 
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4.18.6 'tTtV 't£ Ecrnav tcrxapav de; I3rollov CtvalVav'tOe;: the use of the adjective suffix -we; 
(as here in tcrnoe; for the noun form tcrna) is characteristic of Heliodorus (RL, LSJ s. v. 
£cr'ttoe;). Cf. , e.g. , 1.30.5, 'to vTlm.owv; 1.12.2, 6 Ctl..t't"pwe;; 2.11.2, oi> Of Kat ota1tov'ttoe; 
11K£te;. 
Incense was normally burnt on an altar or portable hearth (cf. LSJ s. v. tcrxapa II), 
but here the Kalasiris has to make do with the fireplace in his lodgings to where 
Theagenes and Charikleia had fled after the kidnapping (cf. 4.17.2; 4.18.1; Maillon ad 
lac.) . In Heliodorus, oaths are directed at a variety of gods (not just Zeus, G€ and Helios): 
e.g. , Zeus (cf. 2.19.1, by Knemon), Isis (3 .11.1 , by Charikleia), Apollo (4.7.9, by 
Charikles), Helios (4.8.2, by Persinna), Apollo, Artemis, Aphrodite and Eros (the present 
passage, by Theagenes), Helios (8.9.11 , by Charikleia). 
Ct1t09ucrav'toe;: This form of the verb is used by Xenophon (Anab. 3.2.12; 4 .8.25 ; 5.1.1 ; 
Hell. 3.3.1; 4.3.21; Baumgarten 1932, 21) but also by later writers: cf. Pluto Sull. 35; Crass. 
2; Poll. 1.27. Cf. 4.16.4 above, and note. 
oi.> yap £x£t v E1ttO£1.~£t v 1tpoaip£crt v q>ol3C!l 'tou Kpd't'tovoe; K<X'tT\v<XYKacr9at vOll t~6ll£vTlv: 
for the late usage 'to Kpd't'tov, cf. 3.18.6 above, and note . For the specific expression q>o13CP 
'tOU Kpd't'tovoe;, cf. Eus. BccJ. Hist. 10.8.14, OtU 'tOY U1tO 'tou Kp£i't'tovoe; cpol3ov; Prep. Bvang. 
7.22.53 , 'tq, vtKcxcr9at 'tq, q>ol3cp OEOOUl..roll£VOV 1tpOe; 'ttvoe; Kpd't'tovoe;. The phrase 'fear of 
god' , 'fear of the Lord' is, of course, Christian and occurs often in the New Testament, 
e.g., Acts 9.31 , 'tq, q>ol3cp 'tOU Kupiou; 2Cor. 5.11 , 'tOY q>ol3ov 'tou KUpiou; Bph. 5.21, tv q>o13CP 
Eptcr'tou. 
Richards (1906, 111) suggests EXrov for EXEtV in view of E1ttod~Etv (giving Bekker's 
order E1ttOEi~EtV EXEtV). Colonna (1938) suggested E1ttod~tv EXEtV but later (1987b) 
followed RL, who retain the infinitive but transpose the words; the infinitive is helped by 
the word-order and the preceding infinitive UotKElcr9at and should therefore be read here. 
The codices have VOllt~6llEVTlV in agreement with 1tpOaipEO"tv (questioned by 
Richards 1906, 111) but RL accept Hercher' s suggestion VOllt~OllEVOe;, which gives better 
sense ('if he was thought to have been compelled . . . ' rather than 'if his choice was 
thought [??] to have been compelled . . . '). In this passage, Heliodorus may have been 
conscious of the Aristotelian contrast between necessity and free choice (OOKEl " uvaYKTl 
ullE'ta1t£tO"'tov 'tt Eivat, op9&c;' tv<xvriov yap 'tfi K<X'ta 'tTtv 1tPO<xiPEO"tV KtVncrn, Met. 1015a34). 
"'Epro'ta: the codices read "Epro't<xe; 'personifications of love ' . RL note that the plural form 
is rare in the romances. Achilles Tatius uses the plural once and distinguishes it from the 
singular (1.1.13). The plural is also rare in Classical literature: cf. Anth. Pal. 7.25 
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(Anacreon and Simonides). Philo stratus makes Eros the son of Aphrodite and the Erotes 
the children of the nymphs (Phil. Imag. 1.6; Claudian de Nupt. Honor. 73 ff.). The singular 
form is found at 4.1.1 ("Epro'to~) and 4.1 0.5 ("Ep~). The singular form ("Epro'ta) is found in 
Achilles Tatius (1.2.1; 5.26.10; 5.27.2), Chariton (1.2.4; 3.2.5; 6.4.4); Longus (4.16.3; 
4.39.1); X. Eph. (1.1.5; 1.4.1); and Heliodorus (2.33.5; 4.2.3). The evidence is therefore 
overwhelmingly in favour of "Epro'ta here (cf. Merkelbach 1959, 182-183). 
1i ,.111V <X1tav'ta oi'rtco 1tOtTtaE1.V 0><; ~ouA,,811 Xap1.KA.EUX Kat t1tEmcllVE: RL comment that 
this submission of the male to the female was unprecedented: cf. the 'move towards sym-
metry' in the history of sexuality discussed by Goldhill (1995, 144-166) and Konstan 
(1994). On the other hand, the infatuation of the docile lover of Isias of Chemmis is 
ridiculed (6.3 .1). 
Kalasiris advises Charikles to call a general assembly 
4 .19.1 1tOAt'tiOV de; 1tAf18oe; crUPPEoVtroV: for the metaphor in cruPPEOV'trov, cf. 1.29.2; Ach. 
Tat. 6.5.2, 1tAfj80C; trov xavvUXt~OVtrov cruVEPPEEV; 8.3 .1, 6 OXAOC; cruvEPPu11; Neimke (1889, 
53). 
cruvExollEVroV: the reading of B (followed by Bekker and RL) refers to the townspeople as 
opposed to cruvEXOj..LEVOV (mAT; Colonna 1938, 1987b) which refers to Charikles. If the 
latter reading is retained RL suggest tE for M after a:yvo1.c,.. The immediately following 
avauoot Kat a1tpaK'tOt suggests that the plural is correct, though Charikles is similarly 
incapacitated. 
4.19.2 U1tpaK'tOt: Heliodorus consistently uses this word rather than a1tpa'toc; (Mayor 
1886b: 172-173,176). 
i1~11 t1tt~t~E'tE: Reeve (1971 519) notes this as an irregular case of hiatus in a reading 
(from CBT) accepted by RL (VMPZA give nB11 Kat €1tt~trol;E'tE). Hiatus involving final 11 
and initial E is quite common in Heliodorus (cf. , e.g. , 1.3.4; 1.8.4; 1.15.5; 1.15.6). There is 
no need to emend the text. 
4.19.3 de; 'to a~u'tov ampl. xaPEA8rov Ei~ov ocp8aAllotc; a Ilit 8Ellte; 6 8Eo~ IlOt 1tPOEt1tEV: 
What did Charikles see that he was not permitted to see? Koraes suggests that Heliodorus 
here parodies the blinding of Tiresias for seeing Artemis bathing (Apoll. Bib/. 3.6.7 
[Pherekydes]; Callimachus Hymn. 5.57). Charikles' punishment is similar to that of the 
myth: he loses the sight of what he loves most dearly-his wife and natural daughter 
(4.19.8). However, the allusion seems to be too fleeting to be a parody and the context is 
entirely inappropriate. Moreover, the motif of sinful curiosity leading to punishment (often 
blinding) is also found in Petronius Sat. 17.5; Ovid Trist. 3.5.49-50; Apuleius Met. 3.21-24; 
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Lucian Ass 12; and Plut. Alex. 3 (Philip was destined to lose an eye for peeping through a 
chink at the god Ammon in the form of a serpent fathering Alexander on Olympias). This 
statement suggests that the flight of Charikleia from Delphi was divinely sanctioned 
indirectly, even if the oracle of Apollo were discounted (2.35.5), since Charikles accepts 
the elopement as the will of the gods (Hefti 1950, 120). Charikles ' statement sheds much 
light on his persistently superstitious view of religion (Anderson 1982, 126 n. 20). 
OU~EV KOlA:UU Kat 1t~ ~al.~Ova, <pam. ~aXEa6<xt: this appears to be an echo of Homer (cf. 
]J. 17.103-4, where Menelaus is contemplating whether to fight Hector, who he knows is 
supported by Apollo). The expression is almost proverbial; for Heliodorus ' use of 
proverbs, see 3.1.1 above and note . 
F or Oat~OlV as a powerful and hostile being, cf. 3.14.2 above, and note. 
'tOY (:lapuv 'to1)'tov £1tEVEYKcOV 1tOU~ov: reading 1tOU~OV (CBPZAT) rather than KtVOUvov 
(VM). Cf. 4.21.2, 'to oE 9Ea'tpov de; 'tOY MUJ.10V OtEA:UE'tO. 
4.19.401. . .. J.1El.paKEe;: in Attic usage, this word is feminine ('lasses' ) J.1EtpUKtOV was used 
to refer to a boy (Naber 1873, 155)-a clear transgression of Attic language. 
01>KOUV £l>pOte; (Xv 'nva 't01>'tOlV Ka'ta 'tf\V 1tOAtv: the optative is not indefinite but specific 
(Barber 1962, 175). 
OO'tE avl.O"'taO"o Kat Eie; (:loUAllV KUUt 'tOY ~ilJ.1ov: Kalasiris is not content with deceiving 
the priest of Apollo in Delphi but also turns the entire city upside down in order to 
facilitate their escape (Anderson 1982, 35). 
Charikles' speech at the general assembly 
4.19.5 'Eyl. VE'tO 't(1)'ta Kat ot 'tE O"'tpa'tT}yot crUYKAl1'tOV £1C1CAfl(ri.av £KTtPUTIOV: the scene 
resembles an assembly in Athens; an emergency assembly would be called by the generals 
(Dem. Cor. 37; 73) and would be held in the theatre (Thuc. 8.93; Lysias Agar. 32; 
Athenaeus 213d). At the dramatic date of the romance, Delphi would have been governed 
by the Amphictyonic League-a coalition of states in central Greece. In an emergency, 
representatives of the Amphityonic League would have had to be assembled from the 
member states. For the composition of the Amphictyonic League, see Roux (1979, 3 and 
passim). Clearly, this would be inappropriate for Heliodorus' dramatic purpose, for which 
an immediate convocation of the outraged populace was required. Consequently, the crisis 
unfolds as if it were taking place in an autonomous city-state like Athens. However, 
Herodotus speaks of Delphi as a MAte; in crisis during the Persian invasion of Greece 
(8.36) and Catullus refers to the oracle (XPl1<YtTtPtov) as an urbs (64.392). These loose 
usages are similar to Heliodorus' own description of Delphi as a 1tOAte; (cf., e.g., 2.26.1-2). 
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The speech of Charikles is echoed in book 10, when the old priest demands the 
return of his daughter in Meroe (10.35.2 and Morgan's note ad lac.). 
'to 8Ea'tpov £ytV£'to VUlC't£pt.VOV ~O'UA£'U'tllPtoV: the theatre at Delphi was capable of seating 
five thousand people and occupied a spectacular location. A clandestine nocturnal meeting 
in the theatre of Dionysus is described in Andocides On the Mysteries 38. 
£cr8f\'ta ['tEl J,LEA.atVaV UJ,LltEXOJ,LEVOC; lCat lCOVt.V ... lCa'tax£<xJ,L£VoC;: RL exclude 't£, whereas 
Bekker adds Kat before 'tot(xBE. Heliodorus made use of polysyndeton on occasion (see the 
introduction on style) but here the use of 'tE appears unnecessary and easily reduplicated 
from tcr8fj'ta. 
Heliodorus appears to be thinking of the famous incident in Homer, in which 
Achilles first hears of the death ofPatroc1us in battle (11. 18.23-24; cf. Od. 24.316-317): 
UJ,LQ>o't£Pl1crt BE XEPo1. v EA.cOV KOVtv ai8aA.OEO"<mv 
XEua'to KUK K£Q>aA.f\c;, xaptEV B' nOxUVE 1tp6oco1tOv. 
The lines were used by Chariton to express intense grief: cf., e.g., Kleitophon on being 
told (falsely) that Leukippe was unfaithful (1.4.6 [direct quotation]); Leukippe on hearing 
of Kleitophon' s supposed death (3.10.4 [indirect quotation]); and Kleitophon on being told 
by Mithridates that he must remain silent during the latter's trial (5.2.4 [direct quotation]). 
It was commonplace for Greeks to pour dust over themselves to excite pity (cf., e.g. the 
Sicilian tyrant, Dionysius, Polyaen. Rhet. 5.1.4) and, indeed, this is what Aristippus did at 
the trial of his son, Knemon, for attempted parricide (1.13.1). These were the kind of 
scenes of self-indulgent grief that Plato wanted to exclude from literature (Rep. 388b2). 
4.19.6 A lament recapitulating part of the narrative: cf. 4.8.1 above, and note; Birchall 
(1996, 1-17). In the Odyssey (24.426-437), Eupeithes laments for his son Antinoos and 
urges the people of Ithaca to take revenge for his death and to prevent Odysseus' escape 
(Feuillatre 1966, 110). However, there is also a general similarity with the chorus in 
Oedipus at Colonus 1045-1100, describing the pursuit of the daughters of Oedipus, who 
had been kidnapped by Creon. 
1tpooayy£tA.at J,LE ~'UA.6J.1EVOV £J,La'U'tov lllCEt.V 'that I have come wanting to give reasons 
why I should kill myself': the word 1tpOOanEA.A£l.V earlier meant 'denounce', cf. Plut. 
Marc. 2, 6 MapKEA.A.OC; 1tpoo1lyYEtA£ 'til ~o'UA.fj 'tOY av6pC01tOv 'Marcellus denounced the man 
to the council'; Lucian Tax. 32, 1tpOOan£A.A£t Ea'U'tov EA.6cOV 1tpOc; 'tOY apJ,Loo't'Tlv 'he came to 
the governor and denounced himself'. However, Loenertz (1959-60, 1-6) has shown that 
the reflexive usage later meant 'give reasons for a suicide'. The evidence for this meaning 
comes from the titles of fictitious speeches in Libanius, in which the speakers are men 
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driven to suicide: a misanthropic lover, an unhappily married man, an unsuccessful 
parasite, a parasite forced to listen to philosophy, a man jealous of his neighbour's success, 
and a miser in love with a hetaira (Lib. Dec!. 12t, T1.~OlV EProV 'AA.1Ct~t(XbO'U Ea'U'tov 
1tpOCmnEA.A£1.; 26t; 28t; 29t; 30t; 32t). The expression was something of a commonplace 
among the rhetoricians (Sopater A1.a1.p£m<; Z"'tT\~(hOlV v.8 p.309 L 12; Apsines Ars Rhct. 
p.345 L 10; Hennogenes ll£pt tb£rov A.Oro'U 2.8.66). This meaning explains the interpolation 
in the Sud a, in which the correct rhetorical expression is substituted for a circumlocution, 
llpocranEA.A.£1.· « 6 Be Ea'U'tov 1tpocranEA.A£1. » av'tt 'tou « ~"VU£1. Ea'U'tov asl.Ov 9aveX'to'U »: 
"he gives reasons why he should kill himself' rather than "he declares that he deserves to 
die'" (Loenertz ' punctuation). For a theoretical study of suicide in the ancient romances, 
cf. MacAlister (1996, 17-83). 
EP"~O<; Kat 8£T\A.a'toc;: cf. Eur. Androm. 851-855: Tp. ti 'tau'ta ~oxa£t<;; (J'\)~q>Opat a£T\A.a't01. / 
1tumv ~po'totmv il 'to't' l1A.aOV il 'to't£. / Ep. £A.1.1t£C; £A.1.1t£<;. (0 1teX't£p. E1t<X1ctiav / [00£1.] ~oveXb' 
£p,,~ov oucrav EVeXA.O'U Krimac;. 
4.19.7 11 't£ K01.VTt 1teXV'tOlV a1teX't1l Kat ~eX'tatOC; £A.1t1.C;: The sentiment seems to be drawn 
from the words of Diodotus concerning the fate of Mytilene in 427 (Thuc. 3.45.5) to the 
effect that the passions of hope and desire are responsible for great calamities in human 
society. Hope is one of mixed emotions listed by Chariton (3.5.4) and mocked by Achilles 
Tatius (2.10.3). 
't1.~Olp1.aV £tcr1t£1tpar~£V"v 1tapa 'trov ES'U~p1.creXv'trov ava~£vro : Charikles duly appears in 
Meroe, seeking revenge (10.34-36). He tells Hydaspes and his cou~cil that he had pursued 
Theagenes and the Thessalians to Oita, where the citizens of the town gave him authority 
to execute the young man. He then left for Memphis, the horne town of Kalasiris (the 
reader presumes that Charikles obtained this infonnation on their meeting the Egyptian 
priest [2.29.1] but Kalasiris does not explicitly mention the place of his birth to Charikles), 
where he found that the priest had died. However, Thyarnis directed him to Oroondates 
who in turn sent him on to Meroe. Charikles' appearance here precipitates the final 
recognition of Charikleia's identity (10.38), which overshadows Charikles' demands for 
justice. Charikles evidently abandons his suit and joins the final procession in a chariot he 
shares with Sisimithres (10.41). 
4.19.8 oixov'tat ... 1ta't'ftcrav't£C;: the participle makes the action of the verb more specific. 
Xap1.KA£1.ac; oi~o1. 'trov EJl.rov o<p8aA.Jl.rov: Kerenyi (19622, 51-53) argues that there is a 
religious idea underlying the connection between Charikles ' 'punishment' and his ' sin' : 
'Wer mit den augen sundigt, wird an den Augen bestraft' (p. 52). He also connects the 
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statement here with the dream of Charikleia (2.16) that she has had her right eye stabbed 
by a wild man with a bloody sword and goes on to suggest that the imagery derives from 
the Egyptian story about the eye of the sun. According to this story, the eye of Re-the 
sun, or the right eye of the god of heaven-became disconnected and was later found. The 
eye was also the daughter of the sun-god, Hathor, whom he lost. Again, the left eye of the 
old god of heaven, the world, became the eye of Horus in Egyptian mythology, which Seth 
lost, but which Thoth restored. According to Kerenyi, the description of Charikleia' s eyes 
as "At<XK<'x~ <'xrnv<x~ connects the story of lovers who lose and find each other with the 
Egyptian stories. The human story is 'plamatisch ... eingekleidet' with the myth (p. 53). 
However, while it is clear that eyes and vision playa significant part in the romance (see 
introduction), the expression here is entirely conventional: cf. 2.16.4, Theagenes is 
Charikleia's 'eye'; 3.6.3 above, and note (Charikleia was the 'eye' of Delphi); Aesch. 
Choeph. 934, 6<p6<XAlloV OlKo)V 1111 1t<XvroAe6pov 1t£cr£tv; Eur. Andr. 406, Et~ 1t<xt~ 50' · flv 1l0t 
AOt1tO~ 6<p6<XAIlO~ ~tou. 
"0 'tf\~ <l1l£tA1.rtO'O lCa6' iUJ.CDV 'tou O<XtIlOV~ <PtAOV£tria~: <l1l£tAtK'tou is Homeric: cf. II. 
11.137; 21.98, <l1l£tAtK'tov 0' 01t' ch:o'OO'£. The term O<XtIlO)V is again used of a powerful and 
hostile being. Cf. 3.14.2 above, and note. 
IDe; iO''t£. 6UY<X'tEpa 'tal~ vU)l<ptKalC; Aall1tam O"Ova1tE0'f3£O'E: cf. 2.1.3; 2.29.4 which also 
mentions the wedding torches. Achilles Tatius 1.13.5 also exploits the topos. Cf. also 
Anth. Gr. 7.367. For the theme of a bride dying on her wedding day, cf. Morgan (1979, at 
10.16.10); Szepessy (1972, 341). Morgan distinguishes the topos from that of the marriage 
to Hades (cf. Rehm 1994 passim). The topos may be connected with the practice of bride 
kidnapping, which sometimes involved the death of one of the parties involved and which 
is mentioned by Achilles Tatius as a legal form of marriage in Byzantium (2.13.3). The 
action of Theagenes in kidnapping Charikleia may also be explained on the basis of this 
practice. 
O"Ov<X1tTl'YaYEV: cf. Xen. Cyr. 8.3.23; Hell. 5.1.23; Baumgarten (1932, 19). The word also 
occurs in the Septuagint, New Testament and patristic authors. 
4.19.9 Xap1.lCA.£ta 1l0t ~1.0C; flv: Theagenes also calls Charikleia his ~C9" (8.6.4). 
EA1ttC; Kat OtaOoXfl 'tou yEVO'OC;. XapiKA.£t<x )l6vll 1tapml''OXfl K<xt roc; Eiulv (lYKUpa: cf. 
7.14.7, where Charikleia describes Kalasiris as her anchor in life. For the metaphorical use 
of aylCup<x: cf. Soph. fro 623 (Nauck); Eur. Hel. 277; Feuillatre 1966, 78. Heliodorus 
apologises for the usage here but roc; £t1t£lV is normally only used with a superlative or with 
1t<l<;, 01>0£i~ and so on. Cf. 6.15.4 where Heliodorus employs the usage correctly. 
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The speech of Hegesias 
4.20.1 0 cr'tpa'tT}yoe; 'HYTJo1.ae;: Hegesias is another etymological name, this time fonned 
from ilyEtGem 'to lead'. This is also the name of Hegesias of Magnesia, a historian, and 
Hegesias, a philosopher from Cyrene (cf. OCD s. v. 'Hegesias'). 
ilJ.LEte; ot J.LTt cruJ.L~mtn~roJ.LE9a 't4) 'tOl>'tOU ,ro9n J.LTJot Aa9roJ.LEV c002tEP pEl>J.Lam. 'tote; 'tOl>'tou 
oaKpumv i>1tO<pEp0J.LEV01.: RL follow Koraes in commenting on the bad taste of this 
metaphor, which the fonner ascribe to an ill-judged attempt to imitate Homer Il. 16.3, 
oaKpua 9EpJ.L<l XErov ~ 'tE KPllVTJ J.LEAaVUOpoc; (Patroc1us); Od. 19.207, 't111C0J.LEVTJe; 0' apa 'tflc; 
1to'taJ.Lot 1tA1l90Um. PEOV'tEC; (Penelope). The metaphor is certainly extended too far, but this 
may have been done deliberately by Heliodorus to convey something of the macho 
toughness of Hegesias. For overindulgence in the description of tears: cf. Ach. Tat. 3.11.1; 
6.7.1-7; 7.4.1-6. 
l:uJ.L~a1t'tl.~roJ.LE9a is a hapax in this sense. The word is nonnally used to mean 'be 
baptised together with someone': cf. a1tOXPTJ Kat J.LOVOV au'tflc; il a~tm<n.c; 'tou cruJ.L~a1t'tl.cr-
9fjvm au't'fj 'titv ~EvoMxov Kat EUEPyE'tl.V, Ps-Clem. epitome 107.2-3 (Symeon Metaphrasta); 
Greg. Naz. Or. 40 (36.396.46). 
'tOY Ka1.pOv 1tP0'lEJ.LEV01.. 1tpnYJ.La 0 J.lEYtcr'tT}V tv <X1tam. v EXU Kat 1tOAEJ.L01.C; OUX T1K1.cr'ta 'titv 
P01tTtv: for the view that 'There is a tide in the affairs of men, / Which, taken at the flood, 
leads on to fortune; / Omitted, all the voyage of their life / Is bound in shallows and in 
miseries' (Shakespeare, Julius Caesar4.3.217-221), cf. Thuc. 1.41.2; Dem. OJ. 2.22. 
4.20.2 yuvmK1.~OJ.LEV01.: although the women participate in the pursuit, they are forced to 
admit their inherent weakness and to give up the chase (4.21.3 below, and note). The word 
is late in fonn but is also found in Polybius (32.15.8). For the sexist comment, cf. 4.21.3 
below and note. 
roc; on 'taX1.cr'ta: For the use of roc; O'tl., cf. Plato Laws 908a; Ach. Tat. 3.21.2; 5.17.2. Helio-
dorus also uses this expression at, e.g., 1.17.4; 2.6.1. 
aVaO"lCOA01ttcrm: In a similar context, the Taurian king, Thoas, threatens to impale Orestes, 
Pylades and Iphigeneia, who are attempting to flee to Athens with the image of Artemis 
(Eur. IT 1430). Impalement was a Persian practice (Hdt. 3.132,4.43,9.78) which Euripides 
mentions in order to show the barbaric cruelty of Thoas (cf. also the punishment of 
Prometheus in Lucian Prom. 2, 7) and the effect could be similar here. Heliodorus does not 
infonn his readers whether this threat was ever carried out (Morgan 1979, at 10.36.4) but 
the threat evokes the atmosphere of a public meeting dominated by the expression of 
violent sentiments. 
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4.20.3 xpoe; ayaV<lK'tT\01.V 1C1.vilaatll£v 9£naA.oue;: Hegesias was evidently successful in 
this, since the people of Oita granted Charikles the authority to execute Theages for the 
kidnapping of Charikleia (10.36.4). 
aXE1.xov't£e; aU'tote; h: "'T\cpiO'lla'toe; 't1lV 9£IDpiav . . . E1t1.Kpivav't£e;: This detail was 
doubtless included in the narrative to explain why the ritual of purification, which Helio-
dorus has attributed to the Thessalians for the purpose of explaining Theagenes' presence 
at the oracle of Apollo, was managed later by the people of Delphi. The logic of the 
accounts that have survived concerning the death of Neoptolemus show that the sacrifice 
should not have been undertaken initially by the Thessalians, who, in any version, are the 
aggrieved party (cf. 3.1.1 above, and note). 
4.21.1 IlT\KE'tt 'tfJV ~<lKOpOV ava<paiVEtV 'tote; 'to EVOXA.tOV 'tpEX01>01.V: Heliodorus has 
doubtless included this decree to explain why, although he has made his heroine officiate 
at the games, the acolyte of Artemis was in reality not normally present (cf. 3.5.3; 4.1.2 
above, and notes; Morgan 1989,444 n. 126). The proposal is certainly quite out of place in 
the emotional debate about the capture of Charikleia. 
KaA.OV ouv 1tEptypavat 'tIDV E~f\e; XPOVIDV 't1)v olloiav 'ttv(i)v E1t1.XEipT\01.v: the use of the 
genitive to indicate duration is not classical. Cf. 8.1.4; Phil. VA 6.17; X. Eph. 3.1.3; Ach. 
Tat. 3.9.1. 
't1)v ap2taytlv, ffi<; EOtKEV, EK 'tf\e; 2tpcJm,e; 9Eae; Ev£91>lltl911: Ironically, this is true, since 
Theagenes did fall in love with Charikleia at first sight (3.5.4) but the incident is not a 
rape but an elopement. Charikles comes close to guessing the truth here, but remains 
ignorant of his daughter's love and Kalasiris' deception. 
The people of Delphi pursue the Thessalian youths 
4.21.2 XOA.A.Ol. }lEV xat~£e; ... nOA.A.al. M Y1>VatK£e; ... Kat xpEofiu't01> 2tpOe; 'to yf\pae; 
l-UlXl1V: cf. 9.3.8 (the siege of Syene) and the note of Morgan for the use of the women, 
children and old men in a crisis. Heliodorus may have been thinking of the siege of Selinus 
in Diodorus Siculus 13 .56.7, 'tCx 2tA."6T\ 'trov YUVCXtKroV Kat 2tai~IDV E<P£UYOV E2tl. 'tCxe; oiriac;. 
Kat 'toue; 't£ A.t60ue; Kat 'tCxC; K£pallt~ac; El3aA.A.OV £2tl. 'toue; 2tOA.EJ.l.tOUC;. 
4.21.3 ixv"vu'ta Kat 'to 9f\A.1> Kat OiKEtOV ix0'9£vte; OO't£pt~o1>O'at 'tIDV EPYIDV Eyvmpt~ov: 
This rather ungracious statement is in keeping with similar comments in the rest of the 
romance (although at times these statements are ambivalent) as cannot therefore be taken 
as characterisation of Kalasiris: cf. 1.21.3 (Charikleia states that women should not speak 
in the company of men-but proceeds to do just that); 1.22.6 (a woman is lucky to be 
thought worthy of her master's bed and even luckier to become the wife of a high priest-
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though this has an ironic ring under the circumstances); 1.29.6 (Thyamis argues that wives 
and children are easily replaced [cf. Hdt. 2.30]); 10.4.4-5 (women, except for the priestess 
of the Moon, were excluded from the sacrifice to the Sun and Moon--cf. Morgan [1979 ad 
loc.]); 10.29.5 (Persinna sententiously remarks that sympathy between women may hide 
another woman's sin ('to ailA u cru~1taaEC; 'to 1t'tatO'~a 'to yuvatK£tOV oio£v £1ttO'1(1.(l~£t v). But 
Heliodorus may simply have had Thucydides' comment on the women of Corcyra in mind 
here (at 't£ yuvatK£C; au'totc; 'tOA~ "p~ ~UV£7t£Aclj30V'tO ~aAAoUO'at aM 'trov 01. KtroV 't41 K£pa~Q> 
Kat 1tapa <PUO'tv i)1to~£voUO'at 'tov a6pu~ov, Thuc. 3.74.1). The entire crisis scene depends 
much on the historian and, as in the case of 1.29.6, the sentiment is largely determined by 
the source passage. Charikleia herself resembles the strong female characters of late 
antiquity in many respects (cf. 3.4.1 above, and note). 
Ci'>O'up EAKouO'av 'to O'ro~a 'tnv Otav01.av: for the body/mind dichotomy in Heliodorus: cf. 
4.18.3 above, and note . 
£1tacpilK£v: the usage is in line with that of Xenophon (Cyr. 4.1.3; Baumgarten 1932, 22). 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1: HOMER AND HELIODORUS 
A number of studies of the relationship between Homer and Heliodorus have left little 
doubt that it was a close and important one. Keyes (1922, 42-51) has pointed out the 
similarity between the opening in medias res of the Odyssey and the Ethiopian Story, the 
use of the v6crto~ theme and the assimilation of the heroine Charikleia to Odysseus. 
Feuillatre (1966, 105-114) arranges a full catalogue of allusions to the epic poet into a 
rough summary of the intricate plot of the romance, and gives a short analysis of the 
dignity, mystery and charm of the association between these two authors. Sandy (1982, 83-
89) produced a brief but telling account of the 'wealth of ... Homeric reminiscences ... 
swarming around the brain' of Heliodorus (p. 84), which he concluded by citing Gabert's 
estimate (1974, 87) that 'an Homeric borrowing occurs on average approximately once 
every 1.2 pages of a modern edition' of the romance (p. 88). Hagg (1983, 110-111) 
provides some brief but suggestive comments on the functional and structural inheritance 
Homer bequeathed to the novel. Finally, Fusillo (1989, 24-31) describes the story of Thea-
genes and Charikleia as a 'profane epic' (p. 24) whose connections with the Odyssey, in 
particular, affect the whole structure of the work and which are therefore of a hypertextual 
rather than an intertextual nature. Fusillo goes on to note (p. 24) that the transposition of 
the mythical world of Odysseus into the very different spatio-temporal setting of the 
Ethiopian Story produces a heterodiegetic text with some extremely interesting 
resonances. These accounts rightly stress the debt Heliodorus owed to Homer but in doing 
so they imply a lack of originality in the romance which is, in my view, unjustified. This 
appendix explores the way in which Heliodorus makes use of Homeric material in his 
romance generally, and then proceeds to investigate the use of naming and the dream of 
Charikles in particular. 
Consideration of the usage of the four other major writers of narrative fiction, 
Xenophon of Ephesus, Longus, Achilles Tatius and Chariton, may help to accentuate the 
epic voice of Heliodorus. Xenophon is furthest removed from the Homeric narrative 
models; the intertextual references he makes, such as the comparison between Habrokomes 
and Ares (Od. 8.266-332; Xen. 1.8) and the use of the Anteia-Bellerophon theme (11. 6.163-
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165; Xen. 2.5), are highly mediated and stereotypical. Ironically, this is what is to be 
expected if O'Sullivan's thesis (1995), that the Ephesian Talc is an orally composed story, 
is accepted, although, in my view, the narratological compression of the work makes this 
theory unlikely. Longus too avoids making allusions to epic except in a very few passages, 
such as his brilliant rewriting of Homer's description of the garden of Alkinoos (Od. 
7.114-132; L. 4.2) which serves to reinforce the pastoral imagery of the work rather than to 
increase the epic grandeur of its narrative. In the case of Achilles Tatius, Homeric 
allusions are few in number, confined mainly to the earlier books, and largely decorative 
and incidental; typically, he uses Homer's comparison between a crimson-coloured ivory 
cheekpiece for horses crafted by Maionian or Karian women and the bloody wound on the 
thigh of Menelaos (another cliche of romance) to convey an evocative triptych with the 
redness of Leukippe's lips against the whiteness of her cheeks (I1. 4.141-142 [Ach. Tat. 
1.4]). Lastly, but most substantively, Chariton uses the romantic love of Achilles for 
Patroclus throughout the Callirhoe to reinforce and to give depth to the emotions of the 
heroine and her various admirers (cf., e.g., 11. 18.22-24 [Char. 1.4, 1.5, 5.2]; 11. 23.66-67 
[Char. 2.9]; II. 23.71 [Char. 4.1]; II. 23.389-390 [Char. 5.10]; 11. 24.10-11 [Char. 6.1]; II. 
19.302 [8.5]), while Homeric descriptions of the beauty of Helen (II. 3.146 [Char. 5.5]), 
Penelope (Od. 1.366, 18.213 [Char. 5.5]; Od. 15.21 [Char. 4.4]; 17.37; 19.54 [Char. 4.7]); 
Od. 23.296 [Char. 8.1]), Nausicaa (Od. 6.102-104 [Char. 6.5]) and sundry goddesses (Char. 
4.2) are introduced to enhance the beauty of his heroine. Chariton presents his readers with 
Homer in various forms: whole chunks of text, single lines (occasionally modified from 
memory: cf. Char. 2.3), epithets such as 'the white-armed and fair-ankled goddesses of 
Homer' ('t1lV A£UKcOAeVOV K<Xt K<XAAtmpUpov 'ta~ '0).!T1POU, Char. 4.1) and single formulaic 
phrases such as Ou 100) 1tUV £tpryto £1tO~ Q't' ... II. 10.540 [Char. 3.4]) and £v8£v £AcOV . . . 
(Od. 8.500 [Char. 5.7]), which are deployed as continuators. 
Chariton uses this material in a rather unconscious and unoriginal manner and I 
suspect that his allusions to the Homeric epics are intended to elevate the new literary 
genre of fictional prose narrative, of which he has been thought to be the earliest exponent, 
to the status of serious literature. By way of contrast, while Heliodorus does make 
considerable use of Homer, he evidently does not feel overawed by him, since he boldly 
introduces Odysseus into his narrative (unnamed) and challenges his reader to identify him 
(5.22). Homer himself is subject to lengthy discussion by Heliodorus' focalised narrator 
Kalasiris and his Athenian interlocutor Knemon (3.12-14; 4.4.3) during Kalasiris' mise-en-
abysme narrative of his experiences in Delphi. There Kalasiris quotes an obscure text from 
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the lliadin which Ajax recognises Poseidon from the appearance of his feet (13.71-72). 
lxvta 'Yap ~c't61tt0'6c 1tOOOlV 11M KVTlJlCtroV 
pEt' £'Yvrov a1ttov'toc;· apt 'YvO)'tOt bE SCOt 1ttp. 
The quotation appears to have been included so that Kalasiris can poke fun at the name of 
his interlocutor (KvTtJlrov / lCYT\JlCtrov). Kalasiris shows something of his manipulative 
Egyptian mind by twisting the word pct' from its natural meaning 'I easily recognised' to 
'flowed in his going'. But the lines from Homer also performs an important literary 
function by deepening the reader's understanding of the relationship between the two men. 
The discussion develops into an irreverent treatment of the 't01to<; of the origins of Homer, 
who is said to have been born in Egyptian Thebes (among other places) as the illegitimate 
son of Hermes. According to Kalasiris, Homer carried a patch of hair on his thigh as proof 
of his divine but illegitimate birth (whence, of course, his name '0 ~TtPOC; 'the thigh' 
[3.14.2-3]). The poet also refused to acknowledge any land as his own in order that he 
might belong to all lands-an explanation which Knemon accepts on the not altogether 
logical ground that the poet possesses the typically Egyptian quality of enigma, combined 
with an ability to give his readers pleasure ('tou aVbpOC; 'to nVt 'Y~£vov 't£ Kat nbOVn 1tCt01l 
cro'YKpa'tov, 3.15 . I-following the text of RL rather than Colonna [1938, 1987b] in this 
crucial phrase).23J Heliodorus was fond of enigma and often refers to this quality: cf. 4.2.3 
(ot 'YPCtcpov'tcC; ... aivL't'to~cVOt); 4.15.1 ('trov EVU1tVtrov ... aivL't'to~£vrov); 10.3.1 (aivL't'to~£VOu 
'tou 6vcipa'toc;); Plot. Enn. 4.2.2, 'to Sciroc; nVt'Y~£vov. The characterisation of the disputed 
quality of Homer's poetry as Egyptian suggests that the emendation of RL is correct, since 
Egyptians had the reputation of being crafty (cf. LSJ s. v. ai'Y,\)1t'ttCt~ro). 
Two points require emphasis here; in the first place, what starts as light-hearted 
and witty banter ends by making a serious metaliterary point-the qualities that Knemon 
admires in the bard are observably the same as Heliodorus himself aimed to achieve in his 
fiction. The narrative of the Ethiopian Story frequently seeks to present enigmas and 
puzzles to its readers and those, like Knemon, who fail to observe the coded references in 
the text are mildly ridiculed. The deployment of information about the names of the 
characters is but one example of such mystification. There is also plenty of evidence in the 
231 Colonna reads 'the quality of sublimity' 'to Ctvrmlivov with VMCpl A, which he glosses as 
elatum, excellens (cf. the following words, 'roue; 1tCt~ t)1tEPfXxAAOJ.LEVOV). RL cite Amyot's 
translation, 'la subtilite mystique' and refer to 3.12.1, 'the wise Homer says in his riddling way, but 
the puzzle passes most people by' 6 crocpoe; "O~"poe; aivl.'t'tC'ttu, 01. 1tOAAot oe 'to atvty~a 1tapa-
'tpexooow. 
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frequent digressions and ekphraseis in the romance to show that Heliodorus aimed to give 
pleasure to his readers as well as teasing them with conundrums. The second point is that 
the digression on Homer distracts the attention of both the reader and Kalasiris' s inter-
locutor, Knemon, from a more significant question: If Kalasiris had experienced a real 
vision ({map) of Apollo and not a mere dream (ovap) what does it signify? This question is 
later taken up indirectly in Heliodorus' treatment of the dream of Charikles, the priest of 
Apollo in Delphi (see further below). 
The Name 'Theagenes' 
It is well known that Homer occasionally coins names (using folk etymologies) to suit the 
individual traits of his characters. The name of the bard Phemios, for example, is based on 
the root cprU.1n 'voice' (Odysseus describes the bard as 'the polyphonic singer' 1tOA:i>cprUloC; 
aotMc; [Od. 22.376])232 and his patronymic T£p1tta~llC; (Od. 22.330-331) comes from 'tEP1tO> 
'gladden, cheer'. Heliodorus follows this practice by basing the names of some his 
characters on words which suggest their fundamental characteristics. Thus Ormenos comes 
from the verb opV'o},u = 'to stir up, rush furiously', appropriate for a runner; the name of the 
doctor Akesinos is based on the word aK£l<J6at 'to heal' (cf. 4.3.3; 4.7.4 above and notes); 
the pirate Trachinos is suitably 'tpaxuC; 'savage'; his comrade Peloros is 1tEACOpOC; 'huge, 
portentous,;233 Demainete's name is based on l-laivo)..Lat 'rage madly,;234 and lastly 
Alkamenes may be based on aAKiJ 'strength'. The other romance writers also employ this 
kind of name, particularly for minor figures whose personalities are not developed much 
beyond their primary characteristics.235 Heliodorus usually tries to individualise such 
characters: for example, Thermouthis meets his death by a bite of an Egyptian asp 
232 Cf. Higbie (supra, n. 238) 12. 
233 Cf. Hom. 115.741; Od 10.168; Hes. Scut 223; Theog. 845,856. Strabo 1.1.17; 3.5.5 mentions a 
memorial of Peloros. 
234 The name is also found in Lucian (Philops. 27) belonging to a woman who returns from the dead 
to instruct her husband to ensure that her missing golden sandal is burnt. Lucian (Scyth. 2) tells of a 
woman of this name who explains to her husband in a dream how to avert a plague. AG 7.434 gives 
an account of a Demainete who buried 8 children in one grave. Heliodorus may have been aware of 
these stories. His own Demainete, of course, causes her husband and family a great deal of grief. 
235 Cf. Eudromos, and Lykainion in Longus. The names Philetas and Dionysophanes may have 
wider symbolic signifance in Daphnis and Chloe. 
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(2.20.2i36 and the young Ionian slave girl who causes Kybele's death is said to have felt 
compassion for Charikleia (8.9.2). The etymologies of the names of his hero, Theagenes 
('goddess-born' ), and his heroine, Charikleia (based on xapt<; 'grace' and KA£OC; 'glory') 
are clearly of much greater importance and are solemnised in the first two lines of the 
oracle which Kalasiris receives from the priestess of Apollo (2.35.5):237 
Tilv xaptv EV 1tpci'rtm<; ai)'tup KAtO; ucna't' Exo'\)cmv 
cppa~Ecr9', ro AEAcpoi, 't6v 'tE SEaC; 'YEV£'t11V" 
The goddess from whom Theagenes is descended is Thetis, who is the subject of the choral 
hymn (3.2.4) during the festival at which the lovers meet. Heliodorus follows Homeric 
practice again here by citing this genealogy and referring to exploits of his hero's 
ancestors in order to establish his status in society.238 However, instead of simply listing a 
genealogy or narrating heroic exploits, Heliodorus presents the information in a dramatic 
and nuanced way (2.34). What is particularly noticeable about Heliodorus' dramatic 
treatment of this Homeric material is the subtle humour of his depiction of the pompous 
and pedantic priest contrasted with the wry scepticism of the narrator. Heliodorus was 
rather sceptical about Greek culture as can . be seen from his satirical picture of Knemon 
and his mother-in-law Demainete in Athens and the folly of Charikles in Delphi. In 
recounting Theagenes' genealogy, Charikles deploys mythology, etymology, the evidence 
of Homer and local legend in a vain display of erudition.239 However, Heliodorus' readers, 
236 Aelian De Nat Anim. 10.31.1-17. The name is also that of the Egyptian princess who rescues 
Moses from the river Nile, according to the story in Josephus (Jud. Ant 2.224.1-237.5) . Cf. 3.4.3 
above and note. 
237 The oracle is recalled at the conclusion of the romance (10.41.3) : cf. Bartsch (1989, 102). 
238 Cf. Higbie (1995, 5, 7-8, 189). Names in Homer have been the subject of a number of recent 
monographs, such as that of Peradotto (1990); Shive (1987); von Kamptz (1982). Note also the 
articles of Skutsch (1987, 188-193); Webber (1989, 1-13); Brown (1966, 193-202). For Greek 
onomastics generally cf. Fraser & Matthews (1987; 1994); Pape & Benseler (18843). For Xenophon 
of Ephesus: cf. Hagg (1971,25-59). 
239 Mythology: he states that the Ainianes literally went back to the Flood-they were descended 
from Hellen, the son of Deukalion (cf. Thuc. 1.3); etymology: the Thessalians believed that their 
capital city, Hypata, came from the Greek word meaning 'rule' (2.34.2, u1ta't8-Wtv), rather than the 
usual story that the city is situated at the foot of Mount Oita-u1to 'til Oi't'!1 (cf. Hdt. 7.217; Thuc. 
3.9.2; Xen. Hell 1.2.18); Homer: the Ainianes do, in fact, occur in the Iliad (2.749-750) and 
Theagenes believed that he was descended from Achilles' grandfather, Aiakos, through Menesthios, 
the illegitimate son of the river Spercheios by Polydora, the daughter of Peleus (II 16.173-178); 
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who would have been used to the allusiveness of the work by this stage, would also have 
known that there were other, less creditable accounts of the death of Neoptolemos in 
Delphi than that given here by Charikles (see 3.1.1 and note). The critical reader would 
also notice that, although the narrator already knew Theagenes well enough to think of him 
as his charge (he refers to the young man as 'to j..LEA.rUl<X 'to Ej..LOV 3.3.4), he does not at this 
point tell Knemon that the young man in question was Theagenes, although Knemon also 
knew the young man. He does, however, indicate his feelings indirectly by expressing his 
strong interest in meeting him (£yroYE au'tou j..LaVtlCOX; <'xVE1t'tEproj..Lat 1tpO~ 't1lV 6Eav, 2.34.8 
[the word eEav hints at the concealed nameD. Both reader and interlocutor must infer that 
this is indeed a description of Theagenes through the enigmatic oracle mentioned above, 
which concludes this part of Kalasiris' narrative. The scene also achieves narratological 
complexity through the intersection of three implied time frames: the time at which 
Kalasiris first met Theagenes, the time in Delphi and their subsequent journey to Egypt 
during which he established a close relationship with the hero, and the time of narration to 
Knemon. 
In the context of the late Empire, however, the choice of the name 'Theagenes' also 
brings with it heterodiegetic associations with athletics and allegory. Plutarch, whose 
works Heliodorus had most probably read, records the famous athletic record of a Thasian 
athlete called Theagenes who won 1,200 crowns in his career.240 Pausanias adds that this 
Theagenes wished to emulate Achilles by winning the foot race at the Pythian Games 
(Paus. 6.11.5). Furthermore, Lucian (Hist. Conser. 35.9 [the text is uncertain but the inter-
pretation stands]) notes that this athlete was proverbial for his athletic prowess and that he 
was impervious to the debilitating effects of love. Heliodorus obligingly not only likens his 
Theagenes to Achilles but makes this very race take place in his fictional account of the 
Pythian games in book four (4.3.1-4.4.2). No doubt the figure of the athlete impervious to 
love would have appealed strongly to the moral austerity of Heliodorus.241 
local legend: the people of Thessaly acknowledged that the Ainianes had a stronger claim than 
themselves to be related to Neoptolemos by renouncing their right to host the ceremony. 
240 Plut. MOT. 8Ild8-e10 (Stephanus); Paus. 6.6.5.5 (Theogenes), 6.11.2.2 (1,400 crowns); SId =IG 
XI1.8; Harris (1964,115-119); Fontenrose (1978,75-76); Pape-Benseler (18843, 483). 
241 The name also occurs as the name of the brother of the heroine Timokleia of Thebes, who fell in 
the battle of Chaeroneia in 338 Be. When Thebes fell to Alexander in 335 BC, Timokleia displayed 
exemplary courage after being raped by Thracian troops (Plut. Alex. 12.5.2; Conj Praee. 145f2 
(Stephanus); Mul Virt. 259d6). The name Theagenes was therefore already associated with a 
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The name Theagenes was associated with allegory by the third century Neo-
Platonist philosopher Porphyry, who deals with a number of the themes of the Ethiopian 
Story in his writings (such as the cult of Helios and virginity).242 This writer, a Syrian like 
Heliodorus and roughly his contemporary, mentions Theagenes of Rhegium (c. 525 BC), 
who was the first person to interpret the theomachy in Books 20-21 of the Iliad allegor-
ically-for example, fire means Apollo, water Poseidon, air Hera, desire Aphrodite and 
writing the gift of Hermes-and concludes: 'This style of writing is quite old and derives 
from Theagenes of Rhegium, who wrote the first allegories on Homer' 01ho~ j.LEV ouv 
'tp61to~ a1toA.oyia~ apxato~ rov 1IDVU leat a1to e£aYEVou~ 'tou 'PrrYi YOU, o~ 1tp&'to~ Eypmv£ 1t£pt 
'OJ.Litpou) (Quaest. Hom. II. 241.10-11 [Schrader].243 This is our sole reference to Theagenes 
of Rhegium to my knowledge. However, Porphyry must have based his account on earlier 
sources which have not come down to us and it is likely that Theagenes would have been 
quite well known, particularly at a time when interest in allegory was high. An allegorical 
reading of the role played by Theagenes in the romance gives new depth to the athletic 
contest in which Theagenes participates in Delphi and to the wrestling match he contests 
in Meroe-both events which lend themselves readily to metaphorical interpretation as a 
moral struggle. 
The fifth century allegorical interpretation of the Ethiopian Story by Philip the 
Philosopher, which some think was composed in Rhegium, supports this line of argument 
since it regards the name Theagenes as signifying 'the vision of true being'. Cf. Taran 
(1992, 224)-an interpretation which is based on a second reading of the obscure oracle 
which Kalasiris receives from the priestess of Apollo at 2.35.5. Philip understands the 
words e£a~ YEVE't11V to mean 'offspring of sight' rather than as 'offspring of a goddess'. 
The narrator hints at this meaning of the name in his description of the young man: 
woman of virtue in the literary tradition before Heliodorus came to use it. The name also carries 
connotations of military leadership, since it also belonged to the tyrant of Megara (Plut. Aet. Rom. 
el Graec. 295el1 [Stephanus]; Paus. 1.40.1.2-3) and an Athenian general (Front. Strat 4.1.8.1). 
242 Cf. Kovendi (1966, 198-243); on the philosophical decor of Heliodorus: cf. Sandy (1982, 141-
167); Geffcken (1978) . 
243 Cf. Lamberton & Keaney (1992, xi, 31, 70). A fragment of Aristotle (fr. 145 [Rose]) investigates 
the significance of the simile of the snake devouring a bird and her chicks (discussed at the 
beginning of this article). The omen was interpreted allegorically as a prophecy concerning the 
duration of the siege of Troy. The dramatic setting for Philip's discussion of the Ethiopian Story is, 
by coincidence, Rhegium. Cf. Taran (1992, 209). 
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'towu'toe; Ecr't1. 'titv J.l.OPCPitv Kat 'tocrou'toe; U5dv 'to J.l.£YE90e; roc; ~E~atOUV 'til 9£~ 'to y£voe; 
(2.34.4) . This interpretation of the name relates to neoPlatonic ideas of vision and 
contemplation, which may also underlie the scene which describes the first encounter 
between Theagenes and Charikleia: 
O'tE, CPtAE KvTw-rov, Kat O't1. 9Elov " 'I1'Oxit Kat (j'\)'Y'YEVEC; avr09Ev 'tole; EP'YOtC; 
E1ttcr'toUJ.l.E9a· OJ.l.OU 'tE yap UAAnAO'Oe; EroproV ot V£Ot Kat TlProv, cOO-1tEp 'tnc; 'I1'Oxnc; EK 
1tpOmle; EV'tEUl;EOl<; 'to OJlOtoV E1ttYVO"lxrrle; Kat 1tpOe; 'to Ka't ' ul;tav olxdov 
1tpocropaJ.l.oucrT\e;. (HId. 3.5.4). 
Philip also explains the name Kalasiris as meaning ' the one who draws towards beauty ' 0 
1tp6c; 'ta KaAa crf>prov, since the Egyptian priest is the one who leads the soul, Charikleia, 
over the sea (which represents matter) to divine knowledge despite the opposition of strife 
(the pirate Trachinos) (11. 109-119). Cf. Tanin (1992, 225); in addition, Charikleia's name 
has the numerical value of 777 which represents a Platonic triad of voue;, 'I1'Oxn and crooJ.l.a-
mind, soul and body (11. 79-92): 700 signifying the perfect mind; 70 the soul; and 7 the 
body. Cf. Taran (1992, 216). 
Taran's argument is borne out by fact that all three of the characters who escape 
from Delphi (Kalasiris, Charikleia and Theagenes) are identified with Odysseus, whose 
escape from Circe signified the escape of the soul from matter in neoPlatonist philosophy. 
Charikleia behaves like Odysseus on a number of occasions (see Introduction). 
The Dream of Charikles 
The dream of Charikles (4.14.2) should be compared with the famous and much-discussed 
passage of the Odyssey, in which a sorrowful Penelope asks her disguised husband to 
interpret her dream of an eagle who descends from a mountain to break the necks of her 
flock of 20 geese (Od. 19.535-569) and whose veracity she doubts.244 Despite the 
uncertainty of the Bude editors as to whether Heliodorus was thinking of Penelope's dream 
in his account of what Charikles saw, these two dreams are in essence the same. There are, 
it is true, few superficial connections between the two, apart from the eagle-a very 
common dream-agent in antiquity. Artemidorus (2.20), for example, affirms that UE'tOe; 
244 For the allusion to the gates of hom and ivory: cf. Plato Charm. 173a; Soph. E1 645; AP 7.42; 
Verg. A en. 6.893-898 (most famously); Hor. Carm. 3.27.41; Prop. 5.7.87; Luc. Somn. 6; VH2.32 ; 
Macrob. Somn. 1.3.20; Tert. De Anima 46; Philostr. Imag. 3.3.3.1-3; Bab. Fab. 30.8; Julian Ep. 17; 
Nonn. Dion. 34.90; 44.53. Modem scholarship on the subject is also plentiful: cf., e.g. , van Lieshout 
(1980,38-39) ; Kessels (1978, 129-131); Amory (1966, 3-57). 
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<x1t£Mi)v <xvBpoC; Buva:tou a1t£tA1lV 1tpocrrU.l.aivEt, 1.20).245 Nevertheless an abstract structural 
analysis of the two passages shows a striking symmetry: 
(a) both dreamers are dejected: Charikles is 1tPOC; U1t£pI30A1lV 1t£piAU1tOV Kat OA'I1C; 
Ka't11CPEiac; aVa1tAEIDV (4.14.1); Penelope is described as follows (Od. 19.512-517): 
a'i)'tap £).lot Kat 1t£v90c; a).lE'tp'I1'tOV 1tOP£ Bai).lIDV· 
Tl).la'ta ).lEV yap 'tEp1tO).l' 6B'Opo).lEV'I1 y06<ooa, 
EC; 't' £).la EPY' 6pocooa Kat a).lcpt1tOAIDV £Vt OLKQl' 
(xu'tap £1t1lV V'\)~ EA9n, fA. nm 't£ KOt't~ <X1t<Xv'tac;, 
K£t).lat £Vt A.£K'tPQl, 1tulCtvat M ).lOt <X).lCP' aBtvov lCilP 
6~Etat ).lEAEB&vat 6BupO).lEV'l1V £p£eoum. v. 
(b) both dreamers are sceptical about dreams; Charikles says d 'tt Bet 1tpocrEx£tv 
6vEipacn (4.14.2) and Penelope ~Etv', 1i 'tOt ).lEv OV£tPOt a).lilxav0t aKpt'tO).l'090t / yiyvoV't' 
(19.560-561) and expounds the well-known doctrine of the gates of horn and ivory. 
(c) the dreamers both interpret their dreams negatively: Charikles believes that the 
dream presages the death of his daughter (the shadows stand for the afterlife [cf. 1.3.1 D· 
Penelope's fears are vague and less easy to define; perhaps she fears some imminent 
disaster to her home-the geese representing her family and estate. 
(d) the dreams concern the loss of something loved, in the case of Charikles, his 
daughter, for Penelope, her geese or whatever they represent.246 
(e) deceitful interpreters supply positive interpretations for the dreams: Kalasiris 
has disguised his true intentions, which are to assist Charikleia and Theagenes to elope 
from Delphi, in accordance with the oracle of Apollo and the mandate of Persinna; 
Odysseus is disguised as a beggar and conceals the details of his plans from his wife. 
(f) the reader or audience suspects and the re-reader knows that in fact the 
dreamers' interpretations are false and that the apparently false interpretation is true: 
Charikles' fear that his daughter will die is false, but it is true that she will marry; 
Penelope's premonitions are unfounded and Odysseus does return and kill the suitors. 
245 In the present passage, the image of the eagle is chosen, according to Koraes, to suggest that the 
kidnapping of Charikleia is imminent because the Greek word for eagle, <XE'to<;, meant 'first year' (a 
= 1 + ew<;). Cf. Artemidorus 2.20, l:TII.LOOVCt 6 <XE't~ Kat 'tOY EVCO''tOlta Evta'Owv' €O'tt yap 'to QYoJ,1a 
aumu ypa(j)EY OMEV aAAo, i\1tPCi'ttov €'t0<;. Given Heliodorus' propensity for numerology this is not 
entirely fantastic. 
246 Cf. Weinstock (1934, 49), who suggests that the dream expresses the fears of a lover that he 
would lose, or be separated from, his beloved. 
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(g) in both dreams the interpreters also playa role in the dream. The eagle becomes 
Odysseus and assures Penelope that Odysseus will return and kill the suitors-a prophecy 
which the real Odysseus fulfils. In the Ethiopian Story Kalasiris takes on the role of the 
dream-eagle, when he assists Theagenes and Charikleia to elope. 
(h) both dreams foreshadow the future. Messer observes that Penelope's dream (Gd. 
19.535-569) does not shape the narrative, as did that of Agamemnon, which precipitates 
the disastrous assembly in which the Greek leader tests the will of his troops. Instead, the 
dream creates atmosphere and prepares the reader for further developments in the plot (pp. 
31-32). Similarly, the dream of Charikles is closely followed by the elopement of the two 
lovers from Delphi. The words which refer to the immense intervening distance ('tou 
J.l.£(j£uov'to~ Cxm>ipo'U Bt(x(j't"J.l.a'to~, 4.14.2) between Charikles and his daughter suggest an 
extremely remote country, such as Ethiopia where the novel ends. 
(i) structurally, both dreams concern death and marriage: Charikles fears his 
daughter's death but hopes for her happy marriage; Penelope fears remarriage and the loss 
of her estate but hopes for the deaths of the suitors. 
However, the dream of Charikles differs from that of Penelope in that it makes 
more extensive use of allegory. Messer (1918, 30-47) notes that Penelope's dream is the 
first in European literature for which an allegorical interpretation is provided, but argues 
that the return of the eagle to expound the dream is a reversion to the more typically 
Homeric dreams, which are normally objective, external and personal phenomena (cf., e.g., 
the dream of Agamemnon, II. 2.1-34). The dream of Charikles on the other hand is more 
susceptible to allegorical reading on a number of levels: it could foretell Charikleia's 
death, her intended marriage with Alkamenes, her elopement with Theagenes, or a 
spiritual journey (in which the eagle of Apollo that leads her to a distant and physically 
unobservable land represents philosophy, Charikleia represents the soul, and the distant 
land represents the enlightened kingdom of the sun). 
Heliodorus also deepens the irony of his dream. In the Homeric dream, the irony 
lies in the fact that Penelope's cleverness and mistrustfulness cause her to disbelieve a 
dream which is, in fact, soon to come true. Further irony lies in the fact that the eagle-
Odysseus tells Penelope, who was conscious in her dream that she was asleep all the time 
(19.541), that the dream (ovap) was in fact a waking vision ({map, 19.547). However, in 
Heliodorus/
47 
the irony is both overt and covert; overtly Kalasiris notes that, although 
247 Cf. Morgan (1979, at 9.25.1) who points out that Heliodorus uses the dream of Charikles to give 
ironic depth to his narrative. 
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Charikles is the priest of Apollo, the god of prophecy, he is unable to construe the dream. 
The reader's attention is therefore drawn to the covert irony in the dream-that Kalasiris' 
interpretation is ambiguous and can also refer to a bridegroom other than Alkamenes, 
namely Theagenes, and that the god Apollo, whom Charikles serves, himself directs the 
elopement of his daughter, thus confirming Kalasiris' two earlier dreams and the oracle of 
the Delphic priestess (3.11.5). Heliodorus h(,ls specifically sign-posted this interpretation 
by referring to the 'flight' of the eagle in words which suggest elopement (4.14.2, (j'UV£K-
~pa~£tv). Kalasiris' interpretation of the dream is therefore clearly proleptic and 
anticipates the unfolding of the plot. Bartsch (1989, 104) also observes that it is Kalasiris' 
false interpretation of the dream that leads Charikles to relax his guard, thinking that the 
dream portended the marriage of his daughter to Alkamenes. He even supplies Charikleia 
with her birth tokens, which finally convince Kalasiris that Charikleia is the daughter of 
Persinna, who had asked him to bring her back to Ethiopia, and that he has a duty to 
ensure that she returns to her parents' kingdom. Charikleia is kidnapped that night and her 
journey to Ethiopia begins. Finally, if the dream can be read as a spiritual allegory and as 
a cipher of the Ethiopian Story, as a whole as my discussion of the name of Theagenes 
suggests, a further level of metadiegetic irony can be observed, since Kalasiris' purpose in 
interpreting the dream was to deceive, not to enlighten, as was Odysseus' intention. This is 
consonant with the pessimistic view of dreams in the Ethiopian Story. Kalasiris, for 
example, says: XPll{j~ot 'Yap Kat DvnpOt 'ta 1tOA.A.a 'tOt~ 't£A.£ot Kpivov'tat (2.36.2); Helio-
dorus comments on Thyamis' interpretation of a dream: Kat 'to ~£v Dvap 'tOU'tov £cppa~£ 'tov 
'tp61tov ot}'t~ au'tQ> 'tfj~ E1tt9'UJ.l.ia~ ESll'YO'UJ.l.EVll~ (1.19.1); and finally Charikleia tells 
Theagenes: il {j't)vl)9£ta {j£ 'trov o'U{j't'UXll~a'trov 1t<Xv'ta 1tpO~ 'to cpa'UA.6'ta'tov VOEtV 1:£ Kat 
£iKa~£tv n:ap£OK£ua{j£, cptA.£t 'Yap av9pro~ 1tpO~ 'ta {j't)~1ti1t'tov'ta 'tPE1t£tv 'ti)v 'Yvro~llV 
(8.11.5).248 
Thus, Heliodorus makes creative and original use of traditional epic material in his 
romance. By dramatising his presentation of epic material imaginatively and by his choice 
of significant names he manages to achieve an enigmatic and understated narrative 
248 There is a later parallel in the Ethiopian Story to the pessimism of Charikles, interpreted more 
optimistically by Kalasiris, in the dream of Theagenes (8.11), which he takes as a bad omen but 
which Charikleia views more sanguinely. Cf. also the dream of Thyamis concerning Charikleia, 
which he interprets overoptimistic ally at first, and then overpessimistically (1.18.5; 1.30.4). In 
Philostratos (VA 1.23) Apollonios similarly gives a more sanguine interpretation to a dream of fish 
beached by dolphins, which Damis thought fearful. 
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complexity and an allegorical suggestiveness that is unique and goes considerably further 
than his Homeric model. The technique and motifs are traditional but their application 
reflects contemporary literary concerns. Similarly, his application of the formula of 
Penelope's dream to that of Charikles pays tribute to the power and subtlety of Homer's 
art but also introduces something of his own, creating a sylleptic and open-ended 
allegorical dream which ultimately, however, in its complex narrative context, bears the 
undertone of a more pervasive and polyvalent sense of irony. 
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APPENDIX 2 : THE MEANING OF ANTITHEOS (4.7.13) 
Maillon (1938) translates (xvti9Eoe; in the sentence (xAAO: JlOt (xvti.9EOc; 'tte; EOtKEv EJl1tO~t~£tv 
't'tlV 1tpa~tV Kat ~taJlO:XEcr9at 1tpOe; 'wue; EJlOUe; U1tllPE'tae; as 'quelque dieu ennemi', but 
Puiggali (1984, 275) states categorically that (xvti.9EOe; never carries this sense.249 He 
maintains that 'il faut toujours partir du sens premier, «semblable a un dieu» , i.e. the 
Homeric meaning of the word (e.g., Hom. Il. 5.663, (XVti.9EOv fup1tllMva 'the godlike 
Sarpedon'). As Koraes noted, Amyot was thinking of the similar Homeric form ,;t9EOe; 'a 
young man on the verge of manhood' (cf., e.g., 11. 22.127, 1tap9EVOC; ,;1:9£0e; 't£) in his 
translation ('Mais il me semble qu'il y a quelque jeune homme, qui empeche mon 
enterprise et combat a l' encontre de mes ministres'.) LSJ provide some corroboration for 
this translation, since they observe that (xvti. in the sense of 'like' continued to be used 
productively in compounds such as (xv'tt1tat<; (Luc. Am. 2; Somn. 16, 'like a child') and 
(xvti.~ouAoe; (Aesch. Ch. 135, 'like a slave'; Aesch. n. 194, 'instead of a slave'). Philo also 
uses (XVti.9EOC; as an adjective to mean 'in the place of god, godlike' (Dc somniis 2.183 .1; 
Dc confusionc linguarum 88.1, 6 (xvti.9EOe; voue;; Dc postcritatc Caini 123.4, 'tOY (xV'tt9EOv 
lCatPOV). Philo commonly uses compounds of (xv'tt-, such as (xvti.JltJlo<;, in this sense (Dc 
Vita Mosis 2.195.4). However, the Homeric meaning is clearly not the primary one 
required here, although it lends more than a touch of ambiguity to the expression. 
Maillon's translation is supported by LSJ, who cite the passage under discussion, 
Iamblichus Dc Myst. 3.31.38-40, and a magical papyrus in the British Museum (Pmag. 
Lond. 121.635-6362), as examples of the disputed second meaning 'contrary god'. Puiggali 
249 Maillon refers to Iamb lichos De Mysteriis 3.31 (cf. LSJ ad loc.) in support of his translation, 
which has been widely accepted; e. g., by Altheim (1942, 31). Maillon follows the Latin of 
Warszewicki (1552) 'contrarius quispiam deus'; and that of Smith (1855) 'some opposing deity'. 
He is in turn followed by Hadas (1957) 'some counterdeity'; Lamb (1961) 'some hostile deity' . 
Puiggali does not venture an explicit translation of the Heliodorus passage himself, although in a 
footnote he allows «rival d'un dieu», «ennemi d'un diem) to be derived from the primary sense 
«semblable a un diem) (p. 275 n. 41). Underdowne (1865) is somewhat free, perhaps to avoid 
blasphemy: 'I suppose that some God taketh on him to hinder this businesse'. Morgan (1989) 
renders the words as 'divine counter-power', which, although it falls foul of the criticism of 
PUiggali, conveys something of the subtle ambiguity in the Greek of Heliodorus, as I shall argue 
further in this appendix. 
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(1984, 271) contends that the relevant passage of the magical papyrus ('ttv6~ av'tt9£ou 
1tA.<xvO&XiJ.lovo~) and Iamblichus (B<xiJ.lov<x~ 1tOvT\PoU~ avn 'trov eErov Eimcpivov't<X, ou~ B1) K<Xt 
K<xA.OUmV av'tte£ou~) do not require this meaning. He would translate avneEO~ in these 
passages as 'faussement semblables aux dieux' (p. 272). Puiggali's interpretation of the 
papyrological passage is bolstered by Arnobius ' description of the spirits who pretend to 
be gods, whom magi may summon inadvertently (4.12 [Reifferscheid], magi suis in 
accitionibus memorant antitheos saepius obrepere pro accitis, esse autem hos quosdam 
matenis ex crassioribus spiritus qui deos se fingant, nesciosque mendaciis et 
simulationibus ludant) . It is noticeable, however, that in all these passages the nominal 
usage of avneEO~ (and in the Ethiopian Story the word 'tt~ emphasises that avn9EO~ is a 
noun) is considered unusual and requiring explanation, which suggests that this form was 
used in a new and unfamiliar sense. 
Puiggali acknowledges that the phrase in Iamblichus is influenced by Persian 
Zoroastrian dualism ( 'Jamblique fait allusion it la religion perse ', p. 275) but denies 
Cumont ' s assertion (191l, 152 n. 36) that the passage in Heliodorus under discussion also 
reveals a knowledge of 'Mazdean beliefs' .2so Puiggali (1984, 274) argues that translators 
have confused good and evil in this passage. In his view, the powers which Kalasiris 
initially brought to bear against Charikleia (4.5.3) were malign and the power now 
blocking them must therefore be good. His arguments are discussed below: 
(1) Kalasiris uses the words 6ZAEf-ral and lCamvarlCaaat of the powers (gvVaJ.LEl~) he first 
raised against Charikleia (4. 7.12). Therefore they cannot be good. 
(2) Kalasiris only presents the avn8Eo~ as malign for the sake of his deception of 
Charikles. The whole perfonnance is a spoof (4.5.3), since Kalasiris disapproves of the 
lower fonns of magic (3.16.3). 
(3) The avn8Eo~ is not a god or a demon because it is called an tZ8p6~ TI~ later in the same 
paragraph and is portrayed as a r617~. 
(4) The avn8Eo~ is, in fact, Theagenes. 
With regard to the first argument, neither 6XA.Et't<Xt nor K<X't<xv<XYKaa<Xt is strong enough to 
characterise the powers first invoked by Kalasiris as evil. These forces were, after all, 
originally invoked to counter the effects of the ' eye of envy' (6q>e<xA.J.l6~ ~aaK<Xvo~), which 
Kalasiris suggested to Charikles had been put on Charikleia during the procession. The 
scene in which the powers are invoked does not give the impression of a maleficent ritual 
250 See also Nilsson (1974,565-567 [542-544]); Sandy (1982, 141-167). 
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although it conveys the atmosphere of a magical rite. I would suggest, indeed, that neither 
~UvallEte; nor ~aOlCavia carry a positively evil connotation in Heliodorus (cf. 3.7.2 above, 
and note). The second of Puiggali's arguments effectively concedes that the <xvn9EOC; is 
presented as malign to Charikles. This is, after all, the superficial sense required by the 
context, whatever the sub-text in the mind of the author may have been. Furthermore, this 
supernatural power need not be identified with the h9p6<; (Puiggali's third argument), 
which could have been a hostile power invoked by the rival sorcerer to blight Charikleia's 
life and to leave her childless. Puiggali's last argument is, of course, part of the irony of 
the situation and Heliodorus may even be playing with the Homeric meaning of the word 
('resembling a god'). This would have been entirely in keeping with his characterisation of 
his hero as a second Achilles (cf. 3.3.5 and note) and also with his tendency to play on 
words (cf. the section on Language and Style in the introduction). There is much evidence 
in the text to show that Heliodorus frequently echoes Homeric vocabulary (cf., e.g., 3.1.3 
and note, 3.2.1 and note). But, while this may be the latent meaning in this passage, the 
overt sense must be 'hostile god' to suit the demands of the context. It is worth noting that 
Cumont (1911, 267-268 n. 39) mentions that Porphyry (De Abstin. 2.37-43) refers to a 
power commanding evil spirits and that sacrifices of victims in Mithraism are reserved for 
the demons. The aversion to blood sacrifices mentioned a number of times in the Ethiopian 
Story may be informed by this sentiment. 
There is no doubt that the meaning of the prefix <xvn had changed by the second 
century A.D., since the sophist Apollonius records the views of those who believed that 
<xvn9Eoe; nol.:6qlll110r; in Homer meant that the Cyclops was the enemy of Zeus (Lexicon 
Homericum sub <xv'ti [Bekker]: E1tt Of 'tou KUlCA0l1tOe;, O'tE qlllo1.V "<xvn9wv nOAUqlll110V" 
9EAoumv <XlCOUEtV EvtOt 'tOY EvavnoullEvov 'tote; 6wte;' ou'toe; yap Ecrnv 6 AEYOlV "ou yap 
KUlCAOl1tEe; AtOe; llEyaAou <XAEyoumv" 'tae; Of <xvnavEipae; 'Alla~ovae; 6 llEV 'Apicr'tapxoc; 
tcr<xv~poue;, EVtOt ~E -rae; {xvna~oucrac;, olov EvaVnOUj..lEvac;, (xv~pam' 1tOAEj..lUC<X1. yap. In the 
fifth century, the original meaning of the word required explication. The philosopher 
Ammonius, for example, felt the need to remind his readers that <xvn6we; was a synonym 
of icro9we; in his commentary on Aristotle's Categories (71.2, 'to yap <xvn 1tapa 'tote; 
1taA<Xtote; 'to lcrov O'1lj..lai VEt, <001tEp 'to <xvn6wv icr66Eov lCat (xVnaVEtp<X ti]v yuvatlCa ti]v lO'1lV 
ouVallt v 'tQ> <xvopt Exoucrav). 
Lastly, it is important to note that the word was also extensively used by the 
Christian writers to refer to the enemy of God (e.g., Johannes Chrysostomus In Joannem 
homi/es 59.140.30, tva 1111 06;11 IDe; <xvn9EOe; ne; lCat t; Evavnac; T1lCOlV 'tQ> lla'tpt 'tau'ta 
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1tOtElV). The tenn 'antiChrist' had been in use since the composition of the New Testament 
(cf., e.g. , 1 Ep. John 2.18; 2.22; 2 Ep. John 7.3) and was widely used by the theological 
writers (cf., e.g., Polycarp Ep. ad Phil. 7.1). Lactantius uses the same word to refer to 
Satan (Inst. Divin. 2.9.13 [Brandt] , nox quam pravo ilIa antitheo dicimus attributam). The 
prefix was used productively in the sense 'opposed to ' in Latin (cf., e.g., Suet. Jul. 56.5, 
AntiCatones; Tib. 11.3, antisophistas) and the Latin usage may have influenced the later 
Greek writers, since bilingualism increased greatly in the later Roman Empire. Morgan 
(1979, at 9.9.3) comments that the sentiment of Heliodorus here is not unsuited to that of a 
Christian bishop. For discussion of the possibility that Heliodorus was a Christian, or at 
least knew Christian doctrines, see Cataudella (1975, 172-174). 
In conclusion: while there may be an underlying awareness of the Homeric 
meaning of CtV'tlSEOC; in Heliodorus, which lends a degree of ambiguity and irony to the 
phrase, the primary meaning must be 'opposing god'. I translate ' some godlike opposing 
force ' to bring out the nuance in the expression. 
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ApPENDIX 3: AMPHIBOLIES IN THE ETHIOPIAN STOR Y 
Morgan (1981, 229) views alternative explanations in the Ethiopian Story as part of a 
'historical pose' adopted by Heliodorus to make his narrative appear to be more realistic, 
but Winkler (1982, 135), after pointing out the similarity between Heliodorus and 
Herodian in respect of dual explanations, whether historiographic (Her. 6.6.1; 7.10.5) or 
contrasting natural and supernatural causes (Her. 1.9.5; 8.3.9), goes on to classify the 
double explanations as 'amphibolies' for which 'a providential explanation is unlikely or 
even foolish' (p. 123). Winkler groups these 'amphibolies' into four categories. These 
categories increase in complexity and decrease in number in a range from (1) to (4). They 
are (1) 'those which leave the question open or (more often) seem to weight the scales in 
favour of the more supernatural alternative' (p. 122); (2) 'those which are so phrased as to 
suggest that a providential explanation is unlikely or even foolish' (p. 123); (3) 'Three 
amphibolies are employed to celebrate what we might call an aesthetic of Mind-Boggling 
Variety' (p. 126); (4) 'The most extended example of such naturalism is found in the fourth 
group of amphibolies, those uttered by Kalasiris' (p. 128). By 'naturalism' Winkler means 
that the plot of the romance is 'naturalistic' and that there is no god controlling the 
fortunes of the main characters. Winkler's classification of these amphibolies, on which his 
interpretation of the romance is largely based, is unsatisfactory. His analysis is open to the 
following objections: 
(1) The categories are ill-defined; in particular, how do open alternatives differ 
from those in which a supernatural explanation is unlikely? What is 'an aesthetic of Mind-
Boggling Variety'? They also contain instances that do not differ so markedly from one 
another-it is difficult, for example, to see how 1.18.3 (a conventional explanation for 
cocks crowing at dawn contrasted with Heliodorus' own theory) differs from 2.34.2 (a 
conventional speculation about the etymology of the name, Hypata, contrasted with that 
put forward by the people of town itself) or why 9.8.2 (the collapse of the dike at Syene) 
does not belong in the first category. 
(2) The fourth category is different in type from the other three, in being highly 
rhetorical. The explanation given for the 'illness' of Charikleia-that it was a case of 
spiritual recognition, as Kalasiris tells Knemon (3.5.5)-changes into a case of the 'eye of 
envy' when Kalasiris is talking to the superstitious Charikles (3.7.2-8). 
(3) The impression is given that all these amphibolies relate to the contrast drawn 
by Kalasiris between the higher and lower wisdom of Egypt which Winkler takes as the 
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'basic structuring principle behind Kalasiris' Delphic narrative' (p. 132). Yet of the twenty 
cases under consideration twelve are the thoughts of Heliodorus himself, five belong to 
Kalasiris, a couple to Charikles, and one to Hydaspes. Some amphibolies, sometimes 
uttered by different narrators, are strikingly similar to others (e.g. 7.11.4, 10.22.4,5.4.1-2 
all mention excess of joy) and the expressions used are occasionally formulaic (7.6.4 and 
5.4.1-2, 'tt BatJlovtov; 8.9.2, BatJlovt(X ~Oi)A."(ffit; 2.20.2, JlOtProv 'taxa ~Oi)A."cr£t). 
(4) No attempt is made to distinguish between trivial comment and serious 
reflection. Thus consideration of the religious and ideological framework of the romance is 
tied to Heliodorus' off-hand comments about why a cock crows at dawn (where the 
contrasting explanations are not those of 'spiritual providence and material desire', p. 
121). Terms like 6Erov OPJlfj, BatJlovt(X ~Oi)A.t,crEt , -ruX11<; 'ttVOC; ~oi)A."Jla'tt , which feature in 
these amphibolies as supernatural agencies, are not differentiated from each other. 
(5) Not all the instances are truly alternative explanations. For example, the true 
cause of Thermouthis' death is said to have been the bite of an asp-the comment that this 
was his destiny is an additional speculation tied to the pun on his name, which is also the 
word used for a kind of Egyptian snake (2.20.2). The discussion of the higher and lower 
forms of Egyptian wisdom is not an explanation for anything (3.16.3-4). Finally, when 
Kalasiris arrived at the very moment when his two sons were engaged in mortal combat, 
the amphiboly is only about whether it was a divine power or fortune which was giving the 
drama a new twist (7.6.4). These instances should therefore be left out of consideration. 
(6) The eighteen instances are not exhaustive. Add, e.g., 2.29.4 (Charikles' 
daughter died in a fire that was either the will of heaven or deliberately started) and 8.9.3 
(the slave-girl mistakenly poisoned Arsake because of the seriousness of what she was 
doing or because Kybele told her to serve Charikleia first). 
These amphibolies can be more simply assigned to two categories. (1) Two ration-
alistic explanations are contrasted. By 'rationalistic' I mean 'not attributable to 
intervention by a supernatural agency' : e.g., 1.18.3 (cocks crow at dawn because-so the 
conventional explanation goes-a natural perception of the sun moves them to greet the 
god or because of a combination of warmth and hunger); 1.30.6 (Thyamis tried to kill 
Charikleia because barbarians mistakenly think they will see their loved ones in the next 
world or to save them from violence at the hands of their enemies); 2.34.2 (the etymology 
of the name, Hypata, is either from a word meaning 'rule' or-as is generally thought to 
be the case-from a phrase 'Oro 'tfj ot't] 'at the foot of Mt. Oita'); 3.14.4 (Homer kept his 
birthplace secret either from shame at his illegitimate birth or because he cleverly wanted 
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to avoid the jealousy and rivalry of different cities wanting to claim him as a citizen). (2) 
A rationalistic explanation is contrasted with a supernatural one: e.g., 2.29.4 (Charikles' 
daughter died in a fire that was either the will of heaven or deliberately started); 3.7-8 (the 
souls of Charikleia and Theagenes recognised each other from a previous existence or 
Charikleia was under the influence of an 'eye of envy' ); 5.4.1-2 (Knemon swooned on 
learning that Thisbe was not dead either because a supernatural power was not allowing 
him to feel joy without some pain or because human nature is simply not capable of pure 
joy); 5.23.2 (the wind died down because the sun was setting or because the wind was 
helping the pirates); 5.27.1 (the sea became rough spontaneously or at the will of fate); 
7.11.4 (Kalas iris died from excess of joy or the gods were granting him what he had asked 
them for); 8.9.2 (Arsake's slave-girl wept for Charikleia either out of friendship or because 
she was carrying out the will of the gods); 8.9.3 (the slave-girl mistakenly poisoned Arsake 
because of the seriousness of what she was doing or because Kybele told her to serve 
Charikleia first-this is really a continuation of 8.9.2); 9.9.3-4 (the Nile is considered 
divine in Egypt either because it combines moist and dry elements and human life depends 
on this combination-this is the common view-or because the land is Isis and the river 
Osiris-and this is really the truth of the matter as only initiates know); 9.8.2 (the dike 
around Syene collapsed because the earth had not been compacted or because it had been 
undermined or the levels of the ground had been disturbed or else some god had 
intervened); 10.22.4 (Hydaspes thought his daughter deranged because a god had taken 
possession of her or because she was overcome by an excess of joy); 10.28.4 (Theagenes 
fought the bull because he was brave or because a god inspired him); 10.38.3 (the 
Ethiopian crowd applauded a story told in Greek either because they guessed what was 
going on or because of some divine power). 
It is a striking fact that the 'rationalistic' type of amphiboly occurs in the early 
books whereas the 'rationalistic-supernatural' type congregates towards the end of the 
work (except 8.9.3, which comes immediately after the expected type at 8.9.2). This is in 
keeping with the greater part played by supernatural powers in the second half of the work 
(cf. the section on the structure of the plot); the apparent exceptions in the earlier books 
(the death of Charikles daughter and the 'eye of envy') are rhetorical and sophistic in 
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Christianity, 33, 34, 214, 234, 256, 257, 261, 284, 287 
class, 112, 142, 260, 276 
Clementine Recognitions, 184, 214 
cosmopolitanism, 23 
curiousity, 289 
dancing, 98, 154, 282 
Delphi, 23, 50, 54, 88, 89, 128, 133, 212, 268, 283 
Delphic oracle, 210 




Dogon creation myth, 20 
dreams, 18, 48, 159, 187, 203, 276, 293 
dress, 140, 281 
Egypt, 169 
Egyptian wisdom, 19, 30, 180 
ekphrasis, 89, 117, 247 
enigma, 166 
ephebes, 105 
Eros, 261 , 289 
Ethiopia, 46, 241 , 248 
Euripides, 95, 110, 120, 156, 173, 200, 204, 218 
eye of envy, 17, 146 
eyes, 18, 19, 135, 149, 150, 165, 224, 293 
eyes (and religious taboo), 19 
fate, 211 , 251 , 257, 272 
fathers, 221 















holy men, 82, 91 , 213 
Homer, 5, 23, 29, 43, 47,63, 74, 87, 89, 96, 97, 104, 
109, 111 , 113, 118, 119, 120, 121 , 122, 123, 124, 
125, 130, 131 , 152,161, 162, 167, 168, 169, 171, 
173, 174, 175, 192, 199,200, 203,205, 206, 207, 
208, 220,247, 253, 277, 279,290, 294 
Homer (miraculous birth), 172 
Homer (name), 173 
Homer (poetic quality of), 175 
homosexuality, 37 
hoplite race, 192, 195 
Hydaspes, 240 
hymns, 101 
illegitimacy, 17,23, 30, 273 
imagination, 44 
indirect speech, 278 
infanticide, 15 
rrony, 135, 188, 189, 276, 281 
Isis, 24, 47, 121 , 253 
Julian, 32 
Kalasiris, 90, 176, 178, 184, 188, 208, 210, 211 , 215, 
216, 219, 227, 230, 231,233, 237, 259, 266, 277 
Kalasiris (as father), 87 
Kalasiris (reason for coming to Delphi), 183, 211 , 231 , 
267 
Kalisiris, 215 
Knemon, 87, 93, 129, 160, 161 , 203, 237 
lament, 237, 285 
Lapiths and Centaurs, 109 
learned women oflate antiquity, 114 
letters, 234 
locomotion, 161 
love (at fIrst sight), 81 
love at fIrst sight, 207 
lover (compared with inebriate), 155 
love-sickness, 259 
ma~c, 45 , 151 , 158, 182, 184, 213, 216, 225, 229, 250, 
255 
Mannerism, 45 
marriage, 17,33, 137, 194, 217, 261 , 276,287 
marriage (arranged), 208, 217, 226 
marriage to death, 293 
maternal impression, 18, 250 
Memnon, 242 
messenger, 152 
metaliterary conceit, 234, 252 
metre, 102 
minor characters, 23 
money, 284 
music, 153 
names, 116, 200, 220,237, 279 
narratology, 48, 92, 100,127, 153, 158, 160,177, 188, 
190, 206, 267 
narrato10gy (foreshadowing), 182 
neoPlatonism, 25, 46, 56, 116, 142, 208, 285 
Nesaia,107 
Nile, 47 
Odysseus, 115, 198,275 
openings (conventional), 51 
openings (false), 49 




pantarb stone, 45 
paradoxography,247 
perception, 44, 106, 198, 289 
Perseus, 242, 247 
Persinna, 16, 235, 236, 268 
phantasia, 18 
Philomela, 237, 253 
Philostratus, 7, 14, 27, 56, 74, 84, 90, 93,94, 98, 100, 
102, 103, 106, 107, 109, 111, 113, 118, 126,132, 
135, 160, 162, 171 , 174, 185, 190, 192, 193, 195, 
196, 199, 207, 225, 243, 244, 245, 247,255, 266, 
277, 284, 289 
Phoenicians, 276, 278 
Plato, 42, 52, 87, 112, 136, 137, 286 
pleonasm, 196 
plot, 48, 87, 190, 263 
plot (divine motivation, 218 
plot (divine motivation), 247, 275, 276, 280, 290 
plot (initiation), 231 
plot (movements), 230 
plot (time), 235 
prizes, 197 
proverbs, 88, 107, 141 , 152, 153,160 
pulse, 223 
Pyrrha, 105 
PythianGames, 82, 83, 190, 192, 193, 197 
racial prejudice, 249 
readership, 124 




sacrifIce, 97, 98, 157 
sacrifIce (blood), 132 
Selene, 242 
sexuality, 16, 121 , 123, 129, 206, 267, 289 
siege of Syene, 38 
silk, 280 
similes, 204 
skin colour (and prejudice), 249 
skin-colour, 249 
snakes, 119, 121 , 122 
sophistry, 30 
Sophocles, 111 , 200, 201 








Theagenes, 109, 111 , 112, 186, 197, 203, 216 
theatre, 213, 291 
theatre imagery, 87 
thematic material, 226 
Theogenes, 196 









white skin (as mark of beauty), 249 
EOP't1l. 52 
EVO:py£t<x. 88 






at Vt 't'tollat. 199 











EiKOOV. 43. 245 
£Ull£vErov. 105 
q><Xv'tacrta. 5. 88 
yEpavoc;. 98 
women, 295 
women (as weaker sex), 294 
word-play, 152,201,204,216,225,276,279 
~ting, 149, 232, 236, 259 





KA '6~rov. 1 77 
OIl<PaAOC;. 55 








cr<ppt yrov't£C;. 96 
mllOt.97 
'tat vta. 210. 229 
'tat vtav. 263 
't£A£cr-611crollEvrov. 95 
'tT)VO:AAox;. 213 
Trov ll£t~ovrov. 219 
'to Kp£t't'tOV. 288 
TUXl1. 21 1 
ucr1tAl1S. 201 
~6Xilla. 95 
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